“Social chemistry—the mutual attraction of equivalent human
molecules—is a science yet to be created, for the fact is my daily study
and only satisfaction in life.”
— Henry Adams (1885), “Letter to Clover Adams”, Apr 12
“I’m looking for a young and innocent physico-chemist [see: Henry
Bumstead] who wants to earn a few dollars by teaching an [historian]
idiot what is the first element of theory and expression in physics.”
— Henry Adams (1908), “Note to John Jameson”, Dec
“My Letter to Teachers was meant simply to ‘teach teachers how to
teach’. Schopenhauer prophecied it nearly a hundred years ago.
Nothing is to be gained by preaching this lesson as a form of energy. It
would act as a dissipator of energy. Therefore I have taught it, or tried
teaching it, only to the few men who could profit by it to economise
their scholar’s energies,—to save them from wasting it on past
processes. Economy is all I can see now, as true scientific object for
education to pursue. Certain branches of education may soon be lopped
off, to advantage.”
— Henry Adams (1910), “Letter to Barrett Wendell”, May 18
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Introductory note
The following are the divisions of the ten-volume ‘print set’ of Hmolpedia: an A-Z Encyclopedia of Human
Thermodynamics, Human Chemistry, and Human Physics, written online at EoHT.info, a prolegomenon to derivation:

Hmolpedia, Volume 1 (A-B)
Hmolpedia, Volume 2 (C-Ek)
Hmolpedia, Volume 3 (El-Goe)
Hmolpedia, Volume 4 (Gof-Ir)
Hmolpedia, Volume 5 (Is-Mr)
Hmolpedia, Volume 6 (Ms-Ra)
Hmolpedia, Volume 7 (Rb-Sw)
Hmolpedia, Volume 8 (Sx-Z)
Hmolpedia, Volume 9 Misc (A-I)
Hmolpedia, Volume 10 Misc (J-Z)

1-682
683-1352
1353-2058
2059-2750
2751-3444
3445-4064
4065-4762
4763-5466
5467-5986
5987-6496

(686-pgs)
(674-pgs)
(710-pgs)
(696-pgs)
(698-pgs)
(624-pgs)
(702-pgs)
(708-pgs)
(524-pgs)
(514-pgs)

The following are four addendum books, the first two embedded into EoHT.info, the third a JHT pdf, the fourth a
precipitate of the 2008 IQ:200+ rankings, scheduled to be published (estimated page count shown) as
accompaniments to the encyclopedia set:

Elective Affinities: Illustrated, Annotated, and Decoded | 280-pgs
Morality Squared: Religion Dissolved in Nitric Acid | 70-pgs
Shannon Thermodynamics: Science’s Greatest Sokal Affair | 120-pgs
500 Greatest Geniuses: Ranked by IQ | 250-pgs
The total print set is meant as a backup hardcopy of the online version; a repercussion of which, being that, in the
conversion process, robust editing of the latter is limited; noticeable areas being: hyperlinks removals, justified
paragraphs, among slight issues; as the total set—online and print—is meant only as a tool, according to which
functionality takes precedence over tool presentation. The following quote seems to encapsulate the gist of the
content of Hmolpedia:

“To be master of any branch of knowledge, you must master those which lie
next to it; and thus, to know anything — you must know all.”
— Oliver Homes (1886), American jurist

In 1957, Keith Burton, when asked why he found publication increasingly difficult following the publication of his
famous 1957 tables of "Free Energies of Formation—of chemical species, general and biochemical—from the
Elements", replied: “of the impossibility of saying anything without saying everything.” Thims, likewise, would prefer
to say simply that ‘humans, like smaller textbook chemicals, have free energies of formation, per state of existence’,
which quantitatively defines the thermodynamical nature one’s state of ‘being’, as a person, with a simple citation to
‘see: Burton (1957) for biochemical species [an antiquated term] and Lewis (1923) for general methodology’, and that
these tables can be used cogently to predict, guide, and or predetermine human reaction pathways, or the
feasibilities of future states of existence, but such a result is not palatable to the general public, whose mindset is
largely anchored in the paradigm hues of ancient mythologies, e.g. Aristotelian models of purpose, a turn of mindset
requisite to a modification of five thousand plus years of ingrained beliefs; hence Hmolpedia is elaboration on details
of explicits. The content of Hmolpedia, in short, is a corpus of footnotes to a change of beliefs.

“One’s beliefs or theological holdings can be divided into two classes: those
for which a man would go to the stake, and those for which a man would not
go to the stake.”
— Edwards A. Park (c.1870), American moral philosopher

Knowledge, in the discerning words of Francis Bacon, is power. Power, in the quantifications of James Watt, is work
per unit time. Work, in the unimpeachable formulations of Gustave Coriolis, is the result of a force moving a body
through unit distance. Force, as defined by the illustrious Newton, is influence—mediated via field particle exchanges
(in modern terms)—that tends to change the state of rest of a body or its uniform motion in a straight line. The body
of interest herein is the light-stimulated power (knowledge) animated CHNOPS+20 molecular body or phase reading
these words.
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Goffman, Erving
In science, Erving Goffman (1922-1982) was a Canadian-born American sociologist,
high-cited humanities citation ranking, noted for []

Overview
In 1971, Goffman, in his Relations in Public: Microstudies of the Public Order, described
how complex rules govern human behavior in apparently simple situations, such as
passing by a stranger on a sidewalk; a 2009 rendition of this book is as follows:

In 1975, American sociologists James Dabbs and Neil Stokes, seemingly influenced by Goffman, in their “Beauty is
Power: the Use of Space on the Sidewalk”, reported the results of a study wherein they quantified volume or rather
personal space changes via time lapsed video recordings of 470 pedestrians observed from above walking on a side
walk, which found that sex, number, attractiveness (beauty) caused volume expansion, results about which Dabbs
and Stokes concluded to the effect that these can be “regarded as aspects of power.” [1]

References
1. (a) Goffman, Erving. (1971). Relations in Public: Microstudies of the Public Order. Transaction Publishers, 2009.
(b) Dabbs, James M. and Stokes, Neil A. (1975). “Beauty is Power: the Use of Space on the Sidewalk” (abs),
Sociometry, 38: 551-57.

External links
● Erving Goffman – Wikipedia.
● Goffman, Erving – WorldCat Identities.

Gold, Barri
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In literature thermodynamics, Barri J. Gold (1966-) is American English professor noted
for her 2010 book ThermoPoetics: Energy in Victorian Literature and Science, in which
she outlines the subject she terms “thermopoetics” the interaction between Victorian
physics and literature. [1] Precursors to the book seem to be Gold’s 2002 article “The
Consolation of Physics: Tennyson’s Thermodynamics Solution”, as well as her 2009 talk
“Bleak House: the Novel as Engine”. [2]

Misrepresentation and anachronism
Gold's mode of presentation is fairly poor as science writers go. Her work is filled with
both misrepresentation and anachronisms galore. To cite one of numerous examples,
she summarizes Balfour Stewart and Norman Lockyer’s two-part 1868 article "The Sun
as a Type of the Material Universe" and "The Place of Life in a Universe of Energy" as by
stating that, in their article set, “they aim to develop a mechanism for intelligence and
free will based on a hypothesis about the origin of sunspots”. Nowhere in either article,
however, do they discuss nor use the term free will, let alone attempt to argue for a sunspot theory of free will? She
informs us incorrectly that Alfred Tennyson's 1849 "In Memoriam" poem was theorizing about bound energy, some
thirty plus years before the term "bound energy" was even coined and formulated (Hermann Helmholtz, 1882).
Charles Dickens' 1859 book A Tale of Two Cities, according to Gold, has entropy theories in it. Is she not aware
that the the term entropy would yet even be coined for a another six years (Rudolf Clausius, 1865)? She states, to
exemplify the idiocy of her conjectures, that Dickens' passage of "it is a far, far better thing I do, that I have ever
done; it is a far, far better rest I go to, than I have ever known", taps into an "emergent chemical thermodynamics".
What? Charles Dickens was tapping into an emergent chemical thermodynamics in 1859? Does she not know that the
first "chemical thermodynamics" entitled book was not written
until 1924 by James Partington?
Gold's entire book is page after page of misrepresentation:
"Dickens [A Tale of Two Cities, 1859] applies the same principles of
entropic decay to the tumbrels themselves"; "Herbert Spencer
[First Principles, 1862] was reading counterentropic
transformations"; "the first law was born of religious conviction",
"the second law was the discovery of frustrated engineers";
"Sydney Carton was Dickens' tool for producing novelist order
within the constraints of thermodynamics", etc., etc., etc.
She states that Dickens' use of the term "wasting candles", in
his 1852 Bleak House, exhibits "Dickens' thermodynamic
sensibilities" and that in the same book mention of "shops lit two
hours early", is Dickens theorizing about heat death, a concept
that would not yet be articulated for another decade (William
Thomson, 1862).
This really is horrible writing, beyond recompense. It would
been much clearer writing if Gold would have stated I am going to
argue that "this passage" means this, thermodynamically, etc.,
rather than trying to force-feed beyond digestible arguments that
early 19th century authors were theorizing thermodynamically
before the science of thermodynamics was even founded. This
mode of misrepresentation of facts is similar to Robert Doyle who
falsely claims, in his 2011 Free Will: the Scandal in Philosophy, that
William Thomson was discussing information theory back in the
19th century. These types of mis-presentations are very energy
absorbing detractments.

Source and sink

Cover of Gold's 2010 ThermoPoetics: Energy in
Victorian Literature and Science, in which she
outlines the subject she terms “thermopoetics” the
interaction between Victorian physics and literature.
[1]

The only interesting aspect of Gold's anachronistic conjectures, is
that in her bent on re-framing Dickens' 1852 Bleak House into
what she calls a "narrative engine", she attempts to assign certain
characters or groups as "sinks", analogous to the condenser, and
"sources", analogous to the boiler, of the steam engine, to which she attributes to people who are "too passionless"
or conversely passionate, respectively, according to which model, in the novel as in the heat engine: [1]
"A narrative engine must have both a source and a sink."

Quotes | Cited
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“Energy is eternal delight.”
— William Blake (1793), The Marriage of Heaven and Hell

“What is life but organized energy?”
— Arthur Clarke, “Out of the Sun” (1958)

Education
Gold completed her BS in physics at MIT; her MA and PhD, both in English language and literature, at the University
of Chicago; and currently is a professor of English at Muhlenberg College. [3]

See also
● Bruce Clarke
● Thermolinguis cs

References
1. Gold, Barri J. (2010). ThermoPoetics: Energy in Victorian Literature and Science (source/sink, pg. 223). MIT Press.
2. (a) Gold, Barri J. (2002). “The Consolation of Physics: Tennyson’s Thermodynamics Solution”, Publications of the
Modern Language Association, 117(3): 449-64.
(b) Gold, Barri J. (2009). “Bleak House: the Novel as Engine”, British Society for Literature and Science, Program, Panel
E.
3. Anon. (2010). “Review: Energy, Victorian Style”, PhysicsWorld.com.

Further reading
● Gold, Barri J. (2012). “Energy, Ecology, and Victorian Fic on” (abs), Literature Compass, 9(2): 213-24, Feb.

External links
● Berri Gold (faculty) – Muhlenberg College.

Goldsmith, Edward
In ecological thermodynamics, Edward Goldsmith (1928-2009) is a French-born English
economist, ecologist, and philosopher noted, particularly in the field of ecodynamics,
for his 1981 article “Thermodynamics or Ecodynamics”, for postulating two laws of
ecodynamics, and for his theory of ecological equilibrium. [1]

Overview
Goldsmith, in a way, is anti-thermodynamic in his views. His writings are generally
themed towards a paradigm shift away from the reductionist approach of science. In
his 1992 magnum opus The Way: An Ecological World-View, for instance, Goldsmith
argues, on the logic of the views of Belgian chemist Ilya Prigogine, that the laws of
classical thermodynamics cannot be applied to living things. [2] Moreover, the
appendix section of this book devotes ten-pages to a proof that “the entropy law does
not apply to behavior within the ecosphere.” Aside from Prigogine, Goldsmith has been
influenced by the writings of English scientist James Lovelock and American ecologist
Eugene Odum, among others.

References
1. (a) Goldsmith, Edward. (1981). “Thermodynamics or Ecodynamics”, The Ecologist, Vol. 11, No. 4, July / August.
(b) Sale, Kirkpatrick. (2000). Dwellers in the Land (pgs. 67-68). University of Georgia Press.
(c) Edwin Goldsmith (curriculum vitae) – EdwinGoldsmith.com
2. Goldsmith, Edward. (1992). The Way: An Ecological World-View, (pgs. 13-14) (Appendix One: Does the Entropy Law
Apply to the Real World?, pgs 439-48). University of Georgia Press.

External links
● Edward Goldsmith – Wikipedia.
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In hmolscience, Martin Goldstein (1919-) is an American physical chemist noted, in for
his 1993 discussion on the "entropy of a mouse", wherein he discusses the difficulties
involved in calculating he free energy of formation of a mouse.

Overview
In 1993, Goldstein, in his The Refrigerator and the Universe: Understanding the Laws of
Energy, co-written with American epidemiologist Inge Goldstein, in discussed the
difficulties involved in calculating the entropy of a mouse, via the standard procedures
used to calculate the entropies of simple molecules, are discussed. The following is a
condensed excerpt of that section: [1]
“To apply thermodynamics to the problem of how life got started, we must ask what
net energy and entropy changes would have been if simple chemical substances,
present when the earth was young, were converted into living matter [as in the
formation of a mouse] … to answer this question [for each process], we must
determine the energies and entropies of everything in the initial state and final state.”
Energy determinations, they state, are rather
straight forward; whereas entropy determinations
are more difficult.

Education
Goldstein graduated with a BS from City College
New York in 1940 and a PhD from Columbia
College in 1950. In 1993, Goldstein was a retired
professor of chemistry at Yeshiva University. The
idea for the book began to seed when Goldstein
took a correspondent course in thermodynamics
while serving in the U.S. Army.

See also
● Bridgman paradox

References
1. Goldstein, Martin and Goldstein, Inge F. (1993).
The Refrigerator and the Universe: Understanding
the Laws of Energy (Entropy of a mouse, pgs. 29799; Acknowledgments, pg. ix; back jacket flap).
Harvard University Press.

External links

Goldstein, in his 1993 section "Entropy of a Mouse", argues that to
determine the free energy of formation of a mouse, we need to ask:
[1]
“What net energy and entropy changes would have been if simple
chemical substances, present when the earth was young, were
converted into [the mouse]. To answer this question, we must
determine the energies and entropies of everything in the initial state
and final state.”
This very same logic, by extrapolation, can be applied to humans, in
the calculation of the standard human free energy of formation.

● Martin Goldstein (WorldCat Identities) – WorldCat.org.
● Inge F. Goldstein (faculty) – Columbia University.

Gombrowicz, Witold
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In human chemistry, Witold Gombrowicz (1904-1969) was a Polish lawyer turned
dramatic novelist noted for his 1960 novel Pornografia, wherein he explores the dark
limits of sexuality via a mixture of Goethe's Elective Affinities and Michael Faraday's
"lines of force" reconceptualized as lines of passion, or thereabouts.

Overview
In circa 1950s, Gombrowicz wrote his novel Pornografia, which was first published in
French in 1960, which he described as "a descent to the dark limits of the conscience
and the body" and which is said to be a modern rewrite of German polymath Johann
Goethe’s 1809 physical chemistry based novella Elective Affinities, both making
references to the chemical model of combination to explain human affairs and
passions. In 2003, a film adaption of the novel was made, of which the following is a
synopsis, also shown pictured below: [5]
"Set in Nazi-occupied Poland, Pornography (Pornografia) focuses on two middle-aged
men: Frederic, a theater and film director, and Witold, a writer who serves as a wry commentator. The two journey
out to the country estate of Hippolyte, a friend of Witold marginally involved in the resistance. There they encounter
German soldiers and partisans, young lovers and even younger murderers, patriots and Catholics. Frederic will reveal
an uncanny ability to hear clearly even distant and delicate sounds. Director Jan Jakub Kolski effectively finds the
cinematic means to capture Gombrowicz's abrupt changes of mood and tone and almost surreal juxtapositions, while
anchoring the story in a very concrete time."
The mention of the "estate" here would seem to indicate that Gombrowicz has Goethe's "estate" in mind as his
reaction vessel as did Goethe; and the two men, Frederic and Witold, seem to embody the chracters Edward and the
Captain of Elective Affinities, who are both, under various circumstances and times, in love with Charlotte.

Goethe
French literature philosopher Francois Regnault’s 1966
article “The Optic of Witold Gombrowicz”, which opens to
the following article synopsis: [1]
“The Pornography of Witold Gombrowicz. Rarely it was
written a novel, not whose conscience was so clear - there
are so many and what interest? - But the clarity was so
conscious. Rarely, and perhaps not since Goethe’s Elective
Affinities Goethe. We say why.”
seems to be one of the first publications to make a
connection between Goethe and Gombrowicz. A more
recent 2011 summary of the mixture of Regnault’s views on
Gombrowicz in regards to Goethe is as follows: [2]
A shot from the 2003 film version of Gombrowicz's circa
“Regnault situates Gombrowicz’s Pornography in the
tradition of Goethe’s Elective Affinities, which could be said 1950s Pornografia, depicting a woman (Maria, Hippolyte's
to represent ‘a decisive break [coupure]’ from the approach wife) seemingly in love with or fond of two men, Frederic
(left) and Witold (right), who are invited to her husband's
to the novel found in Rousseau’s Nouvelle Héloïse.
(Hippolyte) estate. [5]
Although novels portraying ‘the transparency of
consciousness’ are no longer uncommon, novels where ‘transparency itself assumes consciousness’ are rare: ‘so rare’
that Pornography could be ‘the first since Goethe’s Elective Affinities’ [3].

Both Goethe and Gombrowicz incorporate explanations of structure into their narratives, and both make references
to a chemical model of combination. ‘Gombrowicz’s novelty consists in his going one step further and perfecting
Goethe’s revolution’: the character of Olek Skuziak allows him to destroy the narratives completely and put himself
‘in the position of speaking to oneself alone’. Regnault writes, on Gombrowicz’s behalf: ‘My pornography is an optic
of perversions, but it is also an inversion of the art of writing, a pornology of writing’. When Gombrowicz writes of
‘persevering in obscenity’, the persevering designates the rigours of the structure, which allow one to surpass the
charms of obscenity and lead to their expulsion.”
The mention here of the character of Olek Skuziak could be the embodiment of the "Otto" conceptual character.
Likewise, German literature theorist Hanjo Berressem argues, in his 1998 Lines of Desire, chapter one Theory and
Text: Elective Affinities, that Gombrowicz’s Pornografia is “a subversive rewrite of Goethe’s Elective Affinities, from
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which it takes, among other things, its chemical imagery and the use of tableaux vivants”. [4]

Lines of force | Lines of desire
Berressem, interesting, also shows how Gombrowicz, supposedly, updates Goethe’s reaction theory with English
chemist Michael Faraday’s 1830s lines of force (precursor to James Maxwell's electromagnetic field lines and hence
to the concept of the electromagnetic force) to explain the lines of force of passion (or desire), or something these
lines (no pun intended). [4] Berressem argues that the following happening in Pornography: [4]
As Frederick writes to Witold about his plans: “I follow the lines of force, you understand? The lines of desire”
(Gombrowicz, pg. 102; emphasis added).
Corresponds to the following passage from Elective Affinities:
“Just as each thing has a connection to itself, so it must equally have a relationship [Verhaltnis] to others …. that will
vary according to the the variations in the different species.” (Goethe 1976, pg. 34)
(add discussion)

See also
● Tom Stoppard (Arcadia, 1993)

References
1. Regnault, Francois. (1966). “The Optic of Witold Gombrowicz” (“Optique de Gombrowicz”), Cahiers pour l’Analyse
7.3:57-70.
2. Synopsis of Francois Regnault, “Optique de Gombrowicz” – Kingston University.
3. Note 57 – Kingston University.
4. Berressem, Hango. (1998). Lines of Desire: Reading Gombrowicz’s Fiction with Lican (pg. 6; lines of desire, pgs.
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External links
● Pornografia – Wikipedia.
● Witold Gombrowicz – Wikipedia.

Gonzalez-Wippler, Migene
In hmolscience, Migene Gonzalez-Wippler (c.1950-) is a Puerto Rican cultural
anthropologist turned new age author noted, in cessation thermodynamics, for her
1987 to 1997 publications arguing to the effect that the first law substantiates the view
that there is a creative intelligence at work in the universe and therein afterlife exists.

Overview
In 1987, Wippler, in her Kabbalah for the Modern World, used thermodynamics and
entropy to make a case for the existence of a creative force at work in the universe. [3]
In 1997, Wippler, in her What Happens After Death, attempted to build a theory of
death on the first law of thermodynamics; the following being an introduction her
theory: [1]
“We want to establish a theory about what happens after we die. In order to do this,
we must first provide a foundation for this theory, and this foundation is the first law of
thermodynamics. This law states that energy can neither be created nor destroyed.”
On this footing, according to book reviews, Gonzalez-Wippler builds the first few chapters in the theme of a clear
concise scientific look at the occult, but then digresses off on a tangent toward the end of the book. In terms of Godlike theories, Gonzalez-Wippler reasons that there is enough scientific evidence to prove the existence of a creative
intelligence at work in the universe. [2]

Education
Gonzalez-Wippler has a degree in psychology from the University of Puerto Rico and a degree in anthropology from
Colombia University. She has worked as a science editor for the Interscience Division of John Wiley, the American
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Institute of Physics, and the American Museum of Natural History, and as an English editor for the United Nations in
Vienna. [4]

References
1. Gonzalez-Wippler, Migene. (1997). What Happens After Death: Scientific & Personal Evidence for Survival
(thermodynamics, pgs. 5-7, 10). Llewellyn Publishers.
2. About Migene - migenegonzalezwippler.com.
3. Gonzalez-Wippler, Migene. (1997). Kabbalah for the Modern World (thermodynamics, pgs. 231-32). Llewellyn
Publications.
4. (a) Migene Gonzalez-Wippler (author information) – Llewellyn Publishers.
(b) Migene Gonzalez-Wippler (about) – PaganPresence.com.

External links
● Migene Gonzalez-Wippler – Wikipedia.
● González-Wippler, Migene – WorldCat Identities.

Good
In ethics, good, as opposed to bad (or evil) is a term
describing a number of effects or variables of favorable
character or tendency, generally being predisposed
towards life. [1]

Overview
In 1903, English philosopher George Moore, in his Princia
Ethica, argued that the question of “what is good?” is the
central problem in ethics. [3] In Moore’s view, the
question of whether something is good is always an open
question and that ‘good’ denotes some simple natural
property of the universe of which we are intuitively aware.
[4] The description a drug, such as Valium, or a human
pair of reactants, such as Ginger Rogers and Fred Astaire,
being characterized as having “good chemistry” together
invariably leads into a discussion on what in chemistry, as
a whole, is “good” as contrasted with that which is “bad”
or in the extreme case evil. [2] Likewise, the
characterization of what is good in thermodynamics,
particularly in the thermodynamic analysis, of humans
invariably leads into a theory of morality or ethics and
questions on how to teach this in schools. [3]

References

English biophysicist Mark Janes circa 2009 conception of good
and evil in a thermodynamic sense. [5]

1. Good (definition) – Merriam-Webster Collegiate Dictionary, 2000, CD-ROM.
2. (a) Baenninger, Alex. (2003). Good Chemistry: The Life and Legacy of Valium Inventor Leo Sternbach. McGraw-Hill
Professional.
(b) Nochimson, Martha P. (2002). Screen Couple Chemistry, (pg. 13). Auston, Tx.: University of Texas Press.
3. Hammond, Dick K. (2005). The Human System from Entropy to Ethics, 4th ed. (eulogy ed. with commentary on
post-doctorial mentor Ilya Prigogine). Publisher: Dick Hammond.
3. Moore, George. (1903). Princia Ethica. Publisher.
4. Stokes, Philip. (2002). Philosophy 100: Essential Thinkers (pgs. 166-67). Enchanted Lion Books.
5. Soulatrophic pathways – Carbon-Entromorphology.com.

See also
● Right | Wrong

External links
● Good and evil – Wikipedia.

Goodenough, George
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In thermodynamics, George Alfred Goodenough (1868-1929), often cited as G.A. Goodenough,
was an American mechanical engineer and thermodynamics professor noted for his 1911
Principles of Thermodynamics. [1] The textbook contains good definitions on terms such as
degradation, the inequality of Clausius, among others.

Education
In the 1900s, Goodenough was an associate professor of mechanical engineering, at the University
of Illinois and by 1916 he was professor of thermodynamics.

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“The famous Goodenough treatise on thermodynamics appeared in its first edition in 1911.”
— Anon (1929), American Society of Refrigerating Engineers [2]

References
1. Goodenough, George A. (1911). Principles of Thermodynamics. 1916, 2nd ed. New York: Henry Holt & Co.
2. Staff. (1929). “George A. Goodenough (1868—1929): Death of a Scientific Leader and Honorary Member of the
Society is Loss to Whole Engineering Field”, Refrigerating Engineering (pg. 138-), Volumes 17-18.

Further reading
● Goodenough, George A. (1914). Thermal Properties of Steam. Publisher.
● Goodenough, George A. (1917). Properties of Steam and Ammonia. John Wiley & Sons.

External links
● Goodenough, G. A. (George Alfred) (1868-1929) – WorldCat Identities.

Goodstein, David
In science, David Goodstein (1939-) is an American physicist noted for his 1975 book
States of Matter, wherein he opens to the following founders of thermodynamics and
suicide quote: [1]
“Ludwig Boltzmann, who spent much of his life studying statistical mechanics, died in
1906, by his own hand. Paul Ehrenfest, carrying on the work, died similarly in 1933.
Now it is our turn to study statistical mechanics. Perhaps it will be wise to approach the
subject cautiously.”

References
1. Goodstein, David. (1975). States of Matter (pg. 1). Dover.

External links
● David Goodstein – Wikipedia.

Gottman, John
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In hmolscience, John Gottman (1942-) is an American mathematical psychologist noted
for his 1994 book Why Marriages Succeed or Fail, in which he presents his findings of a
multi-decade long research study which finds that stable long-term marriages have a 5to-1 ratio of attractive-to-repulsive bonding interaction, a ratio called the Gottman
stability ratio.

Overview
In the 1970s, Gottman began video recording the interactions of several hundred
married couples and then later keeping track of divorce patterns years later, after
which he analyzed the data, finding that stable long-term marriages have a 5-to-1 ratio
of attractive-to-repulsive bonding interaction (see: Gottman stability ratio). In 1999,
Gottman gave the following speculation on marriage debonding (degradation) and the
second law: [1]
“Something like a second law of thermodynamics seems to function in marriage—that
is, when marital distress exists, things usually deteriorate (entropy increases).”
The following is a condensed excerpt of Gottman's description of his marriage bond stability ratio: [2]
“My laboratory conducts on what amounts to the most intensive studies of couples interacting ever attempted,
something akin to an X ray or CAT scan of a living relationship. My research teams have compared, microsecond by
microsecond, how couples talk to one another. We’ve examined their facial expressions, monitored how much they
fidget, and how they gesture, [etc.,] … gathering such information has allowed us to identify the specific processes
that lead to the dissolution of a marriage, and those that weld it more firmly together. Amazingly, we found that it all
comes down to a simple mathematical formula: no matter what style your marriage follows, you must have at least
five times as many positive as negative moments together if your marriage is to be stable.”
Gottman’s research and theory functioned as a core support for the development of the Americans chemical
engineer Libb Thims’ 2007 theory of the formations and stabilities of human chemical bonding. [3] Specifically, in the
formation of a human marriage bond between two people (human molecules), A and B, Gottman discovered that 5to-1 ratios are indicative of stability:

A + B → A≡B (bond formation)
whereas ratios of 5-to-2 or higher are indicative of instability and exact ratios of 0.8-to-1 lead to divorce (debonding):

A≡B → A + B (bond dissolution)
In 2008, building on the work of Thims, social scientist Satch Ejike also utilized Gottman's findings in support of his
physical science, i.e. human chemistry-human physics -human thermodynamics, approach to relationships and love.
[4]

Education
Gottman’s founding education was in mathematics at MIT. He later turned to applied psychology. Gottman currently
is a professor emeritus of psychology at the University of Washington.
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Videos
● Go man, John. (2007). “The Magic Rela onship Ratio” (V), Mar 13.

External links
● John Gottman – Wikipedia.
● Gottman, John Mordechai – WorldCat Identities.

Gottman stability ratio
In human chemistry, the Gottman stability ratio is ratio the the exchanges of positive-to-negative interactions in a
relationship, in which stable long-term marriages have a 5-to-1 ratio of attraction to repulsion in the exchange force
of their bond. [1] The term is named after American mathematical psychologist John Gottman, who discovered the
dynamic ratio in the 1970s after video recording the interactions of several hundred married couples and then later
keeping track of divorce patterns years later. [2]

See also
● Müller stability ratio
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Gordon, Glen
In hmolscience, Glen E. Gordon (1936-1992) was an American environmental chemist
noted for []

Overview
In 1981, Gordon, in his “Thermodynamics and Society”, gave a short derisive book
review of Jeremy Rifkin’s 1980 book Entropy: a New World View, and his usage of
Nicholas Georgescu-Roegen as his so-called thermodynamics “expert”, at the end of
which Gordon comments: [1]
“Thermodynamics, and the second law in particular, can be used quite effectively in
dealing with many problems of our society and has been by several authors, notably
Alvin Weinberg, Stephen Berry, and Barry Commoner.”
(add discussion)

Quotes
The following are noted Gordon quotes:
“In taking up entropy, Rifkin is like a child with a new toy—he has great fun applying the concepts to all aspects of our
high-technology society.”
— Glen Gordon (1981), “Thermodynamics and Society” [1]

Education
Gordon completed his BS in chemistry at the University of Illinois in 1956 and his PhD in chemistry at the University of
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California, Berkeley, in 1960, after which he became a chemistry professor at MIT until 1969, after which he
transferred to the University of Maryland, where he remained until his reaction end.

References
1. Gordon, Glen E. (1981). “Thermodynamics and Society: Review: Entropy: A New World View” (abs), Science, 20
(4488): 1340-41.
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Gordon, Lewis
In science, Lewis Gordon (1815-1876) was a Scottish civil engineering notable for
introducing the term “mechanical effect” into the science of steam engines and
particularly for his influence on young Scottish brothers engineer James Thomson and
physicist William Thomson and their interest in a general theory of heat and heat
engines.

Education
Gordon born in Edinburgh, Scotland, and his first university was Edinburgh University,
where he was a student of Scottish physicist James Forbes. [4] This associates Gordon
with the Edinburgh school of thermodynamics. Gordon also spent time studying abroad
at the School of Mines at Freiberg in Saxon and the Ecole Polytechnique, the original
French school of thermodynamics; an educational path a result of which he became an
engineer. Gordon was involved with the construction of the Thames Tunnel, from 1837
to 1839. In 1840, he set up a civil engineer partnership with Lawrence Hill in Glasgow.
From 1841 to 1855, Gordon was the first holder of the chair of civil engineering and
mechanics at Glasgow University. In 1855, supposedly frustrated with the lack of facilities at Glasgow, he handed over
his position to William Rankine and moved on to a private practice involved with the designing iron bridges. He also
went on to be involved with wire rope, submarine cables, railway engineering, and telegraphy engineering. [3]

Thomson brothers
See main: Glasgow school of thermodynamics

During the 1841-42 school year, a 19-year old James Thomson (the older brother) went to Glasgow College and was
able to study engineering under Gordon, a newly appointed professor of civil engineering and mechanics (1840-45).
[2] During his mentoring of James, in some way or another, it seems that Gordon's French education at the Ecole
Polytechnique, the school of Sadi Carnot, author of Reflections on the Motive Power of Fire (1824) and Emile
Clapeyron, author of Memoir on the Motive Power of Fire (1834), the first two papers on thermodynamics, seems to
have rubbed off on James, being that a discussion with his younger brother William on the early two French pioneers
of heat engine theory (Carnot and Clapeyron). In a letter to William in August, 1844, James inquired who it was that
had proved there was a definite quantity of mechanical effect (work) given out during the passage of heat from one
body to another. He stated his intentions of writing an article for the Artisan about the theoretical possibility of
working steam engines without fuel by using over again the heat which was thrown out in the hot water from the
condenser, noting that:
“I shall have to enter on the subject of the paper you mentioned to me.”
This paper, according to historian British energy historian Crosbie Smith, was almost certainly the 1837 translation for
Taylor’s Scientific Memoirs of Clapeyron’s “Memoirs on the Motive Power of Heat”. [3] The discussions in James
letter of 1844, according to Smith, are the earliest record of implicit references to Clapeyron and Carnot by the
Thomsons.
In 1848, Gordon famously gave William Thomson (the younger brother) a copy of French physicist Sadi Carnot’s
1824 memoir Reflections on the Motive Power of Fire. [1] It was after reading this memoir, which William had
previously spent years searching for (particularly in the bookstores of Paris), that William essentially launched the
science of thermodynamics, when he published his 1848 “On an Absolute Thermometric Scale founded on Carnot’s
Theory of the Motive Power of Heat, and Calculated from Regnault’s Observations” and 1849 “An Account of Carnot’s
Theory of the Motive Power of Heat; with Numerical Results Deduced from Regnault’s Experiments on Steam”, the
latter of which found its way into the hand of German physicist Rudolf Clausius who in turn was so intrigued with this
new subject that he "founded", in the retrospect words of American engineer Willard Gibbs, the science of
thermodynamics with the publication of his most-famous memoir the 1850 "On the Moving Force of Heat and the
Laws of Heat which may be Deduced Therefrom".
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Gormley, Antony
In hmolscience, Antony Gormley (1950-) is British sculptor noted for his circa 1999
quantum human sculptures.

Overview
In the late 1990s, Gormley built a quantum orbital conceptualized human; one of which
is shown below, showing the hazy form of a human body as a density of molecular
movement inside the diffuse sphere of its quantum cloud of molecular influence: (Ѻ)

(add discussion)

See also
● Chris Gash
● Jonathan Borofsky
● Norval Morrisseau
● Shawn LaPaix

External links
● Quantum Cloud – Wikipedia.

Gorrie’s law
In thermodynamics, Gorrie’s law states that compressed air produces heat and expanding air produces cold. This
phenomena was described as a “well-known law of nature” in the early 1840s by American physician John Gorrie,
who used the latter effect, which he said was “particularly marked when [air] is liberated from compression”, to
make the first prototype air-conditioners, which he used to cool hospital rooms. [1]
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See also
● Newton’s law of cooling
● Boerhaave’s law
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Gorvy, Samuel
In hmolscience, Samuel Gorvy (c.1930-) is South African scientist note for his 1970 booklet The
Living Entity, wherein he posits that “a living system suspends the law of entropy”, defines a
human as a “chemical molecule” (and or a “human molecule”, depending), gives a formula (or
molecular formula) of an organism (see: human molecular formula), all centered around a theory
of abiogenesis. [1]

Human | Chemical molecule
The following are a few book snippets of Gorvy's man as "chemical molecule" with formula
discussions:
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The following is a 1971 snippet review abstract of Gorvy’s book: [2]
“Considering the principle of life as that which stands opposed to entropy, Dr. Samuel Gorvy of Johannesburg has ...
In his discussion on how life evolves, Gorvy draws upon a vast store of information and an impressive list of
authorities.”
The reviewer goes on to say that Norbert Wiener’s conclusions support Gorvy’s final thesis.
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Gossen, Hermann
In human thermodynamics, Hermann Gossen (1810-1858) was a German economic theorist noted
for his 1853 book The Development of the Laws of Human Exchange and the Consequent Rules of
Human Action, an attempt at formulating a calculus of human pleasures, theorizing on how Kräfte
(or forces) operated in the course of human economic exchanges, on the premise that the aim of
each individual is to maximize his or her total life pleasure. In later interpretations, Gossen's ideas
on human kräfte, economic kräfte, or social kräfte, often have been mis-translated as human
energy, economic energy, or social energy, although this is not technically correct. In any event, in
this view, it sometimes argues that Gossen set out to explain how ‘human energies’ related to the
laws of enjoyment, work, etc., using concepts such as economic energy and social energy, all
discussed in the context of mediums of exchange, e.g. money. [1] The general aim of the book, as
stated in the preface, seems to be an effort to formulate the laws of human movement, similar to how Newton and
Copernicus formulated the laws of celestial movement, in particular a type of national economics formulation,
explained using mathematics, based on the principle that each person seeks to maximize his or her total amount of
pleasure.

Thermodynamics
It sometimes incorrectly inferred that Gossen was the first to apply newly formulated thermodynamic ideas (or
energetics) to economics. [4] This, however, seems to be an incorrect secondary interpretation. In particular, the
work of Helmholtz and Clausius had only recently been published and Gossen's book was said to have been the result
of twenty-years of thought; nor does Gossen cite any thermodynamicists (Helmholtz, Clausius, Joule, Mayer, etc.). In
any event, to cite one example, American energy historian Anson Rabinbach claims that Gossen theorized about the
'conservation of social energy' and gives the following quote as representative of Gossen's ideas: [2]
“The totality of commodities over which a person disposes constitutes economic energy, his wealth, which devolves
to the benefit of the social whole.”
Rabinbach also states that years later Leon Walras credited Gossen with having been the first to recognize the energy
doctrine in the dynamics between the individual and the state. This credit may however again have been an incorrect
secondary interpretation, as the conservation of energy or conservation of force, as was more dominant in Germany,
were a fairly new subjects in 1853, especially for one such as Gossen, generally being outside of academic circles.

Influence
Gossen is cited by both Georg Helm, in his 1887 The Doctrine of Energy, and Leon Winiarski, in his 1900 “The Teaching
of Pure Political Economics and Social Mechanics in Switzerland. Helm, in his final section on energetics applied in
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sociology and economics, specifically cites Gossen has having defined the value of a good as being its economic
internal energy:
“Die wirtschaftliche Eigenenergie jedes Gutes aber nennt “The economic internal energy of each good is called
man Wert (Gossen) oder Nützlichkeit (Jevons).”
value (Gossen) or utility (Jevons).”
Gossen's work was also influential to Nicholas Georgescu-Roegen, who commissioned the first English translation of
his work (1983), in which he penned 143-page introduction. [5]

Education
In 1829, Gossen entered the University of Bonn where he studied law and administration sciences; studying also
philosophy, political economics, technology, science, and literature. The subject he was said to have excelled at was
mathematics; later developing a conviction of the importance of the application of mathematical calculus to social
problems. Gossen seems to have completed his university studies before 1834, after which he began working as in
government jobs, such as clerk, in Cologne, a government assessor, in Magdeburg, and later an insurance agent. [3]

Human energies
The following is an excerpt of Gossen's book, wherein we see how the original use of the German term 'Krafte'
(generally meaning force), becomes automatically translated as 'energy', although this is not exact translation, as the
two have subtle differences.
Die theoretische Lösung der Aufgabe, wie viel von jedem
Gegenstande zu produciren ist, damit die
The theoretical solution of the problem, how much to
größtmöglichste Summe des Genusses für die ganze
produce of every object, so that the greatest possible
Menschheit erzeugt wird, hat nach allem Vorhergenden
amount of enjoyment for the whole of humanity has
keine Schwierigkeit, Dieses Maximum tritt ein, wenn
produced, occurs after all previous no difficulty in this
nach dem Austausch dem aufS. 85 gefundenen Satze
maximum, if after the exchange again. 85 found enough
Genüge geschieht, und außerdem die Production der
proposition is happening and also the production of the
verschiedenen Gegenstände der Art eingerichtet wird,
various objects of the kind will be established that will
daß dann das letzte Atom, welches einem jeden von
maintain the last atom, which falls every one of every
jedem Gegenstande zufällt, im Verhältniß der
object in the same proportion of the effort in creating
Anstrengung beim Schaffen desselben den gleich großen
the equal pleasure. The proof of the correctness of this
Genuß gewahrt. Der Beweis für die Richtigkeit dieser
conclusion is that in every other division of human
Schlußfolgerung liegt darin, daß bei jeder andern
energies less enjoyment, and therefore creates less
Vertheilung der menschlichen Kräfte weniger Genuß
Werlh. And not only that is created by fulfilling those
und daher weniger Werlh geschaffen wird. Und nicht
conditions, in short, one of largest value, then each
bloß, daß durch Erfüllung jener Bedingungen in Summa
individual receives exactly denAntheil from this sum to
ein Größtes von Werth geschaffen wird, jeder Einzelne
which he can make a fair claim.
erhält dann genau denAntheil von dieser Summe, auf
welchen er billiger Weise Anspruch machen kann.
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Govern
In terminology, govern, as in governing or government, means to exercise continuous sovereign authority over; to
control, direct, or strongly influence the actions or conduct; or to exert a determining or guiding influence in or over
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an entity. [1]

Hmolscience
In modern culture, the notion that human movements are "governed" by the same laws of the universe, e.g.
conservation of energy, second law of thermodynamics, reaction stoichiometry, second law of motion, etc., that
govern atoms and smaller molecules is, for many, a very contentious notion, and for a few outspoken individuals a
lunatic notion, if not outright blasphemy, and something to be condemned and some cases its author banned,
excommunicated, and or jailed (see: human molecule (banned)). The following 1858 statement by American
sociologist Henry Carey and so-called "extreme" social mechanism theorist, to exemplify: [2]
“In the inorganic world, every act of combination is an act of motion. So it is in the social one. If it is true that there is
but one system of laws for the government of all matter, then those which govern the movements of the various
inorganic bodies should be the same with those by which is regulated the motion of society; and that such is the case
can readily be shown.”
according to the views of Czechoslovakian-born English sociologist Werner Stark (1968) is characteristic of someone,
supposedly, in "back in his strait-jacket", as Stark sees things. [3] Dividing lines on this matter continue up to the
present, see for instance similar views expressed in respect to the "one nature" theories of Johann Goethe, Henry
Adams, and Libb Thims, as discussed in the "crackpot" article.
Prior to Carey, in the 18th century, the so-called "one nature" point of view was the apex of the intellectual
renaissance. In the 1770s, French chemist Antoine Lavoisier considered the "elective affinities", or force of reaction,
to play the role of the governing influence over all of nature, chemical to plant to animal. As American historian Peter
Reill, in his 2005 Vitalizing Nature in the Enlightenment, summarizes:
“Elective affinities, in Lavoisier’s eyes, governed all chemical reactions, from the simplest to the most complex. For
him, the physical universe was teeming with continuous combinations and reductions ... and such was the case in the
'animal and vegetable kingdoms'.”
German polymath Johann Goethe, independent of Lavoisier, beginning in 1796 (see: Goethe timeline), likewise
considered the "elective affinities" to be the governing aspect, not just for chemicals, vegetables, and animals, but for
human movements and relationships as well, as he outlined in his tripartite "metamorphology" theory. This theory,
likewise, has since gone on over the last two centuries to be Goethe's "most dangerous work" Goethean biographer
Herman Grimm put it in 1880.

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“Three passions, simple but overwhelmingly strong, have governed my life: the longing for love, the search for
knowledge, and unbearable pity for the suffering of mankind.”
— Bertrand Russell (1956), “What I Have Lived For”, Prologue to Autobiography [9]

See also
● Governor
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Government
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In terminology, government is the system by which
a state or community is governed; the action or
manner of controlling or regulating a state,
organization, or people. [1]

Overview
In the early 20th century, the traditional
“Newtonian government” ideologies, were
beginning to come up against the so-called
“Darwinian government” ideologies, such as found
in the presidential platform of Woodrow Wilson, in
America, and Vladimir Lenin and Karl Marx socialism
programs, in Russia. (Ѻ)

Scholars
Note scientific-based forms of government scholars
include: English political scholar Michael Foley
(1990), who writes on the idea that the Constitution
reflects some kind of concept of Newtonian
A 19th century German "new" government propaganda poster (Ѻ),
machine, especially in the notions of balance and
of a Marx-conceptualized Darwinian government, featuring a
goddess handing a sword to the desperate masses which reads
separation of powers, and American science
“knowledge is power.” Her foot rests upon the works of Marx,
historian Bernard Cohen (1995), who discusses,
Darwin and Lassalle (Ѻ) . The figure in the foreground lifts up the
among other things, how there was a debate
between John Adams and Benjamin Franklin on the remains of “social reform.”
form of the constitutions, during which the question arose of the meaning and possible application of a Newtonian
physical principle. [2]

Newtonian government vs Darwinian government | → Gibbsian government
Where the 18th century saw the rise of Newtonian government systems, and the late 19th and early 20th century
saw the rise of Darwinian government systems, the late 21st and early early 22nd centuries will see the rise of
Gibbsian government systems, the Gibbsian-model of operation and change being a synthesis of both Newtonian and
the Darwinian view, such as outlined by Lawrence Henderson (1917).

Scientific paradigm based
The following are noted leaders of countries who each based their governance models on one or another distinct
scientific paradigms:
● Adolf Hitler | Charles Darwin, Friedrich Nietzsche
● Benito Mussolini | Vilfredo Pareto, Friedrich Nietzsche
● James Madison | Isaac Newton
● Joseph Stalin | Karl Marx
● Mehdi Bazargan |
● Napoleon Bonaparte | Johann Goethe
● Thomas Jefferson | Epicurus
● Woodrow Wilson | Isaac Newton, Charles Darwin
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Quotes
The following are related quotes:’
“The Constitution was founded on the law of gravitation. The
government was to exist and move by virtue of the efficacy of
‘checks and balances.’ The trouble with the theory is that
government is not a machine, but a living thing. It falls, not under
the theory of the universe, but under the theory of organic life. It
is accountable to Darwin, not to Newton. It is modified by its
environment, necessitated by its tasks, shaped by the sheer
pressure of life.”
— Woodrow Wilson (1912), Presidential candidate campaign speech [3]

See also
● American presidents
● Princeton Department of Social Physics
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Governor
In engineering, a governor is a device that regulates the passage
of either steam or fuel into a cylinder, thus acting to either
increase or decrease the driving force of the heat engine, in a
balancing manner. An upright spindle has two balls jointed to it,
and revolving along with it, the spindle being set in motion by a
pulley in connection with some shaft of the machinery. At the
ordinary velocity of the engine, the balls have a certain
divergence, bat when, as often happens, the resistance to the
machinery becomes for a time less, and the speed consequently
increases, the balls, having their centrifugal force increased, begin
to diverge further. In doing so, the upper ends of the rods by
which they hang pull down a boss that slides upon the spindle,
and is clasped by the forked end of a lever. This lever is connected
with a throttle-valve, or circular disc, in the tube that conveys the
steam to the cylinder; and the depression of the end of the lever
has the effect of closing more or less the passage for the steam,
and thus diminishing the driving-force. The device was invented in
1788 by Scottish engineer James Watt. In 1868, Scottish physicist
James Maxwell, in his “On Governors”, did some of the first
mathematical analysis of the governor. [2]

An 1868 diagram of one of Scottish engineer James
Watt's steam engine governors, in which the
spinning of the weighted balls acts to regulate the
inflow of steam into the piston and cylinder. [1]
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Grandpierre, Attila
In hmolscience, Attila Grandpierre (c.1950-) is a Hungarian astrophysicist noted, in
human thermodynamics, for his 2004 claim that he was the first person to calculate the
entropy of a human, i.e. solve the Bridgman paradox.

Overview
In 2004, Grandpierre, in his “Entropy and Information of Human Organisms and the
Nature of Life”, claimed that he was the first to calculate the entropy content of a
human being (human entropy); following is his humorous abstract: [1]
“We determine for the first time the entropy content of human beings. The energy
contained in the radiation within the human body is utilized to decrease its entropy.
Therefore, not in itself but in its effect, the entropy of radiation in vivo may be regarded
as negative. Calculating the negentropy of radiation in vivo and the entropy of
materials, we found that the sum entropy of the human organism is effectively
negative. This result does not contradict any law of thermodynamics since environment
is not involved, and reflects the experience that human beings are able to control their behavior.”
Grandpierre’s general research program, judging by his publications, seems to be the determination of the place and
action of the human being in the structure of the universe. On 2008, Grandpierre, in his “Biological Extension of the
Action Principle: Endpoint Determination beyond the Quantum Level and the Ultimate Physical Roots of
Consciousness”, employed a mixture of photon arguments and the principle of least action to theorize about biology
and consciousness in terms of some type of hued teleology logic. [2]

Education
Grandpierre completed his undergraduate degree in physics-astrophysics in 1974 at Eotvos Lorand University, his
doctorate in 1977, and his candidate of physical sciences in 1984. He became a research scientist at the Konkoly
Oberservatory of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences in 1990, where he currently works. He was a teacher in the King
Nagy Lajos Private University, Miskolc from 1997 to 2002.
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Grannell, Ryan
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In hmolscience, Ryan Grannell (c.1991-) is an Irish biochemistry student noted for his
month-long 2011 blogging effort to explain how human chemistry and human
thermodynamics are "bulls**t" subjects and “junk science”. A representative comment
is: [1]
“This is all just a horrendous analogy. Chemical laws apply to humans, but our behavior
is more complex than something that can be modeled with a couple of thermodynamic
equations. A + B → AB is just a preten ous way of sta ng something we already know;
it tells us absolutely nothing new.”
Beyond this, to cite a few further examples, Grannell believes German polymath
Johann Goethe’s 1799 human elective affinities model of existence is a “nutty theory”;
considers American electrochemical engineer Libb Thims’ 2011 thermodynamic proof
that good always triumphs over evil to be nothing but “calculus coated woo, hidden
behind a smokescreen of rhetorical mathematics”; believes that enthalpy has nothing
to do with the sexual heat of physical attraction, among numerous other objections. [2]

Education
Grannell currently is a studying biochemistry, microbiology, and zoology at National University of Ireland, Galway.
He’s studied introductory linear algebra, calculus, biology, chemistry, and physics, and has long term aims of
eventually doing research in computational molecular biology, biochemistry, or physiology. [3]

Atheism
Grannell is an open advocate of atheism: [3]
“I’m an Atheist, in the sense that I do not see sufficient evidence to believe in a God. I’m also an atheist in the sense
that I can see that some claims of Gods existence are almost certainly false: Christianity and Scientology being among
them. I grew out of religion around the same time I grew of out the Christmas myths; I actually rated the latter as
being more plausible, because Santa had clear and tangible effects on the world around me. I approach the world
from an empirical, naturalistic, and rational point of view, and the results are often fantastic. Plus, I don’t have to do
mental gymnastics to try to reconcile the existence of an all-loving, omnipotent God with childhood leukemia. A nice
bonus.”
(add discussion)

See also
● Libb Thims (attack)
● Detractors
● Human thermodynamics (objections to)
● Human chemistry (objec ons to)
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In human chemistry, Mark Granovetter (1943-) is an American sociologist noted for his
1969 theory that "weak ties" between people in social networks are akin to hydrogen
bonds between atoms; the following being his basic model:

Overview
In 1969, Granovetter conceived of a ‘weak ties’ hydrogen bonding based model of
intermediate strength social connections, based on chemical bonding theory, particularly the model of the 'hydrogen
bond', from Granovetter's undergraduate chemistry class, a theory which he published in the famous and highly-cited
1973 article "The Strength of the Weak Ties". [1] Granovetter’s weak ties theory was stimulated, in part, by the 1954
view of Russian mathematical psychologist Anatol Rapoport that:
“It is a well-known fact that the likely contacts of two individuals who are closely acquainted tend to be more
overlapping than those of two arbitrarily selected individuals.”
In Granovetter’s theory, this has come to be known as ‘triadic closure’, stated as follows: “If two people in a social
network have a friend in common, then there is an increased likelihood that they will become friends themselves at
some point in the future.” [6]

Hydrogen bonds

In the late 1960s, to obtain data for his doctoral
thesis at Harvard University, Granovetter
interviewed dozens of people to find out how social
networks are used to land new jobs. Granovetter
found that most jobs were found through "weak"
acquaintances. This pattern reminded Granovetter
of his freshman chemistry lesson that demonstrated
how "weak" hydrogen bonds hold huge water
molecules together, which are themselves held
together by "strong" covalent bonds. A similar
combination of strong and weak bonds, according to
Granovetter, holds the members of society together.
The model depicted adjacent is used for
Granovetter’s 1973 paper “The Strength of the Weak In the liquid state, freely floating water molecules associate with
Ties” and his theory of social 'weak ties' and
each other through ‘hydrogen bonds’ in which part of the negative
interpersonal 'strong ties'. [1] The conception of a
charge (2δ-) of the oxygen atom (shown in red) from one molecule
stabilizes in bonding interaction, via an exchange force, with part of
"hydrogen bond" defined as the binding between
two atoms as being possible through the medium of the positive charge (δ+) of hydrogen atoms from another water
molecule; creating a loose tetrahedral binding geometry in the
a hydrogen ion was first advanced in the
structure of the associative bonds.
unpublished work of American chemist Maurice
Huggins in 1919, with his conception of an H-bond, a theory later expanded on by Wendell Latimer and Worth
Rodebush in 1920, who cite Huggins in a footnote, in their paper "Polarity and Ionization from the Standpoint of the
Lewis Theory of Valence". [7] All three were students of Gilbert Lewis, working in his chemical laboratory of the
University of California, Berkeley.
This hydrogen bonding model, as learned by Granovetter in circa 1963, thus became the basis of his first
manuscript on the importance of weak social ties in human life. He submitted his paper to the American Sociological
Review in 1969, but it was rejected. In 1972, Granovetter submitted a shortened version to the American Journal of
Sociology, and it was finally published in May 1973; and by 1986 had became citation classic.

Weak ties | models
The following are Granovetter's original weak tie diagrams:
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Granovetter’s fig 1 showing the forbidden triad, depicting person A in a strong bond (AC) with person C, and also in a strong
bond (AB) with person B, showing no connection between person C and B, which Granovetter says can never occur, in that a B-C
‘tie’ (weather weak or strong) will always be present. Granovetter's fig 2, parts a and b, showing strong ties (
),
weak ties ( – – – – – – ), and 'local bridges' between groups.

Hydrogen bonding | Human bonding (model)
The following two diagrams compare the existing weak and strong ties in the attachment between two water
molecules, the basic hydrogen bonding model learned by Granovetter in his undergraduate chemistry class, as
compared to the weak and strong ties theorized, according to Granovetter, to exist between associative people
(human molecules):

Left: Hydrogen bonds (dashed lines) and covalent bonds (straight lines), representing weak and strong ties in water
molecule associations.
Right: Strong ties, weak ties, and absent ties in an association of ten human molecules. [2]

The following are more recent depictions of Granovetter's weak ties model:

Left: 2007 weak ties / strong ties diagram [3] Middle: 2008 weak ties / strong ties diagram. [4] Right: 2010 weak ties / strong ties
diagram. [5]

Education
Granovetter completed his AB in American and modern European history at Princeton in 1965 and PhD in sociology at
Harvard in 1970. Granovetter currently is a professor of sociology at Stanford.

See also
● Human chemical bond
● Human bonding
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Grass, Gunter
In literature, Gunter Grass (1927-2015) is a German author noted for his 1959 elective
affinities philosophy based novel The Tin Drum.

Overview
In 1959, Grass published his The Tin Drum, wherein the central character Oskar uses
two books for guidance, one: Goethe’s 1809 novella Elective Affinities and two: a book
on Rasputin. [1] Irish-born Canadian literature thermodynamics analyzer Patrick O’Neill
summarizes the Oskar character and his self-educated philosophy as follows: [2]
“After rejecting the public school system Oskar undertakes his own education by close
reading of two books whose pages, for simplicity's sake, he has torn out and shuffled to
make a single new volume, Goethe's Elective Affinities and a volume promisingly
entitled Rasputin and Women.”
This seems to be a well-honed depiction of a Goethean philosopher, in the strict
chemical philosophy sense of the matter, which no doubt is found in a partial representation of Grass and his hue of
philosophy. Grass was the 1999 winner of the Nobel Prize in Literature, for his body of over 20 works, written over a
period of 40 years. In 2006, American German-literature scholar John McCarthy (1942-) (CR:4), in his Remapping
Reality: Chaos and Creativity in Science and Literature (Goethe – Nietzsche – Grass), seems to give a ripe analysis of
the Grass in respect to The Tin Drum, e.g. how Grass once remarked that "in everyone of my novels there lies a
philosophical concept", about which McCarthy argues here is a synthesis of Nietzsche's "will to power" + Goethe's
"elective affinities" + Rasputin's "faith healer/magic" concepts; an abstract of which is as follows: [3]
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(add discussion)
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In physics, Willem Gravesande (1688-1742), , sometimes sited as “ ’sGravesand ”, was a
Dutch physicist, experimenter, mathematician, lawyer and philosopher noted for his
circa 1718 brass ball clay surface experiments and for his expansion of metals by heat
experiments.

Brass ball experiment
See main: Ball and clay experiment

Gravesande's most famous experiment was the one where he allowed brass balls to be
dropped (or rolled down a ramp) with varying velocity onto a soft clay surface.
Gravesande found in his experiments that a ball with twice the velocity of another
would leave an indentation four times as deep, that three times the velocity yielded
nine times the depth, and so on. [1] Gravesand shared these results with French
mathematical physicist Emilie Chatelet, and with Voltaire (Chatelet's companion), after
which, it is said, that Chatelet subsequently corrected Isaac Newton's formula E = mv to
E = mv², and thus synthesized the first version of the conservation of energy (vis viva
into vis mortua). In her 1740 Lessons in Physics, Chatelet, supposedly, combined the theories of Gottfried Leibniz and
the practical observations of Gravesande to show that the energy of a moving object is proportional not to its
velocity, as had previously been believed by Newton, Voltaire and others, but to the square of its velocity. Hence it is
said that where as Gravesande provided the experimental data for the formula of kinetic energy, Chatelet provided
the formulaic explanation.

Expansion by heat experiments
See main: Ball and ring experiment

Gravensande, supposedly, also designed an experiment to test Boerhaave's law, i.e. the postulate that all bodies
expand in volume when heated.

Education
In 1717, Gravesande became professor in physics and astronomy in Leiden, where he introduced the works of his
friend Isaac Newton in the Netherlands.
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Gravitate
In science, gravitate means to move under the influence of gravity; to move in response to the force of gravity; or to
be attracted by or as if by an irresistible force. [1]

Etymology
The term dates to at least 1692, deriving from the New Latin gravitātus (ptp. of gravitāre; which seems to
corroborate with its usage coming into existence following the publication of Isaac Newton’s 1686 Principia. Usages
include: “youngsters gravitate toward a strong leader” (Rose Friedman), “musicians gravitate toward one another”,
etc.

Electromagnetate
In 2007, American chemical engineer Libb Thims updated the outdated Newtonian-view that gravity is what draws
like people together to explain that, in a correct modern sense, it is the electromagnetic force that draws people
together, and that the expression "certain people naturally electromagnetate towards each other" is the morecorrect or way of saying things, over that of "certain people naturally gravitate towards each other"; although, to
note, gravity does play a role in bringing together two human molecules in reaction in many overall-governing ways,
e.g. controlling day light hours, controlling the female menstrual cycle, augmenting the moods of people, e.g. people
drink 25 percent less alcohol during a full moon. [2]
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Graviton
In science, graviton is a hypothetical force carrier, of mass zero and spin two, posited as the exchange force particle
operating in the mechanism of the gravity.

Etymology
The term “graviton” was introduced in 1934 by Russian physicists Dmitrii Blokhintsev and F. M. Gal'perin who, in their
“Neutrino Hypothesis and Conservation of Energy”, stated: [1]
“The comparison displayed above indicated that the graviton and the neutrino have much in common. This probably
testifies that in general the highly improbable process of gravitation radiation becomes practically observable in betadecay. If the neutrino turns out to be the graviton this would mean that temporary physics had approached the limits
beyond which there would be no present insurmountable barrier between gravitation and electromagnetism. Due to
theoretical considerations it is hard to identify gravitons with the neutrion since it is hard to admit that they have the
same spin ½ as the neutrino. In this respect gravitons have much more in common with light quanta. It is impossible,
however, to totally rule out a theoretical possibility of their identification. So fra it is much more correct to regard the
neutrino as an independent type of particle.”
In 1959, Paul Dirac, in his annual American Physical Society lecture, announced that just as James Maxwell’s field
theory of electromagnetism predicts the existence of electromagnetic waves, including visible light, and that—
according to Planck-Einstein views—the energy of the field comes in quanta, known as photons, that Albert Einstein’s
general theory of relativity predicts the existence of gravitational waves, according to which, by extension, the energy
of the field also should come in quanta, which Dirac referred to as “gravitons”, in a reintroduction terminology
manner. [2]

Humans
In 1992, Rush Dozier, applied the graviton theory to humans, with the following statements: [3]
“We exchange gravitons not just with the earth but with all other objects in the universe. Massive objects such as
stars and planets are intense sources of gravitons. Less massive objects, such as human beings, produce only a
glimmer of gravitons in comparison.”
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In science, gravity or “gravitation” is the
name of the proposed force that acts on
bodies with mass, in an equal and opposite
manner, such that large bodies act to cause
respectively smaller bodies, in its vicinity, to
accelerate towards its central direction. [1]

Relativity | Force illusion
In 1999, Michael Rowan-Robinson, on
Einstein's relativity theory, stated the
following: [8]
“Gravity is not really a force but is a
consequence of the curvature of space-time
induced by masses. Space is curved around a
massive body so small test particles moves
in a curved orbit around the body, giving the
illusion of a force acting on the particle.”

Left: A circa 1246 view of a spherical earth with people being affixed on all
sides via the so-called 'gravitational force'. Right: Modern (2007) view of two
human molecules (people) affixed to the earth molecule (earth), whereby
attachments between molecules (human and earth) are defined as 'chemical
bonds'.

(add discussion)

Overview
In 1798, American-born English scientist Benjamin Thompson gave one of the earliest references to mechanism and
gravity: [2]
“Nobody, surely, in his sober senses, has ever pretended to understand the mechanism of gravitation.”
This perspective is no less true today. The science of human chemistry, however, illuminates the probability that
gravity may be in the family of the chemical bond, and thus related to the electromagnetic force, having an
explanation in photon-electron mechanism (or spin).

Thermodynamics
In 2010, Danish physicist Erik Verlinde contended that gravity is an
illusion, explaining as an alternative that that both Newtonian and
Einsteinean gravity is a consequence of the laws of
thermodynamics. [6] His central derivation seems to rest on this
statement:
“The product of the temperature and the change in entropy due
to the displacement of matter is shown to be equal to the work
done by the gravitational force.”
This statement is loosely correct in that energy quantified by the
Cartoonish depiction of Danish physicist Erik
term TdS is associated with the changes in the positions of the
Verlinde’s 2010 claim that gravity doesn’t exist, by NY
particles of a system due to heat, as explained in the term
Times artist Elwood Smith, but that gravity is a
equivalence-value and transformation equivalents, in which
consequence of the thermodynamics. [6]
gravity comes into play by virtue of the principle of the
transmission of work. The weak point in his article is his utilization of 'information', which is not a thermodynamic
quantity. He states: “gravity is explained as an entropic force caused by changes in the information associated with
the positions of material bodies”. Beyond this, most of his argument is based on Hawking-type analogy laws of black
hole thermodynamics and information, the latter of which itself has very negligible connection to thermodynamics.
[7]

Human chemistry
See main: Human chemistry

In the study of the nature of the force of attachments between larger structures, such as between humans, between
humans and the earth, or between the earth and the sun, each structure is described via a “molecular formula”,
namely: human molecule, earth molecule, sun molecule. In short, the human being is a large 26-element molecule,
defined as a human molecule, and attachments of human molecules, such as between a man Mx and woman Fy:
Mx≡Fy, can be clearly explained via extrapolations and use of standard chemical bonding methodologies. In a
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duplicate manner, the force that holds one human molecule to the earth (a 92-element molecule), E≡Mx , or the
earth to the sun (a 72-element molecule), S≡E, should each find a similar explanation in culling theory from
chemistry; namely in the study of the attachment of two hydrogen atoms, H≡H, out of which all mentioned larger
structures are made. These molecular formulas are shown below.

H≡H

Chemical bond

Mx≡Fy

Human chemical bond

E≡E

Chemical gravitation

Hydrogen
H

Human molecule
HE27 OE27 CE27 NE26 PE25 CaE25 KE24 NaE24 SE24 ClE24 MgE24 FeE23
FE23 ZnE22 SiE22 CuE21 BE21 CrE20 MnE20 NiE20 SeE20 SnE20 IE20 MoE19 CoE19 VE18

Earth molecule
OE50FeE49SiE49MgE49SE48AlE48NiE48CaE48CrE47NaE46KE46HE4
6TiE46FE45CE45PE45MnE44SrE44BaE44ClE44
VE44LiE44ZrE43RbE43ZnE44CuE43NE43BE43CeE43CoE43ScE43N
dE43GaE43BeE43LaE42NbE42PbE42PrE42
SmE42ThE42GdE42DyE42YE42GeE42ArE42ErE41CsE41UrE41HfE4
1YbE41SnE41EuE41TaE41AsE41MoE41HoE41
WE41TbE41BrE41TlE40LuE40TmE40HeE40SbE40IE40CdE40InE40A
gE40SeE40HgE39BiE39TeE39RuE38PdE38
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AuE38PtE38NeE38ReE38RhE37OsE37KrE36IrE35XeE35RaE35PaE3
2AcE30AtE30PoE30RnE28TcE23PmE23FrE23

S≡S

Chemical gravitation

Sun molecule
HE57HeE56OE54CE53NeE53NE53FeE52SiE53MgE52SE52
In the study of the mechanisms and dynamic formations and attachments involved in human bonding, between two
or more human molecules, the new view illuminated in investigations of the human chemical bond, modeled on the
standard chemical bond, is that photon electron interactions, mediated by field particles, explains such attachments.
This gives way to a view that the force of gravity, such as between one human molecule and a given planet, such as
the earth molecule, or between earth molecule and the sun molecule, may have a type of chemical mechanism
explanation, similar to the attachment of two hydrogen atoms; as all such cases seem to be the result of interactions
between photons and the electrons. [1] Hence, the attachments between, for instance, the earth E and one human
Mx, E≡Mx, or between the earth E and the sun S, S≡E, or as between to hydrogen H atoms, H≡H, should have a
universal mechanism. [1]

Einstein on love and gravity
See main: Einstein on love

Among the letters Einstein received in England was one from a man who
had a theory that gravity meant that as the earth rotated people were
sometimes upside down or horizontal. Perhaps, reasoned the man, this
led people to do foolish things, like falling in love. This prompted Einstein
to scribble the following response on the letter: [3]
“Falling in love is not the most stupid thing that people do … but
gravitation cannot be held responsible for it.”
In the late 1920s at the California Institute of Technology, as recorded by
Henry Borsook (1956), physical chemist Edwin Cohn asked geneticist
Thomas Morgan what is research plans were? Morgan answer was: “I am
not doing any genetics. I am bored with genetics. But I am going out to
Cal Tech where I hope it will be possible to bring physics and chemistry to Einstein, his 1933 jottings on theories of love,
and how he thought gravity cannot be held
bear on biology.” Shortly after Morgan arrived at Cal Tech, Einstein
responsible for it.
visited the laboratory and posed almost the same question. Morgan
answered similarly as before. In response, Einstein shook his head and
said: [4]
“No, this trick won’t work. The same trick does not work twice. How on earth are you ever going to explain in terms
of chemistry and physics so important a biological phenomenon as first love?”
(add discussion)

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“The theory of gravity so exactly accounts for all the physical phenomena of the solar system, that it is impossible it
should be false; and although we cannot determine its nature or its essence, it is as unreasonable to doubt its
existence, as to doubt the existence of animate beings, because we know nothing of the principle of life.”
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— Horatio Robinson (1849), A Treatise on Astronomy [1]

See also
● Biogravity
● Social gravitation
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Gray, Christopher
In hmolscience, Christopher Gray (1941-) is an American-born Canadian law
philosopher noted for 2010 to present discussion of the social thermodynamics
publications of French law professor Maurice Hauriou.

Overview
In 2010, Gray, in his The Methodology of Maurice Hauriou: Legal, Sociological, and
Philosophical, summarized the jurisprudence thermodynamics theories of French law
professor Maurice Hauriou; the following is a representative excerpt: [1]
“The dominate analogy Hauriou uses from the sciences of inorganic matter couches the
whole of Leçons sur le movement social [Lessons on Social Movement] in terms of the
science of thermodynamics to illustrate his conception of society. His purpose is to
show similarities between social and physical movement by juxtaposing the science of
the one with the science of the other (pg. 6). Because Hauriou is interested in society in
terms of power, the transition to the science of chemical and physical power is easy for
in (pg. v). Physics and sociology both have as their objects something with mass; for example, in society, mass is
embodied in the number and bonds of its members. Thus, the laws inertia, relativity, equal action and reaction will
apply to both (pgs. 12 and 17). At different places, Hauriou also employs the laws of conservation of energy, of
parsimonious activity, and entropy.
The danger of a mechanistic social science is closer, however, with a mechanical analogy than with a biological
one. Hauriou’s chief task is to avoid the reduction of human energy with chemical energy. Within the analogy, the
way he does this is by rejecting the vision of society as a hermetically sealed [closed] container [vas hermétiquement
clos]; freedom is corrective to the principle of constraint.
To continue the analogy, Hauriou has to find something in physics approximating liberty in social science; this he
finds in the free movement of energy from physical movement to thermal phenomena, and back. This is to parallel
the discontinuity between social stimulation and human thought; the thermal phenomena and the thought are the
‘representing’ element, the physical movement and social movement the ‘represented’. Thus, the physical structure
of thermodynamics is meaningfully representative, humanized; it becomes the fundamental analogy [analogie
fondamentale] between society and the natural world (pgs. 7, 57, 62).”
In 2011, after completion of The Methodology of Maurice Hauriou, Gray did the first English translator of Hauriou’s
1896 Tradition in Social Science, with its chapters on “social matter”, the dynamic point of view, social material,
among others, in which he includes a translator’s introduction, explaining who the second book was a followup to the
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first with focus on the thermodynamics as the basis for social movement. The opening paragraph of Hauriou's
Tradition in Social Science, is as follows: [2]
“Social science can be defined either as science of society, of the social condition, or of social matter. The only
important point is to provide some material as an object. All observational sciences work upon some material, physics
and chemistry upon physical matter, biology on living matter, experimental psychology on psychical matter broken
down into states of consciousness. It is natural to rest social science upon social matter.”
(add discussion)

Translations
On 7 Oct 2013, Libb Thims queried Gray about doing a possible English translation of Maurice Hauriou’s 1899 Leçons
sur le Mouvement Social. On 27 May 2014, Gray communicated to Thims about how he had been considering doing
an English translation and that he now has some time this coming summer (2014) to do the translation. [3]

Education
Gray completed three degrees in philosophy: his BA in 1963 at St. Bonaventure University, MA in 1965 and PhD in
1970 both at the Catholic University of America, Washington DC. He completed degrees in civil law and in common
law, BCL in 1978 and LLB in 1979, from McGill University, Montreal. He has taught philosophy at Concordia University
and Loyola College in Montreal since 1967, specializing in philosophy of law.
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Great chain of
being
In science, great chain of being or
scala naturae (Latin) or “scale of
natural things” refers to scales,
ladders, steps, or chain-linked
depictions connecting matter
"continuously" (see: continuity
theory) up through humans.

Overview

“Between the lowest and the
highest degree of spiritual
and corporal perfection,
there is an almost infinite
number of intermediate
degrees. The succession of
degrees comprises the
universal chain. It unites all
beings, ties together all
worlds, embraces all the
spheres.”

In 1932-33, German-born
Top: Charles Bonnet and his 1764 statement about the
American philosopher Arthur
existence of a "chain" connecting all beings. [5] Right: a
Lovejoy, gave his Harvard lecture depiction of Ramon Llull's 1303 “chain of being”, or
series turned book The Great
scale of intellect, as he called it, rocks to humans.
Chain of Being, shown below
(left), the first and its seems only historical book on the subject, which accounts the rise and fall of the once dominate
theory of the enlightenment, its fall-off attributed to Descartes' dualism, the romantic movement, Darwin's evolution
theory, and modern physics, supposedly, Einstein's relativity theory, in particular. [15] The proto-concept of the
existence of a natural scale or unbroken chain is said to trace back to the ideas of Plato and Aristotle. Swiss natural
philosopher Charles Bonnet, shown adjacent, influenced by the monad ideas of Gottfried Leibniz, is the first to make
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an actual scale (1745) and step depiction (1783) and to describe the successive degrees of development as being
chained together.

Egyptians
In the period 3100BC-300BC, Egyptian scholars, whose apex seems to have been the mind of Egyptian polymath
Imhotep (2635-2595BC), promulgated a number of cyclical "proto-chain of being" theories, most of which historically
anchored in the Heliopolis creation myth, according to which land (earth) arose out of a flood (water) from which the
sun (fire) burst forth, albeit each conceived as the gods: Geb (root of "geocentric"), Nun (suffix of "Abraham" and
"Brahma), Ra (middle root of "Abraham" and "Brahma"), respectively, out of which humans were eventually selfengendered, which culminated in the clay creation myth, which became re-written into the story of Adam (clay) and
Eve (breath) or life from divine spirit breathed into clay. Much of the Egyptian philosophy, to note, was also wrapped
up in astrology and the observable cyclical movements of the sun, moon, and stars. The following gives 1963 book
cover, by Thomas Burgoyne, depicts a semblance of an idea of how the Egyptians conceived of cyclical-like chain of
being, the snake being what, at the end of each day, or creation cycle, swallowed the sun, from which it was re-born
the next day, according to their Geb-based flat earth theory, humans fitting vicariously into this scheme via
resurrection and or afterlife theories:

(Lovejoy, 1933)

(Burgoyne, 1963)

Greek philosopher Thales of Miletus (c.624-c.546), who is attributed by Aristotle to have been the first philosopher in
the Greek tradition, was the first to initiate the study of Egyptian philosophy of nature, by himself traveling to Egypt;
a "study abroad" method followed by most of the Greek philosopher in the years to follow, Pythagoras, Democritus,
and Plato, in particular, all studied in Egypt, whereby many of the basic principles of Egyptian philosophy, science,
and mathematics, were absorbed into Greek thought, e.g. three element theory (earth, fire, water), which later
became "four element theory" (and then four element and two force "standard model" theory), derived from
Heliopolis creation myth; the dualism of life vs non-life, based on the clay creation myth, i.e. clay (dead) vs spiritimbibed clay (alive); the theory of the soul, modified by Aristotle into his "three soul theory" (see: Aristotle on the
soul) (Ѻ), the latter topic of which has vexed geniuses continuously: from Plato, and his "split soul theory" (Ѻ), up
through Goethe (see: Goethe on the soul), James Maxwell (Ѻ), Thomas Edison (Ѻ), Einstein (see: Einstein on the soul),
Werner Heisenberg (Ѻ), and John Neumann (Ѻ); see main: geniuses on the soul. (Ѻ)

Aristotle | Natural scale | 330BC
In c.330BC, Aristotle outlined some type of “scala natura” or natural scale, giving some type of vertical distinction
among the layers of existence. [13] The following is rendition of Aristotle’s scale from Charles Singer’s 1931 A Short
History of Biology: [14]
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(add discussion)

Llull | Scale of intellect | 1303
The following is Ramon Llull's scale of intellect, connecting earth with the abode of god, from Liber de Ascensu et
Decensu Intellectus, showing organized bodies, including fire, in the main scale, depicted as a scale: [16]
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Here, interesting, we see one of the first "rock vs human" comparisons, in this case in regards to intelligence.

Bouelles | 1512
The following shows Charles de Bouelles 1512 linear order of nature diagram, from his Physicorum Elementorum: [16]

The bottom of the scale shows everything originating from earth (terra), water (aqua), aer (air), and fire (ignis), aka
the four element theory.

Bonnet’s scale of natural beings | 1745
The following is Swiss natural philosopher and evolution-coiner Charles Bonnet’s 1745 “Idea of a Scale of Natural
Beings” (IDÉE D’UNE ECHELLE Des Etres Naturels) or “Idea of a Range of Natural Ones”, depending on translation,
wherein he seems to trace the evolution or metamorphosis of humans back to the four elements, or specifically
earth, air, fire, and at the bottom what he calls “matières plus subtiles” or "more subtle materials", or finer matter, in
52 steps, degrees, or categories: [1]
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Bonnet’s chain of beings | 1764
The following is a 28-step English translated version of Charles Bonnet’s chain of being from his 1764 Contemplation
de la nature: [6]

Bonnet’s staircase chain of being | 1783
The following is a artistic step-wise type chain of being from Charles Bonnet's 1783 Works of Natural History and
Philosophy: [4]
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Hermann | 1783
The following is Johann (Jean) Hermann's 1783 mineral to So-called table of animal affinities, from mineral region
(bottom) to vegetable region (near bottom) to animal region (bulk of page):
to homo (top): [16]
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In 1809, Jean-Baptiste Lamarck, in his Philosophie Zoologique, gave the following tree depicting the origins of animals:
[16]

Darwin's origin of species tree | 1837
See also: Darwin on higher and lower

The following is English naturalist Charles Darwin's 1837 personal notebook origin of species evolution tree diagram,
according to which species A, B, C, and D have evolved by the process of "natural selection" (or "evolution" as he
began to call in in 1872) from species one or branch one: [7]

The text from Darwin’s personal notebook accompanying the
diagram reads: [8]
“I think, case must be that one generation then should be as many
living as now. To do this & to have many species in same genus (as
is) requires extinction. Thus between A & B immense gap of
relation. C & B the finest gradation, B & D rather greater
distinction. Thus genera would be formed. — bearing relation to
ancient types with several extinct forms.”

Darwin | Origin of Species | 1859
The following is Darwin's 1859 tree of life from his Origin of Species: [16]
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Darwin's origin of species tree + warm pond origin of life hypothesis | 1871
The following, to the left, is the famous 1952 Miller-Urey experiment, shown adjacent to is English naturalist Charles
Darwin's 1871 hypothesis concerning the origin of life, in other words what comes before "point 1" on his origin of
species tree diagram, which of course is the weakest link in his evolution theory, this eventually becoming the
primordial soup model of the origin of life: [10]
In a famous 1871 letter to English
botanist Joseph Hooker, Darwin
made the suggestion that the
origin of life, i.e. the forerunner to
point one on his tree diagram,
occurred as follows: [10]
“The original spark of life may have
begun in a warm little pond, with
all sorts of ammonia and
phosphoric salts, lights, heat,
electricity, etc. present, so that a
protein compound was chemically
formed ready to undergo still more
complex changes.”

Haeckel's man from amoeba diagram | 1874
The following is German physician-zoologist Ernst Haeckel’s evolution of man from amoeba diagram, illustrated by
modern and fossil species: [3]
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Legend:
1 Amoeba
1a Asexual reproduction (amoeba dividing)
2 Sexual reproduction (cell with spore)
3 Multi-cellular organism (early embryonic stage)
4 Muliticellular organism with three germ layers
(blastula)
5 Organism with primitive mouth (gastrula)
6 Planaria
7 Worm (leech)
8 Primitive chordate (tunicate larva)
8a Adult tunicate
9 Lancelet
10 Jawless fish (lamprey)
11 Cartilaginous fishes (shark)
12 Australian lungfish
13 South American lungfish
14 Aquatic reptile (plesiosaur)
15 Early amphibian (labytinthodont)
16 Modern amphibian (newt)
17 Reptile (iguana)
18 Monotreme (platypus)
19 Marsupial (kangaroo)
20 Prosimian (lemur)
21 Monkey (langur)
22 Ape (orangutan)
23 Ape-man (Pithecanthropus)
24 Modern human (a Papuan)
Of note here we see the prototype of a the organic | inorganic origin of life divide forming, namely the amoeba (first
form of life) | inorganic matter (parts of amoeba) conceptual demarcation. A fuller reading of Haeckel's works,
however, are in order here, being that Haeckel was an adherent to German polymath Johann Goethe's human
chemical theory, which has in its structure an unbreakable chain model stretching downward from the human
reactions to the test tube reactions. As German materialist philosopher Bartholomaus von Carneri (1821-1909)
commented, in a 26 May 1876 letter to Haeckel, on one of Haeckel's recent publications: “I was full of jubilation at
the clarity with which you pass from chemical elective affinity one side into the realm of life and on the other into the
realm of mechanics.” [11] Hence, Haeckel is not easily dismissed as an "amoeba = first origin of life" theorist. Beyond
this, Haeckel's also has his plastidule theory, a type origin of life theory similar to German polymath Gottfried Leibniz'
monad theory, both of which are intricate and require further digression.

Haeckel | Tree of life | 1879
In 1879, Ernst Haeckel, in his The Evolution of Man, published the following "tree of life" depiction of man's origin: (Ѻ)
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Satirical Darwinian man from chaos diagram | 1882
A satirical 1882 depiction “man is but a worm” depiction of Charles Darwin’s 1859 theory of evolution, showing man
evolving from monkey, which evolved from a worm, which evolved from "chaos", all overlayed on some kind of times
meter, with Darwin (representative of father time) and some other man: [2]
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Reid | 1882
In 1882, American religious-minded science philosopher H.A. Reid published the following spiritually-extended
Linnaean three kingdom stylized so-called “synoptic calendar of creation”: (Ѻ) (Ѻ)

Reid’s spiritually topped ladder was introduced following discussion of creator-based “first cause”, Herbert Spencer,
along with the assertion that a “real atheist” is a phenomenal impossibility, and that the existence of god is an eternal
fact; the calendar introduced so to show how the “discoveries, deductions, and logical sequences of modern science
supplement and conform to what has been revealed in the Bible.” (Ѻ) Here, to note, in some ways, we are reminded
of the theories of Pierre Teilhard (1936).

Ham | 1975
In 1975, Australian-born American creationism evangelist Ken Ham, in his science classes, and later books and
publications, began to use the phrase “molecules-to-man evolution”, which he conceptualizes as follows below, in a
polemical way, in debate, recently popularized in the 2014 Ken Ham vs Bill Nye debate, as a way to stump the
evolutionist on the origin of life question, among other conundrums, e.g. mind-from-matter, and so on:
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Lewis | General biology | 1992
The following is a basic evolution diagram, from the 1992 biology textbook Life: Beginnings of Life, Animal Life, Plant
Life, Evolution of Life, Behavior and Ecological Life, by American geneticist Ricki Lewis (Ѻ), outlining the so-called
"beginnings of life" from chemicals (CO2, N, O2, etc.), heat, and light, which is the textbook used by American preengineering student Libb Thims, while taking his first biology course at Washtenaw Community College, Michigan:
[12]

This scenario, of how soon-to-become chemical engineering student Thims went from the above 1992 “chemicals +
heat and light → life” evolution model to “chemicals + heat and light → powered animated chemicals” (2014), along
the way jettisoning the concept of "life" as defunct the way Einstein jettisoned the concept of "ether", might be akin
to how chemical engineering student Linus Pauling in 1917, at Oregon Agricultural College, was being taught the John
Dalton version of the "hook-and-eye bonding method" (see: history of chemical bonding theory) and how, after
learning the basics of modern physics, this early 20th century teaching of archaic methods is what supposedly drove
Pauling to write the now famous 1939 textbook On The Nature of the Chemical Bond, supplanting hooks and eyes
with quantum mechanical hybridized bonding orbitals, thereafter becoming the "bible" of modern chemistry.

Blackmore-Troscianko | Consciousness | 2003
The following are artistic renditions of the "great chain of being", by artist Jolyon Troscianko, from the from Susan
Blackmore’s 2003 Consciousness: an Introduction, wherein the matter-energy to spirit-soul evolution conceptualized
chain of being versions of Pierre Teilhard (1936) and Ken Wilber (2001) are cited: [17]
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Here, we see the first link in the chain of "being" originating in an "origin of life" conceptualized "slime mold" or
protozoa-like blob; which, not doubt, seems to be the generic model many 21st century people have in their mind.
The following, from the same source, shows a fish-to-human lineage, from the above great chain of being branching
diagram, by Troscianko:

Compare this to Australian-born American creationism evangelist Ken Ham’s term “molecules-to-man evolution”,
recently popularized in the 2014 Ken Ham vs Bill Nye debate.

Thims' molecular evolution table | 2005
The following is American electrochemical engineer Libb Thims' 2005 molecular evolution table (left), showing
molecular formulas for each main entity in the decent backwards down the evolution scale: from the human (human
molecule) to the hydrogen atom and below to fermions (matter) and bosons (energy), the same evolution table in
poster format explained in a 10-min 2008 video summary (right):
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Shubin | Pond scum model | 2008
The following is American paleontologist Neil Shubin's 2008 pond scum chain of being model:
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Here, to note, we are reminded of Stephen Hawking’s 1995 description of humans as “heated chemical scum”. (Ѻ)

Thims' human evolution timeline video | 2009
The following is American electrochemical engineer Libb Thims' 2009 "Human Evolution Timeline | Big Bang to
Present" video, a sound animated remake of the Hmolpedia side-scrolling 2009 evolution timeline:

Thims' Hmolpedia human evolution schematic | 2009
The following is American electrochemical engineer Libb Thims' 2009 Hmolpedia evolution article depiction of
evolution (synthesis) as a series of coupled chemical reactions starting from the hydrogen atom mechanistically
connected up through the reaction formation of the human molecule:
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Wikinotes | Chain of being | Biology | 2012
The following shows a generic inorganic-to-organic conceptualized chain of being as taught in biology: (Ѻ)

Thims | Hydrogen to human | 2012
The following is American electrochemical engineer Libb Thims' 2012 Hmolpedia elective affinities problem diagram:
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Thims' great problem of natural philosophy diagram | 2012
The following is American electrochemical engineer Libb Thims' 2012 Hmolpedia great problem of natural philosophy
diagram:
4.5 BYA

Present

Defunct models | Smithsonian tree of life diagram | 2013
The following is a 2013 Smithsonian Institution "tree of life" diagram made in theme of Darwin's 1837 origin of
species notebook diagram sketch, the problem with this diagram is that it situates a hypothetical "origin of life" as the
start of the tree, which, being that the theory of life is a religious theory, is inconsistent with modern science,
chemistry in particular, which as English physiologist Charles Sherrington pointed out in 1938 "does not know the
word life" (see: defunct theory of life): [9]
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Discussion
A point to note in this historical development of ideas is that a certain amount of deanthropomorphism has occurred.
One does not, in modern scientific terms, speak of the hydrogen atom as a "being" (an anthropomorphism) or as
being "alive" (a religious theory) or as having a dualism "spiritual + corporal" composition (a religion/science blend
concept), but rather as a bound state of one proton and one electron attached via photon exchange force
interactions. This logic scales up to the human molecular level, albeit one that requires a great deal of conceptual
language reformulation. Also, in stead of "chains" we now correctly speak of "coupled" chemical reaction
mechanisms.
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Great problem of chemical affinity
In science, great problem of chemical affinity refers to the ancient puzzle as to the nature of the chemical reaction,
i.e. why certain things react together, whereas others don't, and what is the nature or measurement of the driving
force of a chemical reaction.

Overview
In 1692, Newton wrote the draft notes for his "Query 31", wherein he he outlined the chemical force tendencies
when different chemical entities are put in contact. Prior to 1919, a knowledge of the specific heats of substances,
near absolute zero, such as worked on by Walther Nernst and his pupils, was said to be essential towards a complete
solution of the problem of chemical affinity. [2] In 1923, American physical chemist Gilbert Lewis stated the following
about the problem: [3]
“Indeed, our purpose at the outset (1909) was to merely to collect, for the practical use of the chemist and the
chemical engineer, the data which we have obtained, or which we have assembled from the work of other
investigators, pertaining to the ‘great problem of chemical affinity.’ But then we were convinced that mere reference
tables would hardly render full service without some description of the methods by which they were obtained. The
development of these methods of applying thermodynamics to chemical problems has occupied the greater part of
our time for many years (1909-23) (14-years).”
Lewis' effort, in turn, would go on to become the most referenced thermodynamics textbook of the 20th century,
and result eventually to replace the word “affinity” by the word “free energy” throughout the English speaking world.
[4] In 1949, Frederick Philbrick, et al, summarized things as follows: [1]
“By studying the energy relations of chemical change it is possible to understand much that must otherwise remain
obscure, and in particular to form some ideas of the great problem of chemical affinity: why will substance A react
with substance B but not with substance C?”
The latter part of this statement, of course, is Geoffroy's first law of affinity (1718), itself culled from Isaac Newton’s
famous Query 31, together which became the seed for the construction of affinity tables (1718-c.1800), and the later
18th, 19th century versions of affinity chemistry, which gave way eventually to chemical thermodynamics (1876onward), and modern chemical thermodynamics (1923-onward).

See also
● Great problem of natural philosophy
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Great problem of natural philosophy
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In modern queries, the great problem of
natural philosophy is question of how life
arose from non-life.

Solution | Overview
The question of the wherewith-hows of life
from non-life, in short, is a vicarious trick
question, of sorts, it presupposes or
assumes that "life" is something that exists
in the universe, and particularly something
within or characterizing the person
ruminating on the question, previously
thought to find resolution in the
thermodynamics of some said-to-be
hypothetical chemical mechanism occurring
3.85 billion years ago. The so-called "great
problem" was solved or rather unraveled in
2009 by American electrochemical engineer
Libb Thims (see: below).

A visual depiction of the "great problem of natural philosophy", as French
naturalist Etienne Saint-Hilaire described it in circa 1836, namely how
"animate matter" (as the defunct theory of life views things) or "life" (as SaintHilaire viewed things), such as a gecko, arose from the collection of 92
naturally-occurring elements of the periodic table in the context of the
nebular hypothesis? Serbian-born American electrical engineer Nikola Tesla
claimed to have solved the problem in 1915, although his solution was riddled
with panbioism. The complete solution was arrived at in 2009 by American
electrochemical engineer Libb Thims, via the defunct theory of life.

History | Saint-Hilaire's statement
The problem was first stated explicitly by French naturalist Etienne Saint-Hilaire who in circa 1836 stated the
following: [1]
“It is quite certain that there was a moment when life did not exist on our planet, and another moment when it
appeared. It is the passage between these two states that forms the great problem of natural philosophy today.”
In modern terms, this is sometimes equivalent to asking how the inorganic, inorganic matter, dead matter, or nonorganic matter, transitioned or passed, at one specific moment in time, into the organic, organic life, living matter, or
carbon-based life, among other synonyms, state two?

Saint-Hilaire's solution
In later 13 Jul 1838 letter to French writer Georg Sand (IQ=160), Saint-Hilaire explained his reasoned position on this
problem as follows: “God created materials predisposed for organization, by endowing them with all the virtual
conditions to pass through all possible transformations according to the prescriptions of unceasingly variable ambient
media. Animal forms are thus unceasingly variable.” In short, Saint-Hilaire left the solution to the deism standpoint.
The modern physical science perspective, initiated with the famous circa 1802 Napoleon Laplace anecdote, which
declared God and "unneeded hypothesis", however, has no use for religious explanation; hence a modern physical
science based solution is needed.

Tesla's attempted solution
In 1915, Serbian-born American electrical engineer Nikola Tesla (IQ=195), in his 1915 article “How Cosmic Forces
Shape Our Destines”, which extols a mixture of the defunct theory of life and, to some extent, the panbioism
perspective, stated that he claims to have solved the great problem of natural philosophy, although he attributes the
querying the problem to English natural philosopher Herbert Spencer, attributing him as saying: [2]
"What is it that causes inorganic matter to run into organic forms!"
This seems to be a paraphrasing of the following statement made by Spencer in his 1887 The Factors of Organic
Evolution: [3]
“Biologists in general agree that in the present state of the world, no such thing happens as the rise of a living
creature out of non-living matter. They do not deny, however, that at a remote period in the past, when the
temperature of the earth's surface was much higher than at present, and other physical conditions were unlike those
we know, inorganic matter, through successive complications, gave origin to organic matter. So many substances
once supposed to belong exclusively to living bodies, have now been formed artificially, that men of science scarcely
question the conclusion that there are conditions under which, by yet another step of composition, quaternary
compounds of lower types pass into those of highest types. That there once took place gradual divergence of the
organic from the inorganic, is, indeed, a necessary implication of the hypothesis of evolution, taken as a whole; and if
we accept it as a whole, we must put to ourselves the question—What were the early stages of progress which
followed, after the most complex form of matter had arisen out of forms of matter a degree less complex?”
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Tesla's so-called solution to the problem is as follows, the last paragraph in particular: [2]
“Every living being is an engine geared to the wheelwork of the universe. Though seemingly affected only by its
immediate surrounding, the sphere of external influence extends to infinite distance. There is no constellation or
nebula, no sun or planet, in all the depths of limitless space, no passing wanderer of the starry heavens, that does not
exercise some control over its destiny—not in the vague and delusive sense of astrology, but in the rigid and positive
meaning of physical science.
More than this can be said. There is no thing endowed with life—from man, who is enslaving the elements, to
the humblest creature—in all this world that does not sway it in turn. Whenever action is born from force, though it
be infinitesimal, the cosmic balance is upset and universal motion result. Herbert Spencer has interpreted life as a
continuous adjustment to the environment, a definition of this inconceivably complex manifestation quite in accord
with advanced scientific thought, but, perhaps, not broad enough to express our present views. With each step
forward in the investigation of its laws and mysteries our conceptions of nature and its phases have been gaining in
depth and breadth. In the early stages of intellectual development man was conscious of but a small part of the
macrocosm. He knew nothing of the wonders of the microscopic world, of the molecules composing it, of the atoms
making up the molecules and of the dwindlingly small world of electrons within the atoms. To him life was
synonymous with voluntary motion and action. A plant did not suggest to him what it does to us—that it lives and
feels, fights for its existence, that it suffers and enjoys. Not only have we found this to be true, but we have
ascertained that even matter called inorganic, believed to be dead, responds to irritants and gives unmistakable
evidence of the presence of a living principle within.
Thus, everything that exists, organic or inorganic, animated or inert, is susceptible to stimulus from the outside.
There is no gap between, no break of continuity, no special and distinguishing vital agent. The same law governs all
matter, all the universe is alive. The momentous question of Spencer, "What is it that causes inorganic matter to run
into organic forms!" has been answered. It is the sun's heat and light. Wherever they are there is life. Only in the
boundless wastes of interstellar space, in the eternal darkness and cold, is animation suspended, and, possibly, at the
temperature of absolute zero all matter may die.”
In short, Tesla gives the answer that "organic matter", his synonym for what is colloquially known as "life", arose
through the cyclical action of the sun's heat and light. This is all correct, except for he decisive point that his solution
clings to panbioism, i.e. the "everything is alive" point of view. In other words, in order for Tesla's solution to be
correct, the hydrogen atom as to be alive. This, however, is not the case. This was first clearly stated in the 1938/39
"Man On His Nature" lectures of English physiologist Charles Sherrington, as follows: [4]
“Life is an example of the way in which an energy-system in its give and take with the energy-system around it can
continue to maintain itself for a period as a self-centered, so to say, self-balanced unity. “Perhaps the most striking
feature of it is that it acts as though it ‘desired’ to maintain itself. But we do not say of the spinning of a heavy top
which resists being upset that it ‘desires’ to go on spinning. The very constitution of the living system may compel it
to increase; thus a self-fermenting protein system, granted its conditions, must increase. The behavior of a living body
is an example of this, and we call it ‘living’. The behavior of the atom is an example of this and we do not call it ‘living’.
The behavior of those newly discovered so-called ‘viruses’ is an example of this and there is hesitation whether or not
to call it ‘living’.”
The atom, in short, according to Sherrington (and modern science), is not alive. This fact takes a long time to soak in
when working on the great problem of natural philosophy. In any event, Tesla, being an accolade of Goethean
philosophy, which he read to the exclusion of all other philosophies, was only but one step away from the solution.

Thims' solution
The so-called "great problem of natural philosophy" was officially solved on 2 Jan 2009 by American electrochemical
engineer Libb Thims via the defunct theory of life; although, to note, the precursory work to the solution was
preceded by 14-years of thought experiment on the overlap of the elective affinities problem and human chemical
reaction theory and modern chemical thermodynamics, and followed by 3-years of post mental solidification before
the solution actually began to conclude as a "problem solved" point of view (2012). The construction of the 2005
molecular evolution table and writing of the 2007 chapter "Molecular Evolution" (Human Chemistry) were decisive
stepping stones into the solution of the great problem of natural philosophy, as Saint-Hilaire labeled it.The following
is an overview diagram of the 2009 solution to the great problem of natural philosophy, i.e. life from non-life
problem:
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(add discussion)

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“No intelligent person can fail to be interested in the great question, what makes physical matter living matter? This
question has been the oldest, and still remains the latest topic of scientific discussion. It is well, therefore, to
recognize at the outset why no agreement has been reached on the subject.”
— William H. Thomson (1909), What is Physical Life? Its Origins and Nature [1]

“The problem of the origin of life is one of the oldest enigmas with which the human mind has been concerned; and
yet it is a problem which is ever-recurring, seemingly as insurgent as life itself.”
— Oliver Reiser (1940), “Life as a Form of Chemical Behavior” [6]

See also
● Great chain of being.
● Homework problems
● Origin of life
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Green, George
In mathematics, George Green (1793-1841) was a English mathematical physicist noted
for his 1828 treatise “An Essay on the Application of Mathematical Analysis to the
Theories of Electricity and Magnetism”, in which he introduced the concept of
“potential function”. [1]
Green, starting from Pierre Laplace’s equation, was the first to define the potential as a
function of Cartesian coordinates V(x,y,z), particularly the potential energy of an
arbitrary static distribution of electric charges. Green’s article was self-published, and
sold only 51 copies. Curiously, it was Irish physicist William Thomson who in 1845 (age
21) first unearthed Green’s treatise and brought it into the hands of the leading
scientists; which is the same year he also unearthed Sadi Carnot’s 1824 treatise on
thermodynamics, bring that into the hands of the leading scientists. [2] Some of
Green's mathematical concepts seem to have been influential in the writings of Peter
Tait and James Maxwell. [5] Green, independent of, it seems, albeit nearly in the same
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time period of, Carl Gauss, did the first work on the divergence theorem. [6] Green also is the eponym of the GaussGreen-Stokes theorem, the fundamental theorem of calculus:

which asserts that the integral of the derivative of some function in an interval is equal to the difference in the values
of the function at the endpoints of the interval: [7]

Education
Green's biography is somewhat remarkable in that he was almost entirely self-taught, having only had about one year
of formal schooling as a child between the ages of 8 and 9, after which he read books via a Nottingham Subscription
Library to educate himself. In 1883, aged 40, he later entered Cambridge University, as an undergraduate, and
graduated in 1837. After graduation Green stayed on at Cambridge, writing on optics, acoustics, and hydrodynamics.
However, in 1840 he became ill and returned to Nottingham where he died the following year.

Mispicture
Green being a relatively obscure genius, photo correctness seems to be an issue. The 2008 book Continuum
Thermodynamics, by Polish materials science engineer Krzysztof Wilmanski, for example, mis-pictures a George
Green (1793-1841) alongside Augustin Cauchy (1789) and Leonhard Euler (1707-1783), whereas the book photo
shown is some American named George Bernard Green (1822-1901). [4]
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Green, John
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In human mathematics, John Green (1977-) is an American young adult fiction author
noted for his widely-popular 2006 equation of love themed, graphical footnoted,
anagram-filled book An Abundance of Katherines, which tells the story of a prodigyturning-adult person named up who after getting dumped by 19 girls named Katherine
goes on a quest to derive an equation for predicting love. [1]

An Abundance of Katherines
See main: Equation of love (section: An Abundance of Katherines)

The book tells the story of Colin Singleton, an anagram-loving seventeen-year-old boy
who has become depressed because though he has maintained his status of a child
prodigy, he has not yet become a “genius.” He wishes to accomplish this goal by having
a Eureka moment. As well as not being the genius he hopes to be, his girlfriend,
Katherine 19 (over the span of his life, Colin has dated nineteen girls only named
Katherine, all spelled in that manner), recently dumped him. In these relationships,
Colin remembers only the Katherine dumping him. Throughout the novel, Colin
attempts to derive a theorem to determine the curve of any relationship based on
several factors of the personalities of the two people in a relationship. It would predict the future of any two people.
His theorem eventually works for all but one of his past relationships with a Katherine. But it is later discovered by
Colin that he had dumped this Katherine (Katherine the Third), rather than the other way around. The graphs all
make perfect sense at this juncture.
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See also
● HM pioneers
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Green fire
In hmolscience, green fire is a 1926 theory by Russian geochemical mineralogist Vladimir Vernadsky according to
which the expansion of living matter in the biosphere is argued to be a type of vegetable life themed or analogized
combustion process, fed by the sun, a process which acts to pressure other beings into becoming more complex and
more dispersed. [1]
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Greenberg, Gary
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In religio-mythology, Gary Greenberg (1943-) is an American lawyer, archeologist,
Egyptologist, and Biblical scholar noted for his 1996 book The Bible Myth: the African
Origins of the Jewish People and followup 2000 book 101 Myths of the Bible: How
Ancient Scribes Invented Biblical History in which he ferrets out a large part of the Ra
theology structure to the Ab-ra-ham-ic faiths (Torah religions):
Ab-ra-ham-ic faiths (53%): Christianity 33%, Islam 20%, Judaism 0.2%, Baha’ism 0.1%,
and Mandaeism 0.001%.
In short, building on the previous translation work of Thomas Young (1822), Jean
Champollion (1824), and Wallis Budge (1895), Greenberg's work, has been instrumental
in helping to trace out the theoretical structure of "Abrahamic" religions, or "Father Ra
born of Nun" religions, to the daily life-death cycle of the Egyptian sun god Ra (born out
of the Nun) and the life-death-morality theories derived therefrom, particularly as
embodied in the logic of the negative confessions and ba weighing, which were carried
over into the the concept of "karma weight" and "soul weight" in the Vedic and Torah religions, respectively.

Ra theology
In 2003, Greenberg's work was instrumental in connecting the key fact that the Ab-ra-ham-ic theologies (Torah
religions) and B-ra-hma-ic theologies (Vedic religions), are derivative religions of the parent religion of Ra theology
(Egyptian religion), a connection that was made in 2003-2004 by American electrochemical engineer Libb Thims,
during his half Buffett-level research into the thermodynamics of religion: [2]

Ra religions
Ab-raham-ic Christianity 33%, Islam 20%, Judaism
faiths: 0.2%, Baha’ism 0.1%, and Mandaeism
0.001%.
B-rahma-ic
Hindu 13%, Buddism 6%, Sikhism 0.4%,
faiths:
and Jainism 0.07%.

53%

72%
20%

The six main giveaways that show the underlying Egyptian connections between the two religions (Vedic and Torah)
are:
(a) Both Abraham and Brahma are the said-to-be creators all humans (Ra is the main creator god of the Egyptian
pantheon).
(b) Both Abraham and Brahma have the same etymology: “Father Ra son of Nun”.
(c) Both Abraham and Brahma derived from the Nun (Noah and Ma-Nu, respectively).
(d) Both Abraham and Brahma have the same sister-wife, in namesake, Sarai and Saraswati, respectively.
(e) Both Abraham and Brahma have the same thrice sister-wife parable (creation by incest rewrite).
(f) The slaying of son reoccurs in both cases (release of the soul rewrite).
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Greenberg seems to have been the first to explain
the Egyptian origins to the latter two points, in his
chapter sections "Abraham pretended that Sarah
was his Sister" (2000) and "The Osirian
Iconography in Isaac's Sacrifice" (1996). [1] One
point that remains to be tracked down is the
details of the etymology of Sarai and Saraswati,
albeit it seems to have its origin in the story and
name of "Isis" or "star of the sea", the wife-sister
of Osiris, and mother to Isaac (at the age of 90).
Her name was originally ( ָשׂ ָריSaray or Sarai), but
in Genesis 17:15 it is said that God changed it to
Ra theology: a diagrammatic tracing of the Nu-Ra story into Hinduism
Sarah:
and Judaism.
“And God said unto Abraham, as for Sarai thy
wife, thou shalt not call her name Sarai, but
Sarah* shall her name be.”
The footnote * to this being that Sarah = Princess. The underlying details of this god-directed "name change", or jump
from Isis to Princess to Sarah, however, is still a bit blurry.

Slaying son | Paradox
The story of Abraham “choosing” killing Isaac (his son), in the name of god, according to Greenberg, is a release of the
Egyptian ritual of the release of the soul re-write:

(add discussion)
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In science, Joshua David Greene (1974-) is an American moral philosopher and
neuroscientist whose research is focused on the interplay between emotion and
reasoning in moral judgment, noted for his 2008 to present work the neuroscience of
morality, touching on topics such as the nature of evil, themed on a synthesis of a
utilitarianism, evolutionary psychology, and neuroscience based probing into morality
theory. Greene's work may be similar, to some extent, to Sam Harris, an associate of
his, and his moral landscape theory.

Values | Freedom and security
On paradoxical or rather inverse relation between freedom and security, in regards to
"values", and which value to value most, Greene has the following to say: [3]
“I didn’t understand value premises (‘freedom’, ‘security’), because it seemed to me
that, no matter what your most favored value is, there could always be other
considerations that take precedence. Sure, freedom is important, but is it everything?
Sure, security is important, but is it everything? How can there be one preeminent value?”
The issue queried here, to note, was firmly addressed by American physical chemist Frederick Rossini, in his 1971
“Chemical Thermodynamics in the Real World”, who pointed out that the precarious balance between freedom and
security, in a given social system (e.g. America), is a balance between entropy and enthalpy, respectively, or in his
own words: [11]
“The final state of equilibrium is a compromise between the ‘freedom’ term, ΔS°/R, and the ‘security’ term, a –
ΔH°/RT. To repeat, the final state of equilibrium, then, is a compromise between two more or less opposing factors:
greater freedom or greater entropy, as measure by ΔS°/R; and greater security or lesser energy, as measured by –
ΔH°/RT.”
Greene continues:
“Then I discovered utilitarianism, the philosophy pioneered by Jeremy Bentham and John Mill. Utilitarianism is a
great idea with an awful name. It is, in my opinion, the most underrated and misunderstood idea in all of moral and
political philosophy.”
Here, Green would be keen to also discover the Lagrangian-Hamiltonian differential based version of utilitarianism
espoused by Francis Edgeworth (1881), in regards to minimas and maximas of happiness, in his “utilitarian calculus”,
as he calls it, being that Lagrangian-Hamiltonian differential based models of the energetics of dynamic systems was
subsumed, via the combined work of Clausius (1865), Gibbs (1876), Lewis (1923), al a chemical thermodynamics, into
the free energy differential versions of freedom and security comprised models of social system happiness, such as
outlined by Rossini (1971) above. [12] The glimpse of this modern discernment, however, requires a great deal of
learning on the part of the reader, a rather detailed understanding of chemical thermodynamics, on one hand, and
deep humanities philosophical understanding, on the other.

Magic moment | Magic formula | Magic corner hypocrisy
A saliently noticeable issue with Greene’s treatise is his usage on some near two-dozen pages of the term “magic”
(17+) and a “magic corner” (11+) that we should believe in and attempt to get into in regards to competing morality
systems, then towards the end of the book he begins to denounce belief in magic, in regards to the point when God
supposedly puts souls into people (see also: Napoleon Bonaparte and Napoleon Laplace anecdote on souls of
infants), as something not to believe, at which point he becomes a hypocrite on this term usage; below are conflicting
usage examples:
“Does God attach the soul when the head of sperm makes contact with the zona pellucida? Or does ensoulment
occur when the sperm hits the cell membrane? Is it enough for all of the sperm’s genetic material to enter the egg
cell? Or does God wait until the male pronucleus and the female pronucleus have fused? All the way fused, or
partway? Whatever it is that makes people worth of moral consideration, these things don’t all appear in one magic
moment. Without a magic moment to believe in, pro-choicers simply have to draw the line somewhere, while
acknowledging that the line they’ve drawn is somewhat arbitrary.” (pg. 326)
“In the beginning, there was primordial soup. Cooperative molecules formed larger molecules, some of which could
make copies of themselves and surround themselves with protective films. Cooperative cells merged to form complex
cells, and then cooperative clusters of cells. Life grew increasingly complex, finding again and again the magic corner
in which individual sacrifice buys collective success, from bees to bonobos.” (pg. 347)
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“There’s no magic formula, no bright line between the extremes of perfectionism and unbridled gluttony … just an illdefined Goldilocks zone between the two extremes.” (pgs. 256-57)
Here, in short, according to Greene, there is no “magic formula” for morality, but we should believe in “magic
corners” and “Goldilocks zones”, but not in “magic moments”? While, indeed, Greene may argue that one usage is
but metaphor while the other is considered real (e.g. to Christians, say in regards to stem-cell research funding), the
argument, nevertheless is hypocritical. “Historians”, or in this case "moral psychologists", as Morris Zucker (1945)
advised, “will have to learn to be as precise in the employment of their terms as the mathematician and the
physicist.”
Also, to note, Greene’s zona pellucida ensoulment query, brings to mind dialogue post #144, between Libb Thims and
Mirza Beg, on 28 Jul 2014, in which Thims probes Beg, a soul believer, with the question as to which second in
synthesis time of his reaction existence he came “alive”, as follows:
“Beg, said another way, if you prefer not to digress on yourself, in what year did Goethe, in your view, come “alive”?
Possible answers, from you, might include: the hour his parents, Johann Caspar Goethe (1710-1782) and Catherina
Elizabeth Goethe (1731-1808), had intercourse (sex), calculated to have occurred at noon on 21 Dec 1748, see
Goethe timeline sketch: (Ѻ), a process which leads to the five-step mechanism by which the interaction of the sperm
and the egg to form zygote generally proceeds (Ѻ), or the hour at which he emerged from the birth canal, which he
says occurred at noon on 28 Aug 1749, and took his first breath, or the year he reached the age of one, which
occurred on 28 Aug 1750, being that some cultures don’t recognize infants as people until they reach the age of one,
or some other hour or day, e.g. when the brain begins to form (week three), when blastocyst that will be the baby
splits to form the placenta and the embryo (week four), when the heart begins to beat (week five), when the embryo
begins to move in the womb (week eight), when embryo turns into fetus and begins breathing-like movements (week
nine), when the fetus begins to have eye movement (fourteen weeks), when fetus begins to feel pain and suck their
thumb (twenty weeks), when fetus begins to dream as evidenced by REM (week twenty-six), or possibly some time
before inception, e.g. the second when his father first fell in love, at first sight, with his mother, light (electromagnetic
field in 400-700 nm range) being the trigger to surpassing the activation energy barrier to this reaction, which would
have occurred on or about the year 1746-47 (pair married on 20 Aug 1748), or alternatively, as Francis Crick intuits,
one is never alive at any point in one’s reaction existence?”
This, in short, is but a variant of Greene’s query about which second in development “ensoulment” occurred, both
“soul” and “life” being religio-mythology terms, which is why a given start second is not able to be found, because
both soul and life are concepts not recognized by physics and chemistry (Charles Sherrington, 1938), i.e. they are
defunct semi-scientific concepts, like ether and caloric, i.e. they do not exist, though they were once believed to exist,
but not viable theories as the modern physical sciences understand things.

Metamorality
Greene calls his overarching theory “metamorality” which he defines as follows: [3]
“Metamorality is a higher level moral system that adjudicates [settles judicially] among competing tribal moralities
[e.g. French atheists vs Pakistani Muslims], just as a tribe’s morality adjudicates among competing individuals.”
(add discussion)

Morality | Ongoing debates
The aim of Greene’s moral psychology theory, as he says, is to develop a clearer understanding of the subject so to
better progress on the following tenuous moral issues common to US debate: [3]
“Ongoing debates over taxes, healthcare, immigration, affirmative action, abortion, end-of-life issues, stem cell
research, capital punishment, gay rights, the teaching of evolution in public schools, animal rights, environmental
regulation, and the regulation of the financial industry.”
(add discussion)

Hallway study
See main: Hallway study; See also: Sidewalk study

Green, citing several notable "studies", devotes several pages to the so-called “hallway study”, a two part experiment
conducted by American psychologists Dov Cohen and Richard Nisbett in the 1990s on male University of Michigan
students, both northern and southern students. [10]
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In the first experiment, students were brought into their lab with the overt purpose to fill out some questionnaire,
after which they were instructed to take their form to a table at the end of a long, narrow hallway, along the way
passing a man—a confederate of the experiment—standing in the hallway working in a file cabinet. After dropping of
the completed form on the table, upon return down the hallway, the man would slam the file cabinet drawer shut,
bump into the student’s shoulder, and call the student an “a**hole”. On average, southern students responded to
the incident with more anger and less amusement than northern students, as assessed by independent observers
positioned in the hallway, and secondly, according to saliva samples collected before and after the experiment,
southerners exhibited greater increases in their levels of both cortisol, a stress, anxiety and arousal hormone, and
testosterone.
In the second part of the experiment, Cohen and Nisbett arranged for an experimental game of chicken, in which,
after being insulted (or not), the students encountered a second confederate, a six-foot-three-inch, 250-pound man
walking quickly down the hall, in which the middle point of was lined with tables and thus too narrow for both to
pass, meaning someone had to give way. The experiment found, via experimental measurement of the distance at
which the subjects gave way to the big man, that the insulted southerners, on average, gave way to the approaching
confederate when he was 37-inches away, whereas the non-insulted southerners gave way, on average, at 108inches. The insult had no effect on the northerner’s chicken point; the non-insulted northerners typically gave way at
about 75-inches. These results are summarized below:
Chicken point
(insulted)

Chicken point
(non-insulted)

Southerners

37-inches

108-inches

Northerners

75-inches

75-inches

Experimenters found, also, that the non-insulted southerners were more polite than the northerners. Greene
correlates this data the premise that different "herders", as he calls them, will spend more or less "time and energy"
defending and or standing their "ground" (territory, volume, or personal space).

Suppositions
Greene, based on a combination of moral psychology polling studies and scenarios and anatomical neuropsychology
findings, posits a number of suppositions based on polling, some being on target, e.g. “if the soul is out of a job, well
some people, obviously, would think that’s terrible, but the worst thing we could find out is that we don’t have souls
[see: soulless bag of chemicals]. But, it could also be a wonderful thing”, some off target. The following, based on the
Nichols-Knobe determinism study, seems to have missed the dartboard:
“Our taste for justice is a useful illusion.”
Here, we may cite the punishment and justice in a deterministic universe views of Zeno of Citium and the slave
stealing parable, for a more on target handling of the issue.

Beg analysis
The following a “Beg analysis” of Greene's Moral Tribes, i.e. a dissection and look at the overtly, albeit unconsciously
aware, physical science and or physicochemical terms and terminology employed by Green in his treatise— the “Beg
effect”, i.e. physical terminology usage and meaning gone awry in argument, surfacing in Greene’s treatise
significantly on pages 261-63, wherein he ventures into assertions about physical “distance”, personal “force”, our
“reactions”, and our “movements”, etc. according to which he asserts that distance plays no role in what is moral or
amoral among people, wherein noticeable discussion of the difficulties his assertions become apparent. The
following, accordingly, is a work-in-progress Beg analysis of Greene’s Moral Tribes:
Term

Force (F)

#

Usage

“Prosperous Northerners
often make charitable
donations to help such
21+ (Ѻ)
people. Nevertheless, they
object to being forced to
help the foolish …” (pg. 67)

Note

Noticeable in Greene’s section "The Duty to Help" (pg. 26163), is the Coriolis work transmission principle:
namely that the component of force acting on a material
entity multiplied by the distance of space traveled by the
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Distance
(d)

“Our sense of moral
obligation is heavily
influenced by mere physical
distance. Should physical
9+ (Ѻ)
distance matter? …. People
who are insensitive to
distance are morally
abnormal.” (pg. 261)

Work (W)

51+ (Ѻ)

Reaction

“… conducted a series of
experiments examining our
14+ (Ѻ) reactions to identifiable, as
opposed to statistical
victims.” (pg. 263)

Gut
reaction

entity equals the work done by the force, amid which Greene
seems to argue that "mere physical distance", in regards to
morally obligatory questions, such as helping a drowning child
in a pond directly in front of you versus helping a starving child
in hurricane ridden country, really doesn't matter, that
"people who are insensitive to distance are morally
abnormal". among other snippets of blurry assertion.

(Ѻ)

“The harder question, from a
biological point of view, is
Movement 13+ (Ѻ) why we sometimes are
moved by the plight of
nearby strangers.” (pg. 262)
Move

7+ (Ѻ)

Power

13+ (Ѻ)

Powerful

6+ (Ѻ)

Bond
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The so-called “biological point of view” is a baseless point of
view, being that hypothetical “life force”, the root of the term
“biology” (Theodore Roose, 1797) has been found to be
something that does not exist (see: defunct theory of life), as
per the work of the Helmholtz school.

The assertion that ants don’t have feelings—and by
implication powerful bonds—whereas humans do, seems to
“Ants, for example, confer
contradict Greene’s earlier (pg. 20) statement that ants and
benefits on their genetic
humans have evolved or formed from “molecules joining
relatives, but, so far as we
together” by the “same principle”, molecular joining implying
can tell, ants are not
chemical “bonding”, thus insinuating some type of two
motivated by tender feelings.
natures argument, i.e. that ants and humans are of different
Among humans, of course,
natures, in regards to bonds, power, movements, actuated by
caring behavior is motivated
"feelings", which derive from the senses, which, as James
by feelings, including
Maxwell (1847) correctly says, derive from force: [7]
powerful emotional bonds
“The only thing which can be directly perceived by the senses
that connect us to our close
is force, to which may be reduced light, heat, electricity, sound
relatives.” (pg. 31)
and all the other things which can be perceived by the
senses.”

Green, in the context of the above distance argument, goes on to cite a number of psychological donation studies,
wherein donation scenarios are varied, after which he concludes with the following:
“So is there really a moral difference between the nearby drowning child and the faraway children who need food
and medicine? These cases certainly feel different, but we now know that our intuitive sense of moral obligation is at
least somewhat unreliable, sensitive to things that don’t really matter, such as mere physical distance and whether
we know, in a trivially minimal way, whom we are helping.” (pg. 264)
The difficulties in this paragraph are immense. Firstly, not only has Green failed to define what exactly a “moral” is—
namely something that, if not obliged, brings about the arrival of Mor, i.e. the Greco-Roman goddess of death, in
religio-mythology colloquial speak, or dereaction, reaction end, or being existence cessation, in physicochemical
neutral upgrade terminology. Secondly, Greene dismissal of physical “distance” as a meaningless factor in the
equation, goes against the grain of the various social gravity or social gravitation theories, i.e. social
electromagnetation theories in a modern sense, or that the “work” done by someone making a so-called moral
action, the human movement here supersedes the principle of transmission of work, in respect to the distance factor.
Thirdly, Greene equates the death or rather dereaction of two children in “different” systems as being equivalent, in
regards to the level of responsibility of the world's total human population; this assertion, however, fails in the face
of the fact that each system or country will have a certain level of “stability” and or “instability” associated with its
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molecular structure, each being a possible transformation reaction path, e.g. synthesis (coming together), analysis
(coming apart), social combustion, etc. the so-called “nature” of each defined by thermodynamics, each system, if
connected, mediated via Lipmann coupling free energy factors. Hence, one’s so-called moral intuitive sense will
inherently “feel” different by each person in each respective (social) system, being that different “forces” will be
acting on each respective person, through the senses, as Maxwell says, in alignment with the distinct direction of the
transformation process of that given respective social system. Therefore, without prolonged digression, to state
matter-of-factly, per vicarious statistical hypothetical moral scenario Q&A studies, that one’s intuitions, in regards to
the deeper so-called moral choices people are forced to make, are “somewhat unreliable” is rather spurious and
unfounded—though, to note, digression on the tricks or so-called misleadings of “intuitions” in general, e.g.
questions about whether the earth is flat, the sun goes around the earth, or doing certain math problems, etc., is a
rather involved subject. But, to clarify, citation to the Muller-Lyer illusion, is but fodder to the jump to the conclusion
that moral intuitions are baseless, akin to optical illusions, and therefore they should be abandoned in favor of
everyone becoming Goldilocks utilitarians.

Crying baby scenario
One of Greene’s most-discussed studies is the socalled “crying baby scenario”, a study done at
Princeton, in the period 1999 to 2007, wherein
subjects, while inside of an MRI, were asked what
they would do if they were in the following
difficult situation:
“Enemy soldiers have taken over your village and
will kill any civilians they find. You are hiding in
the cellar of a house with a group of
townspeople, and you hear the soldiers enter the
house. Your baby starts to cry, and the only way
to quite him is to hold your hands over his mouth
and, eventually, smother him. But if the baby
keeps crying, the soldiers will discover your group
and kill everyone, the baby, included. What
should you do?”
Half of the subjects, as the study found, said they
would murder their own child. [8] People who
say yes, were found to have more activity in the
dorsal lateral prefrontal cortex, i.e. the cognitive
control area). Those who say no, show more
activity in the medial prefrontal cortex and the
posterior singular cortex. [1] This morally
ambiguous finding, to note, brings to mind
Goethe’s famous 1771 thesis 55, cited by Thims
in his 2013 university lectures (Ѻ), of his series of
56 theses on the “Positions of the Rights”,
submitted for his law degree, namely the query:
“should the woman who kills her newly born
child suffer the death penalty?”.

The crying baby scenario study as seen in the 2008 National Geographic
documentary, the “Science of Evil”, showing Greene and Jonathan
Cohen, director of Princeton’s Center for the Study of Brain, Mind &
Behavior, whom Green started working with in 1999, watching brain
activity as a women is show the question on a video screen while being
imaged, the village scenario shown in the documentary being that of an
African village. [1]

Green had the following to say about his findings:
[8]
“A moral judgment is ultimately a balance of several different considerations—the initial, primal reaction; empathy;
cultural or religious norm; and individual reasoning. Sometimes these will be inline and make the decision an easy
one, but often they will conflict.”
(add discussion)

Personal force | Moral force
Greene, in a few pages, discusses the possibility of the existence of an independent “moral force”, such as follows:
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“According to the utilitarians, the distinction between doing and allowing is morally irrelevant, or at least has no
independent moral force. A harm is a harm is a harm, we say, and there is no fundamental distinction between the
harms that we actively cause and harms that we merely allow to happen. Given our values and our circumstances,
does it make sense to draw a moral distinction between what we do and what we allow to happen?”
The only other thinker to outline a “moral force” theory or logic, of sorts, to note, was Prussian warfare theorist Carl
Clausewitz. [4]
Greene also distinguishes what he refers to as a “personal force” as follows:
“Personal force may play a role in action plans as well. The events in an action plan are arranged not just in a
temporal sequence but in a causal sequence. Each event causes the next, as we go from the body movement to the
goal. There is evidence that we represent causes in terms of forces. When you see one billiard ball knock into
another, all that you pick up with your retinas is balls in a series of location, lie the frames of movie. Nevertheless, we
intuit, apparently correctly, the delivery of a force from one ball to another. Thus, the kinds of forces represented in
an action plan—personal force verses other kinds—may affect the extent to which one feels as if one is personally
causing harm.”
This personal force distinction, to note, may be equivalent to the "internal force" model in the internal force /
external force dichotomy.
In this rather humorous “there is evidence”, i.e. that we “represent causes in terms of forces”, statement, Greene
cities three authors, the first and foremost of which being American cognitive scientist Leonard Talmy and his highlycited “Force Dynamics in Language and Cognition”, the abstract of which is as follows: [5]
“‘Force dynamics’ refers to a previously neglected semantic category—how entities interact with respect to force.
This category includes such concepts as: the exertion of force, resistance to such exertion and the overcoming of such
resistance, blockage of a force and the removal of such blockage, and so forth. Force dynamics is a generalization
over the traditional linguistic notion of ‘causative’: it analyzes ‘causing’ into finer primitives and sets it naturally
within a framework that also includes ‘letting’, ‘hindering’, ‘helping’, and still further notions. Force dynamics,
moreover, appears to be the semantic category that uniquely characterizes the grammatical category of modals, in
both their basic and epistemic usages. In addition, on the basis of force dynamic parameters, numerous lexical items
fall into systematic semantic patterns, and there exhibit parallelisms between physical and psychosocial reference.
Further, from research on the relation of semantic structure to general cognitive structure, it appears that the
concepts of force interaction that are encoded within language closely parallel concepts that appear both in early
science and in naive physics and psychology. Overall, force dynamics thus emerges as a fundamental notional system
that structures conceptual material pertaining to force interaction in a common way across a linguistic range: the
physical, psychological, social, inferential, discourse, and mental-model domains of reference and conception.”
along with Phillip Wolff (2007) and Steven Pinker (2007), who in turn each cite Talmy and his so-called force dynamics
theory; Wolff, e.g. abstracts Talmy’s theory of force dynamics as something that characterizes causation as a pattern
of forces and a position vector. [6]

Other
In 2008, Green's moral neuroscience work was featured National Geographic's “Science of Evil” documentary,
wherein he commented how neuroscience findings are seeming to point to the conclusion that the "soul" might be
out of a job, i.e. scientists are beginning to find that "we don’t have souls"; in full: [1]
“What happens if we look at the brain and after a while it becomes clear that all of human behavior is ultimately just
a product of neurons firing at each other and ultimately controlling muscles that ultimately constitute our behavior?
Is that good is that bad? If the soul is out of a job, well some people, obviously, would think that’s terrible, but the
worst thing we could find out is that we don’t have souls. But, it could also be a wonderful thing, and the thought is
that belief in souls could do a lot of damage. Perhaps the most extreme example is take the events of 9/11. People
who committed those highjacks believed their bodies were going to die, but that their souls were going on to live a
very pleasant existence. Could they have been brought to do that if it were not for their belief that their souls were
participating in a higher purpose?”
In 2014, Greene was one part of the 17th annual meeting of the Presidential Commission for the Study of Bioethical
Issues, which on day one, was focused on the “ethics of neuroscience”, i.e. on the “ethics of doing neuroscience
research”, then secondly, day two, in which Greene was the opening speaker, on the “potential impact of
neuroscience research on our understanding of ethics and moral decision making”, i.e. “how if at all does
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neuroscience change, alter, revolutionize possibly, some people have claimed, our understanding of ethics”,
specifically the “possibility of neuroscience changing the way we think about issues of right and wrong”. The
following is a noted opening statement by Greene made at the meeting: [2]
“The brain is a mechanistic system, everything that determines our behavior
is ultimately a physical process, if that's true, and I think people have
speculated about this since antiquity and more so during the
enlightenment, but now it's increasingly clear that everything that affects
your behavior is ultimately just one neuron making another neuron fire. It's
one physical process going all the way back in time back to before you were
born.”
(add discussion)

Difficulties on theory
To note a few salient issues in Greene’s Moral Tribes, firstly is his use of the
word “magic”, employed 17+ times, in terms such as “magic corner”, which
he implies exists, and “magic formula”, which he says does not exist. On the
latter, Green states: [3]
“There’s no magic formula, no bright line between the extremes of
perfectionism—ideal utilitarian—and unbridled gluttony … there’s just an illdefined Goldilocks zone between two extremes.”
(add discussion)

Other
Greene cites the work American ethicist and social psychologist Jonathan
Haidt, in some 15+ pages, whose semi-popular 2012 The Righteous Mind
posits the notion that morality is something evolved to deal with issues of
cooperation. [9]

Green’s 2013 Moral Tribes, wherein he
outlines the field of “moral neuroscience”,
which he helped to pioneer over the last
decade, via asking people morally tricky
questions while inside an MRI machine. [3]

Quotes
The following are noted quotes:
“The philosophy of one century is the common sense of the next.”
— Henry Beecher (c.1865), second opening quote in Greene’s Moral Tribes

Education
Greene completed his AB in philosophy with a thesis on “Moral Psychology and Moral Progress” in 1997 at Harvard
and his PhD in 2002 with in psychology with a dissertation on “The Terrible, Horrible, No Good, Very Bad Truth About
Morality and What to Do About It” at Princeton, in 2008 was doing MRI-based research in the neuroscience of
morality, specifically querying men and women about trolley problem (Philippa Foot, 1967) like queries while being
imaged, and presently is the a social science professor director of the Moral Cognition Lab at Harvard where he also is
an associate professor of psychology.

Religion
Greene self-describes himself as a "secular Jew" who seemingly doesn't believe in the existence of the soul. [3]
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Gregory, Richard
In animate thermodynamics, Richard Langton Gregory (1923-2010) was a British
neuropsychologist noted for 1981 book Mind in Science: a History of Explanations in
Psychology and Physics, in which, after going into a bit of the history of entropy,
thermodynamics, Maxwell’s demon, and other related topics, he reasons that:
“somehow living organisms including plants [have] succeed[ed] in reducing their
entropy.” [1] A typical work-cited passage from Gregory’s book is: [2]
“Time’s arrow given by entropy—the loss of organization, or loss of temperature
differences—is statistical and it is subject to local small-scale reversals. Most strikingly:
life is a systematic reversal of entropy, and intelligence creates structures and energy
differences against the supposed ‘death’ through entropy of the physical universe.”
Gregory seems to have been influenced by German physicist Hermann Helmholtz who
he views as the founder of the science of perception. [3]

See also
● Human entropy
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In hmolscience, Jeremy Griffith (1945-) is an Australian zoologist and philosopher
noted, in human thermodynamics, for his second law based or framed “human
condition” theory, published in a series of six books beginning in 1988, a grand
narrative explanation of human nature, using a multi-disciplinary approach, drawing
from the physical sciences, biology, anthropology, and primatology together with
philosophy, psychology, and psychiatry; citing thinkers drawn from varied backgrounds
and eras, from Socrates and Plato to the Ra theology based Christian figure of Jesus
Christ (Osiris anointed), through to more contemporary philosophers and scientists
such as Charles Darwin, Pierre Teilhard, and Louis Leakey, among others.
His 2003 A Species in Denial, a bestseller in Australia and New Zealand, employs Erwin
Schrodinger’s celebrated 1944 dictum: “what an organism feeds on is negative
entropy”, as extolled upon in the work of Arthur Koestler (Janus: A Summing Up, 1972),
to argue that the term ‘God’ is the historical term used to describe the integrative
meaning of existence, and that in the modern physical science perspective, as stated by
Stephen Hawking in 1989 “the term God is the embodiment of the laws of physics” or as stated by Paul Davies “these
laws of physics are the correct place to look for God or meaning or purpose” (1997) and “humans came about as a
result of the underlying laws of physics” (1999), to argue, in effect, that negative entropy, or rather the equations
behind this term, is the new God, so to speak.
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Grimm, Herman
In human chemistry, Herman Friedrich Grimm (1828-1901) was a German author, art
historian, philosopher, and Goethean biographer noted for his 1875 University of Berlin
lecture “Study of Natural Science: The Natural Daughter and Elective Affinities”, as
found in his 1880 book The Life and Times of Goethe, in which he discussed the origin,
theory, and implications of German polymath Johann Goethe’s version of humanity in
the context of natural science, i.e. his human elective affinity theory, as contained in his
1809 novella Elective Affinities, a novella which Grimm says has been has been referred
to by critiques over the prior fifty years as “Goethe’s most dangerous work”. [1]

Dangerous work
The view of Goethe’s Elective Affinities, as summarized by Grimm, as "Goethe’s most
dangerous work" (as recounted by Astrida Tantillo, 2001), to note, is near synonymous
in reactionary style to the reactionary language used, nearly two-hundred years later, in
the 2006 Rossini debate, on the possibility of American chemical thermodynamicist
Frederick Rossini’s hypothesis that chemical thermodynamics might be able to explain
the nature of the freedom vs. security, as would be applicable to a post 9/11 world. [2] As stated by (religiouslybiased) physical chemist John Wojcik in one heated part of his response letter to Journal of Chemical Education: [3]
“The danger of such anthropomorphisms is that we really come to believe that there is substance in them. In this
particular case, there is the danger that true human freedom will be reduced to some sort of physical freedom on the
same par with entropy. There is the danger that some will think that true human freedom can be measured in terms
of some sort of calculus of simultaneous maximums and minimums. And worst of all, there is the danger that
chemical thermodynamics will have ascribed to it a power that it simply does not have, namely, the power to
“explain” the human condition. There may be a sense in which chemistry is the “Central Science”. This is certainly not
it.”
No doubt, being that affinity chemistry was the forerunner to chemical thermodynamics, similar arguments were
voiced during these fifty-years, as Grimm summarized, as to the underlying premise and implications of Goethe’s
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novella: namely that Goethe's version of affinity chemistry based morality (or physical chemistry base morality in
modern terms) supplants and in fact replaces all of the world religions, and as such the unwritten bedrock of modern
society; meaning that a very dangerous revolution in thinking may possibly be awaiting future generations of
humankind.

Education
Grimm became a doctor in Leipzig in 1868 and then in 1870 a professor of philosophy and law in Berlin. He became a
teaching professor for New Art History at the University of Berlin in 1873. Grimm returned to Goethe at all stages of
his life, in a large variety of essays and most notably in the 25 lectures he gave in 1874–75 (published as Goethe in
1876–77) as the first professor of aesthetics and modern art history at a German university, that of Berlin. [5] In 1885,
he became co-founder of the Goethe-Gesellschaft, and himself a publisher of some of Goethe's works. [3] He was an
admirer and or associate of American Ralph Emerson, another Goethean promoter and advocate, one of the reasons
he had his lectures on Goethe translated for publication in America.
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Grot, Nicolas von
In psychological thermodynamics, Nicolas von Grot (1852-1899) was a Russian psychologist who,
according to Swiss psychiatrist Carl Jung, was the first to have defined the concept of psychic
energy. [1] Specifically, in his 1898 article “The Terms of the Soul and the Psychic Energy in the
Psychology” von Grot stated that: [2]
“The concept of psychic energy is as much justified in science as that of physical energy, and
psychic energy has just as many quantitative measurements and different forms as has physical
energy.”
In seems that, von Grot maintained the view that there is an interchange of energy between
material process and conscious process and propounded the hypothesis that the most immediate correlate of
conscious process is not nervous matter, but ether. [3]

Psychological energy
In terms of principles, von Grot outlined three points about psychic energy: [4]
(a) Psychic energies possess quantity and mass, just like the physical energies.
(b) As different forms of psychic work and psychic potentiality, psychic energies can be transformed into one another.
(c) Psychic energies can be converted into psychical energies and vice versa by means of physiological processes.
In defending his views on psychic energy, he states that: “the burden of proof falls on those who deny psychic energy,
not on those who acknowledge it.”
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In thermodynamics, William Grove (1811-1896) was a Welsh physicist noted for his
theory of the ‘correlation of the physical forces’, an earlier view of the conservation of
force and a prototype view in the development of the conservation of energy and the
measurement of the mechanical equivalent of heat. [1] The following is the opening
paragraph from his first 1842 lecture on his theory:
“Physical science treats of matter, and what I shall to-night term its affections; namely,
attraction, motion, heat, light, electricity, magnetism, chemical-affinity. When these react upon matter, they constitute forces. The present tendency of theory seems to lead
to the opinion that all these affections are resolvable into one, namely, motion:
however, should the theories on these subjects be ultimately so effectually generalized
as to become laws, they cannot avoid the necessity for retaining different names for
these different affections; or, as they would then be called, different modes of motion.”
Grove postulated a relationship between mechanics, heat, light, electricity, and
magnetism by treating them all as manifestations of a single "force". In respect to the interconvertability of forces, he
states: [3]
“Each force is definitely and equivalently convertible into any other and that where experiment does not give the full
equivalent, it is because the initial force has been dissipated, not lost, by conversion into other unrecognized forces.
The equivalent is the limit never practically reached.”
His thoughts were first collected in the 1846 book The Correlation of Physical Forces. [2] By the time of the 1862, third
edition, Grove had been to take note of the implications of those as Rudolf Clausius and William Thomson.

See also
● Lionel Beale
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Groysman, Alec
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In hmolscience, Alec Groysman (1948-) is a Russian-born Israeli chemical engineer
noted for a number of presentations and articles on the use of the overlap of physical
chemistry, art (art thermodynamics), and literature (literature thermodynamics), in
engineering curriculum, and in particular for his 2011 Italian university rectors
Generative Art Conference presentation “Use of Art Media in Engineering and Scientific
Education”, wherein he describes Goethean-Thims based human chemistry as a "new
scientific field" which he advocates for use in engineering and scientific education.

Human chemistry | Engineering and scientific education
In his 2011 conference presentation “Use of Art Media in Engineering and Scientific
Education”, Groysman cites the human chemistry work of Johann Goethe and Libb
Thims, among others; and discusses how not only is their "two cultures" (as professed
by Charles Snow) but more likely "three cultures". [2] The following are photos and
paper presentation excerpts from the conference:

“Dobereiner helped in refining Russian platinum,
discovered catalysis, and reported his work to Goethe.
We can only suspect that they both discussed this and
that Dobereiner read the tragedy Faust and the
novella Elective Affinities. The latter work of art gave
impulse to a new scientific field named 'human
chemistry'.
In the exact sciences there are quantitative measures
of estimation of each value: mass, length, force,
energy. In the humanistic disciplines (history,
philosophy, psychology) as well as art there are no
quantitative criteria. This is similar to the question of
how to measure beauty, love, friendship, democracy?
The function named Gibbs energy defines ‘love’
between substances [and] people [?] ... and is similar
to Hamlet’s ‘to be or not to be?’ of William
Shakespeare.”
The latter "to be or not to be" sentence fragment, to note, is a paste addition from his earlier 2004 article “Aesthetic,
Philosophical and Historical aspects in the Physical Chemistry education”, shown below right. The full 2011
conference excerpt on human chemistry is shown below left.
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Other
In 2004, Groysman, in his article “Aesthetic,
Philosophical and Historical aspects in the
Physical Chemistry education”, commented the
following telling statement: [1]
“The relationship of probability and entropy
(more precisely, the decision about spontaneous
occurrence of process) or calculation of Gibbs
energy for some chemical reactions, is similar to
Hamlet’s ‘to be or not to be?’ of William
Shakespeare.”
Groysman notes English-American poet Wystan
Auden (1907-1973) composed the 1948 verse
“The Entropy Song” (see: music thermodynamics),
in a convenient, understanding, acceptable, and
sympathetic poetic form for students. [1]
Groysman's 2011 Generative Art Conference symposium section on
Groysman states that English author Charles
"human chemistry", which he describes, citing the 2007 work of
American electrochemical engineer Libb Thims, as a new scientific field Howard Hinton, in his scientific romance “The
impulsed into inception by German polymath Johann Goethe's 1809
Persian King”, supposedly, approached the theory
Elective Affinities, which he advocates for use in chemical engineering
of the fourth dimension through an allegory of
teaching. [2]
thermodynamics. [1] Groysman also comments
on the thermodynamics usage in the humanities by: Bruce Clarke, Rudolf Arnheim, Judigh K. Townsend, among
others.

Education
Groysman completed his MS in chemical engineering in 1973 on isotopes and pure substances and PhD in physical
chemistry on corrosion materials, both at the Mendeleev Chemical Technological University, Moscow; he presently is
a professor of mechanical and biotechnology engineering at the ORT Braude College of Engineering, Israel.

See also
● Human thermodynamics education
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Grunwald, Ernest
In molecular thermodynamics, Ernest Grunwald (1923-2002) was a German-born
American physical organic chemist noted for his 1997 textbook Thermodynamics of
Molecular Species, a coherent theoretical overview of his life’s work, being essentially
the application of thermodynamics to organic reaction mechanisms. [1]

Education
Grunwald completed a BS in chemistry and BA in physics in 1944 at the University of
California, Los Angeles. He completed his PhD in 1947, with a dissertation on
“Solvolytic Substitution in the Presence of Neighboring Groups”, under Saul Winstein at
UCLA. [2] From 1941 to 1961, at Florida State University, Grunwald used
electrochemistry, solution thermodynamics, and acid-base chemistry to demonstrate
quantitatively how the free energies of neutral molecules and ions respond to solvent
change across a variety of water-organic binary mixtures and water-salt solutions. In
1965, he became the chair of the chemistry department at Brandeis University, retiring
in 1989.
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Gryzanowski, Ernst
In human chemistry, Ernst Georg Friederich Gryzanowski (1824-1888), cited as E. Gryzanowski,
was a German physician and diplomat, of Polish extraction, of primarily Italian residency, or
“versatile German scholar” (Ernest Samuels, 1989), a Henry Adams (Ѻ) associate, knowledgeable
about Hegelian metaphysics, noted for his 1875 article “Comtism”, wherein he seems to be prosociophysics in philosophy, i.e. an advocate of Adams-conceptualized physicochemical sociology
ideas.

Overview
In 1875, Gryzanowski published his North American Review article “Comtism”, wherein, during his
discussion of the social physics proposals of French sociologist Auguste Comte, he refers to people
as both ‘social molecules’ and ‘human molecules’, and concludes that: [1]
“Civil law, commerce, political economy, and international ethics are all based on the assumption that the social body
consists of such human molecules, and there is no reason why the methods of physical science should not be applied
to the statics and dynamics of that society, the passions and rights of the individual man corresponding exactly to the
chemical and physical forces inherent in the material molecule.”
Gryzanowski ridiculed Comte for his distancing himself from the origin of life question:
“We maintain, that as long as we are unable not only to bridge over the gulf that separates organic from inorganic
nature, but even to see the bottom of it, the onus probandi must lie on those who deny its width and its depth.
Comte himself holds curious opinions on this point. He deprecates the inquiry into the origin of organic life as a
useless speculation (thus admitting the partly speculative nature of biology). He believes in the immutability of
species, and separates, in his pedigree of sciences, biology from physics by a twofold division, making them agnates
rather than cognates. It would therefore have been easy for him to admit the specific difference between man and
atom, and to find this difference in self-consciousness, and in the moral freedom of man's will.”
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(add discussion)

Adams | James
It seems to be that Gryzanowski may have adopted this ‘human molecule’ logic from American historian Henry
Adams, who himself had previously became acquainted with French philosopher Hippolyte Taine’s 1869 ‘human
molecule’ point-of-view of history, at least as early as 1873, where as editor of the North American Review, Adams
had accepted an article on “Taine’s Philosophy” by James Bixby, wherein the human molecule concept is discussed.
Adams and Gryzanowski were associates. Adams and his wife, for instance, had visited Gryzanowski at his house in
Florence, Italy, during their 1872 European honeymoon, where the three discussed Hegelian metaphysics. [2] Adams
commented that he esteemed Gryzanowski as his best contributor to the North American Review. [3]
Gryzanowski also exchanged letters with William James. (Ѻ)
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Guericke, Otto
In science, Otto von Guericke (1602-1686) (IQ:185|#56), or Ottonis de Guericke (Latin),
was a German engineer and physicist notable for the inventions of the piston and
cylinder, vacuum pump, the vacuum bulb, the Magdeburg hemispheres (1657), and the
electrostatic generator (1663).

Overview
Guericke was burgomaster (head) of Magdeburg for 35 years; a many-sided man who
studied law at Leipzig, Helmstadt, and Jena, and mathematics at Leyden, and had
traveled through France and England; was an engineer at Erfurt; entered political life as
an alderman in 1627; but throughout all of his public service he remained devoted to
his interest in physical science, making his work and experiments in his laboratory his
relaxation and play; in this end, he is the originator of the concept of the vacuum
engine (the first engineer in the linage of the history of the steam engine) and the “first
and greatest of the electrical discoverers” (for his electricity experiments and
inventions). [6]

Education
Guericke attended the University of Helmstedt, then worked as an engineer during the Thirty Years’ War (1618–
1648), and eventually became mayor of Magdeburg, a position he held for thirty years. Guericke devoted a
considerable portion of his spare time to experimentation and was especially fascinated with the nature of cold. He
thought: [5]
“Could empty space exist, and is heavenly space unbounded?”
In researching this query, he was brought into contact with German mathematical physicist Gaspar Schott, an
adherent to Aristotle’s version of the denial of the void, albeit open to new experimental information, and ultimately
and to French scientist philosopher Rene Descartes’ adherence to the “denial of the vacuum” dictum. This puzzle
intrigued Guericke and he went to work trying to evacuate the air form a well-caulked beer keg, which introduced
him to the sealing problem, i.e. how to make a container air tight. After solving the sealing problem, he was said to
have discovered the phenomenon of the compressibility of air after which he invented a vacuum pump. Schott
recorded and documented all of the experimental results, which he appended to his own massive book The
Mechanics of Gas Hydraulics. Because this was the earliest account of experimentation done on atmospheric
pressure, Schott became a center of correspondence, with various scientists writing to inform him of their own
experiments.
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Vacuums
With his various vacuum instruments, Guericke was able to show that it is possible, manually, to create a vacuum or
to remove the air from a sealed volume. This, essentially, disproved the age-old postulate, argued in c. 485 BC by
Greek philosopher Parmenides, that nature abhors a vacuum (horror vacui) or that a void could not exist. Guericke
also showed that a vacuum, such as found in an evacuated piston and cylinder, in connection to a pulley system,
possessed the property that it could be made to raise a weight vertically, in other words it could do work. In the early
1650s, Guericke began demonstrating these principles in large public venues throughout Europe.

Electricity
In circa 1663, Guericke invented the first electrostatic generator, a
type of
metallic globe
that could be
spun to
produce
charge.

Guericke's circa 1633 electrostatic generator: a
device his used to disprove William Gilbert's
magnetic earth theory of gravity. [6]

Thermodynamics
Guericke's inventions were the technological seeds that led
to the development of the science of thermodynamics. In
Guericke's 1650 vacuum
short, Guericke's vacuum pump (1650) led to the first steam pump the fore-runner to Guericke's c. 1654 piston-andcylinder.
engine design, by French physicist Denis Papin (1690), which modern engines.
led to the construction of the first steam engine, by English
engineer Thomas Savery (1697), which led to latter improved steam engine designs, such as the steam engines built
by English engineer Thomas Newcomen (1710) and Scottish engineer James Watt (1763-75), and to the first treatise
on the physics of steam engine or heat engines, by French engineer Sadi Carnot titled Reflections on the Motive
Power of Fire (1823).

Vacuum pump
In 1647, Guericke began to invent suction pumps and in 1850, after several prototypes, invented a working vacuum
pump, shown adjacent, that was used to remove air from an attached spherical vessel. The pump had a copper bowl
fasted to the upper end of the barrel and a pail of tin-plate attached to its lower end, which were filled with water or
oil to prevent leakage of air at the joints. The machine had no valves; merely a plug in the top of the barrel and a
stop-cöck on the receiver. [2]

Piston and cylinder demonstrations
To visually show the effect of a vacuum, Guericke designed a piston and cylinder, pictured below, and conducted
various demonstrations to demonstrate its power of the weight of the atmosphere. The air cylinder a was about
twenty-inches high and fifteen-inches wide, having its sides perfectly even and parallel, which could be fixed firmly in
a vertical position by the ring s. The piston, p, q, r, was made to fit exactly inside of the cylinder, p being of iron and q
wood, and the rounded head r, formed of hard oak, had a grove on its edge which was filled with flax or hemp.
To demonstrate the power or strength of the vacuum, the piston was let into the cylinder, and its iron handle
was passed through the ring of the arm o, shown below, in such a manner that it could move freely up and down
through the whole height of the cylinder and at the same time be preserved in a straight line. In a first experiment,
the piston was positioned at the bottom of the cylinder the stop-cöck x was closed. In this arrangement, the joint
efforts of twenty or more men could not raise the piston more than halfway up. The men, in effect, were not just
pulling on the piston, but the weight of a column of atmosphere 62-miles high.
In a second experiment, with the men pulling on the piston at the halfway up position, a large glass receiver,
which had been mad perfectly vacuous by Guericke’s pump, was then applied to the stop-cöck; and when the men
were exerting their utmost force, on a communication being opened between the receiver and the cylinder, the
piston was suddenly forced down to the bottom of the cylinder in spite of the efforts of the men to keep it up.
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In a third demonstration of 1654, Guericke arranged the piston at the top of the cylinder, having a scale loaded with
2,686 lbs attached to it, shown above right. In this configuration, a little boy, by means of a small syringe applied at
the stop-cöck x to pump out the air, was able to bring down
the piston and raise the weight. [2]

Magdeburg hemispheres
See main: Magdeburg hemispheres

In his most famous experiments, performed between 1654
and 1663, Guericke removed the air from to copper
hemispheres fit together, sealed with grease at their rims,
in such a manner to form hollow copper spherical vacuum.
He then showed that two teams of horses, ranging from 815 per team, harnessed to each sphere, respectively, in
opposite directions, could not pull the hemispheres apart.
Guericke's demonstration was first performed on 8 May
1654 in front of the Reichstag and the Emperor Ferdinand
III in Regensburg, in which thirty horses, in two teams of 15,
could not separate the hemispheres until the vacuum was
released. [3]

Steam engine
The logic of these instruments, experiments, and public
demonstrations functioned to stimulate the later
development of the steam engine. Specifically, Guericke’s
vacuum pump was first described in the book 1657 book
Mechanical Hydraulic Pneumatics by German scientist
Gaspar Schott, a correspondent of Guericke, Dutch
mathematical physicist Christiaan Huygens, and English physicist and chemist Robert Boyle who read the book. [4]
Boyle and his assistant Hooke then improved Guericke's air vacuum design and built their own in 1658, one that also
functioned as a pump. [1]
Several decades later, in the 1690 memoir "A New Method to Obtain Very Great Motive Powers at Small Cost",
Boyle and Huygen's associate French engineer Denis Papin conceived that the quick condensation of steam in a
cylinder, via contact with a cold body, would quickly make a vacuum that would drive the piston down in such a
manner that if the process was repeated in a cyclical manner useful work, as in raising weights out of mines, could be
obtain. This design was later used by English engineers Thomas Savery, in 1697, and Thomas Newcomen, in 1710, to
make the first working steam engine.

Other
Guericke was said to also made other, less dramatic, public demonstrations of the effectiveness of air pressure on
several occasions in Regensburg; these Regensburg experiments were reported by Gaspar Schott in Mechanica
hydraulico-pneumatica (1657) and Technica curiosa (1664), and were supplemented by information that von
Guericke communicated by letter. [5]
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Guericke engine
In engines, the Guericke engine or
Guericke vacuum engine is the first
operational “engine”, or machine for
producing work, using a piston and
cylinder design and vacuum creation,
per each cycle, as the operational
principle. The engine was built in circa
1672 by German engineer Otto
Guericke, using his 1650 vacuum pump
and piston and cylinder, to demonstrate
the power of the vacuum and to thus
disprove Parmenides’ 485 BC denial of
the void or "nature abhors a vacuum"
Left: the Guericke engine (circa 1670) in which a small boy attaches vacuum bulb
dictum. [1]

See also
● Engine development timeline
● Timeline of thermodynamics
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to a piston and cylinder, and with the twist of the stop-valve, he is able draw down
the piston and tug forward on a rope held by 20+ men. Right:
The 1672 "lifting device" version of the Guericke engine, the in which a scale
loaded with 2,686 lbs attached to it was lifted through a height when a vacuumedout bulb was attached to the connector, at location X, such that a small boy, with
the simple twist of the connector, would suck out the air in the piston, which
would force the piston down, and raise the weight through a height of gravity, i.e.
do work (W = Force x distance or W = mgh).
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Guessoum, Nidhal
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In hmolscience, Nidhal Guessoum (1960-) (DN:1) is an Algerian-born United Arab
Emirate astrophysicist noted for his 2010-present pro-science position in respect to
reconciliation of Islamic faith and modern science, e.g. evolution theory.

Religion | Science
Guessoum is an observant Muslim, who doesn’t believe in miracles, e.g. considering
stories such as Muhammad’s night journey on the flying horse to be “spiritual
experience”; believes in evolution, e.g. when queries about the story of Adam and Eve,
i.e. the Quranic version of the clay creation myth, stated that he sees theses as
metaphorical, allowing for “flexible” interpretation, in a way that evolution fits into the
description and he objects to the anti-evolution tactics of people such as Turkish
creationist Harum Yahya.

Golden age | Islamic scientists
The four big scientific figures in Islam’s golden age, according to Algerian-born
astrophysicist Nidhal Guessoum (2010), are: al-Khwarizmi, inventor of algebra and coiner of “algorithm”, Alhazen (Ibn
al-Haytham), Avicenna (Ibn Sina), and Abu al-Biruni, who exchanged many letters with the former; Averroes (Ibn
Rushd) is also tagged in this group as a related universal scholar. [1]

Education
Guessoum completed his BS in theoretical physics at the University of Science and Technology of Algers, Algeria, in
1982, and his MS and PhD (1988) at the University of California at San Diego, the latter with a dissertation on
“Thermonuclear Reactions of Light Nuclei in Astrophysical Plasmas”. Presently, he is a professor of astrophysics at the
American University of Sharjah, United Arab Emirates.

Quotes
The following are representative quotes:
“I don’t think science can answer questions about design and purpose.”
— Nidhal Guessoum (2010), “Response to question on design in the universe, creation of stars, and life, as an astrophysicist” [1]

See also
● Mirza Beg | Beg-Thims dialogue
● Mehdi Bazargan
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Guggenheim, Edward
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In thermodynamics, Edward Armand Guggenheim (1901–1970) was an English
physical chemist, physicist, and statistician known, through the publication of his
1933 textbook Modern Thermodynamics by the Methods of Willard Gibbs, as being
one of the founders of modern chemical thermodynamics. [1]

Education
In his youth, Guggenheim excelled greatly in mathematics and chemistry; this may
explain his attraction towards to exacting work of Gibbs. In circa 1924, Guggenheim
came under the tutelage of English physicist Ralph Fowler, who together with they
would go on the write the 1938 textbook Statistical Thermodynamics. [2]
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Guillaume, Edouard
In economic thermodynamics, Edouard Guillaume (1881-1959) was a Swiss-French
physicist noted for his work with his younger brother economist Georges Guillaume,
first in giving mathematical assistance with Georges’ 1932 PhD dissertation "On the
Fundamentals of the Economy with Rational Forecasting Techniques", which applied
the formalism of thermodynamics to the theory of value. [1]

Rational mechanics
In the years to following Georges' 1932 dissertation, the Guillaume brothers elaborated
on what they called “rational economics” (see: two cultures namesakes), a term
conceptualized as the economic version of “rational mechanics” or the mathematical
theory about the motion of objects, based on and derived from Newton’s laws on the
relation between forces and motion. Though the term “rational mechanics” was used
first by Leon Walras, then his first protégé Albert Aupetit, and later by François Divisia
(1928), who credits Walras as introducing the term, the Guillaume brothers were said
to have employed the term in an original sense.

Education
Edouard completed his PhD in physics at the University of Zurich in 1908, after which he worked at the Swiss Patent
office at Bern, during the time when Albert Einstein was employed there. In the 1910s to 1920s, he did work on
relativity theory (in an effort to “destroy” Einstein’s theory as he put it), and did work on Henri Poincare. He then
moved to the Federal Office for Insurance, then became director of the Swiss insurance firm La Neuchateloise, and in
1936 became privat-docent at the University of Neuchatel. [1]
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Guillaume, Georges
In hmolscience, Georges Guillaume (1896-1969) was a Swiss-French economist noted,
in economic thermodynamics, for his 1932 PhD dissertation "On the Fundamentals of
the Economy with Rational Forecasting Techniques", co-written with the
"mathematical assistance" of his brother physicist Edouard Guillaume, which applied
the formalism of thermodynamics to the theory of value. [1]

Overview
In 1932, Guillaume completed his PhD dissertation, entitled "On the Fundamentals of
the Economy with Rational Forecasting Techniques", in which the following seems to
be thematic: [5]
“It is curious that in political economy, we have not yet succeeded in establishing very
general laws, analogous to the fundamental principles of the physico-chemical
sciences.”
In 1937, the Guillaume brothers, following fertile discussions of their work at the Ecole Polytechnique, published the
book Rational Economics (Economique Rationnelle). [7] Guillaume’s book is said to be critical of the “Lausanne
mathematical school”, i.e. the Lausanne school of economics founded by Leon Walras, as not having based its
abstractions upon sufficiently scientific concepts. [2] In 1938, American mathematician Harold Davis published a joint
review of the 1937 book by the Guillaume’s and of Jan Tinbergen’s An Econometric Approach to Business Cycle
Problems in the Bulletin of the American Mathematical Society. [12] In 2003, American physicist Joseph McCauley
falsely asserted that Guillaume's book was one of the first publications to make neo-classical equilibrium economic
analogies with thermodynamics. [2] This, however, is not be the case, being that the use of employing
thermodynamics in economics, with respect to economic equilibrium are found in the work of Vilfredo Pareto (18931912), and thermodynamics in economics, generally, dates back to at least as far back as the 1875 work of German
mathematical physicist Carl Neumann.
A noted recent scholar of the Guillaume brothers is Belgian economist Guido Erreygers.

Bridgman
The Guillaume brothers work is said to be based on the thermodynamics of Percy Bridgman. [8] There main argument
or objection, supposedly, was that the subjective concept of value did not obey the principle of conservation. [7]

Neumann
In 1934, Abraham Flexner, the director of the Institute for Advanced Study at Princeton, sent Guillaume's Sur le
fundements de l’economique rationelle (1932) to American chemical engineer John Neumann to read. [2] After
reading the book, Neumann commented back: [5]
“I think that the basic intention of the authors, to analyze the economic world, by constructing an analogous fictitious
‘model’, which is sufficiently simplified, so as to allows an absolutely mathematical treatment, is—although not
new—sound, and in the spirit of exact sciences. I do not think, however, that the authors have a sufficient amount of
mathematical routine and technique, to carry out program out.
I have the impression that the subject is not yet ripe (I mean that it is not yet fully enough understood, which of
its features are the essential ones) to be reduced to a small number of fundamental postulates—like geometry, or
mechanics (cf. pgs. 77-78). The analogies with thermodynamics are probably misleading (cf. pgs. 69, 85). The authors
think that the ‘amortization’ is analogous to ‘entropy’. It seems to me, that if this analogy can be worked out at all,
the analogon of ‘entropy’ must be sought in the direction of ‘liquidity’. To be more specific: if the analogon of
‘energy’ is ‘value’ of the estate of an economical subject, then analogon of its thermodynamic ‘free energy’ should be
its ‘cash value’.
The technique of the authors to set up and deal with equations is rather primitive, the way, for instance, in which
they discuss the fundamental equations (1) and (2) on page 81-85 is incomplete, as they omit to prove that 1: the
resulting prices are all positive (or zero), 2: that there is only one such solution. A correct treatment of this particular
question, however, exists in the literature. Various other technical details in the setting up of their equations and in
their interpretations could be criticized, too. I do not think that their discussion of the ‘stability of solutions’, which is
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the only satisfactory way to build up a mathematical theory of economic cycles and of crises, is mathematically
satisfactory.
The emphasis the authors put on the possibility of states of equilibrium in economics (cf. pgs. 68-69) seems to
me to entirely justified. I think that the importance of this point has not always been duly acknowledged. I cannot
judge the value of their statistical methods, as they are given in the last part of the book for practical purposes. Their
aim is to diagnose the present status of economics, and to lead to forecasts. But I think that the theoretical
deduction, which lead to them is weak and incomplete.”
This incident is recounted in greater detail by Canadian economics historian Robert Leonard’s 1995 article “From
Parlor Games to Social Science”. In this article, Leonard summarizes that Guillaume's book is an effort to construct a
mathematical economics in the manner of Leon Walras and Vilfredo Pareto, treating not just exchange but also global
production, along the way drawing parallels between
economics and physics. [4]

Einstein
German physicist Albert Einstein, in a letter dated 24
Aug 1946, expressed support for the Guillaume
brother’s work: [10]
“Dr. G. Guillaume, whose family was well known to me
in Switzerland, has explained to me a method for
mechanized determination of the relative values of the
various commodities (in unction of time). I believe that
the use of this method may be practical and useful in
providing an objective way to obtain an incontestable
measure of economic values.”
The quote appears in reproduced in their 1947 book
The Supreme Arbiter, in which they attempt to outline a
“general energetics” theory as a foundation for conflict
resolution. [11]

Education
Education Georges worked as a financial trader in the
Banque de Paris et de Pays-Bas, after which he
German physicist Albert Einstein's 1946 letter to the Guillaume
completed a PhD in economics in 1932 at the University brothers in support of the economics theories.
of Neuchatel, Switzerland, then formed a number of
discussion circles with economists and engineers associated with the Ecole Polytechnique. He then founded his own
research institute in Paris, where he used his economic models to earn money. After 1945, his work, aiming to pen
out some type of universal theory of everything, was said to take a “mystical turn”. [7]

Other
Guillaume is often classified as a "French economist" and was a member of the Centre d’Etude des Problemes
Humains (Center for the Study of Human Problems), founded by Jean Coutrot in association with thinkers including:
Aldous Huxley, and Pierre Teilhard. [6]
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Guilleminot, Hyacinthe
In hmolscience, Hyacinthe Guilleminot (1869-1922) (CR:4) was a French radiochemist, working in
the area of plant physiology, noted for []

Overview
In 1919, Guilleminot, in his Matter and Life, outlined some type of force and energy views of
evolution, that attracted the attention of Alfred Lotka.
Lotka's 1912 publications, wherein he was using the term "trigger action" to explain the way in
which the sight of a predator by the eyes of a prey acts to start the flee reaction, a crude way of
explaining activation energy in biological terms, is supposedly related in some way to
Guilleminot's Matter and Life. [1]
Guilleminot, according to Lotka (1925), stated something to the effect that the principle of survival of the fittest
yields information beyond that attainable by the reasoning of thermodynamics. [2]
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Guillen, Michael
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In hmolscience, Michael Guillen (c.1950-) is an American physicist noted for his 1995
book Five Equations that Changed the World, in the second chapter which he discusses
the second law and gives a fairly detailed and rare biographical history of the early
years, upbringing, and possible religious outlooks of German physicist Rudolf Clausius.
[1]

Religion
See main: Religious thermodynamics

Guillen had a very strong religious upbringing, is openly religious, listing the Bible as his
“favorite book”. Guillen’s religious bias shows through clearly in his discussion of the
second law in regards to life. In the preface to his Five Equations, he introduces the
second law as such:
“Contrary to popular belief, being alive is unnatural; in fact, all life exists in defiance of,
not in conformity with, the most fundamental law of the universe.”
which is code for the view that life is a miracle that God created and continues to create and evolve in defiance or
opposition to the second law. This quote is used by American alternative medicine theorist Laurence Foss as a basis
of argument to the premise that life is a spiritual miracle that arose through what he calls the second law of
psychothermodynamics. [2] Guillen's latest book, the 2004 Can a Smart Person Believe in God?, tells of his lifelong
attempt to reconcile his scientific career with his deeply religious upbringing.

Education
Guillen completed his BS at UCLA, and PhD in physics, mathematics, and astronomy at Cornell University. He then
taught physics at Harvard for eight years. Guillen currently is involve film production. [3]
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Gunduz, Gungor
In hmolscience, Gungor Gunduz (c.1950-) is an Turkish chemical engineer, interested in
sociophysics and econophysics (Ѻ), noted for []

Overview
In 2012, Gunduz, in his “Thermodynamics of Relation-Based Systems with Applications
in Econophysics, Sociophysics, and Music”, attempts to argue the following: [1]
“A methodology was developed to analyze relation-based systems evolving in time by
using the fundamental concepts of thermodynamics. The behavior of such systems can
be tracked from the scattering matrix which is actually a network of directed vectors (or
pathways) connecting subsequent values, which characterize an event, such as the
index values in stock markets. A system behaves in a rigid (elastic) way to an external
effect and resists permanent deformation, or it behaves in a viscous (or soft) way and
deforms in an irreversible way. It was shown in the past that a formula derived using
the slope of paths gives a measure about the extent of viscoelastic behavior of relationbased systems Gündüz (2009), Gündüz and Gündüz (2010). In this research the ‘work’ associated with ‘elastic’
component, and ‘heat’ associated with ‘viscous’ component were discussed and elaborated. In a simple two
subsequent pathway system in a scattering diagram the first vector represents ‘the cause’ and the second ‘the
effect’. By using work and heat energy relations that involve force and also storage and loss modulus terms,
respectively, one can calculate the energy involved in relation-based systems. The modulus values can be found from
the parallel and vertical components of the second vector with respect to the first vector. Once work-like and heatlike terms were determined the internal energy is also easily found from their summation. The parallel and vertical
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components can also be used to calculate the magnitude of torque and torque energy in the system. Three cases, (i)
the behavior of the NASDAQ-100 index, (ii) a social revolt, and (iii) the structure of a melody were analyzed for their
‘work-like’, ‘heat-like’, and ‘torque-like’ energies in the course of their evolution. NASDAQ-100 exhibits highly
dissipative behavior, and its work terms are very small but heat terms are of large magnitude. Its internal energy
highly fluctuates in time. In the social revolt studied work and heat terms are of comparable magnitude. The melody
depicts highly organized structure, and usually has larger work terms than heat terms, but at some intervals heat
terms burst out and attain very large magnitudes. Torque terms reach high values when the system is recovering
from a minimum value.”
(add discussion)

Education
Gunduz completed his BS and MS in chemical engineering at Middle East Technical University and his PhD in nuclear
engineering at Iowa State University, and currently is professor of chemical engineering at Middle East Technical
University, where his areas of expertise are in: theoretical physics, physical chemistry, and polymer chemistry.
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Gunn, Bruce
In hmolscience, Bruce Gunn (1937-) is an American business marketing and management theorist
noted his 1968 Le Chatelier's principle based theory of business motivation.

Overview
In 1968, Gunn, in his “The Dynamic Synthesis Theory of Motivation”, postulates a business
chemistry/business thermodynamics type theory, according to which Le Chatelier’s principle
together with the transformation of energy, are what define employee motivation. The following
is Gunn’s abstract: [1]
“An interdisciplinary perspective of employee motivation is presented, based on the premise that
the principles of natural science provide the fundamental basis for analogizing the operational similarities of physical
and social productive systems. This concept is applied to motivation by observing that all productive systemswhether physical, organic or social-are input-output systems. The lowest common denominators in these systems are
energy and mass. Le Chatelier's principle provides the universal environment for motivation. Thus, the
transformation of energy in a given productive system represents the essence of motivation. The usefulness of
analogizing the process of energy transformation in these two seemingly diverse systems can be seen by tracing the
essential factors leading to efficient energy expenditure in physical systems and applying similar strategies to energy
transformation in social systems. Such an approach will provide the manager with a concrete frame of reference from
which to draw plausible remedies in solving the innumerable problems of efficient motivation and utilization of
employee energies.”
Gunn, interestingly, was very interdisciplinary in peer review, his reviewers for this paper being: Ronald E. Jones
(chemical engineering), Lee V. Mclean (electrical engineering), Leon C. Megginson (management), Stanley Preston
(finance), Samuel H. Roy (statistics), and Roger A. Richardson (psychology).

Le Chatelier's principle | Motivation
The gist of Gunn's motivation theory in regards to Le Chatelier's principle seems to be the following argument: (Ѻ)
“A threatening force to his survival or security from either of these environments will mobilize energies (ability to do
work) of the entire organism in an active effort to restore the balance of the previous state. The result of these inner
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states of tension are thought of as motivation. The phenomenon of motivation can be seen in the tenets of physics;
Le Chatelier’s principle states: ‘If a stress, any change in one of the variables that determines the state of a system in
equilibrium, is applied to a system in equilibrium, the equilibrium is shifted in a way that tends to undo the effect of
the stress’.”
This is all fairly cogent, except for the fact that, previous to this, on his opening page, he stages:
“The basic motive in life can perhaps be readily recognized by visualizing the continuum of evolution from life’s
simplest to most complex forms: molecular structure followed by instinct and the complex sensory mechanism of
intelligent primates combine to make the drive for survival an irrepressible force. In essence, the law of selfpreservation is the first law of nature.”
In other words, there is no "drive for survival" at the molecular level or "law of self-preservation" found when we
step down the great chain of being. Gunn, in short, is using the extrapolate down method, i.e. bending over
backwards to incongrously force or carry Darwinian theory into the molecular, chemical, and thermodynamic realm,
where it holds no sway. This was issue was famously first dealt with in 1991 by American philosopher Robert Pirsig,
who gave the following ridicule to such logic: [2]
“Why should a group of simple, stable compounds of carbon (C), hydrogen (H), oxygen (O), and nitrogen (N),
'struggle' for billions of years to organize themselves into a professor of chemistry? What's the motive?”
In short, atoms and molecules, do not struggle to survive; hence the same logic should apply to humans, which are
but powered geometries of the former.

Critiques
To critiques of Gunn's article were given one by Arne Mjosund of University of Alabama another by Michael Brenner
Bell Labs; a snippet summary of Gunn's theory by the latter states: [2]
“In Gunn's paper, a framework is proposed for describing motivation of people within a business environment. The
paper suggests that the universal principle[s] of physics may be the most appropriate vehicle for gaining insight into
the complex process of this type of human behavior.”

Education
In 1968, Gunn was a graduate teaching assistant in the marketing department of Louisiana State University. Gunn
earned his BS in management at West Virginia and his MS and PhD in marketing and finance at Louisiana State
University, the latter with a dissertation on “A Systems Approach to Consumer Motivation: with Emphasis on
Procedures for Identifying Opinion Leaders” (Ѻ). In 1989, Gunn was a professor of marketing, with the college of
business at Florida State University. (Ѻ)
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In engines, a gunpowder engine is one that
employs gunpowder to produce a vacuum
inside the piston and cylinder causing the
atmospheric pressure to perform work in
driving the piston downward to eliminate
the vacuum. [1]

History
The central problem of this period was that
of raising water from the Seine to supply the
palace of Versailles. Two individuals, Samuel
Morland (1661) and Jean de Hautefeuille
(1678) seemed to have published designs for
engines that used gunpowder to facilitate
the raising of water; but, it seems, their
designs did not employ a piston and
cylinder. The first gunpowder engine, using a
piston and cylinder, was invented and built
in 1678 by Dutch mathematical physicist
Christiaan Huygens called Huygens
gunpowder and air engine. This is
considered to have been the first true
Left: Huygens' 1678 gunpowder engine. Right: a 1682 demonstration of
motive engine. It is inferred that Huygens
Huygens gunpowder engine, where a dram of gunpowder creates enough
was aware of earlier attempts at
vacuum to lift 7-8 boys into the air.
gunpowder-created vacuums designed to
raise water. An account of Huygens’
invention was published in the 1680 memoir “A New Motive Power by Means of Gunpowder and Air”. [2] By 1682,
the device had successfully shown that a dram (1/16th of an ounce) of gunpowder, in a cylinder seven or eight feet
high and fifteen or eighteen inches in diameter, could raise seven or eight boys (or about 1,100 pounds) into the air,
who held the end of the rope.

Operation
Huygens’ engine consisted of a hollow cylinder A, well polished within and of uniform size throughout. B, a moveable
piston inserted into the top of the cylinder, the upper portion of which is surrounded by a small quantity of water. C,
C, two apertures, each one-half the diameter of the cylinder. D, D, tubes of moist and soft leather secured to little
cylinders which are fastened to the main cylinder at the apertures (one of the tubes being shown extended, the other
hanging). E, E, holdfasts, by which the cylinder is joined to the case in which it sits, which is not shown in the figure. F,
F, a cord attached to the piston and passing over a pulley G, for the purpose of raising whatever is attached to it. H, a
small box for receiving the charge of gunpowder, attached to the bottom of the cylinder by means of a screw, a
leather ring being employed to aid in making the joint air-tight. On the explosion of the charge, the air contained in
the cylinder was driven out through the leather tubes C D, C D, which were momentarily extended, but immediately
closed again by the external air; and the cylinder being vacuous, the piston B was driven down by the atmospheric
pressure, drawing with it the cord F, and raising whatever was suspended by it.
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Gunpowder theory of life
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In life theories, gunpowder theory of life
was a circa 17th century theory according
to which life was conceived as being
powered by something akin to the
explosion of gunpowder occurring inside
of animals and humans. [1] The
gunpowder theory of life was superseded
by spark theory of life, following the
discovery of animal electricity by Italian
physicist-physician Luigi Galvani in circa
1771. [2]

See also
● Animal heat

References

Left: a circa 1598 of firework loaded monk and nun figures seemingly dancing on
a turning wheel (when spun). [3] Right: a 1610 construction of a seated figure;
supposedly ready to be loaded with fireworks, to depict animation. [4]
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Gustafson, Susan
In hmolscience, Susan Gustafson (c.1960-) (CR:4) is an American German literature
scholar noted for []

Overview
In 2002, Gustafson, in her Men Desiring Men: the Poetry of Same-Sex Identity and
Desire in German Classicism, touched on topics such as: maternal imagination theory,
Wahlverwandtschaft translation, chapter four, and possibly the labeled seeming
paradoxical "immorality" issues of chemical morality and same-sex relationships. [1]

References
1. Gustafson, Susan F. (2002). Men Desiring Men: the Poetry of Same-Sex Identity and
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External links
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Guye, Charles
In hmolscience, Charles Eugene Guye (1866-1942), cited as C.E. Guye, was a Swiss
physicist noted, in chnopsological thermodynamics, for his 1922 book Physical Chemical
Evolution, supposedly a physical chemistry attempt at explaining evolution, in which he
asked the question: how is it possible to understand life, when the whole world is ruled
by the second law of thermodynamics, which points towards death and annihilation?
[1]

Lewis
In American physical chemist Gilbert Lewis' 1925 lecture-chapter lecture six "Probability
and Entropy", in his The Anatomy of Science, he states his figure 24 (shown below), as
well as many of the references of that chapter, stem or rather are indebted to Guye's
Physical Chemical Evolution, which shows black and white balls in tubes, which he says
explain the rules of change arrangements in relation to the second law. [2]
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French-born American physicist Leon Brillouin cites Guye in his 1949 article "Life, Thermodynamics, and Cybernetics".
[3]
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Guyot, Yves
In human chemistry, Yves Guyot (1843-1928) was a French economist noted for his
1903 to 1918 human molecular theory descriptions.

Overview
In 1903, Guyot used the term molécules humaines (the English translation being
‘human molecules’), referring to a person as a molecule. The quote is: [1]
“If only wheat and cattle, its industry cannot rely on its domestic market, if it is active,
one cannot believe that the future belongs to stagnant civilizations. It belongs to
civilization in which the fluid human molecules roll ever on each other.”
Likewise, in his 1918 book The Guarantees of Peace, he states: [2]
“It is the rapid evolution of human groups: the large current conflict is between those
who seek to freeze the situation and those who adapt to fluid civilizations, whose
molecules are in constant movement.”
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Gyarmati, Istvan
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In thermodynamics, Istvan Gyarmati (1929-2002) was a Hungarian theoretical physicist
and physical chemist notable for being the founder of the Hungarian school of
thermodynamics. [1] His most widely held book is the 1967 Non-equilibrium
Thermodynamics: Field Theory and Variational Principles, published in three languages.
[3]

Education
In 1948, Gyarmati began his studies at the University of Szeged, and then continued at
the University of Debrecen graduating from there in 1953 with a degree in
mathematics and physics. He then started as a second year student at the department
of theoretical physics, becoming assistant lecturer, working intensively on abstract
theoretical physics problems from 1950 to 1954. It seems that Gyarmati began his
thermodynamics work in 1965. [2]

References
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H
In symbols, H is the symbol for

H-theorem
In thermodynamics, H-theorem is a Newtonian mechanics based equation that quantifies the heat of an ideal gas, by
a numerical quantity ‘H’, short for heat, defined in terms of the velocity distributions of the atoms and molecules of
the body of gas, such that when the system particles fall into a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution (Gaussian
distribution), H assumes it minimum possible value and that any gas system not at its minimal value of H will
transform its distribution of velocities, through collisions, towards the minimum value associated with the MaxwellBoltzmann distribution. [1] In simple terms, the H-theorem is kinetic theory-based definition of entropy, albeit
applicable to only gas systems, and is often claimed as an analytical proof of the second law of thermodynamics. [2]

History
In 1866, Irish physicist James Maxwell published his “On the Dynamical Theory of Gases”, showing how, through
kinetic theory, to obtain physical properties of gases from the underlying distribution of velocities. Building on this
work, Austrian physicist Ludwig Boltzmann developed what he called a ‘minimum theorem’, in his famous 1872 paper
“Further Studies on the Thermal Equilibrium of Gas Molecules”, which derived a kinetic expression for the entropy of
an ideal gas.
The term ‘H-theorem’ was said to have been an English translation of Boltzmann’s term ‘minimum theorem’, made
by English mathematical physicist Samuel Burbury between 1875 and 1894, in the sense of Boltzmann's 'heat
theorem'. In his 1899 book A Treatise on the Kinetic Theory of Gases, which was essentially devoted to an explication
of Boltzmann’s 1872 work, Burbury states that the H theorem is known as ‘Boltzmann’s minimum theorem’ and that
H is called ‘Boltzmann’s minimum function or, as it is sometimes, called the entropy function.’ [3]

References
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3. Burbury, S. H. (1899). A Treatise on the Kinetic Theory of Gases (H theorem, pgs. v-vii, 10, 30, 39-45, etc.).
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● H-theorem – Wikipedia.
● H-theorem – Eric Weisstein’s World of Physics.

Haar, Dirk ter
In science, Dirk ter Haar (1919-2002) was a Anglo-Dutch physicist Dirk noted for his
Elements of Statistical Mechanics, a classic statistical mechanics textbook that argues
firmly against any identification of information with thermodynamic entropy, as shown
below (his italics):
“The relation between entropy and lack of information has led many authors, notably
Shannon, to introduce ‘entropy’ as a measure for the information transmitted by
telephone lines, and so on, and in this way entropy has figured largely in discussions in
information theory. It must be STRESSED here that the entropy introduced in
information theory is not a thermodynamical quantity and that the use of the same
term is rather misleading.”
This statement, ideally, should have been enough to shut the so-called Shannon
bandwagon down, but alas the parade still marches on (see: information entropy
quotes, for more on this).

Other
In 1966, ter Haar penned a book on thermostatics. [2]
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Haas, Arthur
In science, Arthur Haas (1884-1941) was an Austrian physicist noted for his 1910
electron orbital quantization paper, predating the Bohr model (1913), and for his twovolume 1936 Commentary on the Scientific Writings of J. Willard Gibbs, co-authored
with Frederick Donnan. [1]
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Haber, Fritz
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In thermodynamics, Fritz Haber (1868-1934) (CR=57) was a German physical chemist
noted for his pioneering work in gas reaction thermodynamics, wherein he formerly
organized data on free energy, and for his later solving of the problem of ammonia
synthesis, via the Haber process, namely how to the strongly bonded nitrogen molecule
N2 to break apart, i.e. to break its triple bond (three covalent bonds), and to recombine
with three hydrogen atoms, according to the following process:

which, in May 1909, working together with English technical engineer Robert Le
Rossignol, they were able to achieve, in a process that produced 6 percent yield of ammonia NH3 at about 300°C and
200 atm pressure, using osmium as a catalyst, a feat par excellence of using thermodynamic prediction methodology
to obtain desired products, at a given equilibrium state.

Education
In 1891, Haber competed his dissertation, at the University of Berlin, on chemical reactions involving piperonal, after
attending the lectures of Hermann Helmholtz and studying in the laboratory of Robert Bunsen. During this time,
Haber met fellow student Richard Abegg, eventual discoverer of Abegg’s rule (1904), the forerunner to the Octet rule,
as popularized by Gilbert Lewis, who introduced Haber to physical chemistry. Abegg and Haber both wrote to
Wilhelm Ostwald, asking to join his laboratory in Leipzig, the then leading physical chemist in Germany. Abegg's
application was accepted; Haber's wasn't. [5] Ironically, it was Haber who would go on to become one of the world's
leading physical chemist.

Free energy
Haber's 1905 Thermodynamics of Technical Gas Reactions, according to American physical chemists Gilbert Lewis,
was the first systematic study of all the thermodynamic data necessary for the calculation of the free energy of
chemical substances in a group of important reactions. [1]

Nernst-Haber rivalry | Ammonia synthesis
In 1904, Haber received a request from the Austrian Chemical Works (Österreichische Chemische Werke), Vienna, to
investigate the synthesis of ammonia from its elements. Haber, sometime shortly thereafter, discovered the 1884
work of William Ramsay and Sidney Young, who showed that passing a mixture of dry nitrogen and dry hydrogen
through a heated glass tube containing iron filings produced some ammonia:

Ramsay and Young, in turn, had built on earlier work of Henri Deville (1865) and William Donkin (1873). [11]
Building on this insight, Haber,
together with his assistant
Gabriel van Oort, used the 1884
van’t Hoff equation to predict
the amount of ammonia in the
equilibrium mixture at lower
temperatures. The van't Hoff
equation showed that relatively
low temperatures favored the
process. If the unreacted gases
could be recycled, and if an
appropriate catalyst could be
Left: the original laboratory apparatus designed by Fritz Haber and Robert Le Rossignol in
1908 for synthesizing ammonia from its elements. A metal catalyst bed, where ammonia
developed, then the process
was produced, is in the large cylinder at the left. (Ѻ) Right: the reaction mechanism of the
might have potential. Haber,
Haber process, described by Gerhard Ertl (1983), in which the cleavage of the nitrogen
however, dismayed by their
molecule is the rate-limiting step. (Ѻ)
efforts, commented:
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“From dull red heat upwards, no catalyst can produce more than a trace of ammonia under ordinary pressure. Even
at greatly increased pressures, the position of equilibrium must remain unfavorable. To attain practical success with a
catalyst at ordinary pressure, its temperature must be no higher than 300°C.”
This was 1905, at which point Haber temporarily abandoned his work on the ammonia synthesis problem.
Independently, German physical chemist Walther Nernst, at about this time, was working on his new heat
theorem, and decided that Haber and van Oort’s 1905 results would be a good test for his theorem. Nernst found,
however, that his new law (third law) conflicted with Haber and Oort’s experimentally-derived data, and so Nernst
decided to investigate the reaction himself. Nernst decided to at 30-75 atm, reasoning that ammonia concentrations
would be more accurately measureable. In 1906, Nernst informed Haber of his experimental findings, and,
supposedly, how they were at odds with Haber’s results. In 1907, Nernst, supposedly, reported successful ammonia
synthesis, becoming the first to synthesis ammonia under pressure. The debate spilled over into public statements
that Haber’s work was error-filled. That year, Nernst published the following derisive comment: [12]
“It is that so little ammonia is formed in this state of equilibrium, compared with what Haber’s highly inaccurate
numbers led us to assume. Because otherwise one might actually have considered it feasible to synthesize ammonia
directly from hydrogen and nitrogen. Now the situation is much less favorable.”
In Mar 1909, spurred on by public derogation, Haber, working with Robert Le Rossignol, produced an 6 percent yield
of ammonia at about 300°C and 200 atm pressure, using osmium as a catalyst; and by Jul 1909, began using uranium
as a better catalyst, to obtain higher yields. Their apparatus, currently on display at the Deutsches Museum, Munich,
is shown adjacent.
Haber showed the process, aka the Haber process, to Carl Bosch,
who then scaled the process up to the industrial production level; the
first so-called Haber-Bosch process plant becoming operation in 1913.
Haber was awarded the 1918 Nobel Prize in chemistry for this work.

Einstein
In 1811-1813, Haber travelled to Zurich to recruit the new physical
science celebrity Albert Einstein to come to Berlin. The two,
supposedly, became close friends; it was Haber, e.g., who played the
role of mediator in the 1914 divorce between Einstein and his wife
Mileva. [5] The following is an interesting thermal word laced
communication from Einstein to Haber:
“I’m glad that your earlier love for the blond beast has cooled off a
bit.”

Haber and Einstein in 1914 at the KaiserWilhelm Institute of Physical Chemistry.

— Albert Einstein (1933), “Letter to Fritz Haber”, Aug 9 [13]

The blond beast being reference to one of Friedrich Nietzsche’s writings on a “splendid blond beast” that prowls in
the spirits of all the great nations, a kind of nation id, untamed and bent on conquest; a jab at Haber’s relinquished
detachment to the German cause. [14]

Sackur
On 17 Dec 1914, Haber, and his two oldest friends of his institute, Gerhard Just and Otto Sackur, the latter author of
Textbook on Thermochemistry and Thermodynamics (1912), stood together preparing to mix two chemicals in effort
to make a gas warfare device. Someone then called for Haber to come to the mechanic’s shop. Just after Haber left
the room, the test tube exploded maiming Just and killing (dereacting) Sackur. [5] Sackur’s textbook, to note, would
go on to become the precursor textbook of soon-to-become famous University of California, Berkeley chemical and
chemical engineering department, and the Lewis school of thermodynamics; Lewis’ 1923 Thermodynamics and the
Free Energy of Chemical Substances, supplanting the former.
1915
1917
(age 45)
(age 28)
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Thermodynamics | Suicide

↔

See main: Founders of
thermodynamics and suicide

On 1-2 May 1915, Fritz' wife Clara
Haber (Clara Immerwahr), shot
herself in the heart with her
husband's pistol. Official reports
were that she did so over
objections to her husband’s
involvement in chemical gas
warfare used against the French
and Russians.
Clara Haber (1870-1915), shown (left), who married to Fritz Haber in 1901, and who
Alternatively, Hermann Lutke, a
committed suicide, on 1-2 May 1915, by shooting herself in the heart, after, supposedly,
finding that her husband was having an affair with Charlotte Nathan (1889-1976), whom and mechanic in Haber's institute,
Fritz married two years later; their 25 Aug 1917 wedding photo shown (right). (Ѻ)
reported (1958), in a series of

letters to a man hoping to write a
biography on Haber, that late in the evening of May 1, Clara encountered her husband with Charlotte Nathan, a
young business woman who ran Haber’s downtown club, in an “embarrassing situation”, realizing that the two were
having an affair. [5] Haber, after his wife’s suicide, married Nathan in 1917, after which the couple had two children.
In 1946, their son Hermann took his own life and, shortly thereafter, Hermann’s oldest daughter did the same.

Quotes
The following are noted statements by Haber:
“It’s the same feeling that makes both of us dissatisfied—the urge to extricate oneself from the narrow surroundings;
to abandon, at all costs, the harbor into which my father has withdrawn himself after arduously weathering the
storms of life; to sail out into the limitless ocean of life and future, guided by no other star than by one’s own will and
striving.”
— Fritz Haber (1885), age 17 letter Max Hamburger, Jun 23 [7]

“God and the universe, soul and consciousness, idealism, realism! I swim in a sea of forma dialectic and logic,
unfortunately not with my former ease. More experienced swimmers have enticed me too often into the rapids and
eddies.”
— Fritz Haber (1887), aged 19 letter Max Hamburger, Jan 23 + Feb 2 [8]

“Last but not least I have to be independent. I don’t want to be anyone’s assistant.”
— Fritz Haber (1905), letter to [niece Elisabeth] Freund, Jun 11 [10]

“You have to see how the liquid ammonia is pouring out!”
— Fritz Haber (1909), early year exclamation of ammonia synthesis success to laboratory colleague Max Mayer [9]

“Woman are like butterflies to me. I admire their colors and glitter, but I get no further.”
— Fritz Haber (c.1910), walking conversation with Max Mayer [5]

Tributes | Praise
The following are statements of praise and or tributes:
“[Haber made] the most important contribution to the subject of predicting the course of a chemical reaction from a
few characteristic constants (after the ill-starred attempt of Berthelot).”
— Arthur Lamb (1907), English translator of Thermodynamik Technischer Gasreactionen [2]

“Haber lived the life of a modern Faust, willing to serve any master who could further his passion for knowledge and
progress.”
— Daniel Charles (2005), Haber biographer [5]
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Haber process
In chemistry, the Haber process is the synthesis of ammonia NH3
from nitrogen N2 and hydrogen H2 gas at high temperature
(sometimes also at high pressure) with the help of iron as a
catalyst. The process was developed in circa 1905 by German
chemist Fritz Haber.

Overview
In his 1905 book Thermodynamics of Technical Gas Reactions,
Haber recorded the production of small amounts of ammonia
from N2 and H2 at a temperature of 1000° C with the help of iron
as a catalyst. [1] Later he decided to attempt the synthesis of
ammonia and this he accomplished after searches for suitable
catalysts, by circulating nitrogen and hydrogen over the catalyst
(iron plus a few oxides of potassium and aluminum) at a
pressure of 150-200 atmospheres at a temperature of about
500° C. In this process, called "heterogeneous catalysis", the
“surface” of the solid catalyst is the site of the reaction, in which
the initial step involves the dissociation of N2 and H2 on the
metal surface. In this state, the dissociated species are not truly
free atoms because they are bonded to the metal surface, but
are highly reactive. The two reactant molecules are said to
“behave differently” on the catalyst surface, in the sense that
the desired reaction is facilitated. [2]

Diagram of the mechanism of the Haber process,
showing how dihydrogen H2 and dinitrogen N2 react
together over a substrate or catalyst of iron oxide, in a
system heated and pressurized, the state of which
works to form ammonia NH3 as a product. [2]
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The successful development of this process resulted in the establishment, with the cooperation of Bosch and
Mittasch, of the Oppau and Leuna Ammonia Works, which enabled Germany to prolong the First World War when, in
1914, its supplies of nitrates for making explosives had failed. Modifications of this Haber process also provided
ammonium sulphate for use as a fertilizer for the soil. The principle used for this process and the subsequent
development of the control of catalytic reactions at high pressures and temperatures, led to the synthesis of methyl
alcohol by Alwin Mittasch and to the hydrogenation of coal by the method of Bergius and the production of nitric
acid.
Haber won the 1920 Nobel Prize in chemistry for this work. [3]

Human chemistry
In human chemistry, the Haber process also serves as an excellent comparison model example of how human
molecules (people) react differently together depending on which region of earth substrate (surface) the reaction
takes place. [4] The crust of the earth, by comparison, is five percent iron and of the oxides embedded in it, sixteen
percent are aluminum oxides and three percent are potassium oxides.
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Habitable zone
In science, habitable zone is the circumstellar
radius or region around stars, at a distance
according to which heat radiation yields states
of matter from about the freezing point to
boiling point of water, in which animate
CHNOPS-based matter can exist.

A few depictions of the habitable zone, or just right temperature regions,
in which carbon-based, e.g. retinal, or CHNOPS-based intelligent animate
matter, e.g. humans, can exist.
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In 1974, Henry Swan vicariously defined the habitable zone as a medium powered region, as follows: [1]
“Biosphere: region of energy-supplied liquid water existing terrestrial surface, encompassing steady-state
organizations of CHNOPS matrix forms.”
In 2006, Paul Davies, in his The Goldilocks Enigma: Why Is the Universe Just Right for Life?, argues that pictured belo:

in which he argues that the earth, with its so-called "bio-friendly" conditions habitable zone (Ѻ) , was fine-tuned by
accident, and found in one of many universes.
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Hachette, Jean
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In science, Jean Hachette (1769-1834) was a French mathematician, a professor of the
École Polytechnique, noted for his 1811 Elementary Treatise on Machines, in which,
supposedly, he was the first to propose a dynamic unit of ‘kg∙m’, being a type of energy
(although he likely didn't use this word) as a unit of measurement for all natural
phenomena. [1] Hachette's unit may have been a precursor to French mathematician
and engineer Gustave Coriolis' 1829 proposal of the unit of dynamode (1,000 kg∙m) as a
measure of mechanical effect. [2]
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Haeckel, Ernst
In hmolscience, Ernst Haeckel (1834-1919) (CR:68) (FA:74) was a German physician
turned Darwin-promoting zoologist, an "unabashed atheist" (Brix, 1992), noted for his
1862 The Natural History of Creation, where he used Darwin to state that the divide
between inanimate and animate does not exist, and for his 1875 elective affinities
based theory of evolution, the gist of which is expounded on in his 1899 book The
Riddle of the Universe, in which he argues, in overview, the following: [1]
“The fundamental unit of affinity in the whole of nature, from the simplest chemical
process to the most complicated love story, [as] was recognized by Empedocles [and]
Goethe, [can be] reduced, on logical analysis, to matter (space filling substance) and
energy (moving force), [which] are but two inseparable attributes of one underlying
substance.”
Herein, among other things, aside from a few difficulties on theory, e.g. reliance on
"ether" theory, Haeckel coins the term anthropism, discusses Goethe's Elective
Affinities, applies thermodynamics logic to questions of existence, such in the borderland where science begins to
overtake religion, e.g. his conception of ‘soul snow’, the nature as to how chemical affinity applied to human
passions, among others. [1]

Plant souls
Haeckel, in his The Riddle of the Universe (pg. 157), via his elaborate soul plasm to cell soul to nervous system theory
of soul evolution, came to the conclusion that plants have souls; some of which he comments on as follows:
“The plant-soul (phytopsyche) is, in our view, the summary of the entire psychic activity of the tissueforming,
multicellular plant (the metaphyton, as distinct from the unicellular protophyton); it is, however, the subject of the
most diverse opinions even at the present day. It was once customary to draw an essential distinction between the
plant and the animal, on the ground that the latter had a " soul" and the plant had none. However, an unprejudiced
comparison of the irritability and movements of various higher plants and lower animals convinced many observers,
even at the beginning of the century, that there must be a "soul" on both sides. At a later date Fechner, Leitgeb (Ѻ) ,
and others strongly contended for the plant-soul. But a profounder knowledge of the subject was obtained when the
similarity of the elementary structure of the plant and of the animal was proved by the cellular theory, and especially
when the similarity of conduct of the active, living protoplasm in both was shown in the plasma theory of Max
Schultze (1859).”
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Here, we might compare Scottish moral philosopher Francis Macnab’s 1818 assertion that plants are neither alive nor
dead, an intermediate view to the defunct theory of life, resulting from his attempt to reconcile religious theory
(Biblical views) with modern science (fossil evidence, Copernican system, law of gravitation, atomic theory, chemistry,
etc.). This nearly begs the nearly similar question: ‘do rocks have souls?’, a query people seem to be have reasoned
answers on, depending on if one is a Raramuri Indian (Ѻ), Aristotle (Ѻ), the Ik (Ѻ), African tribesmen of Uganda, or
general Yahoo Answers (Ѻ)(Ѻ)(Ѻ) variety, etc.

Law of substance
Haeckel frequently refers to a "law of substance", e.g. in discussions of his theory of a non-supernatural soul, by
which he means, as stated in his The Riddle of the Universe (pg. 78), the "formulation of Robert Mayer [conservation
of energy] and Helmholtz [conservation of force]". This, to note, seems to have, in its unstated meaning, the "all
substances are reducible to energy" theories of Wilhelm Ostwald as conceptualized in his pre-1920s energetics.

Denial | Beliefs
See main: Atheism types by denial and belief

Haeckel, according to James Birx (1992), believed Darwin (believed: evolution) and denied seven main things, namely
he rejected: god (was an “unabashed atheist”), vitalism, teleology, mysticism, anthropocentrism, anthropomorphism,
and western dualism, of two varieties: (a) that matter and spirit were two separate aspects of existence and (b) that
mind-body dualism was unsound. [14]

Origin of life | Plastidule theory
See main: Plastidue theory

Haeckelm, after reading Darwin in 1860, first began to lecture on the origin of species in 1862. In 1866, Haeckel, in his
General Morphology (Generelle Morphologie), introduced the terms: ‘Plastide’, ‘Plasson’, and ‘Plastidul’, from the
Greek plastikos, from plassein to mold or form, as his designation of the first single-celled organisms, creatures of the
lowest morphological order of ‘individual’, as his solution to the origin of life problem (which Darwin had patched, in
1871, using a warm pond model). The creatures or entities themselves Haeckel called ‘Plastiden’, which he
considered to be the building blocks from which all life is made, were hypothesized to be filled with a homogeneous
substance called ‘Plasson’, which in turn was composed of molecules called ‘Plastidule’ (plural) or ‘Plastidul’
(singular), which were special types of molecules that had the ability to reproduce through a sort of molecular
‘memory’; a conception vaguely said to be similar to or precursory in conception to the way in which the modern
view of chromosomes and DNA (molecules) facilitate or rather transmit traits in the process of reproduction. [7]
The term ‘plastidule’ tends to be rendered in the modern as the "first living molecules"—although this may not
exactly be a correct translation, as Haeckel seems to have held a monism viewpoint in his mind.

Goethe | Elective Affinities
In his November 1875 lecture “On the Procreation of
Life-Particles or Perigenesis of Plastidule” (“Über die
Wellenzeugung der Lebensteilchen oder die Perigenesis
der Plastidule”), wherein "perigenesis", supposedly,
means: “inheritance transmission via a type of growth
force possessed by one generation to another”, Haeckel
elaborated on his plastidule theory to explain
generational transmission. He opened to the straightforward view that: [4]
“Every atom has an inherent amount of force and is
animated in this sense.”
“Jedes Atom besitzt eine inharente Summe von Kraft
und ist in diesem Sinne beseelt.”

A circa 1910 photo (Ѻ) of Haeckel in his studio.

He then went on to embraced Goethe's conception of elective affinities, anthropomorphizing atoms using what
seems to be the extrapolate down approach: [5]
“Without the adoption of an 'atomic soul' the most common and general phenomena of chemistry are inexplicable.
Pleasure and pain, desire and aversion, attraction and repulsion must be all atomic-masses together, the movements
of the atoms, which must take place in formation and release of each chemical compound, are only explicable only if
we instill in them sensation and volition. What else is due to basically the generally accepted chemical study of the
elective affinity of the body than on the unconscious assumption that in fact the attracting and repelling atoms are
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inspired by certain tendencies, and that they, these feelings or impulses, following too have the will and the ability to
move towards each other and away from each other? What Goethe transmits in his 'Elective Affinities' on the highest
composite soul life of man, which has full truth.”
“Ohne die Annahme einer ‘Atomseele’ sind die gewöhnlichsten und allgemeinsten Erscheinungen der Chemie
unerklärlich. Lust und Unlust, Begierde und Abneigung, Anziehung und Abstoßung müssen allen Massen-Atomen
gemeinsam sein; den die Bewegungen der Atome, die bei Bildung und Auflösung einer jeden chemischen Verbindung
stattfinden müssen, sind nur erklärbar, wenn wir ihnen Empfindung und Willen beilegen. Worauf anders beruht den
im Grunde die allgemein angenommene chemische Lehre von der Wahlverwandtschaft der Körper, als auf der
unbewussten Voraussetzung, dass in der Tat die sich anziehenden und abstoßenden Atome von bestimmten
Neigungen beseelt sind, und dass sie, diesen Empfindungen oder Trieben folgend, auch den Willen und die Fähigkeit
besitzen, sich zu einander hin und von einander fort zu bewegen? Was Goethe in seinen ‘Wahlverwandtschaften’
über das höchst zusammengesetzte Seelenleben des Menschen überträgt, das besitzt volle Wahrheit …”
Here, to note, in Haeckel's comment on the "will and the ability of atoms to move towards and away from each
other", we are reminded of German philosopher and Goethean protege Arthur Schopenhauer's 1818-1844 elective
affinity theory of the will of atoms (will to power). It would not be until the development of exchange force theory
that this "ability of atoms and molecules to move towards and away from each other" would be reconciled or rather
upgraded, in the 1930s, to the model that atoms and molecules of themselves do not have the ability to towards or
away from each other, but rather that the transmittal or exchange of field particles is what produced the motion or
as it is sometimes explained changes the behavior of the bound state entity ("Massen-Atomen" or atomic mass, as
Haeckel seems to define things) that emits or receives the field particle. [6]
In a 26 May 1876 letter to Haeckel, Bartholomaus von Carneri (1821-1909), in commentary on one of Haeckel's
recent publications, stated: [9]
“I was full of jubilation at the clarity with which you pass from chemical elective affinity one side into the realm of life
and on the other into the realm of mechanics.”
(add discussion)

Memory of atoms
Haeckel commented, at some point, that he got his idea of the “memory of atoms” (whatever he means by this?)
from Goethe’s 1809 Elective Affinities. [4]

Elective affinity | Review
The following is Haeckel's 1899 summary of Goethe’s novella-version theory of human chemical affinities: [1]
“Goethe, in his classical romance, Elective Affinities, compares the relations of pairs of loves with the phenomenon of
the same name in the formation of chemical combinations. The irresistible passion that draws Edward to the
sympathetic Ottilie, or Paris to Helen, and leaps over all bounds of reason and morality, is the same powerful
unconscious attractive force which impels the living spermatozoon to force an entrance into the ovum in the
fertilization of the egg of the animal or plant—the same impetuous movement which unities the two atoms of the
hydrogen to one atom of the oxygen for the formation of the a molecule of water. This fundamental unity of affinity
in the whole of nature was recognized by the great Greek scientist Empedocles in the fifth century BC in his theory of
the love and hatred of the elements.”
(add discussion)
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Elective affinity | Psychological
chemotropism
In his love letters written between 1898 and 1903,
Haeckel mentions the concept of elective affinity at
least three times in respect to his own romantic
relationships. In one letter to a Franziska von
Altenhausen, Haeckel defines elective affinity as a
strange psychological chemotropism: [8]
“… seductive women—why should I, despite all
scruples and obstacles, cast myself into the dust
before you? Dearst Franziska, herein lies the enigma
of ‘elective affinity’, of that strange psychological
‘chemotropism’, of whose power I have spoken
repeatedly in my books—little dreaming that I
myself should fall a victim to it in my old age!”
(add discussion)

Soul theory
Haeckel was a rather unique soul theorist, as soul
theorists go, attributed "souls", eventually, to all
entities: organism, cells, tissues, nerves, crystals,
atoms, and light-bearing ether. [2] In his 1874
Anthropogeny (The Origin of Humans), Haeckel
began to use a mechanical explanation of nature,
albeit in panpsychism sort of way, so to speak, that
energy and soul are synonymously denoted by the
term “energy” (or possibly kraft). [4]

Haeckel's 1874 "evolution of man" diagram, showing: 1 Amoeba; 1a
Asexual reproduction (amoeba dividing); 2 Sexual reproduction (cell
with spore); 3 Multi-cellular organism (early embryonic stage); 4
Muliticellular organism with three germ layers (blastula); 5 Organism
One peculiar example of his material soul theory is with primitive mouth (gastrula); 6 Planaria; 7 Worm (leech); 8
his temperature-based "soul snow" conception, one Primitive chordate (tunicate larva); 8a Adult tunicate; 9 Lancelet; 10
Jawless fish (lamprey); 11 Cartilaginous fishes (shark); 12 Australian
of the more forced religion-melded-to-science
lungfish; 13 South American lungfish; 14 Aquatic reptile (plesiosaur);
contrivances known to science, thermodynamics or 15 Early amphibian (labytinthodont); 16 Modern amphibian (newt);
rather religious thermodynamics in particular. His
17 Reptile (iguana); 18 Monotreme (platypus); 19 Marsupial
last book, the 1917 Crystal Souls: Studies on
(kangaroo); 20 Prosimian (lemur); 21 Monkey (langur); 22 Ape
Inorganic Life, was devoted to extolling his views on (orangutan); 23 Ape-man (Pithecanthropus); 24 Modern human (a
Papuan).
souls in liquid crystals. [3]

Descent of man | 1874
In 1874, Haeckel gave what seems to be one of the first "evolution of man", diagrams (adjacent), from amoeba to
modern human, "great chain of being" like diagram, illustrated by modern and fossil species: [10] Of note here we
see the prototype of a the organic | inorganic origin of life divide forming, namely the amoeba (first form of life) |
inorganic matter (parts of amoeba) conceptual demarcation. A fuller reading of Haeckel's works, however, are in
order here, to see what he conceptualized before or at step one (amoeba)?

Education
Haeckel grew up listening to his mother recite Schiller’s poetry and discussing Goethe’s nature philosophy with his
father. [15] Haeckel, in his General Morphology (1866), commented in regard to his earlier educational years:
“In our most impressionable years, we are given very defective, perverse, and often really mischievous instruction, by
which we are filled with absurd errors, instead of natural truths.”
In 1858, Haeckel completed his MD in Berlin in under Johannes Muller, among others, in biological sciences, wherein
he adopted the Helmholtz school of thought, that of the mechanical theory of life over that of the vitalism theory of
life. Haeckel then completed a DSc in biology and PhD in zoology, the latter at the University of Jena, where at he
became a professor of comparative anatomy, remaining there for 47 years, until 1909.
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Quotes
The following are noted quotes:
“We thus arrive at the extremely important conviction that all natural
bodies which are known to us, are equally animated, that the
distinction which has been made between animate and inanimate
bodies does not exist.”
— Ernst Haeckel (1868), The History of Creation, key-citation from above [11]

“Darwin is the ‘new Newton’ who has explained the origin of
organisms strictly via mechanical causes.”
— Ernst Haeckel (1868), History of Creation [13]

“Judeo-Christian beliefs are ‘those dogmatic doctrines of
anthropism’.”
— Ernst Haeckel (c.1868) [14]

“Wolfgang Goethe: Germany’s greatest genius.”
— Ernst Haeckel (1892), Monism [16]

“The immortal merit of establishing the doctrine on an empirical basis, and pointing out its world-wide application,
belongs to the great scientist Charles Darwin; he it was who, in 1859, supplied a solid foundation foi the theory of
descent, which the able French naturalist Jean Lamarck had already sketched in its broad outlines in 1809, and the
fundamental idea of which had been almost prophetically enunciated in 1799 by Germany's greatest poet and
thinker, Wolfgang Goethe. These three distinguished naturalists shine as three stars of the first magnitude amid all
the great men of the century.”
— Ernst Haeckel (1899), The Riddle of the Universe (pgs. 4-5)

“During the Middle Ages—especially during the domination of the papacy—scientific work in this direction entirely
ceased. The torture and the stake of the Inquisition insured that an unconditional belief in the Hebrew mythology
should be the final answer to all the questions of creation.”
— Ernst Haeckel (1899), The Riddle of the Universe (pg. 238)

“As the coach pulled up to Darwin’s ivy-covered country house, shaded by elms, out of the shadows of the vinecovered entrance came the great scientist himself to meet me. He had a tall, worthy form with the broad shoulders
of Atlas, who carries a world of thought. He had a Jupiter-like forehead, high and broadly domed, similar to Goethe’s,
and with deep furrows from the habit of mental work.”
— Ernst Haeckel (c.1900), retrospect on first meeting Charles Darwin [15]
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Hage, Ghassan
In hmolscience, Ghassan Hage (1957-) is a Lebanese-born Australian social
anthropologist noted for []

Overview
In 2011, Hage was the co-editor of the collaborative book Force, Movement, Intensity:
the Newtonian Imagination in the Humanities and Social Sciences, along with Australian
cultural anthropologist Emma Kowal, noted for her work on machines as metaphor for
society (see: human machine), such as found in the work of Thomas Hobbes, which is
filled with sixteen rich multi-author chapters on what seems to be the history of
physical sociology, scientific sociology, and social physics (see: two cultures
namesakes), discussing thinkers such as Vilfredo Pareto, Lawrence Henderson, Auguste
Comte, indexed with niche topics such as social gravity. [1] The book discusses Prussian
general Carl Clausewitz, noted for his moral and romantic theory of warfare, who in his
1832 posthumously-published treatise On War, used the principle of friction to
distinguish real war from the mechanical, Newtonian world, and speculates on his possible knowledge of the
thermodynamics of Sadi Carnot—though this latter supposition seems doubtful, as Carnot’s self-published 1824 On
the Motive Power of Fire was not generally known until 1834 when popularized by Emile Clapeyron. Hage, an expert
in the work of Pierre Bourdieu, contributed a chapter entitled “Social Gravity: Pierre Bourdieu’s Phenomenological
Social Physics” on Bourdieu's supposed social gravity based social physics theories. [2]

Quotes
The following are noted quotes from the book:
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“Why were the first human scientists so determined to be the Newton’s of social theory? Surely, the activities of
human beings are not like the motions of planets in their orbits, or rigid spheres rolling down inclined planes? Surely,
they are far more like the behavior of living creatures? So why did the initial creators of the human sciences not rely
on models from biology in their theory-building, rather than on implausible analogies with physics.”
— Stephen Toulmin (1998), “The Idol of Stability” [3]
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Haken, Hermann
In science, Hermann Haken (1927-) is a German theoretical physicist noted for his
1960s synergetics theories of self-organization, based on an interpretation of lasers as
types of self-organizing non-equilibrium systems. The following, from his 1983
Advanced Synergetics, is a noted one nature theory quote by Haken: [2]
“Why should systems consisting of components as different as electrons, atoms,
molecules, photons, cells, animals, or even humans be governed by the same principles
when they organize themselves to form electrical oscillations, patterns in fluids,
chemical waves, laser beams, organs, animal societies, or social groups.”
(add discussion)

Social laser model
See main: Human

The following is example of Haken’s anthropomorphized laser theory view, as restated by Cuban-born American antireductionism philosopher Alicia Juarrero: [1]
“Light, as a laser beam, which as a whole ‘slaves’ or entrains its component atomic waves to its frequency, also
exercises a type of formal cause.”

Influences
The bulk of Austrian-born American astrophysicist Erich Jantsch’s efforts to bridge the gap between science and
humanism is said to be built on the self-organization work of Ilya Prigogine and Haken. Haken has worked Polish
physicist Michal Kurzynski. Chinese particle physicist Yi-Fang Chang seems to build much of his recent 2009 social
synergetics theories on Haken.
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Hakfoort, Caspar
In hmolscience, Casper Hakfoort (1955-1999) (RE=44), oft-cited as C. Hakfoort, was
Dutch physicist and science historian noted for []

Overview
In 1992, Hakfoort, in his “masterpiece” article, as Dutch science historian Floris Cohen
(2013) aptly describes it, “Science Deified: Wilhelm Ostwald’s Energeticist World-View
and the History of Scientism”, penned a focused analysis on the social energetics
theories of German physical chemist Wilhelm Ostwald; the abstract of which is as
follows: [1]
“The life and work of the German chemist and philosopher Wilhelm Ostwald (1853–
1932) is studied from the angle of scientism. In Ostwald's case scientism amounted to:
(i) the construction of a unified science of nature (energetics); (ii) its use as the
‘scientific’ basis for an all-embracing philosophy or world-view (energeticism); (iii) the
programme to realize this philosophy in practice, as a secular religion to replace
Christianity. Energetics, a generalized thermodynamics, was proposed by Ostwald and others to replace mechanics as
the fundamental theory in physical science. Its contents and fortunes are briefly discussed. Ostwald's energeticist
philosophy is illustrated by his classification of the pure sciences, his theory of happiness and his science-based
ethics. Ostwald cherished a metaphysics in which energy and energy transformations were fundamental to all
phenomena and processes. As a result, he transferred his optimism about science and technology to energeticism:
philosophical, psychological and ethical questions were regarded as capable of solution by his scientistic philosophy.
The practice of Ostwald's energeticism is illustrated by two of his ‘Sunday sermons’ (on prayer and on Christmas), as
well as by a public lecture on science. He considered science the modern and legitimate substitute for God and
claimed that science was, or would soon be, omnipresent, eternal, almighty, omniscient and perfectly good.
Ostwald's substitute religion of science suggests the question, discussed in the last section of this paper, to what
extent and in what sense historians might fruitfully interpret scientism as a secular religion.”
(add discussion)

Education
Hakfoort completed his BS in physics in 1977 at Radboud University Nijmegen, his MS in 1980 at Utrecht University,
with a thesis on the scientific method in the optics of Rene Descartes and Isaac Newton, where he focused on the
principles and history of physics, and in 1985 completed his PhD with a dissertation on the issues in eighteenthcentury optics under H.A.M. Snelders at the Institute for the History of Natural Science. [6] In 1995, Hakfoort's PhD
was published in book form as Optics in the Age of Euler: Conceptions of the Nature of Light, 1700-1795, which
discusses how Leonhard Euler published a wave theory of light in 1746, the abstract of which is as follows: [3]
“According to received historiography, the fundamental issue in eighteenth-century optics was whether light could be
understood as the emission of particles or as the motion of waves in a subtle medium. Moreover, the emission theory
of light was supposed to have been dominant in the eighteenth century, backed by Newton's physical arguments.
This picture is enriched and qualified by focusing on the origins, contents, and reception of Leonhard Euler's wave
theory of light published in 1746, here studied in depth for the first time. Contrary to what has been assumed, in an
important sense, the particle-wave debate only starts with Euler. In addition, Euler's wave theory was the most
popular theory in Germany for thirty-five years. Finally, when the emission view of light suddenly became dominant
in Germany around 1795, new chemical experiments were crucial. Reflecting on the mathematical, experimental, and
metaphysical aspects of physical optics, Casper Hakfoort provides as an epilogue a general picture of early modern
science.”
In late 1986, Hakfoort became a lecturer (professor from 1990) in the group of Floris Cohen at the University of
Twente.

Scientism | Energetics
In the early 1990s, following his dissertation work, Hakfoort moved on to a focus centered on “scientism” in general,
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albeit centered on the energetics of Wilhelm Ostwald, which his associate Dutch science historian Floris Cohen (Ѻ)
summarizes as follows: [4]
“As Casper showed in his article ‘The Historiography of Scientism: A Critical Review’ (1995), the notion of scientism in
a variety of meanings has been around for a long time; still, Casper put it to new uses by applying it to persistent
efforts over the centuries, from Hobbes and d’Holbach to Capra and Hawking in our own day, to make the latest
science serve the construction of a world-view.”
Cohen, in his 2013 obituary-biography of Hakfoort, summarizes his turn to energetics history studies as follows: [5]
“That theme he finally took the philosophical significance of science in modern society, to be more precise, the
tendency of scientists to their theories, valid for a limited domain of reality, to build up complete worldviews and
philosophies out. Both this phenomenon, also known as scientism, as the political counterpart, technocracy, Hakfoort
ran against the grain and therefore deserved further investigation. His case he found in the late nineteenth-century
ideas of the great German chemist and later Nobel laureate Wilhelm Ostwald. Ostwald strove his energetic teaching,
which he saw as the basis for the whole of physics and chemistry, to build a comprehensive worldview. To this end,
Ostwald designed amongst much more energetic happiness formula and he propagated energetic Sunday Meetings
with associated rituals and chants, replacing traditional Christian worship. Hakfoort created, there is usually a great
pleasure at hearing his lectures so far to get them singing along Ostwald replacement carols lustily. His most
important publication on this subject, it is now almost be called classic 'Science deified Wilhelm Ostwald Energeticist
world-view and the History of Scientism', published in 1992 in Annals of Science.”
Cohen also notes that Hakfoort spent several times shorter or longer periods abroad, both in Germany, where he did
research in the archives of Ostwald, as in the U.S. and England. In 1992, Hakfoort was associated with the department
of history of the University of Twente, Netherlands.

Ostwald book | Unfinished
At the start of 1998, Hakfoort was working on a new book on Ostwald, tentatively entitled Science as Paradise:
Wilhelm Ostwald’s Energeticist World-View, an expansion of his 1992 article of sorts, focused on ‘what made this
extraordinary man ‘tick’, in respect to his energetics replacing religion world view and its critics (supposedly Ludwig
Boltzmann and Max Weber). The table of contents of the drafting book are shown below:
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During his last days, in this state, the unfinished book was partially completed, containing 55,000 words and being
427 kb in size, the table of contents of which recounted in respect to level of completion by his associate Floris
Cohen, and Hakfoort expressed openness for the possibility of someone completing his book following is passing
(reaction end). Unfortunately, all of Hakfoort’s notes, computer files, photo copies of numerous books and articles,
etc., that were for some time being kept stored at the department of history, at the University of Twente, were lost in
a fire that destroyed the building in circa 2009. Some of chapter one is available as pdf via Floris Cohen. [4]

Reaction end
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In the summer of 1998, Hakfoort fell ill and was no longer able to work; he died (dereacted) (ceased to exist) from a
malignant brain tumor on 4 Mar 1999. [6]

Key | Find
The finding of the relatively unknown Hakfoort (Hmolpedia article #3,238), and his somewhat hidden gem article,
occurred via reading of the citation of his work in the 2013 writings of American energetics historian Eric Zencey. [2]
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Haldane, John
In science, John Haldane (1982-1964), often cited as J.B.S. Haldane, was an English
biochemist (powered-chnops chemist), with a "formidable intelligence" (Smith, 1965),
noted for his 1929 half living thing theory, for his 1932 hot thin soup theory (see:
primordial soup), and for his 1950s kin selection theory.

Hamilton’s rule | Two brothers or eight cousins
In 1924, Haldane, in a series of papers, worked out the consequences of Mendelian
genetics for the theory of evolution. [7] The so-called theory kin selection, i.e. the
premise that any individual person would be willing to die for so many geneticallyrelated kin, supposedly, arose in the work of Sewall Wright (1924), Ralph Fisher (1930)
and Haldane (1932), who each were working out the mathematical theory of
population genetics. [4][7] Sometime later, “in the fifties”, as recalled by Haldane’s
graduate student John Maynard Smith (1920-2004), who was either there or told the
story by Haldane, Haldane was with some other of is graduate students at a London
pub called The Orange Tree, working on the mathematics of kin selection, during which time Haldane, who had been
calculating on the back of an envelope for some minutes, suddenly sprang up and announced the following humorous
conclusion, deduced from his calculations:
“I would gladly die [lay down my life] for two brothers or eight cousins.”
— John Haldane (c.1952), recalled by Maynard Smith [5]

The basic premise here, being that because siblings are on average 50% identical by descent, nephews 25%, and
cousins 12.5%, that, owing to the Darwinian paradigm of survival of the fittest, with its inherent supposed
overarching aim to pass on one’s genes, that human kin lives can be equated as follows:
1 person = 8 cousins (12.5x8=100)
1 person = 4 nephews (4x25=100)
1 person = 2 brothers (2x50=100)
Haldane later referred to this “idea”, which, to many, has become the laughing stock, semi-truthful, semi-funny,
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semi-absurd, punchline joke of genetic based natural selection theory, in an article in Penguin New Biology. [5]
Alternatively, according to Smith (1976), as the memory of the details of this infamous statement seems a bit opaque
to him, “Haldane’s remark, I guess was made when he was writing the Penguin New Biology article, and remembered
it.” [6]
In 1964, English evolutionary biologist William D. Hamilton put the above logic, supposedly done independently, into
formulaic form, and theory has since become known as Hamilton’s rule, the supposed basis of the theory of “kin
selection”.

Half living things
In 1929, on half living things, Haldane, in hi “The
Origin of Life”, states: [1]
“When ultra-violet light acts on a mixture of
water, carbon dioxide, and ammonia, a vast
A 2007 labeling, by American electrochemical engineer Libb Thims, of
variety of organic substances are made, including the four element molecule aspartic acid as “not alive”, according to
sugars and apparently [Edward Baly, 1920s] some common laymanized scientific views, and ribonucleic acid (RNA) as
of the materials from which proteins are built up. “alive”, according to theories such as the RNA world hypothesis, which
The first living or half-living things were probably supposes that RNA was the first form of life; a depiction that is similar
large molecules synthesized under the influence of to Haldane’s 1929 “half-living thing” precursory origin of life
supposition. [3]
the sun’s radiation, and only capable of
reproduction in the particularly favorable medium in which they originated.”
Here, to note, in Haldane’s supposition of a ‘half-living thing’, we recall American electrochemical engineer Libb
Thims’ 2007 ridicule (Human Chemistry), depicted adjacent, of the more-alive/less-alive theory associated with the
RNA life theory; in another instance he states:
“The link [line] between the living and dead matter is somewhere between a cell and an atom.”
— John Haldane (1929), “The Origin of Life” (Ѻ)

The half-living thing theory or the more alive, alive, not alive divide is one of the precursory mindsets to the defunct
theory of life.

Other
In his 1924 book Daedalus, Haldane uses the name ‘Daedalus’ in the sense of a symbol of the revolutionary spirit of
science; a book which was cited by Russian mineralogist Vladimir Vernadsky in his biosphere theory. In his 1932 The
Causes of Evolution, Halden postulated that, some two billion years ago, something of microscopic size separated
from the ‘hot thin soup’ (see: primordial soup).

Quotes
The following are noted quotes:
“Teleology is like a mistress to a biologist: he cannot live without her but he’s unwilling to be seen with her in public.”
— John Haldane (c.1930s), supposedly, a requote of something said in the 1880s by Ernst Brucke [2]

“An ounce of algebra is worth a ton of verbal argument.”
— John Haldane (c.1935), quoted by Maynard Smith [7]

See also
● Truth
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Half-alive theory
In science, half-alive theory or "more alive" /
"less alive" theory is a speculative origin of life
conjecture, hypothesis, or type of thought
experiment which supposes that prior to the
formation of the first “life” there existed a
half-living thing (John Haldane, 1929), semiliving molecule (Time, 1957), in contrast to a
living molecule, or less-alive molecule (Libb
Thims, 2007), in contrast to a more-alive
English mathematician-physicist Karl Pearson's 1892 interjection on the
molecule, acting as a precursor to the first
jump from living (matter) to lifeless (matter), or dead matter to living
living thing.
matter, in regards to something "not yet life", which is a half-alive type of
theory speculation. [6]

Supermateriality
In 1892, English mathematical physicist Karl Pearson, in his The Grammar of Science, a book looking at mind and life
in the context of modern physical science, stated the following: [6]
“Those who believe that the organic [see: living matter] has been developed from inorganic, that living has
proceeded from dead ‘matter’ [see: dead matter], may then assert that there must be in matter ‘something-which-isnot-yet-life-but-which-may-develop-into-life’, and may fitly term this side of matter supermateriality.”

Half-living thing
In 1929, English bio-chemist (chnops-chemist) John Haldane, in an article published in Rationalist Annual, argued that
the atmosphere of the early earth was mostly carbon dioxide, ammonia, and water vapor, containing little oxygen;
without oxygen no ozone would be present, hence: [1]
“When ultra-violet light acts on a mixture of water, carbon dioxide, and ammonia, a vast variety of organic
substances are made, including sugars and apparently [Edward Baly, 1920s] some of the materials from which
proteins are built up. The first living or half-living things were probably large molecules synthesized under the
influence of the sun’s radiation, and only capable of reproduction in the particularly favorable medium in which they
originated.”

Biocule
In 1927, while not exactly a "half-alive theory", per se, but in the neighborhood, British animal psychologist Lloyd
Morgan, gave the following outline: [7]
“Let us provisionally arrange ‘natural entities’ in ascending order in an emergent hierarchy. Such a suit may be: atom,
molecule, colloidal unit, ‘biocule’, cell, multicellular organism, community of such organisms. Here ‘biocule’ stands
for a hypothetical link in the chain.”
Morgan, in 1929, elaborated on this "biocule" (i.e. first "living molecule") hypothesis as follows: [8]
“On the assumption that all are in accordance with nature, and that they stand in order of evolutionary genesis, it
follows that, at some stage of evolution a, there were atoms only; at stage b, molecules (and atoms) only. Not until
stage c was reached were there living units (may one say ‘biocules’?) in biochemical relationship. Here we come into
touch with the hypothesis, the fullest knowledge of the nature and properties of the atomic world at stage a would
not enable the most for-sighted atomic logician, so to speak, to deduce and foretell the nature and properties of the
molecules at stage b; nor would the fullest knowledge of molecules at this stage of evolution enable the molecular
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logician to predict the distinctive character of ‘biocules’ at stage c, that is before any ‘biocule’ had come into
existence.”
While, again, this is not specifically a half-alive theory, the following is the gist of what Morgan is supposing, in his
assertion that somewhere in or amid the jump from "stage a" to "stage b" (or at stage b) that "life" appeared:
atoms (dead) + molecules (dead) → biocules (alive)
A prolonged study and introspection of this "hypothetical" reaction in terms of free energy is where its logic shows
through as faulty; thought, to note, this conclusion is not immediate.

Semi-living molecules
An early January 1957 Manhattan meeting for the American Association for the Advancement of Science, a debate
arose over what seems to be Haldane’s 1929 reducing atmosphere / hot thin soup (see: primordial soup) origin of life
theory—supposedly in regards to his conjecture that: “that the first living or half-living things were probably large
molecules synthesized under the influence of the sun’s radiation”. This debate spurred the Time magazine article “Of
Molecules & Men”, which speculated on this further, discussing concepts such as “semiliving molecules” and
automation: [2]
“The business of biology is to study all aspects of life, from semiliving molecules to automation. At last week's
Manhattan meeting of the American Association for the Advancement of Science, which goes heavy on biology,
platoons of speakers went to work on life. Some highlights: Original Soup. Best theory of how life began assumes that
the earth once had a "reducing" atmosphere of methane, ammonia, hydrogen and water, as the outer planets have
now. Solar radiation and lightning, according to the theory, turned this mixture into organic molecules which
gradually grew complex enough to...”

More alive / less alive theory
See main: More alive / less alive theory

In 1993, Canadian political scientist Paris Arnopoulos, in his
"Life" chapter, to his Sociophysics, gave the following
summary: [9]

American electrochemical engineer Libb Thims' 2007 ridicule
diagram of the absurdity of the "more alive" (coenzyme A, a
“Primitive and pagan people attribute some kind of life to
6-element molecule), "alive" (RNA, a 5-element molecule),
all creation. The pre-Socratics concurred with this belief, as not alive or "less alive" (aspartic acid a 4-element molecule),
Thales’ hylozoism and Pythagoras’ pananimism attest. From or definitely not alive hydrogen molecule (a 1-element
molecule) or hydrogen atom position. [3]
this traditional viewpoint, all beings are alive in different

ways and various degrees, the more formidable the
complexity of its components, the more alive is the system.”
In 2007, American electrochemical engineer Libb Thims, in his "Molecular Evolution" chapter, to his Human
Chemistry, was vacillating on on the popular notion that the RNA molecule is the first form of life, when viewed in the
light of a molecular evolution table, which holds that evolution from the hydrogen atom (a presumed to be "not
alive" entity) to the human molecule (a presumed to be "alive" entity) is but a progressive increase in element count
(26 for humans), animation, and reactivity properties. Thims, at this point, was indecisive as to the solution.

Defunct theory of life
In 2009, the faulty merits of the above "more alive / less alive" argument (2007), a repercussion of the RNA = first life
theory, acted as a ridicule or Aunt Sally type stepping stone to arrival of the defunct theory of life, by American
electrochemical engineer Libb Thims. [4] In this new perspective, namely that the grand unpublished "theory of life"
is not a scientific theory, but rather a religious-mythology based theory forced into modern physical science and
hence a defunct scientific theory that becomes acute in the chemical perspective (e.g. “chemistry does not know the
word life", Charles Sherrington, 1938; “[I suggest we] abandon the word ‘alive’”, Francis Crick, 1966) and especially so
in the chemical thermodynamic perspective (e.g. “there is no thing endowed with life”, Nikola Tesla, 1915), the
premise of a "semi-living molecule", i.e. a molecule that is so-to-say "half-alive", in retrospect, is a near-absurdity, but
one difficult to discern in conceptual context; such as was the case in the 2007-mindset of Thims.

Autogen theory
In 2011, American neurological anthropologist Terrence Deacon, in his mind from matter book Incomplete Nature,
outlined his "autogen theory", which argues that prior to the formation of the first living thing (some type of
membrane-bound cell with genetic material in his view) that a hypothetical molecular entity called an "autogen"
(self-generating system) existed, which Deacon explicitly defines as being "not alive", that self-assembled or selfgenerated, via autocatalysis, autopoiesis, autocatalytic closure, recursive, circular, etc. methods, to form the first life.
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[5] Deacon's theory, however, is smothered in layers upon layers of emergence theory and hypothetical coinings and
terms, to the point that discussion of his theory is crouched in hundreds of pages of his own made-up vocabulary (e.g.
telodynamics, morphodynamics, autogenic chemistry, autogenesis, to name a few) and is a theory that amounts to a
perpetual motion of the living kind theory.

See also
● First life
● Half-life
● Virus molecule
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Half-life
In science, half-life, or "period of half-decay"
(William Ramsay, 1907), in terminologicallyneutral language, refers, in its original meaning,
to the time required for half of a sample of
radioactive nuclides to spontaneously transform
or decay into a daughter nucleid, which may be
radioactive or not, with the emission of one or
more particles or photons; the time taken for the
activity of a given amount of a radioactive
substance to decay to half of its initial value; in a
general sense, the time required for one-half of a
given material to undergo chemical reactions. [1]

Synonyms | Terminology issues
Synonym alternatives, to half-life, collectively,
include: "half transformation time" (Ernest
An initial concentration Co versus time diagram for a generic first-order
Rutherford, 1905), "period of half-decay" and
reaction, showing that first-order reactions have a constant half-life (or
"half-life-period" (William Ramsay, 1907), "lifehalf-period), i.e. t1 = t2 = t3, meaning that the half-period is independent
period", "half-life-period", among others. Only
of the initial concentration of the reactant. (Ѻ)
two of these, namely half transformation time
and period of half-decay, are scientifically-neutral, while the others affix anthropomorphic religio-mythology based
speak to transformation of radioactive elements (uranium, radium, or thorium) into other elements.
The anthropomorphic terms half-life, life-period, etc., imply, indirectly, to the effect, that when uranium-238 (half-life
of 4.7 billion years) transforms or disintegrates into radium-226, or when radium-226 (half-life of 1,600 years)
transforms or disintegrates into lead-206, etc., that elements (or specifically radioactive elements, depending), while
existing in a certain bound state as a certain isotope, “live”, and likewise that when a transformation into a new
element occurs that the previous reactant element “dies”. While this subtle mythology-base language usage may
seem innocuous, to some, it is a subtle one in great need of correction; akin to the prevalence of the Greek god of life
Vita (e.g. the root of the word vitality), and his brother the god of death Mor (root of the word mores and morality),
seen in the 19th century vitalism and 20th century neo-vitalism debates, all of which is but in need of terminology
reform, per the defunct theory of life position (see: life terminology upgrades).
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Examples
The following are example half-lifes of a few chemical entities:
Tritium | 12.32 years (Ѻ)
Carbon-14 | 5,730±40 years
Uranium (isotope) | 4.5 billion years (Ѻ)
Thorium (isotope) | 14 billion years (Ѻ)
Hydrogen | 10E36 years (Ѻ)

Etymology
The following shows a semi-accurate half-life etymology snippet by John Ayto (2002): [2]

In 1905, Ernest Rutherford, in his “Present Problems in Radioactivity”, stated the following: [3]
“For convenience, these successive
products of the emanation will be
termed radium A, radium B, and
radium C. The time T for each of
these products to be half
transformed and the radiations from
each product are shown in the
following table [adjacent].”
Here it would seem that Rutherford was employing the phrase "half transformation time"; though he does not, to
note, in this article, use the later synonym term half-life or anything to this effect. In 1907, William Ramsay, who was
also working on the radioactivity problem, was employing the terms "period of half-decay" and "half-life-period" in
reference to a decrease in half of the measurements of the emanations from radium, which occurred in 3.75 days. [4]
Science biographer Elizabeth Oakes, in her Encyclopedia of World Scientists (2007), to note, incorrectly typos (pg.
276) that Rutherford coined the term half-life in 1890, which is hardly possible being that radioactivity wasn’t
discovered until 1896 by Henri Becquerel; her later entry on Rutherford (pg. 639), however, seems to clarify the
situation to the effect that the Rutherford discerned that the time it takes half a substance, i.e. a radioactive element
(uranium or thorium), to decay occurs geometrically over time. [5]

See also
● First life
● Half-life
● Lifetime
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In economics, Charles Hall (c.1943-) is an American systems ecologist noted for his
1986 to present attempts to derive a semblance of a thermodynamics-based ecological
economics theory, which he refers to as "biophysical economics", conceptualized as
being related to ecological economics, albeit without recourse to monetary assignment,
framed around an admixture of the Odum school, predominately, and the Roegen-Daly
school, in some respects.

Overview
In 1986, Hall co-authored Energy and Resource Quality: the Ecology of the Economic
Process, with Cutler Cleveland and Robert Kaufmann, wherein, via citation (Ѻ) to David
Pimentel, Herman Daly, and Robert Costanza, they discuss “energy subsidy”, i.e. a
measure of how much energy an organism or economy (the analogue of an ecosystem)
can capture from outside its borders, and “energetic return on investment”, i.e.
computes the energy returned to an organism as a result of some expenditure, e.g., migration to better food sources;
among other seeming verbal thermodynamics based arguments; the following are example quotes:
“Some biologists view the process of Darwinian selection as a law of energy, the ‘fourth law of thermodynamics’. This
‘law’ states that life is made up of unlikely, and hence nonrandom, combinations of molecules that superficially
appear to be an exception to the second law of thermodynamics.”
— Charles Hall, et al (1986), Energy and Resource Quality (pg. 9)

“The laws of thermodynamics and the law of conservation of mass form the basis of an energy perspective for
economic production. Recall that the first law limits our supply of matter and energy, and hence the goods and
services derived from them, because matter and energy can neither be created nor destroyed, only changed in form.”
— Charles Hall, et al (1986), Energy and Resource Quality (pg. 35)

In 2009, Hall, in his “What is the Minimum EROI that a Sustainable Society Must Have?”, co-authored with Stephen
Balogh and David Murphy, stated the following: [6]
“To chemists Frederick Soddy and Wilhelm Ostwald, anthropologist Leslie White, anthropologist Joseph Tainter (Ѻ),
historian John Perlin (Ѻ), systems ecologist Howard Odum, sociologist Frederick Cottrell, economist Nicholas
Georgescu-Roegen, energy scientist Vaclav Smil and a number of others in these and other disciplines, human history,
including contemporary events, is essentially about exploiting energy and the technologies to do so.”
In 2011, Hall, in his Energy and the Wealth of Nations: Understanding the Biophysical Economy [compare: Thomas
Wallace and his 2009 Wealth, Energy, and Human Values], co-written with American economist Kent Kiltgaard,
attempted to outline, thermodynamically, how the first law and second law, should be integrated into economic
policy, albeit in what might be called the Roegen-Daly school of thought on entropy, i.e. the view of Nicholas
Georgescu and his student Herman Daly, namely the very tenable view that entropy, in economic terms, equates to
“value lost to waste”, and that this explains pollution, resource scarcity, unemployment, and depletion. Hall and
KIltgaard summarize that the two laws in biophysical economics equate to the translation that, in their own words:
(1) energy conservation implies that every process of industrial and biotic production requires the input of energy,
and (2) entropy production implies that because of the unavoidable entropy production the valuable part of energy
(called exergy) is transformed into useless heat at the temperature of the environment (called anergy), and usually
matter is dispersed too. [1]
In 2011, Brigham Young University, was running a winter 400-level course called “Science Phy 453: Sociology and
Physics”, taught by professor David Samuels Barnard, whose course notes contain Mieczyslaw Dobija’s 2004
“Theories of Chemistry and Physics Applied to Developing an Economic Theory of Intellectual Capital”, Jing Chen’s
2008 “Understanding Social Systems: a Free Energy Perspective”, which, in turn, cities the works of John Bryant
(2007), Bikas Chakrabarti (2005), Charles Hall (1986), Paul Colinvaux, Erich Muller (1998), Jurgen Mimkes (2005), Libb
Thims (2007), and the Rossini debate works of Harold Leonard (2006) and Frederick Rossini (1971), among other
residual works, such as Edwin Jaynes. [4]
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BioPhysical Economics meetings
See main: BPE 2016

In 2008, Hall organized the first meeting of
“BioPhysical Economics” scholars, held in
Syracuse, NY. By 2015, their group had six very
successful meetings without, however,
formalizing the group. During the 2015 Joint
Meeting of Canada and United States Societies
for Ecological Economics (CANUSEE 2015) at the
University of British Columbia, Vancouver, the
group decided to formalize its identity and
become the “International Association of
An 8 Dec 2015 screen shot of the countdown for the 7th BioPhysical
BioPhysical Economists (IABPE).” The also
decided to continue their loose ties to ecological Economics meeting, and event started by Hall (2008), scheduled to be
economics. Thus, the 7th BioPhysical Economics held in Washington on 26-29 Jun 2016, subtitled rather boldly "where
natural sciences meets social sciences. [5]
Meeting will be held on 26-29 Jun 2016 in
conjunction with the International Society of Ecological Economics in Washington. [5]

Education
Hall completed BS in biology in 1965 in Colgate University, Hamilton, New York, his MS in zoology, in 1966 at
Pennsylvania State University, and PhD in 1970 in systems ecology under Howard T. Odum at the University of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill. In 1986, Hall promoted a fourth law of thermodynamics (see: laws of thermodynamics), likely
a variant of the Odum's.

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“Neoclassical economics is inconsistent with the laws of thermodynamics.”
— Charles Hall (2009), interview with Nathanial Gronewold [2]
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Hall, Edward
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In hmolscience, Edward Hall (1914-2009) was an American anthropologist noted for his
1966 The Hidden Dimension: an Anthropologist Examines Man’s Use of Space in Public
in Private, wherein he extends the 1955 animal personal space, flight or fight, trigger
reaction, and territorial measurement work of German zoologist Heini Hediger, to
develop theories on human social volumes.

Action chain | Chain reaction
In 1966, Hall, in his The Hidden Dimension, used the term “chain reaction”, and or,
supposedly, “action chain”, as a type of automated reaction sequence of events or
“dance”, in the case of two-person action chain; noting that the common goal could be
reached only after each link in the chain was forged. Hall gave the example of the
fifteen ordered steps required in the matting of the sticklebacks. He then argued that
humans, similarly, do nothing that is not part of an action chain. [8]

Molecules | Space
See: Social space; Personal space; Sidewalk study; Hallway study

In 1966, Hall, in his The Hidden Dimension, stated the following: [1]
“As more and more is learned about both men and animals, it becomes clear that the skin itself is a very
unsatisfactory boundary or measuring point for crowding. Like molecules that make up all matter, living things move
and therefore require more or less fixed amounts of space (see: social space). Absolute zero, the bottom of the scale,
is reached when people are so compressed that movement is no longer possible. Above this point, the containers in
which man finds himself either allow him to move about freely or else cause him to jostle, push, and shove. How he
responds to this jostling, and hence to the enclosed space, depends on how he feels about being touched by
strangers.”
Here, interestingly, he compares people to molecules and notes frankly that "skin" is not a good boundary
measurement for humans, which is good rule of thumb guideline for beginner human thermodynamicists in respect
to discernment of "boundaries" in human social
thermodynamic terms.

Social gravity
The following is another noted quote by Hall:
[5]
“Like gravity, the influence of two bodies on
each other is inversely proportional not only to
the square of the distance but possibly even the
cube of the distance between them.”
In equation form, Hall seems to be giving the
following estimate of the measure of the force
between humans and animals or what seems to
be social gravity:

where GS is the social gravity, d is the distance between the two people or animals, and n is a number between 2 and
3. Hall explains this logic in terms of his "invisible bubbles" theory and compressed social stress:
“If one sees man surrounded by a series of invisible bubbles which have measurable dimensions, architecture can be
seen in a new light. It is then possible to conceive that people can be cramped by the spaces in which they have to
live and work. They may find themselves forced into behavior, relationships, or emotional outlets that are overly
stressful. When stress increases, sensitivity to crowding rises—people get more on edge—so that more and more
space is required as less and less is available.”
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The adjacent numbers give some example calculation of what
Hall is saying here. In other words, if for example you get in
someone's face, at a distance of 0.5 meters, the force may
increase at a rate proportional to the inverse cube (8 newtons
of force) of the distance rather than the inverse square (4
newtons of force) of the distance, according to Hall's intuitive
estimates.
To give a comparison example, magnetic field strength is
often described as diminishing inversely proportional to the
square of the distance; but one will often hear descriptions that
the field strength is inversely proportional to the cube of the
distance from the surface of the magnet. It depends on the source of the field and how close you are to it.
A "monopole" field goes like
. Magnetic monopoles don't actually exist as far as we know to date, but
some situations can produce a field which is approximately a monopole field over a limited region. For example, if
you have a long bar magnet and you stay close to one pole. A "dipole" field goes like
a current loop or a bar magnet,
when you get far enough away that
it appears "small."

. This is what you get from

Norway rat study
Hall, in his chapter three "Crowding
and Social Behavior in Animals",
gives a rather cogent analysis of
American ethologist John Calhoun's
famous Norway rat study,
conducted over a period of 14years in and about a barn, with an
overhead glass walkway
observation platform, in Rockville,
Maryland, from 1947 to 1958,
commenting for example how
Callhoun discerned the Dunbar
number, i.e. 150, of population
stability:
“Even with plenty of food and no pressure from predation, the population never exceeded 200 individuals, and
stabilized at 150.”
even before it was actually given the name "Dunbar number" in honor or Robin Dunbar. The following, below left, is
Hall's reconstruction of the Calhoun's rat density study, shown adjacent to Libb Thims reconstruction of the same
study based on Hall's description and illustration. [7]

Hmolscience
Hall’s work is frequently cited in efforts quantify and or formulate theories on social volume and or human volumes,
in general, in physical, chemical, and or thermodynamical terms; examples found in the works Raddai Raikhlin (2003)
and Libb Thims (2007). [2] Thims, in particular, employed the work of Hall and Hediger to develop aspects of human
molecular orbital theory, such as explaining their so-called "attack reaction" theory: [3]
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in chemical reaction terms.

Reaction bubbles
Hall also states:
“Each animal is surrounded by a series of
bubbles or irregularly shaped balloons that
serve to maintain proper spacing between
individuals.”
Thims, in turn, utilized this logic, in
combination with molecular orbital theory,
in the development of the theory of the
human molecular orbital.

Praise | Tribute
The following are notes of praise or
tribute:

Depiction of a human molecular orbital showing of the 90 percent probability
region of a person's location over the surface of the earth, the person
considered as a human particle, shown inside of Hall's 1966 conception of
'reaction bubbles' (a type of personal space), according to which the probability
region boundary is defined as one's thermodynamic boundary. [4]

“A captivating scholarly writing on how
human beings react to and make use of
spatial distance from a physical and psychological viewpoint, i.e. the study of proxemics. The book also deals with
cultural differences in the use of space. Hall examines the French, German, English, Japanese, and Arab world
comparing each with the American context and with one another.”
— Rana Sinha (2006), review of The Hidden Dimension (Ѻ)

Quotes
The following are noted quotes:
“Two points are very important to remember to ask: is it real and does it work?”
— Edward Hall (c.1970) (Ѻ)
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Haller, Albrecht
In science, Albrecht Haller (1708-1777) (CR:5) (IQ:175|#180) was Swiss anatomist,
physiologist, and naturalist, a Cattell 1000 (#253) and Simmons 100 (#42), noted for []

Vitalism
Haller, as disparaged by Ernst Haeckel (1899), gave support to the erroneous idea of vis
vitalis or “vital force”. [1]

Adam and Eve
Haller, on the “scatulation theory”, which assumed that the outline of the entire
organism, with all its parts, was present in the egg, according to which the ovary of the
embryo had to supposed to contain the ova of the following generation (and, these,
again, the ova of the next generation; and so on), calculated that god, 6,000-years ago,
on the sixth day of creation, packed the germs of 200-billion men into the ovary of Eve
(see: Adam and Eve). [1]

Education
Haller was a student of Herman Boerhaave.
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Halley, Edmond
In hmolscience, Edmond Halley (1656-1742) (CR=10) was and English astronomer, a
Eells 100 mathematician (#92), generally known for his prediction of Halley’s comet, for
having (Ѻ) persuaded Newton into writing his Principia, and oft-cited as having worked
on a primitive form of social physics in 1693.

Social physics
In 1693, Halley made the first table of mortality figures, finding that half of men die
(dereact) before age 17 (Ѻ); work that was cited by Adolphe Quetelet in his social
mechanics writing. [1] This date, thereafter, has sometimes been cited as proto-social
physics, of the John Q. Stewart variety, i.e. for demonstrating the use of physical laws
in the realm of the social sciences. [2]

Magnetism
In 1716, Halley penned some type of "circulating effluvia" magnetic terrella lines (see:
magnetism), work that later influenced both the 1830s “lines of force” theory of
Michael faraday and the electromagnetism work of James Maxwell.
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Ham, Ken
In hmolscience, Ken Ham (1951-) (CR=13) is an Australian-born American creationism
evangelist noted for his 1975 antagonistic popularization of the phrase “molecules-toman evolution” which he employs as a polemical device in debates—his popular 2014
Creationism Museum with Bill Nye in particular—as a tool to stump the evolutionist on
vexing questions such as the origin of life, among others of similar nature, e.g. mindfrom-matter.

Overview
In the early 1970s, Ham, while in high school, began to reject the concept of
“molecules-to-man evolution”, per religious reasons; namely, as a child, his father
taught him that one had to accept ever word of the old testament, and to reject any
one point of the entire system, would mean one would have to reject the entire
testament, and that one's life depended on this; as Ham, in 2008, put it frankly:
“[My father] was always very adamant about one thing - if you can't trust the Book of
Genesis as literal history, then you can't trust the rest of the Bible. After all, every single doctrine of biblical theology
is founded in the history of Genesis 1-11. My father had not developed his thinking in this area as much as we have
today at Answers in Genesis, but he clearly understood that if Adam wasn't created from dust, and that if he didn't
fall into sin as Genesis states, then the gospel message of the New Testament can't be true either.”
This, to note, seems to well-encapsulate the tension felt in the mind of nearly half of America, if not more. In 1974,
Ham, while in college, became influenced by John Whitcomb and Henry Morris’ The Genesis Flood (1961). In 1975,
Ham began using the phrase “molecules-to-man evolution” in his science class teachings, then later began to publish,
into the 2000s, works using the term. In 2006, Ham, in his Raising Godly Children in an Ungodly World, began to
employ the explicit hyphened phrase “molecules-to-man evolution” as follows:
“Whether it was the worldwide flood, the feeding of the 5,000, or arguing against the possibility that man evolved
from molecules to ape to man over millions of years, dad defended the word of God as if his life depended upon it …
which, in fact, it did. He was always adamant about one thing: if you can’t trust the Book of Genesis as literal history,
then you can’t trust the rest of the Bible.” (pg. 19)
Here, we see why Ham, naturally enough, would go on to become the curator of the AnswersInGenesis.com website
and the Creation Museum, i.e. they are byproducts of a vexation between two possibilities seeded into his mind as a
youth. In college, at Queensland Institute of Technology, Ham obtained a BS in applied sciences, with focus on
environmental biology, during which time his textbooks, in biology, geology, and other subjects, filled with
evolutionary ideas, explained the following to him: [1]
“My textbooks laid out what claimed to be convincing proof that we progress from molecules to man without any
outside influence. I was further taught ideas on how the universe was formed—but they all involved naturalistic
processes. God wasn’t involved at all.”
Ham then, in 1974, came across Whitcomb and Morris’ 1961 The Genesis Flood:
“This small booklet [The Genesis Flood (1961)] gave me a number of biblical arguments about why Christians can’t
accept molecules-to-man evolution and the Bible’s record of origins at the same time.”
Ham continues:
“One of the first times this really hit me was during my first year as a science teacher in 1975. In my class were the
true native Aborigines, tribal descendants of the first tribes that settled in Australia long before the Europeans came.
Because of evolutionary thinking, the aborigines have been oppressed and even killed. Those who committed the
atrocities often claimed that the Aborigines (who tend to be darker skinned than Europeans) were ‘lower’ [see:
Darwin on ‘lower’ and ‘higher’ in terminology] on the evolution chain, and therefore sub-human. As I taught the class,
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I made sure that my students were taught the problems with molecules-to-man evolution and the idea that the
earth is millions of years old. I shared some of the arguments I had gleaned from The Genesis Flood and other sources
that supported the biblical account of origins. I explained that I did not believe man evolved from ape-like ancestors,
but that the account of the creation of Adam and Eve was true—we were all descendants of to people.”
In 2013, Ham began employing the phrase “molecules-to-man” in his online AnswsersInGenesis.com article titles. [2]
In 2014, in his YouTube debate with Bill Nye, the science guy, Ham frequently employed the term “molecules-to-man
evolution” as a sort of pejorative labeling tactic to shut Nye—an electrical engineer by education—up into silence.

See also
● Creationism scientists ranked by idiocy
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Hamden, Dean
In human physics, Dean I. Hamden (c.1950-) is an American physicist noted for his
2008 to present efforts to ferret out a physics of human behavior model for college
students.

Overview
In 2008, Hamden, at BehaviorPhysics.Blogspot.com, began blogging about his new
physics of human behavior research project, using students as data. In circa 2012,
Hamden supposedly published a book summary of his efforts entitled The Physics of
Human Behavior, based on four years of research, conducted on 500 individuals, in
which a number of correlations are drawn out between anecdotal evidence observed
in human behavior and some of the various laws and principles of physics.
The six chapter book, some of which is presented at the 2008
BehaviorPhysics.Blogspot.com, is said to touch on the application of various physics
subjects, such as Newtons laws of motion, Hooke’s law, the laws of thermodynamics, entropy, Heisenberg’s
uncertainty principle, the conservation of energy in relation to economics and wealth, the conservation of
momentum, among others, all applied to human behavior, and framed around an end run effort to facilitate guidance
on happiness attainment and relationship satisfaction.
Hamden employs terms such as “relational entropy”, elastic constant (of relationships), resistance and uncertainty in
relationships, among other theories. The project seems to have involved the students of Montclair State University.
To exemplify a few ideas, Hamden uses Newton’s first law, which says that an object which is stationary or moving at
a constant speed will continue indefinitely unless acted upon by an external force, to explain things such as why a
parent won’t give money to their child to buy new cloths, the effect of being rejected at a club, arguments that occur
between people, marketing, etc., and gives advice on how to use Newton’s law to the advantage. Hamden defines a
single human as “an integral part of nature, not a critical or even an important part, representing [as] a very complex
composition of atoms and molecules, constituting multiple cell structures and organs communicating together and
functioning as a whole.” In regards to choice and human response to stimuli, he states “the process, by which man
responds to a signal, is not random, but rather controlled by a set of natural laws of quantum mechanics and
electrodynamics.”

Table of contents
The following is the somewhat humorous table of contents for Hamden's book:
Ch.

Description
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1.

Explore Newton’s laws of dynamics, those of equilibrium and action-reaction to show you how to get what one
desires from others and how to avoid conflict.

Explore elastic behavior and Hooke’s law, to help one realize how to control one's life and advise one's children
2. to set the proper limitations in conduct and relationships, and to assess the likelihood of success in one's
present relationship.
3.

Explore the laws of thermodynamics and entropy to learn how one can keep one's relationship healthy and how
to assess the suitability of an intended mate.

4. Explores the dynamics of Newton’s second law to learn how to persuade people and win arguments.
5. Explore the laws of uncertainty, and how to use it for a happier and better life.
6.

Explore the laws of conservation and energy to help balance and control one's life. Discusses the laws of
economics in respect to the laws of physics and how one can become rich in the process.

A1. Contains questionnaires that will assess the predictability of success in one's relationship.
Contains a questionnaire that evaluates the elastic constant in one's relationship and the happiness level it will
produce.
(add discussion)
A2.

Education
Hamden completed his BS and MAT at Fairleigh Dickinson University
and PhD at Walden University. Hamden currently is a physics
professor at Montclair State University, NJ, in the mathematical
sciences division. In 2013, in his faculty page profile, Hamden listed
the physics of human behavior and happiness as his research areas.
[2]

See also
● Dan Cobley
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A 2009 photo of Hamden's Montclair State
University "physics of human behavior" student
research group, wherein they apply concepts such
as Hooke's law and elasticity coefficients to human
relationships, in regards to flexibility in
relationships, relationship elasticity coefficients,
and correlative levels of happiness . [1]
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Hamilton, William
In science, William Rowan Hamilton (1805-1865) was an Irish mathematical physicist
whose 1834 two-part publication “On a General Method in Dynamics”, one of the
founding papers in the science of dynamics, served as a mathematical basis of logic for
German physicist Rudolf Clausius’ mathematical foundations, particularly on the
calculation of work done or consumed in a system of particles acted on by forces, to his
1865 textbook Mechanical Theory of Heat. [1] In particular, according to Clausius, was
Hamilton’s derivation of what he called the “force-function”, defined as: [2]

W = F(xyz) + const
in which the work W done by forces acting on a system of particles can be expressed as
a function F(xyz) of rectangular coordinates. Hamilton was looped into the early
thermodynamics network via his correspondence with Scottish mathematical physicist
Peter Tait. [3]

Education
In circa 1832, Irish chemist Thomas Andrews studies astronomy under Hamilton at Trinity College, Dublin.
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Further reading
● Szily, C. (1873). “On Hamilton’s Dynamic Principle in Thermodynamics”, (pg. 426-34). Philosophical Magazine and
Journal of Science. Vol. XLV., fourth series, Jan-Jun. London: Taylor and Francis.
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Hammond, Dick
In human thermodynamics education, Richard E. Hammond (c.1938-), commonly
known as Dick, is an American writer and energy science educator noted for his
publications on "entropy ethics" and efforts to develop an energy education program
for students using a thermodynamic-based type of "moral education". [1] Hammond’s
view of human development and entropy is that: [3]
“Each human must grow and develop from a single fertilized egg to an open, lowentropy, complex, flexible, highly organized system.”
In this view, Hammond considers it the role of education to facilitate this process. As to
noble behaviors and entropy, Hammond states: [3]
“Writing, painting, sculpture, the crafts, architecture, drafting, building and
technologizing are acceptable in all cultures [and] their nobility comes from [the fact]
that they are anti-entropic, since they locally reduce entropy.”

Entropy ethics
See main: Entropy ethics

In short, entropy ethics is a theory, developed by Hammond in the late 1970s, which argues that what is "ethical" in
human life are those processes that lead to a reduction in entropy (or disorder, as Hammond equates the two).
Although an interesting approach, Hammond's theory is steeped in difficulty on the assumed equivalence of
information theory and the laws of thermodynamics and the relavence of the Boltzmann equation S = k ln W in
human life, which is not a gas phase system.
Hammond's postdoctoral mentor was Belgian chemist and thermodynamicist Ilya Prigogine. Under his influence,
Hammond completed his Ed.D. thesis in 1978 on Analysis of Entropy Reduction and its Implications for Ethical
Instruction in Public Education also published as a book. [2] Aside from Prigogine, scientists considered by Hammond
as revolutionaries, for their publications and conceptions about entropy, include: Ludwig Bertalanffy, for his 1968
General Systems Theory, Jeremy Rifkin, for his 1980 Entropy: a New World View, and Jarvey Leff and Andrew Rex for
their 1990 Maxwell's Demon: Entropy, Information, Computing, and Mihály Csíkszentmihályi for his 1994 The Evolving
Self. [3] Hammond studied science education at Indiana University obtaining a BA in 1960 and a MAT/MS in 1966. He
earned his Ed.D. from the University of Arkansas. He taught K-12 science for ten years and later became a professor
of curriculum and instruction at Southwest Texas State University before returning to study as a post-doctoral
student under Nobel Laureate Ilya Prigogine at the University of Texas from 1977 to 2003.
In 1988, Hammond published the book Human System from Entropy to Ethics in which he endeavors to help
educators classify energy, list the basic binding forces in the universe, compare the laws of energy and the laws of
information, know how information differs from knowledge, conceptualize energy flow, teach how systems are
classified, explain the differences between personal beliefs and scientific theories, comprehend how they use the
"entropy ethic" and why they should. [3] The proceeds of his book go toward scholarships for students studying
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communication disorders. [1]

Information laws
See main: Laws of information

As to the evolution of life, information theory, and thermodynamics, Hammond states that “what has been
discovered are a new set of laws which necessarily evolved for life to cope with the laws of thermodynamics”. He
then gives the following three information laws:
First law of information: Information, genetic or learned, exists in the arrangement of matter.
Second law of information: Information, genetic or learned, regulates time, organizes matter, and controls energy
flow.
Third law of information: Information, genetic or learned, is inversely related to entropy.
Fourth law of information: Information, genetic or learned, is created and destroyed.
These, to note, are similar to Italian philosopher Luciano Floridi’s four principles of information ethics.

Difficulties on theory
The central difficulty on Hammond’s idea of teaching a theory of entropy reduction is that his presentation is given at
what generally seems to be a kindergarten or elementary school level of discussion, geared towards ages 5-8, replete
with all sorts of unsubstantiated claims about how people should act, behave, and grow according to what Hammond
freely declares to be “entropy reducing”. He states, for instance, that “stealing, suicide, and other forms of self and
structure mutilation cannot be sanctioned from an analysis of entropy reduction”, but gives this statement without
any kind of thermodynamic substantiation other than a repeated mantra that order is good and disorder is bad.
Regarding Hammond's connection of information to thermodynamics and his ideas on laws of information, he
seems to be going down the wrong path. He reasons that “information, genetic or learned, is inversely proportional
to entropy”, and states, for instance, that information storage, information replication, information transmission, and
information retrieval are components of information which allow it to “dominate over the second law.” [3] Lastly,
Hammond, who writes that the statement of entropy of the universe tending to a maximum was declared in the
1850s (correct April 24th, 1865), is one of a number of authors (e.g. Ilya Prigogine or Pierre Perrot) who write books
and textbooks about thermodynamics or entropy, yet incorrectly state when and how the term entropy was coined.
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Hammond, Peter
In hmolscience, Peter B. Hammond (1928-2014) was an American anthropologist
noted, in anthropological thermodynamics, for his energy and entropy arguing Cultural
and Social Anthropology.

Overview
In 1964, Hammond, in his Cultural and Social Anthropology, via citation to Leslie White,
speculates on cultural operations through the guise of verbal thermodynamics; the
following being some condensed extracts: [1]
“To understand man in particular we must understand living material systems in
general; cultural systems, like biological systems, expend energy that is captured [by
the sun]; in performing a ritual, playing a game, regarding a churinga with awe, or
breathing a silent prayer, the event is an expression of energy expended.”
In his book, Hammond seems to cull a good deal from Erwin Schrodinger’s 1944 What is
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Life?, and thus in turn Ludwig Boltzmann's entropy theories. Hammond argues, for instance, that the maintenance of
life is a continuous balancing between positive entropy and negative entropy and that the evolution of life is the
ascendance of negative entropy. He states that evolution can be defined as the progress of energy organization
moving in a direction opposite to that specified for the cosmos by the second law of thermodynamics. [1]

Education
Hammond completed his BA in anthropology in 1951 from the Universidad de Puerto Rico; Universidad de las
Americas, Mexico, and PhD in 1962 in anthropology from Northwestern University. [2] He was a professor emeritus
of anthropology at the University of California, Los Angeles. [3]
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Handscombe, Robert
In hmolscience, Robert D. Handscombe (c.1955-) is an English engineer and business management
professor noted, in business thermodynamics, for being the co-author, with English mechanical
engineer Eann Patterson, The Entropy Vector: Connecting Science and Business, wherein they
argue that ‘there is real science at the heart of management science’ at least when it comes to
creating order from disorder within organizations and markets. (Ѻ)

Overview
In 2004, Handscombe, together with with English mechanical engineer Eann Patterson, published
The Entropy Vector: Connecting Science and Business, wherein they apply entropy theory, e.g. low
entropy, mental entropy, etc., to business operation to argue that managers should strive to find
the “entropy vector” characterized by low entropy creation, low energy input, and high work output. [1]

Education
Handscombe completed a PhD and is a chartered engineer. He has been involved in teaching, research, and
consultancy activities at the management school at the University of Sheffield. In 2004, Handscomebe was the
director of the White Rose Centre for Enterprise. [2]

References
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Hansen, Charles
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In human thermodynamics, Charles E. Hansen (1943-) (DN=1) is an American systems
analyst, economics consultant, and engineer noted for his 2004 book The Technology
of Love, wherein he attempts to define “love” in scientific formalism, in part using
entropy, anti-entropy, and thermodynamics logic (see: thermodynamics of love). The
book, curiously, devotes at least thirty pages to discussion of entropy. [5] The book,
according to its synopsis, “offers the first formal ‘working definition’ of love applicable
to the entirety of daily living and buttresses it with a breakthrough argument that love
is a scientific reality of the universe that is here to stay [and] continues the work of
Pitirim Sorokin who attempted a similar scientific approach to love in the 1950s and
also offers a solution to the unfinished work of Charles Peirce, the founder of
pragmatism.” [1] The book seems to be self-published by the “Corsense Institute”,
which has the tagline “Dedicated to the Philosophy, Science, and Technology of Love”,
a 2005-launched site run by Hansen. [2]

Mathematics of love
Interestingly, Hansen’s book contains a chapter ten on the mathematics of love, wherein, building on work of Pitirim
Sorokin and Talcott Parsons, among others, to outline a “vectors model” of human action. [4]

Education
Hansen completed his BS in engineering (electrical and aeronautical) and business at the University of Colorado, his
MBA at Wright State University, Ohio, and studied at George Washington University in the doctoral program for
economics from 1971 to 1977. [3] Hansen states that he informally began his “study of love” while a doctoral
student. [1] He states that he formally started work on what he calls the
“Technology of Love Project” in 1983. [3]

Difficulties on theory
A salient difficulty in Hansen’s work is that it is crouched subtlety in
suppositions on spirituality and God, although, to note, it does seem to be a
grade above the typical Bible-pushing agenda books (e.g. Adrian Hough, Gilbert
Wedekind, M. Scott Peck, John Sanford, etc.) in its level of complexity and
readiblity. To give some idea, two example passages: [1]
“Efficiency is one of our foremost higher needs; and because our entire human
system, mind, and possibly spirit, run on energy, it is energy efficiency that is
the basic issue, and it encompasses every technology humans have ever
developed beginning with the first word and the first tool or the first learned
technique, perhaps climbing a tree.”
“Auguste Comte took the proposition of love as such a grand social solution and
A pdf cover version (Ѻ) of Hansen’s
pushed it beyond what many felt to be the limits of common sense—by, for
1988 article “The Mathematics of
instance, the incredulous proposal of having us worship woman in place of
Love”. [4]
God.”
He also mentions, on the back cover, that the book will be is for scholars of “David Hume, Adam Smith, Charles
Peirce, Sigmund Freud, John Rawls, Jesus, and Einstein” (which implies that Hansen assumes Jesus was a real person,
and not simply Osiris mythology); the book is also mixed with Hinduism, e.g. discussing Brahma, and the other B-raham-ic religions, such as Buddhism, along with Confucius, among other religious and or possibly new age concepts,
e.g. “biological-psychological-spirituality”, etc.
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Happiness
In terminology, happiness is a term that characterizes a “state” of
well-being, contentment, and or emotional and physical satiety. [1]
From a human chemistry perspective, happiness can be defined as
the reaction "state" in which a human molecule finds bonding or
reaction satiety. [4] Recent studies, for instance, have found a
correlation between happiness and the number of bonds in a
person's social or friendship network. [5]

Pursuit of happiness
On 29 Nov 1775, American thinker Thomas Jefferson wrote the
following to John Randolph: [7]
“Believe me, dear Sir: there is not in the British empire a man who
more cordially loves a union with Great Britain than I do. But, by
the God that made me, I will cease to exist before I yield to a
connection on such terms as the British Parliament propose; and in
this, I think I speak the sentiments of America.”

A Jun 1776 draft copy of The Declaration of
Independence, by Thomas Jefferson, wherein the
phrase: “life, liberty, and property” is changed to
“life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness” as the
three unalienable rights of humans.

In Jun 1776, Jefferson began drafting Declaration of Independence, a formal announcement of the detachment of the
thirteen newly independent American states from the British Empire, in which he originally penned the phrase “life,
liberty, and property” as the three "unalienable rights" that humans need to exist. (Ѻ) He later edited, shown
adjacent, it to read “life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness”, which has since become one of the most famous
statements in American government documentation:

This change, baring prolonged discussion, may have reflected certain aspects of Jefferson's Epicurean belief system.

Ostwald happiness formula
See main: Ostwald happiness formula

In 1905, German physical chemist Wilhelm Ostwald penned a happiness equation based on his energetics theories.
[6] Ostwald's happiness equation reads as follows:

where G is Gluck (happiness), A is Arbeit (work or ‘energy expended in doing useful work’), W is Widerstand (energy
dissipated in overcoming resistance), and k supposedly some type of proportionality constant. [8]

Porteus’ theory of happiness
See main: Porteus' theory of happiness
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In 1987, American philosopher Elizabeth Porteus, daughter of the James Dole the “Pineapple King” of Hawaii, her My
Twentieth Century Philosophy, discuss a connection between thermodynamics, happiness, and impulses. Porteus
outlined the view that since, according to generalized colloquial point of view, the second law of thermodynamics is a
“law of disintegration”, meaning that “complicated arrangements always break down into less complicated ones”, a
state of life happiness would occur when one aligns themselves with the force or “impulse of integration” in unison
with the current of creation or growth of structure and form as seen in evolution. [2] By “creative”, Porteus refers to
not only what is commonly considered creative such as "painting pictures, making music, writing books, making
pottery or making any kind", but also to "any impulse to create a new integrated arrangement of the elements of
reality." [3]

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“We see many who are struggling against adversity who are happy, and more although abounding in wealth, who are
wretched.”
— Publius Tacitus (c.100)
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Haramein, Nassim
In human physics, Nassim Haramein (1962-) is a Swiss-born American new age
theoretical physicist noted for his 2004 “spacetime torque” model of stellar movement,
developed in coordination with American nuclear physicist and engineer Elizabeth
Rauscher, which is based on the inclusion of torque and Coriolis force terms in
Einstein’s field equations to formulate a universal model of “spin”. [1] On this basis, in
contrast to the big bang model, he outlines a torus shaped infinite universe model, in a
way that everything is connected, humans included.

Spirituality | Vacuums
Haramein, seemingly, is oft-cited or discussed as having attempted to bridge the gap
between science and spirituality, or geometry and spirituality, wherein he supposedly
equate the power of the vacuum to God, or something along these lines. (Ѻ)

Spin
Haramein's model explains that in the framework of German-born American physicist Albert Einstein’s spacetime
geometric model of gravity, the measured velocity of the sun (240 km/s), moving in a direction toward the great
attractor, acts to pull the planets along with it, sort of like water going down a drain, the drain shaped like a
trampoline with a bowling ball sitting on it, whereby a modified type of Coriolis force and torque act to create a
three-dimensional coil-like spin-forward trajectory of stellar system movement. Haramein argues that this model
accounts for the ubiquitous nature of spin throughout the universe, from the subatomic to the supergalactic.
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Humanities
In discussing how his theory applies to the human movement scale, although he doesn't seem to touch on subjects
such as Austrian physicist Ernst Mach's circa 1885 turning tendencies or American chemical engineer Libb Thims' circa
2004 human molecular spin, he does touch on a mixture of loose thermodynamics, information, and energy exchange
with a person’s boundary, speaking about things deteriorating towards entropy, but all-in-all the discussion seems to
diverge into the metaphysical, to a large part, e.g. speaking about the hidden energies of the structure of the vacuum,
auras, consciousness or awareness. [2]

Education
Haramein seems to be self taught with little formal
education. He states that at age nine he began to develop a
basis for a unified hyperdimensional theory of matter and
energy. In circa 1990, Haramein entered into a self-study
period of physics in efforts to figure out the nature of spin.
In 2003, he founded a new-age science non-profit group
called The Resonance Project in Hawaii.

Quotes
The following are representative quotes:
“Biology is the feedback mechanism for the universe to
learn more about itself.”

Haramein’s 2003 spin trajectory spacetime model
heliocentrisim of the sun moving towards the great attractor
“Looking for consciousness in the brain is like looking inside at a speed of 240 km/s, pulling the planets along with it,
according to a torque-spin model of spacetime.
— Nassim Haramein (c.1990) (Ѻ)

a radio for the announcer.”

— Nassim Haramein (c.1990) (Ѻ)
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In science, hard science, as compared to soft science,
refers to subjects with hardened, universally-agreed
upon, laws and principles. A popular inside summary
on the underlying but often unstated demarcation on
the comparison of the various so-called sciences is the
1964 quote by American biophysicist John Platt: [3]
“Scientists these days tend to keep up a polite fiction
that all science is equal. Except for the work of the
misguided opponent whose arguments we happen to
be refuting at the time, we speak as though every
scientist's field and methods of study are as good as
every other scientist's, and perhaps a little better. This
keeps us all cordial when it comes to recommending
each other for government grants.”

Discussion of the relation between hard sciences, such as physics
and chemistry, and soft science, such as psychology and
philosophy, by Chinese-born English biochemist Mae-Wan Ho,
alluded to the premise that there is no Glass bead game
(Hermann Hesse's 1943 futuristic intellectual game) in hard
science, i.e., that the rules do not change as the game goes along.
[1]

An example of the defectiveness of this polite view
idea that “all sciences are equal”, is in debates on
whether the concept of “life” is in fact a defunct
theory, replaceable with the thermodynamic-view of
animate physical-chemical mechanism. Indian chemical engineer DMR Sekhar, an example of a misguided opponent,
and advocate of a "self-drive" theory of human motion, arguing that biology is more central than is thermodynamics,
commented, in rebuttal to the response “according to you, we chemists, physicists, and engineers should bow down
to the biologists and let them tell us how the universe runs”, that “science is science”. [6] This tension in the soft-hard
debate is evidenced in American philosopher Massimo Pigliucci summary, in his 2010 chapter on hard vs soft science,
that “the debate between scientists on what constitutes 'hard' (often equated with good, sound) and 'soft' (implicitly
considered less good) science has not subsided since.” [4]

Hard
The "hardest" of all sciences is thermodynamics, a premise based on the logic that firstly the structure of classical
thermodynamics (The Mechanical Theory of Heat, 1865) is framed in the two strongest laws in all of science
(Einstein's conjecture) and secondly that all other sciences are said to be reducible to it (Eddington rule) or derived
from it (e.g. quantum mechanics) or based on it (e.g. physical chemistry). The two central hard sciences are
considered to be chemistry and physics. The grouping of all the hard sciences are sometimes classified under the
label of "physical sciences". The central language of hard science is mathematics and is the language (Gibbs, c.1900)
that explains reproducible universal experimental findings. This distinction is evidenced by the fact the hardest
science major is generally agreed to be chemical engineering, the most unified subject of mathematics, chemistry,
physics, and thermodynamics in structure and application. [7]

Pliable

There are some so-called scientific subjects in the
middle ground between hard and soft, in the sense
that they are bendable or open-ended, to a certain
A 2010 view on hard-soft “hierarchy” by a philosophy professor, who extent, and will conform to the hard science, if need
comments “if I were to draw a line between the hard and the soft, I'd be. An example is the subject of astronomy or
probably place it between biology and psychology.” [5] The diagram cosmology, which is often labeled a hard science,
shown places the divide farther to the left, being that biology, the
albeit one with many unanswered and unexplained
study of "life", which is a defunct term according to modern hard
anomalies, such as the pioneer anomaly or the dark
science, is thus a defunct subject.
matter problem. It is found that astronomy will
often "bend" to the laws of the hard science. When the "yet solidified" topic of black holes, for example, came to the
fore in the 1970s, it was found that certain observations and models did not fit to the hard science of
thermodynamics. Soon, however, the models were then corrected and the later discovery of Hawking radiation
confirmed that the hard laws of thermodynamics were correct and thus the black hole models were forced into the
"hardened mold" of thermodynamics. This is the same in the case of cross-breed subjects such as "biochemistry" (a
blend of a soft and hard science), wherein, for instance, chemical mechanisms are re-worked until the fit the
hardened mold of the governing equations of chemical thermodynamics.
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Soft
The soft sciences include: economics,
psychology, sociology, anthropology,
history, political science, psychology,
all generally labeled as the "social
sciences" or humanities. The science of
biology is a soft science, although
some have argued that since theory of
evolution, genetics, and DNA, that
biology is becoming harder. The
language of soft science tends to be
the written language and the inability A cartoon style rendition of the perceptual ranking of the sciences by purity,
of a theory to move into the position
hardness, exactness (see: exact science), or realness (see: real science).
of a law, an example being the
"theory" of evolution, which is almost never referred to as the "law" of evolution, being the theory is not yet
explained in the language of mathematics of the central hard sciences.

Overview
The terms ‘hard’ and ‘soft’, and unwritten divisions in the sciences, frequently come to the fore when attempting to
explain human-centric or the so-called life-centric subjects in terms of chemistry or physics. Top sciences are
considered ‘hard’ while those at the bottom are considered ‘soft’ and generally distinguished, in the former, by ability
to measure tangible things precisely, e.g. that the speed of light in a vacuum is exactly 299,792,458 meters per
second, as contrasted with the inability to measure indiscernible things precisely, in the latter, e.g. that biology is the
study of the so-called term ‘life’, albeit a term that no one has ever been able to define precisely (and is coming to be
seen as a defunct term), just as psychology, the study of the elusive ‘mind’, is considered to be a ‘very soft’ science,
although some in the past have attempted to harden its foundation, such as Austrian psychologist Sigmund Freud and
his 1895 ‘A Project for Scientific Psychology’, in which he postulated that in the future psychology will be framed in
the exact sciences of chemistry and thermodynamics (specifically the conservation of energy). [2] Often is the case
that in debate on cherished conceptions such as free will, choice, life, among others, that the less cogently-minded
person will incorrectly conclude with the view that the hard science will bend to the views of the soft science,
whereas correctly a hard science, by definition, is inflexible, in this regard.
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In hmolscience, Spiru Haret (1851-1912) was Romanian mathematical physicist noted,
in human physics, for his 1910 Social Mechanics, a variant of social mechanics, wherein
he explicitly rejected metaphysical reasoning in favor of mechanics based study of
social phenomena.

Social mechanics
In 1907, a peasants’ rising took place in Romania, to which Haret took notice. The
event, in some way, according to Romanian sociology historian Ovidiu Badiaa, was a
goad or driving force behind the writing of his 1910 Social Mechanics; about which he
said the following: [3]
“We may hope that someday safe methods could be provided to help the solving of
many problems which today are often doomed to the inspiration of the moment, or the
happening or inclinations.”
In his Social Mechanics, Haret outlined a mathematical-based formulation of social mechanics, in which he used
mathematics and Newtonian mechanics to explain social behavior, in terms of Cartesian coordinates of moving points
and velocities. [1] One concept developed by Haret is that of ‘social space’, as critiqued harshly by Werner Stark. [2]

Education
Haret competed a degree in physics and mathematics at the University of Bucharest in 1874. He received a
mathematics diploma in 1875 and a physics diploma in 1876 at Sorbonne and in 1878 completed his PhD with a thesis
on On the invariability of the major axis of planetary orbits.

Quotes
The following are representative quotes:
“It may be mechanical sociology if it treats of the science of sociology after the mechanical method; and it is also
social mechanics if you write a book in which you point to the ways and means of applying mechanics to sociology—I
did the latter.”
— Spiru Haret (c.1910) [3]

“In our study there cannot be any other metaphysical reasonings. Even in those deeds in which man’s will seem to be
forcely exerted, phenomena are subjected to fixed laws independent of man.”
— Spiru Haret (c.1910) [3]

“The social diffusion is a complex phenomena and we are doubtful that the plain empiric law of gas diffusion would
suffice to explain it. In physics the only elements one has to take into consideration are the densities and, sometimes,
the chemical compositions of gases placed in contact with one another. In sociology, the phenomenon is much more
complicated. However, the discovery of certain laws of social diffusion which seem difficult is not impossible.”
— Spiru Haret (c.1910) [3]
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Harris, Sam
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In hmolscience, Sam Harris (1967-) (CR=36) is an American writer noted for his 2004
The End of Faith, which he began writing the day after 9/11, the vehemence of which
initiated the so-called “new atheism” movement (see: atheism timeline). [1]

Morality
In 2010, Harris published The Moral Landscape, wherein he attempted to expand on
utilitarianism, to argue that morality should be based on seeking the greatest amount
of happiness among the total number of sentient beings, or something along these
lines. [2]

Atheism
In atheism discussions, Harris is frequently cited as one of the main new atheists, along
with Richard Dawkins, Christopher Hitchens, and Daniel Dennett, and or four horsemen
of atheism.

Difficulties on theory
The difficulty with Harris is that the brand of atheism he is trying sell is "spiritual atheism", and thereby aiming to
supplant one metaphysical belief with another, i.e. to supplant belief in God with belief in spirit; Eastern spirituality in
particular admixtured with some type of drug-induced states of being logic. Harris cited this as objection #4 of his The
End of Faith detractors: [5]
“The End of Faith is not a truly atheistic book. It is really a stalking horse for Buddhism, new-age mysticism, or some
other form of irrationality.”
A second salient difficulty with his theory is that his "moral landscape" theory, while amenable, is baseless, in regards
to foundational structure.

Quotes
The following are employed and or relevant
quotes:
“A belief is a lever that, once pulled, moves
almost everything else in a person’s life. Are you
a scientist? A liberal? A racist? These are merely
species of belief in action. Your beliefs define
your vision of the world; they dictate your
behavior; they determine your emotional
responses to other human beings.”
— Sam Harris (2004), The End of Faith (pg. 12)

“A puppet is free as long as he loves his strings.”
— Sam Harris (2012), Free Will, a favorite "free will"
quote of Jeff Tuhtan (Ѻ) [3]

Harris on water being comprised of two parts hydrogen and one part
oxygen, in respect to: choice, value, evidence, proof, and logic
(compare: Francois Massieu).

“Faith is the license religious people give themselves to keep believing when reasons fail.”
— Sam Harris (c.2012) [4]
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Harris, Sidney
In science, Sidney Harris (c.1942-) is an American science humor cartoon artist noted
having penned, since the 1970s, over a thousand on target illustrations, found in the
works of Harold Morowitz (1977), Libb Thims (2007), on the second law, “A Nation of
Einsteins” (see: smartest person alive), dealing with a number of subjects, some of
which are shown below.

Education
Harris may (Ѻ) have been a former high school physics teacher in the 1960s. In the
1970s, Harris starting doing cartoons for American Scientist Magazine. The following
are Harris quotes in regards to his outlook or disposition: [2]
“I have freelanced virtually all my life. In fact, I never had a job.”
“I try to write ideas every day, generally for a couple of hours at night, going through
newspapers (mainly the NYT) & magazines, looking for subject matter. I don't write
ideas for others, but some in the past were purchased by NYM & PBY.”
(add discussion)

Gallery | Religion
The following are some of Harris' noted science cartoons on religion, along with a third caricature of American
chemistry historian William Jensen, of Gilbert Lewis the prophet of physical chemistry, showing on the belief system
of chemical thermodynamics, specifically human chemical thermodynamics, will eventually replace the 5,000-year old
heat belief system of Anunian theology—sun [Ra] born of Nun [flood-mound]; humans descendent from Ra belief
system—which currently dominates over 75 percent of the beliefs of the world:
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Harrison, Lionel
In chnopsology, Lionel Harrison (1929-2008) was an English-born Canadian physical
chemist and theoretical biologist (powered chnopsologist) noted for his work on the
physical chemistry of morphogenesis, in which, using what he refers to as the
"physicochemical" view, which he contrasts with American plant growth theorist (Ѻ)
Paul Green's "biophysical" view, he investigates a minimum free energy configuration
“cell-as-molecule” approach to cell formation. [1] In his 1993 Kinetic Theory of Living
Pattern, Harrison stated something along the lines of the following: [7]
“The problem of the physical chemistry of the development of form of organisms is a
field with a great unknown and immensely existing. To pursue it is like trying to
account for the rainbow in the 14th century, to do celestial mechanics before Newton,
or to pursue quantum theory in the 1890s.”
Chemical thermodynamics of form change aside, some of Harrison's theory, as he
states, is culled from British polymath Alan Turing's "Chemical Basis of Morphogenesis" work.

Reaction | Acceptance / Rejection / Bemusement
See also: Two cultures tensions

In discussing his Figures 3.2 and 3.3, in his Shaping of Life, which show his five collected data points of calcium
concentration vs Acetabularia hair whorl spacing, and how he made entropy and enthalpy determining van’t Hoff
plots from this data, Harrison humorously recounts the multi-disciplinary reaction to his work noted at few talks he
gave on this data at various meetings: [7]
(1) When I gave a talk on Turing reaction-diffusion theory to my home chemistry department, one of my colleagues
remarked:
“It’s nice to see that such an apparently difficult problem can be explained by a couple of differential equations.”
I thought ‘Oh, dear. I haven’t got over to him that most biologists reject this theory.’
(2) A biologist said to me:
“Wouldn’t it be a pity if the explanation turned out to be just physical chemistry”
wrinkling his nose as if experiencing a bad smell.
(3) After a talk in a chemistry department, one of the audience said to me:
“What I like about your [work] is that you go straight from the green stuff to differential equations.”
(4) At a poster show at the developmental biology meeting, my collaborator David Holloway was waylaid by a posse
from another modelling group who started their work from molecularly known genetic networks, saying:
“Why don’t you guys use real molecules?”
This is all very hilarious, to say the least! These reaction comments, which can be summarized underlyingly as a
neovitalism vs reductionism tension or cloaking, intermixed with defunct theory of life issues, are like toned-down
versions of similar physicochemical approach applied to the human-scale reaction comments, such as found at: Libb
Thims: attack, Elective Affinities: enemies vs admirers, detractors, human thermodynamics: objectors, variations of
opinions expressed in the ongoing Rossini debate, the 2009 Moriarty-Thims debate, the 1902 "what is entropy?"
debate, the so-called Bridgman paradox raised at the 1946 "what is life: in terms of physics and chemistry?" debate at
Harvard University, etc. The I like how you go "straight from the green stuff to differential equations", supposedly,
expressed by a chemistry department audience member, at the University of British Columbia, is very hilarious, a ripe
example of nearly child-like hydraism found prevalent in the higher departments of learning.
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Morphogenetic physical
chemistry
In the 1970s, Harrison—
supposedly after chairing the
doctoral examination (1973) of
American-born Canadian
physical chemist and marine
zoologist Thurston Lacalli—
turned his research focus to the
physical chemistry of
morphogenesis (see also:
morphology). [6] In the early
1980s, at the age of about 53,
Left: a diagram of the hair whorl pattern formation in so-called life-cycle of Acetabularia
Harrison, within the space of a
acetabulum (Dasycladales), aka the ‘mermaid’s wineglass’, with which Harrison conducts a
few weeks, lost both his wife
study in which he varies temperature and calcium concentration [Ca⁺⁺], measuring
and his only son, after which his
correlative changes in hair spacing, data from which he, supposedly, makes a van’t Hoff
plot, from which he calculates enthalpy and entropy of binding, namely the binding of Ca⁺⁺ time was increasingly spent on
to a putative receptor R. [8] Right: an image (Ѻ) of Acetabularia acetabulum.
his scientific activities,
continuing his research into
retirement. [7] Harrison’s faculty page, at the time of his death (reaction end), listed his sole research interest as
“experimental and theoretical work on pattern formation in the morphogenesis of living organisms.”

Morphology and free energy
Canadian zoologist Daniel Brooks and American systems ecologist Edward Wiley summarize Harrison’s theory as
such: [4]
“Morphogenesis would be best explained as a process in which the organism’s shape emerges as it achieves
minimum free energy (thermodynamic equilibrium) through the disposition of intercellular forces.”
Harrison’s posthumously-published The Shaping of Life, mentions “free energy” on at least nine pages, but oddly
doesn’t mention “Goethe” the inventor of “affinity” based morphology/morphogenesis, which is the forerunner to
Harrison’s theory via the 1882 Goethe-Helmholtz equation.

Cell-as-molecule approach
Harrison derived some of his ideas on cell formation from the 1964 thermodynamic differential adhesion hypothesis
of American cellular pathologist Malcolm Steinberg, namely his
1970 embryonic chick tissue formation experiments.
In 1981, Harrison, in his “Physical Chemistry of Biological
Morphogenesis”, defined morphogenesis as “the creation of a
complicated out of a simpler one by chemical processes”, and
went on to expand on the earlier work of Alan Turing (1952) and
Albert Lehninger (1975). [2]
In 1982, in his symposium contribution “An Overview of Kinetic
Theory in Developmental Modeling”, Harrison stated the
following:
“This picture of cell-as-molecule is a very good start, which needs
a lot more attention from physical chemists to establish its scope
and limitations. For example, a cell is never, in respect from what
is going on inside, at equilibrium so long as it is alive. Sorting-out
or engulfment occurs much too rapidly to be attributable to
Brownian motion of such large things as cells. Nevertheless, the
active movement of cells may in some instances be random, and
the use of equilibrium concepts for their behavior in assemblies
will then be valid, with appropriate careful redefinitions of the
equivalents to some thermodynamic properties of molecular
assemblies.”
In the same article, on chemical kinetics, he states:

Harrison's circa 1980 cell-as-molecule approach:
viewing a cell as a type of large molecule, formed
under free energy minimum principles; a model
loosely-inspired by the 1970 work of embryonic chick
tissue formation experiments of American cellular
pathologist Malcolm Steinberg. [1]
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“It is possible for a structure, essentially heterogeneous, to arise and be maintained by chemical reactions and
transport processes, when the equilibrium state would be homogeneous. Kinetics alone then determine the gross
morphology of the system. I would like to call such things ‘kinetically maintained structures’. Some
thermodynamicists refer to them as ‘dissipative structures’.”

The Shaping of Life
The following is a summary section from the foreword to Harrison’s last and final book The Shaping of Life—
completed in 2008, published posthumously in 2011, written by his graduate student, Canadian physical chemist and
marine zoologist Thurston Lacalli: [7]
“Consider, for example, the production of the human hand with five digits from its flattened, paddle-like beginnings:
this is generally accepted as a form of differentiation, and the end product does look more ordered, or at least
anatomically more complicated, than the beginning. But the cells involved, of cartilage, connective tissue and skin,
are still doing pretty much the same jobs, only the locations have changed. So how much ordering has actually
occurred, and if this is truly differentiation, is it a trivial amount in quantitative terms, or something worth accounting
for in relation to the cost paid in disorder by the rest of the universe? Thermodynamics is the way to deal with such
questions, but we as yet have only the most rudimentary beginnings of a thermodynamics applicable to the
complexities of living systems.
Lacking this, Lionel’s approach, best exemplified in his Acetabularia experiments [Chapter 3], was necessarily
empirical, and as such, entirely characteristic for a physical chemist: measure patterns and pattern change directly,
vary the conditions over which you have control, and analyze the outcome. Here he came closest to putting
meaningful numbers on an otherwise mysterious process, deducing such exotic thermodynamic beasties as ΔH and
ΔS from measurements requiring only a dissecting microscope, thermometer and micrometer measuring scale. A
complete thermodynamics of living systems is clearly some distance in the future, but of various routes to that
future, this is certainly one.”
See also: Lacalli's 2012 note "Some Thoughts on Lionel Harrison: His Motivation for a Career Change" (attached), in
regards to Harrison's circa 1973 switch into the field of "biological physical chemistry."

Discussion
Harrison's work seems to be grappling with an attempt at reconciliation between the Prigoginean thermodynamics
(kinetic chemical thermodynamics) "far-from-equilibrium" view of animate morphogenesis, as apposed to the
Gibbsian thermodynamics (standard chemical thermodynamics) "equilibrium" view of free energy minimum
regulating product formation, all in the context of, it seems, metabolism issues, turnover rate issues, cell boundary
concepts, among others. Interesting digestion, all in all.

Education
Harrison completed his BS in chemistry in 1949 and PhD in physical chemistry both at the University of Liverpool in
1952, after which he worked for three years at the Imperial Chemical Industries, Ardeer, Scotland. In 1956, he
became a physical chemistry professor at the University of British Columbia, retiring from that position and becoming
professor emeritus in 1994.

Quotes | Other
The following is a posthumous summaries and related quotes:
“Harrison’s proximate goal was to discover how patterns of living things are formed or, to use the title form and
earlier draft of this book, ‘how life devises its shapes and sizes’. Cautious academics will avoid such fields until the
ground rules are better worked out, and until it is clear that a predictable and, hence, grant-worthy rate of progress
can be sustained. Coming from the relatively mature discipline of surface chemistry, Harrison, by contrast, was
immensely excited by the prospect of doing research on aspects of biology still at the very early stage of their
development. It was, to him, like doing ‘celestial mechanics before Newton’.”
— Thursont Lacalli (2009), "Foreword" to The Shaping of Life [7]

“Here [Harrison] came closest to putting meaningful numbers on an otherwise mysterious process, deducing such
exotic thermodynamic beasties as ΔH and ΔS from measurements requiring only a dissecting microscope,
thermometer and measuring scale.”
— Thursont Lacalli (2009), "Foreword" to The Shaping of Life [7]

“Of course the first thing to do was to make a grand survey of the country she was going to travel through.”
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— Lewis Carroll (1871), Through the Looking Glass, quote Harrison intended to use as epigraph to preface of sequel to Kinetic
Theory of Living Pattern (1993) [7]

See also
● A fish is not a molecule? (2011) – Hmolpedia threads.
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Harrub, Brad
In hmolscience, Brad Harrub (c.1970-) is an American neurobiologist, anatomist, and
creationist noted for being the co-author with Bert Thompson of their Oct 2002 65page response article entitled “15 Answers to John Rennie and Scientific American’s
Nonsense”, in response to John Rennie’s 17 Jun 2002 Scientific American article “15
Answers to Creationist Nonsense”, amid the Rennie creationism fiasco. [1]

Education
Harrub completed his BS in biology at Kentucky Wesleyan College and his PhD in
anatomy and neurobiology for College of Medicine, University of Tennessee, after
which he seems to have devoted efforts to explaining human origins, via lectures and
publications, from the Christian perspective. [2]
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American’s Nonsense” (Ѻ) (pdf). ApologeticsPress.org, Oct 2.
2. Brad Harrub (about) – BradHarrub.com.

Hartley, Ralph
In information science, Ralph Hartley (1888-1970) was an American electronics engineer
noted for having explained why the logarithmic function is the most natural choice for the
quantitative measure of information.
Specifically, at the 1927 International Congress of Telegraphy and Telephony, Hartley gave a
presentation, entitled "Transmission of Information", in which he set out to quantify the
capacity of a system to transmit information, the systems being those of telegraph,
telephone, and television transmission systems, sending information in the form of either
pulsations in radio waves or changes in current and correlative voltage level in wire telegraph lines.

External links
● Ralph Hartley – Wikipedia.

Hate
In human chemistry, the term hate signifies an intense aversion to someone
or something, described quantum electromagnetically as an effect or force
of repulsion. [1] In human chemical bonds, "hate" or the quantum stability
effect mediated by the psychological effect of the phenomenon is a
necessary component in bond stability, generally quantified in a 5-to-1 ratio
(Gottman stability ratio) of love-to-hate or attraction-to-repulsion in stable
long-term marriage bonds. [2]

SBT scale
The range of attraction (like) or repulsion (dislike) effects mediated by "force exchanges" in human life, e.g. a smile or
a frown, exists as a gradient on a range of extreme repulsion to extreme attraction:

Situational Bond Type Scale
The numbers shown, represent a gradient on a nine-point situational bond type (SBT) scale, numbers which can be
used to quantify the "set" of over-lapping attraction and repulsion forces existing in any given human bond. [1]
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Harte, John
In ecological thermodynamics, John Harte (1939-) is an American physical ecologist
noted for his 2011 book Maximum Entropy and Ecology: a Theory of Abundance,
Distribution, and Energetics, in which he applies the MaxEnt school of thought to
ecosystems to develop what he calls the “maximum entropy theory of ecology” (METE).
The book is marred to a large extent by its usage of information theory. Harte states,
for example, the “connection between information theory and thermodynamics [is
starting] to come into focus”. [1]

Education
Harte completed his BA in physics in 1961 at Harvard and his PhD in 1965 in theoretical
physics at the University of Wisconsin. Currently he is with the Energy and Resources
Group at the University of California, Berkeley.
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Harvard Pareto circle
In schools, Harvard Pareto circle, “Pareto circle” at
Harvard, Pareto clique, Hendersonians, or “Pareto cult”
as some liberals and Marxists pejoratively referred to
it—not to be confused with any of the original Pareto
schools or circles one might derive from original
Lausanne school—refers to efforts of American physical
chemist and physiologist Lawrence Henderson (18781942), from 1932 up through 1942, to bring the dense
physicochemical rational mechanics based economics
and social theories of Italian engineer Vilfredo Pareto,
integrated with newer chemical equilibrium views of
American engineer Willard Gibbs, to bear on students
and professors at Harvard University.
The "circle", as it was dubbed, included the
individuals: George Homans, characterized by Leon
Warshay as being "mechanistic", Charles Curtis, a good
friend of Henderson who gave some assistance in
running the two year course on Pareto, Joseph
Schumpeter, Talcott Parsons, Bernard DeVoto, Crane
Brinton, and Elton Mayo, who each, at Harvard
University, attended the two-year (1932-34) seminar or
course entitled “Pareto and the Methods of Scientific
Investigation” run by Henderson on Italian engineer
Vilfredo Pareto's unified large-scale modelling of sociopolitical phenomena and history, via the “society as a
system of mutually interacting particles”, making
equilibrium adjustments. [1]
The combination of the start of WWII, the reaction
end (death) of Henderson (1942), and a switch to Karl
Marx based sociology and economics focus, admixtured
with Max Weber, brought about a demise of the circle.

A depiction of the 1930s and early 1940s Harvard Pareto circle
according to American sociologist Barbara Heyl, centered
around the 1890s to 1910s work of Vilfredo Pareto, intermixed
or rather upgraded with the "systems" based chemical
thermodynamics equilibrium model work of Willard Gibbs, via
the lead of American physical chemistry trained physiologist
Lawrence Henderson. [1]

Wheeler → Henderson | Pareto | 1926
American psychologist Burrhus Skinner gives a rather detailed account of the circa 1926 origin or beginnings of the
Harvard Pareto circle as follows: [23]
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“Pareto’s influence had reached Harvard through a strange accident: Professor L.J. Henderson, who may be
remembered longer for his Fitness of the Environment than for his pioneering work in the chemistry of blood, had
ulcers. In the middle or late twenties he was recovering from an attack in a hospital in his beloved Paris [see: genius
hiatus effect], when his friend William Wheeler, the entomologist, brought him a copy of Pareto’s Traite. Henderson
read it with complete absorption during the rest of his stay in the hospital and on the voyage back to America, and he
returned to Cambridge a dedicated convert. He was then director of the Fatigue Laboratory at Harvard Business
School, which was already involved in projects very close to sociology and social anthropology, and he organized a
series of seminars on Pareto.
One of the friends with whom Henderson talked about Pareto was Bernard DeVoto, who was then teaching at
Harvard. DeVoto had a young tutee of the class of 32 named George Homans. He told George that he should read
Pareto, and George did—‘at least the first volume’ at that time, as he later reported. DeVoto [then] introduced
George to Henderson, and because George had read Pareto, Henderson asked him to help in his seminar. And that
was how George spent his first year out of Harvard—as an assistant to L.J. Henderson without pay.”
(add discussion)

Etymology
In 1966, American equilibrium historian Cynthia Russett was referring to people who came under the influence of
Lawrence Henderson’s expositions on equilibrium—specifically a mixture of the hard version (Willard Gibbs based)
and soft version (Walter Cannon based) of equilibrium, as she classified things—as adherents of ‘Hendersonianism’.
While she doesn’t use the term “circle” or “school”, in her chapter entitled ‘Epogony’, signifying follower or disciple,
she gives the following group of Hendersonians: [14]
“The roster of men who came under Lawrence Henderson’s influence, whether as student, colleague, or friend, is
long and distinguished. Among the Harvard faculty during the 1930s Henderson’s views measurably affected Wallace
Donham, Elton Mayo, Fritz Roethlisberger of the Harvard School of Business Administration; the historian Crane
Brinton; and the historian and essayist Bernard DeVoto. The poet Conrad Aiken, the businessman Chester I. Barnard,
author of the classic organizational study The Functions of Executive, and the lawyer and legal historian Charles Curtis,
Jr. also acknowledged and intellectual debt to Henderson. George Homans and Talcott Parsons, both sociologists, and
Eliot D. Chapple and Conrad Arensberg, anthropologists, absorbed some basic Hendersonian tenets.”
In 1968, independent, it seems, of Russett, the term Harvard "Pareto circle" was introduced in by American
sociologist Barbara Heyl, in the title of her article “The Harvard ‘Pareto Circle’”, which focuses on four specific
individuals of the Henderson circle of influence: Henderson, naturally, followed by George Homans, Talcott Parsons,
and Crane Brinton. The following is Heyl's diagram of the "Parato circle" timeline association diagram, of her four
main players of interest, in respect to who attended the Pareto seminar (1932-34), the Society of Fellows meetings,
and or the Saturday Club, each different groups at Harvard, wherein Pareto began to be discussed: [1]
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Soon thereafter, Heyl's article soon became "one widely cited article" (Joel Isaac, 2008), the term "Pareto circle"
stuck, and Heyl's article currently (2014) is cited about 100
times in Google scholar.

Harvard Paretians

Overview

(Hendersonians)
1.

2.
In 2000, American sociologist Steve Fuller, in his chapter
subsection “The Harvard Strategy for Resisting a New Deal 3.
for Science”, gives a rather cogent nuts and bolts summary
4.
the Pareto circle: [5]
5.
“Harvard’s Pareto Circle, which was convened from 1932
to 1942, spawned a theory of revolution that stressed, true 6.
to the original Latin, a ‘turning back’, a restoration of
7.
natural order. The circle’s convener was the practicing
8.
biochemist, certified physician, and amateur sociologist
Lawrence Henderson. Among the circle’s members were
9.
the future luminaries of sociology as Talcott Parsons,
George Homans, and Robert Merton, as well as intellectual 10
historian Crane Brinton, and occasionally Joseph
11.
Schumpeter, who had taken up a professorship at Harvard
12.
in 1932. The official charge of Henderson’s group was to
discuss the ideas of the Italian founder of modern
13.
sociology, the political economist Vilfredo Pareto, and
independently wealthy scholar of encyclopedia ambitions 14.
and Machiavellian dispositions.”
15.

Lawrence Henderson

Physical chemist

Talcott Parsons

Sociologist

Joseph Schumpeter

Economist

Charles Curtis

Legal historian

George Homans

Sociologist

Bernard DeVoto

Historian

Wallace Donham

Business scholar

Crane Brinton

Historian

Pitirim Sorokin

Sociologist

Elton Mayo

Industrial psychologist

Fritz Roethlisberger

Business scholar

Conrad Aiken

Poet

Chester I. Barnard

Businessman

Eliot D. Chapple

Anthropologist

Conrad Arensberg

Anthropologist

Fuller goes on to comment how Benito Mussolini regarded 16. Robert Merton
Sociologist
Pareto as such a formative influence on his own fascist
17. Thomas Kuhn
Paradigm scholar
ideology that he made Pareto a peer in Italy’s House of
Lords; that people in the middle third of the twentieth
18. C. Wright Mills
Sociologist
century often referred to Pareto as the “Marx of the
Psychologist
master class” and one of the founding fathers of sociology, 19. Henry Murray
along with Karl Marx, Emile Durkheim, and Max Weber;
20. Clyde Kluckhohn
Social anthropologist
that Pareto, supposedly, was inspired by Machiavelli’s
21. William Wheeler
Entomologist
distinction between two types of human instincts, one
oriented toward tradition (lions) and one toward
22 Edwin Wilson
Polymath
innovation (foxes), and that this is from where he gets is
Economist
circulation of elites theory, in part, from; and that Harvard 23. Paul Samuelson
chemist (1916) turned Harvard president (1933) James
24. James Miller
Psychologist
Conant—whose uncle-in-law was Henderson—and his
recruitment of Thomas Kuhn resulted in Kuhn becoming a
vicarious Pareto theorist in influence; among other
footnoted details.
In 2008, English American history scholar Joel Isaac, in his “The Harvard Pareto Circle Revisited” seminar paper,
refers to Heyl's article as a "one widely cited article", and summarizes the subtleties of the Pareto connection
epicenter at Harvard quite well, as follows: [2]
“The Harvard ‘Pareto circle’ occupies a peculiar position in the history of modern social thought. On the one hand,
the band of Harvard University students and faculty members that embraced Pareto’s Trattato di Sociologia Generale
for a relatively brief moment in the 1930s is frequently identified as the source of several, usually conservative,
traditions of inquiry in the American social sciences. The origins of structural-functional sociology, organization
theory, industrial psychology, and the history and sociology of science have been traced to the Pareto vogue in
Depression-era Cambridge.
On the other hand, however, the historical footprint of the circle is by all accounts slight. Even those who credit
the Harvard Paretians with considerable feats of ideological innovation point only to desultory examples of their
activities in the precincts of Harvard Yard: a seminar here, a letter there. As a consequence, much of the scholarly
literature on the Pareto circle concerns itself with tracing lines of influence through a relatively narrow set of
published texts. The clinching move of such studies is usually the demonstration that this or that seminal figure—
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Talcott Parsons, say, or Thomas Kuhn—has deployed a particular concept from the Paretian armoury: “system,”
“equilibrium,” “the circulation of elites,” and so on.”
Isaac, after stating that, in his view, the Pareto circle is much larger than Heyl describes, states that the reason for
writing his symposium paper is to overturn Fuller's earlier "political reading" of Pareto, as he calls it. Isaac also lists
the following as having attended the symposium: Thomas North Whitehead, Hans Zinsser, Clyde Kluckhohn, W. Lloyd
Warner, Henry Murray, Robert K. Merton, William Foote Whyte, and Kingsley Davis.

Assimilation
Many of the Pareto workshop attendees would later go onto employ and profess what they had learned in followup
publications. Industrial psychologist Elton Mayo, in his 1933 The Human Problems of an Industrial Civilization, for
example, stated the following: [20]
“The physiologists have found that work can continue to be performed only in a ‘steady state’, only for so long as an
inner equilibrium is maintained between a large number of mutually dependent variables.”
Anthropologist Eliot Chapple, in association with Carleton Côôn, in their 1942 Principles of Anthropology, state the
following: [21]
“Every institution, political or otherwise, must necessarily work out an equilibrium, if it is to survive.”
Moreover: [21]
“Human history is a record of continual change in the adjustments of people and of institutions, of continuous
shiftings of states of equilibrium.”
Sociologist Talcott Parsons seems to have been the one to carry forward the torch of equilibrium the most. In his
1951 The Social System, he supposedly outlined the view that of equilibrium as the tendency of systems to maintain
certain stable patterns of activity and interaction among their component parts, a stability that enables systems to
maintain their boundaries relative to their environment. Parson’s defined equilibrium as follows: [22]
“Equilibria is the empirically observed pattern constancies of a boundary-maintaining system.”
Moreover: [22]
“The denial of [equilibrium’s] legitimacy in the conceptual armory of social science is at the least, in my perhaps not
very humble opinion, symptomatic of the denial that social science itself is legitimate, or realistically possible.”
Here, interestingly, we see Parsons devoting definitional focus to the boundary problem. In this period, Parsons
played an active role in the Macy conferences (1946-1953) on systems theory, and began to read the works of
Norbert Wiener and Ross Ashby.
The assimilation of the equilibrium models into the mind of sociologist George Homans is an interesting case
study. Adrift after graduating from Harvard in the depression year of 1932, Homans accepted an invitation of
Henderson to sit in on his first series of seminars on Pareto. Toward the end of the conference, in 1934, lawyer
Charles Curtis, a friend of the Homans’ family, also an attendee of the seminar, suggested that they collaborate on an
exposition of Pareto’s sociology. The result was the 1934 An Introduction to Pareto. At this point, it seems, Homans
gave what seems to be summaries of what he had just absorbed, e.g. “most societies at most times” have a tendency
to be in equilibrium. Sixteen years later, at the time of his 1950 The Human Group, Homans had grown more, and he
had begun to rethink his earlier formulations of equilibrium. He now wrote: “some social groups under some
circumstances” are in equilibrium. Moreover:
“Not every state of a social system is a state of equilibrium, nor does every social system ‘seek’ equilibrium.”
In 1961, at the time of publication of his Social Behavior: its Elementary Forms, his views diverted even more: (Ѻ)
“Equilibrium is not a state toward which all creation moves.”
Here, it seems, Homans is grasping with vestiges of coupling theory? Or possibly, on a remote chance, he had begun
to read up on nonequilibrium state theory and or nonequilibrium thermodynamics? We also, to note, see possible
religiously coded phrasing, namely "creation", being employed. Interesting turn of mind, nevertheless.
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Marx vs Pareto | WWII → Weber
In the early 20th century, Vilfredo
Pareto was often referred to as the
“Marx of the bourgeoisie”, “Marx of
the master class”, or “Karl Marx of the
bourgeoisie or of fascism” (Henderson,
1935), and in this sense, Pareto was
employed as an alternative to Marxism
vs.
→
or Karl Marx dominated sociology. The
following diagram shows the general
difference between Paretism (left) and
Marxism (right), the social structure
Vilfredo Pareto (1848Max Weber (1864view advanced by Pareto being one of Karl Marx (1818-1883)
1923)
1920)
a social pyramid spinning top, filled
In the 1930s, "Marxism" or equal workers in a one level workers state theory was in
with people conceptualized as
vogue at Harvard. The alternative, emerging in 1932, was "Paretism" or unequal
molecules, in which elites circulate
workers (work based on individual level of agitation) in spinning social pyramid
based on their respective level of
theory. [18] The two theories frequently collided in debate at Harvard in the period
agitation, the social structure
1932 to about 1942, after which Paretism fell off in place of a growing attachment
advocated by Karl Marx, being one of a to the theories of Max Weber.
equal level social structure, filled with
people likewise conceptualized as molecules, albeit ones conceptualized as all being equal in wealth, work output,
and ideology: [17]

In the 1930s, according to Barbara Heyl, the Marxist framework was particularly in vogue; but Pareto’s writings
posited a comparable albeit alternative grand historical theory to the Marxist approach. American sociologist George
Homans wrote the following about this: [16]
“As a Republican Bostonian who had not rejected his comparatively wealthy family, I felt during the thirties that I was
under personal attack, above all from the Marxists. I was ready to believe Pareto because he provided me with
defense.”
American historian Crane Brinton, likewise, wrote the following: [16]
“At Harvard in the thirties there was certainly, led by Henderson, what the then Communists or fellow-travelling or
even just mild American style liberals in the University used to call ‘the Pareto cult.’ The favorite smear phrase for
Pareto was ‘Karl Marx of the bourgeoisie.’ The Pareto cult was never one that influenced a majority of the faculty, but
it had fairly wide repercussions.”
Heyl summarizes that the Marxists and Paretans frequently confronted one another at Harvard in the thirties, and
that many tended to embrace Pareto’s ideas, if not in reaction to the prevailing Marxist notions on campus, as a
useful defense in debate against them. The zeal of Henderson-Pareto model, however, for some reason, lost fuel
during the course of WWII (1939-45), after which a switch to focus on a Max Weber (in place of Pareto) based
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sociology occurred as the alternative to Marxism. [15]
American sociologist Talcott Parsons (1968) gave his opinion that the reason for the fall off of Pareto-interest, after
WWII, was scientific limitation: [18]
“Most of the neglect of Pareto stems from the scientific limitations of subsequent generations of sociologist rather
than from his irrelevance to their interests.”
This seems cogent. With the passing (reaction end) of Henderson in 1942, there was no one qualified—a physical
chemistry and or chemical thermodynamics background needed at a minimum to translate Pareto's ideas into the
language of reaction equilibrium physical chemistry and modern Gibbsian thermodynamics—and capable—
Henderson spent the years 1926 to 1932 absorbing the corpus of Pareto’s works (~10 volumes)—enough to lead the
way further; hence, into the mid 1940s the wake of the Henderson-driven wave began to reside.

Henderson | Sorokin
American economist Roy Weintraub, in his 1991 Stabilizing
Dynamics: Constructing Economic Knowledge, has documented
a certain number of background letters illuminating
connections between Edwin Wilson, Paul Samuelson, Pitirim
Sorokin, and Joseph Schumpeter, all Pareto circle members,
with a very interesting discussion on how Wilson taught or was
attempting to teaching some type of physical chemistry and or
thermodynamics based economics course. [6] Firstly, quoting
from George Homans 1984 autobiography, we find the
following: [7]
“The seminar met for a couple of hours late in the afternoon
for the better part of the academic year in, I think the junior
Common Room of the Winthrop House. Henderson worked
slowly through the Traite, providing his exegesis of selected
passages. After each of these he would ask for questions. If
there were none, he would go on. Except from Sorokin, I do not
remember there was much argument. Toward the end of the
first year of the seminar Charlie Curtis approached me and
suggested that we collaborate in writing an introduction to
Pareto’s sociology for American readers.”

Anti-Mechanistic

Mechanistic

vs.

Lawrence Henderson
(1878-1942)

Pitirim Sorokin
(1889-1968)

Russian-born American sociologist Pitirim Sorokin, with
his anti-social mechanism position, was the sole arguer,
in opposition to American physical chemist Lawrence
Henderson, and his Pareto-based physicochemical
mechanics model of society.

The mention of Pitirim Sorokin being the sole arguer in this 1932-33 seminar would certainly have been something to
see. A mere skim of Sorokin’s 1928 opening chapter “The Mechanistic School” (see: mechanistic school), of his
Contemporary Sociology, a full on assault of any and all type of social mechanism theory, is indication of how much
he heatedly objected to any and all types of social physics, social mechanics, social chemistry, and social
thermodynamics. [9] Sorokin, to the end, it seems was anti-physical science, when it came to sociology. In his 1936
presidential address before the Internal Congress of Sociology, in a paper entitled "Le concept d'equilibre: est-il
necessaire aux sciences socialies?", Sorokin became very explicit about this: [19]
“Equilibrium appears to me inadequate and represents a liability rather than an asset in the social sciences, and for
this reason, should be dropped rather than used in these disciplines. We must cut short this imitation of the physicochemical, and even in part biological, sciences, we must acquire the autonomy to speak a language which is not
distorted by borrowings from the other natural sciences.”
The only person who would seem to comes close to Sorokin, in his heated rage against the physical science based
sociologies, is Austrian sociologist Werner Stark (1962). [10] It would have been quite a sight to see, Henderson and
Sorokin going head to head, to say the least. The battle would have amounted, as an approximate estimate, to a
physicochemical mechanism bulldog (Henderson) going against a vitalism bulldog (Sorokin); though, to note, it
remains to be discerned to what exactly Sorokin was so vehemently objective about, whether it be the “mechanismvitalism alteration and the theory of abiogenesis” as Robert Merton (1933) communicated with Sorokin about,
whether it was some type of hidden religious or free will objection, or whether it had to do with bubbling hatred of
the historical materialism of the Karl Marx variety, being that Sorokin, prior to becoming the founding chairman of
the Harvard sociology department, was imprisoned three times by the Czarists, three times by the Bolsheviks, and
released from the death sentence by Vladimir Lenin himself (Ѻ); or possibly it was another issue yet to be discerned.
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The book proposal referred to above by Homans, to note, resulted in the 1934 An Introduction to Pareto: His
Sociology. [8]

Wilson | Schumpeter | Samuelson

In any event, on 23 Mar 1934, American
mathematician Edwin Wilson, the famous
sole protégé of Willard Gibbs, wrote to
Harvard economics chairman Harold
Burbank, the following: [6]
“I should not attempt to teach economics
but simply mathematical economics, which
in many respects is a different thing. I
couldn’t teach the steam engine, but I
have taught thermodynamics and the
analogy is about the same.”
Wilson’s course for economics, described
here, as Weintraub speculates, was “most
probably a course either taken by
Samuelson or whose readings were
studied by Samuelson.”

Edwin Wilson (18791964)

Joseph Schumpeter
(1883-1950)

Paul Samuelson (19152009)

In the 1930s, at Harvard, American polymath Edwin Wilson taught a physical
chemistry based economics course, the nature of which he discussed via letter
exchanges with Joseph Schumpeter, the product of which was American
economist Paul Samuelson, to took these ideas to heart, in the writing of his
economics theories.

Burbank, to note, was the one who would later deny Paul Samuelson a position at Harvard, because he disliked
people who were “smart, Jewish, or Keynesian”, as Samuelson's colleague Robert Solow commented, had an intense
aversion to mathematical economics, and would later order the hand-set plates to Samuelson’s prize winning
dissertation destroyed after 1,500 copies, meaning that no revisions would be possible for the next 35-years.
On 19 May 1937, Austrian-born American economist Joseph Schumpeter gave the following opinion to Wilson in
letter: [12]
“I perfectly agree with those who object to the practice of some economists, simply to copy out what they believe is
an economic argument from textbooks of pure or theoretical mechanics or physics, and I hope you will not interpret
what I am to say in the sense of that practice … We must not copy out actual arguments but we can learn from
physics how to build up an exact argument. Most important of all is the consideration that there are obviously a set
of concepts and procedures which, although belonging not to the field of pure mathematics but to the field of more
or less applied mathematics, one of so general a character as to be applicable to an indefinite number of different
fields. The concepts of potential, or friction or inertia are of that kind.”
In 1938, Wilson communicated the following to Burbank in letter:
“Schumpeter has suggested that it would be particularly well for me to give as I gave last time a general theory of
equilibrium such as this is understood by physical chemists including the phase systems of Willard Gibbs. Most of our
equilibrium theory in economics really has for its background the notions of equilibrium which arise in mechanics.
Although Pareto was certainly quite familiar with the types of equilibrium which arise in physical chemistry and are
necessary in fact for the study of the steam engine he doesn’t use this line of though in economics.”
Here, to clarify, while it is true that Pareto, in his Treatise on General Sociology, did use the term “chemistry” on 41
pages and “thermodynamics” on 16 various pages, he only uses or rather grapples with the more complex term
"entropy" once, namely in the fourth volume, which is the key term one would have to grapple with if he or she was
so inclined to attempt to reformulate the general equilibrium theory of economics in "thoroughly thermodynamic
terms", as American science historian Hunter Heyck (2005) seems to intuit. [11] In short, Wilson, in his assertion that
Pareto, in the 1910s drafting period of his treatise, was “quite familiar with the types of equilibrium which arise in
physical chemistry”, is a bit overzealous; physical chemistry was barely a field at this time, and modern equilibrium
chemical thermodynamics would not arise until the decades to follow 1923, when Gilbert Lewis published his
thermodynamics textbook, making Gibbs work available to chemists as a tool. Of note, as Weintraub points out,
Wilson, the same day in 1938, also writes the following to Pitirim Sorokin:
“It has always seemed to me that the analogies used by people in the social sciences which were drawn from physics
were limited to mechanics. In the early days physical chemistry was treated on the analogy to mechanics and the
treatment was most often awkward and ignored some of the most striking phenomena. It was only with the slow
infiltration of Gibbs’ notion about the phases into the general teach about physical chemistry that physical chemists
came to extend equilibria and quasi-equilibria on a broader basis than they could be understood form mechanical
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analogies. I am inclined to believe that sometime in the discussion of social phenomena it [may be] necessary to have
some concepts even more general than that of the phase system.”
Ten days later, Wilson wrote the following to Samuelson with critical comments on a paper by Samuelson:
“Moreover, general as the treatment is I think that there is the possibility that it is not so general in some respects as
Willard Gibbs would have desired. [In] discussing equilibrium and displacements from one position of equilibrium to
another position [Gibbs] laid great stress on the fact that one had to remain within the limits of stability. Now if one
wishes to postulate the derivatives including the second derivatives in an absolutely definite quadratic form one
doesn’t need to talk about the limits of stability because the definiteness of the quadratic form means that one has
stability. I wonder whether you can’t make it clearer or can’t come nearer following the general line of ideas [that]
Gibbs has given in his Equilibrium of Heterogeneous Substances, equation 133.”
The very impressive mention of "equation 133", from Gibbs' subsection "Internal Stability of Homogeneous Fluids as
indicated by Fundamental Equations", is the following:

Wilson, in other words, is suggesting, as it seems to be, to Samuelson that he use the Gibbs fundamental equation to
formulate a theory of economic stability. Very hilarious indeed. Even the best of the best top dozen of the three
dozen or so known human free energy theorists have been barely able to get a handle on this very intricate problem.
No wonder Samuelson, into the 1970s, would become so irritated when people queried him about entropy and or
sent him entropy-based economic papers to look at.

Gibbs circle in economics
Related, in a way, to the so-called Harvard Pareto circle, is
what American economist Paul Samuelson referred to as
the "Gibbs circle in economics", as follows in the opening
page of his 1989 symposium presentation "Gibbs in
Economics": [13]
“My title could just as aptly have been: ‘The Gibbs Circle in
Economics’. It would of course have begun in New Haven
with Irving Fisher at its epicenter. Edwin Wilson, Gibbs’ last
protégé, transported his tradition to MIT and Harvard.
Lawrence Henderson, Harvard physiologist turned
philosopher and zealot for Pareto’s sociology, was not
quite an economist but he did proselytized for Gibbsian
equilibrium in blood and elites. Wilson was my master, first
among equals. Through his lineage I could claim Gibbs as
my grandfather; and when my first PhD student Lawrence
Klein came to generalize the Le Chatelier’s principle to
quadratic forms of statistical variances, this Nobelist could The so-called "Gibbs circle in economics", with Irving Fisher
at the epicenter, flanked above right by Lawrence Henderson,
claim rights to the apostolic succession.”
To this group, Samuelson adds in Jan Tinbergen and Tjalling
Koopmans as two Nobel laureates in economics who
showed Gibbsian Influence. Roy Weintraub, who
completed his PhD in mathematical economics under Klein,
would also seem to be grouped here.

and clockwise: Jan Tinbergen, Tjalling Koopmans, Lawrence
Klein, Paul Samuelson, and Edwin Wilson, all Gibbsian
proselytes, according to Samuelson (1989), in that each built
their economics models on or via influence of the
thermodynamics work of Willard Gibbs. [13]

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“Pareto’s Trattato di Sociologia Generale [Treatise on General Sociology] is the hardest boiled book I have ever read.
Three times, since I passed my puberty, has my mind been made over. Once by a nexus of which Henry Adams was
the center, once by a matrix of which Frazer burned brightest, and once by a long study of genetics and evolution.
Pareto is doing the job a fourth time, and far more vitally than any others.”
— Bernard DeVoto (1928) [3]

“The circle is completed, and virtually unbroken: Gibbs to Wilson, Gibbs to Henderson, Poincare to Birkhoff, Pareto to
Henderson, energetics to Lotka to Wilson—roll them all together in the Harvard of the 1930s, add one young
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scientifically open-minded Samuelson eager to please his senior fellows, simmer in the Society of Fellows, and the
Foundations emerges, contingent as it must be on its contents.”
— Roy Weintraub (1991), On Wilson in respect to the Harvard Pareto circle [6]

“It appears that Homans early involvement with Pareto and the locally influenced ‘Pareto Circle’—along with his own
talent and hard work—were the keys to his successful rise at Harvard. Shocking as it may now seem, in 1945 key
decision makers felt that Homans’ Pareto-influenced scholarship in English Villagers demonstrated that he was clearly
superior over other candidates [e.g. Samuel Stouffer and Robert Merton] for permanency.”
— Lawrence Nichols (2006). “The Rise of Homans at Harvard: Pareto and the English Villagers” [4]

See also
● Epicenter genius | Newton’s circle
● Lewis school | University of California, Berkeley | Lewis’ orbit
● Two cultures synergy
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Harvey, William
In science, William Harvey (1578-1657) (IQ:180|#119) (CR:22), a Simmons Scientific
100 (#38), Hart 100 (#49), Glenn 20 (#4), Cattell 1000 (#227), was an English physician
noted popularly for his mechanics of heart blood flow circulation theories.

Soul | Life
The following are Harvey’s views on the soul:
“Whatever the power be that creates such an animal out of an egg, that it is either the
soul, or part of the soul, or something having a soul, or something existing previous to,
and more excellent than the soul, operating with intelligence and foresight.”
— William Harvey (c.1630), commentary on the source of the chick embryo (Ѻ)

(add discussion)

Biogenesis
Some attribute Harvey as the originated or first to state the principle of biogenesis, namely the logic that life and only
come from life; the following, supposedly, was stated by Harvey: [1]
“Omne vivum ex ovo” | Latin (original)
“Every living thing from an egg” [attributed]
Dean Wooldridge, similarly, states that Harvey, historically, has been assigned the epitaph “father of modern biology”
for his used of ordinary engineering principles, governing the pumping and flowing of liquids, to account for functions
of the heart. [2]

Physiocracy
Francois Quesnay, in his physiocracy economic tables, in which he explained the flow of goods and services, at each
step in the passage downward, modeled on a combination of Harvey’s heart pump models and Rene Descartes’
machine models of blood flow model of the body. [3]
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Hatch, Zachary
In hmolscience, Zachary Hatch (c.1969-) is an American thinker noted for his circa 1991 hypothesis
that that historical dissolution of empires—in which political power is first consolidated into large,
centralized regimes and then ultimately dispersed into many smaller nation states—can be
understood on the basis of the second law of thermodynamics. Hatch’s proposal was made into
one of American physicist Alan Lightman's 1992 discussion questions (see: homework problems)
which he says should be either solved by students as part of their coursework in a one semester
course or done as part of an open classroom discussion. [1]

Education
Hatch graduated from Princeton University in 1991; alma mater of the famous 1950s Princeton
Department of Social Physics.
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Hatsopoulos, George
In thermodynamics, George Hatsopoulos (1927-) is a Greek-born American mechanical
engineer, of the MIT school of thermodynamics, noted for his co-authoring of the 1960
Thermodynamics textbook with Joseph Keenan.

Education
George Hatsopoulos, who has three thermodynamics professor uncles at the Greek
Polytechnic, came to the US on a PhD scholarship to study at MIT in the late 1940s. [5]
Hatsopoulos received his bachelor’s (1949), master’s (1950), engineer’s (1954), and
doctorate (1956) degrees all in mechanical engineering at MIT. Of note, it is said that
Hatsopoulos did not fall in love with thermodynamics at first sight and that he disliked
his first class in thermodynamics. [4]

Thermo Electron Corporation
In 1956, he finished his doctoral dissertation, in which he described his newly invented
device a “thermionic energy converter”, which purported to convert heat energy
directly into electric energy without any moving parts, by the operation of the release of electrons. Hatsopoulos
theorized that, properly heated, some materials could give off electrons (that is, produce electricity) to a nearby
receptor. If he could only find the right material, he would dispense with huge steam generating plants. There would
be an immense savings in raw energy and a giant leap in economic efficiency. Shortly thereafter George and his
brother John Hatsopoulos (1935-), who was in the process of finishing a BA in history (minor in mathematics) at
Northeastern University, decided they should form a company and sell the device. To fund the startup company,
which they named Thermo Electron Corporation, according to John: [5]
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“We borrowed $50,000 from a Greek ship owner to start the company. He was a family friend. His son was at that
time at the Harvard Business School. The ship owner was a very tough guy who earned more money than God. He
said, ‘OK, I will loan you the $50,000 to teach my stupid son that is not a way to start a company’.”
They began by using George’s living room and basement (in Belmont, a few miles away from MIT) as a manufacturing
faculty and skipping forward a few years, the electric heat engine idea never worked out, but the effort resulted in
the formation of a new growing engineering company, which as of 2011, is worth $25 billion. [3][5] George remained
as chairman of the company until 2001.

Thermo Fisher Scientific

In 2006, Thermo Electron Corporation acquired Fisher
Scientific, founded in 1902 by American engineer Chester
Fisher, and became Thermo Fisher Scientific, making it
one of the most important life sciences corporations in
Massachusetts, employing 30,000 people with a stock
market value of $15.5 billion. [2]
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Hauriou, Maurice
In human thermodynamics, Maurice Hauriou (1856-1929) (SN:13) (CR=24), in full: Jean
Claude Eugene Maurice Hauriou (Christopher Gray, 2010) or Maurice Jean Claude
Eugene Hauriou (Ѻ), was a French social-philosopher and law professor noted for his
1896 Traditional Social Science, wherein he discusses concepts such Goethe and the
romantic view, social chemical potential, society as "social matter", etc., and for his
1899 book Lessons on Social Movement, in which he attempts outline a what he calls a
needed "new science" so to explain human movements in society in terms of
thermodynamics, discussing concepts such as entropy, mechanism, dissipation, and
reaction.

Overview
The following is a representative quote by Hauriou: [1]
“If we understand that the connections we have made are not just not been pointless,
but rather are the curious road to the explanation of social movement, characterized by gross business men or
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events, be transformed into its representation mental aspects also curious to see the representative energies, in turn,
is converted back into social movement organizations and institutions. These transformations are comparable to
those of motion into heat and heat into motion [mechanical equivalent of heat]. We have applied in the social
principle of the impossibility of perpetual motion, the principle of Mayer became representative of the equivalence
principles of heat engines, including that of the Carnot maximum efficiency. We have not yet exhausted the analogies
that thermodynamics should furnish. It remains to use the principle of Clausius or the increase of entropy, the
principle is formulated thus: ‘In the transformation of a closed system, there is a quantity that is constantly
increasing, entropy, and when the largest possible system value occurs, the transformations stop.’ This principle will
provide extraordinary light on the conduct and the creation of a static society, commonly seen in the creation of
situations of state. We see that this is what working energies representative.”
The density and correctness of this quote indicates that this book of Hauriou fits alongside of those of Mehdi
Bazargan and Leon Winiarski as those whose human thermodynamics book are in great need of English translation.
Hauriou’s Lessons is said to be one of the earliest attempts to apply the model of thermodynamics to social science.
[5] A noted Hauriou scholar is Canadian law philosopher Christopher Gray, who did the first English translation of his
1896 Tradition in Social Science.

Education
Hauriou completed baccalaureates in science and arts at Angouleme. He completed a law degree at the University of
Bordeaux, getting his license in 1876; doctorate in 1879; and aggregation, the final research degree in 1883.
Thereafter, he took charge of courses in the history of law at Toulouse, and continued to do work in a wide variety of
fields. He also gives credit in his education to vigorous daily discussions at Café Capitole, with his philosophical
colleagues: Frederic Rauh, Jean Jaures, Georges Dumesnil, and Viktor Delbos. In 1888, Hauriou was appointed chair of
the administrative law department at Toulouse. His first of sociology publications seems to be the 1896 book The
Traditional Social Science. [3] In the writing of his Lessons on Social Movement, completed in 1898, Hauriou states
that he undertook a program of self-study of the thermodynamics work of Henri Poincare, likely Poincare's 1892
Thermodynamics textbook. [4] Hauriou became dean of the faculty of law at Toulouse in 1906; retiring from that
position in 1926.

Quotes | Related
The following are related quotes on Hauriou:
“However much Hauriou was revered as a sociologist and philosopher in his day and remains influential in Latin
America and Europe, he is largely unknown in the English-speaking world.”
— Vincent Luizzi (2010), “Editorial Preface” to Christopher Gray’s The Methodology of Maurice Hauriou [2]

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“It [becomes] necessary to study the thermodynamics. The increase in entropy [is] a sign that it exists in the ‘conduct’
of the universe, conduct that is carried out by application of the organic representative and it is manifested by the
creation of static and the increase of law, it aims to free items. I ventured to see in thermodynamics ‘the science of
behavior of physical movements’ and I made for the moral sciences or sciences of the conduct of social movements.”
— Maurice Hauriou (1898), French law professor, Lessons on Social Movements [6]
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Havel, Vaclav
In science, Vaclav Havel (1936-) is a Czech playwright and former Czechoslovakian
president noted for his 1986 quote on entropy as struggle to evolves, or something
along these lines.

Overview
In 1986, Havel, in his “Letter to Dr. Gustav Husak”, stated the following now-popular
entropy quote: [1]
“Just as the constant increase of entropy is the basic law of the universe, so it is the
basic law of life to be ever more highly structured and to struggle against entropy.”
which is a variant of the original 1886 version by Austrian physicist Ludwig Boltzmann.
[2]

Education
From around the time Havel was seventeen, he was tutored privately in philosophy by Czech sociologist Josef Fischer,
a friend of the family, who would often present Havel with a long list of books to read. [4] Fisher during this period
was said to have been working to develop a fourth law of thermodynamics. Fischer significantly influenced Havel,
which is likely from where Havel likely learned about entropy. [3] Into the 1950s, entered into a four-year
apprenticeship as a chemical laboratory assistant and simultaneously took evening classes; he completed his
secondary education in 1954. Havel then studied economics at the Czech Technical University in Prague from 1955 to
1957.

Related
Another head of a country to use thermodynamics in application to human existence, was Iranian Prime Minister
Mehdi Bazargan.
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Hawking, Stephen
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In science, Stephen Hawking (1942-) (CR:29|118) (IQ:185|60) is British astrophysicist
noted for his 1965 PhD thesis which argued that if a star can collapse inwards to form a
singularity, coined a “black hole” in 1967 by American physicist John Wheeler, then so
to can a singularity explode back outward; thus giving an explanation for the Big Bang.
[1] Hawking’s thesis was stimulated by research of mathematician Rodger Penrose, and
based on German-born American physicist Albert Einstein’s 1914 general theory of
relativity. Hawking is a key figure in the development of the subject of black hole
thermodynamics.

Thermodynamics
In thermodynamics, Hawking is noted for his 1973 paper “The Four Laws of Black Hole
Mechanics”, co-written with Australian theoretical physicist Brandon Carter and
American physicist James Bardeen, which argued, on the earlier hypothesis of Mexicanborn Jewish physicist Jacob Bekenstein that the area of an event horizon is a measure
of the entropy of a black hole (black hole entropy), for the existence of black hole laws, which “correspond to and in
some way transcend the four laws of thermodynamics”, on the logic that the event horizon and surface gravity of a
black hole “have a close analogy with entropy and temperature, respectively.” [2]

A Brief History of Time
In popular culture, Hawking is famous for his 1988 book A Brief History of Time, a short history of the universe, in
layperson’s terms. Having sold about 10-million copies, it is one of the highest-selling science books of all time.
During the writing of the book, an editor famously warned Hawking that for every equation in the book the
readership would be halved, hence it includes only a single equation: E = mc². Hawking’s book is notable for
introducing many simplified thermodynamics perspectives, one being supposed violations of the second law of
thermodynamics. In one instance he states:
“The second law of thermodynamics has a different status than that of the other laws of science, such as Newton’s
law of gravity, for example, because it does not always hold, just in the vast majority of cases.”
This quote has become a common launching point for novice thermodynamics researchers who would like to argue
that the second law can be violated, and that it particularly does so for the case of evolution. Correctly, however,
Hawking’s point of view is an oversimplification of a contrived argument, stemming from the writings Austrian
physicist Ludwig Boltzmann, which states that there is a small chance that the particles of an isolated ideal gas system
could, according to probability arguments, collect themselves into half of the container or into one corner of it, thus,
it is argued, decreasing entropy or increase order. It must be noted here that the statistical view is only an
interpretation of the arguments presented by Clausius; thus a disproof of an interpretation in no way conflicts with
the original presentation.
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Entropy and psychological arrows
In the latter half his book, Hawking goes into simple discussions of
how thermodynamics relates to the existence of intelligence life.
He states, for instance, that “a strong thermodynamic arrow is
necessary for intelligent life to operate” and that the psychological
arrow points in the same direction of the thermodynamic arrow.
In the Illustrated 1996 edition, Hawking gives a diagram (shown
adjacent) eluding to the idea that the memorization of a book
correlates to a decrease in the entropy (increase in order) of the
central nervous system by about a million units and
correspondently an increase in entropy (increase in disorder) of
the body and surroundings of the body by about a million million
million million units. [3]
This diagram, is notable for having given American chemical
engineer Libb Thims insight, in 2001, into the idea that
instantaneous changed in neurological entropy, such as when a
person obtains a college degree (entropy decrease ↓), can eﬀect
correlative changes in individual human Gibbs free energies
(increase or decrease), via the combined law of thermodynamics:

Gf - Gi = (Hf – Hi) – T(Sf – Si)

Hawking's diagram of entropy decrease, via learning,
and entropy increase associated, supposedly, with
the body or surroundings, which is assumed to be
greater than the former, in accordance with the
second law. [3]

where f indicates the "final" and i the "initial" state of the process
(four-year degree), thus affecting the spontaneity of human chemical reactions, in particular love the chemical
reaction, in the sense that it is statistically easier to get someone to fall spontaneously in love with another person in
possession of a college degree than without. [4]

God
See main: Hawking on god

The following are Hawking's comments on god and religion, which seem to evolve from ambiguous "mind of god" talk
(1988) to theism-attacking atheism-like statements (2007) to admitted and open atheist (2014):
“Cosmology is a kind of religion for intelligent atheists.”
— Stephen Hawking (c.1962), description (Ѻ) to his wife, when they first met, about himself

“If we discover a complete theory, it would be the ultimate triumph of reason – for then we should know the mind of
god.”
— Stephen Hawking (1988), A Brief History of Time

“If you believe in science, like I do, you believe that there are certain laws that are always obeyed. If you like, you can
say the laws are the work of god, but that is more a definition of god than a proof of his existence.”
— Stephen Hawking (2001), Interview with Roger Highfield, Oct 1

“I’m not religious in the normal sense. I believe the universe is governed by the laws of science. The laws may have
been decreed by god, but god does not intervene to break the laws.”
— Stephen Hawking (2007), Reuters interview

“God did not create the universe.”
— Stephen Hawking (2010), London Times, Sep 2

“M-theory predicts that a great many universes were created out of nothing. Their creation does not require the
intervention of some supernatural being or god. Rather, these universes arise naturally from physical law. They are a
prediction of science.
— Stephen Hawking (2010), The Grand Design, Sep 7

“Before we understand science, it is natural believe that god created the universe. But now science offers a more
convincing explanation. What I meant [in A Brief History of Time (1988) (Ѻ)] by ‘we would know the mind of god’ is,
we would know everything that god would know, if there were a god. Which there isn’t. I’m an atheist.”
— Stephen Hawking (2014), El Mundo interview, Sep 23 (Ѻ)(Ѻ)(Ѻ)(Ѻ)
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Education
Hawking completed his BA in physics in 1962 at Oxford University, focusing on thermodynamics, relativity, and
quantum mechanics. He completed his PhD at Cambridge in 1965 in theoretical astronomy and cosmology and 1979
became a professor of mathematics there. [2]

Quotes
The following are relevant quotes:
“The human race is just a chemical scum on a moderate-sized planet, orbiting around a very average star in the outer
suburb of one among a hundred billion galaxies.”
— Stephen Hawking (1995), interview with Ken Campbell [5]

“Physics may explain the mysteries of the universe but it is cold and unemotional. So I try not to let it affect my family
life.”
— Stephen Hawking (c.2011), response to query: “how does your knowledge impact other areas of your life, e.g. your appreciation
of music, of art, your family?” (Ѻ)
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Hayles, Katherine
In literature thermodynamics, Nancy Katherine Hayles (1943-), often cited as N.
Katherine Hayles, is an American chemist turned English literature scholar noted for []

Overview
Hayles, in several early 1990s books, used of chaos theory, cybernetics, information
theory, dissipative structure theory, and statistical mechanics in literature.
In 1991, Hayles, in her Chaos Bound: Orderly Disorder in Contemporary Literature and
Science, stated the following: [1]
“The essential change is to see chaos as that which makes order possible. Life arises not
in spite but because of dissipative processes that are rich in entropy production. Chaos
is the womb of life, not its tomb.”
Her 1999 How We Became Posthuman: Virtual Bodies in Cybernetics, Literature, and
Informatics, likewise, mentions “thermodynamics” on a dozen or so pages, has a section on “Entropy as a cultural
Relay”, wherein she discusses Mark Seltzer’s 1992 discussion on thermodynamics and humanism in his Bodies and
Machines. [2]
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Education
Hayles completed her BS in chemistry in 1966 at Rochester Institute of Technology, here MS in chemistry in 1969 at
the California Institute of Technology, here MA in English literature in 1970 at Michigan State University, and her PhD
in English literature at the University of Rochester in 1977. In this regard, Hayles unique educational background
seems to fit her well into the two cultures group. Currently, she is professor and director of graduate studies in the
literature department of Duke University.
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Haynie, Donald
In thermodynamics, Donald Haynie (1964-) is an American biophysicist noted for his
2001 biochemical thermodynamics textbook Biological Thermodynamics, themed on
the thermodynamics of protein folding (protein thermodynamics). [1] Haynie currently
is working as the co-founder of Artificial Cell Technologies, Inc., a company focused on
the commercialization of polypeptide multilayer nanofilm technologies. [2]

Education
Haynie completed his BS in physics, at the university in South Florida, and his PhD in
1993 in biophysics, on the thermodynamic properties of proteins and their
conformational folding aspects, at Johns Hopkins University.

See also
● Rennie vs Thompson and Harrub creationism fiasco
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Hazm, Ibn
In hmolscience, Ibn Hazm (994-1064) was an Andalusian poet, philosopher, and
polymath noted for his early scientific-themed ideas on soul theory.

The Ring of the Dove
In circa 1022, Hazm penned his The Ring of the Dove, a treatise on love, where, among
other things, he stated expounds on a type of Plato-stylized love as the fusion of souls
type of logic, admixture with physics: [2]
“The union of souls is a thousand times more beautiful than that of bodies.”
“The lover’s soul is ever-seeking for the other, striving after it, searching it out,
yearning to encounter it again, drawing it to itself it might be as a magnet draws the
iron.”
(add discussion)
Canadian scholar Robert Perry (1979) groups Hazm, and his “The Dove’s Neck Ring”, with Goethe’s 1809 Elective
Affinities, French writer Stendhal’s crystallization process themed 1822 “On Love” treatise, Ovid’s “Ars Amatoria,
Andreas Capellanus’ “De Amore”, among others, as one of the earliest treatises on the "science of love". [2]

Quotes
The following are noted quotes:
“The earth is spherical despite what is popularly believed. The proof is that the sun is vertical to a particular spot on
earth.”
— Ibn Hazm (c.1050) [3]
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HCR theory
In acronyms, HCR theory (TR=7) is short for "human chemical reaction theory" or the theory that human mechanisms
and interactions occur via large scale surface-attached dynamic chemical reactions or "human chemical reactions" or
social chemical reactions.

Heat
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In thermodynamics, heat Q is a transfer quantity
that may be defined as the energy which,
exchanged by a system, has the effect of modifying
its temperature (sensible heat) or inducing a
change of state (latent heat). [1] Heat can also be
defined as the process of energy transfer
(conduction, convection, or radiation), energy in
transit, or a flow of energy from one body or
system to another as a result of a difference in
temperature. [2] In differential terms, heat, dQ or
δQ in exact differential symbols, is an amount of
energy transferred as a result of an interaction
between two systems differing in temperature. [3]

Matter theory of heat
See main: Matter theory of heat

Left: reactants in a beaker (Ѻ) being heated, an action which works to

get the reactants up to the activation energy level in order to reaction
The early history of theories of heat is a long and
to proceed to products. Right: the hot body (fire), cold body (cool
convoluted subject, beginning with Aristotle
water), and working body (substance in cylinder) of the 1690 Papin
viewing heat as fire element (350BC); Geber
engine, through which heat is added then removed in the operation
explaining heat in terms of sulphur or the ‘stone
of the heat cycle.
with burns’ (c.790); Paracelsus explaining heat in
terms of a mixture of Aristotle’s four element theory and Geber’s three principle theory (1524); Johann Becher,
modifying Paracelsus’ theory to arrive at the concept of heat as terra pinguis (1669); Georg Stahl, a student of Becher,
modifying the terra pinguis theory to arrive at the phlogiston theory of heat (1703); these all tended to revolve
around what was called the "matter theory of heat".

Bacon | Heat is motion
See main: Motion theory of heat

In 1620, English thinker Francis Bacon, in his New Instruments, stated the following logic: [7]
“It must not be thought that heat generates motion or motion heat—though in some respects this is true—but that
very essence of heat or the substantial self of heat is motion and nothing else.”
American science historian Fielding Garrison states that this statement is one of the first stepping stones that led to
the eventual formulation of the exact science of thermodynamics,
beginning some two-hundred years later: [8]
“In this sentence from New Instruments it is clear that Bacon, like
Descartes, Count Rumford, Sir Humphry Davy and Young, had a
more or less definite notion of the dynamic nature of heat and its
convertibility into work. But the exact science which treats of
heat as a mode of energy begins with the publication, in 1824, of
the Reflections on Motive Power of Fire of Sadi Carnot, who Lord
Kelvin calls the ‘profoundest thinker in thermodynamic
English thinker Francis Bacon's famous 1620
philosophy’.”
statement that the very essence of heat is motion and
It would be another two-hundred or so years, however, before
Bacon's discerning insight would begin to find verification in
experimental proof (see below).

nothing else. [7] This is one of the first precursor
statements to the mechanical equivalent of heat.

Caloric theory of heat
The next big change came when in the late 18th century French chemist Antoine Lavoisier began to conduct heat
weighting experiments during combustion reactions; the result of which is that he disproved the phlogiston theory
through experiment, and replacing it with the “caloric theory” (1787).

Motion theory of heat | Experiments
The downfall in the various "matter theories of heat" began to accrue at the start of the 19th century, which Scottish
physicists Balfour Stewart and Peter Tait summarize as follows: [6]
“Rumford's boiling of water by the heat generated in the boring of a cannon, and Davy's melting of ice by friction in
vacuo, were each conclusively demonstrative alike of the non-materiality of heat and of the ultimate fate of work
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spent in friction. The exact and formal enunciation of the equivalence of heat and work required to fill the lacuna in
Newton's statement was first given by Davy in 1812.”
In more detail, in 1798, American-born English physicist Benjamin Thomson (who eventually married Lavoiser's wife,
after Lavoisier was guillotined) disproving Lavoisier’s caloric theory, via his famous cannon boring experiment, and
followup publication “An Inquiry Concerning the Source of Heat which is Excited by Friction”, to arrive at the motion
theory of heat (1798). In 1799, Humphry Davy performed his famous ice rubbing experiment in which he melted ice
in a vacuum via friction. Thomson, in turn, then appointed the like-minded English physician-physicist Thomas Young
to lecture at the Royal Institute, particularly based on the fact that Young was one of the first to embrace his avantgarde idea that heat was the manifestation of atomic motion. Young in addition, however, was the first to
experimentally prove the wave theory of light (c.1803), and thus he added to Thomson’s argument that heat must be
a combination of motion and light. Young’s description of heat, as presented in his lectures on natural philosophy,
published in 1807, is one of the most profound and modern descriptions of heat to be found, even in modern times
(aside from the elastic medium part): [5]
“If heat is not a substance, it must be a quality; and this quality can only be motion. It was Newton’s opinion, that
heat consists in a minute vibratory motion of the particles of bodies, and that this motion is communicated through
an apparent vacuum, by the undulations of an elastic medium, which is also concerned win the phenomena of light. If
the arguments which have lately been advanced, in favor of the undulatory nature of light, be deemed valid, there
will be still stronger reasons for admitting his doctrine respecting heat, and it will only be necessary to suppose the
vibrations and undulations principally constituting it, to be larger and stronger than those of light, while at the same
time the smaller vibrations of light, and even the blackening rays [ultraviolet light], derived from still more minute
vibrations, may, perhaps, when sufficiently condensed, concur in producing the effects of heat. These effects,
beginning from the blackening rays, which are invisible, are a little more perceptible in the violet, which still possess
but a faint power of illumination; the yellow green afford the most light; the red give less light, but much more heat,
while the still larger and less frequent vibrations [infrared light], which have no effect on the sense of light, may be
supposed to give rise to the least refrangible rays, and to constitute invisible heat.”
This is quite an ingenious description, to say the least. Young incorporates the experimental findings of the motion
theory of heat, the experimental findings of the double-slit experiment, and the view that light is one part of the
electromagnetic spectrum (a theory completed by James Maxwell in 1873, based on Young's work), to give one of the
most cogent descriptions of heat ever presented, even for modern times.

Mechanical equivalent of heat
The next big idea on heat came about through the experiments of English physicist James Joule (among others) who
experimentally introduced the mechanical equivalent of heat (1843);

Entropy formula of heat
In 1850, Joule's work on the mechanical equivalent of heat was taken up by German physicist Rudolf Clausius, who,
over the next 15-years, combined the “motion theory of heat” with the “mechanical equivalent of heat” with the
Euler reciprocity relation to arrive at the exact differential state function formulation of what he called the
“equivalence value” of heat:

and by 1865 this equivalence value came to be known as entropy, symbol S. This, in turn, opened the door to
numerous mathematical "entropy formulation" varieties of heat, in the years and decades to follow.
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Social heat
See main: Social heat; Economic heat; Political heat

(add summary)

Human chemistry
In 1948, American author Thomas Dreier gave the following crude description
of “heat” generated in the context of human chemical reactions: [4]
“What is democracy but a successful formula for controlling the chemical
reactions of our 145,000,000 people, and turning the friction and heat
generated by our living together into production and progress?”
In this sense, the definition of heat, in human thermodynamics, is the same,
however, the terminological transfer and the understanding of generalized
state terms, such as "energy" or temperature", and conceptions such as
"system", e.g. social system, or "latent heat" used in reference to human social
systems is a new area of research. How does the sexual heat of reproduction,
A 2015 novel Elements of Chemistry:
for instance, related to the definition of heat as energy in transfer? There are
Heat (Ѻ) by biomedical research and
many who will argue that the term "heat" used in reference to human life
writer Penny Rad on relationships, sex,
processes is only metaphor. When human systems are defined as consisting of heat, and chemistry, which shows an
substrate-attached systems of human molecules, however, according to which formula-background stylized cover.
heat from the sun falls through a temperature gradient to the body of the cold
night sky and thereby drives the daily production of human work, the standard definition of heat finds clarification.

See also
● Thermal words
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Heat (sexual drive)
In science, heat, referring to sexual drive, as in being “in heat”, is a state of sexual receptiveness in animals, especially
in females. [1] In females, heat is a recurrent or singly-occurring state of sexual excitability during which the female of
most mammals will accept the male and is capable of conceiving. In this sense, heat is referred to as “estrus”, an
1890 term deriving from the Latin oestrus gadfly, frenzy. [2]

History
One of the earliest theories on the thermal operation of reproduction was Greek philosopher Aristotle who, in his c.
350BC De Generatione Animalium, postulated that the mode of animal reproduction is determined by a “vital heat”
of the animal. The warmer an animal is, Aristotle reasoned, the more perfect will be the state in which its young are
generated. [3] Live young are produced by the hotter animals; colder ones produce eggs; the coldest of all, such as
insects, produce a larva which in turn produces an egg. [4]
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heat = passion
In equations, heat = passion is a thermal
word type of equivalency aiming to
correlate heat of physics to the passions
of emotions, or thereabouts, in the sense
of the former being the quantifier of the
latter.

Overview
In 1857, Albert Brisbane, in his “Theory of
the Functions of the Human Passions”
chapter, wherein he seems to give a
cogent synopsis of Charles Fourier's
theory, as concerns the passions, as
follows:

Left: Ben Biddle's 2013 heat = passion equation. [1] Right: one of Ingo Muller's

“It may be laid down as a law, that forces illustrations of how heat and in turn social heat, the sum of individual passions in
a society, becomes more complex (complicated) when put under the lens of
can operate naturally and rightly only in thermodynamics (e.g. boundaries, human molecules, heat from social friction,
mechanisms which are suited to them.
etc.). [3]
This is as true of the passions as it is of all
other forces in nature—of steam, for example, which cannot produce its legitimate effects in mechanics, except on
condition that it operates in an engine perfectly fitted to it.”
In 2013, Ben Biddle penned the following business chemistry like entrepreneur stylized heat equals passion equation
in his idea notes: [1]

In 2015, Libb Thims, in his "Zerotheism for Kids" lecture, section: introduction (Ѻ) (1 of 14), showed the Biddle version
of the "heat = passion" equation, as connected to Boerhaave's law, one of the core laws of heat, in attempts to
explain to the kids that "heat", which is related to the passions, in a realistic non-metaphorical way, has certain
"rules" to its operation, which in no way depends on "god" (theism), or belief in the existence of god, because god is
not a word found in the science of heat (thermodynamics):
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which is why it is important, if a child his to be taught a real world model of how the society works, to develop a
foundational belief in zerotheism, in some sense, or else one will not be able to understand the operation of the
passions, e.g. hot and cold reactions, in a modern way.

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“For one heat, all know, doth drive out another; one passion doth expel another still.”
— George Chapman (c.1600) (Ѻ)

“Write while the heat is in you. The writer who postpones the recording of his thoughts uses an iron which has cooled
to burn a hole with. He cannot inflame the minds of his audience.”
— Henry Thoreau (c.1850) (Ѻ)

“If we equate love and passion to heat, it is often the case that on those first passionate encounters: heat runs or is
transferred from the hotter to the colder body. Once the two bodies reach the same temperature, the dynamic
energy exchange stops, the inevitable entropy takes its toll, and heat death threatens to smother the once vigorous
flame.”
— Patrissia Cuberos (2015), The Thermodynamics of Love (§:Scientific Inspiration, loc. 2688) [3]

See also
● Alley equation
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Heat capacity

In thermodynamics, heat capacity is a value specific for each body defined as the ratio of the quantity of heat δQ
exchanged by the system with the surroundings to the observed temperature change dT: [1]

The smaller the temperature change in a body caused by the transfer of a given quantity of heat, the greater its
capacity. [2]
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History
Scottish chemist Joseph Black and French chemist Antoine Lavoisier, in the 18th century, are frequently attributed as
the inventors of heat capacity. [3] This, however, may not be correct, as Black was the originator of the concept of
"latent heat". The first clearly stated definition of heat capacity, together with the first table of specific heat values
was published in 1780 by J.M. de Magellan, based on data supplied by Richard Kirwan. [4]

Synonyms
The terms "specific fire" (Richard Kirwan, c.1777), "specific heat" (Joao Magellan, 1780), "thermal capacity", and
"specific heat capacity" all seem to be synonyms; in the same way that perfect gas, ideal perfect gas, and ideal gas are
synonyms, each having a specific etymological history. In 1805, English science writer Jane Marcet, in her sand and
marble model, seemed to be visualizing things in terms of the “capacity of a body for caloric”, the sand being the
caloric (or heat), the marbles being the atoms of a body. [7] The term "capacity" seems to have its origin in the
phlogiston theory and caloric theory of heat, to the effect that each body may had a certain "capacity" to hold heat
particles (phlogiston or caloric). The modern heat-as-movement view, however, indicates that no body can contain
heat or hold it they way a bottle has a certain "capacity" for an amount of liquid.

Dulong-Petit law
In 1819, French chemists Pierre Dulong and Alexis Petit defined ‘specific heat’ as the heat required to raise the
temperature of a small quantity of substance by a fraction of 1 degree; using this definition, they determined the
specific heat of all sorts of materials. With this data, they produced a law, now called the Dulong-Petit law, which is
an equation which predicts the specific heat capacity of common materials such as lead and copper; albeit a law that
was later found not to hold at the extreme ends of the temperature range. The specific heat capacity of copper at 20
K, for instance, drops to 3 percent of its room temperature value. [5]

Constant volume heat capacity
When heat capacity is typically measured constant volume (isochoric), the following formula can be derived: [6]

which is the isochoric heat capacity.

Constant pressure heat capacity
When heat capacity is typically measured constant pressure (isobaric), the following formula can be derived: [6]

or

which is the isobaric heat capacity. The second term on the right-hand side represents the effect of thermal capacity
of the work performed during the expansion.
Subsequently, heat capacities at constant volume can be measured by the partial derivative of internal energy U with
respect to temperature and heat capacities at constant pressure can be measured by the partial derivative of
enthalpy H with respect to temperature.

Other
In 1936, Italian physicist Enrico Fermi defined what he calls "thermal capacity" by the formula:

which he says is the ratio of the infinitesimal amount of heat dQ absorbed a body to the infinitesimal increase in the
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temperature dT. Fermi states that the thermal capacity of one gram of substance is called the "specific heat" of that
substance; and the thermal capacity of one mole is called the "molecular heat" of that substance. [6]

Heat
Once these values have been determined via experiment, the calculation of the amount of heat Q released or
absorbed by a body can be calculated by the following expression:

where n is the number of particles in the system and ΔT is the temperature change.
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Heat content
In thermodynamics, heat content, or rarely free heat content or total heat, is a name used to describe the
characteristic function: [1]

which is the sum of the internal energy U of a body or system plus the energy associated with pressure volume work
PV.

Etymology
The term “heat content”, or heat-content, in thermodynamics, is sometimes said to be attributed to Gibbs, but he
does not seem to have employed this term, at least according to key word search of his 1876 Equilibrium. The exact
person to have first used this term needs to be tracked down.
Whatever the case, the term seems to have come into use in the second half of the 19th century.
In 1909, term “heat content” by the term “enthalpy”, a term introduced by the Dutch physicist Heike KamerlinghOnnes who assigned the symbol H to the function and the name enthalpy, from the Greek εν (en) ‘in’ and θαλπος
(thalpos) ‘to heat’, which combined define the word enthalpos, to warm within. [2]
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Heat cycle
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In thermodynamics, a heat cycle consists
of an expansion phase, in which a working
body expands in volume, and a contraction
phase, in which the working body
contracts in volume.

Overview
The concept of the heat "cycle" was first
enunciated in 1824 by French physicist
Sadi Carnot in what is called the Carnot
cycle, a detailed step-by-step described
heat cycle.

Depiction of the basic heat cycle: an expansion phase, left, in which a working
body put in contact with hot body, followed by a contraction phase, right,
where the working body put in contact with cold body.

Heat death
In cosmological thermodynamics, heat death is a postulate, made in the 1850s,
predominately by English physicist William Thomson, that the universe, in its
end state, will run down to the point where there will be no more energy
available for doing work due to the action of the dissipation of mechanical
energy. A typical modern laymanized version of heat death was stated as
follows, in 2002, by American philosopher Christian de Quincey: [12]
“The cosmological prediction of entropic ‘heat death’ of the universe [occurs
when] all available physical energy if used up, and all pockets of negentropic life
will have disappeared forever.”
An early view of heat death was expressed in a March 21st 1869 letter from
Friedrich Engels to Karl Marx: [8]
“In Germany the conversion of the natural forces, for instance, heat into
mechanical energy, etc., has given rise to a very absurd theory—that the world
is becoming steadily colder … and that, in the end, a moment will come when all
life will be impossible. I am simply waiting for the moment when the clerics
American chemical mineralogist
seize upon this theory.”
Norman Dolloff, in his Heat Death and
the Phoenix: Entropy, Order, and the

Said another way, heat death expresses the view that due to the maximization Future of Man (1975), digresses on the
thermal word laced notions of birth
of entropy, and that all movement will stop, or reach equilibrium. [1] In the
(phoenix myth) and death (heat
years to follow, people began to wonder how this "dissipation and death"
death), in respect to the future of
postulate might related to human life. [7] The idea of heat death stems from
the second law of thermodynamics, which states that entropy to increase in an humankind, in particular how the laws
of thermodynamics applied to the
isolated system. If the universe lasts for a sufficient time, it will asymptotically
humanities may “enable man to
state where all energy is evenly distributed. In other words, in nature there is a organize his future.” [15]
tendency to the dissipation (energy loss) of mechanical energy (motion); hence,
by extrapolation, there exists the view that the mechanical movement of the universe will run down in time due to
the second law.

History

Irish physicist William Thomson, central
promoter of the heat death theory.

The idea of heat death was first proposed in loose terms beginning in
1851 by William Thomson (adjacent), who theorized further on the
mechanical energy loss views of Sadi Carnot (1824), James Joule
(1843), and Rudolf Clausius (1850). Thomson’s views were then
elaborated on more definitively over the next decade by German
physicist Herman von Helmholtz and Scottish physicist William
Rankine. Specifically, in 1851 Thomson outlined the view, as based on
recent experiments on the dynamical theory of heat, that “heat is not
a substance, but a dynamical form of mechanical effect, we perceive
that there must be an equivalence between mechanical work and
heat, as between cause and effect.” [2]

In 1852, Thomson published his “On a Universal Tendency in Nature to the Dissipation of Mechanical Energy” in
which he outlined the rudiments of the second law of thermodynamics summarized by the view that mechanical
motion and the energy used to create that motion will tend to dissipate or run down, naturally. [3] The ideas in this
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paper, in relation to their application to the age of the sun and the dynamics of the universal operation, attracted the
likes of Rankine and Helmholtz. The three of them were said to have exchanged ideas on this subject. [4]
Chinese-born American economist Ching-Yao Hsieh and American economist Meng-Hua Ye claim that Helmholtz
predicted the heat death of the universe in 1854, thought no source is given. [13] In 1862, Thomson published the
article “On the age of the sun’s heat” in which he reiterated his fundamental beliefs in the indestructibility of energy
(the first law) and the universal dissipation of energy (the second law), leading to diffusion of heat, cessation of
motion, and exhaustion of potential energy through the material universe while clarifying his view of the
consequences for the universe as a whole. The key paragraph is: [5]
“The result would inevitably be a state of universal rest and death, if the universe were finite and left to obey existing
laws. But it is impossible to conceive a limit to the extent of matter in the universe; and therefore science points
rather to an endless progress, through an endless space, of action involving the transformation of potential energy
into palpable motion and hence into heat, than to a single finite mechanism, running down like a clock, and stopping
for ever.”
In the years to follow both Thomson’s 1852 and the 1865
papers, Helmholtz and Rankine both credited Thomson
with the idea, but read further into his papers by
publishing views stating that Thomson argued that the
universe will end in a “heat death” (Helmholtz) which will
be the “end of all physical phenomena” (Rankine). [4][6]

Wärmetod
It has been frequently asserted (or attributed) that it was
Clausius who first coined the term ‘heat death’ using the
German word ‘Wärmetod’. [9] Thermodynamics historian
Helge Kragh, for instance, cites the following 1868 passage
by Clausius as being representative of this coining: [10]
French astronomer Camille Flammarion’s 1893 depiction of

“The more the universe approaches this limiting condition heat death.
in which the entropy is a maximum, the more do the
occasions of further change diminish; and supposing this condition to be at last completely attained, no further
change could evermore take place, and the universe would be in a state of unchanging death.”
Another references states that Clausius coined the term heat death in 1865. [11]

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“The tendency of heat is towards equalisation; heat is par excellence the communist of our universe, and it will no
doubt ultimately bring the system to an end.”
— Balfour Stewart and Peter Tait (1875) [1]
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Heat engine
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In engines, a heat engine is a generic name
for a machine, configuration, or
instrument whose heat flow operations
can produce "impelling power" (work per
unit time) through a difference in
temperature by alternating contraction
and expansion a working substance, which
may be any substance, e.g. air, vapor,
liquid, a solid body, etc. When the working
substance is water, the heat engine is
called a "steam engine". These distinctions
were outlined in 1824 by French physicist
Sadi Carnot in his On the Motive Power of
Fire. [1]

History

The first functional steam engine, i.e. that The 1690 Papin engine (left), the model engine on which the theoretical 1824
Carnot engine (right) was conceived, both of which depict the basic "heat
which could produce useful work on a
cyclical basis, was built by English engineer engine": composed of a hot body, a working body, and a cold body.
Thomas Savery in 1697 and called the the "Miner's friend", by virtue of its ability to help miners pump water out of
mines and carry coal out of its shafts. [2] Soon more variations of such engines were made. In 1824, French physicist
Sadi Carnot set out to generalize the principles of operation for all types of heat engines. In particular, Carnot stated
that “in order to consider in the most general way the principle of the production of motion by heat, it must be
considered independently of any mechanism or any particular agent.” Specifically:
“It is necessary to establish principles applicable not only to steam-engines but to all imaginable heat-engines,
whatever the working substance and whatever the method by which it is operated.”
In an endnote to this comment, Carnot details that “we distinguish here the steam-engine from the heat engine in
general … the latter may make use of any agent whatever, of the vapor of water or of any other, to develop the
motive power of heat.” In more detail, regarding this any-type-of-substance proposal, Carnot points out that:
“Wherever there exists a difference of temperature, wherever it has been possible for the equilibrium of the caloric
to be re-established, it is possible to have also the production of impelling power. Steam is a means of realizing this
power, but it is not the only one. All substances in nature can be employed for this purpose, all are susceptible of
change of volume, of successive contradictions and dilations, through the alternation of heat and cold.”
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Heat hypothesis
In psychology, heat hypothesis states that above average daily temperatures, e.g. uncomfortably hot days above
90˚F, increase aggressive motives and behavior. [1]

Overview
The main promoter of the "heat hypothesis" seems to be American psychologist Craig Anderson, who, since 1995,
has being doing a meta-analysis of all publications on the subject.
“It is very well researched and what I call the ‘heat hypothesis’, namely that when people get hot, they behave more
aggressively. There's nothing new there and we're all finding the same thing. But of the three ways that global
warming is going to increase aggression and violence, that's probably the one that's going to have the most direct
impact -- even on developed, wealthy countries, because they have warm regions too.”
— Craig Anderson (2010) (Ѻ)
Anderson notes correlations as common as a greater tendency of baseball pitchers to hit a batter with a ball on hot
days or increases of horn honking on hot days by drivers without air conditioning to more extreme statistics such as a
probable increase of 12,000 murders per year per every 1˚F increase in average temperature, via global warming. [2]
The heat hypothesis phenomenon would seem to find explanation in Boerhaave’s law, i.e. that inputs of heat to a
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system, correlative with system temperature increase (except at phase change), cause volume expansion. In the gas
phase, according to Boltzmann-Planck logic, such expansion is said to correlated to increase in disorder or chaos in
the system. In non gas phase systems, volume increase will commensurate with transition phase bond breaking and
structure reformation to follow. In the case of society, the same effects invariably must occur, albeit via human
chemical bond breakages or dissolutions and expansion of volumes of interactions of people viewed as molecules
(human molecules) attached to substrate. [3]
In short, increases in murders on hot days can be explained as a system’s way of increasing volume. The study of
how a volume of human molecules change with temperature, e.g. such as when a city comes alive with people
bustling about on the first warm day, following cold winter, with people expanding out in to the countryside, etc.,
however, is complex subject. [4] It would seem intuitive that a correlate of a prolonged increase or spike in murder
rates in a particular area, for instance, would be a migration out of ground zero of the disruptive area and
subsequently a decrease in disruptive area density would result. Murder capitals of the world, on average, tend
towards population decreases. This logic applied to a generalized murder increase, correlative with temperature
increase, then would likewise result in similar outward expansions and thus substrate volume increase in alignment
with Boerhaave’s law.
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Heat island
In science, a heat island is a large town or city that is warmer than the surrounding countryside. [1] The difference in
temperature is most pronounced during the winter, when the heat given off by the city’s houses, offices, factories,
and vehicles raises the temperature of the air by a few degrees. The heat island effect is also caused by the presence
of surfaces such as black asphalt that absorb rather than reflect sunlight, and the lack of vegetation, which uses
sunlight to photosynthesize rather than radiating it back out as heat energy.
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Heat theorem
In thermodynamics, the heat theorem, or “Nernst heat theorem”, is said to be embodied in the following two
equations: [1]

and

where A is the maximum work available, from the German arbeit, meaning "work", U is the heat of reaction,
representative of the change in the total energy of the system, S is entropy, and T is temperature. [2] The heat
theorem was formulated in 1906 by German physical chemist Walther Nernst. [2] In the years to follow, Nernst's heat
theorem was molded into the third law of thermodynamics by German physicist Max Planck, which he used as a
founding principle for his "quantum theory", along with his earlier usage of Boltzman's second law based idea of the
equipartition of the energy of bodies into distinct units, i.e. energy elements, which formed the basis for the science
of quantum mechanics, as the subject has come to be known. [3]
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Third law
The heat theorem became the “third law”, of thermodynamics, in agreed upon namesake, sometime between 1907
and 1923. [3] Nernst’s heat theorem was being called a “new law of thermodynamics” (Otto Sackur, 1910), new
“principle of thermodynamics” (Max Planck, 1910), and somewhere in his own lectures, Nernst had become his
theorem the third law.
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Heath, Jerome
In hmolscience, Jerome Heath (c. 1940-) is American physicist-chemist turned
information scientist noted, in human thermodynamics, for his 1997 melting-pot theory
attempt to outline an idea of cultural thermodynamics.

Overview
In 1997, Heath, in his online “Thermodynamics of Culture”, attempted, via introductory
citation to a number of over-typical springboard scholars, namely: Ludwig Bertalanffy
(1962), Norbert Wiener (1961), Ilya Prigogine (1980), along with an ontic opening
scholars, namely: Claude Shannon (1949), then jumps to Georg Hegel (1830), among a
few other conclude, in a non-connective way, that concepts of energy, entropy, and
temperature apply to social science, to form what he passingly refers to as “cultural
thermodynamics”. [1]

Education
Heath completed his BS in physics and chemistry (1962) at Monmouth College, IL, his MBA (1985) at the University of
Minnesota, and his PhD in communications and information science (1997) at the University of Hawaii. [2]
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In hmolscience, Selig Hecht (1892-1947) was a Polish-born American bio-chemist, biophysicist, and physiologist note for []

Overview
In 1935, Hecht, in his “The Uncertainty Principle and Human Behavior”, vacillates on
whether, in the post Heisenberg uncertainty principle years, we should now uphold
mechanism or vitalism; following is a representative quote: [1]
“A physical object is something which stays put unless something else starts it going,
whereas an animal is something which under any circumstances does what it pleases.
Isn’t a man a living creature and cannot he do pretty much as he pleases? …
Heretofore, even if man entered somewhat into the matter, at least a given cause
under a given set of conditions always produced the same effect. But along came
Heisenberg with his principle of indeterminacy and apparently destroyed the pure and
inevitable relations of cause and effect. On the analytical level of the laboratory, the
mind sees things as determined. But in human behavior, in our daily lives, the decision is not simple. To his own mind,
the behavior of a man seems to be free and of his own choosing, and all the accumulated moralities of the world
exhort him to choose the good and to act righteously on the assumption that he is capable of free choice and action.”
A near-complete version of Hecht’s article is found in American astrophysicist Alan Lightman’s 2000 Great Ideas in
Physics, section on “Determinism, Free Will, and Ethics.” [2]

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“In this day [and age], [humanities] problems require for their consideration the cooperation of all the sciences. From
the standpoint of society, there is no such thing as the hierarchy of the sciences. All must contribute toward making
our civilization what it is, and if physics of late has been occupy in the spotlight, as Selig Hecht, professor of
biophysics complains somewhat petulantly, it is only because that field has attracted some of our keenest intellects,
whereas the social sciences touch too intimately the deepest interests of the controlling powers in society to be
permitted that indiscriminate freedom which every theoretical physicists looks upon as his natural birthright.”
— Morris Zucker (1945), The Field Theory of History [3]
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3. (a) Zucker, Morris. (1945). The Philosophy of American History: The Historical Field Theory (pg. 37). Arnold-Howard
Publishing Co.
(b) Hecht, Selig. (1935). “The Uncertainty Principle and Human Behavior” (pdf), Harper’s Magazine (pg. 238), Jan.

Further reading
● Wald, George. (1948). “Selig Hecht (1892-1947)” (pdf) (NAS), The Journal of General Physiology, 31(1):1-16.

Hegel, Georg
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In science, Georg Hegel (1770-1831) (IQ=165), or Friedrich Hegel , a semi-classified a
“modern Aristotle” (Adriaan Peperzak, 2012) (Ѻ) (Ted Ladlier, 2000) (Ѻ), specifically in
"young Marx's eyes" (William McBride, 1977) (Ѻ), was a German natural philosopher,
according to some a greatest philosopher ever, noted for his work in affinity chemistry,
being familiar with the work of Antoine Lavoisier, Claude Berthollet, writing at length
on Torbern Bergman’s affinity notion, debating with Jacob Berzelius on the matter and
even inventing his own formulation of chemical affinity around 1803, all supposedly
later employed in some way in his philosophy of nature. [1]Hegel is also noted for his
1807 Phenomenology of Mind in which employs the concept of kraft (force).

Goethe
Hegel has some kind of association with Goethe and it remains to be discerned how the
two may have influenced each other in respect to affinity theory. It is known, for
example, that Goethe's protege Arthur Schopenhauer, who also mixed affinity
chemistry into his "will" philosophy theory, despised Hegel referring to his work as the "emptiest word rubbish and
silliest gallimathias that have ever been heard outside the insane asylum." [2]

References
1. Brakel, Jaap van. (2012). “§3: Hegel, Schelling, and Peirce, esp. pg. 25). In: Philosophy of Chemistry (editors: Robin
Findlay Hendry, Andrea I. Woody, Paul Needham). Elsevier.
2. Schopenhauer, Arthur. (1839). Essay on the Freedom of the Will (pgs. 85-86). Dover, 2005.

External links
● Georg Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel – Wikipedia.
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Heilbroner, Robert
In hmolscience, Robert Heilbroner (1919-2005) was an American economist noted for
a number of unrealistic statements about human behavior and economic systems.

Criticism
In 1953, Heilbroner, in his The Worldly Philosophers, gave the opinion that human
behavior, in effect, is something distinct in the universe: [1]
“There is an unbridgeable gap between the ‘behavior’ of [subatomic particles] and
those of human beings who constitute the objects of study of social science. Aside from
pure physical reflexes, human behavior cannot be understood without the concept of
volition—the unbridgeable capacity to change our minds up to the very last minute. By
way of contrast, the elements of nature ‘behave’ as they do for reasons of which we
know only one thing: the particles of physics do not ‘choose’ to behave as they do.”
English chemist-physicist Philip Ball cites this quote as an example of incorrectness. [2]
In 1968, Heilbroner, published his The Economic Problem, give some type of circular flow economic diagram, and
states the following: [3]
“The flow of output is circular, self-renewing and self-feeding, [because] outputs of the system are returned as fresh
inputs.”
American social energy historian Eric Zencey criticized this statement cogently and humorously with the following: [4]
“This is patent nonsense. Anything that can take as input what it excretes as output is a perpetual motion machine, a
violation of the second law of thermodynamics.”
This is circular output flow being self-renewing and self-feeding, is what can be classified as perpetual motion of the
economic kind — akin, in language and argument style, to the various perpetual motion of the living kind scenarios —
as Herman Daly and Joshua Farley discuss in their Ecological Economics. [5]
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(b) The Worldly Philosophers – Wikipedia.
2. Ball, Philip. (2004). Critical Mass: How One Thing Leads to Another (quote, pg. 207). Farrar, Straus and Giroux.
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Heidegger, Martin
In philosophy, Martin Heidegger (1889-1976) (CR=9) (HuCR:14) was a German
“atheistic existentialist” philosopher (Jean-Paul Sartre, 1945), an oft-cited greatest
philosopher ever, noted, predominately, for his 1927 Being and Time, in which he
suggest that the meaning of our being must be tied up with time, i.e. that we are
temporal beings, a logic somehow based on critique of Immanuel Kant and a synthesis
of Friedrich Nietzsche. [1] In hmolscience, Heidegger is noted for being the supposed
originator of the “ontic opening” theory and for his “non-experiencing stone”
distinction (Wolfe von Lenkiewicz, 2011) (see: rock vs. human). In 2001, South African
chemical physicist Adriaan de Lange stated that some of his “creative collapse” free
energy theory are a complexity theory version of Heidegger and Jacques Derrida’s
“deconstruction”, as follows: [2]
“When the system does not have sufficient free energy F to drive its entropy
production and thus organisational changes, there are two options to obtain further
free energy. One option is that it can be imported from an external source like animals
eating food or plants absorbing sunlight. The other option is that it can be liberated from within by giving up some of
its organisation through a process which I call the "creative collapse" (the complexity version of Heidegger's and
Derrida's "deconstruction"). Taking animals or plants as example, they will then use their own tissues as source of
free energy rather than eating food.”

Quotes
The following are noted quotes:
“Being and time determine each other reciprocally, but in such a manner that neither can the former—being—be
addressed as something temporal nor can the latter—time—be addressed as a being.”
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Heine, Heinrich
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In human chemistry, Heinrich Heine (1797-1856) (IQ:160|#301) was a German poet his
said to have said of German polymath Johann Goethe and his 1809 physical chemistry
novella Elective Affinities that he was a corrupter of religion and that the novel
overturns “everything holy” and is an attack against religion, morality, and the social
forms. [1]

External links
● Elective Affinities (enemies)
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Heisenberg, Werner
In science, Werner Heisenberg (1901-1976) (IQ=180|#83) (CR=107|#38) was German
theoretical physicist noted for his 1926 uncertainty principle, for his matrix mechanics,
later shown to be equivalent to the Schrodinger equation work of Erwin Schrodinger,
for his 1928-1933 work on the development of the theory of the exchange force, and
for his 1952 dialogue (see: Heisenberg-Pauli dialogue) with Austrian theoretical
physicist Wolfgang Pauli on the question of god, soul, the magnetic force—and by
inference the electromagnetic force—and the need for future moral compasses.

Uncertainty principle
See main: Heisenberg's uncertainty relation

In 1926, while working at Neil Bohr’s institute, Heisenberg is said to have realized that
non-commutativity implies the uncertainty principle, and states this as such: [1]
“One can never know with perfect accuracy both of those two important factors which
determine the movement of one of the smallest particles—its position and its velocity.
It is impossible to determine accurately both the position and the direction and speed of a particle at the same
instant.”
The uncertainty principle is frequently evoked unrationally in the humanities to explain and or justify all sorts of
irreverent theories. One example is English physicist and marketing director Dan Cobley’s 2010 use of it to explain
marketing theories. The uncertainty principle has been classified as an “ontic opening” by Swedish thinker Erland
Lagerroth in regards to its use in fields outside of physics proper.

Exchange forces
It seems that in 1928, Heisenberg had invented a chemical bonding type of electron "exchange force" theory, which
posited a purely quantum mechanical force arsing from the exchange of identical electrons, and had assigned Rudolf
Peierls, one of Sommerfeld's students, to work on the idea, as applied to Felix Bloch's quantum mechanical electron
theory of metals. Heisenberg's "exchange interaction" intuition, supposedly, was the notion of a force generated
solely by the exchanging of positions of two totally indistinguishable quantum particles. [2] Because of the exclusion
principle (Pauli exclusion principle), no two electrons can be in the same quantum state. Since, unlike classical
particles, quantum electrons are identical, they can be considered to exchange places continually, which gives rise to
an additional "attractive exchange force" between electrons. Heisenberg thus suggested that Peierls examine the
effects of this force on Bloch’s theory of how electrons are able to propagate long distances in metals.
On 7 July, 1932, Enrico Fermi presented his report in Paris on “The Present State of the Physics of the Atomic
Nucleus” (1932) without mentioning the type of force which was subsequently called “Majorana force” and which
had actually been thought of, although in a crude form, some months earlier (circa Mar 1932 by Ettore Majorana).
The issue of the Zeitschirft für Physick dated 19 July, 1932, contained Heisenberg’s first paper on what latter came to
be called the “Heisenberg’s exchange forces”, namely forces involving the exchange of both the space and spin
coordinates. [3]
At the 1933 Solvay Congress, Heisenberg had presented his neutron-proton nuclear theory to Fermi and others,
according to which the neutron-proton force arises from the virtual exchange of an electron ("virtual" because energy
conservation is violated for an instant). In December of 1933, stimulated by Heisenberg, Fermi showed that both
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Heisenberg's force and conservation laws could be maintained if the neutron and proton exchange not just an
electron but and electron and a neutrino. [2]

Education
Heisenberg completed his PhD under Arnold Sommerfeld, the same person who was the doctoral advisor for
Wolfgang Pauli, Peter Debye, and Hans Bethe, all of whom won Nobel Prizes.

Further reading
1. Heisenberg, Werner. (1952). Die Physik der Atomkerne (pg 30) (The Physics of the Atomic Nucleus). Taylor &
Francis.
2. Cassidy, David C. (1992). Uncertainty: the Life and Science of Werner Heisenberg (exchange interactions, pgs. 28384, 292, 357). W.H. Freeman and Co.
3. (a) Amaldi, Edoardo. (1966). “Ettore Majorana: Man and Scientist: Commemoration Speech” (pgs. 25-95; quote:
57-8); “La Vita e l'Opera di E. Majorana” (Accademia dei Lincei, Rome, 1966); "Ettore Majorana: Man and scientist," in
Strong and Weak Interactions (pgs. 10-77). Present problems, A. Zichichi, ed. (Academic, New York, 1966).
(b) Majorana, Ettore. (c.1935). “The Value of Statistical Laws in Physics and Social Sciences” (online reprint, with
biography by Carlos Allones Pérez); Spanish version in: C. ALLONES (2004): “El valor de las leyes estadísticas en la
Física y en las Ciencias Sociales”, Empiria, núm. 7: 183-209 Madrid.
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● Brush, Stephen G. (1976). “Irreversibility and Determinism: Fourier to Heisenberg”, Journal of the History of Ideas,
37: 603-30.

External links
● Werner Heisenberg – Wikipedia.
● Uncertainty principle – Wikipedia.

Heisenberg's uncertainty
principle
In physics, Heisenberg uncertainty principle, or "uncertainty principle", a
type of commonly used ontic opening argument, states that it is
impossible to simultaneously measure both the position and the
momentum of a particle or in equation form:

which states that the product of the variation in position Δx and the
variation in momentum Δp of a particle will be greater than or equal to
Planck’s constant h.

History
The uncertainty principle was first presented by Werner Heisenberg in his
1927 paper “On the Perceptual Content of Quantum Theoretical
Kinematics and Mechanics”. [1] In his 1930 The Physical Principles of the
Quantum Theory, Heisenberg stated the following: [4]
“The resolution of the paradoxes of the atomic physics can be
accomplished only by renunciation of the old and cherished ideas. Most
important of these is the idea that natural phenomena obey exact laws—
the principle of causality.”

American physicist Arthur Compton and
German physicist Werner Heisenberg, two
early promoters and or commentators of
"indeterminism" via the uncertainty principle
(1927).

In 1935, American physicist Arthur Compton, in his The Freedom of Man, cited this passage, alluding to the notion
that it makes the model of Laplacian determinism, as captured in Laplace’s demon model of the universe, seem “less
and less probable” to some physicists. [5]

Free will | Pro
In 1927, Canadian-born American physiologist Ralph Lillie published his “Physical Indeterminism and Vital Action”,
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wherein he used the uncertainty relation to argue for a neurological based free will, namely that deliberate actions of
the organism, in particular humans, are non-deterministic at the neurological level and hence subsequently at the
psychic-choice level. [6]
English physicist Arthur Eddington, in his 1927 Gifford lecture turned 1928 book The Nature of the Physical World,
supposedly, was the first invoked Heisenberg’s newly published uncertainty principle, which Eddington called the
"principle of indeterminancy", in support of free will or human freedom or to argue that the universe is
indeterministic, or something along these lines; a switch from his previous Gifford Lectures position, wherein he
stated that he saw nature as being deterministic. [2] Specifically, in his chapter fourteen "Causation", of the revised
book, he gives the following opening synopsis: [3]
"Like most other people, I suppose, I think it incredible that the wider scheme of nature which includes life and
consciousness can be completely predetermined; yet I have not been able to form a satisfactory conception of any
kind of law or causal sequence which shall be other than deterministic. It seems contrary to our feeling of the dignity
of the mind to suppose that it merely registers a dictated sequence of thoughts and emotions; but it seems equally
contrary to its dignity to put it at the mercy of impulses with no causal antecedents. I shall not deal with this
dilemma. Here I have to set forth the position of physical science on this matter so far as it comes into her territory. It
does come into her territory, because that which we call human will cannot be entirely dissociated from the
consequent motions of the muscles and disturbance of the material world. On the scientific side a new situation has
arisen. It is a consequence of the advent of the quantum theory that physics is no longer pledged to a scheme of
deterministic law. Determinism has dropped out altogether in the latest formulations of theoretical physics and it is
at least open to doubt whether it will ever be brought back.
The foregoing paragraph is from the manuscript of the original lecture delivered in Edinburgh. The attitude of
physics at that time was one of indifference to determinism. If there existed a scheme of strictly causal law at the
base of phenomena the search for it was not at present practical politics, and meanwhile another ideal was being
pursued. The fact that a causal basis had been lost sight of in the new theories was fairly well known; many regretted
it, and held that its restoration was imperative.*
* A few days after the course of lectures was completed, Einstein wrote in his message on the Newton Centenary, "It
is only in the quantum theory that Newton's differential method becomes inadequate, and indeed strict causality fails
us. But the last word has not yet been said. May the spirit of Newton's method give us the power to restore unison
between physical reality and the profoundest characteristic of Newton's teaching — strict causality." (Nature, 1927,
March 26, p. 467.)
In rewriting this chapter a year later I have had mingle with this attitude of indifference an attitude more definitely
hostile to determinism which has arisen from the acceptance of the principle of indeterminancy."
This paragraph was one of the seeds that supplanted into the mind of American physicist Robert Doyle the puzzle of
the question of “free will” viewed in the context of quantum mechanics and thermodynamics, as the Eddington text
was part of his 1958 undergraduate course on the philosophy of physics, taught by Bruce Lindsay; the result of which
was Doyle's collection of 150 books on free will, eventual launching of his 2002 cite InformationPhilosopher.com, and
summary 2011 book Free Will: the Scandal in Philosophy. [2]

Free will | Con
In 1935, Polish-born American physical chemistry based physiologist Selig Hecht (1892-1947) published his “The
Uncertainty Principle and Human Behavior”, wherein he outlined the main arguments for why human actions are
mechanistically determined, citing laboratory experimental evidence as a basis for his argument. [7]
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Ontic openings
The uncertainty principle, according to Swedish theorist
Erland Lagerroth, has been classified as an “ontic opening”,
owing to its multifarious usage in arguing for things such as
free will or the existence of God.

Advertising/Marketing theory
English marketing physicist Dan Cobley notably has used the
uncertainty principle to explain some of the fundamentals
of branding, in what seems to be a stretched analogy, so to
speak.
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Heisenberg-Pauli
dialogue
In dialogues, Heisenberg-Pauli dialogue
refers to a 1952 conversation on god and
soul between German theoretical physicist
?
Werner Heisenberg and Austrian
theoretical physicist Wolfgang Pauli,
↔
following a Copenhagen conference on
quantum mechanics with Danish physicist
Niels Bohr, wherein the speculated about
the need for a new social moral compass
so not to be in "danger of losing our way" In 1952, during a summer walk, Austrian theoretical physicist Wolfgang Pauli
in the new world order or future
and German theoretical physicist Werner Heisenberg entered into a dialogue on

Overview

belief in god and soul, as an inner principle or guiding compass, and the need
for a new moral compass.

In 1952, one summer night, after a
meeting in Copenhagen, on quantum mechanics, involving Niels Bohr, Wolfgang Pauli, an adherent of some mysticdeism belief (Ѻ), and Werner Heisenberg, Pauli and Heisenberg went walking, during which time the belief in god
query came up (Ѻ)(Ѻ), which as recounted by Heisenberg actuated as follows: [1]
The outlines of the harbor installations stood out sharply, and after we had been standing at the end of the jetty for a
while, Wolfgang asked me quite unexpectedly:
Pauli: “Do you believe in a personal God? I know, of course, how difficult it is to attach a clear meaning to this
question, but you can probably appreciate its general purport.”
Heisenberg: “May I rephrase your question?” “I myself should prefer the following formulation: can you, or anyone
else, reach the central order of things or events, whose existence seems beyond doubt, as directly as you can reach
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the soul of another human being? I am using the term ‘soul’ quite deliberately so as not to be misunderstood. If you
put your question like that, I would say yes. And because my own experiences do not matter so much, I might go on
to remind you of Pascal’s famous text, the one he kept sewn in his jacket. It was headed “Fire” and began with the
words: “God of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob – not of the philosophers and sages.” “In other words, you think that you
can become aware of the central order with the same intensity as of the soul of another person?”
Pauli: “Perhaps.” “Why did you use the word ‘soul’ and not simply speak of another person?”
Heisenberg: “Precisely because the word, ‘soul’, refers to the central order, to the inner core of a being whose outer
manifestations may be highly diverse and pass our understanding.
Heisenberg: “If the magnetic force that has guided this particular compass – and what else was its source but the
central order – should ever become extinguished, terrible things may happen to mankind, far more terrible even than
concentration camps and atom bombs. But we did not set out to look into such dark recesses; let’s hope the central
realm will light our way again, perhaps in quite unsuspected ways. As far as science is concerned, however, Niels is
certainly right to underwrite the demands of pragmatists and positivists for meticulous attention to detail and for
semantic clarity. It is only in respect to its taboos that we can object to positivism, for if we may no longer speak or
even think about the wider connections, we are without a compass and hence in danger of losing our way.”
(add discussion)

See also
● Maupertuis-Diderot debate
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Heitler, Walter
In chemistry, Walter Heitler (1904-1981) was a German physicist noted for his 1927
article “Interaction of Neutral Atoms and Homopolar Bonding according to Quantum
Mechanics”, co-authored with Fritz London (1900-1954), in which they used Danish
physicist Niels Bohr's model of the atom (Bohr model), French physicist Louis de
Broglie’s electron wave theory, and Austrian physicist Erwin Schrödinger’s wave
equation, to quantify and conceptualized the idea that the movements of the
electrons, technically called electron wavefunctions—mathematical expressions
involving the coordinates of the electrons in space—can join together mathematically
with plus, minus, and exchange terms, to form a Lewis-type covalent bond. [1] In short,
they explained the interaction and bonding of atoms according to quantum mechanics,
thus launching the subject of quantum chemistry.
Terms such as bound state, binding energy, overlap integral, exchange energy,
supposedly, all stem from this so-called Heitler-London theory. [2]
Heitler commented the following on his new quantum mechanical bonding model discovery, in retrospect: [3]
“I slept till very late in the morning, found I couldn’t do work at all, had a quick lunch, went to sleep again in the
afternoon and slept until five o’clock. When I woke up...I had clearly...the picture before me of the two wave
functions of two hydrogen molecules joined together with a plus and minus and with the exchange in it. So I was very
excited, and I got up and thought it out. As soon as I was clear that the exchange did play a role, I called London up,
and he came to me as quickly as possible. Meanwhile I had already started developing a sort of perturbation theory.
We worked together then until rather late at night, and then by that time most of the paper was clear.... Well...at
least it was not later than the following day that we had the formation of the hydrogen molecule in our hands, and
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we also knew that there was a second mode of interaction which meant repulsion between two hydrogen atoms, also
new at the time—new to chemists, too.”

See also
● History of chemical bonding theory
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Heliocentric model
In science, the heliocentric model or ‘heliocentrism’,
as contrasted with geocentric model (earth at center
of universe), is the model of the universe where
planets revolved around the sun and there are many
suns in a vast universe.

History
In circa 250BC, Greek mathematical astronomer
Aristarchus (310-c.230BC) presented the first known
model that placed the sun at the center of the known
universe with the earth, and the other planets, in
their correct order of distance, revolving around it.
In circa 1514, Polish astronomer Nicolaus
Copernicus began making distributing a short fortypage manuscript to close friends called “Little
Commentary” (Commentariolus) which described his
ideas about the heliocentric hypothesis. It contained
seven basic assumptions. Thereafter he continued
gathering data for a more detailed work and some of
his work began to be discussed in various lectures.
In 1536, Cardinal Nikolaus von Schönberg,
Archbishop of Capua, wrote to Copernicus from
Rome, stating that some year ago he had heard
The 1543 version of Copernicus' heliocentric model. [1]
rumors of Copernicus’ theory, which he summarized
tersely as follows: [2]
“The earth moves and the sun occupies the lowest, and thus the central, place in the universe.”
The finalized format of the heliocentric model was published in 1543 by Copernicus, the year of his cessation, in his
On the Revolution of the Heavenly Spheres, which following the Galilean inquisitions (1633), would go on eventually
overthrow a mixture of Greek philosopher Aristotle's 350BC geocentric model of the universe and as well as Greek
astronomer Ptolemy’s 150AD geocentric model. [1]

Ridicule
German theology reformer Martin Luther (1483-1546) (IQ=170) described Copernicus as a fool in one of his afterdinner speeches: [3]
“[Copernicus is a] new astrologer who wanted to prove that the earth was moving and revolving, rather than the
heaven or the firmament, sun and moon, just as if someone in a moving carriage or on a sailing ship believed that he
was motionless and in rest, but that the earth and the trees were moving. But such are the times we live in: he who
wants to be clever must invent something all his own and what he makes up he naturally things is the best thing ever!
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This fool wants to turn the whole art of astronomy upside down! But as the Holy Scripture testifies, Joshua ordered
the sun to stand still, and not the earth.”
Luther's associate German theology reformer Philipp Melanchthon (1497-1560) described Copernicus’ heliocentric
theory as an “old joke” (see: crackpot), implying that it was a superfluous revival of a frivolous circa 250BC suggestion
by Aristarchus of Samos. Moreover, upon reading the Rheticus’ First Account (Narratio Prima), the first condensed
summary of Copernicus’ theory, Melanchthon commented: [3]
“[Some think it] a distinguished achievement to construct such a crazy thing as that Prussian astronomer who moves
the earth and fixes the sun. Verily, wise rulers should tame the unrestraint of men’s minds.”
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Heliopolis creation
myth
In religio-mythology, Heliopolis creation myth, the
thought product of scholars of the Egyptian city of
Heliopolis (c.3100BC), aka the “city of the sun”,
posited that the universe resulted according to the
process in which Atum, the sun god, emerged from
the primordial ocean to create Shu, the god of air,
and Tefnut, the goddess of moisture, from his
bodily fluid, which contained both male and female
elements necessary for creation. Their union, in
turn, produced Geb, the earth god, and Nut, the sky
goddess, who also married and produced Isis, Osiris,
Seth and Nephthys [1]

Ennead
Together, these nine gods came to referred to as
the Heliopolis “ennead”, from the Greek ἐννεάς,
meaning a collection of nine things:

The basic outline of Heliopolis creation myth, according to which the
sun god Ptah, who at the time was closely associated with Ra, arose
out of the primordial flood, and then self-engendered the pair: Shu
(air) and Tefnut (moisture), who self-engendered Geb (earth) and Nut
(sky), who self-engendered the sibling pairs: Osiris-Isis and SetNephthys.

These nine gods soon became anthropomorphized, as shown adjacent, or in some cases anthropomorphized with
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animal parts; a logic rooted in the historical belief that a "bird", the only animal with the ability to fly, carried the sun
disc through the sky, hence: bird-human god
depictions followed, and other animal-god
morphs thereafter.

Osiris
Linked to Heliopolis creation myth, in later years,
was the myth of Osiris, aka the “passion of
Osiris”, according to which Osiris, the highly
esteemed king of Egypt, was murdered by his
jealous brother Seth, then restored to “life”, by
the combined powers of Isis and Nephthys, after
which he entered the underworld to become the
judge of the dead while his son, Horus, avenged
his death to become the next king of Egypt. [1]
A diagram showing the deity cousins Horus and Anubis lineage and how

Quotes

this connects to the seven days of Biblical creation. (Ѻ)

The following are related quotes:
“The prominence in the texts of Asclepius, a thinly-disguised Imhotep, suggest an association with Heliopolis ...
Although even the Pyramid Texts fail to set out the beliefs of Heliopolis systematically, why should we expect them
to? After all, the people who mattered—the priests and worshipers—were already familiar with their own religion.
The Texts do, however, allow the core theology and cosmology behind them to be reconstructed. The most successful
attempt is found in Karl Luckert’s Egyptian Light and Hebrew Fire (1991), which isolates two related aspects: the
overall understanding in the origins and nature of the cosmos, and its relationship to human beings.”
— Lynn Picknett and Clive Prince (2013), The Forbidden Universe: the Occult Origins of Science [2]

See also
● Religio-mythology transcription and syncretism
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Helm, Georg
In human thermodynamics, Georg Helm (1851-1923) was a German mathematical
physicist, of the Dresden school, noted for his 1887 book The Doctrine of Energy,
arguing that the hypothesis of atomism was an unnecessary hypothesis and that the
science of energy and entropy was all that was need to uniform physics; a book that
contained an appended final chapter on the extension of the energy principle to social
theory and economics, traversing the hierarchy of physical energy to vital energy to
social energy. [1] On the subject of economic thermodynamics, for instance, Helm
postulated that money was the economic equivalent of the lowest form of "social
entropy". In another sense, Helm, supposedly, was the first to argue that money
constitutes the economic equivalent of "low entropy". This latter view, however, may
have been a mis-translation by Romanian mathematician Nicholas Georgescu-Roegen.
[5]
In 1881, Helm married Elise Zeuner, the daughter of German physicist Gustav
Zeuner, the creator of technical thermodynamics and founder of the Dresden school of
thermodynamics. In his 1898 Historical Development of Energetics, Helm was said to
have included a section on “Classical Thermodynamics”, arguing to the effect that thermodynamics had reached such
a well-established state that “it can certainly be called ‘classical’”, hence the name classical thermodynamics. [6]
Helm, supposedly, comments, however, that the label ‘classical’ had first been used not by him but by those who
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opposed all efforts to develop thermodynamics further. [7]

Education
Helm studied mathematics at Dresden Polytechnic during the years 1867 and 1872. He completed his PhD at the
University of Leipzig in 1881. He then became professor of analytical geometry, mechanics and mathematics, and
physics at Dresden University of Technology from 1888 to 1922.

Ostwald
Helm’s work attracted the attention of German physical chemist Wilhelm Ostwald who adopted Helm’s precept that
“in the last analysis everything that happens is nothing but changes in energy.” [3] This principle view, supposedly,
was utilized by Ostwald, in his 1909 book Energetic Bases of Cultural Studies, to argue that the function of law,
commerce, government, and language were the transformations of “crude” energy into “useful” energy with a
minimum of waste. [4]
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Helmholtz
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In mononyms, Helmholtz (CR:454) is the surname of German physicistphysician Hermann Helmholtz; noted in hmolscience, most-significantly for his
1882 proof, as found in his “On the Thermodynamics of Chemical Processes”,
that free energy is the measure of affinity.

Eponyms
Helmholtz is the eponym of the:
● Goethe-Helmholtz equation
● Helmholtz free energy
● Helmholtz school

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“The matter of multiplicity of contributors needs no great explanation, for we
are all used to this in the modern handbooks. I believe it is a common saying
that Helmholtz was the last universal genius, and we are fast arriving at the
point where even a single subject becomes too vast for one man. At any rate,
whether or not any of my learned colleagues could write an entire chemical
engineering handbook, I could not—hence the present form.”
— Donald Liddell (1922) Handbook of Chemical Engineering [1]
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The Helmholtz statue (Ѻ) in front of
Humboldt University, Berlin.

Helmholtz, Hermann
In thermodynamics, Hermann von Helmholtz (1821-1894) (IQ=195), the so-called "last
universal genius", was a German physician-physicist noted for his 1847 paper “On the
Conservation of Force”, wherein he presented one of the first versions of the
conservation of energy (or conservation of force), depending on context; and for his
1882 “The Thermodynamics of Chemical Processes”, in which he disproved the thermal
theory of affinity, replacing it with the free energy theory of affinity (thermodynamic
theory of affinity), one of the founding publications in chemical thermodynamics. [5]

Anti-Romanticism | Schopenhauer
Helmholtz (and Boltzmann), for some reason, supposedly, did not like German
philosopher Arthur Schopenhauer's one nature conceptualized human chemical theory
based electrochemical will philosophy; or at least some aspect of it? Swedish science
historian Jed Buchwald summarizes Helmholtz’s anti-romanticism as follows: [12]
“The kind of romantic idealism represented by, e.g. Arthur Schopenhauer, which
Helmholtz particularly detested and which his arch-foe Zollner ardently embrace, should be distinguished from
idealism considered as the antithesis to materialism. Helmholtz never embraced materialism, and he may have been
strongly influenced by the non-romantic idealism developed by [Johann] Fichte. [13] Schopenhauer’s philosophy
powerfully antagonized many physicists associated with Helmholtz. Years later, in 1906, Boltzmann, to cite one
example, nearly entitled a talk ‘Demonstration, that Schopenhauer was a Mindless, Ignorant, Spreader of Nonsense’.”
[14]
In 1874, Helmholtz, in his “On the Use and Abuse of the Deductive Method in Physical Science”, a general attack
and criticism of Karl Zollner, commented the following: [1]
“I do not find in Mr. Zollner's book a distinct declaration by which his new mode of procedure may be distinguished
from that generally followed. Judging from what he aims at as his ultimate object, it comes to the same thing as
Schopenhauer's metaphysics. The stars are to love and hate one another, feel pleasure and displeasure, and to try to
move in a way corresponding to these feelings. Indeed, in blurred imitation of the principle of least action (pp. 326,
327), Schopenhauer's pessimism, which declares this world to be indeed the best of possible worlds, but worse than
none at all, is formulated as an ostensibly generally applicable principle of the smallest amount of discomfort, and
this is proclaimed as the highest law of the world, living as well as lifeless.”
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Origin of life
In 1874, Helmholtz, in his “On the Use and Abuse of the Deductive Method in Physical Science”, in his German
translation of William Thomson and Peter Tait’s Treatise on Natural Philosophy, penned the following statement—
which supposedly is a middle ground position vented in his debated with the romanticism idealisms of German
astrophysicist Karl Zollner and objections with Arthur Schopenhauer’s philosophy: [9]
“If failure attends all our efforts to obtain a generation of organisms from lifeless matter, it seems to me a thoroughly
correct procedure to inquire whether there has ever been an origination of life, or whether it is not as old as matter,
and whether its germs, borne from one world to another, have not been developed wherever they have found a
favorable soil.”
This is one of the first no origin of life theory statements.

Heat death
Helmholtz was one of the main proponents of the concept of the "heat death" of the universe.

Chemical affinity
In his 1869 lecture "The Aim of Physical Science", Helmholtz gave the following definition of chemical affinity: [7]
"Chemical affinity: the elective force exhibited by different bodies towards one another."

Conservation of force
Helmholtz, along with German physician and physicist Robert Mayer (1841) and English physicist James Joule (1843),
is often cited as one of the main three of the founders of the first law of thermodynamics. [1] Helmholtz, by his own
admission, was said to be very much under the influence of Immanuel Kant when he wrote his 1843 paper “On the
Conservation of Force”. [6]

Chemical thermodynamics
Helmholtz, along with the work of American engineer Willard Gibbs (1876), considered
one of the founders of chemical thermodynamics, for his 1882 paper "The
Thermodynamics of Chemical Processes". In this famous paper, Helmholtz showed,
through derivation, how the long-sought chemical "affinity" (the force of reaction) of
chemistry was measured by the "free energy" of the system, i.e. that which could be
converted into other forms of usable energy (such as mechanical work or electricity) not
by the heat of the reaction. [2]

Helmholtz school
See main: Helmholtz school

Through his association with German physician and physiologist Ernst Brücke, Helmholtz
was of great influence in the development of "psychodynamics", the thermodynamical aspects of mental life, via
Sigmund Freud.

Human thermodynamics
In 1892, Helmholtz discussed his views on the thermodynamics of Goethe's Faust, in which he set forth preliminary
views on cessation thermodynamics.

Other
English astrobiophysicist Paul Davies’ cites Alexader Zotin as a reference for the claim that Helmholtz suggested that
life somehow circumvent the second law. [3] This, however, is a likely misattribute, being that (a) Davies is a weak
source (one prone to misrepresentation of material to suit his or her agenda), and (b) Helmholtz was a hard core
physicialist (see: Reymond-Brucke oath), believing that all natural processes following the laws of thermodynamics.
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Quotes
The following are noted quotes:
“He who learns the law of phenomena wins not only learning, but the power
of entering into the course of nature and of working on it further according to
his will and need. He wins insight into the future course of these phenomena.
He wins indeed faculties that in superstitious times were looked for in
prophets and magicians.”
– Hermann Helmholtz, Goethe Lecture, 1892 [8]
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Helmholtz free energy
In thermodynamics, Helmholtz free energy is the isothermal (constant temperature) isochoric (constant volume)
thermodynamic potential of a closed system (constant species), defined by:

F ≡ E – TS
where E represents the energy of the system and S its entropy. [1] In short, the Helmholtz free energy is the measure
of an isothermal-isochoric closed system’s ability to do work. [2] In the absence of any external field, the Helmholtz
free energy may be defined as:

Synonyms for the Helmholtz free energy include: free energy, Helmholtz function, among others. The Helmholtz free
energy is commonly used in experiments such as in explosives research (where explosive reactions by their nature
induce pressure changes). A related potential, used commonly in biology, is the Gibbs free energy where volume
changes occur, but where temperature and pressure remain constant.

History
The Helmholtz free energy was introduced independently in 1875 by American engineer Willard Gibbs and in 1882 by
German physician-physicist Hermann Helmholtz. [1]
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Helmholtz school
In thermodynamics schools, the Helmholtz school is a crossover school of physics and physiology that refers to the
group of German medical students Ernst Brücke, Emil Du Bois-Reymond, and Carl Ludwig under the leadership of
Hermann Helmholtz, at the University of Berlin, and their view that living organism operate according to physicalchemical principles, rather than vitalism or other special biological theories. [1]
In 1845, the group formed the Berlin Physical Society, in efforts to promote the view that organisms are
governed solely by physiochemical forces, rather than by those connected to vitalism. The term "Helmholtz school"
was used as early as 1944 by Austrian psychologist Siegfried Bernfeld in his article “Freud’s Earliest Theories and the
School of Helmholtz”. [2] Central in this group was Herman Helmholtz and his universal theory of the conservation of
force (later incorporated into the first law of thermodynamics). The idea of the conservation of force was passed
along in the teachings of Brücke to Austrian psychologist Sigmund Freud, one of Brücke’s students at the medical
school at Vienna, during the years 1873-78, who later used this logic to revolutionize psychology with his theories of
conservations of forces, such as in repressions or cathexis, in the subconscious.

Müller’s laboratory
In 1826, German physiologist Johannes Müller scripted his law of specific energies of the sense, with focus on nerve
energies, arguing that the act of sensation depends on some special quality of energy carried by the transmission
nerves, e.g. the optic nerve. [3] In this description was a premise of vitalism. In circa 1833, his Handbook of Human
Physiology came out, which integrated, to an extent, aspects of human and comparative anatomy, chemistry, and
physics.
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During the years 1838-42, Emil Du Bois-Reymond, Ernst
Brücke, and Hermann Helmholtz were worked together in
Müller’s physiology laboratory. Though Helmholtz gave his
name to the school, as he later became the most prestigious
(one of the founders of chemical thermodynamics), it was
actually started by Du Bois-Reymond and Brücke, who in
1842 pledged their famous oath (Reymond-Brucke oath): [4]
“[We pledge] to put in power this truth: no other forces than
the common physical chemical ones are active within the
organism. In those cases which cannot at the time be
explained by these forces one has either to find a specific
Emil Du Bois-Reymond
Ernst Brücke
way or form of their action by means of physical
(1818-1896)
(1819-1892)
mathematical method, or to assume new forces equal in
The two associates of the famous 1842 "Reymond-Brucke
dignity to the chemical physical forces inherent in matter,
oath" that the insides of organisms are governed solely by
reducible to the force of attraction and repulsion.”
physical-chemical means.

It is difficult to discern why 1842 was such a decisive year,
but it could have something to do with the publication of Justus Liebig's Animal Chemistry (1842) which utilized the
vitalist doctrine, mixed with Antoine Lavoisier's combustion theory of animal heat, on the premise that by 1845,
Helmholtz had scrutinized Liebig’s vitalism-soaked theory that animal heat theory could be accounted for by the
combustion of food, by pointing out that there was no rigorous theoretical justification for such a claim. [6] The trio,
Reymond, Brucke, and Helmholtz, not note, were soon joined by Helmholtz and a young physician named Carl
Ludwig, who had previously completed his medical degree in 1839 and the University of Marburg, forming the Berlin
Physical Society (Berliner Physikalische Gesellschaft) in 1845. The members of the society, according to one view,
“were young students of Johannes Müller – physicists and physiologists banded together to destroy, once and for all,
vitalism, the fundamental belief of their admired master.” [4]
On July 23, 1847, at a meeting of the Berlin group, when it was still more a club than a formal scientific
association, Helmholtz read a paper on the principle of conservation of energy – with the modest purpose of giving a
sound foundation to the new physiology. This was said to have “made an enormous impression” on everyone at the
school of Helmholtz. [3] Through the later influence of Brücke on Freud, the energy view of psychoanalysis can clearly
be found in works of Freud such as his “Instincts and Their Vicissitudes” in his chapter seven of The Interpretation of
Dreams, where psychological issues are described in terms of cathectic energies and their transformations or
vicissitudes.
Ludwig, like his associates, he rejected the assumption that the phenomena of living animals depend on special
biological laws and vital forces different from those which operate in the domain of inorganic nature; and he sought
to explain them by reference to the same laws as are applicable in the case of physical and chemical phenomena. This
point of view was expressed in Ludwig's celebrated Text-book of Human Physiology (1852-1856), but it is as evident in
his earliest paper (1842) on the process of urinary secretion as in all his subsequent work. To the group, and
especially Brücke, any hint of vitalism was verboten (forbidden); biological systems were to be thought of as mere
extensions of inanimate physical systems. [5] In some mentions, Austrian physician Josef Breuer is said to have been
associated with the Helmholtz school.

See also
● Berlin school of thermodynamics
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Helmont, Johann
In science, Johann Helmont (1579-1644), or “Jan Baptista van Helmont”, was Flemish
physician and iatrochemist noted for his circa 1610s five-year willow growing
experiment, amid which he coining of the word ‘gas’, among discerning other details
about nature and elements.

Overview
In 1609 upto 1644, Helmont is said to have introduced the word “gas” as a type of
spirit that can be reduced to liquid form and can, if produced, cause glass containing
vessels to explode. [1] Helmont likely derived the term from the Greek khaos (chaos)
meaning void or "empty space", being that the Dutch "g" is roughly equivalent to that
of Greek "kh."
The word was gas was introduced by Helmont in an experiment where he burned 62
pounds of oak after which time only one pound of ash remained. Thus, he concluded
that 61-pounds (or 98%) of the material was converted into a new type of invisible air
or spirit, to which he affixed the name “gas”. Specifically, in his writings, Helmont states: [2]
“The flame which is only burning smoke, perishes at once in a closed vessel, and charcoal may be heated
continuously in a closed vessel without wasting … yet it 62-pounds of oak charcoal contain 1-pound of ashes, the
remaining 61-pounds are “wild spirit” (spiritus silvestre), which cannot escape from the shut vessel.”
Then tells us:
“I call this spirit, hitherto unknown, by the new name of gas (Hunc spiritum, incognitum hactenus, novo nomine Gas
voco), which can neither be retained in vessels nor reduced to a visible form, unless the seed is first extinguised. But
bodies do contain this spirit, and do sometimes wholly depart into such a spirit, not indeed, because it is actually in
those very bodies (for truly it could not be detained, yea the whole composed body should I lie away at once) but it is
a spirit grown together, coagulated after the manner of a body, and is stirred up by an attained ferment, as in wine,
the juice of unripe grapes, bread, hydromel or water and honey.”
More than once, Helmont concluded that he was the “inventor” of gas. He investigated and categorized a number of
gases, such as gas from eructions (belches) or CO2, poisonous red gas (NO2) that is formed when aqua fortis (HNO3)
acts on silver, sulfurous gas that “flies off” burning sulfur, and others. He says that gas is composed of invisible atoms
which can come together by intense cold and condense to minute liquid drops; and that gases can be contained in
bodies in fixed form, and set free again by heat, fermentation, or chemical reaction. [2] In relation to combustion, he
concluded that there were two classes of gas: [3]
(a) Gas sylvestre – one that would not burn or support combustion.
(b) Gas pingue – one that would burn (a combustible gas).
His research was published posthumously in Ortus Medicinae (1648) and is one of the first examples of the use of the
"scientific method". Earlier variants of this growing experiment were, supposedly, done by the Greeks and Da Vinci
did a similar unpublished experiment with pumpkins. (Ѻ)

Quotes | About
The following are noted about quotes:
“And when with excellent microscopes I discern in otherwise invisible objects the inimitable subtlety of nature’s
curious workmanship; and when, in a word, by the help of anatomical knives, and the light of chemical furnaces, I
study the ‘book of nature’, and consult the glosses of Aristotle, Epicurus, Paracelsus, Harvey, Helmont, and other
learned expositors of that instructive volume; I find my self oftentimes reduced to exclaim with the psalmist, how
manifold are thy works, O Lord? In wisdom hast thou made them all.”
— Robert Boyle (1659), Some Motives and Incentives to the Love of God (pgs. 59-60) (Ѻ)

Quotes
The following are noted quotes:
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“That all plants immediately and substantially stem from the element water alone I have learned from the following
experiment. I took an earthern vessel in which I placed two hundred pounds of earth dried in an oven, and watered
with rain water. I planted in it a willow tree weighing five pounds. Five years later it had developed a tree weighing
one hundred and sixty-nine pounds and about three ounces. Nothing but rain (or distilled water) had been added.
The large vessel was placed in earth and covered by an iron lid with a tin-surface that was pierced with many holes. I
have not weighed the leaves that came off in the four autumn seasons. Finally I dried the earth in the vessel again
and found the same two hundred pounds of it diminished by about two ounces. Hence one hundred and sixty-four
pounds of wood, bark and roots had come up from water alone.”
— Johann Helmont (c.1620) (Ѻ)
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Helvetius
In hmolscience, Claude Helvetius (1775-1771) (IQ:160|#302) (CR:17) generally cited as
“Helvetius”, was French philosopher, approved of by Jean Sales, a friend of Voltaire and
Denis Diderot (Ѻ), noted for his 1758 On Mind, which espoused atheistic, utilitarian,
and egalitarian doctrines.

Helvetius salon
See main: Paris salons

Claude Helvetius, together with his wife Anne Helvetius, ran an enlightenment salon,
for over five decades, attended by a great number of intellectual figureheads, such as:
Diderot, Condorcet, d’Holbach, Turgot, Buffon, Condillac, d’Alembert, Lavoisier, Cuvier,
Thomas Jefferson, Benjamin Franklin, and Napoleon Bonaparte (Ѻ); though, to note,
Abigail Adams, wife of John Adams, was disgusted by her amorous behavior. (Ѻ)

Praise | Tributes
The following are notes of praise and tribute:
“The failure of the reformation to capture France had left for the Frenchmen no half-way house between infallibility
and infidelity; and while the intellect of Germany and England moved leisurely in the lines of religious evolution, the
mind of France leaped from the hot faith which had massacred the Huguenots to cold hostility with which La Mettrie,
Helvetius, Holbach, and Diderot turned upon the religion of the fathers.”
— Will Durant (1926), The Story of Philosophy [1]

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“By annihilating the desires, you annihilate the mind. Every man without passions has within him no principle of
action, nor motive to act.”
— Helvetius (1773), A Treatise on Man: His Intellectual Faculties and his Education (Ѻ)

“To limit the press is to insult a nation; to prohibit reading of certain books is to declare the inhabitants to be either
fools or slaves: such a prohibition ought to fill them with disdain.”
— Helvetius (1773), A Treatise on Man: His Intellectual Faculties and his Education (Ѻ)

References
1. (a) Durant, Will. (1926). The Story of Philosophy (pg. 175). Simon & Schuster, 1953.
(b) Hsieh, Ching-Yao, and Ye, Meng-Hua. (1991). Economics, Philosophy, and Physics (pgs. 13-14). M.E. Sharpe.
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Further reading
● Helve us. (date). The True Meaning of the System of Nature. Boston: J.P. Mendum, 1852.

External links
● Claude Adrien Helvetius – Wikipedia.

Hemoglobin
In molecules, hemoglobin, molecular formula: C2932H4724N828O840S8Fe4,
is an oxygen-transport metalloprotein, comprised of carbon, hydrogen,
nitrogen, oxygen, sulfur, and iron, found in the red blood cells of all
vertebrates; it was first analyzed in 1959. [1]

Hmolscience
In 1999, American religious philosopher-physicist Holmes Rolston, in
the context of the life vs non-life debate, argued that “god as a
countercurrent to entropy, a sort of biogravity that lures life upward”
and went on to argue the following unbridgeable gap type of logic
[reactions added]: [2]
“The knowhow, so to speak, to make salt is already in the sodium and
chlorine:
Na + Cl → NaCl

A 3D view of the structure of hemoglobin.

but the knowhow to make hemoglobin molecules and lemurs is not secretly coded in the carbon, hydrogen, and
nitrogen:
2932C + 4724H + 828N + 840O + 8S + 4Fe → C2932H4724N828O840S8Fe4
Life is a countercurrent to entropy, an energetic fight uphill in a world that typically moves thermodynamically
downhill (despite some negentropic eddies, and despite some irreversible thermodynamics). Thermodynamics need
be nowhere violated, because there is a steady ‘downhill’ flow of energy, as energy is irradiated into earth from the
sun, and, eventually, reradiated into space.”
This, for course, is a stepping stone to the arrival of the defunct theory of life (2009), the life does not exist (2010),
and life terminology upgrades (2011) views.

References
1. Feldman, Burton. (2001). The Nobel Prize: a History of Genius, Controversy, and Prestige (pg. 224). Arcade
Publishing.
2. Rolston, Holmes. (1999). Genes, Genesis, and God: Values and Their Origins in Natural and Human History (entropy,
pgs. 42, 155, 351, 357-58, 364-65); biogravity and god, pg. 364; thermodynamics, pgs. 357, 385, 399). Cambridge
University Press.

External links
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In hmolscience, Lawrence Henderson (1878-1942) (CR=80) (SN:6) was an American
physical chemist, biochemist, and physiologist noted for his 1910s to late 1930s efforts
to outline and teach how matter and energy evolve physicochemical systems in
general, not just living [reactive] organisms, nor man specifically, the culmination of
which was his "Sociology 23" a physicochemical sociology and physical science based
sociology course taught at Harvard.

Overview
The following seems to be an apt truncation of Henderson's overall philosophy:
“Matter and energy have an original property, assuredly not by chance, which organizes
the universe in space and time.”
— Lawrence Henderson (1913), The Fitness of the Environment [19]

A sophisticated version of his philosophy is said to be found in his The Order of Nature (1917). Henderson, however, is
best known for having been the head of the so-called Harvard Pareto circle (1932-1939), noted in for his 1935 book
Pareto’s General Sociology: a Physiologists Interpretation, in which he explains French-Italian engineer Vilfredo
Pareto’s 1916 four-volume Treatise on General Sociology, and Pareto’s view of society as a system of “human
molecules”, via of the logic of Gibbsian thermodynamics, using what Henderson calls Gibbsian "analogies", where a
social system is said to contains individuals roughly analogous to "Gibbs’ components". [1] Henderson was also
influenced by the equilibrium physiology work of Claude Bernard. [16]

Goethe
In 1917, Henderson, in his The Order of Nature, a book which he seems to devote to what he calls the "riddle of
voluntary action", stated has the following views of Goethe: [24]
“Goethe, who stands far above any of Kant's successors in wisdom and an almost instinctive recognition of the truth.
In judgment he surpassed his scientific contemporaries like Humboldt almost as much as in philosophical intuition he
surpassed Schelling.”
While admirable, Henderson, amid his history of the development of teleology theory, Aristotle, to Bacon, to Kant, to
Leibniz, etc., up into the late 19th century mechanistic philosophy rise, prior to jumping into Gibbs, states the
following incorrect discernment:
“On the whole neither Goethe nor Lotze, nor indeed Mill, Spencer, or Comte, seriously modified the development of
scientific thought, which now becomes our principal concern.”
In other words, Henderson, amid his gropings to dismiss teleology as defunct, is seemingly unaware that Goethe's
human chemical affinity work, via Hermann Helmholtz's 1882 thermodynamic theory of affinity proof, is the
forerunner to what the Gibbs-based socioeconomic theories he will come to develop in the two decades to follow, via
his Harvard Pareto circle.
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Equilibrium | Le Chatelier | Gibbs |
Pareto
Henderson, in his appendix notes 3 and 4, gives
a rather ripe Le Chatelier’s principle type
example of a isolated five component liquid and
gas phase physico-chemical system, in which he
steps though calculations to show how the
addition of some 100 units of the gas phase
shifts the original unperturbed chemical
equilibrium of the entire system into a new
second chemical equilibrium, after which he
concludes rather boldly:
“This simple example illustrates logical
principles that find almost universal application
in the physical, biological, and social sciences.”
The one person, prior to statement, that
Henderson cites, to have made similar
assertions, albeit without the reaction example,
is American physical chemist Wilder Bancroft
(1910). [23]

Left: Henderson's 1935 isolated five component liquid and gas phase
physico-chemical system example model, wherein he shows how
equilibrium of the system, according to Le Chatelier's principle (and Gibbs
methods), shifts when carbon dioxide CO2 is added, and goes on to assert
that these reactive shifting equilibrium models apply universally to the
social sciences, namely to connective semi-permeable boundaried
Henderson also states, in his example, that he is (migrative) social systems. [2] Right: a Romany nomadic family
immigrating into England, photo from Our waifs and Strays (1902) (Ѻ),
using the Le Chatelier model, over that of
who, according to Henderson, are akin to the CO2 molecules, pushed into
Gibbs, in that the former is simpler and easier
England from the over pressurized Romania when the concentration
to illustrate; though, as he goes on to discuss,
increases. Note: similar chemical-to-social equilibrium adjusting examples
Gibbs is the more accurate, albeit more
are found in the works of: Julius Davidson (1916), Frederick Rossini (1971),
complex description. The isolated physicoChristopher Hirata (2000), and Thomas Wallace (2009).

chemical system he employs in his example is a
gas phase of carbon dioxide CO2 in contact with a four component liquid phase system, namely an aqueous solution
of carbonic acid H2CO3, sodium bicarbonate NaHCO3, monosodium phosphate NaH2PO4, and disodium phosphate
Ha2HPO4, as depicted adjacent. Henderson assumes the concentration of water and system temperature to be
constant, as a first approximation. The equilibrium chemical reaction for the liquid phase is:

The chemical equilibrium for this reaction, per ratio of concentration ratio of products over reactant is, according to
Henderson, is:

The equilibrium of the gas phase carbon dioxide shifting into free carbonic acid in the liquid phase is:

Henderson then defines the condition of equilibrium as reaction condition or state in which the velocity of a process
in one direction, namely forward reaction, is equal to the velocity in the opposite direction, namely reverse reaction,
so that there is no net change and therefore no observable change in the composition of the system. He then goes
through an algebraic type of concentration calculation wherein he adds a 100 units of carbon dioxide CO2 gas to the
the system, shows how so much carbon dioxide converts into liquid carbonic acid H2CO3, after which all the individual
species concentrations adjust, at the end of which the second state equilibrium concentration ratio becomes 3.011,
i.e. the original state equilibrium reaction velocities. On systems, Henderson explains:
“Isolation may be regarded as the case where exchanges between the system and the environment have the value
zero. If these exchanges have some other known value, the requirements for logical analysis are likewise fulfilled, and
the analysis ay not present any serious inconvenience. Thus a metal bar one end of which is being heated at a
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constant rate, or a country with constant immigration rate, may for certain purposes be treated as a system, without
regard to the properties of the source of heat, or of the countries from which the immigrants come.”
Moreover, in rather telling postulation, which juxtaposes the earlier century Le Chatelier principle based sociology of
Vilfredo Pareto with the later century free energy minimization bases sociologies of the late 20th century burgeoning
human free energy theorists (e.g. Christopher Hirata, 2000), we fine the following very excellent statement:
“Another characteristic of many ideal systems that is, in general, indispensable in order that conditions shall be
determinate is the establishment and use of some definition of equilibrium or some criterion of equilibrium, whether
in the case of statical equilibrium or in the case of dynamical equilibrium. This criterion is often of such a character
that some function like entropy or energy assumes a maximum or a minimum value or, as in the case of the
derivatives or variations of such functions, vanishes. In the case of Pareto’s social system the definition of equilibrium
takes a form that closely resembles the theorem of Le Chatelier in physical chemistry, which expresses a property of
physico-chemical equilibrium, and which may be deduced from the work of Gibbs.”
Here we are reminded of Irish physicist Philip Moriarty’s infamous 2009 bend over backwards incorrect comment,
spurted amid the prolonged Moriarty-Thims debate:
“Where did Gibbs state that ‘a society is one such material system’? He didn't - that is your particular (incorrect)
reading of the application of thermodynamics.”
Here, without going into detail, we see a rather telling look inside the likely to become growing battleground of
physical science base humanities (physical humanities), namely a comparison between the way a physicist (Moriarty)
sees things as compared to a physical chemist (Henderson) and chemical engineer (Thims) sees thing.

Education
Henderson completed his BS in physical chemistry at Harvard in circa 1899. It was during this period, according to
Cynthia Russett, that Henderson had come to know or learn about Willard Gibbs and his work in thermodynamics.
[16] Henderson then went on to completed his MD at Harvard Medical School in 1902. He then continued his studies
in biological chemistry at Strasbourg for four semesters and then returned to a lectureship at Harvard College, and
the following year (1904) to teach biochemistry at both Harvard College and Harvard Medical School until his death
(reaction end) in 1942. [13] During this period, he established the first laboratory of physical chemistry. [5] In 1927,
he also established the Fatigue Laboratory at Harvard Business School to discover physiological norms for human
biological processes and to study the physiological changes that cause fatigue in workers. [3] In 1928, Henderson was
was introduced to the French version of Pareto's work by his colleague entomologist William Morton Wheeler, whose
studies of insect societies hand prompted him to take an interest in the structure of human societies. [16]
In circa 1926, Henderson’s friend and colleague myrmecological entomologist William Wheeler—whose studies
of insect societies had prompted him to take an interest in the structure of human societies—introduced Henderson
to Vilfredo Pareto’s Treatise on General Sociology, the 1917 French version. Henderson, supposedly, resisted at first
because he did not think much of sociology, but the agreed to read the book on Wheeler’s recommendation. [16]
By 1928, Henderson, in his Blood: a Study in General Physiology, was already quoting Pareto on over seven
pages. [21] At some point, in or around this growing Pareto assimilation period, Henderson began to hold the
following views in mind: [20]
“As my familiarity with the work [of Pareto] has increased, I have become convinced that my acquaintance with
Pareto’s analysis of facts, with his synthesis of results, with his methods, and with some of his theorems is at present
indispensable for the interpretation of a wide range of phenomena, whenever and whatever men act and react upon
one another.”
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In 1932, Henderson began to offer his now-famous seminar
at the Harvard sociology department on “Pareto and the
Methods of Scientific Investigation”. The seminar members
were chiefly Henderson’s colleagues, e.g. sociologist Talcott
Parsons, historian Crane Brinton, and advanced graduate
students. [17] In 1938, Henderson developed another
seminar entitled “Concrete Sociology”, which was aimed
primarily at undergraduates. The first few meetings were
devoted to lectures on Pareto’s social theory; the rest of
the semester was comprised of 25-guest lectures, from
Talcott Parsons, George Homans, two anthropologists, two
historians, a physiologist, among others. [17]

Harvard Pareto circle
American sociologist Barbara Heyl, in her 1968 “The
Harvard ‘Pareto Circle’”, argues that the so-called "Pareto
period" or Harvard Pareto circle, as it seems to have
increasingly been called, in American sociology, fell off and
The key players in Henderson's so-called Harvard Pareto
or ended in the 1940s, at least in part to the second world
circle, a group which held from 1932 to the early 1940s, or
till the start of WWI, where after focus switched to Marxism- war, during which America became allies with Russian, and
a switch or change of direction to a sociology focus on the
based sociology.
less innocuous Marxian historical materialism resulted. [15]

Early theories
In his early researches on the acid-base balances of organisms, Henderson was "strongly influenced" by American
engineer Willard Gibbs and French mathematician Philbert d'Ocagne. [5] American equilibrium historian Cynthia
Russett argues that the two main equilibrium models Henderson employed were that of Gibbs, in physical chemistry,
and Claude Bernard, in physiology. [14] In the 1920s, Henderson wrote two philosophical works, The Fitness of the
Environment (1913) and The Order of Nature (1917), in which he argued, supposedly (check), that the planet’s natural
environment is perfectly suited for the development of life; felt that “unique physical properties of matter” made a
steadily increasing variety of chemical interactions inevitable; thus, chemical evolution, the creation of life, and
biological evolution proceed by design and not accidentally. [11]
The title of his 1917 Order of Nature, seems to derive from the following quote by Jean-Baptiste Lamarck, which
Henderson’s preface: [12]
“Nature is an order ... which together constitute an unalterable power in its essence, subject in all its acts, and
constantly acting on all parts of the universe." . . . "an order ... able to give successively the existence of so many
different things." . . "that power which did so much, and yet is constantly confined to only do those.”
Henderson, the follows this “one simple question”, as he calls it, which he says sound be borne in mind when reading
his work:
“What are the physical and chemical origins of diversity among inorganic and organic things, and how shall the
adaptability of matter and energy be described? He may then see his way through all the difficulties which
philosophical and biological thought have accumulated around a problem that in the final analysis belongs only to
physical science, and at the end he will find a provisional answer to the question.”
This, we see, is pretty decent—a question that would not begin to find resolution until the early 21st century: defunct
theory of life (2009), life terminology upgrades (2012), sociology terminology upgrades (2013).

Students
A noted student of Henderson was American sociologist Talcott Parsons who learned the concept of equilibrium, as
taught to him by Henderson, thus believing that without equilibrium, a society would display no order. [4] Henderson
had intensive discussions with Parsons during the writing of the manuscript for his 1937 The Structure of Social
Action. Henderson’s influence can also be seen in Parsons’ 1951 work. [6] Other students of Henderson influenced by
his teaching of systems theory and the equilibrium concept include George Homans and Charles Curtis (1934) and
James Miller (1978). [7] Homans and Curtis belonged to a discussion group at Harvard called the Pareto Circle, led by
Henderson and inspired by the work of Pareto.
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Gibbs and Pareto systems
See also: Socio-physical chemistry

In a footnote, at the end of his book, in
commentary on his view of the physical
chemistry origin of Pareto’s sociological
theories, in respect to the chemical
thermodynamics work of American
engineer Willard Gibbs, Henderson
concludes:
“It is very unlikely that the general
characteristics of Gibbs’ system had
anything to do with Pareto’s construction
of his social system. In other words it is
very probable, I think nearly certain, that
Pareto did not keep Gibbs’ work in mind
and a fortiori that he did not imitated it,
when he worked out his social system; so
that Pareto’s system is not the result of
the application of the theories of physical
chemistry to sociology.”

A power point synopsis of Henderson's Gibbs-Pareto envisaged chemical
economic equilibrium theory, from American electrochemical engineer Libb
Thims's UPESW 2013 talk: “Econoengineering and Economic Behavior.” [10]

In comment on the possible incorrectness of this conclusion, Pareto, we note, first published his Treatise, in Italian, in
1916 under the title Trattato di Sociologia Generale (translated in French in 1917). Gibbs Equilibrium had been
translated in French in 1899 by French chemist Henry Le Chatelier. Hence, Pareto, being part French, may have
possibly known about the works of Gibbs and been influenced by him?

Praise | Tributes
The following are praise and or tribute quotes on Henderson:
“Henderson may have given greater impetus to the diffusion of equilibrium concepts among American social
scientists than any other single individual.”
— Cynthia Russett (1966), The Concept of Equilibrium in American Social Thought (Ѻ)

“Henderson’s role in this transmission of concepts was essentially prismatic. His was a clear instance of what might
be called the refractive phase of concept transmission—the point at which several different sources of an idea meet,
are synthesized briefly into a new form, and are then scattered over a wider area than before.”
— Cynthia Russett (1966), The Concept of Equilibrium in American Social Thought [21]

“Gibbs’ work is so foreign to most sociologists that it is doubtful that they would ever have adopted his interest in the
equilibrium concept had it not been through Henderson’s teaching.”
— Kenneth Bailey (1990), Social Entropy Theory [8]

Quotes
The following are popular quotes by Henderson:
“Pavlov's researches on the glands of digestion, the study of internal secretions and hormones, Sherrington's
investigation of the integrative action of the nervous system, Cannon's study of the emotions, and many other
independent lines of investigation have cleared the ground, and at the present moment the physico-chemical
treatment of the problem of organization is widely if somewhat vaguely recognized as the ultimate goal of
physiological research.”
— Lawrence Henderson (1917), The Order of Nature (pg. 80)

“Science owes more to the steam engine than the steam engine owes to science.”
— Lawrence Henderson (1917), The Order of Nature [9]

“No one, not even the vitalist, doubts that the organism is a Gibbs system.”
— Lawrence Henderson (1917), The Order of Nature [22]
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“The theory of the organism is more than a philosophical generalization; it is a part of the working equipment of the
physiologist, fulfilling a purpose not unlike that of the second law of thermodynamics.”
— Lawrence Henderson (1927), “The Process of Scientific Discovery” [25]

“All knowledge can be divided into two classes: subjects that study the interrelations of two or more persons (history,
literature, economics, sociology, law, politics, theology, education, etc.) and those that do not (logic, mathematics,
physics, biology, and other natural sciences, grammar, harmony, etc.); [the former are slower] in setting in motion
activity that becomes the most important and influential in the world.”
— Lawrence Henderson (1935), on Machiavelli's studies vs. Galileo's studies [2]

“The social system thus defined and characterized is clearly an instrument that may be employed, within limits,
similar to those explained [by Gibbs] for the physico-chemical system, in studying all the subjects of the first class
(history, literature, economics, sociology, law, politics, theology, education, etc.). For like history, literature, law, and
theology, all these subjects are conversant with the interactions of individuals in their manifold relations, with their
sentiments and interests, with their sayings and doings, while none can dispense with considerations of the mutual
dependence of many factors.”
— Lawrence Henderson (1935), Pareto’s General Sociology: a Physiologist’s Interpretation (pg. 18)

“The actions, thoughts, and feelings of individuals depend upon the present condition, the past condition, the rate of
change, etc., of society and of its parts. They also depend upon other factors, e.g. age, sex, concentration of alcohol in
the blood, body temperature, external temperature, weather, mental complexes, and, notably, conditioning that has
been received in early years.”
— Lawrence Henderson (1935), “Note 2: Durkheim’s Study of the Sentiments” [2]

“When societies are too unstable, individuals suffer.”
— Lawrence Henderson (1941), “What is Social Progress?” [26]
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In human physics, Le Roy F. Henderson (1927-), or Leroy Henderson or L.F. Henderson,
is an Australian mechanical engineer and crowd dynamics researcher noted for his
1970s models of crowd behavior and pedestrian traffic on fluid mechanics (human fluid
models) and ideal gas models (human particle models). [1]

Crowd dynamics
Henderson's first paper on human crowd motion was his the highly-cited 1971 “The
Statistics of Crowd Fluids”, Henderson who monitored the movements of college
students on a campus and children on a playground, finding that in both cases their
movements fit the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution, meaning that both velocities of gas
particles and the speeds of students follow a Gaussian distribution. Henderson,
according to Len Fisher (2009), also, interestingly, noted a difference between the
movements of children as compared to college students in that children had much
more energy [or kinetic energy] and consequently moved at much higher average
speeds. [2]
In 1972, Henderson did research on crowd flow at Princeton University’s aerospace and mechanical sciences
department. [3] The following year, working at the University of Tokyo, he produced a report entitled “On the Theory
of Human Crowd Flow”. [4]

Education
Henderson completed his BS in civil engineering in 1950 at Melbourne University, his MS, with a thesis on "The Water
Jet Pump Problem", in engineering in 1952 at Melbourne University, his PhD with a thesis on "The Process of
Establishing Flow in Supersonic Intakes" at University of Sydney in 1964, and his EngD with a thesis on "Gas Dynamic
Papers" in 1969 at Melbourne University. From 1962 to 1989, Henderson was a professor at the University of
Sydney's mechanical engineering department, where he taught courses in fluid mechanics, classical thermodynamics,
and statistical thermodynamics. He retired from that position in 1990. [3]
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In philosophy, Heraclitus (c.535-450BC) (CR=45) was a Greek physical-based
philosopher and thinker, contemporarily known as the “flux and fire philosopher”, or
the “riddler” as the stoics called him, as can be contrasted with Parmenides (510450BC), a mind-based (Ѻ) philosopher, his main rival, noted for his three element
theory view, namely that the universe was comprised of three principle elements: fire,
earth, and water, but that fire was the primary element, controlling and modifying the
other two, and that everything is in a continuous state of flux, or change, and war and
strife between opposites is the eternal condition of the universe. To Heraclitus, there
exists a universal tension, which ensures that change is continual, that everything is in
a state of flux, whereby permanence does not exist in the universe, only the
permanent condition of change as a result of the transformations of fire. [1]

Collected works
The surviving work of Heraclitus amounts to about 100 fragments; which are not
written in continuous prose or verse, as other philosophers did, but in a series of short
and penetrating observations; supposedly, something akin to the way Ludwig Wittgenstein writes. (Ѻ)

Fire | Living fire
The following are some of Heraclitus' fragmented statements on fire and or living fire:
“All things are an exchange for fire, and fire for all things … the transformations of fire are, first of all, sea; and half of
the sea is earth, half whirlwind.”
— Heraclitus (c.470BC) [1]

“This world order, the same for all beings, was created neither by gods nor by humans; rather, it was always and is
and will be eternal living fire kindled in measures and quenched in measure.”
— Heraclitus (c.470BC), Diels translation [1]

In 1967, Eugen Fink, in discussion with Martin Heidegger, comments on this:
“At first we interpret only the second half of the fragment. Lightning, we could say, is the sudden fire, the sun is the
fire in orderly passage of the course of time, but πυρ αειςωον [eternal living fire] is something we do not find in the
phenomenon like the lightning and the sun.”
(add discussion)

Egyptian | Greek philosophy
Heraclitus, supposedly, traveled to Egypt and studied their philosophy, in the manner of the "Thales study abroad
tradition", but citation of this is difficult to find. Egyptian history scholar Karl Lucker (1991), e.g., argues that while it
has largely been assumed that Heraclitus was a was a haughtily independent scholar, that his thinking stems from a
direction of Egyptian ontological heritage. [5] Heraclitus’ fire, earth, water conceptualized three element theory,
wherein fire is the primary element, in short, is strikingly familiar, in thematic form, to Heliopolis creation myth
theory, according to which, fire (the sun) was self-engendered out of a primeval state universe of water (a flood) and
earth (an land mound arisen).

Soul | Materialism
For humans, Heraclitus was of the view that the “soul is a spark of the substance of the stars and that the soul is
immortal and returns upon death to the all-soul to which it is related.” [2] He was of the view that cosmic fire has its
counterpart in the human soul, which in weak men is tainted by the ‘watery’ elements of sleep, stupidity and vice;
conversely, the virtuous soul can survive the death of its physical body and eventually rejoin the cosmic fire. [1]

Ergon | Energy
The etymology of the term “energy”, according to American science writer Gerrit Feekes, is attributed to Heraclitus,
who used the term "ergon" and or "en-ergon", meaning "the source of activity". Specifically, in his book about
nature, he wrote: [3]
"En-ergon is the father of everything, king of all things and, out of it, all forms of contrast originate. Since ‘en-ergon’ is
common to everything, it is vital for life itself.”
Others, however, state that Aristotle was the first to employ the term energy.
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Change
The following is Heraclitus' view on change:
“Nothing endures but change, change is the only constant.”
— Heraclitus (c.470BC) [4]

In Heraclitus’ philosophy, see a trace of the principle of thermodynamic irreversibility, particularly in his river
stepping dictum.

Stoics
The stoics (see: stoicism), the main immediate followers of Heraclitus, supposedly, found the fragments of his work
so obscure that they nicknamed him the "riddler". [1]

Image | Note
The photo shown is from Renaissance artist Donato Bramante’s 1477 “Heraclitus and Democritus” painting (Ѻ),
wherein Heraclitus is shown weeping, and Democritus laughing, characteristics attributed to them.

Quotes
The following are noted quotes:
“There is nothing permanent except change.”
— Heraclitus (c.470BC)

“A man’s character is his fate.”
— Heraclitus (c.470BC)

“A thing rests by changing.”
— Heraclitus (c.470BC)

“Knowing many things doesn’t teach insight.”
— Heraclitus (c.470BC)

“You cannot step in the same river twice.”
— Heraclitus (c.470BC)
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In hmolscience, Heraclitus vs Parmenides refers to the great
intellectual "void vs being" debate (Ѻ) between Greek
philosophers Heraclitus (535-450BC), who advocated a “flux
and fire” conceptualized change philosophy, according to
which the universe was comprised of fire, earth, and water,
albeit “fire” being primary, controlling and modifying earth
and water, amid various states of “void” (or vacuum), in a
continuous state of flux (or change), typified by the "you can
never step in same river twice" idiom, and Parmenides (510450BC), who argued that all that existed was some type of
immovable “being”, and concordantly that “non-being” or
void was impossible.

Overview

vs

Heraclitus

Parmenides

The Heraclitus vs Parmenides debate, sparked around
480BC, revolved around the question of “being” (or
personhood) and “void” (or vacuum), the latter explicable,
via pure materialism, but inherently negating the validity of
the former.

The following, to give a feel for the for things, is the section
from Italian painter Raphael's 1510 depiction of the School in
Athens, Greece, showing: Epicurus, representative of the atomic theory view, Pythagoras, representative of the
mathematical geometrical view, Parmenides, representative of the immovable being view, Heraclitus, representative
of the flux, fire, and eternal change view of nature, amid an unnamed woman, said to be representative of "love",
who glares out of the scene, in a strikingly peculiar way, that draws one's attention:

Parmenides, of note, was head of the so-called Eleatic school, whose members included Melissus (500-440BC) and
Zeno of Elea (495-430BC), the latter a said “pupil” of Leucippus (who, supposedly, conceived "atomic theory" in
reaction to Parmenides' denial of the void), intellectual mentor of Epicurus, the school of which, in reaction
Heraclitus' materialism philosophy, went on a full out "attack" (Ѻ) on Heraclitus, arguing that all that existed was
some type of immovable “being”, and concordantly that “non-being” or void was impossible; the deeply entrenched
debate finding prolonged discussion in the two-millennium long nature abhors a vacuum; which, via the experiments
of Otto Guericke, resultantly worked to initiate the science of thermodynamics, and in turn quantum mechanics, via
Max Planck, and, in turn, relativity, via Albert Einstein. Originally, in circa 505BC, Greek philosopher Heraclitus (535450BC) developed a “flux and fire” philosophy, according to which, in his view:
“The universe, that is the all, is made neither of gods nor men, but ever has been and ever will be an eternal living
fire, kindling and extinguishing in destined measure.”
In short, three elements: fire, earth, and water, are all that exist, but that, among these, “fire” was the primary
element, controlling and modifying the other two, and that everything is in a continuous state of flux, or change, and
war and strife between opposites is the eternal condition of the universe.
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An implicit assumption in this logic is underlying premise that movement and change would require space or a “void”,
or space devoid of the three elements. (Ѻ)
In circa 480BC, Greek philosopher Parmenides (510-450BC), head of the so-called Eleatic school, whose members
included Melissus (500-440BC) and Zeno of Elea (495-430BC), the latter a said “pupil” of Leucippus, in reaction to
materialism philosophers, in what some have referred to as an "attack" (Ѻ) on Heraclitus, argued that all that existed
was some type of immovable “being”, and concordantly that “non-being” or void was impossible—the following
fragment from Melissus gives the gist of this argument: (Ѻ)
“There is absolutely NO void. For void is not-being and the nothing could not exist. And it does not move. For it
cannot more in any direction. But it is full. For if there were void, it would move into that void, but since there is no
void it has nothing to move into.”
(add discussion)

Other
In 1908, Polish-born French chemist and philosopher Emile Meyerson published Identity and Reality, said to be some
type of Heraclitus vs Parmenides reconciliation aiming work. [1] In 1942-43, at the University of Feiburg, Martin
Heidegger gave a winter semester lecture course on Parmenides; and in the winter semester of 1966-67, conducted a
seminar on the fragments of Heraclitus; together, the set is said to outline the contrasting views of both philosopher
on the subjects of truth, being, and understanding. [2]
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Herapath, John
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In thermodynamics, John Herapath (1790-1868) was an English physicist noted for his 1820 paper
“On the Causes, Laws and Phenomena of Heat, Gases, Gravitation” on the kinetic theory of gases,
in which, among other things, Herapath supposedly argued that motion stops at absolute zero of
temperature, a precursor to the third law of thermodynamics. [1] Herapath's paper was originally
rejected by Humphry Davy of the Royal Society, but later published the following year in the
Annals of Philosophy. [2]
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Herder, Johann
In biographies, Johann Herder (1744-1803) (CR=15) (IQ=175) was a German
philosopher noted for his evolution theory of language, and comrade to whom, it
seems, German polyintellect looked up to in some ways; such as evidenced in his 1770
intercourse with him about the Faust play (see: Faustian); also Herder was the person
to whom Goethe wrote in 1784 that he had found morphological evidence of human
evolution (discovered the human intermaxillary bone), of humans and lower animals
being related; a date which, according to Darwin, marks the start of evolution theory.
[1]
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Hering, Ewald
In science, Ewald Hering (1834-1918) was a German physiologist noted for his 1870
memory theory of living matter.

Overview
In 1870, Hering, in his “On Memory as a Universal Function of Organized Matter”, as
translated by Samuel Butler (1880), following a Wundtian position (i.e. Wilhelm
Wundt), is permanently altered by sense impressions, by a biochemical process that
leaves “material vestiges”, via changes in the atomic and molecular disposition of the
nervous system, that produces, what Wilhelm Ostwald (1906) summarizes as, “memory
as universal function of living matter”. [1] Ostwald argues, in outline, that Hering's
sense impression matter memory theory, allows man to "learn to distinguish between
good and evil by memory".
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Hernando, Alberto
In hmolscience, Alberto Hernando (1981-) is a Spanish physicist noted, in human
thermodynamics, for his 2009 to present publications in thermodynamics applied
socially, with which they use as the basis for SThAR, an physics-based business
consulting firm, claiming to be able to make social predictions.

Overview
In 2000, Hernando, in his “Fisher-information and the Thermodynamics of Scaleinvariant Systems”, asserts, with his associates, supposedly, that they “confirm analogy
between properties of social systems (such as electoral results, city populations,
citations in physics journals) and the thermodynamics of gases and liquids”, which thus
forms the basis of his theory of social thermodynamics. [1] Hernando is called, by his
business partner Gregory Botanes at the recently formed business consulting company
SocialThermodynamics.org, the “father of the theory of social thermodynamics”. [2]

Education
Hernando completed his PhD in applied and computational physics at the University of Barcelona, Spain in circa 2009.
He currently is a researcher at the University of Barcelona working on the topics of quantum fluids, nanoscopic fluids,
information theory, and complex networks.
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Hero
In science, Hero (c.10-70AD) (IQ=190), known as "Hero or Heron of Alexandria", was a Greek
physicist, engineer, and top forty greatest mathematician ever (according to American
mathematician W.C. Eells), who is noted for a number of things, such as his circa 50AD
Pneumatica, in which, in his overview of the physics of Strato and Ctesibius, he outlines an atomic
theory in which matter consists of particles mixed with distributed vacua, and in which he
describes how to make an aeolipile. [1] It is also said that Hero may have used a type of Philo
thermometer (240BC) in his experimental work. Hero was said to have openly challenge the
nature abhors a vacuum belief, but his attempts to create
an artificial vacuum failed. [2]

Aeolipile
The aeolipile device, shown below with modern annotation, is said
to have been invented in circa 250BC by Greek compressed air
engineer Ctesibius, and is often assigned as being the world's first
prototype steam engine. These came to be known as the ‘aeolipile’
as described by both Roman architect Vitruvius (15BC) and by Hero
(50AD). [1] Owing to the fact that Hero was the first to give a
detailed account on how to make an aeolipile, the device has since
come to be known as Hero's engine or the aeolipile of Hero. French
physicist Denis Papin (1647-1712) who invented 1679 the pressure
cooker and in 1690 published his first work on the steam engine in
De novis quibusdam machinis, in which the Papin engine is
described, knew the aeolipile from Hero's Pneumatica, as had been
translated by Gottfried Leibniz (1646-1716), Germany. [4]
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Heat engine
Hero seems to have been the first to invent and build a heat engine, namely a steam engine that opens temple doors,
In the operation of which, fire causes water vapor to expand in a closed vessel, water is forced out, fills the adjacent
bucket, and the temple door is opened by means of chains; when fire is extinguished, the process reverses and the
door closes: [3]

Automaton
The following is a reconstruction of one of many “automata” of Heron, by Giovanni Battista: [4]

A type of device that would later go on to serve as a type of thought experiment by deep thinkers such as Rene
Decartes and John Neumann, in regards to what exactly constitutes "life" in a modern scientific or philosophical sense
of the matter.
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Herodotus
In existographies, Herodotus (484-425BC) (CR:17) was Greek historian, a Cattell 1000
(#202), Ranker greatest mind (#210|992), labeled the “father of history” by Cicero,
noted for various historical discussion, e.g. on Thales, use of the term “phoenix” for Ra
of Heliopolis creation myth, among other citations. In circa 290BC, Epicurus, in his
“Letter to Herodotus” (Ѻ), he, supposedly, relegates the gods to the role of noninterfering material entities, in capable of controlling human affairs. [1]

Quotes
The following are noted quotes:
“If a man insisted always on being serious, and never allowed himself a bit of fun and
relaxation, he would go mad or become unstable without knowing it.”
— Herodotus (c.440BC)
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Herrick, Charles
In human thermodynamics, Charles Judson Herrick (1868-1960) is an American
neurologist noted for his 1956 The Evolution of Human Nature, in which he speculates
on how the second law of thermodynamics may or may not apply to the mind, in
relation to entropy increases or decreases in open or closed systems; discussing
aspects of human social evolution and the second law. [1]

Education
Herrick was a student at Denison University, then a professor of biology there from
1891 to 1907; later teaching at the University of Chicago.
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Herschel, John
In hmolscience, John Herschel (1797-1871) was an English mathematician, astronomer,
and chemist, son of William Herschel, noted, in human thermodynamics, for his 1833
view that heat is the motive force powering not only people but the planet. [1] He held
that the sun vivifies or endues with life not only plant and animal life but also inanimate
matter, lifting and expanding air and water, and producing the weather currents that
give earth the restless character of a living being.
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Herschel, William
In science, William Herschel (1738-1822) was German-born English astronomer, a
Simmons 100 (#27) and Cattell 1000 (#78), noted for his studies and theories of stars
and heat in respect to life.

Nebular hypothesis
Herschel is said to have arrived at the nebular hypothesis as an explanation of many
phenomena he observed among stars.

Heat | Life
In 1795, Herschel stated the following: [3]
“That the emission of light must waste the sun, is not a difficulty that can be opposed
to our hypothesis. Many of the operations of Nature are carried on in her great
laboratory which we cannot comprehend. Perhaps the many telescopic comets may
restore to the sun what is lost by the emission of light.”
Herschel would go on, somewhere, to assert that the sun’s heat is responsible for life and for most geological
evolution on earth. His work, supposedly, influenced Charles Darwin and his 1859 calculation of the age of the earth
of 300-million-years. [1]

Extraterrestrial life debate
Herschel, in some way, was involved in the so-called the "extraterrestrial life debate", which ran from 1750 to 1900,
regarding the existence or nonexistence of intelligent extraterrestrial life, involving thinkers such as Immanuel Kant,
Voltaire, Percival Lowell, among others, an idea which supposedly was crouched with embroiled tensions with
religion, supposedly because the possibility of life beyond earth, conflicted with the seven-days of creation view of
the Bible, the earth being at the center of the universe, with God creating vegetable life on day three, animal life on
day five, and human life (in his likeness) on day six. [2]

Blue sky problem
Herschel is said to have worked on the blue sky problem with respect to the 90 degree polarization data.
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Hershey, Daniel
In human thermodynamics, Daniel Hershey (c.1931-) is an American chemical engineer
noted for his 1980 to 2009 effort to ferret out an entropy theory of aging.

Overview
In 1980, Hershey, in his The New Age-Scale for Humans, argued that the derivative of
the Prigogine entropy with respect to time:

applies to human systems. [4] He also mentions the entropy of fish work on aging of
American engineer Robert Balmer. In 1988, Hershey began to publish a number of
articles on the application of entropy to aging theory and corporation growth and
dynamics. [3] In 2009, Hershey, in his Entropy Theory of Aging Systems, argued that
entropy is a measure of disorder, and that systems left to their own tend to age towards disorder. The theory of the
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book culls from the nonequilibrium thermodynamics theories of Belgian chemist Ilya Prigogine and also from the
information theory of American electrical engineer Claude Shannon. [1]

Education
Hershey completed his BS in 1953 at The Cooper Union and PhD in 1961 at the University of Tennessee, both in
chemical engineering. Hershey currently is a professor emeritus of chemical engineering at the University of
Cincinnati. [2]
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● Hershey, Daniel – WorldCat Identities.

Hertz, Heinrich
In thermodynamics, Heinrich Hertz (1857-1894) was a German physicist, one of the
pioneers of radiation thermodynamics, notable for having given a mechanical
derivation of the second law of thermodynamics; a derivation, however, that was
considered invalid by German mathematician Ernst Zermelo. [1]
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External links
● Heinrich Hertz – Wikipedia.

Herzlieb, Minna
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In existographies, Minna Herzlieb (1765-1837) was the 18-year-old “foster daughter” of
the printer and publisher Karl Frommann (1765-1837), whom German polymath Johann
Goethe fell in love with in the winter of 1807 to 1808, and who it is said was the
starting mold for the character of Ottilie of Goethe’s 1809 physical chemistry based
novella Elective Affinities (see: Goethe timeline), who, like Minna, is adopted niece of
Charlotte’s deceased best friend, and who, like Minna (who is dispatched away: “the
marriage of her younger sister was seized as the occasion of getting her away from
Jena, and the dangerous intimacy with Goethe”), is gotten rid of by sending her away to
boarding school. [1] Minna returned to Jenna as the betrothed wife of a young
professor, whom however she did not marry. Not until 1821 did she become a wife—
and, supposedly, a wretched one, according to Adolf Stahr, who first made public this
strange story. [3]

Sonnets
The product the love affair was a cycle of seventeen sonnets written as a dual with Minna's other admirer, the
romantic poet Zacharias Werner (1768-1823):
who seems to have been the character behind the architect character of the novella,
who attempts to win the affections of Ottilie in competition with Eduard. [2] Sonnets
occur in the novella as well. [1]
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1. Goethe, Johann. (1903). J.W. von Goethe’s Works: Life of J.W. von Goethe, Volume
Two (by George Henry Lewes, with ten Illustrations) (Elective Affinities, pgs. 318-27).
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Hesiod
In religio-mythology, Hesiod (c.750-650BC) (CR:12) was Greek poet, top 20 in Aristotle
citation rankings, noted for his circa 640 Theogony, meaning “The Creation of the
Gods”, wherein he seemingly transliterates the Egyptian creation myths, the Heliopolis
creation myth, it seems, into creation of the universe story according to which in the
beginning was Chaos, the primordial void or chasm of darkness, from which springs the
feminine principle Gaia (earth) and then Eros (desire), which establishes the
procreative principle by which the cosmos became populated. [1]

Goethe | Love theories
Both Cupid (chemistry of love) and Prometheus (fire of life), supposedly, trace to
Hesiod, as employed in coded form in Goethe’s Elective Affinities (see: love theories).

Moral | Thanatos
The Greek god of death Thanatos, seemingly modeled on the Egyptian gods Osiris (life
after life) / Anubis (death after death) division, is attributed to Hesiod; the following
being an example quotes: [2]
“And there the children of dark Night have their dwellings, Sleep and Death, awful gods. The glowing Sun never looks
upon them with his beams, neither as he goes up into heaven, nor as he comes down from heaven. And the former of
them roams peacefully over the earth and the sea's broad back and is kindly to men; but the other has a heart of iron,
and his spirit within him is pitiless as bronze: whomsoever of men he has once seized he holds fast: and he is hateful
even to the deathless gods.”
This, in turn, became rewritten into the story of the Roman gods Mor (death) and Vita (life), whose arrival signifies
either death or life, respectively, and hence is the etymology behind the terms the term “morality” and what is is
considered "moral", as coined by coined by Cicero (“On Fate”, 45BC).
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Hess, Germain
In chemistry, Germain Henri Hess (1802-1850) was a Swiss-born Russian chemist noted
for his 1840 article “Constant Heat Sums” (Constanz der Warmesummen) in which
Hess’ law, which states that heats of reactions in successive reactions must be added,
was established. [1] German physical chemist Wilhelm Ostwald cites Hess, through his
1840 work, as being the founder of thermo-chemistry. [2]
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1. Muller, Ingo. (2007). A History of Thermodynamics - the Doctrine of Energy and
Entropy (pg. 154-55). New York: Springer.
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Present Day. (pg. 507 cites that Ostwald refers to G. H. Hess, and his 1840 work,
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Macmillan Company.
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Hess’ law
In chemistry, Hess’ law or “rule” states that the heats of reaction in successive reactions must be added. The rule was
determined in 1840 by Swiss-born Russian chemist Germain Hess. The rule is used to determine values of reaction
heats that are difficult to determine directly. After the 1876 work, On the Equilibrium of Heterogeneous Substances,
of American engineer Willard Gibbs, Hess’ rule became a corollary of that work. [1]
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Springer.

External links
● Hess’s law – Wikipedia.

Heterogeneous
In thermodynamics, heterogeneous refers to a system composed of more than one phase, e.g. a liquid-solid system,
as compared to a one-phase homogeneous system. [1]

Etymology
The word was used by French chemist Antoine Lavoiser in his 1787 treatise The Elements of Chemistry, who in
discussing the possible experiments that might be carried out on French physicist Denis Papin’s digester, where by
excessive red heat could be used to make sensible substances (stones, salts, and the greater parts that compose the
mass of the earth), could be softened and changed into fluids or liquids, and likewise in the reverse sense. He states:
“If the earth were suddenly transported to a very cold region, the fluids [of the earth] would be converted into solid
mountains and hard rocks, at first diaphanous and homogeneous, like rock crystal, but which, in time, becoming
mixed with foreign heterogeneous substances, would become opaque stones of various colors.”
He goes on to explain his theory that the amount of caloric, or the power of repulsion inside of bodies, is what keeps
substances in different states of equilibrium, or specifically: [2]
“That solidity, liquidity, and aeriform elasticity, are the only three states of existence of the same matter, or three
particular modification which almost all substances are susceptible of assuming successively, and which solely
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depend on the degree of temperature to which they are exposed; or, in other words, upon the quantity of caloric
with which they are penetrated.”
In 1875, German physicist Rudolf Clausius, in his chapter “On Homogeneous Bodies”, defined a homogeneous body
as one of the same condition of aggregation. [3]
This logic was taken up further in engineer Willard Gibbs 1876 treatise On the Equilibrium of Heterogeneous
Substances, where he utilized both the quantities of heat and entropy, instead of caloric, to explain graphically the
thermodynamic nature of heterogeneous systems composed of various phases. [4]
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Oxford University Press.
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Macmillan & Co.
4. Gibbs, Willard. (1876). "On the Equilibrium of Heterogeneous Substances", Transactions of the Connecticut
Academy, III. pp. 108-248, Oct., 1875-May, 1876, and pp. 343-524, may, 1877-July, 1878.

Heyl, Barbara
In hmolscience, Barbara S. Heyl (c.1935-) is an American sociologist noted for her 1968
investigative rather impressive article “The Harvard ‘Pareto Circle’”, wherein she
discusses the warfare amid the Harvard sociology schools in the 1930s and early 1940s
between the so-called Pareto approach and the Marxist approach to describe largescale historical socio-political phenomena within a unified framework, both of which
offering similar, i.e. “society as a system of mutually interacting particles”, but
alternative approaches. [1]

Harvard Pareto circle
The so-called Harvard Pareto circle, so-named by Heyl, included: George Homans,
characterized by Leon Warshay as being "mechanistic", Charles Curtis, Lawrence
Henderson, Joseph Schumpeter, Talcott Parsons, Bernard DeVoto, Chane Brinton, and
Elton Mayo. The term Harvard "Pareto circle"—not to be confused with any of the
original Pareto circles one might conceive amid or connected to the Lausanne school
network—has since spawned a certain amount of citation, discussion, and followup articles. [2]

Education
Heyl was a professor of sociology at Illinois State University—alma mater of socioeconomic thermodynamics pioneer
Thomas Wallace (ISU president from 1988 to 1995)—from 1975 to 2005, where she taught classes on sociology and
deviance, sociology of law, and advanced qualitative research methods, and currently is professor emerita of
sociology. [3]

References
1. (a) Heyl, Barbara. (1968). “The Harvard ‘Pareto Circle’.” Journal of the History of the Behavioral Sciences, 4:316-34;
in: Talcott Parsons: Critical Assessments, Volume 1 (editor: Peter Hamilton) (§2, pgs. 29-49). Taylor & Francis.
(b) Weintraub, E. Roy. (1991). Stabilizing Dynamics: Constructing Economic Knowledge (pgs. 63-64). Cambridge
University Press.
2. (a) Keller, Robert T. (1984). “The Harvard ‘Pareto Circle’ and the Historical Development of Organization Theory”
(abs), Journal of Management, 10(2): 193-204.
(b) Isaac, Joel. (2008). “The Harvard Pareto Circle Revisited” (abs), Seminar in Political Thought and Intellectual
History, PolThought.cam.ac.uk.
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Hibben, John
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In hmolscience, John Grier Hibben (1861-1933) was an American mathematician,
physician, and theologian noted, in philosophical thermodynamics, for his 1903
critiques of the social energetics philosophies of Wilhelm Ostwald.

Overview
In 1903, Hibben, in his “The Theory of Energetics and its Philosophical Bearings”, gave
short summary of the philosophical implications of German chemist Wilhelm Ostwald’s
1901 lectures on Natural Philosophy. [1] The following is one of seven criticisms
discussed by Hibben on Ostwald’s energetics philosophy: [2]
“The physical world is characterized by decrease of energy and increase of entropy.
The reverse is true of the world of thought.”
(add discussion)

Education
Hibben obtained his BS in mathematics from Princeton, graduating valedictorian of his class. In 1882, he spent a year
in philosophical studies at the University of Berlin. He became an ordained as a minister of the Presbyterian Church in
the United States of America by the Carlisle Presbytery on May 19, 1887. He received a PhD in 1893 with a
dissertation on "The Relation of Ethics to Jurisprudence," became assistant professor in 1894, and Stuart Professor of
Logic in 1907. In 1912 he was elected fourteenth president of Princeton.
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Hidden treasures
In science, hidden treasures refers to the view that there are
untold numbers of "hidden treasures" buried in the 700equations of American engineer Willard Gibbs' 1876 Rosetta
stone encrypted On The Equilibrium of Heterogeneous
Substances or, more generally, in combined 1,158 GibbsClausius equations, i.e. Gibbs’ 700-equations plus German
physicist Rudolf Clausius’ 10 main equations and 348 textbook
equations, as found in his 1875 The Mechanical Equivalent of
Heat, on which Gibbs' equations were built.

Overview
The “hidden treasures” view of thermodynamics is a view held, The thermodynamics work of Willard Gibbs have been
said, e.g. by Wilhelm Ostwald (1892), Pierre Duhem
albeit indirectly, by many thermodynamicists, such as Max
(c.1905), Carlo Cercignani (1989), and Ingo Muller
Planck, who uncovered the hidden treasure of quantum
(2007), to contain "hidden treasures" of the the
mechanics buried or rather derived from and built on
thermodynamics, to Albert Einstein, who found treasures such "greatest variety and importance", as Ostwald put it.
as the mass-energy equivalence relation as well as relativity, all stemming from his early work in thermodynamics, or
Gilbert Lewis, whose work in thermodynamics and school of thermodynamics has, in the words of South African
physical chemist Adriaan de Lange, “resulted in mentoring more Nobel Prize winners in chemistry than any Nobel
Prize winner in any category.” [1]

Etymology
The first person to actual come right out and say that they actually believe there to be hidden treasures in
thermodynamics and that this is the sole reason for their purpose in their work was German physical chemist
Wilhelm Ostwald. In 1891, Ostwald did the first translation of Gibbs’ Equilibrium into German; the second translation
was done by French by French chemist Henry Le Chatelier into French in 1899. In the preface to his 1892
Thermodynamic Studies of J. Willard Gibbs, Ostwald stated: [2]
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“The material of the work is still of direct importance at the moment, and the interest in it is not historical. For only a
small part of the almost immeasurable results which are contained and suggested here have as yet been realized.
There are still hidden treasures of the greatest variety and importance here for the theoretical and most of all for the
experimental worker.”
In other words, Ostwald believed that there were hidden treasures buried in Gibbs' precisely numbered 700equations. One of the treasures Ostwald found was the science of "physical chemistry", which, working together with
Dutch chemist Jacobus van't Hoff, he founded. At the turn of the 19th century, French thermodynamicist Pierre
Duhem, likewise, commented: [3]
"Johannes van der Waals was the first to see its hidden power, to perceive the phase rule, among the algebraic
formulas where Gibbs had to some extent hidden it.”
In 1989, thermodynamics historian Carlo Cercignani
commented how: [4]
“Gibbs succinct and abstract style and unwillingness to
include examples and applications to particular
experimental situations made his work very difficult to read.
Famous scientists such as Helmholtz and Planck developed
their own thermodynamic methods in an independent
fashion and remained quite unaware of the treasures
buried in the third volume of Transactions of the
Connecticut Academy of Arts and Sciences.”
Likewise, in 2007, German thermodynamics historian Ingo
Muller comments on this further: [5]

A 2011 Amazon.com listing (by Elliots Books, Northford,
Connecticut) of the original "galley proof" of American
engineer Willard Gibbs' 1876 On the Equilibrium of
“Ostwald, the German translator of Gibbs, had said that he Heterogeneous Substances, selling for $50,000 dollars, the
undertook the task because he believed in hidden treasures original copy Gibbs had to approve before the finial version
was sent off to the printers. [8] The actuality of the selling
in Gibbs’ work. He was right, and le Chatelier and later
price was verified by Libb Thims who contacted the seller.

Haber and Bergius were chemists who uncovered and lifted
the treasures as did Roozeboom.”

The fruition of some of these treasures coming to bear is evidenced in the 1949 summary that "the work of Ostwald,
of Haber, of [Carl] Bosch and [Friedrich] Bergius, each of whom received a Nobel prize, was based directly on the
application of Gibbs' concepts; indeed, the very first Nobel prize in chemistry went to a follower (van't Hoff). [6]

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“How much of the work of Gibbs is still untapped—relations that may be of chemical and biochemical importance—
we cannot tell. It is interesting to remember that Gibbs had formulated the principle of Donnan equilibrium in 1876
thirty five years before Donnan. Nobody recognized this until G.S. Adair one of the few biochemists who had actually
read Gibbs, pointed it out in 1923. One wonders what other precious nuggets may still be hidden in this work.”
— John Edsall (1974), “Some Notes and Queries on the Development of Bioenergetics” (pg. 104)
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Hiebert, Erwin
In science, Erwin Nick Hiebert (1919-2012) was a Canadian-born American science
historian noted, in religious thermodynamics, for his 1966 article "The Uses and Abuses
of Thermodynamics in Religion". [1] The following is oft-repeated quote from this work:
[2]
“All kinds of private metaphysics and theology have grown like weeds in the garden of
thermodynamics.”
Hiebert also published a shorter history of thermodynamics and religion. [3] Hiebert
also wrote on the great 1895 energetics debate. [4]

Education
Hiebert completed his PhD at the University of Wisconsin, Madison in 1954 in the
history of science and physical chemistry, after which he was professor of history of
science at UW-Madison, from 1957 to 1970, thereafter becoming professor of the history of science at Harvard
University from 1970 to 1989, becoming professor emeritus thereafter. [5]
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Hierarchical thermodynamics
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In thermodynamics, hierarchical thermodynamics, also called
macrothermodynamics or structure thermodynamics, is the
study of complex heterogeneous chemical and biological
systems, at all levels of hierarchy, from small atomic to large
human molecular social complexes. [1] A "hierarchical system"
in the long temporal scheme are open to the exchange of
matter and energy with the environment, but that within the
smaller evolution windows, in which a subsystem is
considered to be surrounded by an isothermal, isobaric
thermostat, are considered as thermodynamically closed and
hence applicable to classical thermodynamic analysis. [2] This
branch of thermodynamics was founded by Russian physical
chemist Georgi Gladyshev in 1978. [3] Each hierarchical
system determined, in this point of view, represents a set of
subordinate subsystems related hierarchically by their
positions in space, i.e. structurally, or in spatial hierarchy, and
or in time, i.e. in a time hierarchy. The central notion in
hierarchical thermodynamics, is the conception of the "partial
evolution" of the i-th process, i.e. the aggregation of the k-th
components of the system participating in process i on level j.

General theory
Hierarchical thermodynamics is a generalized theory which
may be applied to systems that are characterized by the
functions of states. These functions have full differentials and,
to within a good approximation, at any moment of time, in
quasi-closed mono-hierarchical systems have a real physical meaning, i.e. a quantitative sense. [5] The outline of
hierarchical thermodynamics, in a general sense, can be summarized by the following dictum.
The hierarchical thermodynamics is a linear kinetic thermodynamics of near to equilibrium systems in which
variations in the functions of state over time occur. The hierarchical thermodynamics was created on the 19-th
century foundation of the exact physicochemical theories of American mathematical physicist Willard Gibbs.
Hierarchical thermodynamics is a further development of Gibbsian theory and to within a known approximation is
applied to systems of all temporal (structural) hierarchies of real world.
Especial interest is the application of hierarchical thermodynamics to living systems which, as before believed,
could not be investigated by Gibbsian methods. The reason of this was the statement that natural biological systems
are open and that these systems are, allegedly, far from an equilibrium state.
Recently, however, the law of temporal hierarchies was formulated. This law substantiates the possibility of
identifying, or discerning, quasi-closed mono-hierarchical systems or subsystems within open poly-hierarchical
biological systems. It was also established, as a rule, that the processes of evolution in living natural systems are
quasi-equilibrium processes. It was shown that models of living systems are analogues of models of equilibrium or
quasi-equilibrium chromatographic columns. In recent years, hierarchical thermodynamics has found applications in
areas such as anti-aging and human chemistry. [6]

Hierarchies in evolutionary open systems
A general difficulty in the application of classical thermodynamics to the modeling of the evolutionary dynamics of
biospheric systems is the “openness” of the systems. In any given volumetric region of the earth, such as cubic meter
of region attached to any random latitude, longitude and distance from the earth’s center, atoms will tend to cycle or
move through the region according to various biogeochemical reactions at turnover rates ranging from one day to
10,000 days. [4] In one sense, then, biospheric systems can be considered as volumetric regions through which mass
flows due to biogeochemical heat actions. This type of systems view is difficult to analyze from a thermodynamic
perspective.
In considering smaller time-defined compartmentalized regions, e.g. an ecological niche during a growing season,
however, thermodynamic analysis becomes more intuitive. Gladyshev realized this and, beginning in the late 1970s,
developed a means to find such systems based on a criterion of constant “surroundings” or thermostat. In this mode,
evolutionary biogeochemical systems can be seen according their relative hierarchies to each other. In this view of
logic, a number of conclusions can be drawn, as were outlined in detail by Gladyshev in his 1988 book
Thermodynamics and Macrokinetics of Natural Hierarchical Processes, written in Russian. This basic conclusions,
which form the structure of “hierarchical thermodynamics”, were peer-reviewed by the late English chemical
engineer Kenneth Denbigh. Those conclusions are:
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1. Whether current quasi-equilibria, that might be characterized in terms of the corresponding thermodynamic
function extremum values, may be established in evolutionary open systems?
2. Whether quasi-closed type subsystems may be singled out from open hierarchical systems allowing the study, in
appropriate time scales, of the behavior and evolution of the subsystems using thermodynamic functions with
extremum properties?
3. Whether behavior and evolution of open non-stationary systems can be studied using mean specific values of
classical thermodynamic function tending to extremum?
The answers to the first two questions, according to Gladyshev, are trivial and can be provided on the basis of the
generally known concepts. The third question appears to be a new one and can be answered positively when the
open system under consideration is in a thermostat, together with which it presents a complete thermodynamic
system. The totality of the environment (thermostat) and a living organism (an open non-stationary system per se)
furnishes an example of such complete system. Primarily, the non-stationary open system under consideration is not
in equilibrium with its thermostat; its evolution is explained in terms of the tendency to extremum of the mean
specific value corresponding to the classic thermodynamic potential of the system formation. The system evolution is
directed towards a new partial system state, namely that correspondent to the thermostat equilibrium. In the case of
biological systems, it is convenient to use mean specific values of the Gibbs function related to a unit of volume or
mass, such as:

This could represent, for example, the mean specific value of the Gibbs function for intermolecular interactions at
formation of supramolecular structure of an organism’s biotissue j. It has been show, according to Gladyshev, that in
the case when there is a thermostat which provides constancy of the environment’s chemical composition the
volumetric Gibbs free energy volume of subsystem:

of an open biosystem j has the tendency to a minimum. This trend of the volumetric Gibbs free energy to a minimum,
according to Gladyshev, explains the accumulation of substance with chemically high energy capacity by the
biosystem which causes increase in the mean specific chemical component:

of the biological structure during long periods of evolution. The constructiveness of this new concept is evident
because it focuses on the investigation of the open non-stationary system characteristics per se. This is very attractive
because it offers the possibility of obtaining important quantitative information on the basis of experimental data.
This approach has enabled us to substantiate and experimentally prove the possibility of a biosystem’s
thermodynamic characteristics being inherited during the long stages of biological evolution when the environment
remains practically unchangeable. [1] All types of tropisms in the universe are governed by hierarchy
thermodynamics of complex systems. This takes place in animate and inanimate matter including cosmic objects in
the universe.

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“The properties of living things are the outcome of their chemical and physical composition and configuration.”
— Thomas Morgan (1932) (Ѻ)
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High entropy state
In thermodynamics, high entropy state, as
contrasted with a low entropy state, is said to
be an disordered, disorganized, or spread out
(low density) state of atoms and molecules.
[1] This rule, however, is generally only true in
comparing a gas state (chaotic) to a liquid
state (medium order) to a solid state
(ordered) to one at absolute zero (perfect
order). In defining entropy values to different
molecules, the procedure used involves
assigning simple component atoms and
molecules arbitrary (often zero value)
measures of free energy and enthalpy, at
their standard conditions, and using this basis
to make thermodynamic tables of entropy
and enthalpy values for different reactions,
and using reaction algebra to assign entropy
values to more complex structures. In an
aside, the universe prior to the inception of
the big bang is often theorized to have been
in a low entropy state, about the size of a golf
ball. [2]
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Higher power
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In hmolscience, higher power is a neo-modern code
term for “god”; oft-used in atheism discussions (e.g.
“Zerotheism for Kids”, and god talk based discussions
and arguments.

Social physics
Just as "spirits" and "higher powers", in physics, aren't
going to charge one's cellphone, so too aren't spirits
and higher powers, in sociophysics, going to charge up
one's bank account. This conflict becomes apparent
when thermodynamics students are taught the basic
definition of work, namely that whenever a force
moves a body work is done, the "body" in question
being any material body in the universe (atom, rock,
flower, bird, human, planet, star, or galaxy, etc.):
“Every force tends to give motion to the body on
which it acts; but it may be prevented from doing so
by other opposing forces, so that equilibrium results,
and the body remains at rest. In this case the force
performs no work. But as soon as the body moves
under the influence of the force, work is performed.”
— Rudolf Clausius (1875), “Mathematical Introduction”

Left: a basic K-Tor hand-crank power generator, according to which
turning the handle will work to generate "power" (force moving an
object per unit time) and charge things, via standard laws of
thermodynamics. Right: a generic businessman, according to which
hard work will, in many cases, will tend towards success; such
efforts many times generating "powerful" (force moving an objects
per unit time) individuals in society, government, and business
affairs; albeit, done, according to the beliefs of many, via the
operation of "higher powers" (or spirits) outside or above the
standard laws of the universe.

The following is an example of an American
bioengineering thermodynamics student, following
Libb Thims' 2010 UIC lecture, expressing objection (based on taught religious beliefs) to the premise that
thermodynamics, the study of heat, work, and power, can be applied to the resolution and solution of social concerns
and problems, e.g. economics, politics, national security, universal morality, etc:

While this finger raising may seem innocuous, at this level (college-level), when such theory is applied to real-world
problems, e.g. border security, immigration, social surveillance, security checks, etc., in a post-9/11 world, as
heatedly debated in the 2006 Rossini debate, between college professors, the underlying confusion, taught to youth,
about their being two types of powers in the universe, i.e. "standard" power of thermodynamics, e.g. governing
batteries and combustion engines, and a "higher" power of spirituality or god, governing morality and society, is
when misunderstanding about facts can quickly lead to national and global disaster.

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“Your higher power does not have to be god or the universe. It can be anything that brings you the deepest joy you
have felt or can feel. When your demons are psychologically real, joy is exactly what is needed to save the day. It
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doesn’t matter how comes it comes to you, only that it does and that it is there to snatch you from the edge of the
abyss.”
— Amy Larson (c.2014), “What is Your Higher Power?” (Ѻ), Nov 27

“You can teach kids science and you can teach kids to have faith in a higher power (and you can believe in both) ...
but to each is own! What we shouldn't be doing is putting down each other's beliefs because that simply just
discourages children. It is important to teach them to have beliefs whether it is in science or god or simply to believe
in themselves.”
— Latrea (2015), response to advert promo for "Zerotheism for Kids" lecture, Jul 30

“The teachings in the Bible can be intimidating as so many questions arise and not enough answers. But to teach and
instill atheism into a 6-year-old is ultimately stripping them of any type of beliefs whatsoever, in my opinion. You can
challenge religious and biblical concepts, but what about spirituality? The idea that there is a higher power and focus
ones energy and beliefs on that? The children are being stripped of that idea and taught to believe science wins?”
— Lana (2015), response to advert promo for "Zerotheism for Kids" lecture, Jul 30

References
1. Clausius, Rudolf. (1875). The Mechanical Theory of Heat (§: Mathematical Introduction: on Mechanical Work, on
Energy, and on the Treatment of Non-Integrable Differential Equations, pgs. 1-20). Macmillan & Co.

External links
● Higher power – Wikipedia.

Highly-cited thermodynamics publications
In Hmolpedia, the highly-cited thermodynamics publications page list those articles, books, or textbooks that are
often said to be "highly-cited" or "most-cited" publications in human thermodynamics (HT), life thermodynamics (LT),
or economic thermodynamics (ET), among others. The following table gives an indication of citation magnitude
according to Google scholar citation count:
Date

Human Thermodynamics Publication

1977

Self-Organization in Nonequilibrium Systems: from Dissipative
Structures to Order through Fluctuations

Author(s)

Cited
by
(2010)

Ilya Prigogine

4445

1923 The Ego and the Id

Sigmund Freud

4279

1971 The Entropy Law and the Economic Process

Nicholas GeorgescuRoegen

2733

1944 What is Life?

Erwin Schrodinger

2723

1925 Elements of Physical Biology

Alfred Lotka

2255

1984 Order Out of Chaos

Ilya Prigogine

1965

Robert Sterner
James Elser

887

2002

Ecological Stoichiometry: the Biology of the Elements from
Molecules to the Biosphere
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1955 The Phenomenon of Man

Pierre Teilhard

883

1990 Flow - the Psychology of Optimal Experience

Mihály
Csíkszentmihályi

684

1912 The Structure and Dynamics of the Psyche

Carl Jung

426

1943 “Energy and the Evolution of Culture”

Leslie White

193

Frederick Soddy

102

1919 The Degradation of the Democratic Dogma

Henry Adams and
Brooks Adams

78

1952 The Next Million Years

C.G. Darwin

93

Eugene Ruyle

43

1995 “Thermodynamics and Biological Evolution”

Georgi Gladyshev

22

1997 Thermodynamic Theory of the Evolution of Living Beings

Georgi Gladyshev

17

1910 A Letter to American Teachers of History

Henry Adams

14

1898 Essay on Social Mechanics

Leon Winiarski

7

2007 Human Chemistry

Libb Thims

5

1926

1973

Wealth, Virtual Wealth and Debt: the Solution of the
Economic Paradox

“Slavery, Surplus, and Stratification on the Northwest Coast:
the Ethnoenergetics of an Incipient Stratification System.”

Thermodynamics publications
The following are significant thermodynamics publications, connected or related significantly to human activity, with
notable citation counts, albeit ones that do not make direct hypotheses concerning human existence:
Thermodynamics Publication

“Principles that Govern the Folding of
Protein Chains.”
Scientific Papers of J. Willard Gibbs, Vol. 1,
Thermodynamics (1876)

Significance

Proved the thermodynamic
hypothesis.

Authors(s)

Cited
by
(2010)

Christian Anfinsen

3156

Willard Gibbs

438
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Thermodynamics and the Free Energy of
Chemical Substances (1923)

Gilbert Lewis and
Merle Randall

353

The Mechanical Theory of Heat (1879)

Rudolf Clausius

50

Other publications
The following are subject related articles with notable citation counts:
Publication

#

Description

Authors

Cited
by
(2010)

"The Strength of the Weak Ties" (1973) (link)
[5]

Theorized that weak social ties can be Mark
modeled as hydrogen bonds.
Granovetter

15367

What is Life? (1944)

Argued that life feeds on negative
entropy.
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“A Model of General Economic Equilibrium”
(1938) (pdf)

Derives a function φ (X, Y) related to
John
the production of goods, based on the
Neumann
model of thermodynamic potentials.

588

More Heat than Light: Economies as Social
Physics (1989)

Historical criticism.

Philip
Mirowski

554

Thermodynamics and the Control of Biological
Free-Energy Transduction (1987)

Describes how quantitative notions
from physics and chemistry may be
applied to biological systems, in
particular those involved in biological
free energy transduction.

Karel van
Dam and
Hans V.
Westerhoff

394

“Life as a Manifestation of the Second Law of
Thermodynamics” (1994)

Uses a Hatsopoulos-Keenan-Kestin
reformulated second law to argue
that evolutionary structures are a
result of gradients maintaining
systems at some distance away from
equilibrium.

Eric
Schneider
and James
Kay

305

Evolution, Thermodynamics, and Information
(1987)

Jeffrey
Wicken

186

The Animate and the Inanimate (1920)

William Sidis

Erwin
Schrodinger

3

Discussion
The following section discusses individual books whose notability is not recognized by pure citation count. In 1967,
American physical chemists Gilbert Lewis and Merle Randall's 1923 Thermodynamics and the Free Energy of Chemical
Substances had come to be known as "the world's most quoted scientific book". [1] In circa 2005, independent of the
previous quote, the same book was found to be the most cited reference in the reference sections to American
chemical engineer Libb Thims' thermodynamics book collection, consisting of over 240 thermodynamics books.
Austrian physicist Erwin Schrodinger's 1944 booklet What is Life?, written for the layperson, is likely one of the mostcited books, on the subject of life and entropy, outside of the thermodynamics community. By 1989, sales of this
book had well reached over 100,000 copies. [6]
Of note, the simplified 1969, 102-page, booklet Understanding Thermodynamics, by American chemical engineer
Hendrick Van Ness, based on 1968 lectures to sophomore engineering students at the Rensselaer Polytechnic
Institute during the spring term, is the highest ranking Amazon.com book on thermodynamics. [3] In addition, Van
Ness’, seventh edition, 2005 Introduction to Chemical Engineering Thermodynamics, having been translated into four
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languages, had reached average yearly sales of 20,000 copies, with a total sales over all six editions exceeding a halfmillion, is “the best-selling textbook in the history of chemical engineering”. [4]
American physicist Herbert Callen's 1985 Thermodynamics: an Introduction to Thermostatistics is one of the
most-cited books in the physics community (the 2006 edition being cited over 1220 times). The popularity of Callen's
textbook, the second edition to his 1960 textbook Thermodynamics: an Introduction to the Physical Theories of
Equilibrium Thermostatics and Irreversible Thermodynamics, is due in large part to the popularity of Callen’s 1951
paper “Irreversibility and Generalized Noise”, written with Ted A. Welton, a friend of Richard Feynman's at MIT,
which by 1955 had become a “citation classic”, having been cited in over 370 publications. [2]

References
1. Angrist, Stanley W. and Helper, Loren G. (1967). Order and Chaos – Laws of Energy and Entropy, (pg. 27: "most
quoted"). New York: Basic Books.
2. Staff writer. (1985). “This Week’s Citation Classic”, Current Contents, No. 1, Jan. 07.
3. Amazon sales rank: #29,554 on 11/27/08 (with 5-stars; based on 9 reviews).
4. Van Ness, Hendrick C. (2001). “Evolution of a Textbook: Introduction to Chemical Engineering Thermodynamics”,
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute.
5. Granovetter, Mark. (1973). "The Strength of Weak Ties" (cited by 15367), American Journal of Sociology, Vol. 78,
Issue 6, May 1973, pp. 1360-1380.
6. Kilmister, C.W. (1989). Schrodinger: Centenary Celebration of a Polymath (pg. 2). Cambridge University Press.

Hilaire, Geoffroy
In science, Etienne Geoffroy Saint-Hilaire (1722-1844) or "Geoffroy Saint-Hilaire"
(Darwin, 1860s) or "Geoffroy St. Hilaire" (Haeckel, 1899), was a French naturalist noted
for his 1795-1833 views on the origin and form change of animals.

Great problem of natural philosophy
In circa 1836, Saint-Hilaire stated the so-called great problem of natural philosophy as
follows: [1]
“It is quite certain that there was a moment when life did not exist on our planet, and
another moment when it appeared. It is the passage between these two states that
forms the great problem of natural philosophy today.”
Saint-Halaire, of note, was one of three people, along with Johann Goethe (1784) and
Erasmus Darwin (1791), cited by English naturalist Charles Darwin in his 1859 Origin of
Species as having been a forerunner to his own evolution theory.

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“Can the organization of vertebrated animals be referred to one uniform type?”
— Geoffroy Saint-Hilaire (1818), Anatomical Philosophy (Ѻ)

“The external world is all-powerful in alteration of the form of organized bodies.. . these [modifications] are inherited,
and they influence all the rest of the organization of the animal, because if these modifications lead to injurious
effects, the animals which exhibit them perish and are replaced by others of a somewhat different form, a form
changed so as to be adapted to the new environment.”
— Geoffroy Saint-Hilaire (c.1830) (Ѻ)

“Of the two theories on the development of organs, one supposes the preexistence of the germs and their indefinite
nesting; the other admits their successive formation and their evolution in the course of ages.”
— Geoffroy Saint-Hilaire (1833), “Article” [1]

“Influence of the surrounding world changes animal forms..”
— Geoffroy Saint-Hilaire (1833) (Ѻ)

See also
● Scientific revolutions
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1. Guyader, Herve Le. (2004). Geoffroy Saint-Hilaire: a Visionary Naturalist (Note 13: to page 281). University of
Chicago Press.

External links
● Etienne Saint-Hilaire – Wikipedia.

Hill, Edwin
In science, Edwin Allston Hill (1850-1929) was an American chemist noted for his 1900
system, the so-called “Hill order” (see: CHNOPS), for ordering elements in a molecular
formula. Hill's molecular formula ordering system was first used by the classification
division of the US Patent Office in 1907. [1]

Education
Hill completed his BA in 1875 at Yale University, followed by an MA, after which he
served as a lawyer and civil engineer for various railroads prior to 1895. In 1901, he
switched gears, and completed an MS in chemistry, with a thesis on “Properties of
Compounds of Antimony”, followed by a PhD in 1903, with a dissertation on “The
Constitution of Certain Halogen Oxyacids as Inferred from Thermochemical Data”, both
at George Washington University, where after he became a professor of chemistry,
remaining there until 1926. [3]

See also
● Chnopsology
● Chnopsologist

References
1. Hill, Edwin A. (1907). “The Chemical Card Index of the Patent Office”, US Patent Office.
2. Staff. (1929). “Obituary: Edwin Allston Hill” (abs), Chemical Engineering News, 7(21):11.

External links
● Edwin Allston Hill – WorldCat Identities.

Hill order
In chemistry, Hill order is a method for writing molecular formulas, according to which C appears first, H second (if
present), and then the other element symbols in alphabetical order. [1]

Overview
In 1900, the so-called Hill order of element ordering in molecular formulas was introduced by American chemist
Edwin Hill and used by the classification division of the US Patent Office in 1907. In 1936, American plant physiologist
Frank Thone, employed Hill order to described plants, pictured as "CHNOPS plus" systems. In the 2000s, with the
publication of human molecular formulas, wherein mass composition ordering dominance began to talk precedence,
over that of alphabetical ordering, a dual usage compromise approach began to be employed, according to which a
human is defined as powered CHNOPS+22 molecular form, using classical Hill order, but when the exact molecular
formula is written out, mass percent tends to take precedence in elemental ordering.

References
1. Lind, David R. (1994). Handbook of Organic Solvents (MF, pg. #). CRC Press.

External links
● Hill system – Wikipedia.

Hill, Terrell
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In thermodynamics, Terrell Leslie Hill (1917-2014) is an American biochemist noted for
his 1964 book Thermodynamics of Small Systems, a founding book in the field of
nanothermodynamics. [1] Hills’ overall contribution in science, it seems, was to extend
the thermodynamics of American engineer Willard Gibbs to ensembles of small
systems, particularly in the fields of biochemistry and molecular biology. [2]

Nanothermodynamics
In 2001, Hill coined the term ‘nanothermodynamics’ themed a shortened version of the
older phrase ‘small system thermodynamics’ used by Hill beginning in 1961 to
designate the subject of the thermodynamics and statistical mechanics of systems of
colloidal particles, polymers, or macromolecules. Specifically, Hill stated: [6]
“This subject, which now might appropriately be called nanothermodynamics, was
investigated at some length by the author in 1961−3.”
Hill’s work in this area was influential to Iranian-born American chemical engineer Ali Mansoori who in his 2005
Principles of Nanotechnology attributes Hill as the originator of small systems thermodynamics and the coiner of the
term ‘nanothermodynamics’. [7]

Education
Hill, it seems, is a product of the Lewis school of thermodynamics, being that he completed his AB in biochemistry in
1939 and his PhD in 1942 with a dissertation on The Reaction of Diphenylamine Green with Bases and a Theory of the
isoelectric Point, both at the University of California, Berkeley. [3] Hill spent a year and a half at Western Reserve
University, a year and half at Berkeley (working in the Manhattan Project), four years on the faculty of the University
of Rochester, and eight years as a chemist with the Naval Medical Research Institute, Bethesda, Md, after which he
joined on with the chemistry department at the University of Oregon in 1957. He moved to the University of Santa
Cruz in 1967, retiring from there in 1988, during which period he joined the laboratory of molecular biology of the
Arthritis Institute of the NIH in 1971. [5]
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3. Hill, Terrell L. (1942). I. The Reaction of Diphenylamine Green with Bases. II. Theory of the isoelectric Point. Thesis
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Oregon.
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Further reading
● Hill, Terrell L. (1989). Free Energy Transduction and Biochemical Cycle Kinetics. Dover Publications.
● Hill, Terrell L. (1960). Introduction to Statistical Thermodynamics. Addison-Wesley.

External links
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Hippocrates
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In science, Hippocrates (c.460-370BC) (CR:23), a Ranker greatest mind (#30), a Cattell
1000 (#166), was a Greek physician, commonly known as the “father of medicine”, noted
for his ideas on animal heat, affinity theory, and a non-supernatural basis of disease.

Animal heat
Hippocrates promoted an animal heat view of human animation in relation to fire;
reasoning that “heat, a quantity which functions to animate, derives from an internal fire
located in the left ventricle”. [1] This was referred to as the doctrine of internal heat. [2]

Affinity
Hippocrates, in the context of the history of affinity theory, in circa 410BC, promoted the
theory that “like assorts with like”; sometimes called Plato's first law of affinity. [4]

Atheism
See main: Hippocratic reductionism

The following are noted atheism-themed quotes:
“Men think epilepsy divine, merely because they do not understand it. We will one day understand what causes it,
and then cease to call it divine. And so it is with everything in the universe.”
— Hippocrates (c.400BC), popular atheism quote

Quotes | About
The following are related quotes:
“Hippocrates in time arrived at the conclusion that he had not sought whether the heart or the head was the seat of
either reason or sense in man and beast.”
— Jean de La Fontaine (c.1690), 29th fable quote; inscribed at the base of the 1869 statue of Democritus mediating on the seat of
the soul, Paris

Quotes
The following are noted quotes:
“Is there supernatural in disease?”
— Hippocrates (400BC), On the Sacred Disease; ruminated on by Jean Fernel, 1548; cited by Charles Sherrington, 1938 [3]
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Hippocratic reductionism
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In science, Hippocratic reductionism is the postulate,
made by Hippocrates (c.400BC), that people invoke the
divine for things they are ignorant about, but that once
one comes to understand the phenomena or the cause of
the effect, then they cease to call it divine; according to
which, as knowledge progresses, via increasing
reductionism, divine explanations will cease to be used as
a functional explanatory patch.

Overview
In circa 410BC, Greek physical philosopher Hippocrates
began to question the standing premise of invoking
“gods” as causal explanations of diseases; the following is
one example statement of this:
“Is there supernatural in disease?”

The famous Hippocratic reductionism quote (Ѻ), wherein
— Hippocrates (400BC), On the Sacred Disease; ruminated on by Hippocrates points out that many in his day viewed epilepsy
“divine”, whereas we now understand that epilepsy results
Jean Fernel, 1548; cited by Charles Sherrington, 1938 [1]
from a number of physical conditions in the brain and that no
one, in modern countries, no longer, invokes “god” as the
Sometime thereafter, Hippocrates deduced, somehow,
that diseases are caused “naturally”, the reason for most cause. Hippocrates asserts that this reductionism of god to
zero will be the case for all previous unknown cause
of which can be determined readily; thereafter he
phenomena.

extended this reasoning to posit that someday, when
knowledge of the workings and operation of the universe reached a more enlightened state, people would cease to
call things divine; the main statement of this reasoning is as follows:
“Men think epilepsy divine, merely because they do not understand it. We will one day understand what causes it,
and then cease to call it divine. And so it is with everything in the universe.”
— Hippocrates (c.400BC), popular atheism quote

We now understand, correctly, that epilepsy results from a number of conditions or causes, such as genes, abnormal
brain structure at birth, head injury, stroke, among others, e.g. 30 percent of epilepsy cases have a change in the
structure of their brains that causes the electrical storms of seizures (Ѻ); no one, in modern countries, however,
invokes “god” as the cause. Hippocrates asserts that this reductionism of god to zero will be the case for all previous
unknown cause phenomena.

See also
● Critias hypothesis
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Hirata, Christopher
In hmolscience, Christopher Hirata (1982-) (IQ:225E|190±) (CR:35|94) (LR:52|#1)
(SNE:3) is an child prodigy turned astrophysicist, noted for his circa 2000 human
chemical thermodynamics and human physics based “The Physics of Relationships”
(see: relationship physics) article consisting of five parts:
1. Thermochemical Approach to Relationships
2. Complex Equilibria of Men and Women
3. Reaction Kinetics
4. Neutron Scattering: A Cautionary Tale
5. The Shell Model
on the topics of a thermochemical approach to relationships, complex equilibria of
men and women, reaction kinetics, neutron scattering, and shell model, written at the
age of about 18 that harks of genius ranking near to that of the great insights of
German polyintellect Johann Goethe (IQ=230) and his 1796 human chemical theory. [1]
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Child prodigy | Education
Hirata was noticed to have an accelerated mind at an early age. At age 3, he entertained himself, at the grocery story,
by calculating the total bill of items in his parent's shopping cart, item-by-item, by weight, quantity, discounts, and
sales tax. He was also reading the Dr. Seuss series to himself, able to recite the alphabet backwards, and had coded
the alphabet sequence numerically, e.g. that the letter ‘O’ was 15th in the sequence. In 1st grade, he was doing
algebra. In regards to his elementary and middle school years: [9]
"I had some good teachers, but it was mostly a waste."
By age 12, he was talking college-level courses in physics and multivariable calculus. [5]
Hirata, at age 13, gained fame by winning gold medal
at the 1996 International Physics Olympiad (IPhO), an
international competition among the world’s smartest
math and science students (up to age 19), becoming
the youngest medalist ever. Hirata’s showing at the
IPhO was considered so record-breaking that IPhO
organizers announced a special award for “Youngest
Medalist”, awarded that year to Hirata, an award that
has since become one of the most-coveted awards. [3]
During meetings at the local McDonald’s, during this
period, he and his friend Ben Newman, from the
Physics Olympiad camp, "sat around writing general
relativity equations out on the napkins," recalls
A sampling of the some of the main intellectual road blocks a
"modern" universal genius needs to grapple with, in order to have Newman. That year Hirata was ranked fifth in the
a modern "universal' understanding of reality; Hungarian chemical world in physics, math, and science. [7]
At age 14, Hirata entered the California
engineer and mathematician John Neumann (IQ=190) being the
Institute of Technology (Caltech) and two years later
last of lineage of so-called “last universal geniuses”. The only
other person that comes to mind, following Neumann, is
began working with NASA on a project exploring the
American IQ:225+ cited, former child prodigy (as was Neumann), possibility of colonizing Mars. In 1999, at age 16, Hirata
youngest-ever (age 13) winner of the international Physics
was cited as having an IQ of 225. [7] In 2000, Hirata,
Olympiad, thinker Christopher Hirata, noted for his age-17
together with Caltech teammates Kevin Costello and
written circa 2000 human chemical thermodynamics based "The
Michael Shulman, took 4th place in the famous
Physics of Relationships" theory (see: relationship physics);
Putnam Mathematics Competition. (Ѻ)
presently an astrophysics professor at Ohio State University,
In 2001, at age 18, Hirata completed his BS in
working on gravitational lensing, relativity, dark energy, and
mathematics at the Caltech, with a 4.2 GPA, and his
accelerating universe problems, among other topics on modern
astronomy. Hirata is also listed, according to OnlineColleges.net., PhD in physics in 2005 with a dissertation on “Weak
among “the 10 youngest PhDs of all time” (Neumann, similarly,
Gravitational Lensing Theory and Data Analysis” at
simultaneously completed a BS in chemical engineering and PhD
Princeton. [2] Hirata was an assistant professor of
in mathematics at age 23). [33] Presently, as of 2013, however,
astrophysics at CalTech from 2006 to 2012. Currently,
Hirata has disassociated himself from relationship physics, and
Hirata is visiting professor of physics and astronomy at
seems to now only confine himself to physical-astronomy
Ohio State University.
problems.

Relationship thermochemistry
See also: Human chemical reaction theory

In his circa 2000 article “Physics of Relationships”, Hirata, in approaching the subject of dating and mate selection,
uses the student body at Caltech, observed during this undergraduate years (1996-2000), which he says consisted of
N=900 total students, of which 600 were male, and according to his observations about 200 were in paired
relationships. He uses the symbols of X = girl, Y = boy, and XY = paired relationship (see: dihumanide molecule),
calling the single boys and girls as “basic elements”, of which he says the simplest reaction is:

X + Y ↔ XY
This type of reaction, to note, uses the "reversible reaction" notation introduced by Jacobus van't Hoff in 1884. [10]
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Hirata also comments, interestingly, in reference to the
subject of queer chemistry (and other poly-amorphous
relationships), in his human chemical reaction modeling
that he is neglecting “rare and non-traditional” products
or compounds (human molecules) that may form such as:
“the gay molecule Y2, the lesbian molecule X2, and the
middle-Eastern polygamous molecule X4Y.” Here, in
addition, we see Hirata using not only the dihumanide
molecule point of view (two people viewed as one
molecule), in his Y2 and X2 formulas, but also the pentahuman-ide model (five humans viewed as one molecule),
in his X4Y formula. This is a very complex subject, when
considered from the free energy point of view (see:
human free energy). In any event, on this basis he states
that the equilibrium constant K for this reaction is:

SuperScholar.org’s August 2012 profile of Hirata as one of the
10 smartest people alive. [8] In July 2012, Hirata was two of 96
researchers President Obama named this week as recipients of
the Presidential Early Career Awards for Scientists and
Engineers—the highest honor given by the U.S. Government to
science and engineering professionals in the early stages of
their research careers. [6]

where [X], [Y], and [XY] are the concentrations of the single girls, single boys, and paired relationships, respectively.
This constant, according to Hirata, can be calculated from the following expression:

where KB is the Boltzmann constant, T the temperature, ΔE the internal energy change, ΔV the volume change, and
ΔS the entropy change at standard conditions. He goes on to calculate that KB at Caltech is 4.5. On this basis, he goes
on to calculate, assuming that the equilibrium constant is independent of concentration and is a function of only
temperature and pressure, that if the female to male ratio were 50:50 the percentage of singe males would drop
from 67% to 48%.

Worthless applications?
Some, as discussed further below, have commented, in argument and or debate with American electrochemical
engineer Libb Thims, who is also cited in the IQ=225+ range, that Hirata's "relationship physics" and "relationship
thermochemistry", as he calls them, are nothing but physics humor or thermodynamics humor, pointing out, for
example, that Hirata himself footnoted or rather headed his article as follows: [1]
In the true spirit of Caltech (I'm not sure if this applies to Princeton), I devote this section of my website to the
application of basic physical principles to relationships, particularly the romantic kind. Before I do this, I will make a
few comments. You should understand them before you proceed. They aren't hard to understand:
•

•
•

Don't take it too seriously. This site is for your amusement, and it does not serve any other purpose. I am not
a counselor, and if you have a real problem with your "significant other" then this page won't help you solve
it. I take no responsibility for what you do with this information. Also recall that I don't have a girlfriend, so
what do I know about this? Only what physics can tell me. [UPDATE: Since I wrote this page I have found
Annika and we are engaged. This confirms that I know what I'm talking about.] [11]
This site is geared primarily toward nerds. If you're not a nerd, this doesn't mean I want you to go away. In
fact, it will give you some idea of the types of jokes frequently made in Caltech dorms. You may or may not
find it interesting.
This is not a dirty site. For my younger audience: since this is the Internet, and I recognize that little kids have
access to any material I put here, this site contains no sexually explicit material. (This is also because I don't
want losers reading my page.)

So enjoy the compilation of worthless applications of physics and mathematics to relationships:
It is bit puzzling why Hirata put this advert above his article? Possibly it is a deflection technique to avoid attack,
"violent opposition" being the second stage of in the acceptance of scientific truth as Arthur Schopenhauer
commented in 1818 in respect to Goethe's human chemical theory (see: HCT | Truth):
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“All truth passes through three stages. First, it is ridiculed. Second, it is violently opposed. Third, it is accepted as being
self-evident.”
In this sense, Hirata's advert may have been done in the same sense as Goethe's anonymous advertisement to his
Elective Affinities, Hirata's theory being basically a modern reformulation of Goethe's theory, the Rossini debate
being a ripe example of the heated tensions that result what happens when goes beyond the humor stage of
argument and into this is real stage of argument.
Harvard physicist

Motl
In 2010, Czech-American theoretical physics, black hole
thermodynamics theorist, and former Harvard physics professor Lubos
Motl commented the following, after watching several of American
electrochemical engineer Libb Thims' Human Chemistry 101 videos, on
topics such as sexual heat and enthalpy, human reactions and
chemical thermodynamics, etc., commented the following (his
punctuation emphasis): [14]

“You've GOT to realize the blatant absurdity of trying to model
Motl
the laws governing human relationships using the rules of
thermodynamics, a set of rules that only apply at a molecular level.
Czech-American theoretical physicist Lubos Motl
Human beings are NOT molecules, they are composed of molecules,
thinks Hirata's human chemical thermodynamics
but we aren't giant molecules. Human relationships are governed
theory is a joke having no serious content to it.
mostly by human psychology. I can only assume you're senile or crazy
to believe this nonsense. Thermodynamics of human relationships is bullcrap. The stuff Hirata said about human
thermodynamics was a JOKE. You don't seriously believe that he was serious about this, do you ? Your obsession with
human thermodynamics is silly.”
Motl, related to this Hirata theory discussion, in 2007, also gave his view that he considered American
mathematician, electrical engineer, and physicist Alexander Wissner-Gross, discussed below, who in turn thinks his
theory is better than Hirata's, as an "interdisciplinary
genius".
Both Former Child Prodigies

Wissner-Gross | Battle of the prodigies

On 30 Apr 2013, to exemplify the use of the "not to be
taken seriously" pejorative technique to discredit Hirata's
theory as a humorous joke, Thims queried American former
child prodigy turned physicist Alexander Wissner-Gross, the
2003 MIT valedictorian (of 550 engineering students), who
was the last person to simultaneously obtain an MIT triple
major (SB in physics, SB in electrical science and
engineering, and SB in mathematics), before they outlawed
the practice, who recently received considerable press
frenzy for his 19 Apr 2013 article “Causal Entropic Forces”,
co-written with American mathematician Cameron Freer,
wherein they attempt to argue that "intelligence" and
intelligent behavior stem from what they call "entropic
forces", as to whether or not he thought he was smarter
than Hirata as follows:
“Your new article popped up on my RSS feed today, so I
started an Hmolpedia article on you: Alexander WissnerGross. As you seem to be a bit of an accelerated learner,
where do you see yourself fitting currently on the genius
IQs table? Or have you had estimates made by others of
your IQ? For example, do you think you are above or below
Christopher Hirata, who similar to you was an age 13
national physics olympiad winner, who also developed his
own thermodynamics theory of humans, in intelligence?”
To which Wissner-Gross replied: [12]

IQ=225+ cited

Hirata

MIT triple major engineering
(1st of 550) valedictorian

Wissner-Gross

American mathematician-physicist-engineer Alexander
Wissner-Gross, noted 2003 MIT engineering school triple
major valedictorian (1st of 550 students), BS in physics, BS in
electrical science and engineering, and BS in mathematics,
thinks his 2013 "causal entropic force" theory of intelligence
should be "treated more seriously" than Hirata's version of
human chemical thermodynamics theory of intelligence,
both having been famous child prodigies.
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“Hard to say where I would fit in your table, but I would say that my causal entropic force theory is intended to be
treated more seriously than the Hirata work you mention. :-).”
Interesting point of view expressed here from Wissner-Gross, being that he seems to think his theory is better than
Hirata's theory, which, however is not the case. To give some comparison, there is no denying the fact that the great
German polyintellect Goethe, also a child prodigy cited with a 225+ IQ did the exact same derivation as Hirata 200
years ago (see: Goethe timeline), considering his finished product to be his greatest publication and something to be
taken very seriously as its theoretical implications overthrow the foundations of modern thought (as can be gleaned
from some of the commentary of his enemies).
The deeper issue, however, which this type of derivation tends to bring to the fore (see, e.g. the 2006 Rossini
debate and 2009 Moriarty-Thims debate), is that the chemical thermodynamic dissection humanity strips away
fundamental beliefs concerning morality, purpose, life/death, religion, etc., reducing them to pure physics and
chemistry, leaving the unacquainted reader with a residual anger and irritation. This is exemplified is exemplified by
German writer Christoph Wieland’s 1810 comment, found in a letter (which he suggested should be burned after it is
read) to his close friend German philologist and archaeologist Karl Böttiger, on Goethe’s Elective Affinities (which
gives the same type of derivation as Hirata) that "to all rational readers, the use of the chemical theory is nonsense
and childish fooling around."

Anecdote | Mathematics problem
Upon arriving at Caltech in 1997, Hirata registered one of the highest scores in history on the Institute's mathematics
diagnostic tests, thereby foregoing freshman calculus and sophomore differential equations (see: prodigies and
calculus) for a more difficult upper-division class. (Ѻ) And his early mastery of physics, his chosen field, is even more
impressive. On the GRE advanced subject test in physics, he scored a perfect 990. Caltech mathematics instructor
Markus Keel recalls his favorite anecdote about Hirata concerning a difficult problem on the final exam, in his class of
class of 22 physics and mathematics majors included a couple of graduate students. Before putting the problem on
the test, he had consulted two colleagues in the department. One colleague said he didn't see right away how to
solve the exercise, while the other said—at terrific volume—that he didn't even believe the conclusion of the
problem. On the final itself, Hirata not only solved the problem as Keel had framed it, but left a note saying that he
knew of an easier way to solve it, and wrote the easier solution on the back of the page. (Ѻ)

Goethe | Thims | Hirata

IQ=225+ cited

There seems to be some correlative evidence that the "elective
affinities problem", common to IQ 225+ thinkers, is the new "blue sky
problem", which prior to the early 20th century was puzzle of curiosity
common to every IQ 200+ range genius.
Historically, to explain, in circa 1995, American electrochemical
engineer Libb Thims, as an undergraduate chemical engineering
student, began working on a variant of the elective affinities problem,
specifically in terms of how the human reproduction reaction could be
mapped out and predicted in terms of free energy differentials per
unit time; in 2006, through prolonged research efforts, Thims
eventually found Goethe, via footnote 2.5 of of the work of Ilya
Prigogine, the first human ever cited with an IQ of 225, by Catherine
Cox (1926), and how he had worked on the very same problem from
Goethe
1796 to 1809, the result of which he considered his greatest work
Hirata and Goethe were both famous child
(see: best book).
prodigies in youth, both cited in the IQ=225+
On 15 Feb 2010, Thims, via specifically searching for individuals
range, and both did work on the elective
cited with an IQ of 225, found Hirata, and therein, via digging around affinities problem.
in the personal pages of his faculty page, found that Hirata, in his "The
Physics of Relationships" (c.2000) article, did work on the elective affinities problem, as did Thims and Goethe before
him. In May 2012, Thims began to be cited with an IQ of 225± or specifically as the "highest IQ" ever, by vote. (Ѻ)
While some may dismissively find it but coincidence that Goethe, Thims, and Hirata, the former and latter both
former child prodigies, and all three, independently, cited at the IQ 225 level, albeit Thims by mere association, each
independently produced the same essential theory, in regards to human chemical thermodynamics, and that Goethe,
Thims, and Hirata, the more apt conclusion is that the modelling of human interactions in chemical reaction terms is
something seen only through great erudition, foresight, and perspicacity; the average person remaining but forest
blind to this higher vision of reality.

Tributes
The following are noted tributes about Hirata:
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“If I were to say that Chris Hirata is one in a million, that would understate his intellectual ability.”
— Vincent Malek (1997), Deerfield High School science chairman, on Hirata at age 14, during his last semester of high school, prior
to going to CalTech (Ѻ)

See also
● Hirata timeline
● Julius Davidson (1916)
● Lawrence Henderson (1935)
● Frederick Rossini (1971)
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In timelines, Hirata timeline refers to timeline of relevant events germane to writing of American child prodigy
turned astrophysicist Christopher Hirata's the circa 2000 article "The Physics of Relationships", wherein he introduces
concepts such as dihumanide molecules, trihuminde molecules, tetrahumanide molecule, etc., and in which he
applies chemical thermodynamics to equilibrium reactions of dating interactions at a given college setting, among
other interesting applications.
http://www.eoht.info/page/Hirata+timeline
(add overview)

Hirn, Gustave
In human thermodynamics, Gustave Hirn (1815-1890) was a French physicist known
for his 1856 experimental calculations of the mechanical equivalent of heat of humans.
He is the author of the Experience on the Speed Limit of Gas (1839), the Thermal Effect
of Work (1840), The Mechanical Theory of Heat (1862), and most notably, and mostimportantly Philosophical Implications of Thermodynamics (1868), the first book in in
the field of philosophical thermodynamics. [6] Hirn saw thermo-dynamics as the
science of the forces (energies) that brought matter into motion; subsequently, his
aims were to moralize power. [1] His work on heat theory led him to a generalized
metaphysics based on the notion of force. [5] Of note, the terms human
thermodynamics and human thermo-dynamics were both coined in 1893 paper “The
Scientific Work of Gustav Adolph Hirn” by English engineer Bryan Donkin. [4]

Mechanical equivalent of heat of humans
Hirn was the first to make a calculated value for the mechanical equivalent of heat for a
man, an "animated motor", doing work in a sealed chamber. To achieve this end, a
man was placed in a hermetically closed chamber, and made to turn a wheel which could, at choice, revolve with or
without doing work. The heat given out in the chamber was then ascertained by the ordinary calorimetric process.
From these experiments, Hirn deduced a valuation of the mechanical equivalent of heat for animated motors; but the
number which he obtained differed considerably from the standard obtained by James Joule through the standard
physico-electric-mechanical methods. [2]

Education
Hirn, owing to his delicate health, was never allowed to attend school, and instead was home-schooled in the large
cotton mill of his maternal grandfather M. Haussman, where his father was also a partner. His first studies were in
the chemical laboratory of the Mill. In 1845, at the age of thirty, he was placed in charge of the steam engines
working the Mill, which is about what time he is said to have begun his serious work, an office he remained at for
nearly thirty-five years.

See also
● History of human thermodynamics
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Further reading
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Industrielle de Mulhouse, 26, p. 202
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● Hirn, G. A. (1862). Mechanical Theory of Heat (Paris, Lieber)
● Hirn, G. A. (1863). Exhibition Analytical and Experimental Theory of
Heat, (Paris, Mallet Bachelet).
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Statue of Hirn in Colmar, France. [3]

● Gustave-Adolphe Hirn – Wikipedia.

Hirst, Thomas
In thermodynamics, Thomas Archer Hirst (1830-1892), commonly cited as T. Archer
Hirst, was an English mathematician noted for being the translator of the 1867 first
English edition of Rudolf Clausius’ collected papers on The Mechanical Theory of Heat.
[1] Hirst was associated with Irish physicist John Tyndall, who wrote the introduction to
the 1867 edition. [2] The second edition English translator (1879), after the textbook
was re-written by Clausius, was English civil engineer Walter Browne.

Education
At age fifteen, Hirst left school at fifteen to work as an apprentice engineer in Halifax,
surveying for proposed railway lines. It was there that he met Irish physicist John
Tyndall, ten years older than Hirst and working as an engineer in the same firm. In his
late teens, at the instigation of Tyndall, he decided to go to Germany for education,
initially in chemistry. He eventually received a doctorate in mathematics from the
University of Marburg in 1852. In 1853 he attended geometry lectures by Swiss
mathematician Jakob Steiner at University of Berlin. From 1860 to 1864 he taught at
University College School, but resigned because he wanted more time for his mathematical research. He was
appointed professor of physics at University College London in 1865, and he succeeded British mathematician
Augustus de Morgan to the chair of mathematics in 1867. [3]
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Hirth, Georg
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In hmolscience, Georg Hirth (1841-1916) was a German writer noted for his 1900
Entropy of the Germinal System and Hereditary Enfranchisement, wherein he attempts
to tackle the problem of evolution genetics via thermodynamics, e.g. seemingly using
human free energy theory, e.g. he has a section on human as a machine and discusses
Helmholtz energy in the book, but done so with a tinge of mysticism, as Nicholas
Georgescu-Roegen (1971) surmised.

Overview
In 1900, Hirth, in his Entropy of the Germinal System and Hereditary Enfranchisement,
introduced the entropy antonym term “ektropy” to denote the principle that opposes
the entropy principle of degradation in life-bearing structures. [1] In his work, Hirth
speculated on the differences in the modes of energy between the sperm and egg, in
the sense that the former represents kinetic energy and the latter potential energy. [4]
The term ektropy, as introduced by Hirth, is said to refer to morphic order or
generating order or form in ordinary space. [5] The following is the partial table of
contents of Hirth's Entropy of the Germinal System:
#

Section (German)

Section (English)

12

Spezifsche Enerien

Specific energy

16

Energie und Massengesetz

Energy and mass action

18

Die Systemfrage

The system question

19

Subjektive Empfindungen

Subjective sensations

24

Gebunden und freie Energie

Bound and free energy

29

Freiheitsgrade der Energy

Freedom and energy

31

Die lebenden Organismen als energetische Systeme

The living organism of an energy system

34

Keimsysteme; energetische Epigenensis

Germinal system; and energetic epigenesis

35

Epigenetische Energiformen

Epigenetic energyform

38

Teleogische Vorurtheile – Der praktische Standpunkt

Teleogische prejudice - the practical point of view

39

Der Entropiebegriff

The Entropiebegriff

40

Mayer’s Wasserflasche

Mayer's water bottle

42

Warme ist ungeodnet Bewegung

Warm is ungeodnet Movement

45

Weltather und Clausius’sche Weltentropie

Weltather and Clausius' Weltentropie

47

Es gibt kein streng abgeschlossenes System

There is no strictly closed system

48

Maxwell’s Damonen

Maxwell's demon

49

Die Funktionen U, S, F

The functions U, S, F

50

Die helmholtz’sche Anmerkung

The Helmholtz Note

The following, to give a taste of Hirth's views, is an example translation of one of Hirth's eight mentions of the term
Mensche (man) or "human", in this case Lord of man (pg. 145), i.e. god:
The endeavor readily everything that the ruling moral,
Das Bestreben, ohne Weiteres Alles, was sich der
herrschenden sittlichen, Gesellschaftsund Staatsordnung social and political order will not add, as "morbidly" to
identify is well illustrated no better than by the cultural
nicht fügen will, als »krankhaft« zu kennzeichnen, wird
and religious history. With the dissolution of order,
nicht besser illustrirt als durch die Kulturgeschichte
cultural entropy, tune in immediately or gradually
selbst. Mit der Auflösung der Ordnung, der
conditions similar one, as it would bring the liberation of
Kulturentropie, stellen sich sofort oder allmählich
a large number of residents menagerie with it. Even our
ähnliche Zustände ein, wie sie die Befreiung einer
snappy domestic animals run wild very quickly, and do
grösseren Anzahl von Menageriebewohnern mit sich
not lose all snappy attitude. Why should the "Lord of
bringen würde. Sogar unsere bissigen Hausthiere
man" make an exception? Only education, benevolence,
verwildern sehr rasch, und die nichtbissigen verlieren
alle Haltung. Warum soll gerade der »Herr von Mensch« commitment by good deeds can cause in large masses in
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eine Ausnahme machen? Nur Erziehung, Wohlwollen,
Verpflichtung durch Wohlthaten können bewirken, dass
in den grossen Massen neben der Furcht auch Liebe zur
Kultur und zur Arbeit erwächst. Aber man sollte es sich
abgewöhnen, jeden in einzelnen ungezähmten,
unerzogenen Naturen stärker sich regenden
Raubthierinstinkt als erbliche Belastung zu —
brandmarken. Derartige Instinkte sind vielleicht ganz
unzertrennlich von einem kraftvollen Menschenthum;
wir erkennen sie nur nicht mehr unter der Zwangsjacke
der Gesittung und im Rahmen unserer
kontradiktorischen Hemmungen.

addition to the fear arises also love to culture and from
work. But one should wean themselves, each in
individual untamed, uneducated natures are more active
ligands carnivorous instinct as to heredity - brand. Such
instincts are perhaps quite inseparable from a powerful
manhood; we recognize not only among the straitjacket
of civilization and as part of our adversarial inhibitions.

Hirth’s idea and terminology were taken up by German physicist Felix Auerbach in 1910 in the form of "ectropy". [3]
The majority of Hirth’s work, according to Romanian-born American mathematician and economist Nicholas
Georgescu-Roegen, is said to be “pervaded by confusing mysticism”, attributed to the fact that Hirth was not a
scientist by trade. [2] Danish science historian Helge Kragh, in his history of entropy in religion, mentions Hirth in one
footnote as follows: [6]
“The name ‘ectropy’ goes back to 1900, when it was introduced by Georg Hirth in the context of biological systems
(Hirth, 1900). It became widely known through Felix Auerbach’s Extropismus oder die physikalische Lehre des Lebens
(Leipzig, 1910). The mistaken view that the evolution of life forms contradicts the second law continued to play a role
during the twentieth century, since the 1960s often in the context of new creationism. Local processes, such as the
building up of complicated molecules from simpler ones, can occur even though they involve a decrease in entropy.
Because the energy diminishes in such a way that the free energy is lower for the product, they are in full accord with
the second law of thermodynamics. For an overview, see: Patterson (1983).”
(add discussion)
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External links
● Georg Hirth – Wikipedia (German → English).

History
In humanities, history is the study, documentation, and analysis of the past or past events. Two noted
physicochemical history scholars include: Henry Adams and Morris Zucker.

Big history
The newly emerging subject of “big history”, such as outlined in the works David Christian and his Maps of Time: an
Introduction to Big History, tends to incorporate a hmolscience perspective, such as attempting digressions on
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thermodynamics, big bang theory, and evolution, etc., with the construct of traditional modes of history, e.g. civil
war, ancient civilizations, etc., presentation.

See also
● History of chemical bonding theory
● History of chemistry
● HT pioneers
● History thermodynamics ● History of differential equations
● Rise and fall of civilization ● History of human thermodynamics
● History of thermodynamics

External links
● History – Wikipedia

History of chemical bonding theory
In chemistry, the history of chemical bonding theory traces the development of the various theories of how atoms
bond to each other to form molecules and how molecules and other chemical species chemically bond to each other
to form larger structures, all attached via chemical bonds.

Timeline
The following timeline traces the development of chemical bonding theory over the years.
Year

Bonding Model

Theorist

Description

c.450BC Atomic theory

Supposed that the
universe consists of
Leucippus only atoms and voids;
(c.500-450 may have speculated on
BC)
how the atoms hold
together to form larger
mass.

Hook-and-eye
c.410BC atomic
attachment

Argued that atoms of
solids were hooked and
so stuck to one another.
In order to make the
Democritus
solid hard, however, the
(c.460-370
atoms must not only be
BC)
hooked, but retain their
hooked shape when
they come into contact
with other atoms. [1]

Hook-and-eye
atomic
attachment

“Things which look to
us hard (diamonds,
basalt blocks, iron,
brass bolts) and closetextured must consist of
atoms that are hooked
together, and must be
held in union, because
welded together
through and through
out of atoms that are,
as it were, manybranched.” Liquids are,
as rule, formed of
smooth and round
elements, but sluggish

c.75BC

Lucretius
(99-55 BC)

Picture
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fluid, like oil, may have
its atoms: “larger or
more hooked and
intertangled” than
those of wine.
Date?

Person?

"Glued together by
rest"

Date?

Person?

"Stuck together by
conspiring motions"

1718

Force
(chemical
affinity)

Isaac
Newton

"Particles attract one
another by some force,
which in immediate
contact is exceedingly
strong, at small
distances performs the
chemical operations,
and reaches not far
from the particles with
any sensible effect."

1757

Crotchet
symbol
(bonding
bracket)

William
Cullen
(17101790)

“By the mark { I mean
them united to
another.” [4]

Roger
Boscovich
(17111787)

At short range, atoms
attracted each other,
but at longer range
atoms pushed each
other way. [5]

Torbern
Bergman
(17351784)

Pioneered the use of
letters, a, b, c, etc., to
represent unattached
chemicals and adjacent
letters, e.g. ab or ac, to
represent chemical
"union" in the context
of before and after
aspects of affinity
reactions.

1789

Divided force
theory

William
Higgins
(17631825)

Theory: the strength of
the force between two
ultimate particles
[atoms] should be
divided accordingly. If
the force between the
ultimate particle of
oxygen and the
ultimate particle of
nitrogen were 6, for
instance, than the
nitrogen and oxygen
would each be assigned
a force component of 3.
[6]

1852

Combining
power

Edward
Frankland

Explained that each
element has a certain
combining power.

1763

1775

AB (union)
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(quantivalence)
(valence)

1858

1861

1877

(18251899)

Single bonds

Archibald
Couper
(18311892)

Extrapolated ideas on
elective affinity
attractions between
atoms to formulate a
chemical bonding
theory; was the first to
use was the first to use
lines between atoms, in
conjunction with the
older method of using
brackets. [13]

Double bonds
Triple bonds

Josef
Loschmidt
(18211895)

Originated the use of
double lines and triple
lines to represent
double bonds and triple
bonds, respectively, in
molecules. [2]

Edward
Frankland
(18251899)

“The bracket has been
employed in various
senses in chemical
formulae; but I now
propose to restrict its
use to one purpose
only, namely for
expressing chemical
combination between
two or more elements
which are placed
perpendictularly with
regard to each other
and next to the bracket
in a formula. No. I.
signifies that two atoms
of carbon are directly
united with each other;
No. II. That two atoms
of carbon are linked, as
it were, together by an
atom of oxygten, the
latter beign united to
both carbon atoms; No.
III. Expresses the fact
that one atom of
oxygen in the formula
of the upper line is
linked to another atom
of oxygen in the
formula of the lower
line by the atom of
barium.”

A-B (union)
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1913

1917

1923
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Sensitive region
overlap

Electron dot
structure
(shared
electrons)

Shared
electrons
(shell overlap)

“When two atoms are
situated so that their
sensitive regions are in
contact, or partly
overlap, will there be a
chemical attraction
between them. We
Ludwig
then say that they are
Boltzmann
chemically bound to
(1844each other.” Two iodine
1906)
atoms, A and B, each
represented by a region
of size M, attached at
their sensitive regions,
α and β; which must
exist owing to ‘the facts
of chemical valence’.

Gilbert
Lewis
(18751946)

Cubit atoms bonding at
electron corners to
form chemically bonded
cubit molecules, in such
a matter that each
atom finds the most
stability when it
satisfies "Abegg's law of
valence" (atomic shells
filled with eight
electrons are especially
stable atoms).

Gilbert
Lewis

“Two atoms may
conform to the rule of
eight, or the octet rule,
not only by the transfer
of electrons from one
atom to another, but
also by sharing one or
more pairs of electrons.
Two electrons thus
coupled together, when
lying between two
atomic centers, and
held jointly in the shells
of the two atoms, I have
considered to be the
chemical bond.”

Note: the Dalton-version of the "hook-and-eye bonding method" was
still being taught at Oregon Agricultural College (to Linus Pauling); the
teaching of this archaic method is what supposedly drove Pauling to
write the now famous 1939 textbook On The Nature of the Chemical
Bond.
Lewis commented: “Two atoms may conform to the rule of eight, or the octet rule, not only by the
transfer of electrons from one atom to another, but also by sharing one or more pairs of electrons. Two
electrons thus coupled together, when lying between two atomic centers, and held jointly in the shells of
the two atoms, I have considered to be the chemical bond. We thus have a concrete picture of that
physical entity, that ‘hook and eye’ which is part of the creed of the organic chemist.” (Valence and the
Structure of Atoms and Molecules)
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Quantum mechanical bonding

1927

1927

Heitler-London
theory

Fritz
London
(19001954)

(co-theorist with
Heitler)

Linus
Pauling
(19011994)

[12]

Valence bond
theory

Hybrid bond
c. 1932
orbitals

1933

Walter
Heitler
(19041981)

Using Niels Bohr’s
model of the atom,
Louis de Broglie’s
electron wave theory,
and Erwin Schrödinger’s
wave equation,
conceptualized the idea
that the movements of
the electrons,
technically called
electron wavefunctions
(mathematical
expressions involving
the coordinates of the
electrons in space) can
join together
mathematically with
plus, minus, and
exchange terms, to
form a Lewis-type
covalent bond.

Orbital overlap
model of
bonding
bonding molecular
orbitals
antibonding molecular
orbitals

Chemical thermodynamic bonding

(exchange interaction model)
(exchange force)

2299
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1941

1999
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Bond energy

Thermodynamic
theory of
binding

Fritz
Lipmann
(18991986)

In his “Metabolic
Generation and
Utilization of Phosphate
Bond Energy”, using
Lewis thermodynamics
(1923), he introduced
the notion of "bond
energy", according to
which energy is stored
in the three high-energy
phosphate bonds, each
on the magnitude of 20
kJ of free energy per
bond per mol,
amounting to about 55
kJ per mole of ATP;
energy which acts as a
kind of storage fuel or
battery that can be
used later to drive
typical endergonic
reactions

Julie
FormanKay
(c.1963-)

“Whether two
molecules will bind is
determined by the free
energy change (ΔG) of
the interaction,
composed of both
enthalpic (H) and
entropic (S) terms.”[9]

Human chemical bonding
In 1995, American electrochemical engineer Libb Thims began to work on the problem of how’s and why’s of the
method by which free energy actuates to predict the feasibility of human reproduction reactions (child formation),
the core aspect of mate selection, modeling each person as a chemical entity, using Bergman chemical symbol
notation, as follows:
M+F→C
according to the view that if one can measure the free energy of the reacting system in the initial state (M + F), say
the year the couple first meet, and the free energy of the reacting system in the final state (C), say the year in which
the child becomes an adult and leaves the confines of the parental home, the entire reaction can thus be
predetermined as functionable or not according to the spontaneity criterion. In circa 2002, however, Thims arrived
at the view (see: Thims history) that in his calculations he was neglecting the stored bond energy, in the Lipmann
sense (above), of free energy associated with the tightly formed parental bond structure M≡F at the point of the
child departure, say at 18-year mark into the reaction; hence the following newly-conceived human reproduction
reaction mechanism quickly came to the fore, as a type of glass wall problem:
M + F → MF + C
The problem of nature of the “human chemical bond”, symbol MF or M≡F, arose from the quagmire a very-large yet
unsolved, let alone completely unaddressed, problem to be tackled. It took nearly seven years to get a handle on
this human chemical bond “≡” problem, as outlined below, which involved an assimila on of the above historical
models, into a working model to explain the phenomenon of the (electromagnetic force) bonding of human
molecules (people):
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2003

2004

2005

Human
molecular
orbital theory

Developed the concept
of the ‘human
molecular orbital’
(modeled on standard
molecular orbital
theory), in which the 90
percent probability
region of a person's
location over the
surface of the earth, the
person considered as a
human particle, is
satellite-tracked and
traced into that of
common ‘activity
Libb Thims orbitals’, wherein each
person is shown inside
(c.1975-)
of American
anthropologist Edward
Hall's 1996 conception
of 'reaction bubbles' (a
type of personal space),
according to which the
probability region
boundary is defined as
one's thermodynamic
boundary. Bonding
begins to occur when
common ‘activity
orbitals’ overlap and in
which reaction bubble
interaction occurs.

Field particle
exchange
theory

Using particle physics
logic, developed the
model that a bond
holds owing the actions
of an exchange force, in
which the exchange of
field particles carries
and transmits the force:
"when attraction,
Libb Thims related to field-particle
exchange, outweighs
repulsion, related to
field-particle
exchange, then those
‘attached’ matterparticles [ô], as
humans, are held in
place—as if an
apparent ‘bond’ were
in existence."

Human
chemical bond

Began to incorporate
turning tendencies
(1885), Gottman
stability ratios (1994),
Libb Thims
and Feynman diagram
models, photonelectron sensory
stimulus descriptions,
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etc., into a more robust
human bonding model
as outlined in the
unfinished JHT article
"On the Nature of the
Human Chemical
Bond."

2007

Dodecabond
model

Began to blend
evolutionary psychology
into chemical
thermodynamics
arguments, defining
human bonding in
terms of specific
Libb Thims
enthalpic ties and
entropic ties, devoting
nearly half the 2007
textbook Human
Chemistry, to a unified
model of human
chemical bonding. [10]
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History of chemical equations
In chemistry, history of chemical equations refers to the historical development of the use of “symbols” and
“characters” to represent chemicals and chemical reactions in diagrammatic or equation—technically: chemical
equation—format. In short, in 1718 French chemist Etienne Geoffroy made the first affinity table, based on English
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physicist Isaac Newton's final and last "Query 31" (which contained verbal descriptions of affinity reaction
preferences), and on this framework, in the 1750s, Scottish physician and chemist William Cullen, in his university
lectures, began to employ 'darts' ( → ), i.e. affinity force, and 'crotchets' ( { ), i.e. chemical bonds, to represent the
nature of change involved when various chemicals are brought into contact—all chemical equations to follow are
modifications of this general scheme.

Overview
The earliest notion of a chemical reaction diagram, according to English chemistry historian Alistair Duncan, traces to
the 1615 Paris edition of French iatrochemist Jean Beguin’s Beginner’s Chemistry (Tyrocinium Chymicum), wherein he
details the reaction of corrosive sublimate (HgCl2) with sulfide of antimony (Sb2S3), as shown below: [1]

English chemistry historian Maurice Crosland, likewise, in his noted 1959 article “The use of diagrams as chemical
'equations' in the lectures of William Cullen and Joseph Black”, states that Beguin's reaction diagram (above), can be
considered as the “first chemical equation”. [2] English chemistry historian Henry Leicester, likewise, in his 1971 The
Historical Background of Chemistry, defines this as “an almost modern equation.” [15] Beguin's book was the second
book on the required reading list for the chemistry lectures of Dutch physician and chemist Herman Boerhaave, the
leader of influential "Leyden school" of physical science (see: schools of thermodynamics), which included students:
Andrew Plummer, William Cullen, and Joseph Black. Plummer, of note, became a professor of chemistry at the
University of Edinburgh, from 1726 to 1755, whose ideas on attractive and repulsive forces involved in chemical
affinity had influence on his successors Scotts physician and chemist William Cullen and physicist and chemist Joseph
Black.
On this platform, the first “true” chemical equations is thus attributed to the 1757 Universities of Glasgow and
Edinburgh chemistry lectures of Scottish physician and chemist William Cullen who, building on the new science of
affinity chemistry, recently launched by French chemist Etienne Geoffroy (1718) based on Isaac Newton's final and
last "Query 31", pioneered the use of reaction arrow a 'dart' ( → ) to express or characterize the elective affinity
preference (affinity force) of the reacting species and to use the crotchet ( { ) to signify species united, the prototype
to the notion of the chemical bond (see: history of chemical bonding theory). The following shows three examples of
Cullen's 1757 affinity reaction diagrams (center), with the modern chemical equation version shown adjacent (right).
[3]

The following are further examples of Cullen's so-called single elective affinity reaction (left) and double elective
affinity reaction (right): [12]

which Cullen, in his own words, summarizes as such:
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“From the tables of elective attractions of Mr. Geoffroy, we may know whether or not a double elective
attractionmay be applied; by looking at the column of marine acid (hydrochloric acid [HCl], R1:C2) in his table we find
whether the marine acid has any relation with regard to the silver (R5:C2). I find silver stands above quicksilver
(mercury [Hg], R6:C2) and I draw a dart.”
the R#C# being the row number and column number of the position of the particular chemical in Geoffroy's affinity
table (1718). Next Cullenstates, referring to the right diagram (above), that:
“By looking at the column of nitrous acid, I find quicksilver (R5:C3) stands above silver (R6:C3); then I draw a dart
from the acid to it.”
This is diagramed above on the right. This reaction diagram is the first case of a double elective attractionused in
Cullen’s lecture notes and possibly the first ever mention in science. [2]
The next development of chemical equation theory came from Cullen's most-famous student Scottish physicist and
chemist Joseph Black, who used modified diagrams, which appear in a manuscript of his early lectures, to explain
what happens in double displacement reactions. In Black's reaction diagrams, he seems to replace Cullen's bonding
bracket conception by what French chemist Pierre Macquer called the "molécule" (molecule) or "partie intégrante"
(integral part) by a circle cut in two, where the two halves of the circle are the "atomes" (atoms) or "parties
constitutives" (constituent parts), though Black does not use these specific terms. The following diagram, for
example, according to Black, illustrates the reaction process where by "if a compound of volatile alkali with an acid is
added to a mild fixed alkali, the fixed air will unite with the volatile alkali, while the fixed alkali joins itself to the acid":

where is volatile alkali, is any acid,
is fixed air (CO2), and is fixed alkali. [4]
In 1775, Swedish chemist Torbern Bergman, published his famous A Dissertation on Elective Attractions, which
contains what has come to be called "Bergman's affinity table", a 59-column 50-row affinity table, the largest ever
assembled, and "Bergman's affinity reaction diagrams" (64 diagrams). [5] The table was an expanded and advanced
version of French chemist Étienne Geoffroy's original 1718 affinity table. The follow, to exemplify, is Bergman
reaction #21 (of his 64 reaction diagrams): [6]

If this were re-written in modern "reactants" (left hand side) reacting (arrow) to form "products" (right hand side)
style of chemical equation format, this reaction would be shown as follows:
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or in modern chemical nomenclature notation:

In 1781, French chemist Jacques Demacy (1728-1803) was employing the following Cullen-style reaction equation
diagram:

Demach, in conceptual mindset, was an adherent of Georg Stahl’s phlogiston theory and, supposedly, "remained
wary of the new chemical nomenclature of Torbern Bergman"; meaning that he might have been wary about his
chemical equation methods as well, although the above seems to be in the neighborhood of the Bergman chemical
equation method. [13]
In 1794, German polymath Johann Goethe gleamed the insight of the science of human chemistry and initiated
the subject of human chemical reaction theory, wherein his draft notes (which were destroyed), to the construction
of his 1809 physical chemistry based novella Elective Affinities, as has been argued, conceptualizing the first human
chemical reaction equations (see: EA|IAD: Reaction decipherment), using the 1785 German-translation of Bergman's
textbook, to note; one example being Bergman reaction #20, shown below (left), which would have acted to serve
the template for the reaction scenario, shown below (right), of P1:C3 wherein the Captain comes to Estate and
displaces Charlotte from her marriage bond with Edward:

In 1782, French chemist Antoine Lavoisier was employing, it seems for the first time, a "horizontal" (modern)
mathematical-stylized (+, -) representation of chemical reactions, using ratios and products: [8]

Moreover, Lavoisier, in 1787, according to British physical chemist Harold Hartley (1878-1972), was the first to make
the first chemical equation with the sign of equality (=) who thus made balance the arbiter of the chemical balance
sheet. [14] In circa 1794, German chemist Jeremias Richter (1762-1807)—the person who coined the term
stoichiometry as "art of chemical measurements, which has to deal with the laws according to which substances
unite to form chemical compounds"—introduced or employed the following chemical equations: [7]
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The following are chemical equations, in German, from the chemistry entry of the 1857 edition of Copier’s Universal
Encyclopedia: [16]

The following is an 1858 chemical equation depiction of the reaction of acetate of lead with chromate of potass, from
English chemist John Bidlake's Textbook of Elementary Chemistry, chapter three: "Chemical Affinity", which shows the
Bergman-style reaction notation (above) and the semi-modern products-going-to-reactants (before and after)
reaction notation (bottom), which uses the equals sign "=", hence the name "equation", a type of chemical reaction
that Bidlake defines as a "double decomposition" (or double elective affinity as Goethe would have called it): [9]

In 1884, according to German physical chemist Walther Nernst, upgrade from the equal sign " = " symbol to the twoway reaction arrow " " symbol (or
), signifying a reversible reaction, came about in the 1884 Studies in
Chemical Dynamics of Dutch physical chemist Jacobus van't Hoff, where in he made the reaction equation upgrade
from affinity chemistry to chemical thermodynamics. In his chapter on chemical equilibrium, van't Hoff gives the
following example of a homogeneous equilibrium in a liquid system:

according to which, conceptually, the two-way arrow " " signifies the "equilibrium to be regarded as the result of
two changes taking place with the same velocity in opposite directions, so that, in the case of homogeneous
equilibrium, the study of the velocities of the opposing reactions permits us to calculate the ratio between the
concentrations of the two systems when the state of equilibrium is attained." [11] This might well represent the start
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of modern chemical equation methodology.
In the preface to the 1978 Dover-edition of his book Historical Studies in the Language of Chemistry, English
chemistry historian Maurice Crosland states that the “history of chemical equations” is a research topic still to be
investigated, citing his 1959 article, and commenting that he is concurrently gathering information for a more robust
history of chemical equations. [11]

See also
● Atomic theory
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History of chemical thermodynamics
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In science, the history of chemical thermodynamics traces the origin of
the subject of the application of the equations governing the operation of
the general heat engine, namely the first law, second law, and later third
law, to chemical processes, reactions, transformation, and phenomenon—
in other words of chemical thermodynamics. The intricacies of the
historical origin of chemical thermodynamics is summarized well by
Canadian physical chemistry historian Keith Laidler: [1]
"The story of how chemical thermodynamics developed is a somewhat
tangled one, since several investigators worked along different lines and
quite independently of one another."
(add discussion)

Overview
American chemistry historian William Jensen, citing Gilbert Lewis (1923),
chapter one, summarizes that chemical thermodynamics was
characterized by three distinct periods:
1. The establishment of the basic laws of thermodynamics (1842-1865).
2. The application of these laws to the theory of chemical affinity and
equilibrium (1873-1905).
3. The quantification of chemical thermodynamics via a fusion of theory
with experimental data (1905-1923).
Jensen goes into more detail into each of these periods, in terms of the
people and subjects involved. [12]

A wall statue of American engineer Willard
Gibbs (at Yale University), captioned as
"discoverer and interpreter of the laws of
chemical equilibrium", the central founder in
the history of chemical thermodynamics.

Mathematics
The 1788 variational principle of equilibrium of Joseph Lagrange, supposedly, was one of the formal apparatuses that
led to the development of chemical thermodynamics. [11]

Pre-history
The preliminaries to the distinct science of chemical thermodynamics are the sciences of firstly affinity chemistry
(1718-1882), launched with the making of Geoffroy's affinity table, as derived from Isaac Newton's famous Query 31,
a subject that, according to chemistry historian and chemical thermodynamicist James Partington, is classified as
marking the start or pre-history of the science of physical chemistry. Secondly, the early subjects of
"thermochemistry", examples of which are: the work of William Cullen (evaporative refrigeration, 1748), Joseph Black
(latent heat, 1761), Richard Kirwan (specific fire, 1777), Joao Magellan (specific heat, 1780), Antoine Lavoisier and
Pierre Laplace (reaction calorimetry, 1782), Person (heat capacity, date), Dulong-Petit law (Pierre Dulong and Alexis
Petit, 1819). Thirdly, was Hess' law (1840), that the heats of reaction in successive reactions must be added,
formulated by Germain Hess.
The fourth and final transition stage into the newly forming subject of chemical thermodynamics was the short-lived
thermal theory of affinity and the so-called "principle of maximum work", developed by Julius Thomsen (1854) and
Marcellin Berthelot (1860s), which argued that heat release was the true driving force of chemical affinity and hence
the true measure of chemical reactions. This theory, owing to shortfalls, such as not being able to explain
endothermic reactions, was eventually replaced with the "thermodynamics theory of affinity".
All of this, in one way or another, was later integrated into the finalized version of what would become known as
"chemical thermodynamics", a term that would not become commonplace until the early 1920s, finalizing with the
work of Gilbert Lewis (1923) and Edward Guggenheim (1933) otherwise known as modern chemical thermodynamics.
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Clausius-Horstmann
In 1862, German physicist Rudolf Clausius, the central
founder of thermodynamics, introduced his concept of
"disgregation", a measure of the separation of the parts of a
system from one another, a preliminary (or rather
precursory) version of entropy, and suggested, supposedly,
that the notion of disgregation would be particularly useful
in chemistry as a measure of "affinity". [2] This, however,
may be retrospect mis-interpretation (by chemistry
historians Helge Kragh and Stephen Weininger), as nowhere
(according to Google Book search) in Clausius' 1865 The
Mechanical Theory of Heat is the word "affinity" to be
found, nor is Clausius given mention in any of the various
While German physicist Rudolf Clausius (1865) laid out the
foundation of thermodynamics, it was German physical
19th century histories of chemical affinity. In any event,
chemist August Horstmann (1869) who was the first to apply Clausius does (somewhere) outline how his new theory of
the newly formed "entropy" concept to chemical problems. energy and entropy of bodies applies to chemical reactions.
In 1865, German physical chemist August Horstmann
began to study the work of Clausius, supposedly having been inspired by his disgregation ideas, for possible
applications in the calculation of equilibriums in chemical systems. In 1868, in order to ascertain molecular weights
via a vapor density method, Horstmann began to investigate the effect of temperature on the equilibrium constant
for a dissociation process, beginning with the Clausius-Clapeyron equation, but extending it to apply to a substance
that is dissociating. Horstmann's famous 1869 paper “Vapor Pressure and Heated Evaporation of Ammonium
Chloride” was the first to apply entropy to chemical problems, and is often said to mark the start or beginnings, albeit
not necessarily the foundations, in any sense of the matter, of the science of chemical thermodynamics. [3] In 187273, Horstmann applied the entropy principle to the problems of chemical dissociation, such as, supposedly, the
dissociation of phosphorus pentachloride into phosphorus trichloride and chlorine: [2]

In October 1873, Horstmann famously announced the condition for chemical equilibrium to be that of maximum
entropy. [4] That year he also gave the first, although incomplete, thermodynamic explanation of the GuldbergWaage law of mass action (1864). [2] German chemist Fritz Haber, in 1908, gave an excellent summary of
Horstmann’s contribution to science: [8]
“[While it was] Clausius [who first] called attention to the general applicability of the theory of heat to chemical
reactions … we have Horstmann to thank for the fundamental advance from this incidental observation to a fruitful
thermodynamic treatment of chemical problems.”

Massieu | Characteristic functions

In 1869, French engineer Francois Massieu, building on Clausius, in his “On the Various Functions Characteristic of
Fluids”, laid out the logic of “characteristic functions” (see: notation table), specifically his 1869 "characteristic
function", symbol Ψ (psi), of a fluid body, or Massieu functions, as they have come to be known. Retrospectively, in
1876, Gibbs summarized Massieu’s contribution as follows: [9]
“Massieu has shown how all the properties of a fluid ‘which are considered in thermodynamics’ may be deduced
from a single function, which he calls a characteristic function of the fluid considered; he introduces two different
functions of this kind, vis, a function of the temperature and volume, which he denotes by Ψ, and a function of the
temperature and pressure, which he denotes by Ψ’; in both cases he considers a constant quantity (one kilogram) of
the fluid, which is regarded as invariable in composition.”
Though not necessarily a treatise on "chemical problems" the logic of characteristic functions of fluids was used by
Gibbs, combined with the work of Clausius, to formulate chemical thermodynamics.
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Clausius-Gibbs
The dominate thread of chemical thermodynamics is that
attributed to the 1873-1878 work of American engineer
Willard Gibbs, who extended the energy/entropy equations
of Clausius to chemical phenomena, contained largely in his
700-equation "On the Equilibrium of Heterogeneous
Substances".

Gibbs-Helmholtz
The publication of German physicist Hermann Helmholtz'
1882 "On the Thermodynamics of Chemical Processes", in
which he extended the earlier "available energy" ideas of
Gibbs into that of "free energy" is often said to be the
capstone of the finalized launching of chemical
thermodynamics.

American engineer and mathematical physicist Willard Gibbs
(1876) and German physicist Hermann Helmholtz (1882) laid
the foundation of chemical thermodynamics.

Gibbs | Planck | Duhem approach
(add) [2]

Van't Hoff | Nernst approach
(add) [2]

Van Laar | Nernst debate
(add) [2]

Ostwald and the energeticists
(add)

Modern chemical thermodynamics | 1933-present

Physical chemists American Gilbert Lewis (1923) and
Englishman Edward Guggenheim (1933) are considered as
the founders of "modern chemical thermodynamics" for
their textbook truncations of the dense earlier
foundational work of American engineer and mathematical
physicist Willard Gibbs (1976).

The founders of so-called "modern chemical
thermodynamics" are American physical chemists Gilbert
Lewis and Merle Randall, for their 1923 textbook
Thermodynamics and the Free Energy of Chemical
Substances, a simplified, polished, and applied version of the
more robust work of Gibbs, and English physical chemist
Edward Guggenheim, for his 1933 textbook Modern
Thermodynamics by the Method of Willard Gibbs. [5] In 1986,
American chemical engineer John Prausnitz, of the University
of California, Berkeley, in his “The Two Sources of Chemical
Thermodynamics” article, stated the following: [10]

“While the essential ideas of classical thermodynamics were
established in the 1850’s and 60’s, application of these ideas
to chemical phenomena came later, primarily by Gibbs in the
1870s. However, Gibbs’ work was not appreciated by
chemists until the turn of the century and even then,
extensive application of thermodynamics in chemistry did not occur until publication of a path-breaking textbook by
Lewis and Randall in 1923.”
In 2000, American chemical engineers Bevan Ott and Juliana Boerio-Goates, in their Chemical Thermodynamics:
Principles and Applications, summarize things as follows: [5]
“Lewis, Randall and Guggenheim must be considered as the founders of modern chemical thermodynamics because
of the major contributions of these two books in unifying the applications of thermodynamics to chemistry.”
In 2012, Italian physical chemist Salvatore Califano, in his Pathways to Modern Chemical Physics, likewise, gives the
following cogent synopsis of the formation of "modern chemical thermodynamics" or what seems to be modern
chemical-physics as he terms it: [7]
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“The mathematical formalism developed by Gibbs in several papers was utilized by Gilbert Lewis and Merle Randall in
the United States and Edward Guggenheim in England for the evaluation of free energy and of a large number of
chemical compounds. The book by Lewis and Randall Thermodynamics and the Free Energy of Chemical Substances of
1923 and that by Guggenheim, Modern Thermodynamics by the Methods of Willard Gibbs of 1933 are the
fundamental classics of modern chemical-physics. Before the publication of these two textbooks, the most known
text of thermodynamics, especially in Germany was the 1912 treatise Lehrbuch der Thermodhemie und
Thermodynamik written by Otto Sackur, that, once translated into English in 1917 by the American naturalized
Scotsman George Gibson, became the official textbook of thermodynamics in American universities until 1923, when
it was replaced by that of Lewis and Randall.”
Of note, Merle Randall, here, was more of a note-taker in this picture, in the sense that Lewis, his mentor, would
dictate, and Randall would record.

Human chemical
thermodynamics

See main: History of human chemical
thermodynamics

Building on the "modern chemical
thermodynamics" Lewis-Guggenheim
platform of, in 2007 the term "human
chemical thermodynamics" was
introduced by American
electrochemical engineer Libb Thims as
the subject of the chemical
thermodynamic study of systems of
reactive human molecules, and
German polymath Johann Goethe (1809), with his "affinity" based human chemical
beginning in 2010 was lecturing on this theory, and American electrochemical engineer Libb Thims (2007), with his "free
energy" based equivalent, albeit modern human molecular formula based human
subject to American engineering
chemical reaction theory, can be considered as the pioneers of the newly forming
thermodynamics students,
21st century science of human chemical thermodynamics, an extension of modern
bioengineering thermodynamics
students in 2010 to 2012, at University chemical thermodynamics to social and economic phenomena.
of Illinois at Chicago, and in 2013, to mechanical engineering thermodynamics students, at Northern Illinois
University, specifically entitled "An Introduction to Human Chemical Thermodynamics" (see: 2013 lecture), explaining
how German polymath Johann Goethe's 1809 human chemical theory of reactive "chemical affinities", symbol, A
mediating human chemical reactions (see: theory), scales up through German physicist Hermann Helmholtz's 1882
thermodynamic theory of affinity proof that free energy is the true measure of "affinity", and through American
physical chemist Gilbert Lewis' 1923 formulation of Gibbs free energy as the "driving force" for isothermal-isobaric
chemical reactions (typical earth-bound reactions), in regards to prediction of reaction "spontaneity", through
German-born American biochemist Fritz Lipmann’s 1941 theory of free energy coupling, as applied socially and
economically (e.g. see: Robert Kenoun, 2006), in terms of human free energy theory, in respect to engineering
applications (see: applied human thermodynamics) and basic principles.

Modern histories
A complete, full, and rigorous, modern book size history of chemical thermodynamics seems to be non-existent,
possibly owing to the vastness and intricacy of the subject matter. One of the first stand-alone articles on the history
of the distinct field of "chemical thermodynamics" was American chemical engineer Linus Pauling’s 1970 article
“History of Chemical Thermodynamics”, penned in honor of the centennial of the Sheffield Scientific School of Yale
University (see: Gibbs school), home to American engineer Willard Gibbs, the so-called “founder of chemical
thermodynamics”, as described by German physical chemist Wilhelm Ostwald, and the so-called Gibbsian school of
thermodynamics. Pauling’s article, however, is terse, only mentioning (the work of Gibbs aside): Walther Nernst (on
the third law) and William Giauque (on entropy calculations of crystalline substances at near absolute zero
temperatures via the use of adiabatic demagnetization). [6] Canadian physical chemistry historian Keith Laidler, as
quoted above, has a fairly detailed twenty-page 1993 chapter section on the history of chemical thermodynamics. [1]
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History of chemistry
In science, the history of chemistry traces the
origins of chemistry from the coining of the the
term (296AD), referring to ancient art of
transmutation of the elements, etymologically
deriving from the term keme (pronounced: chem),
the name of the fertile black soil left behind after
the annual flooding of the Nile, up to modern post
Boyle chemistry (1661), with the inception of
subjects, such as modern human chemistry
(2007).

See also
● Greatest chemist ever
● History of chemical bonding theory
● History of differential equations
● History of human thermodynamics
● History of thermodynamics

References

A simplified snapshot of the history of chemistry: tracing the lineage of
chemistry from the metal-melting ‘al-keme’ days, i.e. the ‘black science’
chemistry days of ancient Egypt; to the atomic theory days of
Democritus; to the suggested use experiment by Paracelsus; to the
ideal gas law experiments of Robert Boyle. [1]

1. Lerner, Ivan. (2010). “Old School Chemistry”, ICIS.com, May 07.
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External links
● History of chemistry – Wikipedia.

History of
differential
equations
In mathematics, the history of differential
equations traces the development of
"differential equations" from calculus, which
itself was independently invented by English
physicist Isaac Newton and German
mathematician Gottfried Leibniz.

A snapshot overview of the historical origin of differential equations, a
mathematical tool invented independently by Isaac Newton (1676) and
Gottfried Leibniz (1693). [1]

The history of the subject of differential equations, in concise form, from a synopsis of the recent article “The History
of Differential Equations, 1670-1950”, reads: [2]
“Differential equations began with Leibniz, the Bernoulli brothers, and others from the 1680s, not long after
Newton’s ‘fluxional equations’ in the 1670s.”
Differential equations differ from ordinary equations of mathematics in that in addition to variables and constants
they also contain derivatives of one or more of the variables involved.

Newton-Leibniz years
The exact chronological origin and history to the subject of differential equations is a bit of a murky subject; for what
seems to be a number of reasons: one being secretiveness, two being private publication issues (private works
published only decades latter), and three being the nature of the battle of mathematical and scientific discovery,
which is a type of intellectual "war" (in the words of English polymath Thomas Young). In circa 1671, English physicist
Isaac Newton wrote his then-unpublished The Method of Fluxions and Infinite Series (published in 1736), in which he
classified first order differential equations, known to hims as fluxional equations, into three classes, as follows (using
modern notation): [11]
Ordinary differential equations
Class 1

Class 2

Partial differential equations
Class 3

The first two classes contain only ordinary derivatives of one or more dependent variables, with respect to a single
independent variable, and are known today as "ordinary differential equations"; the third class involves the partial
derivatives of one dependent variable and today are called "partial differential equations".
The study of "differential equations", according to British mathematician Edward Ince, is said to have began in 1675,
when German mathematician Gottfried Leibniz wrote the following equation (date of introduction of integral sign;
see: symbols):

In 1676, Newton solved his first differential equation. That same year, Leibniz introduced the term “differential
equations” (aequatio differentialis, Latin) or to denote a relationship between the differentials dx and dy of two
variables x and y. [13]
In 1693, Leibniz solved his first differential equation and that same year Newton published the results of previous
differential equation solution methods—a year that is said to mark the inception for the differential equations as a
distinct field in mathematics.

Bernoulli years
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Swiss mathematicians, brothers Jacob Bernoulli (1654-1705) and Johann Bernoulli (1667-1748), in Basel, Switzerland,
were among the first interpreters of Leibniz' version of differential calculus. They were both critical of Newton's
theories and maintained that Newton’s theory of fluxions was plagiarized from Leibniz' original theories, and went to
great lengths, using differential calculus, to disprove Newton’s Principia, on account that the brothers could not
accept the theory, which Newton had proven, that the earth and the planets rotate around the sun in elliptical orbits.
[3] The first book on the subject of differential equations, supposedly, was Italian mathematician Gabriele Manfredi’s
1707 On the Construction of First-degree Differential Equations, written between 1701 and 1704, published in Latin.
[4] The book was largely based or themed on the views of the Leibniz and the Bernoulli brothers. Most of the
publications on differential equations and partial differential equations, in the years to follow, in the 18th century,
seemed to expand on the version developed by Leibniz, a methodology, employed by those as Leonhard Euler, Daniel
Bernoulli, Joseph Lagrange, and Pierre Laplace.

Integrating factor
In 1739, Swiss mathematician Leonhard Euler began using the integrating factor as an aid to derive differential
equations that were integrable in finite form. [12]

Thermodynamics | Condition for an exact differential
See main: Condition for an exact differential; Euler reciprocity relation

(clean/add)
The circa 1828 work of English physical mathematician George Green seems to have something to do with defining a
test for an “integrable” or conservative field of force (or somehow has connection to thermodynamics via William
Thomson); such as in terms of the later 1871 restylized “curl” notation (test of integrability) of James Maxwell (or
possibly the earlier work of Peter Tait). [8] In circa 1839, Green stated:
“If all the internal forces exerted be multiplied b the elements of their respective directions, the total sum for any
assigned portion of the mass will always be the exact differential of some function.”
The strain-energy potential function of Green is said to of the same theme as Willard Gibbs thermodynamics
potentials and Hermann Helmholtz free energy. [9] The use of the both terms “exact differential” and “complete
differential” were in common use at least as early as 1841. [7] From 1850 to 1875, German physicist Rudolf Clausius
revolutionized physical science (chemistry, physics, and mechanics) when he transformed the failing notion of French
chemist Antoine Lavoisier’s "caloric particle model of heat"—in which a single differential unit or quantity of heat was
considered to be an small fluid-like particle (smaller in size than an atom) that was indestructible and said to be
located in the interstices of bodies (in the space between the atoms) in various amounts, dependent upon the
volume of the given body (more in the body for large volumes; less for smaller volumes) according to Boerhaave’s
law—into that of a quantity of heat dQ defined as the product of the absolute temperature T of a body and the
“exact differential” quantity entropy dS, such that dQ = TdS, and the physical-mathematical function dQ/T is an
extensive exact differential quantity state function. This is probably the most complicated mathematical formalisms
in all of human knowledge. Clausius began to introduce some of the mathematical background to this notion of the
"exact differential model of heat" in his 1858 article “On the Treatment of Differential Equations which are Not
Directly Integrable”, in which he introduced the now-infamous “condition for an exact differential” to justify his claim
that 1/T is the integrating factor (T being the integrating denominator) of the inexact differential function dQ, which
makes the resulting function dQ/T an exact differential. The various terminological synonyms and closely related
terms are tabulated below:
Term

Exact differential

Date

Description

● A diﬀeren al equa on that sa sﬁes the condition for an exact differential.
● Diﬀeren al func ons of this type, the prime examples (according to the standard
model) being state functions, such as entropy dS, enthalpy dH, energy dU, etc., are
differential functions that are said to be path independent (in the context of a change
of state of a body quantified by the cycle integral, symbol ∮).
● A diﬀeren al equa on that does not satisfy the condition for an exact differential.
● Differential functions of this type, the two prime examples being (according to the

Inexact differential

standard model) differential units of heat
and work
, are differential
functions that are said to be path dependent (in the context of a change of state of a
body quantified by the cycle integral, symbol ∮).
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Complete
differential

Used by Clausius (1858); seems to be a synonym of "exact differential".

Full differential

Seems to be a synonym of "exact differential".

Perfect differential

A rarely used synonym (it seems) for exact differential; found in Spanish versions of
thermodynamics.

Imperfect
differential

A rarely used synonym (it seems) for inexact differential; found in Spanish versions of
thermodynamics.

Total differential

Seems to be a term unrelated to notion of the "complete or exact" differential; the
term seems to mean simply the sum of the partial differentials of an equation. In
thermodynamics, a "total differential" is not to be confused with a complete or exact
differential. [6]

Total exact
differential

Is considered a neoplasm; a sort of meaningless term. [6]

This is the sticky point that would go on to make thermodynamics such an immensely difficult subject. The history
behind the mathematical concept of the "exact differential" (and corresponding "condition for an exact differential")
is in great need of explication.
Candidates for the originator of the notion of the "exact differential" (and "condition for an exact differential") need
to be tracked down. In his 1858 article, Clausius mentions the notation usage styles of Swiss mathematician Leonhard
Euler (1707-1783) and German mathematician Carl Jacobi (1804-1851). In other parts of his The Mechanical Theory of
Heat, Clausius also mentions the work of Irish mathematician William Hamilton (1805-1865).
Other possible or potential candidates for the original formulator of the “condition for an exact differential” may
include: Johann Pfaff (1765-1825) or possibly Adrien-Marie Legendre (1752-1833). American physical economics
historian Philip Mirowski seems to think that the notion of the perfect (or "exact") differential arose in the work of
Italian mathematician Joseph Lagrange (1736-1813). [5] Into the 1940s, the terms "exact differential" (vs "inexact
differential") were in common use by thermodynamicists, such as Joseph Keenan (1941) and Mark Zemansky (1943).

Notation origin
See main: differential symbols (table)

The English letter d, in the form of dx or dx/dy was introduced in 1675 by German mathematician Gottfried Leibniz.
The “curly d” symbol ∂, for partial differential equations was first introduced in 1770 by French mathematician
Marquis de Condorcet; then adopted in 1786 by French mathematician Adrien-Marie Legendre; then adopted in 1841
by German mathematician Carl Jacobi, at which point it became the standard. In 1794, French engineer Lazare Carnot
(father of Sadi Carnot), an adherent of the mathematical notation Leibniz, along with French mathematician Gaspard
Monge, founded the École Polytechnique, which would go on to become the premier science, engineering,
mathematics, and technology school of the early 19th century, and was the first school of thermodynamics, and thus
set the theme of future science to use the mathematical notation of Leibniz.
The 1850 to 1875 work of Clausius introduced the mathematical concept of the cycle integral, which later came
to be represented by the symbol ∮ (although Clausius did not specifically use the integral with the circle in it notation;
this seems have been a circa 1920s invention, possibly a notation introduced by English chemical thermodynamicist
James Partington). In 1875, German mathematician Carl Neumann introduced the "d hat" notation ( ) to represent
Clausius' version of the inexact differential an , i.e. one that is path dependent, which is the case with differential
units of heat

and work

.
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History of human thermodynamics
In thermodynamics, history of human thermodynamics traces the timeline of ideas and people involved in the
development and inception of the modern theory of human thermodynamics. In a sense, the history of human
thermodynamics traces the use and application of the laws of thermodynamics in the understanding of the process of
human life, both internally (with in the body) and externally (between bodies).

Overview
In 1824, French physicist Sadi Carnot, the founder of thermodynamics, published his turning-point paper “Reflections
on the Motive Power of Fire”, which outlined the basics of the laws of generalized heat engines, i.e. any generalized
body whatsoever that performs work due to the action of heat. In the decades to follow, scientists, researchers, and
philosophers have been forever since striving to understand how the process of human life operates through the lens
of thermodynamics. In 1852, William Thomson published his "On a Universal Tendency in Nature to the Dissipation of
Mechanical Energy" in which he set forth the generalized over-simplified view, for many readers, that all natural
systems tend to down grade in energy over time. In 1856, Danish civil engineer and physicist Ludwig Colding
published a paper titled "Scientific reflections on the relationship between intellectual life’s activity and the general
forces of nature" in relation to his work in the calculation of the mechanical equivalent of heat.
In 1856, French physicist Gustave Hirn was conducting experiments in the determination of the mechanical
equivalent of heat of a human being in working action. In particular, Hirn calculated a value for the mechanical
equivalent of heat for a man doing work, i.e. running on a paddle-wheel like stair-climber treadmill, in a sealed
chamber. To achieve this end, a man was placed in a hermetically closed chamber, and made to turn a wheel which
could, at choice, revolve with or without doing work. The heat given out in the chamber was then ascertained by the
ordinary calorimetric process. From these experiments, Hirn deduced a valuation of the mechanical equivalent of
heat for animated motors; but the number which he obtained differed considerably from the standard obtained by
Joule via physico-mechanical methods. [5]
In 1869, Irish author Joseph Murphy applied the then-developing principles of thermo-dynamics, which he define
as the theory that proved that “heat consists in molecular motions, and that the laws of heat are only a particular
case of the laws of force”, to develop a loose outline of the “dynamics of life”. [4] In doing so, he compared the
animal organism to the steam engine, and reasoned that a “vital energy”, a variable quantity of static actual energy,
which is capable of being transformed when needed either into heat or into muscular motor power. He regarded vital
energy as “a distinct form of actual energy, just like heat, electricity, magnetism, or the energy of motion.
In 1873, French scientist Etienne-Jules Marey, in his La Machine Animale or Animal Mechanism: A Treatise on
Terrestrial and Aërial Locomotion (1874 English translation), devoted a small section to what he called "thermo-
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dynamics applied to living beings". In it he stated, in reference to a theory of animal thermo-dynamics, wherein
energies (or forces) involved in digestion, respiration, and excretion, etc., would need to be accounted for, that: “this
complication in the measure of force among organized beings shows what difficulties await those who are
endeavoring to verify the principles of thermo-dynamics in animals; yet, nevertheless, he continues, “it would be
illogical to admit without proof that, in living beings, the physical forces do not obey natural laws”. [5] He continues,
“several savants, firmly convinced of the generality of the laws of thermo-dynamics, have attempted to demonstrate
them upon animal organism.” He cites Hirn, among others.
In 1893, English engineer Bryan Donkin, in his "The Scientific Work of Gustav Adolph Hirn", was using the term
"human thermo-dynamics", in reference to the work of Hirn. In 1895 to 1910, American historian and lawyer Brooks
Adams and his brother Henry Adams published a number of works of history and society based on thermodynamics.
In 1952, C.G. Darwin, in his The Next Million Years, explicitly defined human thermodynamics as the study of
systems of human molecules. In 1956, Mehdi Bazargan published Thermodynamics of Humans, the first book titled
"human thermodynamics".
In 2007, Libb Thims, in his Human Chemistry, published a chapter on "human thermodynamics", in which systems of
humans constitute chemical systems of substrate attached human molecules. [2]
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History of thermodynamic surfaces
In science, history of thermodynamic surfaces refers to the historical development of the construction of twodimensional thermodynamic data set plots or three-dimensional thermodynamic surfaces.

Overview
In 1869, Thomas Andrews, following ten years of research and data collection in his studies of the liquefaction of
carbon dioxide, published the following diagram, a pressure-volume diagram (with the line of no volume to the right)
upon which are drawn isothermal carbon dioxide curves for temperatures ranging from 13.1°C to 48.1°C, pressures
ranging from 50 to 100 atmospheres: (Ѻ)
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In 1871, James Thomson, using the based on data for carbon dioxide collected by Thomas Andrews, constructed a
plaster pressure-volume-temperature surface, or P,V,θ surface as he labeled it, currently on display (Ѻ) at the
Hunterian Museum and Art Gallery, University of Glasgow: [1]

In 1873, American engineer Willard Gibbs published his first thermodynamics paper, “Graphical Methods in the
Thermodynamics of Fluids”, in which Gibbs uses the two coordinates of the entropy and volume to represent the
state of the body. [2] In his second follow-up paper, “A Method of Geometrical Representation of the
Thermodynamic Properties of Substances by Means of Surfaces”, published later that year, Gibbs added in the third
coordinate of the energy of the body, as shown in the following three diagrams, albeit mostly described via equations
and verbally. [3]
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Gibbs' figures 2 and 3, taken together yield the following three-dimensional figure:

In Nov 1874 to Jul 1875, Irish physicist James Maxwell, used descriptions of thermodynamics surfaces in American
engineer Willard Gibbs' two 1873 papers on the graphical methods of thermodynamics, to make a plaster
thermodynamic surface:

“I enclosed a rough sketch
[adjacent] of the lines of Gibbs’
surface, co-ordinates volume
[x], entropy [y], energy [z], in
an imaginary substance in
which the principle features of
the substance can be
represented on a convenient
scale.”
— James Maxwell (1875), “Letter
to James Thomson”, Jul 8 [4]

The following is the finished result (see: Maxwell's thermodynamic surface):
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In circa 1890, Dutch physical chemist Johannes van der Waals published a treatise on the Theory of Binary Solutions in
the Archives Néerlandaises, wherein he related his equation of state (see: Van der waals equation) with the second
law of thermodynamics, in the form first proposed by American engineer Willard Gibbs, and was able to arrive at a
graphical representation of his mathematical formulations in the form of a surface which he called Ψ (Psi) surface
following Gibbs, who used the Greek letter Ψ for the free energy of a system with different phases in equilibrium.
Shown adjacent is his energy surface for carbon dioxide, shown at the Boerhaave Museum, Leiden. [5]

The following is some type of circa 1900 PVT surface model, for carbonic acidH2CO3, showing isotherms carved into a
block of wood: (Ѻ)

(add discussion)
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History of
thermodynamics
In science, history of thermodynamics traces the
development of the theories of what heat is and its
relationship to work or "mechanical effect",
particularly weight lifted through a height; beginning
with Greek philosopher Parmenides' c.485 BC denial
of the existence of a void (or vacuum), to the Arabian
chemist Geber's c.790 concept of the three principles,
to German scientist Otto Guericke's 1647 construction
of a vacuum pump (leading to the development of the
ideal gas laws), and on to the development of devices
such as the battery and the steam engine, culminating
with the modern-day concepts of energy and entropy,
in the science of thermodynamics. [1]

Core years | 1823-1882
See main: Thermodynamics pioneers (timeline-table)

Left: The 1971 From Watt to Clausius, by English science historian

In a nutshell, thermodynamics is the science,
Donald Cardwell, a frequently cited history of thermodynamics
developed between 1823 and 1882, that overthrew
book. [8] Right: The 2007 A History of Thermodynamics, by German
the caloric theory, vitalism, perpetual motion theory, physicist Ingo Muller, is one of the first comprehensive "histories"
of thermodynamics. [6]
and affinity theory, replacing them with the kinetic
theory of heat, mechanical equivalent of heat, the
conservation of energy (or force), entropy, and free energy, respectively. The foundations of thermodynamics,
according to American mathematical physicist Willard Gibbs, began to be laid in 1850, with the publication of “On the
Motive Power of Heat, and on the Laws which can be Deduced from it for the Theory of Heat”, by German physicist
Rudolf Clausius, which, according to Gibbs, “marks an epoch in history of physics”. [2] The first chapter on the subject
of "thermodynamics", according to Scottish physicist James Maxwell, was written by Scottish engineer William
Rankine in his 1859 book A Manual of the Steam Engine and Other Prime Movers, titled “Principles of
Thermodynamics”. [4] In the opening section of this chapter, in reference to the results of the mechanical equivalent
of heat, Rankine defines thermodynamics as such:
“It is a matter of ordinary observation, that heat, by expanding bodies, is a source of mechanical energy; and
conversely, that mechanical energy, being expended either in compressing bodies, or in friction, is a source of heat.
The reduction of the laws according to which such phenomena take place, to a physical theory, or connected system
of principles, constitutes what is called the science of thermodynamics.”
By mid 1870s, thermodynamics had become an independent branch of science. In the words of German physicist
Rudolf Clausius, in the in the 1875 author’s preface to the second edition of his mechanical theory of heat, he states:
“the Mechanical Theory of Heat, in its present development, forms already an extensive and independent branch of
science.” [3] Likewise, according to the views of Gibbs: [2]
“If we say, in the words of Maxwell some years ago (1878), that thermodynamics is ‘a science with secure
foundations, clear definitions, and distinct boundaries,’ and ask when those foundations were laid, those definitions
fixed, and those boundaries traced, there can be but one answer. Certainly not before the publication of that memoir
(Clausius, 1850).”
(add discussion)

Historians of thermodynamics
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Romanian-born American mechanical engineering thermodynamicist Adrian Bejan, in commentary on Jeffery Lewins’
2009 book Thermodynamics: Frontiers and Foundations, considers Cambridge to have been one of the leading
schools associated with historians of thermodynamics: [9]
“The University of Cambridge has been a leading “school” in the history of thermodynamics. To the names of
Hawthorne, Pippard, Denbigh and Haywood, we now add Jeffery Lewins.”
The following are noted thermodynamics historians, so to speak, having produced books on aspects of
thermodynamics history:
Date

Historian

Publication

1876 Peter Tait

Sketch of Thermodynamics

1971 Robert Fox

The Caloric Theory of Gases

1971
Donald Cardwell
(1989)

From Watt to Clausius: the Rise of Thermodynamics in the Early Industrial Age
James Joule: A Biography

1979 Maffioli Cesare

A Strange Science: Materials for a Critical History of Thermodynamics

1980 Clifford Truesdell

A Tragicomical History of Thermodynamics: 1822-1854

1989
Crosbie Smith
1998

Energy and Empire
The Science of Energy: A Cultural History of Energy Physics in Victorian Britain

1999 Tom Shachtman

Absolute Zero: and the Conquest of Cold

2001
David Lindley
(2004)

Boltzmann's Atom: the Great Debate that Launched a Revolution in Physics
Degrees Kelvin: A Tale of Genius, Invention, and Tragedy

2007 Ingo Müller

A History of Thermodynamics

One of the first publications to devote a large part of its text to the "history of thermodynamics" was Scottish
mathematical physicist Peter Tait's 1867 Sketch of Thermodynamics. [5] In 1979, Italian science historian Maffioli
Cesare published A Strange Science: Materials for a Critical History of Thermodynamics. [7] Recently, there is was the
2007 A History of Thermodynamics by German physicist Ingo Müller. [6]

See also
● Founders of thermodynamics
● History of chemical thermodynamics
● History of differential equations
● History of human thermodynamics
● History thermodynamics
● Timeline of thermodynamics
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History thermodynamics
In hmolscience, history thermodynamics, a branch of human thermodynamics, the science or subset of history that
uses thermodynamic logic and laws to better understand both the past and future of the human race. [1]

Overview
In the 1890s to 1900s, American historian and lawyer Brooks Adams and his brother American historian Henry
Adams, began to give a basic outline of thermodynamics used to understand historical events. [2] In 1918, American
historian William Thayer, in commentary on the Adams brothers work, gave an excellent surmise of this field: [5]
“The time may come when human affairs may be described no longer by words and sentences, but by a system of
symbols or notation similar to those used in algebra or chemistry … then it may be possible to invent a common
formula for thermodynamics and history.”
In commentary on Adams' proposal for a thermodynamic analysis of history, Adams' friend American psychologist
William James, the forefunner to the development of William James Sidis, argued against determinism and
physicalism stating that “the ‘second law’ is wholly irrelevant to ‘history’—save that it sets a terminus—for history is
the course of things before the terminus.” [4] In 1952, English physicist Charles Galton Darwin, in his book The Next
Million Years, used of statistical thermodynamics to conceive of or predict humankind's future, in outline. [3]
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Hitchens, Christopher
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In atheism, Christopher Hitchens (1949-2011) was an English-born American politics,
literature, and religion commentator, a self-defined antitheist, i.e. someone opposed to
religion, noted for his 2007 God is Not Great, a half-million copies, one of the books in
the new atheism movement; and atheism vs religion debates with those including:
William Craig, Alister McGrath, and Frank Turek, among others.

Chemicals | Morality
The following is Frank Turek's noted if were just "molecules in motion" (Ѻ), a seeming
new apologetics tactic, where does the atheist get their sense of morals from query,
directed at Hitchens:
“Now Christopher talked about atrocities, but again, on the atheistic world view—
here’s the main point—how do you define what an atrocity is? Who defines it? Who
has the authority to define what an atrocity is? The carbon atom? The benzene
molecule? I’m not saying you have to believe in god to be moral. I’m not saying that
only religious people are moral. I’m not saying atheists can’t be moral. I’m not saying atheists don’t know morality.
I’m saying there’s no way to justify what is right and what is wrong unless there's some authority that provides it.
What is the authority? In a materialistic world view there is no authority. The carbon atom has no moral authority
over you. And it seems that Christopher goes on and on about how he does not want to be under any some kind of
divine totalitarianism. That is a moral rejection of god. Where does he come up with this immoral totalitarianism? His
world view does not afford immorality because his world view does not afford morality. He has to borrow from the
Christian world view in order to argue against it. In fact, he has to sit in god’s lap to slap his face. Where does he get
morality from?”
— Frank Turek (2008), “Hitchens vs Turek, Debate: Does God Exist?”, Virginia Commonwealth University, [1]

(add discussion)
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Hitler, Adolf

In hmolscience, Adolf Hitler (1889-1945) (CR=26) was a Austrian-born German
politician who became leader of the German national socialism party, advocates
of Nazism, from the German Nationalsozialismus (national socialism), an
ideological practice characterized as a form of fascism that incorporates
biological racism and antisemitism, a reactionary alternative to internationalist
Marxist socialism and capitalism, and who his 1925 Mein Kampf (My Struggle), an
autobiographical manifesto, in which he employs a number of emotionally
evoking thermal word based analogies and comparisons when discussing the
stirrings of human passions.
The 1996 Reenchanted Science: Holism in German Culture from Wilhelm II to Hitler, by
Anne Harrington, supposedly, traces theories of gestalt and holism in the work of
Goethe to the rise and fall of Nazi holism and mechanism. [4]

Force | Energy | Power
In 1926, Hitler stated the following: [13]
“The fundamental motif through all the centuries has been the principle that force and power are the determining
factors. All development is struggle. Only force rules. Force is the first law. A struggle has already taken place
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between original man and his primeval world. Only through struggle, have states and the world become great. If one
should ask whether this struggle is gruesome, then the only answer could be: For the weak, yes, for humanity as a
whole, no.”
This is sometimes truncated as follows: (Ѻ)
“Through all the centuries force and power are the determining factors. Only force rules. Force is the first law.”
This is fairly cogent. That "force is the first law", however, is close but a bit off: the "first law", technically, is the
conservation of energy and or its transformations (in equation form); subsequently, to become energy, force has to
be multiplied by a conjugate variable pair, such as distance. Hitler, prior to this, in his My Struggle, employed the
terms: energy (22+), force (69+), and power (81+), the number of times indicated, respectively. The following is one
example: [12]
“All cases [of impressions made on people] have to do with an encroachment upon man’s freedom of will. This
applies most, of course, to meetings attended by people with a contrary attitude of will, whom must now be won
over to a new will. In the morning and even during the day people’s will power seems to struggle with the greatest
energy against and attempt to force upon them a strange will and a strange opinion. At night, however, they succumb
more easily to the dominating force of a stronger will. For, in truth, every such meeting represents a wrestling bout
between two opposing forces.”
(add discussion)

Thermal words | Social combustion

See main: Social activation energy; Social combustion theory

The following is a popular thermal word based quote from Hitler's 1925 Mein Kampf: [1]
“All great movements are popular movements. They are the volcanic eruptions of human passions and emotions,
stirred into activity by the ruthless goddess of distress or by the torch of the spoken word cast into the midst of the
people.”
Here we see Hitler conceptualizing the “spoken word” as something that can act like an activation energy lowering
factor to the triggering of a large scale social chemical reaction, the way a match can ignite wood or gasoline in a
combustion reaction. Indian-born Pakistani organometallic chemist Mirza Beg outlined a similar speech heat theory,
in respect to the period shortly before the riots and manslaughter of Direct Action Day (16 Aug 1946), as follows: [11]
“The speeches made by Hindu extremists generated high heat in their society. Their emotions were set so high as to
interact with violent force with the Muslims and this led to widespread riots, killings, arson and looting.”
This, supposedly, was one of the reaction mechanism steps that led to India and Pakistan to becoming independent
and self-governing, in the so-called timeline of
British India. (Ѻ)
Such thermal word talk here should not be
taken lightly nor dismissed as amusing
metaphor knowing that, in Hitler's case, by
1934, true to his national socialism philosophy,
he had seized complete control of Germany and
by 1938 had begun to occupy Austria and parts
of Czechoslovakia, by 1939 Poland, by 1940
Denmark, Norway, Holland, Belgium, France,
Romania, and Yugoslavia, and by 1941 had
begun to invade Russia, with supposed aims to
conquer all of Europe. [7]
In 1925, Hitler alluded to the idea that the "torch of the spoken word",
The combustion process typically can be
when thrown into the crowd, can act as something that starts a social fire,
akin to a spark igniting gasoline combustion or a torch thrown into a large
started in two ways, namely by bring a
substance to its flash point, the temperature at pile mound of dry wood, an action depicted in a scene from the 1987 film
Predator, above left, wherein Dutch (Arnold Schwarzenegger ) throws a lit
which a substance will ignite when a spark or
torch onto the a large pile of dry wood on the forest floor; which would
flame is applied, or by bringing a substance to
give seem to suggest that the people of Germany going into the mid to
its kindling point or autoignition temperature,
late 1930s were becoming akin to a type of dry wood or combustible
the temperature at which a substance will
substance at or near its flash point (spark required) or autoignition
ignite, without the need of an applied spark or temperature (no spark required), depending. [5]
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flame. The autoignition temperature of a substance is the lowest temperature at which it will spontaneously ignite
(spontaneous combustion) in a normal atmosphere without an external source of ignition, such as a flame or spark.
This temperature is required to supply the activation energy needed for combustion.

Social pressure
The temperature at which a chemical will ignite, to note, decreases as the pressure or oxygen concentration
increases. [6] Here, we may see, by extrapolation, via human chemical reaction theory, that the increase in the social
pressure in Germany in the early 1930s may have worked to lower the autoignition temperature of the German
people, and thus may have ignited on its own without the need of an external spark or flame to cross the activation
energy barrier. Hitler, however, seems to have argued that his "spoken words" acted as the activation energy spark
or flame, which would imply that the Germans were at or near their flash point, not their autoignition temperature,
in July 1934, after the death of President Hindenburg, Hitler declares himself “Fuehrer and Reich Chancellor” over
German and abolishes the title of President.
“At the risk of appearing to talk nonsense I tell you that the national socialist movement will go on for 1,000 years!...
Don't forget how people laughed at me 15 years ago when I declared that one day I would govern Germany. They
laugh now, just as foolishly, when I declare that I shall remain in power!”
— Adolf Hitler (1934), to a British correspondent in Berlin, June [8]

Technically, it would seem to be possible that spoken words (sound) could be employed as a means to start a fire
they way rubbing of sticks together can create fire in leaves or kindling via friction. Although, it is difficult to find a
citation, it has been suggested that as sound transmitted through powerful speakers can create vibration in objects,
that such vibrations in materials rubbing against each other could work to start a fire via heated-generated friction,
hence validating Hitler's spoken word argument.

Oxidant concentration

In respect to autoignition temperature being lowering when the oxygen concentration increases, in respect to
the German people, this extrapolation is more blurry. Combustion, technically, is a sequence of exothermic
chemical reactions between a fuel and an oxidant accompanied by the production of heat and conversion of
chemical species. The following is a typical combustion reaction between methane (fuel) and oxygen
(oxidant):

In comparison to Hitler's spoken words social ignition model, it would seem that the fuel is the German people and
the oxidant are the people of the surrounding countries, that when put into contact or mixed can ignite, given the
right temperature and possibly the right spark or spoken words.

Passions
In, respect to the volcanic “eruption of the human passions”, the steam engine conceptualized passion-based social
theories of American Albert Brisbane comes to mind.

Eugenics
Hitler is often conceptualized, according to colloquial opinion, as one of the most or the most evil persons in history,
for his progressive eugenics-based implementations in WWII (1939-1945) during the course of which some 11 million
people, of specific race, predominately Jews and other minorities, were systematically killed (dereacted), supposedly
based on some type of scientific pretext.
The progressive eugenics-based implementations of Hitler are cited by American chemist Todd Silverstein, in the
2007 Rossini debate, as being one example of the possible future dangers potentially inherent in the future
implementation of chemical thermodynamics based socialism: [2]
“The rise of social Darwinism in the late 19th century and eugenics in the early 20th century are just two examples of
scientific theories that were mistakenly extended into misguided social policies.”
(add discussion)

Related
In thermodynamics trivia, one of Max Planck’s sons was executed in World War II for his part in the assassination
attempt on Hitler in 1944. [9]
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Comments | Quotes
The following are related quotes on or about Hitler:
“The facts of history are evolved from definite relations at a definite time and place. Everybody admits that Hitler and
the corner grocer in a general way are part of the same order of things as is the remotest inhabitant of the most
insignificant south seas island.”
— Morris Zucker (1945), commentary on Alfred Kroeber’s history theories [3]

Quotes
The following are noted quotes by Hitler:
“All propaganda has to be popular, and has to accommodate itself to the comprehension of the least intelligent of
those whom it seeks to reach.”
— Adolf Hitler (c.1925), cited by Bo Jinn (loc. 703)
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External links

● Adolf Hitler – Wikipedia.

Hmol
In human chemistry, hmol, short for 'human mole', from the German mol, meaning small mass, is the molar
equivalent for calculations involved in human chemical reactions. [1]

Overview
In 1953, during the 40 person AAAS so-called “Committee for Social Physics” meeting, headed by American social
physics pioneer John Q. Stewart, American physicist Stuart Dodd explicitly suggested that “chemical moles” be the
equivalent to “number of people” in social physics. [22] In 1994, Canadian cyberspace philosopher Pierre Levy, in his
Collective Intelligence, was one of the first to utilized a human molar methodology of discussion; to cite a
representative quote: [2]
“Families, clans, and tribes are organic groups [carbon-based entities]. Nations, institutions, religions, larger
corporations, as well as the revolutionary ‘masses’ are organized groups, molar groups, which undergo a process of
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transcendence or exteriority in forming and maintaining themselves. Finally, self-organized, or molecular, groups
realize the ideal of direct democracy within very larger communities in the process of mutation and
deterritorialization.”
In 2003, Hungarian sociologist Babics Laszlo was the first attempt at determination of the number for what he
referred to as a ‘social Avogadro number’; a precursor to the term "hmol".
In 2006, American chemical engineer Libb Thims had discussed the Avogadro number issue with Russian physical
chemist Georgi Gladyshev during a meeting in Chicago (and via email), during which Thims alluded to the idea that
the value should be around 1,000 and possibly be called the Gladyshev number (or Gladyshev constant), being that
Gladyshev was the first to do some of the pioneering work in sociological thermodynamics (1977) calculations of
Gibbs free energy, which has units of J/mol. Gladyshev, however, did not (at the time) have much commentary on
this topic. In 2007, Thims, in his Human Chemistry, suggested that term ‘mol’ should be termed ‘hmol’, short for
'human-mole', for calculations of Gibbs free energy, entropy, internal energy, or enthalpy for human reaction
processes between people. [1]
In 2010, the English translation of the 2003 attempt at formulation of a ‘social Avogadro number’ by Hungarian
sociologist Babics Laszlo was unearthed (by American chemical engineer Libb Thims), which gives precedence to
naming tribute, over that of Gladyshev. [2] In this scheme, "Laszlo number" NL, in namesake, plus the term 'hmol', we
would have the preliminarily concept of:

The number 60, at this point, however, until further studies can be made, is still rather arbitrary and meaningless. In
any event, this is constructed in outline on the model of Avogadro’s number, in modern terms, is defined as the
number of atoms in a twelve gram sample of carbon twelve:

Another useful version could be the number of people in two different military units reacting in combat during
wartime. The central issue here is that humans aren't typically measured in groups by mass. In short, the standard SI
base unit for 'amount of substance' is not applicable to calculations of reactions involved in larger systems of
interacting humans. One could say, for instance, that in a 1,000-kg sample of average humans (70-kg) that there are
about 14 human molecules on average, but his approach is rather nonsensical. Using an alternative methodology, for
instance, one could say that the Laszlo number could be the average number of students in a typical US elementary
school, which in the 2001-2002 school year was 477 students.
In 2010, Thims began to employ the term "hmol science", in EoHT.info articles and discussions, later shortened
to "hmolscience, referring generally to subjects that use a "human molar" based methodology, in particular human
chemistry, human thermodynamics, and human physics, respectively.

See also
● Dunbar number
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Hmolpedia (etymology)
In etymologies, Hmolpedia is a portmanteau "hmol",
referring to either one human molecule (a person
defined as a molecule), a mole of human molecules (a
metric system or mass of human molecules), and or the
hmolsciences (human thermodynamics, human
chemistry, and human physics) in general, and
"encyclopedia" and was introduced in early 2011 as a
new representative name for the content of the twothousand plus articles hosted at EoHT.info all centered
around the subjects of chemistry, physics, and
thermodynamics applied to the study of human
existence. The following is a 2 Dec 2013 Google search
generated icon box, showing that the pages: IQ: 225+
(e.g. Goethe, Hirata, Sidis), IQ: 200+ (e.g. Voltaire,
Newton, etc.), and genius IQs (e.g. Einstein, da Vinci, etc.)
are popular pages visited:

Top: An Hmolpedia icon representation of the content of
articles at EoHT.info, the study of how the Lewis inequality for
natural processes, which is derived from study of the 1690
Papin engine (pictured), applies to the understanding of
human interaction processes (bonds + reactions = chemistry)
(force + movement = physics) (work + heat =
thermodynamics). Bottom: the first printed "Hmolpedia"
entitled browser bar (April 3rd, 2011), of the newly started
Adolphe Quetelet article, showing a test-run of the proposed
"EoHT wiki" site name alternative; which became the
accepted site name by April 08.

This commonality, in respect to site name "etymology", is no passing coincidence, being that Voltaire, cited by
Catherine Cox as having had an IQ of 200, was one of the chief supporters of French philosopher Jean Sales, visiting
him in prison and giving bail money towards his release, who by no coincidence is the 1789 coiner of the term
"human molecule", the conjuctive portmanteau prefix of which "hmol-", meaning either "mol" of human chemicals
(people) or "human molecules" (people) individually, is the root etymology of Hmol-pedia meaning collective childlike
(-pedia) inquisitive study of the hmolsciences, framed in social matter of the hmolscience periodic table.
Hmolpedia is an upgrade to the previously used cumbersome acronym "EoHT wiki", a dexterously precarious
acronym to reoccurring type out, referring to the content of articles hosted at the site EoHT.info. The content of
articles at EoHT.info, as of mid 2010, had become an online encyclopedia of the connected ‘hmol’, or "human
molecular" subjects, of human physics, human chemistry, and human thermodynamics, albeit each with centralized
core focus on thermodynamics, the branch of science, according to the Einstein postulate, least likely to every be
overthrown, and whose first and second law, according to the Clausius postulate, govern the operation of the known
universe. The name ‘Hmolpedia’, a contraction of prefix hmol-, meaning human molar, human mole, or human
molecular, and the suffix -pedia (as in encyclopedia) from the Greek enkyklios + paideia, meaning ‘education + young
mind’, is a newer 2011 alternative name to Encyclopedia of Human Thermodynamics, a subject intimately connected
to human chemistry, in the same way that chemistry is connected to chemical thermodynamics (human chemical
thermodynamics), and closely connected to human physics, in the same way that physics is connected to statistical
mechanics (human statistical thermodynamics) or in the same way that physics is connected to quantum mechanics
(human quantum mechanics) and the forces associated with bonding (human chemical bonding). This is summarized
by the following four overlapping subjects:
Subject

Definition

Definer

Thinkers

#

Human
molecule

The atomic definition of a human.

Jean Sales (1789)

HMS
121+
pioneers

Human physics

The study of the forces and movements of
human actions.

Adolphe
Quetelet (1835)

HP
16+
pioneers

Human
chemistry

The study of the attraction and repulsion of
human molecules.

Henry Adams
(1875)

HC
68+
pioneers
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Human
The study of systems of human molecules.
thermodynamics

C.G. Darwin
(1952)

HT
400+
pioneers

In sum, the name Hmolpedia is short for "education of the young mind on the subject of thermodynamics, chemistry,
and physics applied to humans". In this sense, the subject matter of this combined set of views (121+16+68+400) of
these 600+ mindsets, would most aptly characterize, generally speaking, the subject matter of what one might call
"human molecular physical science" or hmol science or human molecular science in shortened format. In this sense,
the set of articles hosted at EoHT.info, at the 2011 level, can intuitively described as:
● Encyclopedia of human thermodynamics, human chemistry, and human physics
The former two, human chemistry and human thermodynamics, can best be described as “human molecular
sciences”, being that the term "human molecule" is found in both subject matter definitions, the latter as a “human
particle science”, generally viewing the human as a material particle (human particle) moved about by forces in
trajectories. This title assignment is a 72-character (with spaces) name. The Wetpaint site settings, however, limit
titles to 35-characters (with spaces). Hence, for the time being the following equivalence will be assumed:
Hmolpedia ≡ Encyclopedia of human thermodynamics, human chemistry, and human physics
Although this is not a perfect correlation, it would seem to suffice in the sphere of the functionablity character
limitations and ease of use in daily contextual discussions.

Overview
The name "Hmolpedia" was introduced on April 2nd, 2011 to facilitate text discussion, i.e. an alternative to typing
EoHT, EoHT wiki, or EoHT.info, and to embrace the more representative view that the EoHT.info collection of terms
and topics connected to "human thermodynamics", which, at the 2000+ article level mark, has invariably grown to
become representative of not only human thermodynamics, but the two other sister subjects of "human chemistry"
and "human physics", which constitute the three divided subjects all centered on the ‘hmol’, the particle count unit
for the quantities free energy G, enthalpy H, and entropy S of systems of "human molecules".

Etymology
In 1994, the first to outline the view
that the subject of human
thermodynamics should be a subject
quantified in mass as “molar groups”
or “molecular groups” was Canadian
cyberspace philosopher Pierre Levy in
his 1994 Collective Intelligence, not
only uses the term "human
thermodynamics" in context, but also
states that. [1]

Left: Canadian cyberspace philosopher Pierre Levy, who in 1994 was the first to
refer to people socially in terms of "molar groups". Middle: Babics Laszlo, who in
2003 made the first attempted calculation of one mole of human or "social

“Families, clans, and tribes are organic Avogadro number" as he called it. Right: American electrochemical engineer Libb
[carbon-based] groups. Nations,
Thims and Russian physical chemist Georgi Gladyshev, in front of the Wrigley Field
institutions, religions, larger
Building, Chicago, during their second meeting (2007); the first of which (2006), the
corporations, as well as the
topic of "h-mol" was discussed, in regards to what units to base thermodynamic
revolutionary ‘masses’ are organized quantities, such as Gibbs free energy, for calculations in human thermodynamics.
groups, molar groups [mol-groups],
which undergo a process of transcendence or exteriority in forming and maintaining themselves. Finally, selforganized, or molecular, groups realize the ideal of direct democracy within very larger communities in the process of
mutation and deterritorialization.”
The first to calculate a particle count number for his molar group unit was Hungarian sociologist Babics Laszlo and his
so-called 2003 derivation of the “social Avogadro number.” [2] The term "hmol" arose in circa 2006 discussions
between American chemical engineer Libb Thims and Russian physical chemist Georgi Gladyshev, pictured adjacent,
the first two editors of the "Human Thermodynamics wiki", as Hmolpedia was called at its 2007 launch (or
Encyclopedia of Human Thermodynamics, 2008-2010), on the question of what "molar" or mol particle count number
scheme would be most intuitive to base units of internal energy, Gibbs free energy, enthalpy, and entropy, etc., of
systems of humans, when quantifying thermodynamic variable changes of systems of human molecules. In other
words, the standard model of chemical thermodynamics uses energy measurements "per unit gram" of chemical
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entities or molecular entities. Energy calculations of interest for human social systems (systems of human molecules),
however, cannot be based on reaction energy changes per gram, but rather per 70 kilograms (average human weight)
at a minimum. The subject of the search for the so-called "human mole" is thus a puzzling subject, one touched in a
query of Thims (who has been working in this field since 1995) to Glasyshev (who has been working in this field since
1977) during their 2006 meeting in Chicago. The term "hmol" was formerly published as a proposed unit, in
namesake and discussion, in Thims' 2007 textbook Human Chemistry. [1]
In online debates, the topic of the "h-mol" arose in the 2009 Moriarty-Thims debate, on whether or not a
distribution of students in a field could be defined or quantified by a measure of entropy, when Irish physicist Philip
Moriarty queried:
“A very simple question: What physical units would you use to describe the entropy of a distribution of students?! J
per K? If so, justify why this is an appropriate choice of units! We spend a considerable amount of time in the first
year of physics degree courses pointing out the importance of considering the correct units and dimensions for
physical quantities.”
To clarify, the standard thermodynamic units for entropy, as found in free energy tables or thermodynamics tables,
is:
Quantity Symbol

Units

Entropy

In response to Moriarty's query, Thims commented:
“Concerning entropy units, the units are the same as any other chemical system, J per K per mol. The number of
particles in one mole (6E23), however, is more than the current human population (7E9). Russian physical chemist
Georgi Gladyshev, author of the 1997 book Thermodynamic Theory of Evolution, have been discussing this issue for
some years now. The unit for a human mole (h-mol) will thus not be the number of particles in a 12-gram sample of
carbon 12, but will be the number of humans in average sample of some typical population or volumetric sample. We
have, as of yet, reached definitive conclusions on this unit issue. One trend that you will find with small systems (11000 particle range), according to recent nanothermodynamics computer simulations, is that entropy becomes
nonextensive (see, e.g. Mohazzabi and Mansoori’s 2005 article “Nonextensivity and Nonintensivity in Nanosystems: A
Molecular Dynamics Simulation in Journal of Computational and Theoretical Nanoscience), which raises possible
issues on the integrating factor of the inexact heat differential.”
In this sense, the units for the main variables (G, H, and S) in human chemical thermodynamics (or human statistical
thermodynamics) would be:
Quantity Symbol

Units

Gibbs
Free
energy

Quantity Symbol

Enthalpy

Units

Quantity Symbol

Units

Entropy

In 2010, the terms "hmol science" and "human molecular science" arose as category names or dropmenu header
names when it be began to become difficult certain terms, topics, and people solely in terms of one defining subject.
American thinker Henry Adams, for instance, wrote and thought on all four connected "hmol subjects" of human
molecules (was introduced to the term in 1873, said to be the subject of study of the historian, via Hippolyte Taine),
human chemistry (attractions and repulsions, 1885), human thermodynamics (1909), and human physics (social
gravitation, 1910); hence it is difficult to categorize Adams solely as either a human thermodynamicist, a human
chemist, a human physicist, or a human molecular theorist?
In 2011, the term "Hmolpedia" was formerly proposed, by site creator Libb Thims, in the site discussion forum (see:
thread), as a text-written alternative to the names EoHT wiki, EoHT, or EoHT.info, as these acronym terms are less
intuitive to the general reader and moreover are cumbersome to type and use in daily discussions, repetitively.

Name imperfections
The few "not perfect" aspects of the prefix "Hmol-", which is meant to be representative of four different content
subjects (human molecule, human chemistry, human thermodynamics, human physics), or in precise usage is
shorthand for "one human mole", referring to a unit particle count of humans, is that firstly in human physics, an
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individual human particle view tends to be used, although this is not always the case, and secondly, and most
importantly, although chemical thermodynamics is based entirely on molar units of Avogadro count sized systems,
i.e. the number of atoms in about ten grams of substance, it is very likely that the units of "hmols" or a term similar to
this will be used in the science of human chemical thermodynamics, i.e. in the sense of Gibbs free energy
measurements for human transformations being in units of joules per hmol, there would seem to be one exception
to this view, namely that owing to the visibility and millisecond-by-millisecond quantifiability of human-human
interactions and interpersonal reactions, there will be many non-molar quantifications measurements, such as Gibbs
energy of attraction and Gibbs energy of repulsion, that will accrue and be quantified, hence the name moral view
will not always be used.
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Hmolscience
In science, hmolscience (TR:797), short for ‘human molecular science’ or
"hmol" science, being a newer near-synonym to the older pre-1970s "social
mechanics" classification of sociology, is the science of human molecules,
depending on the context of discussion, namely the study of humans from
either the molar perspective (humans in mass), with the implicit assumption
that SI variable units are based on the hmol (human mole), e.g. KJ/hmol for
enthalpy, KJ/hmol∙K for entropy, etc., or human molecular perspective
(individual human molecules), with the implicit assumption that human
transformation processes are thermodynamic transformation processes and
that reactions between people constitute chemical reactions between human
molecules, respectively.

Branches
The three central branches of hmolscience include: human chemistry, human
physics, and human thermodynamics.

Etymology
The term ‘hmol’ was coined by American chemical engineer Libb Thims in
2007. [1] The term ‘hmol science’ was introduced in 2010, in the EoHT, out of
necessity, as a more meaningful categorization term, in place of the more
unwieldy terms, in the functional-usage sense of the word, ‘human molecular
science’, ‘HM science’, or HMS, which began to appear in various articles.
In 2011, eoht.info was renamed from "EoHT wiki" or Encyclopedia of
Human Thermodynamics to "Hmolpedia" (see: etymology) or Encyclopedia of
Human Thermodynamics, Human Chemistry, and Human Physics, to embrace
the more encompassing perspective and corpus of articles the site currently
contains

The 2012 book Debates of the
Hmolpedians, by Belgian psychologist
and scientific philosopher David
Bossens, wherein he discusses newlylearned views on hmolscience, in
regards to questions on the defunct
theory of life, biology, free will,
prediction, DNA, human molecular
theory, etc. [3]

Need
The need for a new name is exemplified in the person of Henry Adams. Adams theorized about people as "human
molecules" in terms of chemistry (human chemistry), physics (human physics), and thermodynamics (human
thermodynamics) for over 50-years; hence it is difficult to categorize him. Subsequently, the following article
introduction notation:
In hmolscience, Henry Adams () is an American ...
Is more cogent than, say, as compared to:
In human thermodynamics and human chemistry, Henry Adams () is an American ...
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categorizationally-speaking, in the introduction to his Hmolpedia article.

C-mol
Interestingly, in applying thermodynamics to study bacteria (bacteria thermodynamics), workers in this field, as of
about 2006, have employed the unit of "C-mol", possibly referring to a cell mole of bacterium, to facilitate state
function calculations. [2]

See also
● HMS pioneers
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Hmolscience (youngest thinkers)
In hmolscience, hmolscience (youngest thinkers), as compared to famous publications by age—a listing of
hmolscience thinker publications, the products of which tend to be produced into the security of retirement and or
tenure years, the 60s or 70s age range—refers to a listing of youngest aged thinkers, independently—meaning they
either published on their own accord and or came into the circle of hmolscience discussions, e.g. Hmolpedia threads,
Human Chemist 101 (YouTube) forums, or HumanThermodynamics.com posts, etc., on their own accord—to have
grappled with hmolscience concepts and their implications, the term “grapple” used in the Bernard DeVoto (1928)
“three times" sense of the matter of the matter: [1]
“Pareto’s Trattato di Sociologia Generale [Treatise on General Sociology] is the hardest boiled book I have ever read.
Three times, since I passed my puberty, has my mind been made over. Once by a nexus of which Henry Adams was
the center, once by a matrix of which Frazer burned brightest, and once by a long study of genetics and evolution.
Pareto is doing the job a fourth time, and far more vitally than any others.”

List
The following is the work-in-progress listing of youngest hmolscience thinkers by age:
Age

17

18

Person

Benjamin Cresdee
(1994-)

William Sidis
(1898-1944)

IQcit IQact

Quote / Description / Publication

In 2011, after spending (Ѻ) around 6-12 months on YouTube watching the Human
Chemistry 101 channel, in conjunction with messaging communication with Libb
Thims, began to assimilate hmolscience theory; the following being a
representative reflection comment of his experience:
Quote: “I must say, I started watching your videos over a year ago, and have rewatched many. And they still fascinate me. I’m only 17 and I’m seriously
considering doing a degree in chemistry after watching your videos. The only
downside is not many people I know can have a conversation about the things
you’re talking about. You were right your videos are decades if not a century in
front of its time.”
In 1916, at the age of 18, sent a letter to Julian Huxley in which he stated: [4]
“How has everything been this summer with you? I myself have been writing that
300 185 [animate and inanimate] theory of mine regarding the second law of
thermodynamics. In a short while, I expect I will be in Cambridge, studying in the
Law School. The university opens September 25.”

In 2000, at circa age 18, penned “The Physics of Relationships”, on the topics of a
Christopher Hirata
thermochemical approach to relationships, complex equilibria of men and women,
c.18
225 190±
(1982-)
human molecular theory, reaction kinetics, neutron scattering, and shell model,
among other topics.
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Inderjit Singh
18 [User: NikolaTesla]
(1996-)

c.20

c.23

23

25

160

On 1 May 2014, joined Hmolpedia as user: NikolaTesla, and as of 21 Jun 2014 had
51 thread contributions, 5 page edits, stated that his IQ was 160, that he was
drawn to the site because of the genius IQs table, which he said was the best and
most accurate he had ever seen in print on online, and seemed to be catching on
rather quickly, e.g. in regards to difficult topics such as the defunct theory of life
(2009), the Faraday movement query (1859), etc.

Ryan Grannell
(c.1991-)

In 2011, at circa age 20, started a blog series “Category: Human Chemistry, Bag of
Many Things”, wherein he set out, as a detractor, to deride hmolscience as ‘junk
science’.

Libb Thims
(c.1975-)

At circa age 20, began to do the “love thought experiment” in terms of nonphysical science methods: physical, mental, and trait matching characteristics;
however, after reading David Buss’ The Evolution of Desire (1994), and sometime
thereabouts, before or after, when following and or during classes in: physical
chemistry and chemical thermodynamics, began to redo or rather re-think the love
thought experiment (see: Thims thought experiment) in terms of free energy
change (and later free energy differentials) and human chemical reaction theory.

David Bossens
(1989-)

In 2012, began to post queries, at first anonymously (Ѻ, Ѻ, Ѻ) and later as D.Boss,
in Hmolpedia, eventually writing a books on his experience. [3]

Henry Adams
(1838-1918)

In 1863, wrote the following to Charles Gaskell: [2]
Quote: “Everything in this universe has its regular waves and tides. Electricity,
sound, the wind, and I believe every part of organic nature will be brought
someday within this law. The laws which govern animated beings will be ultimately
found to be at bottom the same with those which rule inanimate nature, and as I
entertain a profound conviction of the littleness of our kind, and of the curious
195
enormity of creation, I am quite ready to receive with pleasure any basis for a
systematic conception of it all. I look for regular tides in the affairs of man, and, of
course, in our own affairs. In ever progression, somehow or other, the nations
move by the same process which has never been explained but is evident in the
oceans and the air. On this theory I should expect at about this time, a turn which
would carry us backward.”

(add discussion)

Other
In 2011, Singaporean purported to be chemistry prodigy Ainan Cawley, at the age of 12, stated his recently-educated
view, as recounted in his father’s overly-imaginative blog article “Seeing the World With Chemical Eyes”, that the
process of walking across the road, to a drainage ditch, and with an effortful stretch, stretched his leg across the ditch
and stepped up onto a wall, was an “endothermic reaction”, thinking that to go against gravity, i.e. uphill, required
energy, or that energy when in, or something along these lines. (Ѻ) This, however, would seem not to be hmolscience
proper, but rather only the think of a young person that burning up calories via exercise is endothermic, or something
along these lines.
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In education, hmolscience courses, or "two cultures courses", are undergraduate and or graduate, two cultures
conceptualized, courses themed and or stylized in structural or topic content on one or more areas of the
hmolsciences, namely one or more subjects of the humanities based on chemistry, physics, and or thermodynamics.

List
The following is a listing of known hmolscience themed, content, stylized, and or structured courses:
Course # | Title

University

Physical
economics

Social physics
(proposed)

Oxford

Social Mechanics

University of
Geneva

Professor[s]

Year

Auguste Walras
Leon Walras
Vilfredo Pareto
Maffeo Pantaleoni
Emanuele Sella

18581940s

See: Lausanne school.

18741891

Conceived by Florence Nightingale as a
course based on the work of social
physics pioneer Adolphe Quetelet; see:
Nightingale Chair of Social Physics.

18941900

Politics, economics, and sociology based
on the Clausius inequality. (Ѻ) [1]

Leon Winiarski

Description

Level
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Physicochemical
Social Dynamics
(proposed) (Ѻ)

Conceived by Henry Adams (possibly
taught by him in some respects) as
history taught via Gibbs and social phase
theory; see: A Letter to American
Teachers of History (1910)

Harvard

19081910

Sociology 23

Harvard

Lawrence Henderson

19351938

Gibbs + Pareto based sociology.

Mathematical
Economics

Harvard

Edwin Wilson

193439

Steam engine and physical chemistry
based economics; specifically economics
based on Gibbs' equation 133.

John Q. Stewart

19451955

A physics-based formulation of
sociology; more of project than a course
offered to students directly, seemingly
(see: Princeton Department of Social
Physics).

Ryszard Kutner

An interdisciplinary and panoramic
2006Under
seminar (Ѻ) showing how the various
present
grad
academic centers and research methods

Social Physics

Princeton

Econophysics and
University of
Sociophysics:
Warsaw (Ѻ)
Students Seminar

Under
grad
Gradu
ate
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used in physics or related are used in
areas such as economics and sociology;
speakers are doctoral researchers and
experienced researchers; learn and
discuss the concepts, theories, models,
methods and techniques, especially
interdisciplinary, applied in the wider
physics as well as in economics and
sociology to the study of complex
systems mainly. In addition, the
development of the ability to analyze a
variety of empirical data which is
manipulated in these areas. (Ѻ)

Brigham
Young
University

(add discussion)

See also
● Hmolscience (youngest thinkers)
● Hmolscience periodic table

Gradu
ate

Held in the form of seminar; pros and
2010cons of general systems theory;
Gradu
present introduction to a theory of social
ate
thermodynamics and its applications. [2]

SOS 623: Seminar
Korea
on Social
University
Thermodynamics

Science Phy 453:
Sociology and
Physics

2337

David Samuels Barnard

2011

A sociophysics stylized course, whose
reading materials contain works such as:
Mieczyslaw Dobija’s 2004 “Theories of
Chemistry and Physics Applied to
Developing an Economic Theory of
Intellectual Capital”; the 2005 work of
Shyam Sunder on using the minimization
principles of physics in economics; and
Jing Chen’s 2008 “Understanding Social Under
Systems: a Free Energy Perspective”, on grad
human free energy theories, e.g. the
related works of: John Bryant (2007),
Bikas Chakrabarti (2005), Charles Hall
(1986), Paul Colinvaux, Erich Muller
(1998), Jurgen Mimkes (2005), Libb
Thims (2007), and the Rossini debate
works of Harold Leonard (2006) and
Frederick Rossini (1971). [3]
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● Two cultures synergy
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Hmolscience periodic table
In hmolscience, an hmolscience periodic table or "human molecular periodic table" (compare: human periodic table),
is a periodic table with focus on those elements found to have functional activity in the composition and structure of
a person, one individual human technically defined as a human molecule or atomic geometry.

Human molecular periodic table | 26-element standard
The following under-construction interactive (hyperlinked) hmolscience periodic table shows the 26 functional
elements in one human molecule (person), according to the Thims human molecular formula calculation, done by
American electrochemical engineer Libb Thims (2002), which, includes all 20 of the so-called "Webb elements" of
marine invertebrates, plus six found, according to in depth study of human physiology, to have active function in the
human: [1]
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58
Ce
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Pr
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71
Lu
175.
0

101 102 103
Md
No
Lr
(256) (254) (257)

Human molecular periodic table | Relative abundance by percent mass
The following shows the same table, albeit listed with percent mass of each element found in the human, with
element symbol approximately sized according to relative abundance in the human, modeled loosely on American
chemist William Sheehan's 1970 periodic table of elements, shown a center, according to relative abundance on the
earth's surface, shown adjacent:
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Key
The following is a key to the human periodic table (hmolscience periodic table), shown with the generic symbol El
short for Element, above which is the atomic number, below which is the atomic mass:
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#
Element
mass

Elements with symbols bolded and in double boarders signify one of the 6
elements of the "living substance itself" (Frank Thone, 1936), in Hill order
(Edwin Hill, 1900); or elements of the CHNOPS nomenclature of Frank Thone
(1936) and or the "powered CHNOPS systems" chemically-neutral (life
terminology upgrade) terminology of Henry Swan (1974).

#
Element
mass

Thick boarders signify one of the 20 elements found measurable in marine
invertebrates (David Webb, 1937); hence, by evolution timeline repercussion,
core to human element composition.

#
Element
mass

Elements with shaded light yellow boxes signify the 22 elements found in
BOTH the Sterner-Elser human molecular formula (2000) and the Thims
human molecular formula (2002).

#
Element
mass

Elements with shaded light blue boxes signify the 4 elements NOT found in
the Sterner-Elser human molecular formula (2000) but found in the more
precise Thims human molecular formula (2002).

By classification, the above logic indicates that one human molecule is comprised of 10 nonmetallic elements (H, C, N,
O, F, P, S, Cl, Se, and I), 2 metalloids (B, Si), and 14 metals (Na, Mg, K, Ca, V, Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, Cu, Zn, Mo, and Sn) —
defining one human, in technical terms, as a "nonmetallic-metalloid-metal molecule", or in chemical thermodynamic
speak a "powered CHNOPS system" (Henry Swan, 1974), or more fully a bound state nonmetallic-metalloid-metal
heat-driven turnover rate surface-attached freely-running albeit-coupled animate CHNOPS-based 26-element
reactive evolving chemical species. [1]

Thims | Sterner-Elser element differences
The 22-elements shown bolded and highlighted (yellow = Thims-Sterner-Elser elements; blue = Thims-elements, not
found in the Sterner-Elser calculation) are the 22-elements found in the 2000 Sterner-Elser human molecular formula
calculation, as found in their Ecological Stoichiometry: the Biology of the Elements from Molecules to the Biosphere
(2002), which differs by the four elements, namely: boron B, vanadium V, nickel Ni, and molybdenum Mo, each of
which are found to have physiological activity inside an animated human:
#

Name

Symbol

19

Boron

B

23

Nickel

24 Molybdenum

Ni

Mo

CPK
(jmol)

%
Mass

Picture

Z

Function

0.00003

5 A trace mineral essential for healthy bones.

0.0002

May be a factor in hormone, lipid, and
membrane metabolism and cell integrity.
28 Significant amounts are found in DNA and
RNA. May be involved in glucose metabolism,
etc.

0.000007

Is an essential part of two enzymes: xanthine
oxidase—which aids in the mobilization of
iron from the liver reserves and helps change
iron from ferrous to ferric, and aldehyde
42
oxidase—which is necessary for the oxidation
of fats. It is also a factor in copper
metabolism, nitrogen metabolism, and the
final stages of urine production, ect.
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26

Vanadium

V

0.0000002
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Has been shown to reverse diabetes. Inhibits
cholesterol synthesis. Bones, cartilage, and
teeth require it for proper development. It
23
has been shown to have a function in cellular
metabolism, iron metabolism, and red blood
cell growth, etc.

which are included in the 2002 Thims human molecular formula, a more exacting calculation that has found
acceptance recently in the thermodynamics community. [4]

History
It remains to be determined who exactly made a periodic table showing elements found in a human. In 1899, English
physiologist John Thornton stated that 14 elements enter into the composition of the human body: oxygen, carbon,
hydrogen, nitrogen, sulphur, phosphorus, chlorine, sodium, potassium, calcium, magnesium, iron, fluorine, and
silicon; and noted that other elements, such as manganese and lead (anti-element: poison), have sometimes been
found in small quantities. [7] In the mid 20th century, tables listing "elements" in living things and humans began to
appear; the following are two early tables of elements in "living systems" and "man", respectively:
Webb | 1937

Morowitz | 1968

Left: in 1937, Irish botanist David Webb, in association with F.R. Fearon, in their “Studies on the Ultimate Composition of
Biological Materials”, did spectrographic calculations and measurements on marine invertebrates that produced the above
20-element table. [6] Right: in 1968, American bio-chemist Harold Morowitz, in his Energy Flow in Biology, citing the
previous 20-element work of David Webb (1937) and the so-called "CHNOPS system" (see: CHNOPS) nomenclature of
George Armstrong (1964), produced the above 22-element table of the elements of man, alfalfa, copepod, and bacteria. [7]

Morowitz, above (right), includes all of Webb’s 20 marine invertebrate elements, less three: boron B (5), cobalt Co
(27), and Molybdenum Mo (42), and adds five: rubidium Rb (37), bromine Br (35), tin Sn (50, manganese Mn (25), and
aluminum Al (13), though it seems without justified explanation.
In 1989, English chemist John Emsley published his famous The Elements, in which devoted several pages to each
element, out of which, in total, he gave the figure that “59-elements are in humans”. This figure, is an overestimate,
by some 33 elements.
Nevertheless, many have used this Emsley estimate figure as a basis to give citations of human element and or
formula count, e.g. Kathryn Harkup (2013) (Ѻ) or Joe Hanson (Ѻ) (2015) to name two examples (see: human
molecular formula).
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Breaking Bad
In 2008, American writer-producer Vince Gilligan launched his now-famous
television black humor drama Breaking Bad, wherein the title, names of actors
and producers, were presented using “chemical letter” (or chemical alphabet)
stylization, e.g. Bryan Cranston (Walter White), lead character, aka “Professor
White”; the show intro also uses a green gas, crystal meth stylized periodic
table. Going into the second season (c.2009), approximately, American organic
chemist Donna Nelson (Ѻ) approached (Ѻ) Gilligan offering to lend help in the
area of scientific accuracy, and thereafter began act as the scientific advisor to
the show. [8]
In the third episode, “… And the Bag’s in the River”, season one, the show opens to Professor White cleaning up the
human that had been dissolved in hydrofluoric acid, amid which his mind reflects back to, it seems, college days, a
dialogue with a woman, possibly his lover at the time, wherein she reads off the elements of a human to him and he
writes them down on a chalkboard, commenting in the end how he thinks that something is missing, to which the
woman replies “the soul”?

In 2013, Kirth Gerson, in his “Breaking Bad Pilot: People are Chemicals, Too!” class video lecture, analyzed Breaking
Bad as a type of each human is an element (or chemical) reacting in a social system that makes chemicals, a sort of
modern Elective Affinities analysis, so to say. [8] The following is a circa 2014 25-element Breaking Bad inspired
human chemistry stylized wallpaper periodic table of the elements in a human, sourced from somewhere (Ѻ), with
the inclusion of arsenic As as one of the elements in the human molecule:

The following is an elements in a human labeled periodic table, from the online book General Chemistry: Principles,
Patterns, and Applications by Bruce Averill and Patricia Eldredge: (Ѻ)
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The following are some other recent human composition listings:

Left: a 25-element diagram of the elements in a human by abundance, divided into main elements (11)
and trace (14), which agrees with the Thims formula calculation, with the exception of nickel (Ni). (Ѻ)
Right: a 26-element table of elements found in the human, divided by common (13) and trace (13)
elements, which agrees with the Thims formula calculation, with lacking of vanadium V (23) and nickel (28)
and the addition aluminum Al (13) and cadmium Cd (48). (Ѻ)

The following are two semi-recent elements in humans diagrams:

Left: the top 18-elements by mass in a human (Ѻ). Right: an older 29element human composition diagram (Ѻ).

The first "hmolscience" periodic table was published by American electrochemical engineer Libb Thims online in 2006
as follows: [1]
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The first hmolscience periodic table, published in book format, was the 2008 "Periodic Table of the Elements of the
Human Being" table, a black and white reprint of the above, showing the 26 functional elements of the human
molecule, found in Thims' The Human Molecule. [2] The following, based on Thims' calculations of the 26 elements of
the human molecule, is English chemical engineering student turned biotechnologist Mark Janes' 2012 rendition of
the hmolscience periodic table, in respect to his carbon entromorphology theory: [3]

(add discussion)
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See also
● Floating magnets experiment
● Human molecular formula
● Human periodic table
● Periodic table of social structures
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Hmolscience pitfalls
In hmolscience, hmolscience pitfalls refer to common pitfalls, traps, or cul-de-sacs of theoretical quagmire,
misdirection, and dead end; historical examples of which include: toolism, Shannon bandwagon, self Sokal affair
issue, letter rhyming derivation method, ontic opening arguments, anthropocentric terminology confusion, e.g. “life”
(see: life terminology upgrades), “sociology” (see: sociology terminology upgrades), i.e. the tendency towards
anthropisms, teleological misconceptions (see: chemical teleology), derivation fundamentals issues, among others—
and last but not least culturally-ingrained religious beliefs (e.g. free will based soul or karma theory), which is an issue
in and of itself; many of which are career ruining, people spending wasted decades on some of these, as history has
shown, repeatedly.

Hmolscience quotes
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In quotes, hmolscience quotes are two cultures
reconciling, hmolscience-themed, one nature aiming,
physicochemical humanities (or physicochemical
sociology) related quotes, supporting the integration of
the humanities and physics, chemistry, and
thermodynamics. [N1]

19th century
The following is a work-in-progress listing of 19th
century hmolscience-themed, one nature aiming, quotes
supporting the integration of the humanities and
physics, chemistry, and thermodynamics:
“People who love each other mix like water and wine;
people who hate each other segregate like water and
oil.”
— Empedocles (450BC), Fragments

“When a solvent dissolves a solvent, the mechanical
action is not a force, by violence, nor private hatred
thought about, but of friendship, if ‘love’ is to be called
their union, in the desire for a praise. Yes, this is a
paradoxical assertion.”

A physicochemical humanities / hmolscience annotated “torch
of knowledge” illustration, from William Whewell’s 1840 The
Philosophy of the Inductive Sciences, with its noted chapter
section: The Establishment and Development of the Idea of
Chemical Affinity, which touches on Herman Boerhaave’s
famous paradoxical quote on love and affinities; [1] Note: image
seems to reflect William Yeats’ circa 1905 quote (Ѻ) on
education and fire.

— Herman Boerhaave (1732), Publication; note: Goethe, in his
20s, studied Boerhaave's chemical philosophy, with interest

“How I look forward to the effect that this [physicochemical-based] novel will have in a few years on many people
upon rereading it.”
— Johann Goethe (1809), comment (see: timeline) to Karl Reinhard

“There is some truth in Boerhaave's poetic comparison: [that] [force of chemical affinity] is “love, if love be the desire
for marriage”.
— Jean Dumas (1837), commentary on Herman Boerhaave’s 1732 supposition

“Just as man and woman attract one another, so oxygen O2 attracts hydrogen H2 [and] just as a steam engine
produces motion, so the intricate organic complex of force-bearing substance in an animal organism produces a total
sum of certain effects.”
— Ludwig Buchner (1855), Force and Matter: Principles of the Natural Order of the Universe, with a System of Morality Based
Thereon

“In the inorganic world we find the power of combination growing with the increase of differences. Place a
thousand atoms of oxygen in a receiver, and they will remain motionless; but introduce a single atom of carbon,
and excite their affinities for each other, and at once motion will be produced. Such being the case in regard to
all other matter, it must be so in regard to those combinations in which man is concerned, indicated by the term
society.”
— George Carey (1858), Principles of Social Science (§8: On The Formation of Society)

“A particle of matter cannot tell us that it is unconscious of the laws of attraction and repulsion and that the law is
not true; but man, who is the subject of history, says bluntly: I am free, and am therefore not subject to laws.”
— Leo Tolstoy (1869), War and Peace

“Every society, great or small, resembles ... a complex molecule, in which the atoms are represented by men,
possessed of all those multifarious attractions and repulsions which are manifested in their desires and volitions, the
unlimited power of satisfying which we call freedom ... the social molecule exists in virtue of the renunciation of more
or less of this freedom by every individual. It is decomposed, when the attraction of desire leads to the resumption of
that freedom the expression of which is essential to the existence of the social molecule. The great problem of social
chemistry we call politics, is to discover what desires of mankind may be gratified, and what must be suppressed, if
the highly complex compound, society, is to avoid decomposition.”
— Thomas Huxley (1871), “Administrative Nihilism”

“Civil law, commerce, political economy, and international ethics are all based on the assumption that the social body
consists of such human molecules, and there is no reason why the methods of physical science should not be applied
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to the statics and dynamics of that society, the passions and rights of the individual man corresponding exactly to the
chemical and physical forces inherent in the material molecule.”
— Ernst Gryzanowski (1875), commentary on the social physics of Auguste Comte

“Social chemistry—the mutual attraction of equivalent human molecules—is a science yet to be created, for the fact
is my daily study and only satisfaction in life.”
— Henry Adams (1885), Letter to his wife

“General chemistry is sometimes defined as ‘the science of atoms and their behavior.’ The same chemists who
use this definition acknowledge that they have never discovered the hypothetical ‘free atom.’ The only close
likeness in this respect that I can discover between general sociology and general chemistry or biology is in the
fact that we must use the conception of human individuals, although we can find no such object in reality as the
free individual. If we should describe sociology as ‘the science of human individuals and their behavior’ we
should be in verbal uniformity with one way of defining chemistry; but I do not see any profit from that fact in
the shape of more knowledge about society. Unless we are willing however, to take as our ultimate concept ‘the
human atom,’ ‘the individual,’ ‘the social man,’ or whatever we may choose to name the irreducible element in
societary combinations, I see nothing but arbitrariness in the plan of adopting a ‘unit of inquiry.’ Is it not a purely
gratuitous assumption that at present sociology needs or can use a unit of inquiry in the sense to which Professor
Lindsay seems most to incline?”
— Albion Small (1899), critique of Samuel Lindsay’s 1898 discussion of units in sociology

20th century
The following is a work-in-progress listing of 20th century hmolscience-themed, one nature aiming, quotes
supporting the integration of the humanities and physics, chemistry, and thermodynamics:
“I must confess to being proud that this book is the first work to take up [Goethe’s human chemical] ideas.”
— Otto Weininger (1903), Sex and Character

“There are men who would be better off in a small village than in a large town, if you had some sort of human
chemical reaction to determine in advance which man's nature was suited to the smaller place and which to the
larger.”
— Henry Pritchett (1906), on “Large vs. Small Colleges”

“I’m sorry Lord Kelvin (1824-1907) is dead. I would travel a few thousand-million miles to discuss with him the
thermodynamics of socialistic society.”
— Henry Adams (1909), Letter to English lawyer Charles Gaskell (1909)

“The time may come when human affairs may be described no longer by words and sentences, but by a system
of symbols or notation similar to those used in algebra or chemistry … then it may be possible, as Adams
suggests, to invent a common formula for thermodynamics and history.”
— William Thayer (1918), “Vagaries of Historians”, Annual Report of the American Historical Association

“Perhaps our genius for unity will some time produce a science so broad as to include the behavior of a group of
electrons and the behavior of a university faculty, but such a possibility seems now so remote that I for one would
hesitate to guess whether this wonderful science would be more like mechanics or like a psychology.”
— Gilbert Lewis (1925), Anatomy of Science

“Human masses transmute energies of hunger and sex into various social, economic, and aesthetic or intellectual
forms, the transformation proceeding entirely according to the laws of thermodynamics.”
— Howard W. Odum (1929), on Leon Winiarski’s 1894 theory

“Thus human molecules gravitate toward one another through association, which generates heat, which produces
motion, which in turn constitutes progress. This gravitation is measurable through physical laws of direct ratio to
mass and inverse ratio to distance. Forms and process such as centralization and decentralization come about
through the operation of centripetal and centrifugal forces with association and progress varying inversely as the
differences between the units and groups of populations …”
— Howard W. Odum (1929), on Henry Carey’s 1858 theory

“It can be shown that in all cases, that human molecules rise and fall within the class into which they are born, in a
manner which fits the hypothesis that they do so because of their relative aptitudes; and it can also be shown,
second, that they rise and fall across the boundary lines of their class in the same manner. This rise and fall into
higher and lower classes as a rule takes more than one generation. These molecules are therefore families rather
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than individuals. And this explains why observers who focus attention on individuals so frequently fail to find any
relation between ability and class position.”
— Joseph Schumpeter (1942), Capitalism, Socialism, and Democracy

“Energy among molecules is like money among men. The rich are few, the poor numerous.”
— Emyr Hughes (1947), The Kinetics of Reactions in Solutions (see: Pareto principle)

“Watch groups of people working or playing together and you will be startled to discover how ‘chemical’ are their
reactions to one another. Once you acquire even rudiments of human chemistry, you will be baffled less often by
people, and become impatient or angry less often at the (to you) annoying things they do. You will see and judge
them for what they are—different kinds of human chemicals, obeying the laws of their natures as you and I obey the
laws of our natures.”
— Thomas Dreier (1948), We Human Chemicals (Ѻ)

“While it was long possible and sometimes tempting for physicists to deny the usefulness of the molecular
hypothesis, we economists have the good luck of being some of the ‘molecules’ of economic life ourselves, and
of having the possibility through human contacts to study the behavior of other ‘molecules’ (see: human
molecular hypothesis)…. If we will be more forthcoming with explanations of our cherished terms, our science
colleagues may be more inclined to help us with ‘entropy’, which to me is a more difficult concept than anything
economics has to offer.”
— Tjalling Koopmans (1947/79), collected work (aggregate quote)

“Why should no social chemistry ever been developed?” He states that “nobody would suggest that the social
scientists should imitate meteorology, for this discipline does not appear to have got very far … but what about
chemistry? A sociology based on chemistry [has] in fact been called for, but, significantly, [this call has] found no
echo. It would have been easy to take up this suggestion and develop it further. An intending social chemist
would have found it one whit more difficult to manufacture a sociological parallel to the Boyle-Charles law than
Haret did to the Newtonian propositions. But the experiment appears never to have been tried. Why?”
— Werner Stark (1962), commentary on Thomas Huxley’s 1871 call for the development of the field of social chemistry

“Adapting thermodynamic ideas to the study of culture is limited by a very simple fact: nobody has yet figured
out what might be the cultural equivalent of heat or energy … nobody has yet found the ‘heat’ or the ‘energy’ in
cultural matters … the concepts of ‘cultural temperature’ (see: social temperature) to refine our understanding
of ‘cultural heat’ (see: social heat) have not yet appeared. This is one of the most pressing problems for the next
generation of anthropologists, and the difficulties are profound.”
— Paul Bohannan (1995), How Culture Works

“The thought that the dry and forbidding discipline of thermodynamics could be applied to that most theory-defying
of all applications, human behavior, may be staggering, and perhaps heresy to some. After all, the purity and
precision of thermodynamics has been maintained on the strength of its validity only as a collection of limiting laws
for infinitely large systems undergoing infinitely slow changes. However, the interest in thermodynamics has always
been based on the great relevance for finite real systems undergoing changes that are fast on our everyday time scale
and slow only on the microscopic time scale of atomic motion. Thus we are merely extending the beam of insight
from the lifeless behaviors of inanimate matter to the vivid complexities of human behavior. In the final analysis this
far-reaching analogy rests on the fact that the basic elements of the description of atoms, molecules, and matter can
be scaled up to the realm of living organisms without changes other than in the complexity of the systems and their
behavior.”
— Sture Nordholm (1997), “In Defense of Thermodynamics: an Animate Analogy”

21th century
The following is a work-in-progress listing of 21th century hmolscience-themed, one nature aiming, quotes
supporting the integration of the humanities and physics, chemistry, and thermodynamics:
“There is a reaction beyond every event or occurrence. It is the consequence. The reactions keep following the initial
action. When two chemicals are combined under certain conditions, there always is a reaction product. The new
product is different than the original chemical. Nature works constantly to produce new substances from basic
chemicals in an efficient manner. A subtle light impulse from the sun converts basic water and carbon dioxide into
multi-chain complexes every moment, all over the world. The key thought here is simply that the impulse of energy
which is almost too small to measure, the photon, results in providing fuel and food in millions of tons each year. The
natural chemical reaction is analogous to the problem which is undermining our society. It closely resembles what is
happening around us. It takes a lot of imagination to declare the idea.”
— James Morgia (2001), Life Long Human Values
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“Modern thermodynamics in macroscopic region (but not for the universe) may be ‘the only physical theory of
universal content’, as Einstein said, so it should be used not only for the natural sciences but also for the social
sciences and even philosophy. Many economic and social activities are subordinate to statistical rules and therefore
also to thermodynamic rules. Any substantial progress in thermodynamics might affect social science. An equilibrium
state, for instance, has been regarded as an ideal state for getting the highest efficiency for energy transformation,
but in any equilibrium state there is not macroscopic process run. Based on modern thermodynamics mentioned in
this book, the nondissipative state is of more extended meaning than the equilibrium state. In an ideal
nonequilibrium state, macroscopic process(es) might still be going on without any free energy dissipation, i.e., with
the highest efficiency. If such a basic new idea were widely accepted, it will promote human society developing with
higher efficiency.”
— Jitao Wang (2002), Nonequilibrium Nondissipative Thermodynamics (§:Modern Thermodynamics in Social Science and
Philosophy)

“There seem to be ‘laws’ [of] social systems that have at least something of the character of natural physical laws, in
that they do not yield easily to planned and arbitrary interventions. Over the past several decades, social, economic
and political scientists have begun a dialogue with physical and biological scientists to try to discover whether there
is truly a ‘physics of society’, and if so, what its laws and principles are. In particular, they have begun to regard
complex modes of human activity as collections of many interacting ‘agents’—somewhat analogous to a fluid of
interacting atoms or molecules, but within which there is scope for decision-making, learning and adaptation.”
— Philip Ball (2003), “The Physics of Society”, talk delivered at the London School of Economics

“The human being is one big molecule, a mega-molecule, whose most fundamental behaviors are governed by the
same electro-chemical principles governing the micro-molecules which make up our bodies.”
— Rohann Solare (2009), “The Atomic-Molecular Foundations of a Social Physics: Self-organizing Systems from Atoms to Humans”

“The shifting of alliances and rivalries in a social group can be viewed as arising from an energy minimization
process.”
— Steven Strogatz (2009), “Energy Landscape of Social Balance”

“Entropy is an idea that applies to populations of humans as well as of molecules.”
— Arthur Jonath and Richard Goldwater (2009)

“When a critical mass of employees [activate] (usually, 5 or 10 percent is all you need), throughout the company,
it creates a kind of fusion – a coming together of the human particles in the corporate molecule that releases a
massive amount of energy.”
— Vineet Nayar (2010), Employees First, Customers Second

“Like atoms in a molecule, we’re all linked together. Studying the complex matrix that results can illuminate
everything from bucket brigades to Bernie Madoff.”
— Nicholas Christakis (2010), Interview: “The Chemistry of Social Networks”

Notes
N1. This page is an outgrowth of the "hmolscience" section of the Libb Thims (quotes) page, collected as Thims was
going through Hmolpedia in preparation for hardcover print stage.
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1. Whewell, William. (1840). The Philosophy of the Inductive Sciences: Founded Upon Their History, Volume One (Book
4, §2: The Establishment and Development of the Idea of Chemical Affinity, pgs. 373-87; "si amor dicendus copulae
cupido", pg. 375; Dumas, pg. 379). John W. Parker.

HMS
In acronyms, HMS is a once-used shorthand notation for "human molecular science", i.e.the scientific study of human
molecules and or moles of human molecules (i.e. hmols); but has since been supplanted with the term
"hmolscience".

Ho, Mae-Wan
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In hmolscience, Mae-Wan Ho (1941-) is a Chinese-born English biochemist, geneticist,
and biophysicist noted, in animate thermodynamics, for her 1993 attempt to intermix
the negative entropy ideas of Erwin Schrodinger (1943) with the electron-base life does
not exist theories of Albert Szent Gyorgyi (1948) to outline a physics of organisms.

Overview
In 1993, Ho, in her The Rainbow and the Worm: the Physics of Organisms, attempts to
pick up where Erwin Schrodinger left off in his famous 1943 What is Life?, by focusing
in on the thermodynamics, particularly the second law, and other physics topics, in
relation to life, such as negentropy, living matter vs. non-living matter, time and free
will, etc., extending the discussion on to the "poetry and meaning of being alive." Ho
states that her book began 30 years ago, circa 1963, as a young undergraduate, when
she came across Hungarian physiologist Albert Szent Gyorgyi’s idea that life is
interposed between two energy levels of the electron, after which she spent the three
decades searching for this idea. The theme of the book seems to be similar to the
mindsets of Henri Bergson and James Lovelock, whom Ho cites in support of her view. [1]
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1. Ho, Mae-Won. (1993). The Rainbow and the Worm: the Physics of Organism (thermodynamics, 60+ pgs). World
Scientific, 1998.

Further reading
● Mae-Wan Ho. (1994). What is (Schrödinger's) Negentropy?, Modern Trends in BioThermoKinetics 3, 50-61.

External links
● Mae-Wan Ho – Wikipedia.

Thomas Hobbes
In human physics, Thomas Hobbes (1588-1679) (IQ:180|#103) (CR:63), a Cattell 1000
(#63) and Ranker greatest mind (#88|1024), was an English philosopher, social
physicist, and political theorist noted for his 1651 book Leviathan in which he is said to
have drawn analogies between the laws of mechanics and the features of society. [1]

Reductionism
Hobbes, according to American neurological anthropologist Terrence Deacon, argued
that all phenomena, including human activity, could ultimately be reduced to bodies
and their interactions—and in this sense is ranked as one of the leading reductionists
since the Greek atomic theory school. [6]

Sense
Hobbes, in his 1655 On the Body, stated the following in sense and bodies in general:
[4]
“I know there have been certain philosophers, and they learned men, who have held that all bodies are endowed
with sense; nor do I see, if the nature of the sense be set alongside reaction solely, how they can be refuted.”
English physiologist Charles Sherrington quotes this passage in his 1940 meanderings on whether or not a cell has
"some modicum of mind" when it seeks its food, actuates its defense systems, or moves about in the body. [5]

Cold theory
Hobbes, is his Dialogus Physicus and De Corpore, mounted a strong critique of vacuum and temperature work of Irish
scientist Robert Boyle (IQ=185). In opposition to Boyle, Hobbes posited a “wind-as-a-source-of-cold theory”, which
argued that the source of all cold was wind. He wrote:
“Cold rakes the superficies of the earth, and that which a motion so much the stronger, by how much the parallel
circles towards the poles grow less and less. From whence must arise a wind, which will force together the
uppermost parts of the water, and withal raise them a little, weakening their endeavor towards the center of the
earth.”
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In other words, Hobbes’ believed that cold winds made the exterior parts of bodies coagulate and go inward, thus
transmitting the cold. [3]
In a notable anecdote, to counter Hobbes’ cold theory, Robert Boyle put live animals in a vacuum, extracted the air
(meaning that no wind could exist), and then froze the animals in the absence of wind. One will here this story to the
effect that Boyle performed experiments with live animals in a vacuum, which in itself makes little sense, until learns
that Boyle did this to disprove Hobbes.
Quotes | On
The following are quotes on Hobbes:
“Hobbes’ masterwork, Leviathan, was an attempt to develop a political theory out of the mechanical view.”
— Philip Ball (2004), Critical Mass [2]
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External links
● Thomas Hobbes – Wikipedia.

Hodgson, John
In human chemistry, John Hodgson (c.1950-) is an American writer and painter noted for his 2002
Book of Molecules and or Humans, wherein he gives a total of a total ninety-eight chemistry
aphorisms comparing humans to molecules.

Overview
In 2002, Hodgson published the booklet Little Fun Book of Molecules Humans, a human molecule
themed book which looks at how molecules behave as compared to how humans behave, utilizing
metaphors and other common similarities, consisting of a total ninety-eight chemistry aphorisms.
[1] In his preface, Hodgson states that his book is intended to look at the similarities between the
two entities: humans and molecules. He states, in particular that:
“If we understand more of each entity there may be clues to hold new clues to hold new scientific information
leading to new research.”
Of Hodgson's five books, his 2002 book on 'molecules/humans' is his most popular.
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Education
Hodgson is a painter who self-defines himself as someone who
‘enjoys spending time learning new concepts using knowledge
he has learned through studying relationships and interaction
of human behavior in society and workplace.’ [3]
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Further reading
Molecule. [2]
● Hodgson, John. (2010). A Biography. Lulu.com.

Hoede, Cornelis
In hmolscience, Cornelis Hoede (1936-2009) is a Dutch social mathematician noted for 1990 to
2003 social physics like publications, wherein he conceptualizes people as atoms, theorizing on
concepts such as "social volume", social atoms, social velocity, etc..

Overview
In 1990, Hoede, in his Social Atoms, modeling people or society some way on the atoms of
physics, i.e. social atoms, in which he employs concepts such as “social velocity”, based on ego
theory and kinetics, "social volume", among others. [1] The following is a snippet of Hoede's
physics-to-social variables table: [1]

In 1990, Hoede, in his "Social Atoms: Kinetics", gave the following interpretation of social molecules: [2]
“Note that we have not said anything about the structure of the network formed by the atoms in the molecule. As in
physics, molecules of the same kind may be in different states of excitation. Standard examples of social molecules
are single persons with low nuclear social charge, solitaires, pairs of persons, and families. Two families, each
consisting of father, a mother, a son, and a daughter may be identical according to our definition.”
Although Hoede does seem to use physics to make social analogies, as of 2000, he seems to model people simply as
automata, and to use graph theory to make is models. [3] In 2004, Yuri Tarnopolsky, in his “The Chemistry of
Protolanguage”, was cited some of Hoede’s 2003 work on graph theory. [4]

Education
In 2001, Hoede was on the faculty of mathematical sciences at University of Twente, Netherlands.
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External links
● Cornelis Hoede – Mathematics Genealogy Project.
● Hoede, Cornelis (1936-) – WorldCat Identities.

Hoffmann, Peter
In science, Peter M. Hoffmann (1968-) is an American physicist noted for his 2012 Life’s
Ratchet: How Molecular Machines Extract Order from Chaos, in which he attempts to
explain how the “seemingly purposeful motions” of humans, as “merely sophisticated
structures of lifeless molecules”, originated, which supposedly has a decent life force
and vital force historical introduction, a chapter on the entropy of a late night robber,
citations of Aristotle, Democritus, Gottfried Leibniz and his "monad" theory, the
Napoleon-Laplace anecdote that "banned God from the heavens", as Hoffmann puts it,
Pierre Teilhard, Erwin Schrodinger, among others, discussing Helmholtz free energy
along the way, albeit in the end using recourse to emergence and information theory.
[1]

Education
Hoffmann completed his BS in physics and mathematics at the Technische Universität
Clausthal, Germany, his MS in physics with a thesis on “Surface induced metastability in
nanoscale (<10nm) physically- restricted n-decane crystallites” at Southern Illinois University, Carbondale, and his
PhD in materials science and engineering at Johns Hopkins University. Currently, he is a physics professor at associate
dean at Wayne State University.
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Further reading
● Young, Ma . (2012). “Life’s Ratchet: Book Review”, PandasThumb.org, Sep 2.

External links
● Peter Hoffmann (faculty) – Wayne State University.

Hoffmann, Roald
In human chemistry, Roald Hoffmann (1937-) is an American reaction theory chemist
noted for []

Overview
In 1995, Hoffmann, in his The Same and Not the Same, discussed some of the
theoretical content of German polymath Johann Goethe’s 1809 Elective Affinities, such
as how he considers the character Mittler “the mediator” to have been, in Goethe’s
mind, representative of the catalyst (or human catalyst). [1] Puzzling as it may seem, on
the question as to whether or not Hoffmann views Goethe’s version of human
chemistry to be bunk (e.g. Ryan Grannell), crackpottery (Mitch Garcia, Marcin
Borkowski, etc.), or extreme genius, Hoffmann comments, in 2012 opinion: [3]
“I am not for or against Goethe. A great writer, he used a theory of chemical
combination (elective affinities) that was already outmoded by his time, to write a great
novel of human relationships using that theory as a metaphor. None has done that
since. Quantum mechanics has in it the key to chemical bonding. I use it, in approximate ways. Affinities – opposites
attracting each other, electrostatically, emerge. But also like atoms forming strong, covalent bonds. One can put the
results in the language of affinities to describe approximately what happens, and we often do that to beginning
students. Also chemists often use anthropomorphic language, and it’s just fine.”
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In short, Hoffmann seems to categorize
Goethe’s Elective Affinities as a “metaphor”
theory, an extended type of chemical
anthropomorphism (or chemical aphorism).
The only way to categorize this, in the sense of
being a phenomenon afflicting many leading
chemists (generally those not well-acquainted
with chemical thermodynamics), is that this
position of being curiously neutral about
Goethe's theory, is something akin to a
mixture of "not being able to see the forest
among the trees" and "not being able to see
the ships in the harbor", in the sense that:

Hoffmann's 2012 take on Goethe's Elective Affinities, incorrectly describing
it as using "outdated theory", which is hardly the case: chemical bonding
theory was not upgraded until Edward Franklin and his 1852 "combining
power" valency theory (see: history of chemical bonding theory); he
compares Goethe to Primo Levi (a very primitive resemblance); and seems
to be unaware of Tom Stoppard's Elective Affinities remake, the 1998
(a) Goethe did not consider his human
affinities theory to be metaphor, as evidenced Arcadia, where to Stoppard's credit he does incorporate some modern
by his March 23, 1810 advertisement (Morning upgrade theory, such as the second law, sexual heat, steam engine theory,
chaos theory, among others.

Paper for the Educated) wherein he
summarized or rather defended his position that “there is after all only one nature”, meaning that he considered the
view presented therein to be reality:
(b) that at as Helmholtz proved in 1882, the measure of affinity in human reaction conditions (freely-going,
isothermal, isobaric, surface-attached, coupled, cyclical, heat-driven chemical reactions) is Gibbs free energy changes,
meaning that the modern physical scientist is faced with the oblique task of having to redefine human existence in
the language of pure and applied chemical thermodynamics (human chemical thermodynamics), which is a daunting
yet wondrous and elusive task, to say the least (meaning in detail that one has to master the 1,158 Gibbs-Clausius
equations);
(c) as science historian Henry Leicester has summarized, in his Historical Background of Chemistry (1956), Gilbert
Lewis and Merle Randall's influential 1923 textbook Thermodynamics and the Free Energy of Chemical Substances
"led to the replacement of the term 'affinity' by the term 'free energy' in much of the English-speaking world",
meaning that for chemists educated in the 1930s or later there existed a great unwritten divide or rather disjunct in
knowledge between the quest to measure chemical affinity (1718-1923) and the years of modern chemical
thermodynamics (1923-present) both of which are tied up in the following equation:

meaning that affinities of reaction (between atoms, molecules, or humans) is quantified and measured by
differentials of free energy with respect to the extent of reaction, such as summarized by Belgian chemist Theophile
de Donder in his 1936 Thermodynamic Theory of Affinity. In sum, through no fault of their own, a large percentage,
possibly near to 100%, of modern chemists are completely unaware of this small but decisive and very hidden
footnote of modern knowledge as relates to human existence as regards to the governance of human nature.
Hoffmann, on a related note, in his discussion of Fritz Haber’s ammonia synthesis work (Haber process), humorously
refers to German physical chemist Walther Nernst as the “dean of German thermodynamics”. [1]

Other
Hoffmann was a co-winner, along with Kenichi Fukui, of the 1981 Nobel Prize in chemistry for their theories,
developed independently, concerning the course of chemical reactions (see also: human chemical reaction; human
chemical reaction theory). [2]
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Further reading
● Hoﬀmann, Roald. (1987). “The Devil Teaches Thermodynamics”, in: The Metamict State (pg. 3). Orlando: University
of Central Florida Press.

External links
● Roald Hoffmann – Wikipedia.

Hokikian, Jack
In hmolscience, Jack Hokikian (1945-) is an Egyptian-born American physicist noted, in
human thermodynamics, for his 2002 The Science of Disorder, wherein he digresses on
a number of applications of thermodynamics reasoning in philosophy, economics, and
education.

Overview
In 2002, Hokikian, in his The Science of Disorder: Understanding the Complexity,
Uncertainty, and Pollution in Our World, used the entropy equals disorder ideology, and
views on how the first and second law of thermodynamics effect human endeavor, to
outline the following philosophical thermodynamics type of reasoning: [1]
“[Long ago] science and philosophy were unified in their goal: to discover the truth
about how nature works, [in recent years, however] science has been taken over by
technology—applied science—but technology does not provide us with any principles
of nature, principles needed to derive a practical philosophy of life—for this we have to
turn to the laws of thermodynamics.”
Hokikian's book containing sections such as “Humans as an Open Thermodynamic System” and chapters such as “The
United States in High Entropy”, etc., in which the first two laws of thermodynamics are applied to an analysis of
various facets of human activity and endeavor, such as medicine, education, agriculture, economics, technology, and
ecology. [2] The closing chapter is on American physicist Robert Lindsay’s 1959 thermodynamic imperative. [3]

Economic thermodynamics
See main: Economic thermodynamics
One of the more interesting aspects of Hokikian’s presentation, according to reviewer Canadian lawyer Norm
Goldman, is Hokikian’s discussion of how the laws of thermodynamics govern the economy. Hokikian postulates, for
instance, how government intervention can act to create turbulence-entropy. [6]

Thermodynamic view of education systems
In his section on the thermodynamics of educational systems, Hokikian states “the educational system takes in
simple, low-entropic human beings and feeds them increasingly complex ideas, procedures, and theories,
transforming them into high-entropic, complex human beings.” [3] This sentence, implying that human molecules are
in a low entropy state at the start of a school year and a higher entropy state at the end of the school year, sounds
backwards (in the sense that people should be more "ordered" and thus be in a lower entropy state)?

Education
See main: Human thermodynamics education

Since its publication in 2002, Hokikian’s book has been used as a text or as additional reading in the United States at
the University of Maryland, University of Wisconsin at Green Bay, and New Jersey Institute of Technology, and abroad
at Helsinki University of Technology, Finland, and Ben-Gurion University of the Negev, Israel. [5]

Difficulties on theory
One difficulty in Hokikian’s presentation is his view, similar to writers such as Henry Adams (1910), Jeremy Rifkin
(1980), Lawrence Chin (1990), etc., that the world is becoming more and more polluted, disordered, and degraded
every day, in a downward spiral towards chaos, and that the second law is behind this. [7] This view, however, is a
mis-extrapolation of the Boltzmann chaos assumption, applicable only for ideal gas systems, to all systems. For
chemically reactive systems, such as are found attached to the surface of the earth, one has to turn to studies of free
energy, and everything is not simply a matter of “systems tending towards disorder” as is argued, according to
Planck-Boltzmann view, to occur in ideal gas phase systems.
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`In terms of Hokikian’s understanding of the second law and entropy, he tends towards an over generalized
description. In his introduction, he tells the us “the second law stipulates that entropy increases in all processes
irreversibly.” Correctly, one must specify a body, and the body must go through a cyclical process, which is in any way
possible, and that in this context the following integral will hold: [8]

meaning that sum of all the inputs and outputs of incremental quantities of entropy (dQ/T), defined by the value of
incremental heat flow values dQ divided by the absolute temperature T of the surface of the body, will be greater
than zero, thus defined by a positive value. Thus, we say that, in the context of the cycle, the entropy of the body
increased in value, meaning that more heat went in than went out over the entire cycle, heat that was converted
irreversibly into internal work. In any event, Hokikian goes on to declare, universally, that “entropy [is] a measure of
the disorder of the system.” Hokikian fails, however, to mention that this notion is Austrian physicist Ludwig
Boltzmann’s idealized view of entropy, applicable specifically for an ideal gas system, not generally applicable to all
systems.

Education
Hokikian completed his PhD in experimental nuclear physics from the University of Southern California in circa 1969.
In the 1970s, Hokikian worked at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, for eight years, involved in spacecraft orbital
determinations. He has been a professor of computer science at the University of Southern California and at
California State University, Northridge. [4]
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Holism
In science, holism, seen as the opposite of reductionism, is a theory that the universe and especially "living nature",
aka powered CHNOPS+ animate nature is correctly seen in terms of interacting wholes, such as of living organisms,
which are more than the mere sum of elementary particles. [1] The term "holism" was introduced in the 1926 book
Holism and Evolution by South African philosopher and statesman Jan Smuts. [2] In modern scientific terms, such as
defined by Peter Corning, holism, is often presented in the form of a mixture or hodgepodge of combined types
various systems theories, such as chaos theory, complexity theory, emergence theory, cybernetics, synergy theory,
bioeconomics, and evolution, often sewn with references to entropy. [3] The Santa Fe Institute is often viewed as a
representative school of holism thought.

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“At its nuttiest extreme are those with holistics in their heads, those whose reaction to reductionism takes the form
of a a belief in psychic energies, life forces that cannot be described in terms of the ordinary laws of inanimate
nature.”
— Steven Weinberg (1992), Dreams of a Final Theory [4]
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Hollingdale, Reginald
In human chemistry, Reginald John Hollingdale (1930-2001), typically cited as R.J. Hollingdale, was
an English-born translator and biographer of a number of German works, including: Goethe,
Friedrich Nietzsche, Arthur Schopenhauer, among others; he was openly an atheist; he is mostnoted for his 1971 translation and introduction of Goethe’s 1809 Elective Affinities.

Education
Hollingdale was largely self-taught. What little formal education he had included being “born and
raised in Streatham, south London, attended Tooting Bec grammar school, left at 16, did national
service in the RAF, and then paid to have private German lessons.” His central effort, in his
German translation efforts, was his aim to rehabilitate German philosopher Friedrich Nietzsche.
Hollingdale came to Nietzsche via Richard Wagner and Arthur Schopenhauer. [1] In 1973, Hollingdale summarized
Nietzsche’s first period as follows:
“In the first period (1865-1876), Nietzsche's inner life, and a good deal of his outer life, was dominated by
Schopenhauer and Wagner.”
In this sense, one can see the stepping stones from Goethe to Schopenhauer, Goethe’s human chemistry protégé, to
Hollingdale, whom Penguin contracted to do the 1971 translation and introduction to Goethe’s masterpiece Elective
Affinities.

Atheism
Hollingdale’s belief system outlook has been described as: “Grimly atheist, he appreciated Nietzsche's attempt to
establish a philosophy that was simultaneously nihilist and life-affirming.” [1] In his 1971 classic work Thomas Mann:
A Critical Study, Hollingdale made the following vintage and much-quoted pronouncement:
“I admit that the generation which produced Stalin, Auschwitz and Hiroshima will take some beating, but the radical
and universal consciousness of the death of God is still ahead of us. Perhaps we shall have to colonize the stars before
it is finally borne in upon us that god is not out there.”
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Hollingworth, Leta
In genius studies, Leta Hollingworth (1886-1939) was an American psychologist noted for her work on the education
of exceptional children. Hollingworth set the genius mark at IQ of 160 or above.
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Children with IQs above 180
In 1916, Hollingworth witnessed a child score 187 on one of the Binet-stylized intelligence
tests; this prompted her to seek out eleven other children with similar capabilities. The
next twenty-three-years The twenty three years were spent finding the children and
attempting an in-depth study. Fully aware that she would never react long enough to see
all of the children into their adulthood, Hollingworth meticulously attempted to build a
framework upon which future research findings could be accomplished. Hollingworth's
final study on gifted children was published after her dereaction (death), by her husband
in 1942. [1]
She found that individuals who test above 180 IQ are characterized as having a strong
desire for personal privacy, rarely provide personal information, are afraid of the potential
consequences of being labeled "special", and do not like attention being called to them or
their families. Hollingworth was able to work past all of these concerns and conducted
research that benefited science while maintaining participant privacy at the same time.
She laid the foundations for future studies of gifted children with this work. The results of
the study suggested that many exceptionally gifted children suffer adjustment problems
due to two factors: inept treatment by adults and lack of intellectual challenge.

Quotes
The following are noted quotes:
“Children of 140 IQ waste half their time. Those above 170 IQ waste practically all their time in school.”
— Leta Hollingworth (c.1920)
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Holloway, Robert
In existographies, Robert Holloway (1945-2010) was an American radiochemist (Ѻ) noted for his
circa 2002 email query of three noted thermodynamics textbook authors, about their stance on
the thermodynamics portion, i.e. Answer #9, of the Rennie creationism fiasco, namely: Robert
Alberty (Thermodynamics and Biochemical Reactions, 2003), Donald Haynie (Biological
Thermodynamics, 2001), and Ken Dill (Molecular Driving Forces: Statistical Thermodynamics in
Chemistry and Biology, 2003). [1]
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Holmes, Frederic
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In chemistry, Frederic L. Holmes (1932-2003) was an American science historian noted
for his work on the 1800 to 1803 elective affinity theories of Claude Berthollet and also
for his historical writings on Scottish chemist Joseph Black’s 1760 discovery the
concepts of both latent heat and specific heat. [1]

Education
Holmes completed his BS in quantitative biology at MIT in 1954, his MA at the Harvard
History Department in 1958, and PhD in at the Harvard History of Science Department
1962 with a dissertation on Claude Bernard, specifically “Claude Bernard and the
Concept of the Internal Environment”. He then spent two years at MIT, then became
assistant professor of history of science and medicine at Yale. In 1972, he went to
University of Western Ontario, becoming department chair, remaining there until 1972,
after which he returned to Yale as full professor and chair, remaining in that position
until 2002.
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Holyoake, George
In existographies, George Holyoake (1817-1906) was a British editor noted for []

Overview
In 1841, Holyoake, together with radical bookseller Charles Southwell (1814-1860),
dissented from the official policy of Owenism, i.e. the utopian socialist philosophy of
19th-century social reformer Robert Owen and his followers and successors, that
lecturers should take a religious oath, to enable them to take collections on Sunday;
founded the atheist publication Oracle of Reason, because of which he was soon
imprisoned because of its content; Holyoake took over as editor, and was moved to an
atheist position as a result of his experiences. In 1846, Holyoake became the editor of
the free thinker paper The Reasoner, wherein the famous atheist “human chemistry”
coiner E.B. published several noted articles.
In 1851, Holyoake coined the term “secularism” because (Ѻ)(Ѻ) he regarded
“atheism” as a negative word. [1] Holyoake was influenced by Auguste Comte and
Charles Darwin and an associate of Harriet Martineau, an atheist oft-said to have been
the first female sociologist, who notable wrote to Holyoake upon reviewing Darwin’s On the Origins of Species. In
1871, Holyoake, in his The Principles of Secularism Illustrated, discussed Thomas Jefferson’s god questionings. (Ѻ)
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Holyst, Janusz
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In hmolscience, Janusz A. Holyst (1955-) (CR:3) is a Polish physicist noted for his 2003
to present efforts to launch the econophysics and sociophysics conferences in Poland.

FENS
In 1997, Holtst was the leader of a working group on nonlinear dynamics of complex
systems (currently: Physics in Economics and Social Sciences). [2] In circa 2003, the
Polish Physics Society created a new division entitled “Physics in Economics and Social
Sciences” (FENS), under the leadership of Holyst, as section president, catering to
physicists who try to “look over the bridge” between the methods used in physics and
those of the analysis of economical and social phenomena. [1] is current research field
includes models of emotions in cybercommunities, economic and social networks,
collective bankruptcies, collective opinion formation, non-equilibrium statistical
physics, cellular automata, self-organized criticality and phase transitions. He is one of
the pioneers in applying physical methods to economical and social systems and is the
co-founder, supposedly with Ryszard Kutner (Ѻ), and chairman of the Section Physics in Economy and Social Sciences
of Polish Physical Society.

Education
Holyst completed his MS in technical physics in 1979 and his PhD in physics in 1985 in solid state physics, with a thesis
on “Solutions in Quasi-One-Dimensional Magnetic Systems”, both at the Warsaw University of Technology, and his
habilitation in theoretical physics, with a thesis on “Nonlinear Effects in Spin Dynamics” at the University of Warsaw”,
and in 2001 became a physics professor at Warsaw University of Technology. [2]
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Holtzmann, Carl
In thermodynamics, Carl von Holtzmann (c.1815-c.1875), sometimes referred to as "Karl
Holtzmann", was a German school teacher and competent mathematician, who in 1845 published
a pamphlet on the heat of gases and vapors titled “On the Heat and Elasticity of Gases and
Vapors” in which he calculated a value for the mechanical equivalent of heat. [1] Holtzmann says
that he learned of French physicist Sadi Carnot’s heat theories, as discussed in his 1824 Reflections
On the Motive Power of Fire, through the 1834 publications of French physicist Émile Clapeyron.
[2]
Holtzmann’s paper is significant in that it is cited on the opening pages of German physicist
Rudolf Clausius’ 1850 paper “On the Motive Power of Heat”, where he states that it is incorrect
for both Holtzmann and Clapeyron to assume that the “quantity of heat” (in reference to
indestructible particles of caloric) is constant. Correctly, as Clausius would show over the next fifteen years, “the
accomplishment of work requires not merely a change in the distribution of heat, but also an actual consumption of
heat (referring to lost system heat as molecules do internal work on each other, otherwise known as entropy) and
that, conversely, heat can be developed again by the expenditure of work (referring to the mechanical equivalent of
heat)”. [3]
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Homans, George
In hmolscience, George Homans (1910-1989) was an American sociologist, part of the
Harvard Pareto circle, noted for his 1934 An Introduction to Pareto: His Sociology, cowritten with Charles Curtis, wherein the retell the synopsis of the Lawrence Henderson
run two-year Vilfredo Pareto seminar at Harvard on mathematical physics and
chemistry applied to the social sciences. [1] The following seems to encapsulate
Homans existence: [2]
“It was Henderson, the philosopher of science, who told DeVoto to read Pareto, with
fateful consequences for me.”
American sociologist Leon Warshay characterizes Homans as having been
"mechanistic".

Quotes
The following are other noted quotes:
“In my last three years DeVoto was my tutor in my field of English literature, with whom I met once a week to discuss
my reading. Henderson had urged the Sociologie on DeVoto, as he urged it on everyone; DeVoto in turn urged it on
me, not because it was sociology but because it might clear a lot of nonsense from my mind.”
— George Homans (1962), “Autobiographical Introduction” [3]
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Homeokinetics
In science, homeokinetics is a method of applying the laws of thermodynamics to all self-organizing systems of the
universe, including human systems, with focus on the vertical movements and exchanges between hierarchic
systems. [1] The following quote is subject originator American engineer-physicist Arthur Iberall's circa 2000 video
interview description of homeokinetics: [7]
“Ordinary physics is a flatland physics applying to any particular level. Homeokinetics physics is associated with that is
the up down processes that bind the levels; the up down movements implies thermodynamics, among other things.”
In 1995, Iberall defined homeokinetics as a “generalized thermodynamic approach to complex systems.” [4]
Homeokinetics is described as the study of complex systems, such as universes, galaxies, social systems, people,
down to simple systems such as gases. The entire universe consists of atomistic-like units bound in interactive
ensembles to form systems, level by level in a nested hierarchy. Homeokinetics treats all complex systems on an
equal footing, animate and inanimate, providing them with a common viewpoint. [2] The subject of homeokinetics, in
this sense, seems to be similar to Russian physical chemist Georgi Gladyshev's circa 1977 hierarchical
thermodynamics.

Complex system
Iberall describes a complex system as an association of “atomisms” or unit atomisms (atomistic like entities or
structures of similar atomic nature), which are small and relatively common among each other, engaged in
interactions, or in the simplest form colliding with each other because there are things bringing them together and
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pushing them apart, thus creating interplay in a large game. [6] In human system, then, each person would be
described as an "atomism" or human atomism, in the Iberall scheme, similar to the terms: human atom, social atom,
or modern human molecule. [4]

History
The seeds of the homeokinetic theory seem to stem from the 1965 work of American neurophysiologist Warren
McCulloch who outlined a cybernetic introduction to a physical science of the mind. [5] Iberall considers himself to be
“one of McCulloch’s inheritors”. [4] The main theme of the homeokinetics was initiated in the 1970s by American
engineer-physicist Arthur Iberall, who is described as the “founder of homeokinetics”, considering himself to be “one
of McCulloch’s inheritors”, and American nuclear physicist Harry Soodak. Iberall and Soodak, who seem to have
envisaged homeokinetics as a new branch of physics that deals with the movement and dynamics between the
different hierarchies of systems, up and down, in the universe, wrote one of their their first joint articles on the
subject in 1978. [6] Iberall outlined the subject further in his 1998 booklet Primer for Homeokinetics: a Physical
Foundation for Complex Systems. [3]

See also
● Complexity theory
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Homework
problems
In hmolscience, homework problems are
any number of noted example problems
and queries proposed in various articles
and books, some of which are slowly
being collected below and given out as
assigned questions to students, such as
in human thermodynamics education.
Two hmolscience style multiple choice homework problems, from the 2009 book
In 1975 to 1995, American materials Geography Work Book by Indian geographer S.K. Manocha, identifying American
scientist engineer John Patterson, at
physicist John Q. Stewart as the initiator of the field of social physics or
sociophysics as the field came to be called into the 1980s. [16]
Iowa State University, famously gave
handouts of various creationist claims
about thermodynamics to his thermodynamics students to find the reason for the incorrectness of each statement as
homework assignments. The original listing of actual college textbook style and of chapter homework problems were
penned by American physicist Alan Lightman in 1992, Swedish physical chemist Sture Nordholm in 1997, American
astrophysicist Christopher Hirata in circa 2000. In 2003, American mechanical engineers Michael Moran and Howard
Shapiro, in their Fundamentals of Thermodynamics, and subsequent editions to follow (2007, 2010), began to include
a few thermodynamics applied to humanities stylized homework problems. [11] Some of these homework problems,
and others, are listed below, in order of ranking predominance:
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Newly added
The following are newly added problems:
● “If god does not exist, is it thus true that ‘everything is permissible’, as Fyodor Dostoyevsky famously wrote in his
1880 The Brothers Karamazov? (Ѻ)

Library walk problem
See main: Library walk problem

In 1992, Korean-born American physicalism philosopher Jaegwon Kim, in his “Downward Causation in Emergentism
and Nonreductive Physicalism”, asked the following straightforward question: [10]
Scenario: “It occurs to you that you need to check a
few references for an article you are writing, so you
decide to walk over to the library after your office
hours. Miracle of miracles! In half an hour, you find
your body, all of it, at the front steps of the library,
half a mile away. Think of all the molecules that make
up your body: each of them has traversed the halfmile, zigzag path from your office to the library, and
your whole body is now where it is.”
Question: “What explains the spatial displacement of
your body from the office to the library? What
caused the motion of each and every molecule of
your body over the half-mile path?”
This, comparatively speaking, is a fairly decent hmolscience-type homework problem, though not one easily solved,
at first.

Nordholm’s problems | Human chemical thermodynamics
In 1997, Swedish physical chemist Sture Nordholm, in his Journal of Chemical Education article “In Defense of
Thermodynamics: an Animate Analogy”, first outlined the subject of what he called animate thermodynamics, or
thermodynamics applied to the humanities, and then concluded with eight example homework problems. These are
listed below (first column), each listed with with Nordholm's appended "comments" (second column). The third
column contains links to Hmolpedia pages that might be helpful or give clues to solving the given problem.
Questions

Comments

Clues/Related

P1. Discuss the human driving
forces that brought down the
Berlin wall.

Comment: was it not a search for freedom acting like an
osmotic pressure that brought down the wall?

● Drive
● Social pressure

P2. Which physical property
most directly influences the
relative importance of energy
minimization and entropy
maximization in an inanimate
physical system? Can you think
of an equivalent property
applicable to human behavior?

Comment: Temperature establishes the balance between
energy and entropy in inanimate thermodynamics. Would
“standard of living” similarly describe the balance
between wealth (or poverty) and freedom?

● Gibbs free energy
● Spontaneity
● Spontaneity
criterion

P3. Discuss the political
systems dictatorship and
democracy from the point of
view of the proposed rules of
human behavior. Which system
of government is most in tune
with animate
thermodynamics? How might

Comment: is not democracy a form of government in tune
with the thermodynamics of animate behavior? If
generates freedom (entropy) by spreading decision
making among people. Clearly the individual rights
granted all citizens are also balanced against restrictive
laws with the general intent of maximizing total freedom
in society. Dictatorship, on the other hand, attempts to
put a straightjacket on freedom by a combination of

● Rossini debate
● Freedom
● Political
thermodynamics
● Mental entropy
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the level of education in a
society influence the choice of
system government?

threats and promise of material reward. This runs counter
to the basic law of animate thermodynamics. A high level
of education simply speeds up the irresistible tendency to
maximize freedom by making people aware of more
alternatives and better equipped to explore them.

P4. In many texts disorder is
associated with high entropy.
Give a critical analysis of the
relevance of this analogy within
first inanimate then animate
thermodynamics. Is it true that
anarchy maximizes freedom for
individuals? How is the need
for law and order related to the
population density in society?
Is there an inanimate analogy
for this aspect of government
of humans?

Comments: disorder is, at best, a very construed synonym
of freedom. When used in texts on thermodynamics it is
surely clear to the authors that disorder in an ideal gas
increase with volume; but to most initiated, disorder is a
more qualitative concept. A gas may then appear to be as
disordered in a small volume as in a large volume. In the
animate realm, youthful observers may think that anarchy
is the ultimate freedom but the older and wiser know that
constrains of the law, personal discipline, and morality
actually increase freedom when summed over all
members of society. The closer contact we have with the
rest of humanity the more we need laws, discipline and
morality. In inanimate thermodynamics it is known that
the hard sphere fluid, the structure of which is only
determined by the principle of maximal entropy, becomes
ordered at high density.

● Principle of
elementary disorder
● Human entropy
● Order, Disorder,
and Entropy

P5. Is it true that spontaneous
processes observable to us
appear to be driven mainly by
energy minimization? Why
might this be so?

Comment: energy minimization appears to rule when the
observed subsystem is at a higher temperature (has more
energy per degree of freedom) than the environment.
Observable processes around us often arise when
macroscopic objects have been given large (superthermal)
amounts of energy which are then in time dissipated out
to microscopic objects in the environment. We can see the
macroscopic but generally not the microscopic degrees of
freedom. We can impart energy to a few objects of our
own dimensions but cannot see the many atomic and
molecular motions that receive the energy lost from the
few macroscopic degrees of freedom by dissipation.

● Spontaneity
● Spontaneity
criterion
● Spontaneous
reaction
● Multiplicity

P6. In inanimate
thermodynamics energy is
usually conserved in the total
system considered. However,
in the world of human
behavior, wealth is created and
consumed by each individual to
a varying extent. Consider the
implications of this difference.
Does it invalidate the analogy?

Comment: clearly wealth is an immensely multifaceted
quantity that will be hard to fit into the mold of inanimate
energy. However, is this not a problem more of practice
than of principle? There would appear to be many cases
of, e.g. economic behavior of humans, where the practice
of thermodynamics is comparatively straightforward. In
other cases the implementation of thermodynamics may
involve unfathomable difficulty.

● Conservation of
energy
● Robert Kenoun
(2006)
● Frederick Soddy
(1926)
● Economic
thermodynamics
● Analogy

P7. Is human behavior more
complicated than the behavior
of inanimate matter? Consider
this question and give
supporting arguments for you
conclusion.

Comment: the intuitive answer is ‘yes’, but try to justify it
by considering what factors make an inanimate problem
hard and apply the same criteria to the inanimate
problem.

● Human behavior
● Animate matter
● Animate molecule
● Human molecule
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P8. Thermodynamics is often
applied to the evolution of lifeforms on earth. Critics have
opposed such applications,
arguing that thermodynamics
only become applicable when,
for example, and animal dies.
Which side of this argument do
you favor? Why?

Comment: the very definition of life in distinction from
lifeless existence seems capable of generating
interminable argument. Perhaps the scale is continuous
and divided into life and lifeless only by personal
predilection. Where on such a continuous scale [great
chain of being; molecular evolution table] would
thermodynamics cease to be relevant?
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● Second law
(disordering)
evolution (ordering)
reconciliations
● Defunct theory of
life
● Evolution
● Order-formdisorder

(add summary)

Lightman's discussion questions | Human thermodynamics
In 1992, American physicist Alan Lightman, in his Great Ideas in Physics, added end discussion questions which he
says should be either solved by students as part of their coursework in a one semester course or done as part of an
open classroom discussion: [5]

Here we are queried on the work of the great Henry
Adams, the first dual thinker in both human chemistry
and human thermodynamics, and his general aim to
reformulate the study of human history in the form of
history thermodynamics, based on the second law.

Here we are queried on the subject of literature
thermodynamics, via questions about the ideas of
American writer Thomas Pynchon, the second law in
society, entropy, Maxwell's demon, and information
theory.

Here, interestingly, we are queried about the relatively
unknown ideas on the thermodynamics of the the rise
and fall of civilizations by Zachary Hatch; ideas of which
have been produced prior to him by Henry Adams and
after him by Thomas Wallace.

Here we are queried about the subject of religious
thermodynamics by citing American engineer Henry
Morris and his views on God, evolution, and the second
law.

Lightman, in the same appendix, has other similar sorts of discussion problems / homework problems in areas of
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human physics, such as on how relativity and or how the Heisenberg uncertainty principle applies to the humanities,
in areas such as philosophy.
Of note, in 1996, Lightman published a twenty-page solutions to addition problems manual. [6]

Hirata's exercises | Human chemical thermodynamics
In circa 2000, American prodigy turned astrophysicist Christopher Hirata, penned a number of "exercise examples" to
each of the five parts of his "The Physics of Relationships" article (see: relationship physics); some of these are listed
below: [8]
Exercises
(relationship thermochemistry)

Comments

Clues

Comments

Clues

1. Solve the equilibrium constant
expression for M, fx, and fy in the
general case.
2. If heat is released when a boy and
girl get together, and they each take
up the heat when they separate,
then what is the sign of ΔE for the
reaction X + Y ↔ XY? Does K go up
or down if the temperature rises, say,
because the population takes a trip
to a beach in Hawaii? Does this make
sense?
3. Test out Le Chatlier's principle on
the X + Y ↔ XY equilibrium and
check that your results make sense.
4. Challenge problem: Work out the
mathematics of homosexuality in a
men-only society through the
reaction 2 Y ↔ Y2, considering
limiting cases as was done in this
chapter's treatment of heterosexual
relations with both men and women
present.
Exercises
(complex equilibria of men and women)

1. Research and explain, in no more
than a paragraph, why chemists of
times past were so idiotic as to use
the base ten rather than the natural
logarithmic scale.
2. Why would Caltech not be a good
model for a strong interaction
equilibrium of X, Y, and XY? Can you
remedy the situation, perhaps by
developing a theory in which [X]<<1?
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3. Suppose there are 40% girls and
60% boys in a population with
$Kc=2.2. What fraction of the girls
will be free according to the "exact"
equilibrium constant? How bad or
good is the theory of this chapter in
explaining this system?
(add)

Moran
In 2003, Moran, in his Fundamentals of Thermodynamics (3rd ed), co-authored with American mechanical engineer
Howard N. Shapiro (c.1947-), and editions to follow (2007, 2010), began to include thermodynamics applied to
humanities stylized homework problems, mostly of the economics thermodynamics variety; the first of which is the
following Nicholas Georgescu-Roegen 1971 "material entropy" framed query: [12]

The following are a few others from the 2007 edition: [13]

Here, in 6.6D, we see what seems to be discussion of pre-second law based thermodynamic economic equilibrium
theories, and, in 6.10D, life and second law paradox discussions, as found in the works of Erwin Schrodinger (1944),
Ilya Prigogine (1971-2003), and Eric Schneider (2005). The following is one from the 2010 edition, co-authored with
Daisie D. Boettner and Margaret B. Bailey: [14]
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(add summary)

Tyndall-Maxwell questions
In 1874 a debate erupted at a Belfast, Ireland, meeting of the British Association for the Advancement of Science
(BAAS) on whether or not modern science will replace religion or whether the two will forever remain separate,
which involved a number of the greatest scientists of the 20th century such as James Maxwell, and a number of the
founders of thermodynamics, such as Peter Tait and William Thomson. The debate erupted when the newly
appointed BAAS president John Tyndall announced boldly that “all religious theories, schemes and systems must
submit to the control of science, and relinquish all thought of controlling it.” In the four years to follow resulted in a
number of articles published in Nature, one book, exchanges of post cards, and one last dying poem by Maxwell all
centered around the nature of thermodynamics, death, morality, and the theories of immortality. A few of these
openly discussed queries, as published mostly in Nature, are listed below.
Questions

Q1. Will religion eventually submit
completely to the control of science?

Comments

This was Irish physicist John Tyndall’s outspoken
view over the recent growing controversy over
the teaching of science at the Catholic
University in Ireland. This is an ongoing issue as
evidenced by the recent 2005 court case
Kitzmiller v. Dover, in which American high
school teachers had their jobs threatened for
teaching evolution and the human implications
of the origin of life.

Clues

● Tyndall-StewardTait debate
● Religion
● Religious
thermodynamics
● Origin of life

● Soul
● Soul theorist
● Soul snow
● Why I’m not a
molecule
● Ra theology
● A Paradoxical Ode
In other words, in modern terms, knowing that (1878)
a human is a molecule, with varieties of so● Immortality
called "moral" and "amoral" movement, does a ● Philosopher’s
person, in reality, have a soul or measurable
paradox
moral weight that is conserved in the course of ● Hermann Stoffkraft
the continuity of the universal movement,
● Human molecule
either though the conservation of force or
● Cessation
conservations of energy or the first law of
thermodynamics
thermodynamics?
● What happens at
death?
This was the great James Maxwell's dying
question, written in the last year of his
existence, as he was dying from the same
stomach cancer that took his mother at the
same age that he died.

Q2. Is a person’s soul an amphicheiral
knot governed by the evolution,
thermodynamics, and cosmology?

This originated in by Swiss-born German
botanist Carl von Nageli’s 1877 lecture “The
Limits of Natural Knowledge”, commented on
Q3. Do molecules feel something which is by Maxwell, in which the issue of what happens
related to sensation?
to conceptions such as consciousness,
sensation, mind, free will, pain and pleasure,
etc., when one begins to descend down the
evolutionary ladder to the atomic origin level.

● Unbridgeable gap
● Philosopher’s
paradox
● Evolution timeline
● Carl von Nageli

Adams' problems
In 1873, American historian learned of Hippolyte Taine’s job description of the historian as one who follows and
studies the transformations of individual human molecules or groups of human molecules and in doing so writes out
their psychology, after which, in the four decades to follow, Adams embarked in a path of self-education and the
means to apply physics, chemistry, and thermodynamics to explain humanity. Some of the questions he grappled
with along the way are listed below.
Questions

Comments

Clues
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● Human molecule
● Human particle
Q1. How would one go about constructing In 1885, Adams discussed this view in a letter ● Attraction
a science of “social chemistry” as the study to his wife, stating that it was a “science yet to ● Repulsion
of the attractions and repulsions of
be created”, and that daily study of this topic ● Human chemistry
equivalent human molecules?
gave him his greatest satisfaction.
● Social chemistry
● Gottman stability
ratio

Q2. How would you go about formulating
the thermodynamics of a socialistic
society?

Q3. How does the second law of
thermodynamics apply to history studies?

In 1909, Adams commented that he would
walk a few thousand-million miles to be able
to go back in time two years to discuss this
subject with Scottish physicist William
Thomson.

● Sociological
thermodynamics
● Sociothermodynamics
● Social physics
● Sociophysics

In 1910, Adams wrote an entire book on this
subject and mailed it to all of the history
teachers in America.

● Rise and fall of
civilization
● A Letter to
American Teachers of
History
● History
thermodynamics
● Phase rule

Rossini's problems

In his 1971 Priestly Medal addressed American chemical thermodynamicist Frederick Rossini argued that
chemical thermodynamics can be used to explain the paradox between freedom and security in social life.
Some thirty years later, following the 9/11 situation, Rossini's proposal was brought up again in the Journal
of Chemical Educations, which sparked the heated Rossini debate, on whether or not chemical
thermodynamics has any bearing on the human condition.
Questions

Q1. Find a formula, derived from chemical
thermodynamics, for fighting terrorism,
while preserving civil liberties?

Comments

This was American chemist Harold Leonard’s
2006 proposal for solving the issues arising in
the post 9/11 world.

Clues

● Rossini debate

Q2. Does chemical thermodynamics have
This was American physical chemist John
the power to explain the human condition?
Wojcik’s objection to Leonard’s proposal.
If so, is there danger in this prospect?
Q3. Is the usage of “entropy” to explain
variations in levels of human of “freedom”
nothing but a chemical anthropomorphism This is John Wojcik’s view.
that has no part in the conceptual
framework of science?

Thims’ problems
The following are a few example queries left open from American chemical engineer Libb Thims’ 2007 Human
Chemistry textbook summary chapter on human thermodynamics: [2]
Questions

Q1. How does one measure Oprah
Winfrey’s power (#14 in Forbes’ 2006 list
of world powers) in a manner equivalent to

Comments

Clues

● Social power
● Power
● Horsepower
● Refs: [2][3]
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the lifting of buckets of water per unit
time?

Q2. What does Oprah’s power have to do
with daily household reactions and the
work derived therefrom?

The question touches on the coupled nature of
the typical 2.5 child family household, and the
difficult to quantify nature of household work,
which seems to be done without monetary
reward, as contrasted with occupational work,
which is more easily quantified by yearly
salary.

● Free energy
coupling
● Social power
● Power
● Horsepower
● Refs: [2][3]

A key focal point to this problem is the study
of the difference between the initial state
(unbonded reacts) and final state (paired
products) between two points (years) in time,
particularly on the nature of the enthalpy
change and entropy change between the two
states of the systems of the reacting human
molecules.
Q3: How does one use the Gibbs free
energy equation and thermodynamic
tables to pick the right mate?

● Mate selection
● Gibbs free energy
● Affinity
● Goethe's human
affinity table
Two significant points that may tend to be
● Love the chemical
overlooked, initially, are that 85% of malereaction
female reactions will result in a child product ● ReactionMatch.com
being produced in the end state as well as a
(theory)
bonded parental structure, of the unified male ● Human chemical
and female M≡F en ty, which itself is
reaction (history)
quantified energetically as a single molecule
(dihumanide molecule), for 57% of reactions at
the 15-year mark, in the calculation of Gibbs
free energy change.

Moriarty's problems
In 2009, Irish thermal-nano physicist Philip Morality made a YouTube video, for the Sixty Symbols video series of
Nottingham University, explaining entropy in terms of the Boltzmann-Planck logarithmic interpretation of entropy, S
= k ln Ω, and attempted to explain the microstates interpretation or multiplicity in terms of the students in a field.
When questioned about potential errors in his video, by American chemical engineer Libb Thims, Moriarty mulled
over his students as molecules analogy and made a recant video stating that his first description was only an analogy,
and that in reality arrangements of students cannot be assigned with a thermodynamic entropy. This resulted as a
prolonged 61-page, 15+ person, involving a number of noted thermodynamicists, such as Pierre Perrot (author of the
1998 dictionary A to Z of Thermodynamics), Ingo Muller (author of the 2007 A History of Thermodynamics), among
others, debate over whether or not arrangements of people have a thermodynamic entropy or not.
Question

Q1. Can you say that a particular
arrangement, say close-packed vs. spread
out, of students, say in a field, has a
thermodynamic entropy?

Q2. What physical units would you use to
describe the entropy of a distribution of
students? J per K? If so, justify why this is an
appropriate choice of units!

Comment

The central issue here is that Moriarty views
the measurement of entropy in terms of the
physicist perspective or Boltzmann perspective
(1878), i.e. statistical mechanics view, which
has limited applicability (depends on the
principle of elementary disorder), whereas the
original 1865 Clausius-definition and method
of measuring the entropy of bodies applies to
all bodies of the universe.

Clues

● Entropy
● Clausius entropy
● Boltzmann
entropy
● Moriarty-Thims
debate
● Philip Moriarty

● Hmol
● Hmol science
● Social Avogadro
number
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● Dunbar number
● Single particle
thermodynamics

Q3. If a field full of students can be modeled
as being equivalent to a chamber filled with
molecules how would you define the
equilibrium state of the students?

● Equilibrium
● Equilibrium state
● Spencerian
dilemma
● Heat death

Q4. How much thermodynamic work is done
‘by a student’ if he or she is moved from one
position to another? (Or if he or she
‘decides’ to move from one position to
another)?

● Mathematical
introduction
● Principle of the
transmission of work
● Ref: [4]

Q5. Can you construct the equivalent of a
Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution function for
the "speeds" of the students? Are the
'velocities' of the students Gaussian
distributed?

● Roy Henderson
● MaxwellBoltzmann
distribution

Q6. Can fundamental quantum mechanics
be applied to explain the behavior of
"human molecules"? Is there physical
evidence for a "human wavefunction"? Has
anyone ever carried out the equivalent of
the double slit experiment for humans?!
Does decoherence, complementarity, and or
entanglement apply to the quantum
mechanical description of human
molecules?

● Human molecule
● Human particle
● Human physics
● HT pioneers
● Double-slit
experiment
● Quantum
entanglement
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Homo economicus
In hmolscience, homo economicus is a physical
economics conception of a generic economic agent
acted on solely by external forces, external
economic forces to be specific; and to some extent
its own internal forces, depending.
“Pareto’s homo economicus is ‘an abstract molecule
that responds only to economic forces’.”
— Michael McLure (2002), Pareto, Economics and Society
[1]

At some point, to clarify, Pareto discusses the
internal forces of his homo economicus, but not in
such a way that it was the main part of his theory of
the molecular economic agent (see: economic
molecule).

Overview
The term homo economicus originated somewhere
in the 1896-1907 work of Italian engineer and
physical socioeconomist Vilfredo Pareto. Pareto's
term, him being part of the Lausanne school of
physical economics, seems to be a spinoff of his
associate-mentor Leon Walras earlier term
"molécules économiques" (French) or economic
molecule. As authors Thomas Prugh, Robert
Costanza, and Herman Daly summarized in 2000: [7]

The term homo economicus—a Linnaeus-themed variant of John
Mill's 1836 generic utility maximizing "economic man"—is said to be
attributed to the work of Italian engineer and physical
socioeconomicist Vilfredo Pareto and his 1896 statement that: "man
himself; stripping him of a large number of his attributes, leaving out
the passions, good or bad, reducing him to a kind of molecule that
only acts in response to the forces of ophelimity”, which, as
summarized by Australian economics historian Michael McLure
(2002), is an abstract entity that only responds to the forces of
ophelimity, in other words "an abstract molecule that acts only in
response to economic forces". [1]

“Homo economicus knows neither benevolence nor malevolence, only indifference. Human beings in this model are
first, last, and always extreme individuals: economic molecules, in the conception of Leon Walras, one of the
founders of modern economics.”
In circa 1908, Italian economist Maffeo Pantaleoni, in his article “The Phenomena of Economic Dynamics”, classified
Pareto's overall theory as "economic dynamics" during the course of which he comments how Pareto referred to man
as "homo economicus", the outline of which is as following: [2]
“The ruling idea in economic studies following those of Adam Smith was wealth. Later it became the idea of value and
is so still in the case of many writers. The science has contained in a sporadic shape much material for a science of
economic equilibrium, such as has been suggested by Pareto in a work which makes only a beginning of a study of
economic dynamics.
In describing dynamic phenomena comparisons are used which were formerly taken from mechanics, but now more
usually from biology. Economic agents are thought of either as molecules subjected to equal pressure in all
directions, or, on the other hand, as parts of a living body subjected to equal stimuli, which are mutually
counteracting. There is little use in disputing as to which method is better, since the useful thing is to apply a method
rather than to argue about it.
Economic dynamics may be defined as a study of movements of disequilibrium, which lead to positions of
equilibrium. When an individual spends his income so as to bring into a proportion the marginal utility of different
articles within his purchasing power, the equilibrium exists and is rightly called static, because it will continue
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indefinitely and return if disturbed. Until this condition is reached, modifications in his demand or in his supply are
likely to take place, and the quantity of the goods coming within his reach will change and these changes affect both
the man himself and the persons he deals with, involving both the quantity of goods available and the incomes of
different producers. The state of equilibrium [see: equilibrium state] yields the maximum of satisfaction relatively to
the initial position and to the changes which this allows. In every society purely economic motives have an extending
or contracting radius of activity; in other words, the zones of economic action grow larger or smaller. As Pareto says:
“Man’s actual conduct resembles that of the homo economicus, or that of the homo ethicus, or that of the homo
religiosus. It is sometimes a composite of all these characters. There are concrete phenomena in which the economic
influences transcend all others, and here it is possible to consider alone the results deduced by economic reasoning;
while there are other phenomena in which the economic constituent is insignificant and may be neglected. There are
still others which are intermediate in character. To this we in the main agree, but find it necessary to examine
variations of the zones in which all these homines move, and we must notice that even the homo economicus in his
own proper capacity is modified when he enters into a composite with the others.”
Australian economics historian Michael McLure has discussed Pareto’s economic molecule theory in comparison to
this generic homo economicus—one who attempts to maximize utility as a consumer and economic profit as a
producer—a term deriving from John Mill’s “economic man” utility logic, such that Pareto’s homo economicus is ‘an
abstract molecule that responds only to economic forces’. McLure elaborates further: [1]
“In pure theory, homo economicus of Cours [on Political Economy] is analogous to a molecule in the theory of
mechanics (note: the impersonal subject pronoun has been used because the homo economicus is an abstract
‘molecule’, not a person). Kirman has pointed out that ‘Pareto regarded equilibrium as the termination point of a
process … The time taken for this process is not specified but it certainly is not regarded as … as negligible (Kirman
1987, pg. 806).”
The discussion here of British-French economist Alan Kirman’s synopsis of Pareto’s equilibrium model from his 1987
Dictionary of Economics entry “Pareto as an Economist” is
interesting. [3]

Chemical homo economicus
In the early 1930s, American physiologist Lawrence
Henderson taught a course at Harvard themed on making a
connection between socio-economic system models of
Pareto and the physico-chemical system models of
American engineer Willard Gibbs.
The following, for instance, is a 2005 retrospect synopsis by
American science historian Hunter Heyck: [4]
“Pareto’s work appealed to social scientists who had lost
faith in the rationality of the public but not in the
rationality of science. Henderson fit the bill perfectly: he
In the 1930s, American physiologist Lawrence Henderson
was so taken with Pareto’s ideas that he led a faculty
thought, in his Sociology 23 course, that Vilfredo Pareto's
seminar on Pareto at Harvard in the early 1930s, from
1912 mechanics based socioeconomic equilibrium theory,
which emerged Henderson’s study Pareto’s General
while not directly based on the chemical thermodynamics
Sociology: a Physiologist’s Interpretation.
based equilibrium theories of American engineer Willard
Pareto’s mathematical analysis of society was based on Gibbs, are nevertheless arguing the same point of view, and
his engineer’s understanding of the thermodynamics of
hence modern socioeconomic equilibrium theories will need
equilibrium systems. For example, one of Pareto’s central
to be reformulated in the physical chemistry reaction terms
concepts was that of ‘ophelimity’, now usually called
of chemical thermodynamics, a unified synthesis of Gibbs
and Pareto, in short. [1]
Pareto optimality. Ophelimity was a redefinition of
marginal utility in thoroughly thermodynamic terms. Pareto
defined a system as having maximum ophelimity when the increase of the ophelimity of any element in the system
necessarily reduced that of some other element (or elements) in the system. Thus ophelimity, like energy, always was
conserved in a closed system, making the reallocation of ophelimity a zero-sum game. This concept, it should be
noted, especially welfare economics, where it plays an important role in the work of Paul Samuelson and Abram
Berg.”
This, however, is historical anachronism. At the time when Pareto was studying civil engineering at Polytechnic
University of Turin, from 1865 to 1870, thermo-dynamics (see: etymology) was barely yet a coined term, and it would
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not be until 1875 when Rudolf Clausius would call his second edition The Mechanical Theory of Heat a "textbook"
suitable for standard engineering study, in Germany, let alone in Italy. While it is true that Pareto did begin to use the
term "thermodynamics" on about 16 various pages of his 1912 Treatise on General Sociology, he only uses the term
"entropy" once in the fourth volume, which is the key term one would have to grapple with if he or she was so
inclined to attempt to reformulate the general equilibrium theory of economics in "thoroughly thermodynamic
terms" as Heyck alleges.
In any event, in 1935, Henderson, in his Pareto’s General Sociology: a Physiologists Interpretation, elaborates on
a large number of Pareto-Gibbs comparisons, such as the following: [1]
“Gibbs considers temperature, pressure, and concentrations, so Pareto considers sentiments, or, strictly speaking,
the manifestations of sentiments in words and deeds, verbal elaborations, and …”
Henderson, however, never actually stated that Pareto derived his theory from Gibbs but rather he only “compared
Pareto’s social system to a physicochemical system as defined by Gibbs and emphasized that the equilibrium of the
social system is logically identical to physiological equilibrium.” [12] In fact, in his appendix "Note 5", Henderson
states is views on this matter explicitly:
“It is very unlikely that the general characteristics of Gibbs’ system had anything to do with Pareto’s construction of
his social system. In other words, it is very probable, I thing certain, that Pareto did not keep Gibbs’ work in mind and
a fortiori that he did not imitate it, when he worked out his social system; so that Pareto’s system is not the result of
the application of the theories of physical chemistry to sociology.”
Henderson, however, does have this application in mind, and in his end note appendices, actually goes though a
comparison of the equilibrium properties of the following liquid phase chemical reaction, namely of reactants carbon
acid H2CO3 with disodium phosphate Na2HPO4 to form the products of sodium bicarbonate NaHCO3 and monosodium
phosphate NaH2PO4:

to that of the equilibrium properties of social systems, at the end of which he states:
“This simple example illustrates [the] logical principles [physical chemistry] that find universal application in the
physical, biological, and social sciences.”
Henderson's treatise is fairly decent and in need of detailed analysis.
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Hooke, Robert
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In thermodynamics, Robert Hooke (1635-1703) (IQ=195|#22)
(CR=100|#) was an English physicist, chemist, engineer, and natural
philosopher noted for a number of achievements and inventions,
firstly and foremost the construction of the gas law experimental
device the "pneumatical engine", under commission of Robert Boyle
(IQ=185), nature abhors a vacuum theorist, among numerous other
theoretical insights, such as that heat is motion (volume expansion),
evolution, cellular anatomy, discoverer of the inverse square law of
gravity, light theory (wave theory of light), and others.
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+

Shoulders of giants
English chemist Isaac Newton famously remarked in a letter to his
rival Robert Hooke dated February 5, 1676 that: [21]
Left: 1728 engraving of a bust of Robert Hooke.
"What Des-Cartes did was a good step. You have added much
Right: c. 2004 reconstruction sketch of Hooke by
several ways, & especially in taking ye colours of thin plates into
philosophical consideration. If I have seen further it is by standing on Royal College science historian artist Rita Greer.
ye sholders of Giants [sic]."

(add discussion)

Education
Little, supposedly, is known about Hooke's early years. From about the time Hooke was ten, however, his father
became ill and this contributed to Hooke being left to educate himself in the highly practical way that interested him.
At age 13, Hooke was orphaned, following his father's suicide, and was left £40 inheritance by his father, together
with all his father's books, after which his family sent him to London to become an apprentice to the Peter Lely, a
portrait painter. [18] Hooke soon decided, however, that it would waste his money studying under Lely, and he made
the decision that what he really needed was a school education. Hooke thereafter shortly, circa 1650, age 15,
enrolled in Westminster School, boarding in the house of the headmaster Richard Busby. Busby is said to have
realized he had a quite remarkable pupil, noting, e.g., that Hooke had mastered the first six books of Euclid's
Elements by the end of his first week at school and so
encouraged Hooke to study by himself in his library. [16]

Pneumatical engine | Boyle's law
In 1658 to 1659, as an assignment of Robert Boyle, Hooke
made the first pneumatical engine, based on Otto Guericke's
vacuum pump designs. Later experiments using the
pneumatical engine lead to the formulation of Boyle's law, the
first of the gas laws. English science historian Robert Gunther
(1869-1940) suggests that Hooke probably made the
observations and may well have developed the mathematics
of Boyle's Law.

Steam engines
Hooke, it seems, was also responsible for the promotion of
French physicist Denis Papin’s steam engine theories in
England, as found in Papin’s 1690 treatise "A New Method to
Obtain Very Great Motive Powers at Small Cost", particularly in
Hooke’s failed efforts to dissuade English engineer Thomas
Newcomen to erect a machine on Papin’s theory of making a
speedy vacuum under a piston, by attempting to fault Papin’s
theory.

Heat
Hooke is also noted for having been one of the first (see:
volume expansion), following Francis Bacon, to state that heat
is motion of the parts of bodies:

The famous pneumatical engine built by Hooke (16581659), under the commission of Irish chemist Robert
Boyle, with which the first gas law (Boyle's law) was
derived.

“Heat being nothing else but a brisk and vehement agitation of the parts of a body.”
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This is one of the earliest statements of the heat as motion theory.

Boerhaave's law
Hooke, in circa 1685, was among the first to assert that thermal expansion and contraction might be a general
property of matter, in his statement that "this property of expansion with heat , and contraction with cold, is not
peculiar to liquors only, but to all kinds of solid bodies, especially metals." [6] This principle later came to be
encapsulated by the name of Boerhaave's law, owing to a version of this statement from Dutch chemist Herman
Boerhaave's 1724 Elements of Chemistry.

Thermometers
In 1664, Hooke had made a variety of spirit thermometers, and notably used the bulb immersed in ice water as the
zero mark on the thermometer, similar to Daniel Fahrenheit (who did the same in 1724), then made further marks on
the tube to represent an expansion of 1/500th of volume of the fluid in the bulb. [4]

Chemistry
Hooke, to note, is the 23rd most cited chemist of English chemist James Partington’s famous 1937 A Short History of
Chemistry, based on name index page count. [1]

Elasticity
The law of elasticity, formerly known as "Hooke's law", was derived by Hooke.

Microanatomy
Hooke was person to coin the word "cell" for the cell of an organism, owing to the noted anecdote that the entities
he was viewing seem to him to resemble prison "cells" in their shape.

Gravitation | Newton-Hooke

controversy

On reading English physicist Isaac Newton’s 1686 Principia, Hooke is said to have claimed that the idea of an inverse
square law for gravitation had been stolen from him. Hooke, supposedly, did have such an idea independent of
Newton and also realized that an object falling towards the earth had the same motion as earth falling towards the
sun. Hooke’s lack of mathematical ability, however, was, supposedly, was what hindered his claim to fame. Upon
hearing this accusation, Newton, promptly removed all mention of Hooke from the Principia, and refused to have
anything to do with the Royal Society, Hooke’s employer, agreeing to become president only after Hooke’s death in
1703. When Newton did become president, Hooke’s portrait hanging in the Royal Society mysteriously disappeared.
[5] The inference here being that the reason that no pictures of Hooke exist in modern times, is the result of Newton.

Huygens | Hooke dispute
(add) [8]

Combustion theory
(add)

Religion
Hooke abjured from mention of religion discussion of the implications of his theories, that is until his later years
wherein he attempted to show that there was no conflict between his moving earth theories, terrestrial lava
upheaval theories, evolution theories, and genesis of the Bible.

Physical descriptions
The following are verbal descriptions of the likenesses of Hooke according to various biographers:
● Descrip on: “He is but of middle stature, something of a crooked, and his face but little below, but his head is large;
his eyes full and popping, and not quick; a grey eye. He has a delicate head of hair, brown, and of excellent moist curl.
He is and ever was very temperate, and moderate in diet”; he was “of great suavity and goodness” (John Aubrey
c.1688).
● Descrip on: “As to his person, he was despicable, being very crooked, though I have heard from himself, and
others, that he was straight until about 16 years of age when he first grew awry, by frequent practicing with a turn
lathe, and the like incurvating exercises, being but of a thin weak habit of body, which increased as he grew older, so
as to be very remarkable at last” (John Aubrey c.1688)
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● Descrip on: “Meanly ugly, very pale and lean” (Tom Shachtman 1999).
There has been some recent conjecture that Hooke might have suffered from severe kyphosis (a condition known as
Scheuermann’s kyphosis, 1921), a type of progressive forward curvature or hunchbacking of the spine, based on
Waller's description of Hooke as "straight until about sixteen years of age when he first grew awry, by frequent
practicing with a turn lathe, and the like
incurvating exercises", a statement
which in itself makes little sense. [19]
A 2004 article summary of Robert
Hooke and his combustion theory, in the
context of Joseph Black's Lectures on
Chemistry, from She-Philosopher.com,
which indicates that a bust was made of
Hooke (likely the one at the Hooke
Museum, Isle of Wight, UK). [11] A 2010
Photoshop collage of Robert Hooke
(hypothetical image) made by science
illustrator Kathryn Killackey. [14]

Spurious depictions
A number of false representations of
Hooke, often using the image of Flemish Various photo reconstructions, attributed, and misattributed Hooke photos (see:
notes).
chemist Jan van Helmont (among
others), can be found on book covers (e.g. Lisa Jardine), internet pages (e.g. NNDB), and television (e.g. BBC). Also, to
note, in 1939 Time magazine, in a centennial celebration to commemorate the discovery that cell (1739), an alleged
portrait of Robert Hooke was shown, based on a photo purchased by Ismar Lachman, of the Historical Picture Service,
New York. [12] This depiction of Hooke, of which photos were famously said to be non-existent, prompted Ashley
Morgan to do some investigation, according to which, as discussed in his 1941 Isis article “A Spurious Portrait of
Robert Hooke”, he explained how Lachman told him that the photo engraving, which was no longer in his possession,
of which he was unable to give the source, neither had a name nor engraver. [17]

Quotes
The following are noted quotes:
“So many are links, upon which the true philosophy depends, of which, if any one be loose, or weak, the whole chain
is in danger of being dissolved; it is to begin with the hands and eyes, and to proceed on through the memory, to be
continued by the reason; nor is it to stop there, but to come about to the hands and eyes again, and so, by a
continual passage round from one faculty to another, it is to be maintained in life and strength, as much as the body
of a man is by the circulation of the blood through the several parts to the body, the arms, the feet, the lungs, the
heart, and the head.”
— Robert Hooke (1665), Micrographia (preface); cited by Lawrence Henderson in “Sociology 23” (pg. 77)

Photo | Notes
A. 2004 artistic reconstruction of Robert Hooke, by Royal College artist Rita Greer, based on combined descriptions of
his appearance and facial features. [3]
B. 2010 observational painting of Robert Hooke (by Peter), based on contemporary comments on his appearance, for
a new book on 400 years of telescopic astronomy. [13]
C. Depiction of Robert Hooke on the cover of Mary Gow’s 2006 Robert Hooke: Creative Genius, Scientist, Inventor
(defect attribute: too much of an evil genius look; good attributes: thin; moist curly hair). [7]
D. Reconstruction of Robert Hooke by Jonas Ranson, one of the 2003 tercentenary portraits commissioned by the
Royal Society (defect attributes: small head, hair not currly; good attribute: popping eyes). [15]
E. 2011 reconstruction portrait of Hooke by Rita Greer, on display in the Hooke Room, at the Institute of Physics,
London [22]
F. 2004 reconstruction sketch of Hooke by Royal College science historian artist Rita Greer.
G. 1728 engraving of a bust of Robert Hooke.
H. An unlikely bust (based on his description as thin, weak, and full popping eyes) of Robert Hooke (of unknown
origin) at the Hooke Museum, Isle of Wight, UK; possibly the same one shown in the 1728 edition of Chambers'
Cyclopedia. [10]
I. The unsourced dubious 1939 Time magazine image of Robert Hooke. [12][17]
J. Dutch iatrochemist Johann Helmont (coiner of the term "gas"), who prior to 2004 was often listed as Robert Hooke;
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such as on the cover of Lisa Jardine's 2003 book The Curious Life of Robert Hooke. [20]
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Hooked atoms
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In chemistry, the hooked atoms theory was a view that
certain types of atoms had hooks and others eyes, like the
hook-n-eye fasteners of olden-days clothing, that when
connected formed the tight bonds of attachments of
hardened sorts of materials. The view seems to have
originated in the atomic theories of Greek atomic school,
particularly in the 75 BC theories of Lucretius, who
represented the views of his teachers Epicurus,
Democritus, and Leucippus. [1] It is also said that Rene
Descartes significantly used the hooked atom theory
during the revival period of atomic theory.

Left: in the 1810s, English chemist John Dalton, was
visualizing hooked atoms linking up with eye atoms in
chemical reactions in a way that resembled a hook and eye
Democritus
connection as used on clothing, attachments that could be
Democritus believed that atoms of solids were hooked and ‘hooked’ or ‘unhooked’ when materials combined or
so stuck to one another. In order to make the solid hard,
disassociated during chemical change. [2] Right: a depiction
of hooked atoms linking up, a theory which arose in the
however, the atoms must not only be hooked, but retain
Greek atomic theory school of Epicurus, Democritus, and
their hooked shape when they come into contact with
Leucippus.
other atoms. [3]

Lucretius
According to Lucretius, some atoms have hooks by which they are fastened together, and come closer to each other.
Hard things, like diamond, basalt, iron, are formed of such atoms:
“Things which look to us hard and close-textured must consist of atoms that are hooked together, and must be held
in union, because welded together through and through out of atoms that are, as it were, many-branched. Amid this
class in the foremost line stand diamond-stones, accustomed to despise blows, and stout basalt blocks, and the
strength of hard iron, and the brass bolts which scream out as they hold fast in the doors.”
Liquids are, as rule, formed of smooth and round elements, but sluggish fluid, like oil, may have its atoms: “larger or
more hooked and intertangled” than those of wine. [1]

Gassendi
French thinker Pierre Gassendi is often said to have been the biggest impetus behind the revival of atomic theory, as
outlined in his 1649 book, wherein he gave the view that the properties of atoms (e.g. their taste) depend on their
shape (pointed or round, elongated or squat, etc.), and he had the idea that they might join together, to form what
he called ‘molecules’, by a kind of hook-and-eye mechanism. [5]

Newton
In 1718, Isaac Newton famously outlined his atomic bonding theory, in "Query 31" of his Opticks, whereby atoms
attach to each other by some "force". Specifically, after acknowledging the various popular theories in vogue at the
time, of how atoms were reasoned to attach to each other, i.e. "hooked atoms", "glued together by rest", or "stuck
together by conspiring motions", Newton states that he would rather infer from their cohesion, that "particles attract
one another by some force, which in immediate contact is exceedingly strong, at small distances performs the
chemical operations, and reaches not far from the particles with any sensible effect." Newton was also the first,
supposedly, to criticize the hooked atom theory of bonding: [6]
“The parts of all homogeneous hard bodies which fully touch one another stick together very strongly, and form
explaining how this may be, some have invented hooked atoms, which is begging the question [why?].”
Most of his effort on the subject of chemical bonding, however, remained verbal to the affect that he attributed
bonding to chemical affinity.
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Lewis
The hooked atom bonding theory was still being taught to chemistry
students in the early twentieth century. In circa 1902, American
physical chemist Gilbert Lewis began to use an electron dot
structure to represent bonding between atoms in lecture to his
chemistry students at Harvard. By the time of this 1923 book
Valence and the Structure of Atoms and Molecules, had reached the
conclusion that science, after nearly 2,400-years of theoretical
struggle, has finally arrived at a concrete model of the chemical
bond over that of the hook-and-eye bonding model:
“Two atoms may conform to the rule of eight, or the octet rule, not
only by the transfer of electrons from one atom to another, but also
by sharing one or more pairs of electrons. Two electrons thus
coupled together, when lying between two atomic centers, and
held jointly in the shells of the two atoms, I have considered to be
the chemical bond. We thus have a concrete picture of that physical
entity, that ‘hook and eye’ which is part of the creed of the organic
chemist.”

In 1913, after reading a paper by Alfred Parson,
which supposed that the electron is a small magnet
(or magneton), Gilbert Lewis conceived the view
that a chemical bond forms when two atoms share
one or more electrons, thus interring the older
hook and eye bonding model.

Pauling
In 1917, to cite one last example, American undergraduate chemical engineer named Linus Pauling was learning the
Dalton hook-and-eye bonding method at the Oregon Agricultural College, which was the vogue description of bonds
between atoms at the time. Each atom had a certain number of hooks that allowed it to attach to other atoms, and a
certain number of eyes that allowed other atoms to attach to it. A chemical bond resulted when a hook and eye
connected. Pauling, however, wasn't satisfied with this archaic method and looked to the newly-emerging field of
quantum physics for a new method. [4]

See also
● History of chemical bonding theory
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In human thermodynamics, Alf Hornborg (1954-) is a Swedish anthropologist and
human ecologist noted for his 2001 book The Power of the Machine, written over a
period of ten-years, wherein he discusses concepts such as the “thermodynamics of
imperialism”, “thermodynamics and the economy of order”, the “exergy of huntergatherer societies”, among others. The following is a truncated opening quote from the
book:
“The last quarter of the second millennium saw the rise of power of the machine.
Power is here understood as a social relation built on an asymmetrical distribution of
resources and risks. Power relations are culturally constructed but masquerade—to the
powerful and powerless alike—as inevitable and natural. To reveal their arbitrary
foundation, [i.e.] to unmask the power of the machine, we need to be open to
thermodynamics.”
In his treatise, Hornborg cites the thermodynamic views of a number of founding
individuals, such as Erwin Schrodinger (1944), Leslie White (1959), Howard Odum
(1971), Nicholas Georgescu-Roegen (1971), Richard Adams (1975), Eugene Ruyle (1977), and Ilya Prigogine (1984),
among others.

Free energy
In his 2006 article “Footprints in the Cotton Fields”, Hornborg outlines some interesting views on free energy. In
introducing his theory, he states: [3]
“The second law of thermodynamics [stipulates that] the buildup and maintenance of industrial infrastructure
necessarily requires a continuous net input of free or available energy.”
In a note, he comments that free energy or available energy is technically referred to as exergy and closely related to
negative entropy, citing Erwin Schrodinger’s What is Life? (1944) and Nicholas Georgescu-Roegen’s The Entropy Law
(1971) as references. [4] He then states:
“Industrial infrastructure—whether a factory, an industrial city, or the global ‘technomass’—must maintain an
unequal exchange of free energy with its hinterland in order to survive.”
On the surface, this statement seems cogent, in that internal biochemical systems and reactions are said to be driven
by free energy coupling between systems or reactions, e.g. ATP energy currency. In digging into the foundations of
what is said here, however, we note that neither Schrodinger nor Georgescu-Roegen had a correct understanding of
chemical free energy in respect to human-human interactions. Schrodinger related free energy as something released
during digestion from food-stuff and Georgescu-Roegen related it to something released during combustion from
natural fuels. Correctly, as defined by Rudolf Clausius (1865), Willard Gibbs (1876), Hermann Helmholtz (1882),
Gilbert Lewis (1923), and others, free energy for a system of particles (atoms, molecules, or humans) is defined as
state variable, symbol G, defined as:

G = U + PV – TS
where G is the Gibbs free energy, U the internal energy, P the pressure, V the volume, T the temperature, and S the
entropy of the system of human molecules (human particles), an expression which meaning that free energy
quantifies the “state” of the system at an given moment in time. In human-human interaction terms, the quantities
of food-stuff and natural fuel-stuff become assigned as substrate interactions, having an effect on the activation
energy (barrier to reaction) of human chemical reactions, not on the free energy of human-human interpersonal
interactions. [5]

Techno-economics
Hornborg’s central theory is what he calls techno-economics, a view that treats technology and economics using a
holistic framework, inclusive of the ecological environment. The worldview of industrial society, according to
Hornborg, is to be viewed in terms of three levels of reality:
(a) Thermodynamics: and other properties of matter and energy, or nature, for short.
(b) Technical knowledge: or ideas about how to assemble various components and substances so as to exploit such
material properties.
(c) Economics: defined as sociocultural institutions for exchange between individuals and groups.
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On this basis, Hornborg presents a machine view of nature and economy.

Education
Hornborg completed his PhD in cultural anthropology in 1986 at Uppsala University. [2] Hornborg is currently
professor and chair of human ecology at Lund University, Sweden.
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Horsepower
In science, horsepower, or "horse-power", is the amount of work, or
weight lifted though, a height that an average horse can do per unit time.
The unit term one horsepower was standardized in 1783, by engineers Brit
Matthew Boulton and Scot James Watt, as 33,000 foot-pounds per minute,
meaning that this was the amount of mechanical effect that the average
“brewery horse” could produce in one minute (see: mechanical equivalent
of heat). [1] In other words, through experiment, it was determined that
one horse, on average, could work a rotational device, such to turn gears,
resulting in the lifting of 33,000 pounds in one minute.
In modern units, one horsepower, equaling 33,000 foot-pounds force
per minutes, equates to 550 foot-pounds force per second of mechanical
action, which equates to 745.7 watts or 745.7 joules of energy per second.
A "four-horse pump" for draining a mine, is shown adjacent, from French
engineer Salomon de Caus’ 1615 Les Raisons des Forces Mouvantes (The
Reasons for Moving Forces).

History
In the 16th century, it was often remarked that mining was the business for
men who wished to have wealth. [2] One of the major setbacks, however,
to successful mining was the various floods and underground streams
which often poured into mines, galleries, and drifts drowning out the work.
To alleviate this issue, horses were used to lift the water out of the mines in
buckets. In his De Re Metallica of 1556, for instance, German mineralogist
Georg Agricola described a number of pumps, suction, ball and chain, and
A 1615 four-horse pump, i.e. a four
bucket; one elaborate installation at Chemnitz lifted water 660-feet in
horsepower engine, in modern terms.
three stages with pumps of the ball-and-chain design. It was operated by
96 horses, working four hours and resting twelve, in teams of eight to a pump.
During these years, mechanists were conceiving of designs in which to raise water by action of fire. In Caus’ 1615
book, for instance, he describes an arrangement for heating water in a hollow sphere and making the steam rise into
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a tube and goes into some detail about a device for raising water by condensed steam. Similarly, in 1630 Scotsman
David Ramsay received a patent on a device “To Raise Water from Lowe Pitts by Fire”, but he never made it. [1]
The first practical steam engine for raising water was built in 1697 by English engineer Thomas Savery and called
the “Miner’s friend”. Savery remarked that a steam engine was capable of doing the work not only of the steam
horses which it replaced at a given moment but also of those which would have to be maintained for continuous
operation twenty-four hours a day. [1] He claimed that his pumping engine could replace ten or twelve horses
because it could raise “as much water as two horses working together at one time … and for which there must be
constantly kept ten or twelve horses.” [5]
One of the first to use the term “horsepower” in reference to its relational equivalent to that of the power of fire
was English manufacturer and engineer Matthew Boulton. In 1762, after inheriting a large sum of money upon his
father’s death, Boulton opened the “Soho works” manufacturing plant, which made clocks and timepieces. The mill,
at this time, was operated by horses, being that water-power (running rivers) were lacking at Soho. Being that the
power of horse was irregular and sometimes failed, he soon began to contemplate the possible application of the
steam engine to his mill. In a letter dated about 1766, Boulton wrote to a friend:
“The enormous expense of the horsepower put me upon thinking of turning the mill by fire.”
He continued that he had been recently making fruitless experiments on the subject. On February 22, 1766, Boulton
wrote American inventor Benjamin Franklin about this and sent him a model he had made. [4] Soon thereafter,
English inventor John Roebuck, a correspondent of Boulton’s, told him of a young Scottish inventor named James
Watt who had been making recent progress with model steam engines. Boulton then invited Watt to visit him at
Soho, which he did on a return from a visit to London.
In 1775, Boulton and Watt formally entered into partnership, and it was mainly through the energy and selfsacrifice of the Boulton, who devoted all the capital he had or could borrow to the enterprise, that the steam engine
was at length made a commercial success; and for the next eleven years the Soho Foundry they made Watt's steamengines for colliery owners to pump water out of mines, the Boulton & Watt engine being four times more powerful
than Thomas Newcomen's original design.
In 1782, by experiment, Watt determined that a “brewery horse” was able to produce 32,400 foot-pounds per
minute. The following year, Boulton and Watt standardized the figure at 33,000 foot-pounds per minute in order to
classify their engines for sale. By 1800 there were some 500 Boulton and Watt engines in service and by 1809 the
figure of 33,000 ft-lbs/min was generally accepted as equivalent to 1 horsepower, a figure still used to this day. [1]
Others to have made similar calculations during the 18th century include English engineer John Smeaton who
equated one horsepower to 5 men or to 22,916 pounds raised on foot high in one minute, and French scientist John
Desaguliers who, sometime before 1744, had calculated a value of 27,500 foot-pounds. [5]

See also
● Manpower
● Waterpower
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In thermodynamics, August Horstmann (1842-1929) was a German chemist, of the
Berlin school, a residual student of Hermann Helmholtz, notable for his 1969 paper
"Vapor Pressure and Heated Evaporation of Ammonium Chloride" the first publication
in chemical thermodynamics, in which he applied the second law of thermodynamics to
the study of equilibriums in chemical systems. [1] German chemist Fritz Haber, in 1908,
gave an excellent summary of Horstmann’s contribution to science: [2]
“[While it was] Clausius [who first] called attention to the general applicability of the
theory of heat to chemical reactions … we have Horstmann to thank for the
fundamental advance from this incidental observation to a fruitful thermodynamic
treatment of chemical problems.”
Specifically, in 1869, he was the first to apply the newly formed concept of entropy
(1865) to chemistry, that of a study of the sublimation of ammonium chloride, NH4Cl,
where he showed that the process followed the same laws as those involved in
vaporization of a liquid; hence the Clausius-Clapeyron equation could be applied. [8]
American chemistry historian William Jensen has done a notable amount of
commentary on the early chemical thermodynamics work of Horstmann.

Overview
In 1868, in order to ascertain molecular weights via a vapor density method,
Horstmann began to investigate the effect of temperature on the equilibrium
constant for a dissociation process, beginning with the Clausius-Clapeyron
equation, but extending it to apply to a substance that is dissociating. In 187273, Horstmann applied the entropy principle to the problems of chemical
dissociation. [5] In October 1873, Horstmann announced the condition for
chemical equilibrium to be that of maximum entropy. [6] Horstmann’s
equilibrium statement, to note, is similar to American engineer Willard Gibbs
who, independently, in December of the same year, in a footnote, stated that
the condition for thermodynamic equilibrium in a chemical system at constant
temperature and pressure is that a certain function, now universally known as
the thermodynamic potential, should be a minimum. [7]
Horstmann’s collected chemical
thermodynamics work (1869-81)
published as the 1903 (72-page)
booklet Treatises on the
Thermodynamics of Chemical
Processes. [9]

Horstmann continued to lecture well into 1899 on three specific topics:
“Thermochemistry considerations for the Mechanical Theory of Heat”, “Physical
and Theoretical Chemistry”, and on the latest developments in theoretical
chemistry (in particular dissociation, physical theories of solutions, and reaction
rate from the viewpoint of the conservation of energy). [4]

Education
Horstmann was educated at University of Heidelberg, completing his PhD in 1865, thereafter becoming a professor of
theoretical chemistry. [3] After receiving his doctorate degree, Horstmann studied mathematics, reading current
chemical and physical problems and visited the lectures of Hermann Helmholtz. He then moved on to the mechanical
theory of heat, going to Zurich, where the new science of thermodynamics was being developed by German physicist
Rudolf Clausius. [4]
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Hot
In science, hot, as contrasted with “cold” (i.e. cold body), refers to a
description a body (i.e. hot body), or system, whose internal parts
have a higher state of “motion” (Bacon, 1620), gauged, according to
the zeroth law, by a third body, the thermometer, which discerns the
relative state of motion, or temperature; which decreases to a
minimum at absolute zero, according to the third law. [1]

Societies
In circa 1959, Claude Levi-Strauss outlined ideas on how he
conceived societies as either being hot, i.e. “hot societies” (hot social
system), or cold, i.e. “cold societies” (cold social system).

Hot or Not
In 2000, American electrical engineers James Hong and Jim Young
launched the visually attractiveness rating site HotOrNot.com, aka
“Hot or Not”, the 2015 logo of which is as follows:

A visual of something "hot" (Ѻ), i.e. fire, shown
next to something "cold", i.e. ice, the latter
working to melt the former.

according to which photos of people are "rated" on a supposedly (depending up opinion) "metaphorical" hot-to-cold
scale of 10 (hot) to 1 (cold), thereby giving a common consensus gauge of the relative "hotness" or "coldness" of the
visual nature of a person; the site was conceived as a technical solution to a disagreement they made one day over a
passing woman’s attractiveness. [2] In circa 2003, Libb Thims, amid the drafting of his Human Thermodynamics
manuscript, was using the site to conduct scientific studies. In 2005, imaging researcher Pierre Tourigny, supposedly
aware of the beauty rule of the thumb that “averageness” equates to attractiveness, selected 30 random photos
from Hot or Not, spanning the attractiveness range, and morphed the photos, three per each 0.5 hotness range, as
well as the thirty photos as a group; the following being the results: (Ѻ)
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The following shows the composite "average" photo, a morph of all 30 photos, as compared to the morph of the
three vote-deemed hottest morph:

(add discussion)

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“Put your hand on a hot stove for a minute and it seems like an hour. Sit with a pretty girl for an hour, and it seems
like a minute. That's relativity!”
— Albert Einstein (1921) (Ѻ)
“A woman is like a tea bag—you can't tell how strong she is until you put her in hot water.”
— Eleanor Roosevelt (c.1930) (Ѻ)

“I think human thermodynamics is pseudoscience. The interchanging of words with precise scientific meanings, i.e.
bond, energy, reaction, hot, etc., with their everyday meanings is one of the cornerstones of pseudoscience. Of
course human beings obey the laws of thermodynamics like everything else in the universe, but trying to apply
equations which only describe larger systems of microscopic particles to analogous situations between human
beings, just because the everyday and scientific words involved happen to correspond, [is erroneous].”
— Edward Sanville (2005), “Dialogue with Libb Thims on Human Thermodynamics” [4]
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Videos
● Thims, Libb. (2008). “Thermodynamics of Hot for Words”, YouTube, HumanChemist101, Nov 26.
● Thims, Libb. (2009). “Hot N Cold: Relationships”, HumanChemistry101, YouTube.com, Mar 04.

Hot body
In thermodynamics, a hot body is the body of elevated temperature, in
the structure of a heat engine, as compared to another, called the cold
body, in which it is lower. In equation form:
TA (hot body) > TB (cold body)
The hot body is typically referred to as the furnace or boiler, i.e.
burning coal or fire used to heat a tank of water, maintaining the
boiling water at a constant temperature TA, which is thus serves as a
heat source, as contrasted with the heat sink (the condenser or stream
of cool water), readily able to give up heat to the working body of
expanding and contracting substance (typically water) inside of the
piston and cylinder.

History
The definition of the hot body was defined by French physicist Sadi
Carnot in 1824 in his description of the production of motive power in
steam engines or heat engines, in which he utilized the logic of the
cycle or Carnot cycle. To quote:

Hot body, cold body, working body diagram or
view
“The production of motive power [work] in the steam engine is due the of the Carnot engine.

transportation of caloric [heat] from a warm body to a cold body, i.e. to its re-establishment of equilibrium—an
equilibrium considered as destroyed by any cause whatever, by chemical action, such as combustion, or by any
other.”
This terminology was taken up French engineer Emile Clapeyron in 1834 who graphically described the Carnot cycle
utilizing the hot body / cold body terminology. [2]

Human thermodynamics
In studies of human thermodynamic systems, the location of the hot body is an intricate subject of study. The basic
model of any generic social system is that the sun acts as the hot body. In studies of small number human molecule
interactions, a hot body can be distinguished by a facet of perceptual physical or mental beauty. It is well
documented, for example, that a supermodel walking through a crowd of people will cause of volume expansion
around themselves, according to the rule that they will be allotted more personal space. In these types of studies, the
determination of where the three different bodies (hot, cold, and working) are becomes a very complicated subject.
[3]
The lyrics to the popular 1999 R&B song "Hot Boyz" by Missy Elliott gives an idea of the difficulties involved in
trying to determine the three different bodies of the thermodynamic system. [4] It is clear that the guy (a) treating
women good, (b) carrying a glock, (c) living by himself, (d) driving an expensive car, (e) using a platinum visa, (f) with
friends who are hot, etc., is the "hot body" of the Carnot engine model, but the determination of the cold body and
the working body becomes very elusive.
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Hot-cold empathy gap
In terminology, hot-cold empathy gap refers to the inability,
when in a cold state, to empathize with feelings when in a hot
state, i.e. hot feelings. [1]

Hot and cold | Emotions
The term “hot-cold empathy gap” is attributed to American
economist George Loewenstein's 1996 article “Out of Control:
Visceral Influences on Behavior”, wherein he employs the
terms: gap, hot, cool, and empathy in a connective manner,
though, to note, he does not actually seem to employ the
specific phrase “hot-cold empathy gap” in this specific article.
Loewenstein, firstly, themes his article with the following
opening quote: [2]
“It is always thus, impelled by a state of mind which is
destined not to last, that we make our irrevocable decisions.”
— Marcel Proust (c.1910)

People, according to American economist George
Loewenstein (1996), can exist in cold states and hot states
and there is a so-called “empathy gap” between the two
states; a phenomenon which has been quantified (2005)
with respect to changes in sexual choices.

Loewenstein then initiates his thermal word interjection via citation to the following 1759 quote by Adam Smith:
“At the very time of acting, at the moment in which passion mounts the highest, he hesitates and trembles at the
thought of what he is about to do: he is secretly conscious to himself that he is breaking through those measures of
conduct which, in all his cool hours, he had resolved never to infringe, which he had never seen infringed by others
without the highest disapprobation, and the infringement of which, his own mind forebodes, must soon render him
the object of the same disagreeable sentiment.”
He then jumps to the following:
“Decision theory, as it is currently practiced, makes no distinction between visceral factors and tastes and thus does
not recognize the special impact of visceral factors on behavior. It is best equipped to deal with ‘cool’ or
‘dispassionate’ settings in which there is typically a very close connection between perceived self-interest and
behavior. The decision-making paradigm has much greater difficulty in providing an account of decisions occurring at
the ‘hot’ end of the continuum defined by the intensity of visceral factors. The drive mechanism of Freudian and
behavioristic psychology provides a better account of behavior at the opposite end of the same continuum.”
Loewenstein, here, seems here to be referring to Freud-Schiller drive theory, though it is difficult to say in what sense
he means by "drive mechanism".

Heat of the moment
In 2005, Loewenstein, together with American economics psychologist Dan Ariely, published a study entitled “The
Heat of the Moment”, the focused on the subject of:
“The sex drive is a vitally important motivational force in human behavior, from the perspective of both the individual
and the society. Sexual motivation plays a direct and indirect role in a considerable number of economic activities.”
The study was on decision making or choice behaviors of male students while in the “hot state”, arrived at by selfstimulation short of ejaculation, as compared to the “cold state”, i.e. not aroused, finding, e.g., that whereas only 7%
were attracted to a 60-year old women when unroused, 23% were attracted after prior arousal, among other
interesting behavioral pattern changes. [3]
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Hough, Adrian
In religious thermodynamics, Adrian Hough (c.1958-) is an English physical chemist
turned priest noted for his 2010 book The Flaw in the Universe, in which he attempts to
explain both sin and natural disaster in terms of the second law of thermodynamics. [1]

Education
Hough completed his BS in chemistry and PhD on intermolecular forces with a thesis on
“Spectroscopic Aspects of the Study of Weakly Bound Molecules” (1984), both at
Oxford University. In 1989 Hough began studying theology at the Church of England
and became a priest in 1993. He is currently employed as a Chaplain to the Bishop of
Exeter where he trains newly ordained ministers.
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Hovind, Kent
In hmolscience, Kent Hovind (1953-) (CIR:2) is an American creation science evangelist
noted, in religious thermodynamics, for a number of 1990s video lectures, mostly to
church groups, it seems, wherein he employs science concepts, albeit in a semi-twisted
manner to argue for the existence of god, often filled with humor.

Overview
In the 1990s, Hovind began employing a dumbed-down use of the first and second law
of thermodynamics, which he learned, in his own words, from reading numerous high
school science books, to disprove evolution, in particular the "thermodynamic law says
that all systems towards disorder", hence evolution is false (systems seen to be
increasing in order), and thus humans were created by god. [1]

Quotes | Employed
The following are quotes often employed by Hovind in his arguments:
“The second law of thermodynamics is man’s description of the prior and continuing work of a creator, who also
holds the answer to the future destiny of man and the universe.”
— Gordon van Wylen (1973), Fundaments of Classical Thermodynamics [2]

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“Evolutionism is a religious worldview not supported by science, scripture, popular opinion, or common sense. The
exclusive teaching of this dangerous, mind-altering philosophy in tax-supported schools, parks, museums, etc. is a
clear violation of the First Amendment.”
— Kent Hovind (c.1998), DrDino.com (Ѻ)
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How Cosmic Forces Shape Our Destinies
In famous publications, “How Cosmic Forces Shape Our Destinies” was a 1915 article by Serbian-born American
electrical Nikola Tesla, wherein he outlines an human automaton theory, somewhere between Cartesian automaton
theory and Neumann automaton theory in viewpoint, during the course of which he abjures with the defunct theory
of life statement that “there is no thing endowed with life”, though, to note, he tinges this with panbioism
addendums.

Article
The following is Tesla's 1915 article in full: [1]

Introduction
Every living being is an engine geared to the wheelwork of the universe. Though seemingly affected only by its
immediate surrounding, the sphere of external influence extends to infinite distance. There is no constellation or
nebula, no sun or planet, in all the depths of limitless space, no passing wanderer of the starry heavens, that does not
exercise some control over its destiny—not in the vague and delusive sense of astrology, but in the rigid and positive
meaning of physical science.
More than this can be said. There is no thing endowed with life—from man, who is enslaving the elements, to
the humblest creature—in all this world that does not sway it in turn. Whenever action is born from force, though it
be infinitesimal, the cosmic balance is upset and universal motion result.
Herbert Spencer has interpreted life as a continuous adjustment to the environment, a definition of this
inconceivably complex manifestation quite in accord with advanced scientific thought, but, perhaps, not broad
enough to express our present views. With each step forward in the investigation of its laws and mysteries our
conceptions of nature and its phases have been gaining in depth and breadth.
In the early stages of intellectual development man was conscious of but a small part of the macrocosm. He
knew nothing of the wonders of the microscopic world, of the molecules composing it, of the atoms making up the
molecules and of the dwindlingly small world of electrons within the atoms. To him life was synonymous with
voluntary motion and action. A plant did not suggest to him what it does to us—that it lives and feels, fights for its
existence, that it suffers and enjoys. Not only have we found this to be true, but we have ascertained that even
matter called inorganic, believed to be dead, responds to irritants and gives unmistakable evidence of the presence
of a living principle within.
Thus, everything that exists, organic or inorganic, animated or inert, is susceptible to stimulus from the outside.
There is no gap between, no break of continuity, no special and distinguishing vital agent. The same law governs all
matter, all the universe is alive. The momentous question of Spencer, "What is it that causes inorganic matter to run
into organic forms!" has been answered. It is the sun's heat and light. Wherever they are there is life. Only in the
boundless wastes of interstellar space, in the eternal darkness and cold, is animation suspended, and, possibly, at the
temperature of absolute zero all matter may die.

Man as Machine
This realistic aspect of the perceptible universe, as a clockwork wound up and running down, dispensing with the
necessity of a hypermechanical vital principle, need not be in discord with our religious and artistic aspirations —
those undefinable and beautiful efforts through which the human mind endeavors to free itself from material bonds.
On the contrary, the better understanding of nature, the consciousness that our knowledge is true, can only be all the
more elevating and inspiring.
It was Descartes, the great French philosopher, who in the seventeenth century, laid the first foundation to the
mechanistic theory of life, not a little assisted by Harvey's epochal discovery of blood circulation. He held that animals
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were simply automata without consciousness and recognized that man, though possessed of a higher and distinctive
quality, is incapable of action other than those characteristic of a machine. He also made the first attempt to explain
the physical mechanism of memory. But in this time many functions of the human body were not as yet understood,
and in this respect some of his assumptions were erroneous
Great strides have since been made in the art of anatomy, physiology and all branches of science, and the
workings of the man-machine are now perfectly clear. Yet the very fewest among us are able to trace their actions to
primary external causes. lt is indispensable to the arguments I shall advance to keep in mind the main facts which I
have myself established in years of close reasoning and observation and which may be summed up as follows:
1. The human being is a self-propelled automaton entirely under the control of external influences. Willful and
predetermined though they appear, his actions are governed not from within, but from without. He is like a float
tossed about by the waves of a turbulent sea.
2. There is no memory or retentive faculty based on lasting impression. What we designate as memory is but
increased responsiveness to repeated stimuli.
3. It is not true, as Descartes taught, that the brain is an accumulator. There is no permanent record in the brain,
there is no stored knowledge. Knowledge is something akin to an echo that needs a disturbance to be called into
being.
4. All knowledge or form conception is evoked through the medium of the eye, either in response to disturbances
directly received on the retina or to their fainter secondary effects and reverberations. Other sense organs can only
call forth feelings which have no reality of existence and of which no conception can be formed.
5. Contrary to the most important tenet of Cartesian philosophy that the perceptions of the mind are illusionary, the
eye transmits to it the true and accurate likeness of external things. This is because light propagates in straight lines
and the image cast on the retina is an exact reproduction of the external form and one which, owing to the
mechanism of the optic nerve, can not be distorted in the transmission to the brain. What is more, the process must
be reversible, that in to say, a form brought to consciousness can, by reflex action, reproduce the original image on
the retina just as an echo can reproduce the original disturbance.
If this view is borne out by experiment an immense revolution in all human relations and departments of activity will
be the consequence.

Natural Forces Influence Us
Accepting all this as true let us consider some of the forces and influences which act on such a wonderfully complex
automatic engine with organs inconceivably sensitive and delicate, as it is carried by the spinning terrestrial globe in
lightning flight through space. For the sake of simplicity we may assume that the earth's axis is perpendicular to the
ecliptic and that the human automaton is at the equator. Let his weight be one hundred and sixty pounds then, at the
rotational velocity of about 1,520 feet per second with which he is whirled around, the mechanical energy stored in
his body will be nearly 5,780,000 foot pounds, which is about the energy of a hundred-pound cannon ball. This
momentum is constant as well as upward centrifugal push, amounting to about fifty-five hundredth of a pound, and
both will probably be without marked influence on his life functions. The sun, having a mass 332,000 times that of the
earth, but being 23,000 times farther, will attract the automaton with a force of about one-tenth of one pound,
alternately increasing and diminishing his normal weight by that amount.
Though not conscious of these periodic changes, he is surely affected by them.
The earth in its rotation around the sun carries him with the prodigious speed of nineteen miles per second and
the mechanical energy imparted to him is over 25,160,000,000 foot pounds. The largest gun ever made in Germany
hurls a projectile weighing one ton with a muzzle velocity of 3,700 feet per second, the energy being 429,000,000
foot pounds. Hence the momentum of the automaton's body is nearly sixty times greater. It would be sufficient to
develop 762,400 horse-power for one minute, and if the motion were suddenly arrested the body would be instantly
exploded with a force sufficient to carry a projectile weighing over sixty tons to a distance of twenty-eight miles.
This enormous energy is, however, not constant, but varies with the position of the automaton in relation to the sun.
The circumference of the earth has a speed of 1,520 feet per second, which is either added to or subtracted from the
translatory velocity of nineteen miles through space. Owing to this the energy will vary from twelve to twelve hours
by an amount approximately equal to 1,533,000,000 foot pounds, which means that energy streams in some
unknown way into and out of the body of the automaton at the rate of about sixty-four horse-power.
But this is not all. The whole`solar system is urged towards the remote constellation Hercules at a speed which some
estimate at some twenty miles per second and owing to this there should be similar annual changes in the flux of
energy, which may reach the appalling figure of over one hundred billion foot pounds. All these varying and purely
mechanical effects are rendered more complex through the inclination of the orbital planes and many other
permanent or casual mass actions.
This automaton, is, however subjected to other forces and influences. His body is at the electric potential of two
billion volts, which fluctuates violently and incessantly. The whole earth is alive with electrical vibrations in which he
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takes part. The atmosphere crushes him with a pressure of from sixteen to twenty tons, according, to barometric
condition. He receives the energy of the sun's rays in varying intervals at a mean rate of about forty foot pounds per
second, and is subjected to periodic bombardment of the sun's particles, which pass through his body as if it were
tissue paper. The air is rent with sounds which beat on his eardrums, and he is shaken by the unceasing tremors of
the earth's crust. He is exposed to great temperature changes, to rain and wind.
What wonder then that in such a terrible turmoil, in which cast iron existence would seem impossible, this
delicate human engine should act in an exceptional manner? If all automata were in every respect alike they would
react in exactly the same way, but this is not the case. There is concordance in response to those disturbances only
which are most frequently repeated, not to all. It is quite easy to provide two electrical systems which, when
subjected to the same influence, will behave in just the opposite way.
So also two human beings, and what is true of individuals also holds good for their large aggregations. We all sleep
periodically. This is not an indispensable physiological necessity any more than stoppage at intervals is a requirement
for an engine. It is merely a condition gradually imposed upon us by the diurnal revolution of the globe, and this is
one of the many evidences of the truth of the mechanistic theory. We note a rhythm or ebb and tide, in ideas and
opinions, in financial and political movements, in every department of our intellectual activity.

How Wars Are Started
It only shows that in all this a physical system of mass inertia is involved which affords a further striking proof. If we
accept the theory as a fundamental truth and, furthermore, extend the limits of our sense perceptions beyond those
within which we become conscious of the external impressions, then all the states in human life, however unusual,
can be plausibly explained. A few examples may be given in illustration.
The eye responds only to light vibrations through a certain rather narrow range, but the limits are not sharply
defined. It is also affected by vibrations beyond, only in lesser degree. A person may thus become aware of the
presence of another in darkness, or through intervening obstacles, and people laboring under illusions ascribe this to
telepathy. Such transmission of thought is absurdly impossible.
The trained observer notes without difficulty that these phenomena are due to suggestion or coincidence. The
same may be said of oral impressions, to which musical and imitative people are especially susceptible. A person
possessing these qualities will often respond to mechanical shocks or vibrations which are inaudible.
To mention another instance of momentary interest reference may be made to dancing, which comprises certain
harmonious muscular contractions and contortions of the body in response to a rhythm. How they come to be in
vogue just now, can be satisfactorily explained by supposing the existence of some new periodic disturbances in the
environment, which are transmitted through the air or the ground and may be of mechanical, electrical or other
character.
Exactly so it is with wars, revolutions and similar exceptional states of society.
Though it may seem so, a war can never be caused by arbitrary acts of man.
It is invariably the more or less direct result of cosmic disturbance in which the sun is chiefly concerned.
In many international conflicts of historical record which were precipitated by famine, pestilence or terrestrial
catastrophes the direct dependence of the sun is unmistakable. But in most cases the underlying primary causes are
numerous and hard to trace.
In the present war it would be particularly difficult to show that the apparently willful acts of a few individuals
were not causative. Be it so, the mechanistic theory, being founded on truth demonstrated in everyday experience,
absolutely precludes the possibility of such a state being anything but the inevitable consequence of cosmic
disturbance.
The question naturally presents itself as to whether there is some intimate relation between wars and terrestrial
upheavals. The latter are of decided influence on temperament and disposition, and might at times be instrumental
in accelerating the clash but aside from this there seems to be no mutual dependence, though both may be due to
the same primary cause.
What can be asserted with perfect confidence is that the earth may be thrown into convulsions through
mechanical effects such as are produced in modern warfare. This statement may be startling, but it admits of a
simple explanation.
Earthquakes are principally due to two causes — subterranean explosions or structural adjustments. The former
are called volcanic, involve immense energy and are hard to start. The latter are named tectonic; their energy is
comparatively insignificant and they can be caused by the slightest shock or tremor. The frequent slides in the
Culebra are displacements of this kind.

War and the Earthquake
Theoretically, it may be said that one might think of a tectonic earthquake and cause it to occur as a result of the
thought, for just preceding the release the mass may be in the most delicate balance. There is a popular error in
regard to the energy of such displacements. In a case recently reported as quite extraordinary, extending as it did
over a vast territory, the energy was estimated at 65,000,000,000,000 foot tons. Assuming even that the whole work
was performed in one minute it would only be equivalent to that of 7,500,000 horse-power during one year, which
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seems much, but is little for a terrestrial upheaval. The energy of the sun's rays falling on the same area is a thousand
times greater.
The explosions of mines, torpedoes, mortars and guns develop reactive forces on the ground which are
measured in hundreds or even thousands of tons and make themselves felt all over the globe. Their effect, however,
may be enormously magnified by resonance. The earth is a sphere of a rigidity slightly greater than that of steel and
vibrates once in about one hour and forty-nine minutes.
If, as might well be possible, the concussions happen to be properly timed their combined action could start
tectonic adjustments in any part of the earth, and the Italian calamity may thus have been the result of explosions in
France. That man can produce such terrestrial convulsions is beyond any doubt, and the time may be near when it
will be done for purposes good or apt.

Discussion
The first two paragraphs, of this opening article section, corroborate with the now confirmed and accepted 2009
defunct theory of life, i.e. that life is something that does not exist. Very deep insight indeed. In the last paragraph we
see Tesla: conclude that the unbridgeable gap model is bunk (correct), that vitalism is bunk (correct), that the same
law (thermodynamics) governs all matter (correct), discuss the heat death theory (seems cogent), and attempt to
give his solution to the Spencer-version of the great problem of natural philosophy (close). In the last of these,
however, his mention that "all the universe is alive" (incorrect) is one step away from the rigid physical science
defunct view of life, namely that correctly "nothing in the universe is alive" (correct). When one first delves into the
matter, such as via descent down to smaller scales, e.g. as viewed on the molecular evolution table or evolution
timeline, the first possibility that comes to mind, knowing that atoms and nucleons are teeming with movement and
activity, is to conclude that "all is alive" in some sense of the matter. This view, however, does not hold water in the
long run after which one concludes that the "all is alive" possibility is an anthropomorphism and that correctly what is
needed is a deanthropomorphism.
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Hoyle, Fred
In science, Fred Hoyle (1915-2001) was an English astronomer noted for his 1949
coining of the term "big bang", for his 1957 "living cloud" science fiction theory (see:
Paul Davies), and for his 1981 Boeing 747 chance-based creation description (see:
typing monkeys).

Big bang
In 1949, Hoyle coined the phrase that came to be applied to Georges Lemaitre's
exploding atom theory of the universe, referring to it as "this big bang idea" during a
BBC Radio broadcast. In 1967, together with Jayant Narlikar, Hoyle would go on to
state: [6]
“In the ‘big bang’ cosmology the universe must start with a marked degree of
thermodynamic disequilibrium and must eventually run down.”
(add discussion)

Living black cloud | Davies
In 1957, Hoyle published the science fiction novel The Black Cloud, wherein he describes a large cloud of gas from
interstellar space arrived in the solar system, which was said to be ‘alive’. In the mid-1960s, Paul Davies, as an
undergraduate physics student, read Hoyle’s The Black Cloud, during a time when he was ruminating on a variant of
the anthropic principle, and became intrigued by Hoyle’s “living cloud” theory, about which he says the following in
retrospect: [1]
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“How can a cloud be alive? I puzzled over this at length. Surely gas clouds just obey the laws of physics? How could
they exhibit autonomous behavior, have thoughts, make choices? But, then, it occurred to me, all living things
supposedly obey the laws of physics.”
Hoyle’s living cloud premise left Davies ‘baffled and vaguely disturbed’, leaving him questioning the ‘what exactly is
life question’ and ‘when did it start?’ issue. Next, Davies’ PhD advisor (Michael Seaton or Sigurd Zienau) then gave
him a copy of Hungarian-American physicist Eugene Wigner’s 1961 essay “The Probability of the Existence of a SelfReproducing Unit” which purported to prove that a physical system cannot make a transition from a nonliving state
to a living state without contravening the laws of quantum physics, arguing to the effect, according to Davies, that
‘something funny must have gone on when life started.’ [2] Davies supervisor then passed him Australian
astrophysicist Brandon Carter’s circa 1970 paper on the ‘anthropic principle’ (a term he coined), which argues to
affect that the laws of nuclear physics are fine-tuned to make carbon in stars, and hence predisposed to the
development of life, and hence anthropocentric laws are made to favor the development of human life, in short.
Davies then worked under Hoyle and with Carter for two years at Cambridge, from 1970 to 1972. During this period
he chanced across a copy of Erwin Schrodinger’s famous 1944 booklet What is Life?, as we all have, which gave
Davies the view that biological organisms can be explained by physics. This seems to have been Davies first
indoctrination into the basics of the thermodynamics of life and his later circa 1980s gravitational entropy theory of
life. In 1999, Davies, in fact, declared the second law to the "ultimate problem of biogenesis". In his 2003 The Origin
of Life, Davies attempts to answer the question: [3]
“Is life written into the laws of nature, or just a bizarre accident, unique in the universe? How can a mix of non-living
chemicals be transformed into something as complex as the living cell?
In 2006, Davies, in his The Goldilocks Enigma: Why Is the Universe Just Right for Life?, pictured adjacent, in which he
argues that the earth, with its so-called "bio-friendly" conditions habitable zone, was fine-tuned by accident, and
found in one of many universes. [4]

Life cloud
In 1978, Hoyle, together with Chandra Wickramasinghe, published Lifecloud, wherein the begin by pointing out the
improbability of the "chemical evolution" scenarios that have been postulated, after which the conclude that life
arose via comet. [7] Their suggestion that the main ingredient of interstellar dust is the bacterium E. coli, however,
ran into ridicule. [8]

Boeing 747 | Chance-based creation
In 1980 or 1981, Fred Hoyle, together with Chandra Wickramasinghe, who co-authored Evolution From Space: a
Theory of Cosmic Creation (1981) (Ѻ) and Cosmic Life Force (1990) (Ѻ), began to state that:
“It is ridiculous to suppose that the random shuffling of constituent molecules could create life, and wrong to teach
children [this] ... and that such an event is comparable to the “chance that a tornado sweeping through a junk yard
might assemble a Boeing 747 from the materials therein.” (Ѻ)
“The chance that higher life forms might have emerged in this way is comparable with the chance that a tornado
sweeping through a junk-yard might assemble a Boeing 747 from the materials therein.”
— Fred Hoyle (1981), “Hoyle on Evolution”, Nature, 294(5837):105, Nov 12 (Ѻ)

This is known to some as the junkyard tornado (Ѻ) argument.

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“When a problem remains unsolved, general opinion must be wrong.”
— Fred Hoyle (c.1965) [5]

“A commonsense interpretation of the facts suggests that superintellect has monkeyed with physics, as well as with
chemistry and biology, and that there are no blind forces worth speaking about in nature.”
— Fred Hoyle (1982), “The Universe: Past and Present Reflections” [9]
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Hsieh, Ching-Yao
In hmolscience, Ching-Yao Hsieh (1917-2001) was a Chinese-born American economist noted for
his 1991 book Economics, Philosophy, and Physics, co-written with American economist Meng-Hua
Ye—who of note completed his PhD with a dissertation on “Application of Brownian Motion to
Economic Models of Optimal Stopping” in 1984 at the University of Wisconsin-Madison—their
book written for students of economics interested in knowing the philosophical underpinnings
and scientific foundations of contemporary economic models. The book has sections on
romanticism and science, thermodynamics and economics, chaos theory and philosophy,
Newtonian physics and economics, relativity and economics, among other two cultures subjects.
Hsieh and Ye classify Austrian-born astrophysicist Erich Jantsch as Belgian chemist Ilya Prigogine’s
“most famous disciple and interpreter.” [1]

Econophysics | Newtonian based
Hsieh and Ye state that only two books prior to them have related physics, in particular Newtonian mechanics, to
economics, namely: American physical economics historian Philip Mirowski’s 1988 Against Mechanism, especially
part one, and Austrian-born American physicist Fritjof Capra’s 1983 The Turning Point, especially chapter seven. [1]

Education
Hsieh completed his undergraduate education at St. John’s University, Shanghai, where he taught history, after which
he worked at the Central Bank of China, then migrated to America in 1954. He then completed a master’s and
doctorate degree in economics at George Washington University, after he began teaching economics there in 1961,
and was professor emeritus in 1991. [2] In 1997, the “Ching-Yao Hsieh Prize” was established, by multiple donors, in
Hsieh’s honor, at George Washington University, awarded annually, one to an undergraduate and one to a graduate
student in the economics department.

Quotes
The following are quotes from the book:
“God if reason, the Bible is Newtonian physics; and the prophet is Voltaire.”
— Anon (c.1800), credited as a "wit in the past"
“The philosophy of any period is always largely interwoven with the science of the period, so that any fundamental
change in science must produce reactions in philosophy.”
— James Jeans (1943), Physics and Philosophy [3]
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pgs. 188-233). Simon & Schuster.
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● Hsieh, Ching-Yao (1917-) – WorldCat Identities.

HT
In acronyms, HT is short for human thermodynamics, as in EoHT (Encyclopedia of Human Thermodynamics) or IoHT
(Institute of Human Thermodynamics), the thermodynamics of humans; or less-commonly hierarchical
thermodynamics, the classical thermodynamic study of hierarchies of living systems, the latter a subject developed
by Russian physical chemist Georgi Gladyshev. [1]

References
1. HT - IoHT glossary.

Hughes, Emyr
In hmolscience, Emyr Alun Moelwyn-Hughes (1905-1978), oft-cited as E.A. MoelwynHughes, was a Welsh physical chemist noted for 1947 frequently requoted (e.g. Philip
Ball, 2004) aphorism that "energy among molecules is like money among men. The rich
are few, the poor numerous".

Overview
In 1947, Moelwyn-Hughes, in his The Kinetics of Reactions in Solution, employed a
proto-econophysics logic, when he compared money to energy and men to molecules:
[1]
“Energy among molecules is like money among men. The rich are few, the poor
numerous.”
This saying is known in modern terms as the Pareto principle, named after Vilfredo
Pareto. [2]

Education
Hughes, the son of a minister, completed his BS in 1926, PhD in 1928, and DSc in 1933 at the University of Liverpool,
much of which was focused around an interest in chemical reaction kinetics; after which he became a physical
chemist at the University of Cambridge, focusing on the kinetics of reactions in solution. His magnum opus was his
1957 Physical Chemistry textbook. [3]

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“The complete physical chemist blows his own apparatus and solves his own equations.”
— Emry Hughes (1957), Physical Chemistry (pg. 1) [3]
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Hughes, Richard
In hmolscience, Richard D. Hughes (c.1955-) is an American government and political
scientist noted, in human thermodynamics education, noted for his 2008 course
“Thermodynamic Interpretation of Politics” on political thermodynamics.

Overview
In 2008, Hughes, at California State University, Sacramento taught a course on political
thermodynamics, entitled “Thermodynamic Interpretation of Politics”, as part of his
government and world politics classes. [1] Hughes bases his political thermodynamics
on the social Prigoginean thermodynamics work of Greek-born Belgian physicist
Grégoire Nicolis and Belgian chemist Ilya Prigogine, about the latter of which he unassumedly declares “invented the mathematics to explain life”. [2] In his class lecture
overview handout “Modern Science, Twentieth Century Science, and Politics”, Hughes
outlines parts of his thermodynamics teaching philosophy where he states, for
instance, that:
“Living organism and their societies are heat engines open to their environment.”
(add discussion)

Science-to-humanities | Table
Hughes, in his course, gives the following table, showing how he sees relativity, quantum mechanics, and
thermodynamics to have relevance in the human philosophy and political sphere: [3]

In a footnote to his teaching abstract, Hughes notes that American engineer Willard Gibbs, primary founder of
chemical thermodynamics, is “perhaps the greatest American scientist, ever.” Among other notes, in the vein of
famous thermodynamics founders and suicide, Hughes states that a reading of chapter eighteen of Nicolis and
Prigogine’s 1977 Self-Organization in Non-Equilibrium Systems, will help one get “through many a rough night
avoiding the thoughts of suicide.” [1]

Education
Hughes completed his B.S. in mechanical engineering at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT school of
thermodynamics); his M.A. in political science at Colgate University; and his Ph.D. in government at Claremont
Graduate University. Hughes is currently an emeritus professor of government at at California State University,
Sacramento.
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External links
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Huhn, Helmut
In human chemistry, Helmut Hühn (1961-) is a German romantic literature scholar
noted for []

Overview
In 2010, Huhn was the editor of the 2010 Goethe’s Elective Affinities: Work and
Research, on German polymath Johann Goethe's puzzle-laden physical chemistry based
1809 novella Elective Affinities, which is abstracted as follows: [1]
“In this hand-book-like collection of the timeline development Goethe’s famous
Elective Affinities, renowned scientists and experts address new questions and
perspectives for the interpretation of this complex work and take stock of the research.
The novel and its narrative and times are specifically examined in an interdisciplinary
and accessible manner. A detailed introduction, persons, subject index, and a
bibliography of research used for orientation and usability is provided.”
The following are the contributors, listed per order of chapter contribution:
German

English

● Helmut Huhn (Wirklichkeit und Kunst. 200 Jahre
Goethes Wahlverwandtschaften)
● Ernst Osterkamp (Einsamkeit und Entsagung in
Goethes Wahlverwandtschaften)
● Klaus Manger (Goethes Wahlverwandtschaften: Neu
gelesen)
● Jochen Golz (Ein poe sches Entrée? Goethes
Wahlverwandtschaften im Kontext des Sonettzyklus von
1807 und der Pandora-Dichtung)
● Harald Tausch (Das unsichtbare Labyrinth. Zur
Parkgestaltung und Architektur in Goethes
Wahlverwandtschaften)
● Helmut Huhn (Ein >>tragischer Roman<<?
Uberlegungen zu einem Romanexperiment), Birgit
Sandkaulen (>>…uberall nur eine Natur …<<. Spinozas
Ethik als Schlussel zu Goethes Wahlverwandtschaften?)
● Jan Urbich (>>Ein Zeichen sind wir, deutungslos<<.
Uber die Funktion des dekonstruktivistischen
Schriftbegriffes fur Goethes Wahlverwandtschaften)
● Reinhard Wegner (Zum Problem gesellscha licher
Vorurteile und individueller Denkstorungen in Goethes
Wahlverwandtschaften Ein psychoanalytische
Untersuchung)
● Temilo van Zantwijk ( Wissen sie, was sie tun?
Literature, Ethik und Handlungstheore), Olaf Freidbach
(Die Wahlverwandtschaften: Versuch einer
wissenschafts-historischen Perspektivierung)
● Nicole Grochowina (Von der >>Dazwischenkun eines
Dritten<< - Geschlechterbeziehungen in Goethes
Wahlverwandtschaften)
● Marko Kreutzmann (Goethe als Gesellscha skri ker.
Zur Symolisierung sozialen Wandels in den
Wahlverwandtschaften)

● Helmut Huhn (reality and art. 200 years Goethe's
Elective Affinities)
● Ernst Osterkamp (loneliness and self-denial in Goethe's
Elective Affinities)
● Klaus Manger (Goethe's Elective Affinities: Read New)
● Jochen Golz (A poetic starters? Goethe's Elective
Affinities in the context of the sonnet cycle of 1807's box
and seal)
● Harald Tausch (the invisible maze. To Park Design and
Architecture in Goethe's Elective Affinities)
● Helmut Huhn (A >> << tragic novel? Considerations for
a novel experiment), Birgit Sandkaulen (... >> << ...
everywhere but one nature. Spinoza's ethics as the key
to Goethe's Elective Affinities?)
● Jan Urbich (>> We are a sign, << meaningless. About
the role of deconstructive writing term for Goethe's
Elective Affinities)
● Reinhard Wegner (On the problem of social prejudice,
and individual Denkstorungen in Goethe's Elective
Affinities, A psychoanalytic study)
● Temilo van Zantwijk (they know what they are doing
Literature, Ethics and Handlungstheore?), Olaf Freidbach
(Elective Affinities: Try a science-historical
perspectivation)
● Nicole Grochowina (By the intervention of a third party
>> << - Gender relations in Goethe's Elective Affinities)
● Marko Kreutzmann (Goethe as a social critic.
Symolisierung to social change in the Elective Affinities)
● Gerhard Muller (>> all really good geimeinsame MUB
unrestrained role Majestatsrecht required bythe warden
<< - Social Change and reform policy as a time of
historical background of the novel Elective Affinities)
● Benigna Carolin Kasztner (The work in pain. Remarks
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● Gerhard Muller (>>Alles eigentlich geimeinsame Gute
muB durchdas unumschrankte Majestatsrecht gefordert
warden<< - Gesellschaftlicher Umbruch und
Refompolitik als zeithistorischer Hintergrund des
Romans Die Wahlverwandtschaften)
● Benigna Carolin Kasztner (Das Werk im Schmerz.
Anmerkungen zum Motiv des Kopfschmerzes), Stefan
Blechschmidt (>>… eine Repositur fur das Gegenwartige,
ein Archiv fur das Vergangene<<. Wer schafft Ordnung in
den Wahlverwandtschaften?)
● Michael Maurer (Verfehlte Geburtstage und verpatzte
Feste. Xeitkultur in den Wahlverwandtschaften), Susan
Baumert (Zeit und Zeitkultur in Goethes
Wahlverwandtschaften)
● Ju a Heinz (>>Durch und durch materialis sch<< oder
>> voll inner heiligen Lebens<<? Zur eitgennossischen
Rezeption der Wahlverwandtschaften)
● Nikolas Immer (Goethes Erben. Wahlverwandtes bei
Handke, Walser, Wellershoff)
● Elisabeth von Thadden (Das >>ungeheure Rechte<<
der Gegenwart. Ubereilung, Mode und Verdrangung
Gegenwart als Symptome eines verfehlten
Zeitbewusstseins in Goethes Wahlverwandtschaften).
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to the subject of the headache), Stefan Blechschmidt (>>
... a Repositur for the Gegenwartige, an archive for the
past << creates. Who rules in Elective Affinities?)
● Michael Maurer (Missed birthdays and botched
celebrations. Xeitkultur in Elective Affinities), Susan
Baumert (time period and culture in Goethe's Elective
Affinities)
● Jutta Heinz (>> through and through materialistic << or
>> full << sacred inner life? To eitgennossischen
Reception of the elective affinities)
● Nikolas Immer (Goethe's heirs. Choice akin to Handke,
Walser, Wellershoff)
● Elisabeth von Thadden (<< >> The vast rights of the
present. Ubereilung, fashion and displacement present
as symptoms of a missed time-consciousness in Goethe's
Elective Affinities)

In the above group, supposedly, Stefan Blechschmidt discussed Elective
Affinities in terms of the “the contemporary revolution in chemistry”. [3]

Education
Huhn completed his BA in philosophy in the German literature and art history
department of the University of Marburg in 1984, completing his MA in similar
studies in 1989, and his PhD in philosophy 1995, the latter both at the Free
University of Berlin. [4] In 2012, Huhn was associated with the Friedrich-Schiller
University in Jena. [2]

See also
● Goethe timeline
● Elective Affinities: Illustrated, Annotated, and Decoded
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Human
In hmolscience,
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a human is a powered CHNOPS+ (26element) atomic geometry (see:
hmolscience periodic table), with
turnover rate; a motile bound state
animate reactive matter classified,
according to commonly as a bipedal
primate mammal. [1]

Quotes | Models
The following are example model
quotes:
“Each of us from a purely physical
standpoint is a large batch atoms.”
— Paul Aebersold (1949), “Atomic Energy
Benefits: Radioisotopes”

“To a materialist no thing is real but
Models in regards to what a "human" is have evolved over the time. Equality
atoms in a void and we are but
above shows the hmolscience periodic table, i.e. elemental composition of a
molecular people controlled by the
actions of natural physicochemical law.” human, specifically the version used by Libb Thims to teach kids what they are
— George Scott (1985), “Molecular People”
dedicated to Lucretius

during the 2015 "Zerotheism for Kids" lecture.

“Humans are an interesting form of baryonic matter.”
— Michael Rowan-Robinson (1999), The Nine Numbers of the Cosmos (pg.16)

(add discussion)

Physical models | Types
The following is a work-in-progress listing, in general increasing order of complexity and conceptualization, of the
various "physical science" based models theorists have employed, over the last four-centuries, to conceptualize or
model a human as:
Type

Machine

Person

Date

Rene Descartes

1637

Physico-chemical machine

Wilhelm Ostwald [15]

1901

Steam engine [13]

Felix Adler [13]

1916

Wave | Orbital

Ernst Mach

1885

Wave function | Human wave function

Peter Atkins

1992

Quantum clould

Antony Gormley

Wave function / orbital

Libb Thims

2007

Point atom

Humphry Davy

1813

Organic individuality

Nathaniel Shaler

1891

Batch of atoms

Paul Aebersold

1949

Batch of stable isotopes

Paul Aebersold

1949

Automaton
Motor
Heat engine

Wave-particle duality

Atom
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Atomic thing with curiosity

Richard Feynman

1963

Atomism

Arthur Iberall

1987

Bunch of atoms

Michael Ruse

2000

Atomic geometry

Libb Thims

2012

Aware atomic assemblage

(Ѻ)

Element

John Claxton

2006

Chemical element

William Fairburn

1914

Molecule

Jean Sales

1789

Molecular person | Molecular entity (molecular people)

George Scott

1985

Supermolecule

Jean-Marie Lehn

1995

Molecular agent

Vilfredo Pareto

1907

Molecular species [see: fugacity]

Mirza Beg?

1987

Obscure lump of molecules

Barry Barnes

1998

Abstract molecule

Michael McLure

2002

Overgrown supermolecule

Peter Pogany

2006

Evolved animated molecular structure

Carolyn Porco

2006

Powered metabolic molecule

Libb Thims

2013

Particle

Irving Fisher

1892

c.2015

Mega-molecule

Fluid particle
Gas particle

1872

Gas molecule

Ludwig Boltzmann

Active Brownian agent

Lutz Schimansky-Geier

1995

Phase

Henry Adams

1908

Metamophosized physico-chemical substance

Johann Goethe

1796

Evolved carbon chemistry animal machine well-informed heat
engine

Jerome Rothstein

1979

Chemical

Thomas Dreier

1910

Complex chemical combination

Nikolay Chernyshevsky

1860

Chemical formula in operation

George Carey

1919

Chemical molecule

Gilbert Lewis
Samuel Gorvy
Surya Pati

1925
1970
2009

Chemical machine

Ernest Borek

1952

Chemical entity

John Tukey

1966

Chemical substance

Mirza Beg

1987

Chemical being

Zane Claes (Ѻ)

2011

Equilibrium
Evolved | Metamorphosized chemical

Chemical species

Physico-Chemical
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Affinity-powered chemical "electrical mechanism"

Honore Balzac

1834

Physico-chemical compound

Frank Stockbridge

1912

Physico-chemical mechanism

James Johnstone

1914

Stardust

Hilda Finnemore (Ѻ)

1924

Star-stuff

Carl Sagan

1980

Star detritus

Neil Tyson

2007

Stardust

Lawrence Krauss (Ѻ)

2012

Gas-liquid two phase social model

Lawrence Henderson

1935

Benard cell social molecule

Ilya Prigogine

1972

Human liquid

Marc Donohue

2014

Energy eddy

Charles Sherrington

1938

Shape-stable energy-steaming flame-like physico-chemical
whirlpool phenomenon

Alan Watts

Second law based evolved eddy

Buckminster Fuller

1976

Light-powered chemical-fueled order-constructing heatdissipating eddy (Ѻ) (Ѻ)

J. Scott Turner

2000

Extant molecular eddy

Libb Thims

2014

Electron-proton configuration

George Lundberg

1939

Proton-electron configuration

Libb Thims (Ѻ)

2014

Pile of protons

Howard Bloom

2013

State of matter

George Simpson

1967

Baryonic matter

Michael Rowan-Robinson

1999

Ilya Prigogine

1972

Addy Pross

2012

Libb Thims

2014

Fermion or boson

Louis Barrett

1977

Fermion or boson

Ed Stephan

1977

Baryon-lepton composite

Michael Rowan-Robinson

1999

Fermion-boson arrangement

Libb Thims (Ѻ)

2014

Electron spin

Elliott Montroll

1981

Free electron

Steve McMenamin

1986

Liquid

Eddy

c.1955

Protons

Matter

Dissipative structure
Far-from-equilibrium dissipative structure
Far-from-equilibrium solar-powered refrigerator
Powered
Powered atomic geometry
Fundamental particle

Electron

Bag | Sack
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Sack of chemicals

William Herrick (Ѻ)

1983

Soulless sack of chemicals machine

Author (Ѻ)

1991

Bag of chemicals

Michael Rowan-Robinson

1999

Complex sack of chemicals

Robert Beezat (Ѻ)

2010

Empty sack of chemicals endlessly interacting

Michael White (Ѻ)

2010

Soulless bag of chemicals

Kurt Bell

2011

Arthur Clarke [14]

1992

Heated chemical scum

Stephen Hawking

1995

Pond scum

Neil Shubin

2008

Evolved pond scum

Ray Comfort

2013

C-H-N-O-S-P combination

Wilhelm Ostwald

1926

Evolved "CHNOPS" plus substance

Frank Thone

1936

CHNOPS system

George Armstrong

1964

CHNOPS organism

Harold Morowitz

1968

Powered CHNOPS+ matrix

Henry Swan

1974

HOCN+ mega-molecule

Rohann Solare

2009

22-element reactive molecule

Robert Sterner &
James Elser

2000

26-element reactive molecule

Libb Thims

2002

26-element energy/heat driven atomic structure

Kalyan Annamalai &
Carlos Silva

2011

22-element formula

Neil Shubin

2013

Powered surface-attached coupled 26-element turnover-rate
freely-running molecule

Libb Thims

2013

Libb Thims (Ѻ)

2014

CHNOPS+20 chemical species

Libb Thims

2015

Powered CHNOPS+20 molecule

Libb Thims

2015

Powered CHNOPS+20 phase

Libb Thims (Ѻ)

2016

Carbon | Based
Carbon-based biped
Scum

Multi-element molecule / other

(add discussion)
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Religion | Science tension
In the above, of salient note, something
dating back to at least Rene Descartes
(1637), is that if we compare the
following recent religion-tensioned
definitions:
“With the advent of the scientific age,
the body was confirmed to be a mere
sack of chemicals, a machine without a
soul.”
— Connie Zweig and Jeremiah Abrams
(1991), Meeting the Shadow (Ѻ); quoted in
Lee Booth’s 2012 Knowing and Loving (Ѻ)

“One, without God and judgment there
is no meaning or justice in life. Two,
without God and your own soul you are
nothing more than an empty sack of
chemicals endlessly interacting.”
— Michael White (2010), of Science and God
(Ѻ)

Left: Anubis weight a person’s soul—thought to be contained in the heart—
against the feather of truth, the “weight” conceptualized as being proportional to
one’s bad deeds and acts, quantified by the 42 negative confessions, while Thoth
waits to record the result. Right: the seeming-to-be modern day replacement for
the ancient concept of the soul: heat, energy, and drive, as adjudged by review of
recent attempts to define a human, particularly by science vs religion tensioned
writers, amid a growing accuracy of chemistry and physics.

“How and what we think about God has a large role to play in how and what we think about human beings and the
morality and ethics of interacting with each other. If God does not exist, then we are only a complex sack of
chemicals and biological processes. There is really no reason to act as if a human being is something worth respecting
and treating with dignity and love.”
— Robert Beezat (2010), Knowing and Loving (Ѻ)

with the chemical engineering-neutral definitions:
“A human is a 26-element energy/heat driven atomic structure.”
— Kalyan Annamalai and Carlos Silva (2011), Advanced Engineering Thermodynamics (Ѻ); per citation of Libb Thims’ 2002 Human
Thermodynamics

is that the excerpt “energy/heat driven” seems to be the upgrade for the older religio-mythology rooted concepts of
“morality, ethics, meaning, and justice” all anchoring vicariously in the ancient religio-metaphysical term “soul”. This
seems to be where the tension lies; something in need of clarification, cleaning, explication, upgrade, and
terminology reform (possibly similar to how life terminology reform and social terminology reform have been
effectively remedied).

Hmolsciences
In human chemistry, in the molecular evolution table perspective, a human is defined purely as a structure of atoms
(no soul, no brain, no free will, not alive, etc., along with any other antiquated now-defunct anthropomorphic
conceptions) and is technically called a “human molecule”, a 26-element heat-driven dynamic atomic structure. [2] In
human thermodynamics, according to the 1952 C.G. Darwin definition, people are defined as molecules. In human
physics, humans are often modeled statistically as human particles. [3] Other synonymous names include: human
atomism, human chemical, human element, human chemical element, among others, as listed below. The 1988
collaborative What is a Person? goes into some of the philosophical thorns one runs into in attempting to define what
a person is. [10]

Models | Timeline
See also: Human thermodynamic variable

The following are classical models, listed in loose chronological order, of the various ways thinkers have attempted to
model humans, and or a human social system, depending, based on established physical models.
#

Theorist

Model
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42 pre-dynastic nomes
(5000-3100BC)
Lower Egypt: 20 nomes
Upper Egypt: 22 nomes
● Religion
● Negative confessions
(42 forbidden sins → 10
commandments)
● Nun cosmology

Narmer
(c.3100-3050 BC)
Egyptian pharaoh
Heliopolis creation myth

1.

Dates: 3100BC
● Ra theology (Anunian theology)
Description:
Father Ra born of Nun theory
Ab-ra-ham-ic theologies
(Christianity, Islam, etc.)
B-ra-hma-ic theologies
(Hinduism, Buddhism, etc.)
72 percent of modern beliefs

Imhotep
(2635-2595BC)
Egyptian polymath
2.

Date: 2600BC
Model: clay creation
myth

Empedocles
(490-430 BC)
Greek philosopher
3.

Date: 450BC
Model: 4 elements + 2
forces
Description: “People who love each other mix like water and wine;
people who hate each other segregate like water and oil.”
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Leucippus
(c.500-430 BC)
Greek philosopher
4.
Date: 445BC
Model: atoms + voids
Description: Everything is composed entirely of various imperishable,
indivisible elements called atoms, and that since movement exists,
there has to be vacuum. True being, however, does not admit of
vacuum, and there can be no movement in the absence of vacuum;
vacuum is identified with non-being, since it cannot really be.

Leonardo da Vinci
(1452-1519)
Italian polymath
5.
Date: 1487
Model: Vitruvian man

Description: Based on Roman architect Vitruvius’s ideal human
proportions with geometry described in Book III of his treatise De
Architectura, the workings of the human body are analogous to the
geometrical workings of the universe. [4]
Rene Descartes
(1596-1650)
French natural
philosopher
6.
Date: 1637
Model: Two nature human
machine/automaton
Description: “I regard the human body as a machine [or automaton] so
built and put together of bone, nerve, muscle, vein, blood and skin,
that still, although it had no mind, it would not fail to move in all the
same ways as at present, since it does not move by the direction of its
will, nor consequently by means of the mind, but only by the
arrangement of its organs.”

Volume Four (Gof-Ir)
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Benedict Spinoza
(1632-1677)
Dutch philosopher
7.

Date: 1676
Model: One nature
Euclidean human

Description: “All things happen according to the laws of nature.”
“I shall consider human actions and desires in exactly the same
manner, as though I were concerned with lines, planes, and solids.”
Isaac Newton
(1643-1727)
English physicistchemist
8.
Date: 1674
Model: mechanical-chemical selfmotion
Description: "God who gave animals self motion beyond our
understanding is without doubt able to implant other principles of
motion in bodies which we may understand as little. Some would
readily grant this may be a spiritual one; yet a mechanical one might be
shown."
Jean Sales
(1741-1816)
French philosopher
9.

Date: 1789
Model: human
molecule
See: HMS pioneers; HM theory, HM
formula
Description: “We conclude that there exists a principle of the human
body which comes from the great process in which so many millions of
atoms of the earth become many millions of human molecules.” [5]
Johann Goethe
(1749-1832)
German polyintellect

10.

Date: 1796
Model: human chemical

Chemical Behavior = Human Behavior
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Humphry Davy
(1778-1829)
English chemist
Date: 1813

11.

Model: point atom
(Boscovich-Priestly point center of
force)

Description: “The true chemical philosopher sees man an atom amidst
atoms fixed upon a point in space; and yet modifying the laws that are
around him by understanding them; and gaining, as it were, a kind of
dominion over time, and an empire in material space, and exerting on
a scale infinitely small a power seeming a sort of shadow or reflection
of a creative energy, and which entitles him to the distinction of being
made in the image of God and animated by a spark of the divine
mind.”
Leon Walras
(1834-1910)
French socioeconomist
Date: c.1858
12.
Model: economic
molecule
See: Lausanne school of physical
economics

13.

Economic agent + molecule

Auguste Chauveau
(1827-1917)
French animal
physiologist
Date: 1887
Model: human engine
|
Description: “What we can state as far as the engines of the physical
world are concerned can necessarily and completely be applied to
organized machines, and […] to the human machine, which we can
study most easily and scientifically.” [12]
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Irving Fisher
(1867-1947)
American economist
Date: 1892

14.

Model: human particle
See: human thermodynamic variables
table
Description: “A particle in mechanics corresponds to an individual in
economics.” [6]

Vilfredo Pareto
(1848-1923)
French-Italian engineer
15.

Date: 1897
Model: homo
economicus
Economic agent = human molecule + external forces

Vilfredo Pareto
(1848-1923)
French-Italian engineer
16.

Date: 1902
Model: Spinning top
molecular social pyramid
(Pareto principle)

Description: “The molecules of which the social aggregate is composed
don’t stay at rest; some individuals enrich themselves, other
impoverish themselves.”
William Adams
(1832-1906)
17.

English writer
Date: 1903
Model: social atom
Description: “I call myself a social atom—a small speck of the surface
of society.”
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William Fairburn
(1876-1947)
English-born American
engineer

18.

Date: 1914
Model: human chemical element

Gilbert Lewis
(1875-1946)
American physical
chemist

19.

Date: 1925
Model: human crystal
Description: “Suppose that this hypothetical experiment could be
realized and suppose we could discover a whole chain of phenomena,
leading by imperceptible gradations form the simplest chemical
molecule to the most highly developed organism. Would we then say
that my preparation of [Anatomy of Science] is only a chemical reaction
[extrapolate up], or, conversely that a crystal is thinking [extrapolate
down] about the concepts of science?” [7]
Ettore Majorana
(1906-1938)
Italian engineer and
theoretical physicist
20.

Date: c.1935
Model: quantum mechanical social
human
(human quantum mechanics)

George Lundberg
(1895-1966)
American sociologist
21.

Date: 1939
Model: Electron-proton
configuration
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John Neumann
(1903-1957)
American chemical
engineer,
mathematician, and
computer pioneer

22.
Date: 1948

Model: Self-replicative automaton
theory
(Neumann automaton theory)

23.

Ilya Prigogine
(1917-2003)
Russian-born Belgian
chemist and
thermodynamicist
Date: 1971
Model: Benard cell human
(dissipative structure)
Jerome Rothstein
(1918-2002)
American physicist

24.

Date: 1979
Model: evolved carbon
chemistry animal machine wellinformed heat engine

Elliott Montroll
(1916-1983)
American chemist,
mathematician, and
statistical mechanicist
25.
Date: 1981
Model: Ising model of human
behavior
(electron spin model)

Hermann Haken
(1927-)
American physicist
26.

Date: 1983
Model: human laser
(herd behavior model)
Description: “Light, as a laser beam, which as a whole ‘slaves’ or
entrains its component atomic waves to its frequency, also exercises a
type of formal cause.” [9]
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Arthur Iberall
(1918-2002)
American physicist
27.
Date: 1987
Model: human atomism
Description: “The factory day is characteristic not only of living systems
but also of all complex atomistic systems that persist and that express
much of their action internally. For an individual human atomism the
factory day largely, but not completely, coincides with the earth’s day.”
Per Bak
(1948-2002)
Danish theoretical
physicist
28.
Date: 1988
Model: sand pile human
(self-organized criticality)
Peter Atkins
(1940-)
English physical chemist
29.

Date: 1992
Model: human wave
function
James Lovelock
(1919-)
English scientist

30.

Date: 1995
Model: human
whirlpool [11]
Lutz Schimansky-Geier
(1950-)
German theoretical
physicist

31.
Date: 1995
Model: active Brownian agent
("active" Brownian motion model)
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Fritjof Capra
(1939-)
Austrian-born American
physicist
32.
Date: 1996
Model: Belousov-Zhabotinsky
reaction

Alicia Juarrero
(1947-)
Cuban-born American
philosopher
33.
Date: 1999
Model: human tornado
(vortex model)
Description: “Recent research in nonlinear dynamical systems suggests
organisms are more like tornadoes or even ‘chaotic’ systems like glass
or planets.” [9]
Victor

Yakovenko
(1961-)
34. Russian-born American physicist
Adrian Dragulescu
(c.1974-)
Romanian-born American physicist
Date: 2000
Model: Boltzmann money distribution
Robert
Sterner
(c.1958-)
American

limnologist
35.

James Elser
(c.1959-)
American limnologist
Date: 2000
Model: 22-element abstract reactive
molecule

H375,000,000 O132,000,000 C85,700,000 N6,430,000 Ca1,500,000
P1,020,000 S206,000 Na183,000 K177,000 Cl127,000 Mg40,000 Si38,600
Fe2,680 Zn2,110 Cu76 I14 Mn13 F13 Cr7 Se4 Mo3 Co1
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(Sterner-Elser human molecular
formula)
Wenyuan Niu
(c.1950-)
Chinese scientist
Date: 2001

36.

Model: Social particle
combustion model
(social combustion theory)

Libb Thims
(c.1975-)
American
electrochemical
engineer
37.
Date: 2002
Model: 26-element animate reactive
molecule
(Thims human molecular formula)

38.

Libb Thims
(c.1975-)
American
electrochemical
engineer
Date: 2003
Model: human molecular orbital

39.

Libb Thims
(c.1975-)
American
electrochemical
engineer
Date: 2009
Model: Defunct theory of life (human
≠ alive)

H2.5E9 O9.7E8 C4.9E8 N4.7E7 P9.0E6 Ca8.9E6 K2.0E6 Na1.9E6
S1.6E6 Cl1.3E6 Mg3.0E5 Fe5.5E4F5.4E4 Zn1.2E4 Si9.1E3
Cu1.2E3 B7.1E2 Cr98 Mn93 Ni87 Se65 Sn64 I60 Mo19 Co17 V
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Libb Thims
(c.1975-)
American
electrochemical
engineer
40.
Date: 2010-2013
Model: synthesis (birth) / analysis
(death) model
(synthesized molecule model)
Kalyan
Annamalai
(c.1943-)
Indianborn
American
mechanical engineer
41.

Carlos Silva
(c.1982-)
Venezuelan-born American
mechanical engineer
Date: 2011
Model: Human body | Formulae
Addy Pross
(1945-)
Israeli organic chemist
Date: 2012

42.

Model: Far-fromequilibrium solar-powered
refrigerator
Description: “The simple truth is that the most basic living system, a
bacterial cell, is a highly organized far-from-equilibrium functional
system, which in a thermodynamic sense mimics the operation of a
refrigerator (or solar powered cooler), but is orders of magnitude more
complex.”
(add discussion)
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Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“If we are made of atoms, then a scientist is a group of
atoms studying themselves.”
— Anon (2013) “Yahoo Answers Question” (Ѻ); turned 2014
SciencePorn tweet (Ѻ) favorite; turned 2015 quote pic
(Ѻ)(Ѻ)(Ѻ)(Ѻ) meme; thematically, a variant of Niels Bohr’s
c.1934 view that: “A physicist is just an atom’s way of looking
at itself.” (Ѻ)(Ѻ)

See also
● Rock vs. human
● Human atom
● Point atom
● Free electron
● Social atom
● Human ﬂuid
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In human chemistry, the human atom is a metaphor-like term used to
define the human being as the atomic unit in sociology or as a bound state
of atoms acting like a single reactive particle.

History
In 1813, English chemist Humphry Davy described man as a point atom. [1]
The 1898 article “the Unit of Consideration in Sociology” by American
sociologist Samuel Lindsay resulted in follow-up discussions on society
composed of human atoms. [2] In discussion on Lindsay’s societal unit,
American sociologist Albion Small commented that: [3]
“General chemistry is sometimes defined as ‘the science of atoms and their Artistic rendition of a human atom, an
behavior.’ The same chemists who use this definition acknowledge that they overlay of the atomic symbol over an Xhave never discovered the hypothetical ‘free atom.’ The only close likeness ray style view of a human, with a light
glow behind, representative of energy.
in this respect that I can discover between general sociology and general
chemistry or biology is in the fact that we must use the conception of
human individuals, although we can find no such object in reality as the free individual.
If we should describe sociology as ‘the science of human individuals and their behavior’ we should be in verbal
uniformity with one way of defining chemistry; but I do not see any profit from that fact in the shape of more
knowledge about society. Unless we are willing however, to take as our ultimate concept ‘the human atom,’ ‘the
individual,’ ‘the social man,’ or whatever we may choose to name the irreducible element in societary combinations, I
see nothing but arbitrariness in the plan of adopting a ‘unit of inquiry.’ Is it not a purely gratuitous assumption that at
present sociology needs or can use a unit of inquiry in the
sense to which Professor Lindsay seems most to incline?”
In 1956, German-American psychologist Erich Fromm
defined people as human atoms as such: [4]

→
“Contemporary society preaches the ideal of
unindividualized equality because it needs human atoms,
each one the same, to make them function in mass
aggregation, smoothly, without friction; all obeying the
same commands, yet everybody being convinced they he
Conceptual idea of a human atom, the loose idea that people
is following his own desires.”

are like atoms as compared with the billion plus population of
humanity or as compared to the universe.

Recent decades, to note, have turned towards the more
chemically-correct view of people as 26-element "human molecules", over that of the simplified human atom view.

See also
● Human particle
● Social atom
● Human element
● Human chemical
● Human atomism
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Further reading
● Bailey, Alice. (1922). The Consciousness of the Atom (human atom, 26+ pgs). Forgotten Books.
● Purcker, G. De. (1932). “The Life and Adventures of a Human Atom”, Theosophical Path Magazine, March, pgs. 187202.
● Trust, Josephine C. (1946). Human Atoms Power Harnessed Prolongs Life. Publisher.
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Human atomism
In homeokinetics, a human atomism is a human being abstractly defined as an atomism. In 1987, American physicist
Arthur Iberall referred to a person as a human atomism as follows: [1]
“The factory day is characteristic not only of living systems but also of all complex atomistic systems that persist and
that express much of their action internally. For an individual human atomism the factory day largely, but not
completely, coincides with the earth’s day.”
(add discussion)

See also
● Human atom
● Human chemical element
● Human element
● Human particle
● Social atom

References
1. Iberall, Arthur S. (1995). “A Physical (Homeokinetic) Foundation for the Gibsonian Theory of Perception and
Action”, Ecological Psychology, 791): 37-68.

Human behavior
In science, human behavior, or the behavior of humans, refers to the typical or atypical traits or characteristics of the
activities or movements of people, singularly or interactively.

Thermodynamics
A number of people have attempted to explain human behavior thermodynamically. [1] Two of the earliest to do this,
supposedly, were Americans anthropologist Leslie White and sociologist Fred Cottrell. [2]

References
1. Anderson, Ralph E., Carter, Irl E., and Lowe, Gary. (1999). (thermodynamics, pgs. 289, 10, 303). Aldine Transaction.
2. Trigger, Bruce G. (1990). “Monumental Architecture: a Thermodynamic Explanation of Symbolic Behavior”, World
Archaeology, 22(2): 119-132.

Further reading
● Ziebart, Brian D, Maas, Andrew, Bagnell, J.A., and Dey, Anind K. (2009). “Human Behavior Modeling with Maximum
Entropy Inverse Optimal Control” (pgs. 92-97), School of Computer Science, Carnegie Mellon University; published in
Spring Symposia, of the Association for the Advancement of Artificial Intelligence.

Human being
In terminology, human being is a commonly used, but ill-defined, term or expression for a type of molecular structure
called "human" that is argued to posses the properties of a “being” and to take part in the evolutionary process. The
difficulty in using this term is that the idea of life or a “human being”, when viewed from the molecular evolution
table perspective, is a fictional construct that falls apart in definition as one descends down the evolutionary tree to
the roots, which are comprised of hydrogen atom precursors. [1] In this sense, the conception of a person as a
“human molecule” becomes a more logical and correct perspective. [2]

References
1. (a) Thims, Libb. (2007). Human Chemistry (Volume One). Morrisville, NC: LuLu.
(b) Thims, Libb. (2007). Human Chemistry (Volume Two). Morrisville, NC: LuLu.
2. Thims, Libb. (2008). The Human Molecule (issuu) (preview) (Google Books) (docstoc). LuLu.

Human bonding
In human chemistry, human bonding is an oft-used colloquial term used to describe human attachments or the
process of attaching, bonding, or debonding to someone. The scientific name for a human attachment is "human
chemical bond".
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Further reading
● Rossi, Alice S. and Rossi, Peter H. (1990). Of Human Bonding: Parent-Child Relations Across the Life Course. Aldine
de Gruyter.
● Miller, Warren B. (2001). The Ontogeny of Human Bonding Systems: Evolutionary Origins, Neural Bases, and
Psychological Manifestations. Kluwer Academic Press.
● Kuchinskas, Susan. (2009). The Chemistry of Connection: How the Oxytocin Response Can Help You Find Trust,
Intimacy, and Love. New Harbinger Productions.

External links
● Human bonding – Wikipedia.

Human catalyst
In human chemistry, a human catalyst
is a person who acts as a catalyst to
facilitate a human chemical reaction or
system process, without themselves
being consumed in the reaction.

Overview
In 1809, German polyintellect Johann
Goethe, in his physical chemistry
based Elective Affinities, had the
character Mittler, aka "the mediator",
play the role of the human catalyst, a
person with the ability to facilitate the
formation of marriage bonds.
In 1914, American chemical
engineer William Fairburn defined
certain people as ‘catalysts’ facilitating
other human chemical reactions, but
not themselves being consumed. [2]
In 1948, human chemist Thomas
Dreier devoted an entire chapter,
entitled “The Business Executive as a
Catalyst”, to the argument that: [1]
The arrival of "Mittler" the mediator, in of Goethe's 1809 Elective Affinities (P1:C2),
“Acting as a human catalyst is the
the human catalyst conceptualized character of the novella, able to resolve or
essence of the executive’s job.” In
mediate disputes and therein bring about bond formations, e.g. marriages.
basing his chapter, Dreier quotes oil
company executive Byrle Osborn, who when asked what his function is, replied "I hire all the engineers, lawyers,
clerks, salesman and accountants that I need. They do the work. But I act as a sort of catalyst to make them work
together smoothly. Every bit of friction costs money. I eliminate the friction." In 1986, American chemical engineer
Scott Fogler, in his Elements of Chemical Reaction Engineering, defined a human catalyst as such: [3]
“A catalyst is a substance that affects the rate of a reaction but emerges from the process unchanged. A man inciting
a mob to riot and then ducking out before the tanks roll in can be regarded as a [human] catalyst.”
In 1987, American consultant Tom DeMarco, in the context of project chemistry or group chemistry, discussed the
concept of the people, who don’t seem to add anything tangible to a project, as in not being a great developer, good
tester, etc., can acting as catalysts in team projects, helping the projects to jell. In his own words: [4]
“The catalyst is important because the project is always in a state of flux. Someone who can help a project jell is
worth two people who just do work.”
(add discussion)

References
1. Dreier, Thomas. (1948). We Human Chemicals: the Knack of Getting Along with Everybody (“The Business Executive
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as a Catalyst”, pgs. 37-41). Updegraff Press.
2. Fairburn, William Armstrong. (1914). Human Chemistry. The Nation Valley Press, Inc.
3. (a) Fogler, H. Scott. (1986). Elements of Chemical Reaction Engineering (catalyst, pg. 231). Prentice Hall.
(b) Thims, Libb. (2007). Human Chemistry (Volume One) (Fogler, pg. 94). Morrisville, NC: LuLu.
4. DeMarco, Tom and Lister, Timothy. (1987). Peopleware: Productive Projects and Teams (Catalysts, pgs. 10-11).
Dorset House Pub.

Human chemical
In human chemistry, human chemical is the term used by American writer Thomas Dreier (1910) and English-born
American engineer William Fairburn (1914) to define a human being as a type of chemical, being reactive to other
chemicals of the same nature. [1] In 1948, Dreier summarized his use of this term as such: [2]
“Watch groups of people working or playing together and you will be startled to discover how ‘chemical’ are their
reactions to one another. Once you acquire even rudiments of human chemistry, you will be baffled less often by
people, and become impatient or angry less often at the (to you) annoying things they do. You will see and judge
them for what they are—different kinds of human chemicals, obeying the laws of their natures as you and I obey the
laws of our natures.”
Fairburn also used the term "human chemical element" to describe people as a type of chemical or chemical species.
[1] These terms can be considered as precursors to the modern-day conception of the human molecule; albeit the
term "human molecule" has an older etymology (1869) [3]

See also
● Human particle
● Social atom

References
1. (a) Dreier, Thomas. (1910). Human Chemicals. (27-pgs). Backbone Society.
(b) Fairburn, William Armstrong. (1914). Human Chemistry. The Nation Valley Press, Inc.
2. Dreier, Thomas. (1948). We Human Chemicals: the Knack of Getting Along with Everybody (pg. 4). Updegraff Press.
3. Thims, Libb. (2008). The Human Molecule, (preview). Morrisville, NC: LuLu.

Human chemical bond
In human chemistry, the human chemical bond, A≡B, is an electromagne c
induced stabilizing, attractive-to-repulsive, field-particle mediated, cohesive
force functioning to hold human molecules (people) together into bound-state
entities, such as marriage pairs, friendships, work units, and social collectives,
etc. [1]

Overview
In 1910, American philosopher Mary Mesny outlined an early affinity bond and
valence bond model of chemical bonding between human molecules or of
human relationship attachment affixed in terms of atomic valency:
“Each human molecule has various bonds of affinity, satisfied, and unsatisfied.
If his bonds of affinity are not met by the affinities of some other molecule, he
is apt to be a very unstable chemical.”
Mesny's description of affinity bonds and also of "valence bonds" existing
A generic diagram of a human
between humans or human molecules in combined relationships was an early
chemical bond, the two parallel lines
statement of human chemical bonding theory, being that valence bond theory, indicative of the force that holds a pair
an 1850s theory, soon became quantum mechanical bonding theory (c.1920s), in a relationship.
and affinity bonding theory, a 1775 theory, soon became free energy bonding
theory (c.1950s). [8] Thermodynamically, in modern terms, chemical bonding, human or otherwise, is determined
according to free energy interactions. This logic is explained by American-born Canadian biochemist Julie FormanKay, in her 1999 article "The 'Dynamics' of the Thermodynamics of Binding", as such: [3]
“Whether two molecules will bind is determined by the free energy change (ΔG) of the interaction, composed of both
enthalpic and entropic terms.”
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The definition given here by Forman-Kay, to note, is defined in the context of interactions between protein
molecules. The first to extrapolate this logic of free energy determined binding to the case of interactions between
human molecules, was American chemical engineer Libb Thims in circa 2005, in his evolutionary psychology based
dodecabond model (as shown adjacent).
Long-term stable marriages are held together via the Gottman stability ratio. In
the basic attachment reaction, between two unacquainted individuals, A and B,
a collision will occur, in a time-accelerated sense, and the resultant "bond" that
form can have various degrees of attachment strength:
A + B → AB (very strong bond)
A + B → A≡B (strong bond)
A + B → A=B (intermediate bond)
A + B → A-B (weak bond)
A + B → A--B (weaker bond)
A + B → A - - - B (detaching stage bond)
A equation overlay depiction of an
strong A≡B type human chemical
bond actuating between two people
(human molecules) newly in love
during war times.

The question then immediately becomes: "how are these human chemical
bonding variations (A≡B, A=B, A-B) quantified?" The central answer to this
question lies in the understanding of the photon-electron interactions of the
outer valence shell electons of the bonded individuals, as is the case with all
attachments between

molecules.
In this direction, human chemical bonds can be studied
and modeled from a number of perspectives, such as an
"orbital perspective", i.e. tracking the spatial movements of
attached people over time on the surface of the earth, an
"exchange force" perspective, in which an exchange of
particles, which accompanies the interaction and transmits
the force, operates, from a "quantum mechanical"
perspective, in which quantum inputs or outputs of energy
cause jumps in hierarchy location, or from a psychological
perspective, e.g. John Bowlby's attachment theory (1953) or
Lewis-Amini-Lannon limbic bonding theory (2000), among
other points of view, such as neurochemical operation, etc.
This basic structure of the human chemical bond, using a
male-female perspective, is diagrammed in simple form
below, from an energy view perspective: [2]

History

The standard human chemical thermodynamic
"dodecabond model" (2007) of human chemical bonding,
defining attachment between two humans in terms of
enthalpic ties and entropy ties, shown in the context of a
human molecular orbital view. [1][3]

See main: History of chemical bonding theory

The first to outline the logic of thermodynamic stability of bonding, in the context of free energy changes, it seems,
was American physical chemist Gilbert Lewis in 1916. [7] The earliest views on human bonding can be traced to the
early 20th century work of various parent-child psychologists, such as Anna Freud, Melanie Kline, James and Joycle
Robertson, John Bowlby, Mary Ainsworth, Marshall Klaus, and John Kennell, among others, who developed theories
on "attachment" and "parent-infant bonding". [3] Views on the neurochemical operation of the human bond,
popularizing conceptions such as that oxytocin is the "cuddle chemical", began to emerge after the year 1954, the
founding year of the discipline of neurochemistry. [5] The earlist work on human bonding, viewed such that the
human bond is a chemical bond, such as described by American chemical engineer Linus Pauling's 1931 article "The
Nature of the Chemical Bond", were done by American chemical engineer Libb Thims, between the years 2001 and
2007, as briefly outlined in the 2005 article "On the Nature of the Human Chemical Bond". [4]
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Thims

A "field particle / exchange force" view of bonding between to
human molecules, Mx (male) and Fy (female).

In late 2001 and early 2002, Thims had originally
conceived of the basic human reproduction as: A + B
→ C, in which A and B are the reactants (the dating
pair) and C is the product (a 15-year old child). In this
mode of logic, Thims had no conception of a the "AB
attachment" or bond (this detail was ignored in early
calculations). In late 2002 or early 2003, however, it
became apparent to Thims that he was leaving out an
important component of the reaction, i.e. the AB bond
of the attached couple or married pair in the standard
initial state and end state of the standard 18-year
reproduction reaction:

AB + CD → A≡C + BD
where, in this reaction, AC are the male A and his sperm B, CD is the female C and her egg D, at the second of love at
first sight, A≡C is the bonded in marriage parental structure, and BD is the 15-year old child precipitate of the reaction
beginning to detach from the parental structure to go off into the world as a newly synthesized individual unattached
human molecule. The investigation then began to understand what this “AB bond” means from a chemical point of
view or fundamental forces point of view. For at least a half a year or more, the issue remained a puzzle. On
November 10, 2003, Thims synthesized the concept of 'human molecular orbital theory' as based on 'hybridized
molecular orbital theory' of small molecules according to the Schrodinger equation. On May 05, 2004, Thims
formulated a 'field particle exchange theory' of human bonding as based on QED, QCD, particle physics, evolutionary
psychology, and particle physics, which defines human molecules to be attached via the exchange of field particles.

On the Nature of the Human Chemical Bond
In 2005, Thims made an attempt at writing a journal article entitled "On the Nature of the Human Chemical Bond",
but left the article unfinished after nearing the thirty page mark, and realizing the subject would not fit on single
webpage. [4] Nearing the end of 2005, it became apparent to that in order to discuss the nature of the human
chemical bond in the correct light, he would have to write up a complete textbook on “human chemistry”.
Subsequently, he spent the next 18-months and 14-days doing so. The 824-page, two-volume bookset Human
Chemistry was published in September of 2007. Of which nearly half of the book is devoted to the explication of the
human chemical bond.
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External links
● Chemical Bonding vs. Human Bonding (men = metals; women = non-metals) – Elsmar.com forums, 2010.

Human chemical element
In human chemistry, human chemical element was one of the terms, along with human element and human
chemical, used by American engineer William Fairburn, in his 1914 booklet Human Chemistry, to describe an
individual person, whom, as he eluded to, were made of combinations of the eighty-one known elements. [1]

References
1. Fairburn, William A. (1914). Human Chemistry (pgs. 2-4, 12-13). The Nation Valley Press, Inc.

Human chemical
reaction
In human chemistry, a human chemical reaction is a
change in which one or more human molecules
(people) or human molecular compounds (aggregates
of people), technically what are termed the reactants,
form or rather chemically transform into a new
compound or human molecular structure, the
products, through a process of either synthesis
(coming together) or analysis (taking apart). [1]

Human chemical reaction theory
See main: Human chemical reaction theory

A modern day Bergman-Goethe style depiction of a male-female
type combination human chemical reaction.

The first to work out the "theory" of human relationships and interactions viewed as chemical reactions, forming
bonds and breaking bonds, was German polymath Johann Goethe, beginning originally in terms of verbal
commentary in 1796. Goethe likely, as has been speculated, was the first to draw out human chemical reactions, in
the William Cullen reaction diagram style:

where A, B, and C are people or chemicals, depending on discussion, the crotchet is a chemical "union" or bond,
depending, and the arrow or "dart" is the chemical affinity force, in preparation for the writing of his 1809 Elective
Affinities; although the fact that he destroyed all his manuscripts and notes to this novella, contrary to his usual
practice, leaves the question unresolved. [5] The best verbal example from the novella comes from his famous
chapter four. Goethe's reaction theory was followed by Jeremy Adler (1969), Libb Thims (1995), Christopher Hirata
(2000), David Hwang (2001), Chanel Wood (2007), and Surya Pati (2009), among others.
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Etymology
In 1906, American astronomer and MIT college president Henry Pritchett
stated the following: [7]
“There are men who would be better off in a small village than in a large
town, if you had some sort of human chemical reaction to determine in
advance which man's nature was suited to the smaller place and which to the
larger.”
The following is a related famous 1933 quote by Swiss psychologist Carl Jung
on this topic: [4]
“The meeting of two personalities is like the contact of chemical substances;
if there is any reaction, both are transformed.”
The first person to use the term "human chemical reaction" seems to have
been American author and self-defined "human chemist" Thomas Dreier. In
1948, he gave the following description of marriage as a human chemical
reaction: [3]
“Marital relationships are chemical in nature, the result of natural human
reactions.”

A 1995 New York Magazine wanted ads
usage of the term "human chemical
reactions". [6]

In the context of social interactions, Dreier seems to have been the first to coin the term “human chemical reaction”,
albeit he uses it in the context of a point interaction, as contrasted with the standard view of a human chemical
reaction as being defined by the larger-scale time period of reactants going to products:
“There are certain people we dread to meet because whenever we talk with
them our ideas clash. Hard as we try, we cannot seem to avoid becoming
argumentative, if not positively combative. We realize that it is our strongly
held personal opinions for which produce uncomfortable reaction—for that is
what is what it is—a human chemical reaction.”

Overview
The modern interpretation, in which people are viewed as molecules, of the
older "love the chemical reaction" view of life and romance, in which human
interactions are described in mechanistic terms, just as in a standard chemistry
textbook. The following is another description by Dreier, in which a pair, each
married at the time, met and fell in love, both getting divorces and remarrying
each other: [3]

The 2006 "Love: the Chemical
Reaction" National Geographic
Valentine's day cover story issue.

“Here two persons reacted as certain as powerful chemicals react when united.
We need not pass on the rightness or wrongness of their action to recognize
the inevitability of strong reactions to certain human chemical combinations.”

The detailed understanding of what constitutes a human chemical reaction is
very difficult subject, which is not easily discerned on first pass. A very simple
reaction is the combination reaction, in which two un-acquainted people, A and B, meet in time, fall in love (as in
“love the chemical reaction”), and transform into a bonded relationship or couple AB. This is depicted by the
following chemical equation:

A + B → AB
When reactions become more complicated, however, many unseen factors begin to accrue, such as coupling effects,
and second-by-second exchanges in the mechanism. To even begin to describe human interactions in terms of basic
chemical reactions is very difficult. Americans biologist Lynn Margulis and science writer Dorian Sagan, in their 1997
book What is Sex?, for instance, try to describe sex via a crude chemical equation. They ask “why do we scientists
ignore the basic arithmetic of live?” In answer to this, they state “in biology 1 + 1 does not equal 2, but rather 1 + 1 =
1, as in sperm (Sp) plus one egg (Eg) equals one fertilized egg.” [2] In chemical reaction terms, their hypothetical
formula amounts to:
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Eg + Sp → EgSp
In which the EgSp represents a fertilized
egg. The conclude “is this why our efforts
to predict sexual behavior with fancy
computer models are bound to fail?” In
A 2009 Human = Chemical Reaction blogspot (Ѻ).
more detail, however, the full mechanistic
analysis of what constitutes the energetics and movements associated with sex is more involved, as detailed in the
next section.
The adjacent video (at the 1:00 mark), gives another humorous attempt to describe sex in terms of a chemical
equation, using the symbol of Mars (♂) to represent the male organism or man and the symbol of Venus (♀) to
represent the female organism or woman, resulting in the following sex diagram:
♂ + ♀ ⇌ Baby
Using this diagram, the person in the video draws
the sperm, with a head and a wiggle tail, moving
from the male ♂ to the female ♀ and describes
how “latex” can block the progress of the
reaction. The speaker also incorrectly uses a twoway reversible reaction arrow to define the
sex/reproduction reaction. The correct
formulation is to use a one way arrow, signifying
that the formation of an embryo and later an
infant is an irreversible process. If, however, the A 2011 MysticBananna.com post about humans as chemical reactions
couple or female decided to opt for an abortion, (Ѻ).
a completely different reaction mechanism would
be used.

Reproduction reaction
See main: Human reproduction reaction

The core reaction in human life, through which 85% of people go through is a reproduction reaction (double
displacement reaction) in which two people, A and B, react over the course of a number of years to form an attached
couple A≡B and an new child C, the overall mechanism of which is shown below:

A + B → A≡B + C
The detailed mechanism of the human reproduction reaction involves a day-by-day accounting of the germ cells, as
they are exchanged between partners, and slowly form into a embryo, then into a child, which for a dozen years or
more remains attached to the parental structure, then begins to detach. Technically, the basic reproduction reaction,
in which one child is conceived and raised into adulthood, in mechanistic terminology, is what is called a double
displacement reaction, of the form shown below:

AB + CD → AD + BC
In human chemical terms, a man Mx parts with the genetic component of his sperm Sp; a woman Fy parts with the
genetic component of her egg Eg; and they both emerge newly ‘transformed’ after the birth of their child, in the form
of a new molecular structure, i.e. parents bonded into a working chemical relationship MxFy with an attached
embryo SpEg uniting them:

MxSp + FyEg → MxFy≡SpEg
Soon thereafter, still being attached significantly to the parental structure MxFy, the sperm-egg molecular entity
SpEg, in the shape of what is called a morula, i.e. a globular solid mass of blastomeres formed by cleavage of a zygote,
will begin to transform or grow into the structure of a young child Bc. Given time, the child will eventually begin to
detach, in a predominate manner, from the parental structure:

MxFy --- Bc → MxFy + Bc
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In this manner, the newly created human molecule Bc will go off into the world as a newly formed individual. As we
see, human chemical reactions are quite intuitive and very easy to depict. Do note, however, although simplisticlooking, these human chemical reactions actually embody principles and theories far greater in complexity and extent
than can be detailed in this short book. It must be understood that the second-by-second mechanism underlying the
above expressions, invariably, need to be explained in terms of only two components: electrons and photons. To do
this is quite a tedious process and many new perspectives on life must be digested.

Types
The following are some basic reaction types:
● Isomeriza on reac on: A → B
● Combination reaction: A + B → AB
● Decomposi on reac on: AB → A + B
● Single displacement reac on (single elective affinity): AB + C → AC + B
● Double displacement reac on (double elective affinity): AB + CD → AD +

BC

The actual description of which requires a detailed analysis of material and energy exchange and change of
relationships per reaction.

Realism | Fiction
In 1809, German polyintellect initiated the
field of realism fiction with his human
chemical theory based novella Elective
Affinities.
In 2009, writer Shara Azod, in the novel
Chemical Reaction, the cover (adjacent)
showing a chemical structural formula
"overlay" method, on top of two people in
passionate love making, with fire at the
bottom indicating that heat is involved in
some way, and that the process is a human
Three human chemical reaction conceptualized publications: Goethe's 1809
chemical reaction. The book description is as Elective Affinities (left); Libb Thims' 2007 Human Chemistry (center); Shara
Azod's 2009 Chemical Reaction (right).
follows: [9]
"Dr. Ezekiel Soren has encountered an odd chemical attraction. He wanted Shana Wilkins so bad he can't concentrate
on his precious research. The woman stayed firmly implanted in his cerebral cortex no matter what he did. It was past
time that he experimented a little. He and Ms. Wilkins will simply have to combine to explore what could be the
chemical reaction."
Azod states that he worked at a medical school for 6 years. It was the inspiration. [10]

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“There are men who would be better off in a small village than in a large town, if you had some sort of human
chemical reaction to determine in advance which man's nature was suited to the smaller place and which to the
larger.”
— Henry Pritchett (1906), on “Large vs. Small Colleges”

“What is democracy but a successful formula for controlling the chemical reactions of our 145,000,000 people, and
turning the friction and heat generated by our living together into production and progress?”
— Thomas Dreier (1948), We Human Chemicals (pg. 48)

“When a woman makes you wait for sex you are not her highest priority. Sexuality is spontaneous chemical reaction
between two parties, not a process of negotiation.”
— Rollo Tomassi (2011), “Wait for it?” [8]
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● Human chemical reaction - human thermodynamics glossary.

Human chemical reaction
theory
In human chemistry, human chemical reaction theory, or
HCR theory, an initial state going to final state extension of
human molecular theory, is the argument that humans can
be defined as human chemicals, human elements, or human
molecules that "react", in the form of human chemical
reactions, and hence combine and or debond in the same
way and according to the same rules and laws as do smaller
atoms and molecules.

A Goethe-Adler depiction of relationship formation
defined as a purely human chemical reaction, first done
by German writer Johann Goethe in 1809. [3]

The central aspect of human chemical reaction theory is the
use of chemical symbols (A, AB, etc.) to represent "reactions"
between people as chemical equations between human molecules using standard reaction dynamics notations (→,
, etc.). One example usage, for instance, would be a combination reaction between a man A and woman B in the
formation of a couple C:

A+B→C
The history of this point of view details the usage and incorporation of chemical theory, e.g. spontaneity criterion, to
model reactions between people. In short, the following article traces the history of the use of reaction equation
diagrams to model human processes, e.g. love or divorce, as human chemical reactions or chemical mechanism steps,
where the letters or symbols represent people modeled as chemical entities, molecules, or human molecules. The
first to use chemical reaction theory to discuss human movements was German writer Johann Goethe in 1809 who
wrote out 36 human chemical reactions in story form in his novella Elective Affinities.
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Reaction diagrams
See main: History of chemical equations

The first verbal precursors to the concept of the chemical reaction
in diagram or process form came from English physicist Isaac
Newton's famous Query 31 appended to his 1718 Opticks. That
same year, during a translation into French of this work, French
chemist Eteinne Geoffroy, stated the first law of affinity: ‘whenever
two substances are united that have a disposition to combine and a
third is added that has a greater affinity with one of them, these
two will unite, and drive out the other.’ Using this law, he published
the first every affinity table. [12] More affinity tables were
constructed in the years to follow, by other chemists. [13]
In 1757, using these affinity tables, Scottish physician and
chemist William Cullen pioneered the development of affinity
reaction diagrams during his lectures. To give an example, Cullen
diagrammed Geoffroy's first law of affinity as: [1]

In 1718, English physicist Isaac Newton penned his
last and final famous Query 31, wherein he gave a
verbal hierarchy of single displacement reactions by
power of displacement. That same year, French
chemist Eteinne Geoffroy made the world's first
affinity table based on Newton's verbal
displacement descriptions. This is said to mark the
start of the chemical revolution and the to seed the
need for "chemical equations" diagrams.

In which, for instance, as diagrammed above, if chemical species A and B are attached in a weakly bonded chemical
union, signified by the bonding bracket “{“, ordered such that if species C were introduced into the system, the
greater affinity preference of A for C would cause A to displace B and to thus form a new union with C. In modern
terms, this equates to:

which is called a single displacement
reaction or single elective affinity. The
other dozen or so laws of affinity were
diagrammed similarly. The greatest table
of reaction diagrams, was published in
Swedish chemist Torbern Bergman's 1775
textbook A Dissertation on Elective
Attractions, containing diagrams of 64
different affinity reactions. [2] To explain
his table diagrammatically, Bergman drew
out 64 reaction diagrams in his textbook,
diagrams which later formed the basis of
Goethe's human chemical reactions.

Goethe's 1809 reactions

In 1657, Scottish chemist William Cullen (left) originated of the affinity reaction
diagram; his student Joseph Black (center) expanded on these reaction
diagrams. In 1775, Swedish chemist Torbern Bergman (right), while using
variants of the Cullen-Black diagrams, introduced the A, AB, notation for single
vs bonded species. In 1808, Johann Goethe (1749-1832): first to use chemical
reaction diagrams as archetypes for human interactions.

See also: Goethe's human affinity table; See main: EA|IAD: Reaction decipherment

In 1808, German writer Johann Goethe used the reactions in Bergman's chemistry textbook as a basis to model each
of the human chemical reactions in the various 36-chapters to his soon-to-be novella Elective Affinities. Specifically, a
year before publication (1809) Goethe, who had been studying chemistry for a period of forty-years, told his friend
Riemer that ‘his idea for the new novella was to portray social relationships and their conflicts symbolically’, as in a,
b, ac, abd, abcd, etc. (these letter combinations first employed in chemistry by Bergman), and that furthermore,
according to Goethe, ‘the moral symbols used in the natural sciences were the elective affinities discovered and
employed by the great Bergman’. In his preparatory notes, either in mind or on paper, then, Goethe would likely
drawn out the world's first human chemical reactions using diagrams. The fact that he destroyed all of his notes and
manuscripts to this novella leaves the question of whether Goethe actually drew out human reactions on paper open
for debate. The following, however, is from Goethe’s notebooks of 4-7 Oct 1793, the reaction diagram in the upper
right hand corner showing a double elective affinity (double displacement reaction), using Bergman reaction diagram
notation, of experiments with Berlin-blue liquor: [24]
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In generic symbol notation, the reaction
Goethe was experimenting here, in his
notebook, was the following:

In modern terms, equates to the following:

AB + CD → CA + BD

Above: Goethe's notes on Double elective affinity
(1793), i.e. double displacement reaction, of Berlinblue liquor.
Sixteen years later, Goethe employs a reaction between limestone, i.e. calcium carbonate (CaCO3), and sulfuric acid
(H2SO4), which upon contact yields gypsum (CaSO4·2H2O), in the form an aqueous crystal, and carbon dioxide (CO2)
gas, to compared and contrasted with the reactions that are occurring between the main characters in the novel:
Charlotte (carbon dioxide), Edward (lime), Captain (sulfuric acid); as conceptually shown below:
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The modern chemical equation for the limestone sulfuric acid reaction is shown above (top); also a video of reaction
of calcium carbonate chips with sulfuric acid is shown (right), which shows that in the course of 13-minutes, the
“extent”, symbol ξ, pronounced xi or “zi”, starting from an initial 50 grams total of reactant remains, only 49.13 grams
remain, measurable by the scale, meaning that 0.83
grams of carbon dioxide gas was produced as reaction
product.
The above reaction forms the basis of the famous
chapter four. The chapter begins with description of
the affinity map (reaction map) or ‘topographical chart’
as Goethe calls it (a free energy map, in modern
terms). On this reaction map, we are told that on it
‘the features of the estate and its surroundings were
clearly depicted, on quite a large scale, in pen and in
different colors, to which the Captain had give a firm
basis by taking trigonometrical measurements’. Then,
to explain a chemical reaction they are discussing, we
are told: [3]
“Provided it does not seem pedantic,’ the Captain said,
‘I think I can briefly sum up in the language of signs.
Imagine an A intimately united with a B, so that no
force is able to sunder them; imagine a C likewise
related to a D; now bring the two couples into contact:
A will throw itself at D, C at B, without our being able
to say which first deserted its partner, which first
embraced the other’s partner.”
This is shown below, in modern reaction terms:

A portion of Goethe's human affinity table, from which he

Goethe, however, if he did at first draw this reaction
conceptualized each chapter reaction.
out prior to writing the above paragraph, would have
used Cullen's bonding "brackets" and "darts", in his scheme, as the above horizontal style chemical reaction had not
yet evolved to that point. The chapter continues:
‘Now then!’ Eduard interposed: ‘until we see all this with our own eyes, let us look on this formula as a metaphor
from which we may extract a lesson we can apply immediately to ourselves. You, Charlotte, represent the A, and I
represent your B; for in fact I do depend altogether on you and follow you as A follows B. The C is quite obviously the
Captain, who for the moment is to some extent drawing me away from you. Now it is only fair that, if you are not to
vanish into the limitless air, you must be provided with a D, and this D is unquestionably the charming little lady
Ottilie, whose approaching presence you may no longer resist.’
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These human chemical symbol assignments
would then be A = Charlotte, B = Eduard, C =
Captain, and D = Ottilie, as pictured in the
above human affinity table. In plain talk, Goethe
is saying that when Ottilie (D) arrives at the
estate, Charlotte (A) will naturally cling to her
adopted niece ("A will go over to D") and that
when their friend the Captain (C) arrives at the
estate to visit, he will naturally begin to hang
out with his childhood friend Eduard ("C will go
over to B"). As the story unfolds, however,
Goethe gives his readers the true final end
reaction he had in mind, which occurs as a
second main step in the reaction mechanism, in
the heightened activation energy state of the
time period the visitor's arrival, where the
pairings of Charlotte-Ottilie, AD, and CaptainEduard, CB, begin to relax, wherein after Eduard
and Ottile fall in love, DB, and Charlotte and the Left: a 1996 film adaption of Goethe's 1809 Elective Affinities (with
chemical equation overlay). [11] Right: 2012-launched working book
Captain fall in love, AC:

project: Elective Affinities: Illustrated, Annotated, and Decoded, a fullyillustrated, annotated, decoded and de-formulated modern-day upgrade
to Goethe’s self-defined "greatest work", in which he embedded, using
These two reaction mechanism steps constitute hidden layers of gestalt, a physical chemistry based “principle” that he
the main human chemical reaction described in claimed was “true” (Nov 1809).

the novella. In each of the 36 chapters, however, Goethe used a different affinity reaction, based on his studies in
chemistry. In chapter nine, to go through one example we find a fascinating single displacement human chemical
reaction, namely a displacement reaction described verbally. In short, Eduard B, Charlotte A, the Captain C, and
Ottilie D are entertaining Mittler E the 'mediator' for the day, but when he hears that the Count F and the Baroness G
are in the area he quickly gets his hat and riding-crop and leaves. He states that he is being ‘driven away’, for he will
‘not be under the same roof with them.’ This reaction is depicted below:

In other words, Mittler E, who is also described as a human catalyst type of person in other chapters (in that he
mediates reactions), has an intense negative affinity to the Count-Baroness pair FG, such that he is driven out of the
bonded complex (ABCDE). The following is a circa 2011 Fischer paperback artistic rendition of the main reactions of
the novella, depicting the idea that different contacts of human chemical species produced different amounts of heat
(exothermic) and or coldness (endothermic): [29]

These paragraphs, as we see, are centuries ahead of their time. To give proof of this, we note in these reactions that
Goethe is well-aware that each chemical entity (person) has a unique physical and mental character, which thus
determines unique chemical affinity preferences per reaction and thus, in modern terms, unique Gibbs free energy
preferences per each personal reaction. This fact, however, is not easily discerned. Two-hundred years later, high-IQ
(225) child prodigy Christopher Hirata, discussed below, makes an attempt at describing human chemical reactions
scientifically, but makes incorrect assumptions about how human chemical reactions would be quantified by affinity
and Gibbs free energy; in particular, he assumes no difference in affinity preferences among a system of students at a
university.

Lewis | 1925
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In 1925, American physical chemist Gilbert Lewis discussed the possibility that him writing his 1925 Anatomy of
Science might be a chemical reaction: [22]
“Suppose that this hypothetical experiment could be realized, which seems not unlikely, and suppose we could
discover a whole chain of phenomena [evolution timeline], leading by imperceptible gradations form the simplest
chemical molecule to the most highly developed organism [human molecule]. Would we then say that my
preparation of this volume [Anatomy of Science] is only a chemical reaction [extrapolate up approach], or,
conversely that a crystal is thinking [extrapolate down approach] about the concepts of science?”
Lewis, humorously, defends his own position by commenting "nothing
could be more absurd".

Henderson's Gibbs-Pareto equilibrium model | 1935
In 1935, American physiologist Lawrence Henderson, in his Pareto’s
General Sociology: a Physiologists Interpretation, elaborateed on a
large number of Pareto-Gibbs comparisons, such as the following: [1]
“Gibbs considers temperature, pressure, and concentrations, so
Pareto considers sentiments, or, strictly speaking, the manifestations
of sentiments in words and deeds, verbal elaborations, and …”

American physiologist Lawrence Henderson
(1935) outlined a number of Willard Gibbs +
Vilfredo Pareto equilibrium reaction based
models of socioeconomic process change.

Henderson, however, never actually stated that Pareto derived his
theory from Gibbs but rather only “compared Pareto’s social system to
a physicochemical system as defined by Gibbs and emphasized that the equilibrium of the social system is logically
identical to physiological equilibrium.” In fact, in his appendix "Note 5", Henderson states is views on this matter
explicitly:
“It is very unlikely that the general characteristics of Gibbs’ system had anything to do with Pareto’s construction of
his social system. In other words, it is very probable, I thing certain, that Pareto did not keep Gibbs’ work in mind and
a fortiori that he did not imitate it, when he worked out his social system; so that Pareto’s system is not the result of
the application of the theories of physical chemistry to sociology.”
Henderson, however, does have this application in mind, and in his end note appendices, actually goes though a
comparison of the equilibrium properties of the following liquid phase chemical reaction, namely of reactants carbon
acid H2CO3 with disodium phosphate Na2HPO4 to form the products of sodium bicarbonate NaHCO3 and monosodium
phosphate NaH2PO4:

to that of the equilibrium properties of social systems, at the end of which he states:
“This simple example illustrates [the] logical principles [physical chemistry] that find universal application in the
physical, biological, and social sciences.”
Henderson's treatise is fairly decent and in need of detailed analysis.

Melko's 1969 transition mechanism diagrams
In 1969, American political scientist Matthew Melko published his The Nature of Civilizations, in
which he employed diagrams to define "transitional periods", reversions to original periods,
etc., using what can be called transition mechanism diagrams, to describe the transitioning
from a primitive society P to a feudal society F to a state society S to an imperial society, each
with a transition phase, i.e. PT, FT, ST, IT, and possible reversion to original state side routes,
indicated by side-route branches angled forward, an example of which is shown below: [17]
Matthew Melko
(1930-2010)

Melko defines this in terms of a pin ball machine:
“[The mechanism] is rather like a pin-ball machine. The ball, when shot, has a universe of possibilities … but as soon
as it passes through the first slot on its downward curve, the possibilities are narrowed. Thus, having reached FC, it
can no longer return to PC. But the machine also has rubber bumpers, so that the ball can reverse its course. Having
reached slot SC, it can no longer return to PC, the initial ejection slot, which has been closed off by a one-way valve.”
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American physical chemistry Thomas Wallace (2009), see below, would later expand on these early models in the
form a more advanced physical chemistry based description of the rise and falls of civilizations. [18]

Dolloff | 1975
In 1975, Norman Dolloff, in his Heat Death and the Phoenix, penned the following pair of synthesis and analysis of an
organism equations, which he says is the general overall reaction mechanism equation according to which humans
came into existence:

where Σni represents the “sum of simpler chemical species”; his free energy of formation signs, however, to note,
seem to be backwards (being that he gives correct free energy of formation values for smaller chemical reactions
correctly.

Adler's 1977-1990 reactions

In 1969, under the direction and advisement of
German literature scholar Claus Bock, compiler of the
1960 book Goethe the Critic, English poet and German
literature scholar Jeremy Adler, decided to make his
PhD dissertation be on the theoretical basis and of
affinity reactions used by Goethe to construct his
Elective Affinities. In the eight years to follow, Adler
would go on to work with some of the biggest
chemistry historians of the 20th century, a processes
which he summarizes as follows: [16]
"John McEvoy (later at Pittsburgh) and his supervisor,
Satish Kapoor (Sussex), gave Adler assistance with the
background to the history of chemistry. Satish was
working on French chemist Claude Berthollet at the
time, and suggested to Adler that he switch to the
history of chemistry; and so Adler joined the outfit of
Jeremy Adler (1947-)
historians of science in England that ranged from the
old masters, such as Joseph Needham and Walter
Pagel, to his colleagues, like Roy Porter, Nick Jardine
and others, interested in linking literature and science.
Adler also had good contact with English affinity chemistry historian Alistair Duncan, who was working on the history
of affinity theory."
In his research, Adler would attempt to theorize about which chemical reactions Goethe used for each chapter. In the
decades to follow the completion of his PhD dissertation, in 1977, Adler would go on to draw out numerous human
chemical reactions, such as found in his 1987 and 1990 articles on the same subject, published in German and
English. One reaction, discussed by Adler, is the possible simultaneous influence of both French chemist Claude
Berthollet and Bergman, in Goethe's mind, whereby the coming together of the two bonded pairs of CharlotteEduard, AB, and Captain-Ottilie, CD, as they gathered in the house to intermingle would be a type of human
combination reaction: [4]

Beyond this simple example, Adler has done a tremendous amount of work and research in determining the specific
chemist, which number possibly more than a dozen, used by Goethe to model each human reactions scenario in each
of his chapters. Others to comment on and or expand on the Adler's pioneering work include, as discussed below,
include: Karl Fink (1999), Astrida Tantillo (2001), and Libb Thims (2007), among others.
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Beg |1987
In 1987, Indian-born Pakistani organometallic
chemist Mirza Beg, independently, i.e. independent
of Goethe, in his New Dimensions in Sociology: a
Physico-Chemical Approach to Human Behavior,
seems to have been the first, following Goethe, to
pen out human chemical reactions in diagrammatic
chemical equation form. Firstly, Beg, in his attempt
to explain migrations and immigrations out of and
into societies, in terms of fugacity, gives the
following vaporization-condensation equilibrium
reaction: [25]

Mirza Beg (1932-)

Beg then states that an "interesting analogy", with the above reaction equation, is the case of a society,
conceptualized by him as human molecules in a liquid state of association, stricken by some calamity or hazard:
earthquake, fire, flood, or war, etc., that some if not all of its members, become so scared that they leave the
calamity stricken area without delay, a process that can be modeled, according to Beg, by the following equilibrium
reaction:

Beg, in chapter four "Human Interaction and the Socialization Process", begins to treat human molecules individually,
e.g. how past psychological states (e.g. birth order or sibling group size), say of two potential friends, A and B, may
affect later (adult) human chemical reactions processes (e.g friendship bonding), such as the formation of "close
friends denoted by AB formed according to reaction 4.1", which Beg denotes as follows:

Beg then goes on to calculate equilibrium constants (relative values) for the reaction scenario between three human
molecular species: A, B, and C, and their possible products, e.g. AB, AC, BC, ABC, and secondary reaction mechanism
products, which becomes rather involved. Beg, beyond these examples, employs a good deal of human chemical
reaction logic and models in his arguments and reasoning.

Steer's 1990 reaction speculations
In 1990, American Goethean scholar Alfred Steer, in his Goethe's Elective Affinities: the Robe of Nessus, stated that in
the chapter four reaction discussion, wherein the men discuss the reaction between chalk and dilute sulfuric acid,
producing gypsym and carbon dioxide, that the modern reaction, according to Steer would be written as follows:

Steer then speculates, using Bergman symbols, that Goethe might have had the following chemical reaction model in
mind at this point of the novella:
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There may be some sense to what Steer speculates on here, however, it is more likely that Goethe had the CullenBergman bracket and or arrow chemical reaction model logic in mind (see: Elective Affinities | IAD: Reaction
decipherment). Steer continues:
“The Captain then reduced the chemical process to an equation with letters: if compound AB comes into contact with
compound CD, they may switch partners and end up in the new combination AC and BD. Here Eduard supplies the
last and most ironic stage of anthropomorphizing by relating the letters to the people present: if A is Charlotte, then
B is Eduard, C stands for the Captain, and D is the ‘Dämchen’ (little lady) Ottilie.”
Steer points out here, for the first time in English, it seems, that Goethe, in his Bergman letter anthropomorphizing of
the reaction, scaled up to the human level, used the letter D for Ottilie as the “Dämchen” or “little lady”; a near
synonym to “dame”, from Latin domina feminine of dominus master; akin go Latin domus “house”, therein meaning
“a woman of rank, station, or authority; archaic: the
mistress of the house; the wife daughter of a lord.

Thims' 1995 reactions

In circa 1995, independent of either Goethe or Adler,
American electrochemical engineer Libb Thims began to
study the basic human reproduction reaction, modeled
using the following reaction:

where A, B, and C were the typical man, woman, and child
formed during the process of the former two units falling
in love. Thims central interest was to understand how the
enthalpy change ΔH and entropy change ΔS terms
functioned or could be understood or quantified during the
span of the reaction, which he considered to be 18-years,
for the average reaction, so as to understand how the
spontaneity criterion, i.e. ΔG < 0 signifying a spontaneous
reaction, could be understood as the central determinate Libb Thims (c. 1975-)
of human movement. Thims efforts culminated in the
writing of the 2007 textbook Human Chemistry, a full treatise on nearly every type of human chemical reaction (24
example human chemical reactions are given in chapter one), which he wrote in 18-months and 14-days after
discovering Goethe's work in 2006 (and Adler's work shortly thereafter). In the course of this investigation, Thims also
unraveled the nature of the human chemical bond in the AB union:

In his work, Thims set forth a standard protocol on notation, naming, and symbols to be used in describing and
discussing human chemical reactions. Commonly, for instance, one might use M or F for male or female in describing
a basic human combination reaction, yet M stands for mega and F for fluorine. In short, the revised standard for
human chemical reaction notation is show below for the basic reproduction reaction, in overall mechanism, for
instance, is defined by: [5]

where Mx, is the male human molecule, Fy the female human molecule, MxFy the bonded dihumanide molecule, and
Bc the baby-child human molecule at the circa 15-year point of detachment from the parental orbital construct.
In 2005, Thims launched the Journal of Human Thermodynamics, publishing the online article "On The Nature of the
Human Chemical Bond", wherein some basic human chemical reaction theory logic began to be discussed publicly.
[26] In 2006, Thims discovered Goethe, via footnote 2.5, and shortly thereafter the pioneering reaction decoding
work of Jeremy Adler.
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Hirata's 2000 reactions
In circa 1997 to 2001, American physicist Christopher Hirata, began to model the student
body at the California Institute of Technology (CalTech) as system of about 900 human
molecules (of which 600 were male, and according to his observations about 200 were in
paired relationships), male Y and female X, a certain equilibrium percentage of which,
during their four-year stay as undergraduate students, would have undergone an
reversible combination reaction of the form: [6]

Hirata used the symbols of X = girl, Y = boy, and XY = paired relationship, calling the single
boys and girls as “basic elements”. He also comments that in his modeling he is
neglecting other rare human chemical reactions, which form the “rare and nonChristopher Hirata (1983-)
traditional” products or compounds that may form such as “the gay molecule Y2, the
lesbian molecule X2, and the middle-Eastern polygamous molecule X4Y.” Interestingly, Hirata attempts at a calculation
of the equilibrium constant for this reactions and then speculates as to what the bonded concentration of products
would be if more females were introduced into the system.

Fink's 2001 reactions
In 1991 book Goethe’s History of Science, American Germanic studies professor Karl
Fink footnoted his knowledge of Adler’s 1987 depictions of Goethe’s human chemical
reactions, stating that he “Adler has provided the most detailed study of Goethe’s
research in the history of chemistry, particularly the history of chemical affinity.” [14]
In his 2001 article “Goethe’s Intensified Border”, as what seems to be a follow up to his
earlier note, Fink draws out nine of Goethe’s reactions, including discussion, the way
he sees them, among which, curiously, he considers the birth of the child to be a
precipitate. [15] The first reaction of Goethe's novella, according to Fink, is a
combination reaction, beginning with Charlotte (A) and Eduard (B) being described as
being bonded by marriage, where the attachment AB signifies a human chemical bond:

A + B → AB

Karl Fink (c.1943-)

This changes, according to Fink, with the arrival of the Captain (C), which triggers the second reaction, the Eduard
detaching from Charlotte and bonding with his old friend the Captian:

AB + C → A + BC
The third reaction, according to Fink, is designed (by Eduard and Charlotte) to find a bonding partner for Charlotte,
which is actuated by the introduction of Ottilie (D), Charlotte’s adopted niece, as discussed in Goethe's famous
chapter four:

A + BC + D → AD + BC
The fourth reaction, according to Fink, operates such that, following their natural inclinations rather than planned
expectations, Charlotte (A) and the Captain (C) are attracted by common interest in landscaping and music, whereas
Eduard (B) and Ottilie (D) bond in self-same patterns of each other with common headaches, music skills,
handwriting, and habits of eating:

AD +BC → AC + BD
The fifth reaction, according to Fink, is that stimulated by illicit bonding, the married couple conceives a child in the
images of elective affinities, creating what Fink calls a precipitate (P) or PPT, using Fink’s symbols. Fink gives the
following chemical equation for this reaction:

AC + BD → AC + BD + P
In this last reaction, to note, there may be some error (and correction needed), in that many mechanism steps seem
to have been grouped into an overall reaction; whereas human reproduction typically is described as a double
displacement reaction. In any event, Fink states that this is the end to part one of the novella, where we find
Charlotte pregnant with a baby conceived with her husband in the image of the Captain and Ottilie.
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Hwang's reactions
In 2001, American computational chemist David Hwang had written out a basic pairbonding human chemical reaction in his article “The Thermodynamics of Love”, where he
tells his that love is the process where two elements, "male" (M) and "female" (F),
combine to form a new compound called "couple" (M-F)

He goes on to explain how Gibbs free energy, the modern measure of Goethe's elective
affinity, "not only explains the spontaneity of chemical reactions", but "also applies
directly to various factors determining the success of human relationships". Interestingly,
Hwang specifically draws a dash '-' between the M and F elements, M-F, in his article,
signifying that he had some conception of the idea of a "human chemical bond", which is David Hwang (c.1980-)
a conceptually difficult topic, not easily spotted in beginning study of human chemical
reactions. [7] Hwang was also the first to use free energy diagrams, in which he plotted the free energy of the typical
paring process of in a dating-to-couple forming relationship over the extent of the
reaction.

Wood's reactions
In June 2007, Canadian writer Chanel Wood, developed a simple combination lock theory
to explain love and human relationships, whereby she viewed single unattached
individuals are considered as "reactants", the resultant couple the "product", such that a
synthesis of energy level satiety bonding patterns and matrix compatibility factors
determine the desired "we just clicked" scenario of successful pairings. Wood states that
in defining “what exactly is chemistry between two people”, we can use physical
chemistry to explain how people combine, behave, and relate to one another in the
social world, using the following point of view: [8]
Chanel Wood
(c.1982-)

such that "chemistry" is a result of all the elements between any two people—character, personality traits, timing,
goals, dreams, priorities, lifestyle, etc., and how they ‘react’ with the other person’s elements. She used the stable
eight electron filled orbital bonding model of the noble gases to model perfection in human-human bonding,
whereby physical (e.g. hair color, eye color, etc.) and mental (e.g. leadership ability, etc.) attributes combine between
people to make stale noble gas like pairings. She gives the example of how the elements sodium (Na), with one
electron (+1 charge), and chlorine (Cl), seven electrons (-1 charge), combine to “complete” each other as the
compound sodium chloride (NaCl) with the stable noble gas electron configuration:

She argues that this model, applied to reactions between human beings, explains the saying “he completes me”, in
the sense that the paring forms a stable compound with filled energy levels.

Jorge’s reactions
See main: Human reproduction reaction

In August 2007, a Swiss individual named Don Jorge, in what seems to be an attempt at
using chemistry to explain sex humorously to his girlfriend, made a video entitled
“Aufklarung: How to Learn about Sex with Chemistry”, in which he described the process
of sex using the following reaction: [9]

♂ + ♀ ⇌ Baby
In the video, Jorge draws the diagram on paper where he draws little sperm, with a head
and a wiggle tail, moving from the male ♂ to the female ♀ and describes how “latex” can
Don Jorge (1988-)
block the progress of the reaction. Of note, he incorrectly uses a two-way reversible
reaction arrow to define the sex/reproduction reaction. The correct formulation is to use a one way arrow, signifying
that the formation of an embryo and later an infant is an irreversible process. If, however, the couple or female
decided to opt for an abortion, a completely different reaction mechanism would be used.
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Pati’s reactions
In 2009, Indian chemist and business school theorist Surya Pati wrote a short blog article
on the “Thermodynamics of the Human bond”, in which he models a relationship as
combination reaction between two persons A and B, who he says “come together to
form a molecule”, AB, a reaction he defines as follows: [10]

Pati uses the logic that A and B are atoms, representative of single people, and AB is a
molecule of two atoms, representative of the relationship. Technically, to clarify, the AB
product is what is called a ‘dihumanide molecule’, a bound state of two human
molecules. The human particle (or human atom) model, generally, is only good when
speaking in the perspective of human statistical thermodynamics, human physics, or in
human molecular orbital theory, etc.; it is not technically correct from a definitional
chemistry point of view. [5]

Surya Pati (1983-)

Wallace's reactions
In 2009, American physical chemist Thomas Wallace, building on the earlier mechanism
models of American political scientist Matthew Melko, rephrase the entire description in
purely physical chemistry terminology and depic on, using the double dagger "‡" to
indicate a molecular reactant species in an unstable transition state, the double arrow
"↔" to represent a reversible reaction, and a one-way arrow "→" to represent an
irreversible reaction, as follows:

Thomas Wallace (1937-)

Wallace modifies Melko's mechanism by adding in the side-step reaction mechanism step that the transition state,
e.g. (PT)‡, may undergo ossiﬁca on O, an Arnold Toynbee term meaning to "freeze at a crystal stage". Wallace also
describes each step in terms of being types of double displacement reactions:

A+B→C+D
in which a change in conditions, e.g. stress, temperature, addition of reactants or products, etc., to the system will
affect a change in the dynamic equilibrium of the reaction, according to Le Chatelier's principle.
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High School | Projects
In 2011, Romanian high school
student Christine Kamla gave a
presentation, entitled “If the Genes
Are Not the Last Word: of Elective
Affinities to Adoptive Families”, on
the elective affinities of child
adoption in terms of reactions,
supposedly in some way modeled on
the Ottilie adoption scenario of
Goethe’s Elective Affinities in the
context of modern adoption policies.
The overview of her presentation is
as follows: [23]
“Christine Kamla had the special
topic "elective affinities" with the
same group selected topic. She
shared her brilliant lecture in
"General", "Academic" and literary
"(see poster image). Having
discussed the conditions and the
Romanian high school student Christine Kamla's 2011 poster presentation “If the
procedure for a child's adoption, she Genes Are Not the Last Word: of Elective Affinities to Adoptive Families”, wherein she
made an interesting trip into the
uses Goethe's human reaction theory models to theorize about "adoption".
chemistry and showed that even in
this science some elements of their "Elective Affinities" pick, the finale was the reference to JWv Goethe's
eponymous book, which also convert the fate of already existing relationships in the new Elective Affinities - The
problematization resulted from the fact that when an adoption is an element of arbitrariness. must be excluded and
you cannot adopt children how to shop goods in the supermarket.”
Some of the talk seems to have themed on how the laws of adoption and methods of differ between Romania and
Germany. This a fairly interesting application in need of discussion.
In 2010, a student from Big Foot High School, Wisconsin, turned in a four page final entitled “Chemistry”, for
their advanced composition class, which concluded with the following paragraph: [26]
“You may wonder if there is any correlation between the different forms of chemistry; well, the answer to this
question is yes. Theories and studies have stated that there is a correlation between relationships and chemical
reactions. Friendship, marriage, and even just a young love are based on the idea that people are “human
molecules;” they form a basic equation that:
A (boy) + B (girl) = AB (bond)
or vice versa for a break up, divorce, or lost friendship (humanchemistry.net). Therefore, despite the differences
between these classes of chemistry, there is a major link between each; the science of chemistry sends chemicals
throughout one’s body to create incredible relationships between two people.”
(add discussion)

Modern | 2010-present
With the 2005 launching of the Journal of Human Thermodynamics and the 2008 launching of Hmolpedia,
independent arrival of insight into human chemical reaction formulation is increasingly difficult.
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To cite one example, in Indian chemical engineer Vamshi Regalla
and American mechanical engineer Ravi Vedula’s 2012 short film
“A Strange Thing Called Love” (Feb 04) turned JHT article “A
Strange Thing Called Love: Chemical Thermodynamics” (May),
they outline their take on the chemical thermodynamics of love,
employing Thims-Pati style reaction mechanisms to explain
human bonding as a reaction, commenting at the end that:
“A video was made by the authors on the same concept with the
title as “A strange thing called love”. The plot of this video is that
a man falls in love with nine girls and that day comes when he is
supposed to make a decision on choosing ‘the one’. Surprisingly
in the early 1800s, Johann Goethe published a book named
Elective Affinities based on a similar concept of love and marriage
In 2012, Indian chemical engineer Vamshi Regalla and
relations among two couples. It is a pure coincidence and the
American mechanical engineer Ravi Vedula utilized a
current authors actually didn’t know about it until they started
Pati-Thims reaction theory in their argument on love.
preparing this article.” This is what is called a “love thought
[19]
experiment”, similar to Goethe and his mid 1808 “The
Renouncers”, about a hero simultaneously in love with four women, and Libb Thims’ circa 1992 Excel spreadsheet
formulaic attempt to rank the top nineteen girlfriends he could possibly marry, in all three scenarios involving a
person puzzling on how to ‘choose’ the correct love. In their article, Regalla and Vedula go on to make advanced or
modified types of human chemical reactions, such as employing or modeling human relationship reaction changes on
the concept of reaction intermediate "radicals" (asterisk symbol), such as in the following two-step reaction: [19]

R → R*
R* → P
wherein a reactant R goes to product P.

Objection
See also: Detractors; Elective Affinities (enemies)

The modelling of human-human interactions,
processes, and social transformations in the
language of is not without criticism and many,
such as Marcin Borkowski, Mitch Garcia, and
Stephen Lower, consider the premise of
“chemical reactions occurring between human
molecules” to be a crackpot-subject,
pseudoscience, and or a lunatic notion. To cite
one example, in 2011 Irish openly-atheist
biochemistry student Ryan Grannell spent a
month blogging about human chemistry,
commenting for example: [20]

Forest Blind

A selection of "objectors" to HCR theory, namely: Canadian theist chemist
Stephen Lower (2007), American secular nuclear chemist Mitch Garcia
and Polish analytical chemist Marcin Borkowski (2010), and Irish atheist
biochemistry student Ryan Grannell (2011), viewing the premise of using
chemical equations to describe reactions occurring between people as
pseudoscience, crackpottery, or a the views of someone who is "nuts".

“This is all just a horrendous analogy. Chemical
laws apply to humans, but our behavior is more
complex than something that can be modeled with a couple of thermodynamic equations. A + B → AB is just a
pretentious way of stating something we already know; it tells us absolutely nothing new [and Goethe’s Elective
Affinities is a 'nutty theory'].”

The comment "A + B → AB is just a preten ous way of sta ng something we already know; it tells us absolutely
nothing new", of note, here is very telling, in that it seems to give way to the notion that Grannell, possibly like many
new to the subject of human chemistry, and rightly skeptical, are in the mindset of something along the lines of not
seeing the ships in the harbor + not seeing the forest amid the trees, i.e. being "forest blind", type of perspective; the
glass wall of the human chemical bond, is one example of this.

Discussion
Objectors, in short, tend not to see the big picture. Deeper thinkers, e.g. Goethe and Henry Adams, however, tend to
see everything in terms of mechanism and chemical reaction. Adams, e.g., after stating categorically in 1885 that
“Social chemistry—the mutual attraction [and repulsion] of equivalent human molecules—is a science yet to be
created”, went on from 1889 to 1891, to write and published his nine volume History of the United States of America:
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During the Administrations of Thomas Jefferson, a history of the years 1801 to 1809, when Thomas Jefferson was
president, supposedly, for no other reason than to prove to his own satisfaction that causality and mechanism exists
in the course of history; about which he retrospectively stated, in his The Education of Henry Adams (1900), as
follows: [28]
“Historians undertake to arrange sequences,—called stories, or histories,—assuming in silence a relation of cause and
effect. These assumptions, hidden in the depths of dusty libraries, have been astounding, but commonly unconscious
and childlike; so much so, that if any captious critic were to drag them to light, historians would probably reply, with
one voice, that they had never supposed themselves required to know what they were talking about. Adams, for one,
had toiled in vain to find out what he meant.
He had even published a dozen volumes of American history for no other purpose than to satisfy himself
whether, by severest process of stating, with the least possible comment, such facts as seemed sure, in such order as
seemed rigorously consequent, he could fix for a familiar moment a necessary sequence of human movement. The
result had satisfied him as little as at Harvard College.
Where he saw sequence, other men saw something quite different, and no one saw the same unit of measure.
He cared little about his experiments and less about his statesmen, who seemed to him quite as ignorant as himself
and, as a rule, no more honest; but he insisted on a relation of sequence, and if he could not reach it by one method,
he would try as many methods as science knew. Satisfied that the sequence of men led to nothing and that the
sequence of their society could lead no further, while the mere sequence of time was artificial, and the sequence of
thought was chaos, he turned at last to the sequence of force; and thus it happened that, after ten years’ pursuit, he
found himself lying in the Gallery of Machines at the Great Exposition of 1900, his historical neck broken by the
sudden irruption of forces totally new.”
(add discussion)
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Human chemical
theory
In human chemistry, human chemical theory, or
simply “the chemical theory”, used in the context
of the work of Goethe, refers to the theory that
humans are reactive chemicals whose interactions
and choices are governed or rather predetermined
by the laws of affinity chemistry (pre-1882) or the
principles of physical chemistry and laws chemical
thermodynamics (post-1882). A synonymous term
to "human chemical theory", in reference to
Goethe's work, is: Goethe’s human chemistry; a
2008 Hmolpedia-coined categorization term.

Etymology

Top: a 2008 synopsis of Goethe and his 1809 chemical theory by
English science dictionary editor John Daintith, from his Biographical
Encyclopedia of Scientists. [4] RIght: an island model of the estate
from Goethe's Elective Affinities, showing Edward, main reactant B,
and the gardener (Gar), an intermediate system reactant, talking,
before crossing the boundary (reaction membrane).

In 1796, German polymath Johann Goethe, in his Third Lecture on Anatomy (see: Goethe timeline), began discussing
his newly forming theory that humans are types of chemicals, similar to reactive minerals, whose reactions to each
other are governed or rather predetermined by forces external to the reactants themselves. He published the
finalized form of his theory in his 1809 physical chemistry based novella Elective Affinities and up until his last day of
existence (22 Mar 1832), or at least up until 20 Jul 1831, would go on to comment on this theory, which he said was
his greatest work, in conversation, correspondence, and interactions, in various ways. This theory, by Goethe,
however, although greatly discussed and critiqued, remained largely unnamed in the two centuries to follow, at least
in the English language; the German term wahlverwandtschaften may possibly embody Goethe’s theory to Germans
and German-speaking people (see: title decoding). In English discussions, however, the rather ambiguous phrase “the
chemical theory” or simply “theory” tends to be used.
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The following is a 1987 synopsis of Goethe’s human chemical
theory according to American German-literature scholar
John Winkelman: [1]
“One evening Eduard, Charlotte, and the Captain discuss a
chemical reaction between two compounds each consisting
of two elements. The compounds are designated as AB and
CD. As a result of the reaction the elements form new
compounds, AD and CB, and thereby demonstrate that they
had a stronger ‘elective affinity’ to their new partners than
they had to their original mates. The conversation turns to
the issue of free will. Are the elements really inert or do they
possess volition? The latter would seem to be the case, since
the elements do after all choose one partner in preference
to their other as if they were free agents. Charlotte dismisses
this theory as idle speculation: one cannot equate chemical
elements to human beings. But what about human beings? If
the chemical compounds in the analogy had been human
couples, would the partners have been forced to obey the
‘elective affinities’ that attracted them to new lovers or
would they have had the freedom to honor their existing
commitments in conformity to ethical law, which unlike
natural law not only permits by implies free will?”
The following is a 2003 synopsis by William Burns, from his
Science in the Enlightenment: and Encyclopedia: [3]
“[Goethe's] novel Elective Affinities employs a metaphor
from chemistry—the ‘elective affinities’ were the different
ways that different substances unite with each other—to
describe human relationships. The characters engage in a
lengthy discussion of current chemical theory.”
The following is a 2007 usage of the phrase “the chemical
theory” by English German-cultures scholar Carl Krockel: [2]

A 2011 German depiction of Goethe’s human chemical
theory, by German blogger Peter Glaser, simply labeled as
“Die Wahlverwandtschaften” (retouched by American
electrochemical engineer Libb Thims: with English subtitle
and thought bubble), which has a more complex meaning
that what, in someone in colloquial English were to label as
the “chemistry of love”, being that the German term Die
Wahlverwandtschaften = chemistry of love + physics of love
+ thermodynamics of love, all in one phrase, something not
easily rendered into English. [8] A similar term is “Elective
Affinities Problem” the query that led to the human
chemical theory.

“The chemical theory is the structural backbone of Goethe
and George Elliot’s realism. Chemicals are only electively affined when their attraction excludes other chemicals. In
his narrative Goethe uses the framework of two pairs of lovers, whose attraction to different aspects of each other
reveals their psychological ‘properties’. Eduard and Charlotte are married, having known each other since childhood;
the Hauptmann arrives, and links up with Eduard in their horticultural plans while excluding Charlotte for being too
fanciful. Charlotte is satisfied by the arrival of the childlike Ottilie, and is also finding her own measured nature in
affinity with the Hauptmann’s. Meanwhile, Ottilie appeals to Eduard’s childlike side, but the Hauptmann finds her
ideas disturbing. And so the narrative continues. In Middlemarch George Eliot systematically elaborates on what
Goethe only suggests in Die Wahlverwandtschaften, since each of her four characters is also bound to wider social
relationships through affinity.”
(add discussion)

Note
In doing searches for key terms ‘Goethe’ and ‘chemical theory’ one will also come across these two terms discussed
in the context of Goethe’s chemical theory of color, which published in 1810. In reference to Winkleman use of the
term "new lovers", above, see also: new relationship energy. [6] In regard to the use of the term "analogy", above, to
note, in 1982, American German-romanticism and humanities scholar William Lillyman, in his Goethe Symposium talk
“Analogies for Love: Goethe’s Die Wahlverwandtschaften and Plato’s Symposium”, argued that Greek comedy
playwright Aristophanes (446-386BC) had some type of precursory connectiveness to Goethe's human chemical
theory: [7]
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“Underlying the overt analogy for human love—or ‘Gleichnisrede’ to use Goethe’s term—and analogy which was
taken from Aristophanes' speech in Plato’s Symposium. It not exaggerated to say that parallels and allusions to
Aristophanes’ explanation of the nature of love permeate Goethe’s Die Wahlverwandtschaften.”

See also
● Human chemical reaction theory
● Combination lock theory
● Human molecular hypothesis
● Goethean philosophy
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In human thermodynamics, human chemical thermodynamics,
or the "chemical thermodynamics of humans", as contrasted
with human statistical thermodynamics, the "statistical
thermodynamics of humans", is the study of human existence,
experience, and function according to the logic of pure and
applied chemical thermodynamics—utilizing specifically
powered “human molecule” (human chemical) perspective,
namely one in which a human is defined specifically as a
reactive chemical species or powered animate molecule, and a
social system is considered as a system of reactive chemical
entities. [1]

Pre-history | Etymology
In 1934, American physicochemical physiologist-zoologist
Harold Blum, in his “A Consideration of Evolution from a
Thermodynamic View-Point”, cites Lawrence Henderson (1913)
and Gilbert Lewis (1923), to outline a coupling theory plus free
energy decrease based theory of orthogenesis (directionalchange) conceptualized evolution, in the explicitly-stated
"religious-free" form of what he refers to as "chemical
peneplanation", i.e. an synonym the semi-modern term Gibbs
landscapes, as seems to be the case. [5]
In 1935, American physical chemist Lawrence Henderson,
using an admixture of Vilfredo Pareto and Willard Gibbs,
outlined the general subject of physicochemical humanities,
which he tested out via the Harvard Pareto circle.
In 1971, American physical chemist and chemical
thermodynamicist Frederick Rossini, gave his "Chemical
Thermodynamics in the Real World" Priestly medal address,
wherein he outlined the subject of human chemical
thermodynamics, in conceptual prototype.
In 1987, Pakistani organometallic chemist Mirza Beg
introduced what he referred to as physicochemical sociology, a
precursor of sorts to human chemical thermodynamics, albeit
one religiously-rooted. [6]

Feb 2015
(draft cover)

Working draft cover of American electrochemical
engineer Libb Thims' Chemical Thermodynamics: with
Application in the Humanities, on the subject of human
chemical thermodynamics, aiming to be the required
reading for a college to graduate level course in
physicochemical humanities (or physicochemical
sociology). [4]

In 2007, building on Rossini, among others, American electrochemical engineer Libb Thims coined the term human
chemical thermodynamics as follows: [2]
“The theory of human chemical bonding, aside from human chemical thermodynamics, is one of the more difficult
topics to write on in a rigorous form.”
The central approach, in this mode of logic, is to assume the "human molecule" perspective, where people are
modeled as molecules, chemical species, or chemical complexes, having human chemical reactions with each other,
the set of which defines the ongoing or underlying process of evolution, what is more correctly called synthesis. [2]

Human chemical thermodynamicists
Historically, six people, independently, have written theory on human chemical thermodynamics—employing the
explicit view or mindset that humans are reactive bonding-debonding molecules governed by affinity, enthalpy,
entropy, and or free energy, i.e. chemical thermodynamics, depending, two of which, Goethe and Hirata, have
independently, a third, Thims, dependently (per association), been cited in the adulthood IQ: 225+ range, a very
rarified group; which may be akin or equivalent to previous attraction or aggregation of geniuses to the "blue sky
problem" seen common among the IQ: 200+ range geniuses (prior to its solution):
● Johann Goethe (IQc=225): 1796 theory | Elective Affinities (1809)
● Lawrence Henderson: 1913 theory | Pareto’s General Sociology: a Physiologist’s Interpretation (1935)
● Mirza Beg: 1974 theory | New Dimensions in Sociology: a Physico-Chemical Approach to Human Behavior (1987)
● Libb Thims: 1995 theory | Human Chemistry (2007)
● Christopher Hirata (IQc=225): c.2000 theory | “The Physics of Relationships: a Thermochemical Approach to
Relationships”
● David Hwang: 2001 theory | “The Thermodynamics of Love”
● Surya Pati: 2009 theory | “The Thermodynamics of the Human Bond!”
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To state this another way, among the 500+ known HT pioneers, some 40± are human free energy theorists; and
among these only five, listed above, are "human chemical thermodynamicists"—explicitly conceptualizing humans as
"molecules" (or chemicals) reacting "chemical thermodynamically" to each other—a very niche classification, to say
the least.
With the 2005-launching of the Journal of Human Thermodynamics and 2008-launching of Hmolpedia, by Thims,
the subject of "human chemical thermodynamics" is now no longer easily arrived at independently, being that Thims,
as of 2011 now requires JHT submitting authors to include a "human thermodynamics variable table", in which the
specifically state clearly, not only exact definitions for each variable used in the article, but also, on the 1892
precedence set by Irving Fisher, former Gibbs protege, specifically define how exactly they conceptualize the human:
molecule, particle, chemical (species, substance, atomic geometry), engine, etc.

Human statistical thermodynamics
The alternative subject is "human statistical thermodynamics" where each human being is modeled as a ideal gas
phase particle (human particle), such that the Boltzmann equation S = k ln W is assumed to be applicable to their
operations. English physicist C.G. Darwin, as discussed in his 1952 work, can be considered on the main theorists in
this field.
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Human chemist
In science, a human chemist, similar to "sociochemist", "human social chemistry", or human physicochemist, is a
person who studies human chemistry or the chemistry of reactions between people.

Overview
In 1914, English-born American engineer William Fairburn, in his Human Chemistry, defined a person or foreman who
runs a group, conceptualizing his workers as chemicals, as a human chemist; the following is an example excerpt: [1]
“As each chemical element is an entity, differing and distinct from any other, so is each human element and entity
and a personality, which, when guided by a human chemist to do work and perform his peculiar function in life, feels
and acquires what no inert substance can ever acquire, namely moral stimulus of responsibility. No chemical element
is in a state of harmony unless it is in contact with other elements or influences which do not antagonize or irritate,
and no human chemical or worker can ever by truly happy in his work unless he is fitted by nature for the work which
he is performing, and unless his general temperament are in harmony with his specific duties and environment.”
(add discussion)
In 2005, American electrochemical engineer Libb Thims introduced the related term: human thermodynamicist,
defined as one who thermodynamically studies humans. [2]
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In chemistry, human chemistry is the study of reactions between
people. [1] American self-defined 'human chemist' Thomas
Dreier, gave the following definition of the subject of human
chemistry, in 1948, considering people viewed atomically as
human chemicals: [12]
“Human chemistry, the study of how people ‘chemically’ react to
one another, is an important branch of the science of human
nature.”
A central aspect in human chemistry is the definition of the
person as a "human molecule", a term coined by French
philosopher Jean Sales in 1789, being the atomic definition of a
person. [4] In this perspective, human chemistry is the
quantitative study of reactions between human molecules and
the structures they form. This is expressed clearly by American
historian Henry Adams who in 1885 gave the following definition
of human chemistry (or rather 'social chemistry' as he called it): 2009 backdrop to the Human Chemistry 101 channel,
showing that for two people to react they must
[24]
“Social chemistry—the study of the mutual attraction [and
repulsion] of equivalent human molecules—is a science yet to be
created.”

"collide" in such a way that their movements
surmount the activation energy barrier after which a
decrease in Gibbs free energy (ordinate) over time
(abcissa) signifies favored human chemical reaction,
into which the stable product, the dihumanide
molecule, forms, connect via a human chemical bond:
A≡B.

The bracketed term "'repulsion", in this last definition by Adams,
to note, is inserted to signify the updated modern view that the
study of the force of repulsion in human interactions, reactions, and bonding is a very significant component,
particularly in discussions of bond stability, such as has been experimentally quantified in the Gottman stability ratio
(in marriages) or the Muller stability ratio (in society). A defining aspect of human chemistry is that human chemical
reactions occur over a surface, namely the earth's surface, as studied in the subjects of surface chemistry and surface
thermodynamics; surfaces which act as a substrate and or catalyst. In chemical equation form, defining human
molecules as chemical species A or B, basic human reactions, such as couple formation (combination reaction) or
relationship breakup (bond dissolution), take the form of simple chemical equations, such as:

A + B → AB (bond formation)
AB → A + B (bond dissolution)
Likewise, more complicated reactions entail the use of coupled mechanisms, molecular intermediates, or effects such
as Müller dispersion forces. A second aspect of human chemistry is the quantum mechanical definition of the human
chemical bond A≡B between two human molecules, such as the attachment in an intimate romantic relationship.

Big picture
The big picture view of human chemistry considers
each human to be a large atomic structure, or "single
abstract molecule" (according to the 2002
stoichiometric approach), which has been synthesized
over millions and billions of years, that react with
each other in the form of daily complex mechanistic
chemical reactions. The diagram, shown adjacent,
gives a “big picture” or advanced perspective atomic
view of what exactly is a human. In other words, if a
large chemist was looking down on earth, as though
the surface of the earth were a test-tube for his
A synthesis, i.e. evolution, view of the formation of a person, i.e.
studies, the chemist would view humans to be little
human molecule, by Canadian designer Shawn LaPaix, from
hydrogen, carbon, nitrogen, oxygen, etc., element precursors, over molecules reacting together forming products.
the last 13.7 billion years.
The diagram is a spin on English biologist
Thomas Huxley’s famous 1863 evolution of man
drawing, using the 1952 CPK atomic color scheme: red = oxygen, blue = nitrogen, gray = hydrogen, black = carbon
(not shown), done for a poster for the 2005 University of British Columbia Art Gallery exhibit “The Human Body in
History”, alluding to the idea that human is a body of evolving atoms, formed into the structure of a molecule, that
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has been chemically synthesized into its current form, over long spans of evolutionary time. [31] In the big picture
view, the student of human chemistry must consider each person to be a tiny reactive molecule and in doing so begin
to study how the various laws and principles of standard chemistry either can or cannot apply to human reactions.

Short history

First human chemist

See main: History of human chemistry, HC pioneers

The first proto human chemist was Greek philosopher
Empedocles, notable for his circa 450BC theory that people
“People who love each other mix
related tend to mix like water and wine; whereas enemies
like water and wine; people who
mix or rather separate like oil and water. German polymath
hate each other segregate like
Johann Goethe founded the subject of human chemistry,
water and oil.”
beginning in 1796 (see: Goethe timeline)., albeit a subject he
referred to as Die Wahlverwandtschaften (see: term
decoding), based on 18th affinity chemistry, particularly that Greek philosopher Empedocles (495-435 BC), the first
human chemist, famous for his noted chemistry
of Swedish chemist Torbern Bergman (1775). Goethe's sole
aphorisms of how people mix or sort.
human chemistry protege Arthur Schopenhauer carried
forward some of his human chemical reaction theories in his
"will to power" theory (The World as Will and Representation, 1818, 1844).
The term “human chemistry” was in use by
1851 by an author of the initials E.B., in discussion of
English polymath William Whewell’s Bridgewater
Treatise (1833), who commented: [33]

The 2007 "combination lock theory" of dating by Canadian
relationship philosopher Chanel Wood is a recent human
chemistry theory, modeled on NaCl formation, according to which
the "we just clicked" catch phrase of successful relationships is
conceptualized as two people, as "reactants", clicking together in
a manner to the way atoms combine to satisfy valence electron
shell configurations.

“Potassium is a compound of certain elements which
exist abundantly in nature: the operations of nature
can resolve potassium, or gold, or man, into their
elements, and build up new gold, new potassium, and
new men, by laws unknown indeed to human
chemistry, but which we must (arrogantly or not) for
the present hesitate to pronounce undiscoverable.”

The first depictions of human chemical reactions (see:
history) were made by Goethe (1809), German science
historian Jeremy Adler (1987), American Germanic
studies professor Karl Fink (2001), American
computational chemist David Hwang (2001), and
Canadian writer Chanel Wood (2007), among others. In 1910, American author Thomas Dreier, began calling himself
a "human chemist" and publishing a series of articles on human chemistry, which eventually developed into a book
(We Human Chemicals, 1948). The first book entitled Human Chemistry was written in 1914 by English-born engineer
American William Fairburn, extolling on the view that humans are chemicals and that one should used the principles
of chemistry to facilitate working relations (or reactions) between
people (such as in factories) in business operations.
Human chemistry educational videos
The world's first full rigorous textbook on human chemistry,
namely Human Chemistry (Volume One) and Human Chemistry
(Volume Two), was written by American electrochemical engineer
and thermodynamicist Libb Thims in 2007. YouTube's Human
Chemistry 101 channel was started in 2008 by Thims, scheduled
as a semi-weekly educational video series on the chemistry of
human interactions. [10]

Human molecule
See main: Human molecule, Human molecular formula

An important subject in human chemistry, is the definition of the
the human being from an atomic point of view. Many terms have
Screenshot (2010) of the the YouTube Human
been employed over the years to define humans chemically,
Chemistry 101 channel, which sporadically makes
including: chemical entity (Johann Goethe, 1809), point atom
(Humphry Davy, 1813) human molecule (Hippolyte Taine, 1869), educational videos on human chemistry topics.
social molecule (Thomas Huxley, 1871), economic molecule (Leon Walras, c. 1870s), human atom and human
molecule (Ferninand Schiller, 1891), human molecule (Emile Boutmy, 1904), human molecule (Henry Adams, 1910),
human chemical and human chemical element (William Fairburn, 1914), chemical formula in operation (George
Carey, 1919), human molecule (Vilfredo Pareto, 1916), human molecule (Pierre Teilhard, 1947), social atom,
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acquaintanceship atom, collective atom, individual atom, psychological atom (Jacob Moreno, 1951), human molecule
(C.G. Darwin, 1952), human atom (Erich Fromm, 1956), dissipative structure (Ilya Prigogine, 1971), human atomism
(Arthur Iberall, 1987), social atom (Mark Buchanan, 2007), and many more. [4] The first calculation of the molecular
formula for a human being was published in 2002 by American limnologists Robert Sterner and James Elser as shown
(adjacent). [19]
To contrast this calculation with
most the main doctrine of twentiethcentury, as to the elemental
composition of active biological entities,
a view that tends to conclude with a
Chemical formula for one human
statement to the effect that "six main
elements, carbon C, hydrogen H, oxygen Above: the 2000-calculated human "empirical formula" (see: Sterner-Elser human
molecular formula), showing the lowest common ratio of atoms in the molecule,
O, nitrogen N, sulfur S, and
phosphorous P, comprise 95% of living as contrasted with a "molecular formula", which shows all of the atoms in the
organisms" (whereas the other twenty molecule. More recent 2002 calculations by Libb Thims, however, indicates that 26
not 22 elements are active in a human (see: Thims human molecular formula).
active elements are somehow
essentially non-notable stuffing, we see that the modern-view studies the function of twenty-six elements found to
have active function in the human. In short, modern human chemistry is defined as the study of behaviors of human
molecules and the structures they form. [1]
The modern thinker must always return to the above formula when attempting to contrive or develop theories
concerning human existence.

Goethe | human

affinities

See also: Goethe's human chemistry; Goethe's human
affinity table

The science of human chemistry was founded with
the 1809 publication of the semi-biographical
scientific novella Elective Affinities by German
polymath Johann Goethe (IQ=230), who viewed
human relationships as chemical reactions
between chemical species, being predetermined by
chemical affinity force relations as were found in
standard 18th century chemical affinity tables. [2]
The adjacent excerpt, by Germanic literature
scholars Martin Swales and Erika Swales, from the
2002 book Reading Goethe: a Critical Introduction
to the Literary Work, gives an overview as to how
Goethe's theory of human elective affinities, which A 2002 "human chemistry" interpretation of Goethe's theory of
he had developed as early as 1796, translates into elective affinities. [32]
the 21st century science of human chemistry, such
as in the question: [32]
“Are men and women subject to the same laws of material reality as are the chemical substances?”
The German term "sitten and gesetze", to note, translate as "customs and laws"; meaning that the authors are
asking, in modern times, what is the force, of the four fundamental forces in physics, of the customs and laws in the
human sphere? This is just on example of the questions involved in modern human chemistry. In his novella, in the
famous chapter four, Goethe assigned the following Bergman-style letter chemical symbols to each character in the
novella:
Symbol

Person

A

Charlotte

B

Eduard

Verbal assignment

‘Provided it does not seem pedantic,’ the Captain said, ‘I think I can briefly sum up in the
language of signs. Imagine an A intimately united with a B, so that no force is able to
sunder them; imagine a C likewise related to a D; now bring the two couples into contact:
A will throw itself at D, C at B, without our being able to say which first deserted its
partner, which first embraced the other’s partner.’
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C

Captain

D

Ottilie

‘Now then!’ Eduard interposed: ‘until we see all this with our own eyes, let us look on
this formula as a metaphor from which we may extract a lesson we can apply immediately
to ourselves. You, Charlotte, represent the A, and I represent your B; for in fact I do
depend altogether on you and follow you as A follows B. The C is quite obviously the
Captain, who for the moment is to some extent drawing me away from you. Now it is
only fair that, if you are not to vanish into the limitless air, you must be provided with a
D, and this D is unquestionably the charming little lady Ottilie, whose approaching
presence you may no longer resist.’

The seed for his logic arose in Goethe's mind
as early as 1808, if not earlier. In particular, a
year before publication Goethe, who had
been studying chemistry for a period of fortyyears, told his friend Friedrich Riemer that ‘his
idea for the new novella was to portray social
relationships and their conflicts symbolically’,
as in a, b, ac, abd, abcd, etc., a statement in
reference to a Scottish physician and chemist
William Cullen’s 1757 pioneering
development of chemical affinity reaction
diagrams.
To go through the first example of this
logic used by Goethe, in the first chapter, the
Eduard B and Charlotte A, considered purely
as chemical entities, in the mind of Goethe,
are bonded together in dull marriage, signified
by the Cullen-notation of the bonding bracket What Goethe did, ingeniously, was to arrive at the view that humans are
“{“, who in turn invite their friend the Captain evolved chemicals that react together according to the same laws that
C to their estate to visit, where upon arrival
govern smaller chemical entities and, based on this view, used Cullen's 1757
Eduard B and the Captain C rekindle their old dart-arrow reaction diagram method, as found Bergman's reaction
friendship, displacing Charlotte A from her
diagrams (1775), to explain human relationships as being larger versions of
chemical reactions, governed by the principles of affinity chemistry, as
bond with Eduard (adjacent).
captured in the logic of Bergman's affinity table (a 59-column 50-row
In technical terms, if chemical species A
affinity table), and in doing so wrote out a 36-chapter novella, based on this
and B are attached in a weakly bonded
logic, in which each chapter is a different description of a human chemical
chemical union, signified by the bonding
reaction, a task which brings validity-closure to Goethe's long-standing title
bracket “{“, ordered such that if species C
as being the greatest genius of all time.
were introduced into the system, the greater
affinity preference of B for C would cause or rather work to force B to displace A and to thus form a new union with
BC, which equates to the following in modern terms:
▬▬▬AB

+ C → BC + A

Goethe ingeniously steps through thirty-six of these types of human chemical reactions in his novella. In commentary
on the application of this type of logic, Goethe declared:
“The moral symbols used in the natural sciences are the elective affinities discovered and employed by the great
Bergman.”
Goethe here is referring to Bergman's great 1775 chemistry textbook A Dissertation on Elective Attractions. [11] In
other words, what is moral or amoral, in Goethe’s view, is a point of view inherent in the laws of chemistry according
to which species react.

Goethe's affinity table
See main: Goethe's human affinity table

It has been argued that German polymath Johann Goethe made a human affinity table, at least in his mind if not on
paper, in circa 1808 during the writing of his 1809 novella Elective Affinities, as he readily admitted that the book was
based on Bergman's affinity table (59-column 50-row affinity table) and Bergman's reaction diagrams, as made and
described by Swedish chemist Torbern Bergman in his 1775 chemistry textbook A Dissertation on Elective Attractions.
This will never be confirmed, however, in that in opposition to his usually practice, Goethe destroyed all of his notes
and drafts to this particular novel.
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A tentative table was made in 2007 by
American chemical engineer Libb Thims
(shown below) based on the affinity
descriptions between the main and supporting
characters, such as: Eduard (Edu), Charlotte
(Cha), Ottilie (Ott), the Captain (Cap), Luciane
(Luc), Mittler (Mit), the Count (Cou), the
Barroness (Bar), Otto (Oto), the Nanni (Nan),
the Assistant (Ass), the Architect (Arc), the
Elderly clerk (Eld), Homeless people (Hom), the
Gardener (Gar), the Lawyer (Law), the Parson
(Par), the Surgeon (Sur), the Englishman (Eng),
the Traveling companion (Tra), among others:
[2]
The affinity table works, as described by
affinity table pioneer Etienne Geoffrey, such
A depiction of the method in which in the 1809 physical chemistry based
novel Elective Affinities was written, namely in 1799 Goethe began to
that at the head of each column is a header
discuss, with Friedrich Schiller (see: Goethe timeline), how people attract,
species with which all species below can
combine or have a rapport with. The latter are repel, and neutralize each other akin to chemicals, in terms of affinity
so placed such that any higher species replaces chemistry, and sometime thereafter mentally formulated a human affinity
table (left), based on Swedish chemist Torbern Bergman's 1775 affinity
all others lower in the column from their
table. The image shown (right) is the 1996 film adaptation of the novella,
compounds with that at the head of the table. depicting the basic double elective affinity reaction threading the chapters
In other words, the species at the head of the of the book together (see: history). [13]
table can potentially react with any species
below it. All the species below the header species are ranked by chemical affinity preferences relative to the top
species, with a higher rank corresponding to a higher affinity tendency.
The species at the bottom of each column, for instance, have the least amount of affinity for the header species.
If the bottom species is in a weakly bonded relationship with the header species, any species above it can potentially
displace it from its attached partner. [23]
To go through one example, in the opening of the novella Eduard (Edu) is bonded in comfortable, but tending
towards mundane, marriage to Charlotte (Cha), signified by the bonding Edu=Cha. When Eduard's old friend the
Captain (Cap) arrives, however, they rekindle their friendship, and thus act to displace Charlotte from her bond with
Eduard. This is described as a single elective affinity reaction:

EduCha + Cap → EduCap + Cha
In other words, the Captain has a stronger chemical affinity for Eduard as compared to Charlotte, as represented by
her lower position on the affinity table; thus when the Captain is introduced into the mixture (Estate viewed as a
closed system, to other reactants) he acts to displace Charlotte from her attachment to Eduard.
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The theoretical premise here is
correct, as compared the other
types of metaphorical "human
element periodic tables" (as shown
below), in that, as proved by
German polymath Hermann
Helmholtz, in his 1882 publication
"The Thermodynamics of Chemical
Processes", affinity between
reacting chemical entities, for
isothermal isobaric systems, is
determined by the change in the
Gibbs free energy, as define by the
following expression:

Left: a 2007 photo of a cart full of Human Chemistry textbooks, which American
chemical engineer Libb Thims uses in his human chemistry lectures, at various
universities, at public places such as the Magnificent Mile, Chicago. Right: A 2011
"human chemistry" symposium section, by Russian-born Israeli chemical engineer Alec
Groysman, citing the views of American electrochemical engineer Libb Thims (2007)
and German polymath Johann Goethe (1809), presented at the Generative Art
Conference talk entitled "Use of Art Media in Engineering and Scientific Education",
arguing that the nascent subject of human chemistry should be taught as part of the
standard engineering curriculum, the chemical engineering curriculum in particular
(see: human thermodynamics education). [34]

In other words, the ability of
humans to react and thus to bind
together is based a combination of
competing affinity preferences as
measured by the changes in the
free energies in the systems,
knowing in particular that free energy coupling occurs. In more advanced human chemical thermodynamics reaction
analysis, this last equation can be expanded, via German physicist Rudolf Clausius' 1865 The Mechanical Theory of
Heat, into the form:

A = TΔS – PΔV – ΔTv – ΔJ
which means that affinities A involved in the reactions between people, will be favored when there is an entropy
increase, ΔS > 0, or transformational content increase in the reaction system, meaning that heat was transformed in
to system internal evolution work, which signifies that the body or boundaried system of the relationship has
transformed or evolved over time; when there is a volume decrease, ΔV < 0, in the molecular orbitals of the
reactants, meaning that spatial movements of the pair come together over time rather than diverging, as is simplified
by saying that two lives become one; a vis viva decrease, ΔTv < 0, and an ergal decrease, ΔJ < 0.

Human chemical reactions
See main: Human chemical reaction (history)

A larger part of the subject of human chemistry is that of applying the logic of the chemical equation, showing the
reactants before the reaction arrow and the products following the reaction arrow:

Before (initial) state (reactants) → After (final) state (products)
signifying a structural change in time of atoms or molecules over the extent of the the reaction, to model human
interaction as purely chemical reactions. The topic is by no means a simple one, where in some cases equations or
mechanisms must capture decades of interactions. Historically, Goethe was the first to outlined human chemical
reactions in the form of symbols in a verbal sense and Germanic studies and science historian Jeremy Adler, in 1969,
was the first to make an attempt at drawing out the various reactions used by Goethe in chemical equation diagram
form. Only recently have people, e.g. Libb Thims (1995), Christopher Hirata (c. 2000), Karl Fink (2001), David Hwang
(2001), etc., begun to draw out human interaction processes such as forming a relationship or going through a
divorce as before and after states of chemical reactions, and to discuss these equations in terms of theory, e.g.
collision theory, activation energy, human chemical bonding, change in Gibbs free energy, human molecular orbital
theory, etc.
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Dreier’s human chemistry
In 1910, American author Thomas Dreier published a short 27-page
pamphlet entitled Human Chemicals, laying out the theory that
people are "human chemicals", a premise that he continued to
build over the next forty-years in various publications. His central
point of wisdom was that if there is an 'explosion' (or workplace
tension) at the office or factory, that it is not the fault of the
reactants (or workers) but a fault of the chemist (or company
executive). A more expanded take on this view was presented in
his 1948, 122-page, book We Human Chemicals, in which he argues
that everything is a matter of human chemistry in the view that
“we are all human chemicals and human chemists”. The following
is an example quote:

Left: English-born American engineer William

“Watch groups of people working or playing together and you will Fairburn's 1914 booklet Human Chemistry, who
states that people can be defined entropically. Right:
be startled to discover how ‘chemical’ are their reactions to one
American writer Thomas Dreier's 1948 We Human
another. Once you acquire even rudiments of human chemistry,
Chemicals picturing people as elements on a
you will be baffled less often by people, and become impatient or periodic table.
angry less often at the (to you) annoying things they do. You will
see and judge them for what they are—different kinds of human chemicals, obeying the laws of their natures as you
and I obey the laws of our natures.”
The book contains chapters on how a country is a chemical laboratory, the human chemistry of confident
salesmanship, how a happy marriage is a matter of human chemistry, how business executives can act as catalysts,
and how every executive is a human chemist, among other chapters. [12]

Fairburn's human chemistry
The first actually book titled "human chemistry" was the short 55-page booklet Human Chemistry written by
American naval engineer William Fairburn in 1914. In his opening pages, Fairburn defines his subject as such:
“Human chemistry is the [study of] reactions resulting from combinations of individuals [who are] like chemical
elements in a well-stocked laboratory.”
Fairburn's human chemistry, to note, is written mostly using chemical analogies, focused on the occupational aspects
of the variations of work producing reactions between people, who he defines as "human chemical elements", in
factories, as viewed through the eyes of the foreman, the "human chemist". [3] Fairburn argues that the reactions
resulting from combinations of individuals can be determined and improved though measures of personal energies,
entropies, and affinities, etc., so to eliminate loss through unnecessary fatigue and "wasteful reaction".
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Thims | Human chemistry
See main: Libb Thims (history); Human Chemistry
(history); Human Chemistry (textbook origin)

The world's first textbook on human
chemistry is the 2007 two-volume Human
Chemistry by American chemical engineer
Libb Thims, written in an attempt to
standardize the subject according to basic
textbook chemistry on the premise that a
human being is a molecule, pure and simple,
made to be reactive on a surface owing heat
input from the sun. The following is the
opening sentence of the first chapter: [1]
“Human chemistry is the study of reactions
between people.”
In origins, beginning in circa 1995, Thims,
while University of Michigan chemical
engineering student, began to ruminate on
the issue of as to how chemical
thermodynamics applied to mate selection. A snapshot of American chemical engineer Libb Thims’ two-volume, 824-page,
In 2002, after figuring out how relationship 2007 Human Chemistry, the first basic textbook on the subject of people
viewed as reactive chemicals.
feasibilities could be defined in terms of
changes in "before" and "after" states of enthalpies (ΔH) and entropies (ΔS), Thims began writing a manuscript on the
science human thermodynamics.
In circa 2006, it began to become apparent, after numerous arguments with other scientists, that prior to the
successful establishment of any type of science of the study of reactive systems of humans, that a precursor science
of "human chemistry" would need to be situated, establishing the fundamental view that humans are molecules
(human molecules) and that life (or a state of animated existence) consists of chemical reactions between human
molecules. At about this time, also, Thims discovered the great work of Goethe (via Prigogine). On November 7, 2006,
Thims sent an email to an internet associate of his, an theoretical physicist, stating that he was in the process of
writing an approximate 150-page book on the topic of human chemistry, “situated on the premise that each human
being is a molecule and that human molecules react, form bonds, de-bond, abide by the laws of thermodynamics
energetically, etc., just as do all assemblies of molecules”, wherein Thims stated:
“I’m forced to write a book out of necessity; I’ve found that I can’t talk to anyone intelligently about any kind of
thermodynamic theory of human [existence] until someone situates a basic textbook arguing that human [existence]
is a chemical process involving human chemical reactions between human molecules and the bonds formed or
broken therein, i.e. reactions between people, and the energetics associated with this. Most of the book is going to
be based on Carnot, Clausius, Gibbs, Helmholtz, Goethe, the first person to write an actual human chemistry book
(1809), Gladyshev, and about a dozen others.”
Subsequently, killing two birds with one stone, namely explaining Goethe's Elective Affinities in a modern sense and
writing a basic introductory textbook on human chemistry, in September 2007, after eighteen months and fourteen
days of work, Thims published the first textbook, 824-pages in length, on the subject of human chemistry (pictured).
A spin-off of this was the publication of the 2008, equation-free, 120-page booklet The Human Molecule, readable at
junior high or high school science level.
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Death vs human chemistry?

See main: Religion

The implications and ramifications of human chemistry, the
central feature of this logic being the view that a human is
not a "being", but rather a mere "molecule", that moves
under the influence of a force, come into direct conflict with
some of the oldest and most-cherished theories known to
humankind, dating back thousands if not tens of thousands
of years. The central conflicts arising, even for those claiming
no religious affiliation, are the dominating view that each
person considers themselves to: (a) be alive, or some
variation of this, and (b) to have a soul, or some variation of
this, and (c) to have been created by a greater power, or
Circa 1300 BC depiction of Anubis (jackal-headed) weighing
some variation of this. None of these words, however, are
the soul (heart) against the feather of Ma’at (truth), while
part of the modern corpus of chemistry.
Thoth (ibis-headed) records the results, Horus (falconFirstly, is the view that people believe themselves to be headed), great-grandson of Ra, guides the dead through
alive, whereas all other molecules that move are supposedly the process, while Ammut (crocodile-lion headed) awaits
to eat the soul if it is found to weight too much.
not "alive". This traces to the Egyptian notion that man was
molded out of clay by a god and given the "breath of life".
This is evidenced by the fact that about 72-percent of the world has some type of ingrained belief in the theory of life
and death surrounding the Egyptian sun god Ra (Ab-ra-ham-ic faiths: Christianity 33%, Islam 20%, Judaism 0.2%,
Baha’ism 0.1%, Mandaeism 0.001%; and B-ra-hma faiths: Hindu 13%, Buddism 6%, Sikhism 0.4%, Jainism 0.07%), and
the Ra-derived theories of human synthesis.
In other words, both the concept of afterlife (heaven and hell (Ab-ra-ham-ic theory) and cyclical rebirth-life
(reincarnation) (B-ra-hma theory) originated in the circa 2,500BC theory of the weighting of the soul, which itself
originated from the circa 5,000 BC theory of the life (day journey) and death (night journey) cycle of the sun. We now
know that the sun is not alive, nor does it die when it sets. When lit, it is simply a gravitationally-bound ball of
hydrogen-burning reactions. This same logic, however, has not yet infused into the mind of the modern person who
continues to believe that he or she is alive and that he or she dies, analogous to the the old "living sun" theory.
Human chemistry vs God?

The way in which this question rears its head, particularly in
America, where only 40 percent of people believe that
“human beings, as we know them, developed from earlier
species of animals”, is when a discussion of evolution comes
up. In the typical conversation, someone will ask “do you
believe in evolution?” The response will be of one of the
following varieties: [25]
a. Yes, how can you not believe? I think it’s a proven fact
(40%)
b. I’m unsure (20%)
c. No, I believe in God (40%)

Famous 1512 depiction of the creation of Adam, by the
touch of the finger God, done by Italian artist Michelangelo
Then, after the questioner explains to the people in group (c)
on the ceiling of the Sistine Chapel.

that they believe in the theories of chemistry and physics
over that of religion; the people in group (c) will typically ask: "well then, what do you think happens when you die?"
This invariably leads to the question of whether or not a molecule can have a soul, be alive, be conscious, etc., from
which arises a complex subject never before seen.
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Life: defunct

theory?

Humans alive; Hydrogen not alive, What?

See main: Defunct theory of life; What is Life?, What is life? (theories of
existence), What is the meaning of life?

The question of what is life has long plagued human thought. The
human chemistry viewpoint breaks into this question with such
acidity that a mental retrograde-rewiring-detractment effect occurs.
As explained by American physicist Michael Brooks, in his chapter
"Life: are you more than just a bag of chemicals", from his popular
2007 book 13 Things That Don't Make Sense:
“Stop taking it for granted, and think for a moment about what sets
the biological world apart from the world of nonliving matter. No
scientist on earth can tell you the fundamental difference between
these two states.”
The solution to this conceptual "dividing wall" finds resolution in a
Austrian physicist Erwin Schrodinger's famous
combination of perspective (advanced perspective) and relativity
1943 lecture "What is Life?", where, in his order,
(reaction speed), with a concurrent interment of the out-dated
disorder, entropy section, he famously positioned
"theory of life", which finds that a moving "human" can never be said the puzzling riddle that life is something that
feeds on negative entropy.
to be "alive", but rather "reactive" or "bound" or other chemical
terminology variations. Said another way, in the correct modern
sense, any given molecule (human molecule included), such as a hydrogen molecule, water molecule, or a bacteria
molecule, etc., cannot technically be said to be alive, any more than the hydrogen or a star can be said to be alive. A
chemical reaction cannot technically be said to be alive. This is a huge rewiring thought in the framework of human
knowledge. One must side with either the fact that they themselves are not alive or that the hydrogen atom is alive.
The latter alternative, as one will find, leads to a number of absurdities.

Unbridgeable gap
See main: Unbridgeable gap

This new scientific perspective arises from the modern discernment of prolonged study of molecular evolution tables
and timelines, that it is technically impossible to find a specific "spark day" (or rather spark second), in the contiguous
chemical synthesis mechanism, on the evolution timeline, starting with hydrogen reactants H (13.7 billion years ago),
stepping through a number of molecular species intermediates MI, and ending with modern human molecule
products MH (200,000 years ago), at which it can technically be said that the chemical mechanism suddenly "came
alive":

(warm pond model)

Hydrogen
atom

H →

Not alive!
No soul!
No

Hydrogen
molecule

2H2

Human
Molecule

→C →

H2
→ M
→ M
→ M
→ M
→ M
→ M
→M
→ 2M
I1
I2
I3
I4
I5
I6
Ii
H
O

↑

|

Alive?
Has a soul?
Has free will?
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Is conscious?
Has
brain/thinks?

The thinker who holds-fast to the ancient mythological doctrines of 'life', 'soul',
'consciousness', 'free will', 'choice', a 'brain', etc., will argue, to their grave, that, in
some contrived-way or another, at one particular second in time, in the course of
human evolution mechanism, that molecules, somehow, came to life, acquired
souls, developed a free will, obtained the a state of consciousness, evolved the
ability to think, among other now-defunct traits that do not apply to the hydrogen
atom, nor to any other molecule, known in science.
(see correct formulations: animate chemistry, animate physics, animate
thermodynamics)

In other words, in modern view, every intermediate, MI1, MI2, MI3, etc., in the steps of chemical synthesis of the
human molecule, over time, are simply only bigger-and-bigger, more-and-more dynamic molecules, derivative of the
hydrogen atom. Subsequently, one is forced into one of two conclusions, either the hydrogen atom is alive or the
human molecule is not alive. The former is nonsensical.
Others, as history has shown, will argue that these
olden-days properties said to be characteristic of "living
beings" (living matter, living system, living organism,
living molecules, ), are "emergent", or "self-organizing",
or "auto-catalytic", etc., properties, or in possession of
some type of "living energy" (or living force), or in a
specific "living state", etc., and write entire books and
spend decades in attempts to salvage the olden-days
concepts.
A few prime examples, used to explain the "missing
link" mechanism step (dividing life from non-life) in the
above contiguous mechanism, include the 1926 theory of
Vladimir Vernadsky who argues that “living matter” of the
“biosphere” (sphere of life) is a type of “green fire” of
stable compounds in a thermodynamics field living off of The visual of “equation overlay method: left, the 2008 Time
free energy; the 1970s views of Ilya Prigogine, who posits magazine article “Why We Love”, common in hmolsciences, a
that living things are a far-from-equilibrium sort of Benard combination of the Feynman problem solving algorithm and
photo overlay of equations and scientific theory thought to
cell state or type of dissipative structure; to the 1990s
govern human interactions onto a photo depiction of the
views of Stuart Kaufman to argues that life is an auto
phenomena of investigation; right the 2007 Human Chemistry
catalytic reaction able to complete one thermodynamic
textbook by American electrochemical engineer Libb Thims
cycle, that somehow that ‘catches fire’.
showing a combination reaction chemical equation overlay.

In any event, in summary, many newcomers to the subject of the "human molecule" will object to the definition of a
human being as 'molecule' on the grounds that a human being has a soul (religious objection), that humans have
internal crystalline structures, e.g. teeth enamel, hence the term molecule cannot be used (technical jargon
objection), that living things have an atomic turnover rate of about 48-percent of structural atoms per year and thus
cannot be a molecule (theoretical issue), or that a human cannot be a molecule because a person has a brain
(conceptual issue), that a human cannot be a molecule because a human has consciousness, choice, and free will
(educational issues), and so on.
Whatever the objection, there is no doubt that humans are made purely of atoms, meaning that humans can be
categorized as a type of chemical entity using whatever name one prefers, and that humans are reactive to each
other, hence the subject of 'human chemical reactions' is a topic germane to human chemistry.
Colloquial version of human chemistry
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Cultural | Colloquial conceptions

Colloquial version of human chemistry by Ezra
Nugroho (2009); which is similar to Canadian
writer Chanel Wood's 2007 combination lock
theory [18]

In the cultural lexicon, the generalized theory that a certain type of
“chemistry” exists between successful couples is prominent, as in
romantic chemistry, social chemistry, sexual chemistry, relationship
chemistry, interpersional chemistry, screen couple chemistry, etc.
Yet, the fact that human chemistry is not a standardized school
subject, however, leaves the subject open to generalized theory
speculation.
An example, is the June 2007 article “A Questions of Social
Chemistry” by Canadian writer Chanel Wood, who when thinking
about the question of human chemistry, was “completely mystified
and very curious”. [9] In her analysis of the question, Wood asks:
“what exactly is chemistry between two people?” She states that,
“few people actually seem to be able to define it” and that, for the
most part, “the majority of us have never given it a deeper thought,
or if we have, we came to the highly logical definition of “that
intangible something”… But does that really explain anything?”
Wood states, in excellent form, that:

“When I was first brought with this question of human chemistry, I
was both completely mystified and very curious. Like most people,
I’d never really stopped to think about it. But if chemistry in the social world is anything like chemistry is in the
physical world, there has to be a logical, tangible definition.”
In conclusion of her thoughts on the issue, she outlines a combination lock theory of dating arguing that a
relationship can be thought of, using the reaction model of single people as "reactants", as a:
▬▬▬Reactant + Reactant → Product
chemistry point of view; such that "chemistry" is a result of all the elements between any two people—character,
personality traits, timing, goals, dreams, priorities, lifestyle, etc., and how they ‘react’ with the other person’s
elements.

Human thermodynamics | Heat, work, and
relationships

Steam engine and two people falling love?

See main: human thermodynamics

The generalized effect of interpersonal chemistry,
particularly couple chemistry, as discussed by
American film studies professor Martha
Nochimson, in her 2002 book Screen Couple
Chemistry, is an "energy issue". [8] The science of
energy is thermodynamics.
The science of "human thermodynamics",
subsequently, divided into human chemical
thermodynamics, the study of the properties of
heat, work, energy, entropy, chemical potential,
and external forces in reactive systems, with
focus on changes in equilibrium and the effects of
irreversibility, and human statistical
thermodynamics, the study of the distribution of
total energy over a set number of non-interactive
Papin engine
Love the chemical reaction
identical systems or chemical entities, is the study
of this human energy issue.
To exemplify the idea of "good chemistry",
The application of steam engine theory to the riddle of love is what is
called the reverse engineering puzzle. In short, applying
according to Nochimson, film provides for a
thermodynamics to human chemical reactions is done the same way
means to capture human chemical reactions on
thermodynamics is applied to chemical reactions, by study of the laws
film. The undeniable chemistry seen and felt
of operation of the 1690 Papin engine (basic heat engine).
between classic silver screen stars, such as Fred
Astaire and Ginger Rogers or Katharine Hepburn
and Spencer Tracy, according to Nochimson, generates a kind of “raw energy” in which the relationships themselves
become “freestanding energy vortexes” where couples become bigger than the films they made. What is good in

?

↔
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contrast to what is bad (or evil) in chemistry, however, is a thick subject; generally having to do with spontaneity and
the direction of energy flows.
The natural dynamics of good or visually pleasing reactions is what yields the unforgettable screen chemistry.
Explaining these effects thermodynamically is the most advanced subject, but actuates according to the laws of
thermodynamics, particularly the combined law of thermodynamics.

Quotes: chemical

wisdom

See main: Human chemistry quotes; Chemical philosophy, Chemistry aphorisms

The following are random trivia quotes making intuitive references to the chemistry between humans:

“The only unions which are legitimate are those ruled
by a genuine passion.”

“Love is in its ultimate analysis nothing but a chemical
reaction.”

“The meeting of two personalities is like the contact
of two chemical substances; if there is any reaction,
both are transformed.”

“Love is a romantic designation for a most ordinary
biological process—or, shall we say, chemical—process
… a lot of nonsense is talked and written about it.”

“I miss her smell, and the way she tastes. It’s a
mystery of human chemistry and I don’t understand
it, some people, as far as their senses are concerned,
just feel like home.”

Stendhal (17831842)
French writer
On Love (1821)
Anon scientist (c.1920)
Quoted by Frederick
Bennett
Carl Jung (1875-1961)
Swill psychologist
Modern Man in
Search of Soul (1933)
Greta Garbo
(1905-1990)
Swedish actress
Ninotchka (1939)

John Cusack (1966-)
American actor
High Fidelity (2000)

If you know of other noted-related
quotes, please add comment in the
threads.

Magazines
The following is a chronological
pictorial listing of the famous
magazine cover stories revolving
around the central motif of the
chemistry of love or the science of love
generally themed on or discussing the
logic that people have can have
Some famous "chemistry of love" magazine covers.
various levels, good or bad, of
relationship chemistry together. Left: Time's 1993 "The Chemistry of Love", arguing that love is a function of (a)
imprinting, bonding characteristics familiar from youth, (b) attraction, governed by phenylethylamine (PEA),
dopamine, and norepinephrine, types of amphetamines, and (c) attachment (John Bowlby's theory), a function of
endorphin (endorphin theory of love), the runner's high, and oxytocin (oxytocin theory of bonding), the cuddle
chemical. Left (middle): National Geographic's 2006 "Love the Chemical Reaction", wherein American anthropologist
Helen Fisher, argues that love is a chemical reaction in the brain, associated with the ventral tegmental area and the
caudate nucleus, the reward and pleasure centers of the brain, the latter of which is home to a dense region of
dopamine receptors, dopamine being the neurotransmitter responsible for intense energy, exhilaration, focused
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attention, and motivation. Right (middle): The Atlantic's 2006 "The New Science of Love", presenting the view that
the recent increase in online dating has become an enormous social experiment allowing scientists, such as Neil
Warren, psychologist behind eHarmony.com, to unlock the secrets of human attraction; wherein they ask: "in the
subject realm of love, can cold, hard science help?"; according to Galen Buckwalter, of eHarmony Labs, "we're trying
to predict physical chemistry [between people]." Right: Time's 2008 "The Science of Romance", wherein it is
explained that scientists are looking to explain why people fall in love.

Chemistry music
See main: music chemistry; also: music thermodynamics

Throughout history, people have often had a habit of singing about love and relationships, and in the last several
decades, singing about love and relationships in terms of chemistry. In other words, people tend to sing about what
they don't understand.

The 1962 song "The
Chemistry of Love" by Al
Hazan, singing about
moonlight and falling in love,
one of the first recorded
"chemistry of love" style
songs.

Cover to American alternative
rock band Semisonic's 2001
album All About Chemistry,
depicting relationships as
reactions between molecules in
beaker.

2007 song “Chemistry” by
Velvet, singing about
concepts of flow, biology,
electricity, and biogravity
involved in the chemistry of
falling in love.

To cite an example lyrical verse, in American smooth jazz singer Michael Franks 2006 song “The Chemistry of Love”,
he states:
“A formula aside should help us crystallize into the chemistry of love.”
This seems to be alluding to either love as a chemical reaction described by a "molecular formula", to a love potion
sort of formula, or to the equation of love, or some variation of these. The 1962 two-minute and thirteen-second
song "The Chemistry of Love", above, written by Al Hazan and Annette Tucker, was recorded by Crystalette Records
and sung by Tony Caro with Jimmy Haskell and his Orchestra, is one of the first modern-day songs on chemistry of
love.

Debate
See main: Detractors, Objections to; Rossini debate, Moriarty-Thims debate; Libb Thims (attack)

Since the 1809 publication of Goethe's Elective Affinities, and 2007 Human Chemistry by Thims, a revival and modern
day reformulation of Goethe's treatise, wherein the characters are said to mirror the activities and behaviors of the
chemicals, there has been a never-ending stream debate, people being either in favor of or against the chemical
theory of humanity. [5] This seems to be reflective of recent polls which show that 34.5% of people do not think love
is a chemical reaction and 43.5% of people do not think they are a 'giant molecule'. [29] Out of this, a dividing line has
slowly been emerging in the hard scientific community as to whether or not modern human chemistry of human
molecules is reality or fiction, i.e. whether or not a human is a molecule and if chemistry, physics, and
thermodynamics can be applied to the study of human molecules. Some these points of view are listed below: [30]

Supporters: ~61% agree

Objectors: ~39% disagree
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Jing Chen
Georgi Gladyshev John Avery (1933-) (c.1965-)
(1936-) Russian
Danish physicist and Chinese-born
physical chemist theoretical chemist Canadian
mathematician
Thinks that
human chemistry
(2007)
symbolizes the
beginning of a
new era (epoch)
in human history.

Thinks (2007) that
human chemistry,
with its focus on
Gibbs free energy,
looks at life in a
unified way.

Ted Erikson
Viktor Minkin
(1928-) American
(1965-) Russian
chemical
biometrist
engineer

Has the view
(2007) that one
cannot argue
with the logic of
human
chemistry.

Believes (2007) that
we can apply
molecular terms
and rules of
molecular behavior
to human behavior
and does not find
any arguments
against human
chemistry.
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Christoph Wieland
(1733-1813)
German author

Tominaga Keii
(1920-2009)
Japanese chemical
engineer

Steve Fuller (1959)
American
philosopher and
sociologist

Has a "feeling"
(2007) that
human chemistry
will eventually
bring about the
fundamental
change in
thinking in
science.

Commented (1810)
on Goethe's Elective
Affinities, that it
was nonsense and
childish fooling
around.

Commented (2004)
on Goethe's Elective
Affinities that it "did
not add any
scientific value."

Thinks (2005) that
he is not a
molecule and
considers even the
thought of the
idea to be
"infuriating".

Satch Ejike
(c.1950-) Africanborn American
social scientist

Stephen Lower
(c.1945-)
Canadian physical
chemist

Thinks (2008)
that human
chemistry
provides a
reliable
framework for an
understanding of
human bonding
and bond
rupturing.

Considers (2007)
the idea of chemical
reactions occurring
between humans
molecules to be a
crackpot-subject,
pseudoscience, and
a lunatic notion.

Philip Moriarty
(c.1965-)
Irish thermal
physicist

Considers (2009)
human chemistry to
be pseudoscience
and believes that
quantum mechanics
and entropy cannot
be apply to people.

Ryan Grannell
(c.1991-)
Irish biochemistry
student

Thinks (2011) that
Goethe’s Elective
Affinities is a nutty
theory, and that
human chemistry
is nothing but the
former wrapped in
lab coat.

Gray-area
In the gray area, many people remain torn on the issue as to how and if chemistry and physics applies to humans in
their relationships. Many are straight puzzled of the chemical physics of love. As famously said by German-born
American physicist Albert Einstein (IQ: 225+), in the 1940s, "how on earth are you ever going to explain in terms of
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chemistry and physics so important a biological phenomenon as first love?" This quote, ironically, comes from a
person who owned the 52-volume set of Goethe's collected work (as well as a bust of Goethe), forming the largest
part of his personal library.

Other
Google Books search shows the existence of a 1986 book entitled Human Chemistry by a Robin D. Kundis or Robin
Kundis Craig (current name), who as of 2012 is a visiting professor of law at the University of Utah. [35] The content
of the book, to clarify, as an abstract does not exist, is not of the above Goethe-Adams-Fairburn-Thims perspective of
“human chemistry” as the study of reaction between people, but rather a master’s thesis originally called "The
Chemistry of Human Biology", explaining how various chemical processes contribute to the functioning of the human
body, done for Johns Hopkins' Writing About Science program. [36]

See also
● Human chemistry books
● Human periodic table
● Human element

● Endorphine theory of love
● Love the chemical reaction
● Music chemistry

● ReactionMatch.com
● Science-based online matching
● Social chemistry
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Human Chemistry (book)
In famous publications, Human Chemistry is a 1914 booklet, 55-pages in length,
by American engineer William Fairburn, which defines people as: human
chemical elements, human chemicals, or human elements, able to be subjected
to human chemical reactions, quantified by measures of energy, entropy, and
affinity. [1] It seems to be the first-ever book, aside from German polymath
Johann Goethe’s 1809 Elective Affinities, on the subject of the science of human
chemistry.

Overview
In his book, Fariburn declares that “today there are eighty-one known
elements” and openly discusses his views that people, as combinations of these
elements, are “human chemical elements” and that the job of the “human
chemist”, i.e. the manager or foreman, is to achieve successful “reactions
resulting from combinations of individuals”. Fairburn states that human
reactions can be quantified by energy and entropy changes and on the topic of
affinity chemistry, he states:
“Just as there are many affinities among the chemical elements, so there are
many possible harmonious combinations of human workers; some of these
harmonious combinations, however, of both chemical and human elements,
may become violently explosive when subjected to an outside influence.”

American chemical engineer William
Fairburn's 1914 Human Chemistry, is
Fairburn’s general view, however, is rather elementary, being half metaphorical the first book to treat humans
and half suppositional in theme, and he uses no formulas. In commentary on
explicitly as "chemicals" according to
the relationship of entropy, S, to human reactions (relationships), for instance, which the job of the manager or
organizer of people as the executive
he states:
"human chemist", who works to
“The classified division of entropy, referring to temperature changes which can prevent explosions, facilitate working
interactions, via measurements of
be likened to coolness, passion, explosiveness and frigidity, are all interesting
human energies and entropies.

but of themselves prove little.”

In the modern sense, the nature of entropy in human chemical reactions is a in depth topic. In a reaction in which a
group of human molecules (people) are thrown into a closed reaction vessel, such as the grounds of the estate in
Goethe's novella or a isolated island, the following affinity formula will dictate the progression of the overall process:
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When more factors are added in, such as movements of chemical species into or out of the system or external
influences (forces), the nature of the study and prediction of human chemical reactions becomes immensely more
complicated. [2]
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Human chemistry (books)
In libraries, human chemistry books are books on or themed on the subject of human chemistry. Some of these are
listed below, in chronological order. Leave comment in the threads if you know of other books:

List
The following is a growing pictorial listing of books (and books-turned-films) on or themed on human chemistry:

Elective Affinities (1809) by
Johann Goethe (H.M.
Waidson translation)

Human Chemistry (1914) by
William Fairburn

We Human Chemicals: the
Knack of Getting Along with
Everybody (1948) by Thomas
Drier

The Nutty Professor (1963) film

The Chemistry of Love (1983)
by Michael Liebowitz (see:
chocolate theory of love)

Body Chemistry (1990) film
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Resonance the New
Chemistry of Love (1994) by
Barbara Fishman

Love Potion #9 (1992) film

"The Chemistry of Love" (1993)

The Alchemy of Love and
Lust (1996)
by Theresa Crenshaw

Sexual Chemistry: Nice Guys
Sexual Chemistry (1999) film and Players Level II (2002) by
Rom Wills

Screen Couple Chemistry:
The Power of Two (2002) by
Martha Nochimson

A Certain Chemistry (2003) a
novel
by Mil Millington

Why We Love: the Nature
and Chemistry of Romantic
Love (2004) by Helen Fisher
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Elective Affinities (1996) film

Chemistry (2002) a novel
by Damien Wilkins

Love and Lust: is it More than
Chemistry? (2006) by Gabriele
Frobrose and
Rolf Frobose.
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National Geographic's
"Love: the Chemical
Reaction",
Feb 2006 (Valentine's day
issue)

Chemistry A Novel (2006)
by Lewis DeSimone
(see: queer chemistry)

Chemistry and Numbers 2:
Online Dating Stories (2006)
by Steve Monas

Workplace Chemistry:
Promoting Diversity Through
Organizational Change (2007)
by Meg Bond

Time's "The Science of
Romance"
28 Jan 2008

Body Chemistry (2009) a
novel
by Dara Girard

The Complete Idiot’s Guide to
the Chemistry of Love (2010)
by Andrea Bradford and
Victoria Costello

Human Chemistry (2007) by
Libb Thims

Perfect Chemistry (2008) by
young adult author Simone
Elkeles

External links
● Human chemistry (books) – Add.
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Human
Chemistry
(textbook)
In human chemistry, Human Chemistry
(Volume One) and Human Chemistry
(Volume Two), is a 2007, two-volume,
824-page, self-published standardized
textbook set on the subject of "humanchemistry" the study of the chemical
behaviors of human molecules, written
by American chemical engineer Libb
Thims. [1]

Libb Thims' 2007 two-volume Human Chemistry, is the first attempt, in the wake
of Goethe (1809), Fairburn (1914), Beg (1987), to put the subject of "human
chemistry" into the form of a standard teaching textbook subject.

The press-release, titled "The World's First-ever Textbook on the Chemistry of Love", came out September 27, 2007.
[2]

Peer-review
The textbook was peer-reviewed (although the reviewers were chosen by Thims) by those including Russian physical
chemist Georgi Gladyshev, author of the 1997 Thermodynamic Theory of Evolution, Lebanese-born Danish theoretical
chemist and physicist John Avery, author of the 2003 book Information Theory and Evolution, Chinese-born, Canadian
mathematician and thermodynamic economist Jing Chen, author of the 2005 book The Physical Foundation of
Economics: an Analytical Thermodynamic Theory, and Italian thermodynamicist Gian-Paolo Beretta, author of the
2005 textbook Thermodynamics: Foundations and Applications, among others.

Origins
The book was built on the shoulders of German polymath Johann von Goethe's 1809 Elective Affinities and American
engineer William Fairburn's 1914 Human Chemistry. [3] The origin of Thims' Human Chemistry began to seed in the
early 1990s, when Thims began to wonder how one would use the "spontaneity criterion" of chemical
thermodynamics to predict the basic human reproduction reaction:
A+B→C
in which A and B are the reactants (the dating pair) and C is the product (a 15-year old child).

See also
● Human Chemistry (textbook) (origin)
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Human Chemistry
(textbook) (origin)
In human chemistry, the Human Chemistry
(textbook) (origin) page discusses the origin of the
2007, two-volume, 824-page textbook Human
Chemistry written by American chemical engineer
Libb Thims. [1] The gist reason the textbook was
written was that prior to 2007 the subject of people
viewed as reactive chemical entities (A, B, C), forming
combinations:

A+B→C
and partaking in separations:

C→A+B
where C is the the dihumanide molecule (two human
molecules bonded as one unit, such as in a marriage)
and A and B are unattached single humans, had never
before been presented as a basic subject using
standard chemistry principles extrapolated up to the
human chemical reaction scale. In Thims' mindset,
however, he had assumed this to be a basic subject
Libb Thims' 2007 Human Chemistry originated from a desire and
that everyone was aware of, not needing
curiosity to understand how human reproduction reaction is
introduction, being that he had been working on
understood and explained via Gibbs energy and spontaneity
these types of reactions in the twelve years prior,
albeit focused on how enthalpy and entropy changed criterion prediction methodology.
over the course of the reaction. This subject, prior to
2001, had been purely a intellectual hobby for Thims. When, however, he began to go public with his findings and
theoretical development, in circa 2003, he found huge barriers to discussion on this subject (human chemistry),
which further detracted dialog on the subject he was primarily interested in, that being human thermodynamics.
Subsequently, the human chemistry textbook was written to remedy this obstacle.

Textbook origin
See main: Libb Thims (history)

The first main thing that spurred the writing of the textbook was (a) the discovery, sometime in circa 2005, of 2001
online Q&A page 'Is Love a Purely Chemical Reaction' of the Physics Van Outreach Program of the
physics/engineering department of the University if Illinois, Champaign-Urbana, in which it was explained to a sevenyear-old child that love is not a purely chemical reaction. The specific answer given was:
“No, I don’t think love is a purely chemical reaction. Love is more a question in the realm of philosophy than science. I
think you could ask anyone who’s ever been in love, and they’d probably agree that there’s something more to it
than simple chemistry.”
Spurred by this incorrect response, in 2005, Thims polled one-hundred people with this very same question (is love a
purely chemical reaction?) and found that 66 percent of people agreed that love is a purely chemical reaction, thus
showing the above response to be an inaccurate viewpoint. The second main thing that spurred the writing of the
textbook was (b) the discovery, sometime in early 2006, of footnote 2.5 of Belgian chemist Ilya Prigogine’s 1984 book
Order out of Chaos, which reads: [2]
Dobbs, op. cit., also examined the role of the ‘mediator’
by which two substances are made ‘sociable’. We may
recall here the importance of the mediator in Goethe’s
Elective Affinities (Engl. Trans. Greenwood 1976). For
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what concerns chemistry, Goethe was not far from
Newton.
Footnote #5 (pgs. 64, 319), chapter II: The Identification of the
Real, section 2: Motion and Change, Order Out of Chaos (1984)
by Ilya Prigogine.

At the the time of the reading of this footnote, strangely enough, even though Thims is 50% German, and had at that
time over 750 science books in his personal library collection, he had never heard of Goethe. In any event, after
finally reading Elective Affinities, specifically the famous chapter four, it was what drove Thims (or rather instilled in
him the duty) to write the world’s first uniform textbook on the subject of human chemistry, basically the modern
science (chemistry and physics) view of what Goethe was theorizing about 200 years ago. In the core chapter of the
book, chapter ten 'Goethe's Affinities', Goethe is defined as 'the founder of human chemistry', for his pioneering
work.
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1. (a) Thims, Libb. (2007). Human Chemistry (Volume One). Morrisville, NC: LuLu.
(b) Thims, Libb. (2007). Human Chemistry (Volume Two). Morrisville, NC: LuLu.
2. (a) Thims, Libb. (2007). Human Chemistry (Volume One) (pg. xxi). Morrisville, NC: LuLu.
(b) Is Love a Purely Chemical Reaction? (question asked in 2001 by Jason, age 7, from Glenside Weldon, Pa) - "Ask the
Van", part of the Physics Van outreach program at the Department of Physics at the University of Illinois.
(c) Question answered by Tamara McArdle a veterinarian practicing in the Champaign-Urbana area who has done
research in genetic modeling and cancer prevention.
3. Prigogine, Ilya. (1984). Order Out of Chaos – Man’s New Dialogue with Nature (footnote 2.5, pg. 319). New York:
Bantam Books.

Human chemistry quotes
In quotes, human chemistry quotes are various notable quotation statements related generally to the application of
basic chemistry rules and laws to human relationships. Some of these are listed below, chronologically:
Year

Quote

“We should be surprised that a matter that generally plays such an
important part in the life of man has hitherto been almost entirely
c.1818
disregarded by philosophers, and lies before us as raw and untreated
material.”

person

Arthur
Schopenhauer
(1788-1860)
German
philosopher,
The World as Will
and Idea [1]

“Where there is no love, a person’s faithfulness to the marriage bond is
probably against nature.”
“If a relationship is perfectly natural there will be a complete fusion of
the happiness of both of you—owing to fellow-feeling and various
1821 other laws which govern our natures, this is, quite simply, the greatest
happiness that can exist.”

Stendhal (17831842)
French writer
On Love

“To find love in Paris you must go down among those classes where the
absence of education and of vanity, and the struggle for bare
necessities, have allowed more energy to survive.”

“Students of the problem of the greatest sensation in the world, are
1913 trying to explain love on purely chemical principles. They say that the
sight of the beloved or to-be-loved object excites a chemical reaction in

William Robinson
(1913)
American
physician? [2]
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the lover, starts up a kind of fermentation, which can be soothed or
neutralized only by the presence or possession of the beloved object.”

1920

1933

“Love is in its ultimate analysis nothing but a chemical reaction.”

Anon scientist
(c.1920)
Quoted by
Frederick Bennett
[3]

“The meeting of two personalities is like the contact of two chemical
substances; if there is any reaction, both are transformed.”

Carl Jung (18751961)
Swill psychologist
Modern Man in
Search of Soul

“Love is a romantic designation for a most ordinary biological process—
1939 or, shall we say, chemical—process … a lot of nonsense is talked and
written about it.”

Greta Garbo (19051990)
Swedish actress
Ninotchka

1959 “Love isn’t an opinion, it’s a chemical reaction.”

Tony Randall
(1920-2004)
American actor
Pillow Talk

“I miss her smell, and the way she tastes. It’s a mystery of human
2000 chemistry and I don’t understand it, some people, as far as their senses
are concerned, just feel like home.”

John Cusack (1966)
American actor
High Fidelity
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(b) Sex and Schopenhauer – Flatrock.org.
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In science education, Human Chemistry 101, a YouTube channel,
is a monthly educational video series on the subject of human
chemistry, the science of the chemistry of human interactions;
with digressions on the topic of human thermodynamics. [1]

Todos
● Top 100 Geniuses in 100 minutes

Description

Ξ√ΩLUT↑☼N
(aka chemical synthesis)
Everything is made up of atoms, connected together and moved
by electromagnetism (and gravity).
HC101 is an educational channel on *human chemistry*, the
study of chemical reactions between people, the 200-year-old
underground branch of chemistry they don't teach you in school.
The basic points of human chemistry are:
(a) A person is a reactive 'molecule', made of 26-elements (a
"human molecule").
(b) Stable relationship pairs are held together by chemical bonds
(A≡B).
(c) Favored relationships (reactions) are quantified by negative
Gibbs free energy changes (the work energy output of
relationships) over time.
(d) All relationships, in any system, are coupled to each other via
free energy coupling (energy-releasing relationships drive the
energy-absorbing relationships).
(e) Cyclical heat input from the sun is what drives the totality of
existence.
(f) The sun's spin is coupled to the spin of the milky way; which is
part of a gravitationally-bound "local cluster", which is moving
toward the "great attractor" at a speed of about 600 kilometers
per second.

February 22, 2011 screenshot of the the Human
Chemistry 101 channel, at the point of reaching the
100 subscriber mark, with the sub of user
GangstRapza who commented, via personal message,
“after everything I have read through and such, your
movies are the only thing I can pay attention to.
Thank you”. A slow going subscriber gathering process
for the introduction of a relatively new and unheard
of subject to most people.

"Social relationships and their conflicts [operate] symbolically [A +
B → AB] and the moral symbols used in the natural sciences are
the elective affinities [free energies] discovered and employed by the great Bergman [physical chemistry]." (Johann
Goethe, 1799)
I. The energy content of the universe is a constant quantity.
II. The entropy [transformation content] of the universe is always striving to a maximum.
(Rudolf Clausius, 1865)
"Human chemistry—the study of the mutual attraction [and repulsion] of equivalent human molecules—is a science
yet to be created." (Henry Adams, 1885)
"Nature never undertakes any change unless her interests are served by an increase in entropy." (Max Planck, 1903)
"The two laws [of the universe] are equivalent to the statement that the 'free' energy is always striving to a
minimum." (William Bayliss, 1915)

A HC101 18 Jun 2013 top ranking comment (∞).
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An HC101 16 Jun 2013 comment (∞).
"The science of human thermodynamics, which controls the behavior of those complicated molecules, the members
of the human race, should be able to predict the next million years of evolution of humankind's future." (C.G. Darwin,
1952)
"Whether two molecules [people] will bind is determined by the free energy change of the interaction, composed of
both enthalpic and entropic terms." (Julie Forman-Kay, 1999)
Formulaically, as proved by Hermann Helmholtz in 1882, the above logic reduces to the fact that chemical affinities A
between people are quantified by the following formula:
A = TΔS -- ΔH
where T is temperature, ΔS is entropy change (or transformation content change), and ΔH is enthalpy change (or heat
content change), on going between two states of existence in a relationship or system process. Relationships stop
when they reach equilibrium or A = 0.
In sum, the ecstasies [and darknesses] of the passage of existence in time, along with topics such as morality,
purpose, and guidance [and life and death], can thus be understood by study of the variables enthalpy [heat content]
and entropy [transformation content], the components of Gibbs free energy.
This new view of human existence, based entirely on chemistry and physics, is the replacement for the olden-days
ideologies and religious explanations of humanity. Subscribe and learn.
Note: as of 2000, 75% of the world still believes in God (or gods), conceptualized as a human-like entity (40%) or a
spirit or life force in the universe (30%). Spread the word! These things do not exist.

Thank you notes
"I must say, I started watching your videos over a year ago, and have re-watched many. And they still fascinate me.
I'm only 17 and I'm seriously considering doing a degree in chemistry after watching your videos. The only downside
is not many people I know can have a conversation about the things you're talking about. You were right your videos
are decades if not a century in front of its time."
EasyBen21, 17 Oct 2011

Requests
The following are suggested requests:
● Comment: "You could start using the phrase "activation energy" to describe attraction plus ongoing activities" BeanangelTreon (2009) (thread comment in Are We Human).
Feel free to post up requests (at YouTube or threads below).

History
The channel was conceived in December of 2007 by American chemical engineer Libb Thims as a tool to facilitate the
reading and understanding of the two-volume, 834-page Human Chemistry textbook, published in September of that
year, which, according to feedback, is a difficult read for many. [2] The first video, titled "human chemistry
(introduction)", was posted on May 28, 2008.

Tentative future shows?
The following is a list of possible "general topic" video shows or programs on the planning slate:
1.
2.

How many is too many (sex partners)? (see: example video)
Social atoms, human elements, or human molecules? (articles: social atom, human element, human
molecule)
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3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
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Chemistry.com vs eChemistry.com vs ScientificMatch.com (article: science-based online dating sites)
Drive (see: drive)
Free energy of human relationships (see: free energy)
What is a human chemical reaction? (see: human chemical reaction)
On the nature of the human chemical bond (article: human chemical bond)
Johann von Goethe (article: Johann von Goethe)
Why do people have children? (see, e.g., 1992 Nobelist Gary Becker’s absurd answer: clip @ 19:30-20:15:
“it’s not biology that is driving reproduction, but the desire to have an investment in one’s long-term
financial future”)
Gottman stability ratios (see: Gottman stability ratio)
Human thermodynamics (see: human thermodynamics)
Endorphin theory of love (see: endorphin theory of love)
Hormone theory of love
Chocolate theory of love
ReactionMatch.com (see: ReactionMatch.com)
Oxytocin – the cuddle chemical
Serotonin – the confidence/obsession chemical
Dopamine – the drive chemical
Human pheromones
Human molecular orbital theory
Queer chemistry
Collision theory
Stendhal’s crystallization
Thermalization
Hot sex, ambient sex, and cold sex?
Human substrate and active sites (article: substrate)
Human Molecule | the definition of a person

Book video possibilities
The following is a list of possible "classic human chemistry" book discussion
videos:
1. Goethe’s 1809 Elective Affinities
2. Fairburn's 1914 Human Chemistry
3. Liebowitz’ 1983 The Chemistry of Love
4. Fisher’s 1992 Anatomy of Love
5. Buss’ 1994 The Evolution of Desire
6. Crenshaw's 1996 The Alchemy of Love and Lust
7. A General Theory of Love (2000)
8. Nochimson's 2002 Screen Couple Chemistry
9. Fisher's 2004 Why We Love - the Nature and Chemistry of Romantic
Love
10. Frobose's 2006 Lust and Love - is it more than Chemistry?

Earlier circa 2007-08 HC101 logo for
the Human Chemistry 101 channel.

Archives
See: HC101 Videos (ranked by date, most viewed, or most discussed) - for all archives

● Human chemistry (introduction) [3:38], Wed, May 28, 2008 (article: human chemistry)
● Is love a chemical reaction? [3:13], Thur, May 29, 2008 (article: love the chemical reaction)
● Is love a chemical reac on? (Answer: Part1) [9:53], (Answer: Part2) [9:59], (Answer: Part3) [5:37], Thur, Jun 12,
2008
● Evolution (Advanced Views) [9:32], Mon, Aug 11, 2008 (article: evolution)
● Good News: Clausius’ Mechanical Theory of Heat is available! [4:11], Wed, Oct 22, 2008 (article: Mechanical Theory
of Heat)
● Who is Libb Thims? [9:45], Tue, Nov 04, 2008 (article: Libb Thims)
● Thermodynamics of HotForWords [9:44], 26 Nov 08
● Human Thermodynamics Pioneers [3:23], 29 Jan 09

Retractions
To note, the following videos were retracted (deleted) because they received cumulative vote scores of two or less.
Possibly these topics will be redone in the future getting more to the point in shorter and more entertaining or
educational way.
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● What is Sex (Part 1) [6:33], Thursday, Aug 21, 2008 (article: sex) (see: YouTomb information)
● What is Sex (Part 2) [6:34], Thursday, Aug 21, 2008 (maybe a redo as "Chemistry and Sex")

References
1. Human Chemistry 101 - YouTube
2. (a) Thims, Libb. (2007). Human Chemistry (Volume One), (preview). Morrisville, NC: LuLu.
(b) Thims, Libb. (2007). Human Chemistry (Volume Two), (preview). Morrisville, NC: LuLu.

External links
● Human chemistry (overview) - HumanChemistry.net

Human elective affinity
In human chemistry, human elective affinity, or human
chemical affinity (modern), is the force of reaction or "elective
affinity" preference between people, when considered as
chemical species. [1] This view was conceived in 1809 by
German polymath Johann von Goethe and outlined in
"chapter four" (book one) of what he considered his greatest
work: Elective Affinities. [2]

Lecture on anatomy
Goethe’s first detailed presentation of affinity occurs in his
third Lecture on Anatomy of 1796. [3] Specifically, in his
lectures on comparative anatomy and zoology, under the
heading ‘On the Laws of Organization as Such, to the Extent
That We Can Observe Them in the Structure of Types’, Goethe
stated the following view: [4]
A depiction of the main double elective affinity reaction
“To facilitate our comprehension of the concept of organic
Goethe employed in the telling of his 1809 physical
existence, let us first take a look at mineral structures.
chemistry based novella Elective Affinities, each chapter
Minerals, whose varied components are so solid and
describing a different type human elective affinity
unchanging, do not seem to hold to any limits or order when reaction.
then combine, although laws do determine these conditions.
Different components can be easily separated and recombined into new combinations. These combinations can again
be taken apart, and the mineral we thought destroyed can soon be restored to its original perfection.
The main characteristic of minerals that concerns us here is the indifference their components show toward the
form of their combination, that is, their coordination or subordination. There are, by nature, stronger or weaker
bonds between these components, and when they evidence themselves, they resemble attractions between human
beings. This is why chemists speak of elective affinities, even though the forces that move mineral components [or
humans] one way or another and create mineral structures are often purely external in origin, which by no means
implies that we deny them the delicate portion of nature’s vital inspiration that is their due.”

Here we see, in excellent form, in 1796, Goethe discussing "human chemical bonding" in the context of the affinity
forces, which he correctly says are "external in origin", that create or dissolve such combinations. He continues:
“How different even imperfect organic beings are! They convert part of the nourishment they absorb—eliminating
what they do not need—into distinct organs. What they do absorb they turn into something unique and exquisite by
joining most intimately one element with another and so forming differentiated parts in whose forms multifarious life
is manifested. And if these forms are destroyed, they cannot be reconstructed from what remains.
If we compare these imperfect organic beings with higher ones, we find that the former, even though they make
use of elemental influences with a certain degree of force and individuality, cannot bring the resulting organic parts
to the same level of specialization and permanence as the higher animal forms can. We know, for example, that
plans—and we will not descend any lower on the scale of organic life—developing as they do in a certain sequence,
represent one and the same basic organ in highly different shapes. Detailed insight into the law governing this
metamorphosis will surely advance the science of botany, not only in its descriptive tasks but also in its efforts to
understand the inner nature of plants.” In this last section, Goethe indicates the life from non-life issue, where he
says "we will not descend any lower on the scale of organic life", and foreshadows the laws of evolution (or "law
governing this metamorphosis"), as introduced by Charles Darwin in 1859.

References
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Human element
In human chemistry, human element or human chemical element is a
metaphor-like phrase used to define a person from a chemical
perspective. The term was first used in 1914 by English-born American
engineer William Fairburn in his book Human Chemistry. [1] The term
was employed in the 1940s by French philosopher Pierre Teilhard in
his discussion on evolution, from the hydrogen atom to man. [2] In
2006, Dow Chemical pushed out a large advertising campaign
promoting the idea of the "human element", symbol Hu, as the
missing ingredient in life. [3] In modern terms, the human being is
correctly considered as a "human molecule". [4]

Fairburn | Human chemical elements
In 1914, by English-born American engineer William Fairburn outlined
the view that: "all men are like chemical elements in a well-stocked
laboratory, and the manager, foreman, or handler of men, in his daily
work, may be considered as the chemist." Fairburn argued that the
primary job of the successful handler of people is "a thorough
knowledge of the characteristics and temperament of each individual
and the reactions resulting from combinations of individuals." In more
detail, according to Fairburn, a human chemist is required to:
2003 cartoon-style depiction of the "essential"
elements required to "make one human". [7]
“Separate systems compounded by old non-scientific methods of
management into their constituent human chemical elements, and
then with a definite, preconceived plan, compound these individuals, in proper proportions, into an organization,
both harmonious and effective for performing the desired functions.”

Teilhard | Human elements
Between 1916 and 1955, French philosopher Pierre Teilhard used a number of phrases to describe the human, such
as atom, human molecule, as well as human element. In his 1947 essay “The Formation of the Noosphere”, for
instance, Teilhard reasons that in the near future, human mental attachments will generate a ‘a state of active
sympathy, in which each separate human element, breaking out of its insulated state under the impulse of the high
tensions generated in the noosphere, will emerge into a field of prodigious affinities.’ [2]

Dow Corning's 2006 "human
element" campaign, depicting a
person as a symbol on a pseudoelement of a periodic table, the
element symbol Hu and atomic
number 7E+09 indicative of the 7-
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billion human population in the
2010s.

Dow Corning | The human element
See main: The Human Element

In June of 2006, Dow Chemical promoted a large magazine and video advertising campaign in which each person is
considered as abstract "human element", symbol Hu, atomic mass 8 or 9, number 7E+09 (in reference to population
count). [5] The idea was to showcases individual human profiles and circumstances to communicate the power of
harnessing “The Human Element” to foster solutions to human problems around the world. [3] The adjacent 2006
video, The "Human Element", one of many 90 to 30 second broadcasts, showcases Dow's commitment to addressing
global economic, social and environmental concerns.

Other
The 1994 book The Human Element, by American author Will Schutz, outlines a human element theory of human
personality, group dynamics, and relationships. [6] Schutz devises a “Periodic Table of Human Elements” and gives a
view of interpersonal workforce relationships, but the theory is largely metaphor and has little connection to
chemistry.
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Human energetics
In science, human energetics refers to the study of humanity from the
energetic point of view.

Etymology
In 1909, the term ‘human energetics’, a near-synonym to ‘human
thermodynamics’, seems to have been attributed to German chemist Wilhelm
Ostwald, who, in his Gross Manner, supposedly, he discusses how the ‘yield’ of
mind’s of genius in society, such as Newton, Lavoisier, Goethe, or Helmholtz,
depends on their chemical ‘economic coefficient’ or the ability to transform one
kind of energy into another, or a type of ‘degradation’, mandated by the second
law of thermodynamics. In this logic, according to Ostwald, some individuals are
born into the world with the usual amount of energy, i.e. capacity for work, but
are so constituted as to transform a large portion of it so that it is of service to
humanity. [1] In 1911, English physiologist Gordon Douglas proposed that gas
analysis of expired air, such as by a person breathing into a “Douglas bag” via
mouthpiece while performing a set activity for a known period, e.g. as depicted
adjacent, would serve as an estimate of “human energy” expenditure. [2]

References

Stanley Jlijaszek's 1995 Human
Energetics, showing the Gordon bag
(1911) technique for measuring
human energy expenditure for various
activities. [2]
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Nature, pgs. 121-22, Jul 29.
(b) Ostwald, Wilhelm. (1909). Gross Manner. Leipzig: Akademische
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Physiology, 42:17-23.
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Further reading
● Ulijaszek, Stanley J. (1995). Human Energetics in Biological Anthropology. Cambridge University Press.
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Human energy
In human thermodynamics, human energy is a difficult to define term related
to either an attribution or measurement of the energy state of an individual
person.

Overview
The earliest views on types of human energies include the 19th century energy
psychologist conceptions of “psychic energy” or psychological energy. Other
views include conceptions on the definition of the person as a “human motor”
and its associated energy, as well as sexual energy, physical energy, in general.
In 1900, Serbian-born American electrical engineer Nikola Tesla wrote out a
piece on human energy. [3] In 1953, French philosopher Pierre Teilhard
explicitly defined human energy as “the sum total of physico-chemical energies
either simply incorporated in or at a higher degree of assimilation cerebralized
in, the human planetary mass at a given moment: the mass in question being
considered in its linked totality, not only of its biological constituents, but also
of its artificially constructed mechanisms". [1]

References
1. Teilhard, Pierre. (1976). Activation of Energy, (section: “Definition and Unique
value of Human Energy”, pgs. 387). New York: Harvest Book.
2. Teilhard, Pierre (de Chardin). (1969). Human Energy (translated by J.M.
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1962 book Human Energy, a collection
of essays by Pierre Teilhard, written
between 1926 and 1939 on the theme
of human energy or the physics and
thermodynamics of human
movement. [2]

Human engine
In science, a human engine, or "human motor", is
an engine in which human motive power is
converted into mechanical work.

Overview
Human engines can come in a number of varieties
and configurations. Shown adjacent (left) is a circa
1650-1750 depictions of a human engine: one, in
the front, of a man turning a wheel to work a
lathe, the wheel powered by a crank to turn a
metal working lathe, where the smaller wheel is
used for working with larger diameters and vice
There examples of a human engine: right a man turning a wheel to
versa; two, pictured in the background, a man
operate a lathe at a wood shop; top right, a worker dragging a cart of
coal up an incline in a mine; bottom right, two human molecules
working a foot-powered lathe for machining
wood. [1] Shown above (right) is an example of a bonded in a "working" relationship.
simple human engine: a young "drawer" pulling a
coal tub up a mineshaft (c.1650-1750), a common way of getting coal out of mines prior to the development of the
miner's friend (1697) and later steam engines (1710-1780), in which "work" is easily understood, via the 1824 Sadi
Carnot definition, i.e. motive power, as weight lifted through a height. [2] At bottom right, adjacent, is advanced
theoretical 2005 depiction of a dihumanide molecular engine, namely two human molecules, i.e. people, one male
Mx, one female Fy, in a bonded, via the electromagnetic force, into a "working" (or work producing) relationship. [3]

See also
● Human machine

References
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Human engineering thermodynamics
In engineering, human engineering thermodynamics, “engineering thermodynamics applied to humans”, is the study
of the practical application of human thermodynamics, particularly human chemical thermodynamics or human
statistical thermodynamics, for use in the animate engineering of human systems: individual, social, economic, and or
political; a thermodynamics bases social engineering, in short. [1]

Overview
In 1921, English radiochemist Frederick Soddy, in his "Cartesian Economics" lecture, stated the following: [2]
“It is just because the application of the every-day principles of engineering to the animate engine offers such a
powerful corrective to the make-believes of the economic systems of society that I have ventured to address you on
the subject.”
In 2010, American electrochemical engineer Libb Thims, in his human thermodynamics lectures to bioengineering
thermodynamics students (see: Thims lectures) of American electrochemical engineer Libb Thims began to use the
phrase “human engineering thermodynamics” in references to bioengineers applying human thermodynamics,
human statistical thermodynamic, and or human chemical thermodynamics principles towards the social
applications. [3] In 2013, in discussion of a possible namesake for the subject of the teachings of the two cultures
department, the name "human molecular engineering" as would be taught in the "Department of Human Molecular
Engineering, University of So-And-So", came to the fore as a possible candidate.

See also
● Applied human thermodynamics
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In hmolscience, human enthalpy is the value of enthalpy
associated with an individual human molecule (person),
in a given state, or enthalpy of a system of human
molecules (social system or social configuration) in a
given state.

Overview
The enthalpy calculation of humans is a little discussed
subject, respectively, say as compared to human entropy
or human free energy. In 1994, citing previous
comparisons made by Hungarian physicist Bela Lukacs,
Australian organic chemist and commerce theorist James
Reiss, in his chapter "Comparative Thermodynamics in
Chemistry and Economics", correlated enthalpy to work
or labor energy. [1] In 2002, German organic chemist
American electrochemical engineer Libb Thims's 2007
Volker Wiskamp, in his "Chemistry in the Work of
tabulation of the enthalpy components of a human (human
Goethe", a precipitate of an interdisciplinary high school enthalpy), attributing the measure largely to physical
chemistry course he taught and a similar project which
attributes. [2]
had the focus on science and religion,
discussed "enthalpy of formation" in respect to the passions of Eduard of Goethe's Elective Affinities. [4]
In the mid-2000s, American electrochemical engineer Libb Thims began to work a human chemical theory on the
nature of enthalpy in relation to human chemical reactions, generally correlating enthalpy measure to “heat content”
measurements of sexual factors in human relationships, the 2007 formulation result of which is as follows: [2]

where HAVG is the enthalpy (heat content) associated with the physical attractive trait "averageness" (the most
averaged person tends to be the most physically attractive), HAGE with the physical attractive trait age (age 22 for
females is the most physically attractive age), HS with the physical attractiveness trait "symmetry" (the most
physically symmetric persons tend to be seen as the most attractive), HX with the physical attractiveness associated
with the testosterone to estrogen ratio of a given individual (high estrogen women tend to pair with high
testosterone men), HL the physical attractiveness associated with one ethnicity, i.e. latitude of development (people
tend to be most physically attracted to individuals differing in ethnicity to their own by 15 degrees ± in latitude, as
determined experimentally via the Sweaty T-shirt study, i.e. MHC-compatibility complex matching, and in person
surveys), HF the physical attractiveness associated with "fitness" (fit people are seen as being more physically
attractive than less fit people), and HC the physical attractiveness associated with "complexion" (people with better
complex are seen as being more physically attractive).
In 2007, Hungarian astrophysicists Attila Grandpierre, in association with Hungarian physicist Katalin Martinas, in
the article “Thermodynamic Measure for Nonequilibrium Processes”, estimated the entropy of a 70-kg human to be
202 KJ/K and on this value estimate the extropy of a human to be 2.31 MJ/K. The calculation, although a good first
attempt, is nearly baseless in that its value is ascertained using entropy estimates of things such as glucose and
water. In the article, the attempt a calculation of human enthalpy, using data such as the combustion of heat of fat,
and use these estimates of S and H, to calculated a human Gibbs free energy G, using the formula G = H - TS (see:
human free energy). [3]

Discussion
Comparing the Thims and Grandpierre methods of estimating the entropy of humans, there seems to be disjunct
between whether or not enthalpy is gauged by combustion heats (e.g. sexual heat) of human chemical reactions or
with combustion of lard factors (burning of a human body in a calorimeter)?
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Human entropy
In hmolscience, human entropy is the value of entropy
associated with an individual human molecule (person),
in a given state, or entropy of a system of human
molecules (social configuration or social system) in a
given state.

Entropy | Free energy of bodies
In 1866, German physicist Rudolf Clausius, in
Schlomilch’s Zeitschrift fur Mathematik und Physik,
published a "note" entitled “On the Determination of
the Energy and Entropy of a Body”, latter appended to
chapter nine of the first edition of his The Mechanical
Danish chemist John Schmitz's 2007 so-called "relative entropy
Theory of Heat, wherein, building on the work of
of a human", i.e. “human entropy”, diagram, according to which
German physicist Gustav Kirchhoff, who in prior had
he seems to conceptualize the notion that a person's level of
done research on the calculation of the energy of
entropy is the lowest (low entropy) at their last decades
bodies, a methodology is set forth on how to calculate existence, prior to death (dereaction), e.g. an adult aged 50-70,
and measure both the energy U and entropy S of
after which 50-years later, following decomposition, a person's
bodies—a calculation methodology theoretically
so-called afterlife entropy is as high (high entropy) as it was
applicable to "any" body in the universe, e.g. a volume before his or her birth (reaction synthesis). [9]
of gas, an iron bar, a human, a society, or a black hole,
or the universe as a whole, conceptualized as system; though this latter point was about human applications, at this
stage, is implicit. [18]
In 1882, Hermann Helmholtz, in his "On the Thermodynamics of Chemical Processes", building on the earlier
work of Willard Gibbs (1876), showed, via disproof of the now defunct so-called thermal theory of affinity, how the
calculation of the "free energy", Gibbs free energy (isothermic-isobaric) or Helmholtz free energy (isothermicisochoric), depending on reaction conditions, i.e. the measure of the work of the forces of the chemical affinities of
the reactants involved in producing products, is what is important in the determination of the thermodynamics of
formation, i.e. free energy of formation (see: Standard Gibbs free energy of formation), of a chemical or body,
produced via chemical synthesis, not the entropy of the body alone. In 1905, German chemist Fritz Haber, in his
Thermodynamics of Technical Gas Reactions, presented the first systematic study of all the thermodynamic data
necessary for the calculation of the free energy, the Helmholtz free energy (U – TS) in particular, of chemical
substances in a group of important reactions. [19]
In 1914, American physical chemists Gilbert Lewis, and his assistant Merle Randall, building on the methodology
introduced by Haber, published the first so-called “table of free energies”, giving free energies of formation values
for: oxygen, hydrogen, and a few oxides of hydrogen. [20] This formed the basis for their expanded-followup 1923
“Table of Standard Free Energies of Formation at 25 °C”, giving free energies of formation for 28 cations and a few
metallic compounds and 111 non-metallic compounds and anions. [21] In 1957, English electrical engineer and
physicist Keith Burton, in Krebs and Kornberg's Energy Transformations in Living Matter, produced the first
thermodynamic table of free energies for biochemical species, containing about 100 species. [22]
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Bridgman paradox
See main: Bridgman paradox

In 1946, American physicist Percy Bridgman,
during the famous 1946 Harvard "what is life in
terms of physics and chemistry?" debate,
pointed out the paradox that while a so-called
living thing, i.e. a human defined as a powered
CHNOPS+ molecule, has an entropy, as does
any body in the universe, there, apparently, is
no way to calculate this entropy, being that,
according to standard calculation of entropy
methods (e.g. reaction calorimetry), one would
have to either synthesize (create) or destroy
(analyze) the organism in a reversible way.
Bridgman commented how he saw a
fundamental difficulty in the possibility of
applying the laws of thermodynamics to any
system containing living organisms
(chnopsological organisms). French-born
American physicist Leon Brillouin, in his “Life,
Thermodynamics, and Cybernetics” (1949),
summarized the “Paradox of Bridgman”, as he
referred to it, as follows, which he says is
Bridgman view: [1]

→
Left: American physical chemist Martin Goldstein, in his 1993 section
"Entropy of a Mouse", argues that to determine the free energy of
formation of a mouse, we need to ask: [11]
“What net energy and entropy changes would have been if simple
chemical substances, present when the earth was young, were converted
into [the mouse]. To answer this question, we must determine the
energies and entropies of everything in the initial state and final state.”
This very same logic, by extrapolation, can be applied to humans, in the
calculation of the standard human free energy of formation. Right: An
artistic rendition of relationship between Gibbs free energy G and the
formation, “creation”, or synthesis of a human (human molecule) from
standard state atoms and molecules of the periodic table and earlier earth
conditions; from American physicist Daniel Schroeder’s 2000 Thermal
Physics textbook, who comments: [23]
“To create a [human] out of nothing and place it on the table, the magician
need not summon up the entire enthalpy, H = U + PV. Some energy, equal
to TS, can flow in spontaneously as heat; the magician must provide only
the difference, G = H – TS, as work.”

“How can we compute or even evaluate the
entropy of a living being? In order to compute The original text and depiction, to note, showed a "rabbit", but,
the entropy of a system, it is necessary to be
nevertheless, the same principles apply.
able to create or to destroy it in a reversible
way. We can think of no reversible process by which a living organism can be created or killed: both birth and death
are irreversible processes. There is absolutely no way to define the change of entropy that takes place in an organism
at the moment of death.”
Bridgman’s view on this seeming paradox can also be compared to American physical chemist Martin Goldstein's
1993 chapter subsection on the entropy of a mouse, which gives led into modern human free energy theories of
human synthesis. [2]

Human affinities | Entropies
In circa 1808, Johann Goethe worked out in his mind, and likely on paper (although, unusually to common practice,
he destroyed all his notes), so-called human affinity tables (see: Goethe's affinity table), the forerunner to "human
free energy tables" (a future subject), which tabulate "human free energies of formation" per person per state, e.g.
the free energy of formation of Thomas Jefferson in 1802, or bound state of persons per state, e.g. a married couple
(i.e. dihumanide molecule) during their honeymoon, showing reaction affinity differences between the characters
(reactants) in his 1809 physical chemistry based novella Elective Affinities. In 1914, American chemical engineer
William Fairburn, in his Human Chemistry, discussed the verbal idea that an individual person or might be associated
with a value of relative "energy" but also "entropy", and therein employed human chemical theory to the effect that
workers in a factory were types of chemicals that required efficient and intelligent handling by the foremen. [1]
In 1931, psychologists Siegfried Bernfeld and Sergei Feitelberg, in their “The Principle of Entropy and the Death
Instinct”, presented the results of their study where they attempted to measure a paradoxical pulsation of entropy
within a living organism, specifically in the nervous system of a man. [16] Specifically, by comparing the brain
temperature to the rectal temperature of a man, they thought to acquire evidence of paradoxical variations, i.e.
variations not conforming to the principle of entropy as it functions in physics for inanimate systems. [17] In the late
1980s, Japanese systems engineer Ichiro Aoki began to make theoretical estimates of the entropy production in plant
leaves and white-tail deer (1987), in day and at night; eventually applying these methods to humans, physiologically,
into the 1990s. [14] The end result of Aoki’s work (2012), according to his conclusion, is that “entropy itself cannot be
measured and calculated for biological systems, even for very small systems”, rather only “process variables, entropy
flow, and entropy production can be quantified by the use of energetic data and physical methods.” [15] In 1995,
mining engineer Raj Singhal defines "human entropy" as the effect of individual variations in the efficiency of work of
individuals and managers on the system. [6] In 2002, American physicist Jack Hokikian defined the concept of the
entropy of a human as as such: [10]
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“Human beings can be classified into low-entropic and high-entropic people.”
This view, to note, although in the right direction, is very elementary. To measure the entropy of a living structure,
such as a mouse or a human, as American chemist Martin Goldstein explains, encounters numerous difficulties, but
invariably is a measurement obtained in the same manner as are the entropies of simple chemical species obtained
via laboratory experiments. [11]
In a 2004 article “Entropy and Information of Human Organisms”, Hungarian astrophysicist Attila Grandpierre
claims that he was the first person to determined the entropy content of human being. [12] Likewise, in the 2007
article “Thermodynamic Measure for Nonequilibrium Processes”, Grandpierre, in association with Hungarian physicist
Katalin Martinas, estimated the entropy of a 70-kg human to be 202 KJ/K and on this value estimate the extropy of a
human to be 2.31 MJ/K. The calculation, although a good first attempt, is nearly baseless in that it's value is
ascertained using entropy estimates of things such as glucose and water. [13] They even attempt a calculation of
human enthalpy, using data such as the combustion of heat of fat, and use these estimates of S and H, to calculated a
human Gibbs free energy G, using the formula G = H - TS (see: human free energy). These types of calculations are
way off in that the Gibbs free energy of a human molecule is the summation of the Gibbs free energy component
reactions involved in the synthesis of human beings over evolutionary time periods, starting from elementary
components on the extent of reaction time line
approaching millions or billions of years.
In 2007, American electrochemical engineer Libb
Thims outlined the basic definition of the human
chemical bond, i.e. electromagnetic attachments
between people, being comprised of individual
measures of enthalpies and entropies, according to
which he defined the entropy of an average human,
considering entropy as an ordering magnitude
parameter of a human chemical reaction,
formulaically, as follows: [2]
American electrochemical engineer Libb Thims's 2007 tabulation of
the entropy components of a human, attributing the measure largely
to neurological attributes. [2]

where SP is the entropy associated with the personality (social graces + character + dependability), SO the entropy
associated with the occupation (possessions + money), SI the entropy associated with the intelligence (information +
education + knowledge), SS the entropy associated with status (prestige), and SN the entropy associated with the inner
nature of a person (values + ambition). In the 2007 book The Second Law of Life, Danish chemist John Schmitz
estimated the so-called "relative entropy" of a human body over the course of its life-span, to decrease with age,
becoming maximum at reaction end (death), as shown above. [9]

Literature
In literature thermodynamics, the term “human entropy” is often associated, in an unsubstantiated manner, with a
gradual but cosmic dissolution of life. [7] In the 1932, English writer Aldous Huxley explicitly used the term "human
entropy" in relation to the energy of expansion released due to sexual restraint. Into the 1950s, literature definitions
on entropy likely began to stem from Austrian physicist Erwin Schrödinger’s 1944 conception of “positive entropy”
and death, in connection to information theory, such as found in the work of Thomas Pynchon. In other cases,
however, different definitions can be found.

Human computer systems
In computer science, the conception of human entropy E(S) related to the interactions involved in a computer-human
system was introduced in 1992 by Polish-born, American industrial engineer Waldemar Karwowski, in what seems to
be based on a type of fuzzy entropy logic. [3] Strangely, Karwowski uses the symbol “E” for entropy and "S" for
system. In any event, according Karwowski, using a bit of argument, the “system entropy” E(S), such as a person in
their office interacting with a computer, can be defined as the difference between the human entropy E(H) and the
entropy of a system regulator E(R), which he defines as “ergonomic intervention efforts”, or in equation form: [4]

E(S) ≥ E(H) – E(R)
This view, to note, seems to have little connection to actual thermodynamics.

See also
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● Shannon Entropy and Thermodynamic Love – my thoughts (2009) – Hmolpedia threads.
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Human existence
In logic, human existence is a term that refers to the modern scientific reality that a moving or animate human
person ‘exists’, in the sense of being an atomic ‘bound state’ structure in the course of time in the dynamical
movement of the universe. In 2009, American physical chemist Thomas Wallace, in his Wealth, Energy, and Human
Values, stated the following: [1]
“Thermodynamics regulates society’s acquisition, refinement, and utilization of nature’s resources to provide the
food and fuels necessary for the vital processes of human existence.”
A popular search term is ‘thermodynamics of human existence’.

Life | Reaction existence
See main: Reaction existence

In 2010, Libb Thims began to use the term ‘existence’ in place of or rather as a modern replacement synonym for the
antiquated, now-defunct, term ‘life’, on the conclusive logic, conceptually visualized on evolution timelines, that a
person is a molecule, technically a human molecule, and it is technically or rather theoretically incorrect to speak of a
molecule as being ‘alive’; no matter what sort of contrivance one might use to justify that some molecules can be
alive whereas others can not. [1]

See also
● Struggle for existence
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Human free energy
In human thermodynamics, human free energy or
"human Gibbs free energy" is the measure of the Gibbs
free energy, Gibbs free energy change, or differential
of Gibbs free energy of human chemical reactions (see:
human chemical reaction theory). [1]

Overview
(add section)

Gibbs free energy of formation
The "standard human Gibbs free energy of formation"
is the standard Gibbs free energy of formation of a
given human molecule (person) or human molecular
configuration (bound state of humans), e.g. a specific
dihumanide molecule, in a given state (time) or point
of detachment synthesis (birth), as would be listed on a
standard free energy table (or human free energy
table).

Synonyms
Other synonyms variants include: human available
energy (see: available energy), human Gibbs free

“To create [synthesize] a [human] out of nothing and place
him on the table, the [universe] need not summon up the
entire enthalpy, H = U + PV. Some energy equal to TS, can
flow in spontaneously as heat; the [universe] must provide
only the difference, G = H – TS, as work.”
— Daniel Schroeder (2000), Thermal Physics [4]

A simplified depiction of the relationship between Gibbs free
energy G, its components: enthalpy H and transformation content
energy TS, and the “creation” (i.e. synthesis) of a human (i.e.
human molecule).
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energy, or social Gibbs free energy or social free energy (sociological thermodynamics), economic Gibbs free energy
or economic free energy (economic thermodynamics), among others.

Theorists
The following table (culled from 500+ thinkers of the HT pioneers table) shows the outline of the top 40+ thinkers in
the historical development of the utilization, or in some cases objection (shown in red), of free energy, Helmholtz
free energy, or Gibbs free energy (correct thermodynamic potential for social systems) in social theory, economic
theory, or in human chemical thermodynamics proper:
Key

1.

3.

Those with red tabs are "detractors" or vocal objectors to free energy theory
being applied to human existence.

Greeners

Those with green tabs are thinkers lost in Erwin Hiebert's "garden of
thermodynamics", promoting either meta-physical theories, theology-slanted
ideas, or misunderstood versions of thermodynamics "used in ways that
transgress the limits of credulity to the point of sheer ridiculousness."

| |
|
| |
|
| |
| | |
In 1768, at the age
of nineteen was conducting chemical experiments to find the principles that permeate the entire
universe; in 1799, arrived at the view that the force of affinity operates in human relationships,
1799 via attracting, repelling, and neutralizing individuals; in 1809, arrived at his "moral symbols"
Johann Goethe
theory of humanity, as explained via 36 chapters in his famed novella Elective Affinities, as is
(1749-1832)
depicted in 1882 Helmholtz equation terms (adjacent equation).
German
polymath
(

2.

Objectors

=225+)

His draft of a “Project for Scientific Psychology” outlined a hard science version of psychology
based on thermodynamics and mechanical theory, in which he postulated that “in the future
psychologists will exercise a direct influence, by means of particular chemical substances, on the
amounts of energy and their distribution in the mental apparatus”; in this project it is said that
Sigmund Freud 1895 he gave his first outline of his Helmholtz school views on ‘bound energy’ and ‘unbound energy’
(or free energy) in the states of consciousness; this framework formed the basis of his entire
(1856-1939)
twenty-four volume volume collected works; some of his thermodynamics ideas are said to show
Austrian
through in his 1920 Beyond the Pleasure Principle; the gist of his psychodynamics theory are
psychiatrist
found in his 1923 The Ego and the Id, in which he outlines a heat engine model of the mind via
( =156)
an id, ego, super-ego force theory of subconscious drives.
|
In his Principles of General Physiology, he re-interpreted Wilhelm Ostwald’s 1912
energetic imperative (the thermodynamic imperative version of Kant's original 1785 categorical
imperative), rather interestingly, having a decent grasp of the views of Willard Gibbs (available
energy) and Hermann Helmholtz (free energy and bound energy), as not being solely based on
the first law, but on both the first and second law, whereby the imperative should yield a rule is
how one should act "morally" within the confines of universal rule, as follows:
“It is plain that, of the energy contained in a system, only that part which can do work is of value.
This principle was applied by Willard Gibbs (1878, pp. 216, etc.). Helmholtz (1882, p. 33) made
1915
William Bayliss
the important distinction between "free" and "bound" energy. Clausius, at the end of a
(1860-1924)
fundamental paper (Pogg. Annalen, cxxv. p. 400, 1865), formulates the two laws of energetics as
English
follows:
physiologist
I. The energy content of the universe is a constant quantity.
II. The entropy of the universe is always striving to a maximum.
The word "entropy" is here used as having essentially the same meaning as the "bound" energy
of Helmholtz. The law is therefore equivalent to the statement that "free " energy is always
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striving to a minimum. The fact, derived from universal experience, that free energy always
tends to diminish, if it possibly can, is sometimes known as the "principle of Carnot and
Clausius". It was also enunciated, about the same time as the publication of the paper of
Clausius (referred to above), by William Thomson under the name of the "Dissipation of Energy."
The principle has obviously a great practical, as well as philosophical, importance. It has been
made by Ostwald (1912) the basis of a general rule of conduct, which he calls the "Imperative of
Energetics." The rule may be translated thus:
Waste not free energy; treasure it and make the best use of it.
As will be admitted, the admonition is an excellent one, and, when applied, leads to interesting
results, as may be seen from the collection of essays under this name. To mention two subjects
only, which are amongst those discussed, the waste involved in war and the value of a universal
standard for the sizes of printed books.”
Here, in short, Bayliss states that the concept of "free energy" has great philosophical value, one
example of which he gives is that it can be applied to warfare (see: war thermodynamics).

4.

5.

6.

His The Order of Nature, gives an outline of how Herbert Spencer needs to be overhauled via a
Lawrence
1917 combination of Willard Gibbs and Charles Darwin; into the 1930s, he leads the Harvard Pareto
Henderson
circle, wherein he teaches a Gibbs-based Sociology 23, among other endeavors along these lines.
(1878-1942)
American
physical
chemist,
physiologist,
and sociologist

Erwin Bauer
(1890-1938)
Hungarianborn Russian
pathologist
and physical
biologist

His The Fundamental Principles of
Biological Science introduces what
has come to be known as the Bauer
principle, which states that:
“The living and only the living systems are never in equilibrium, and, on the debit of their free
1920
energy, they continuously invest work against the realization of the equilibrium which should
occur within the given outer conditions on the basis of the physical and chemical laws.”
and goes on to discuss this in terms of the time derivative of work factors—differences in
pressure, concentration, electrical potential, etc., such as in the equation shown.

| |
His review of Georges Guillaume's 1932 economic thermodynamics dissertation,
concluded that: "if this [economic-thermodynamic] analogy can be worked out at all, the
analogon of ‘entropy’ must be sought in the direction of ‘liquidity’. To be more specific: if the
analogon of ‘energy’ is ‘value’ of the estate of an economical subject, then analogon of its
thermodynamic ‘free energy’ should be its ‘cash value’." (see: human thermodynamic variable
table); his followup 1932 article “A Model of General Economic Equilibrium”, derives a function
John Neumann
1932 φ (X, Y) related to the production of goods, based on the model of thermodynamic potentials,
(1903-1957)
and is considered a classic; his late 1940s symposium lectures (1948) on electrical automatons
Hungarianillustrated the role which free energy plays in creating statistically unlikely configurations of
born American
matter; his ill-fated late 1940s suggestion to American electrical engineer Claude Shannon (1949)
mathematician
to call telegraph wire binary logic ("information") of transmissions of high and low voltage pulses
and chemical
by the name “entropy”, as a joke, has resulted to instill a misinformed modern view that binary
engineer (
logic is based on thermodynamic (steam engine) theory.
=163-180)
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7.

|
| |
| |
|
| After reading Henri
Bergson’s famous 1907 Creative Evolution, at the age of
twenty, he began to devote himself to solving the riddle of the
relationship between time, human existence, thermodynamics, and evolution, starting with
three articles: “Essay on Physical Philosophy”, “The Problem of Determinism”, and “The
Evolution”, on the topics of determinism, quantum mechanics, biological evolution, and time;
completed his PhD on The Thermodynamics of Irreversible Phenomena (1941), under Theophile
de Donder; obtained cult status and "disciples" with his 1977 Self-Organization in NonEquilibrium Systems: from Dissipative Structures to Order through Fluctuations (the year he also
1937 won the Nobel Prize for his theories); and obtained layperson icon status with his 1984 Order
(197 Out of Chaos; went on to published numerous articles, books, and lectures on his theories up
Ilya Prigogine
2) until the year of his death (Is the Future Given?, 2003); in his 1977 lecture, entitled “Time,
(1917-2003)
Russian-born
Structure and Fluctuations”, he infamously opened to the query:
Belgian
“Thermodynamic equilibrium may be characterized by the minimum of the Helmholtz free
chemist and
energy defined usually by: F = E – TS. Are most types of ‘organisations’ around us of this nature?
thermodynami
It is enough to ask such a question to see that the answer is negative. Obviously in a town, in a
cist
living system, we have a quite different type of functional order. To obtain a thermodynamic
theory for this type of structure we have to show that that non-equilibrium may be a source of
order. Irreversible processes may lead to a new type of dynamic states of matter which I have
called ‘dissipative structures’. (see: bifurcation)”
This argument was first outlined, to note, in his 1972 "Thermodynamics of Evolution".

8.

| | | | Completed his PhD in thermodynamics (1930s);
wrote on “The Thermodynamics of Love” (c.1942); in his Labor in Islam (1946), wrote a chapter
on physiological thermodynamics of human labor in the context of will power; during a five1942 month prison spell (for political opposition), wrote the Human Thermodynamics (1956), the first
book entitled “human thermodynamics”, wherein he used a thermodynamics based framework,
in particular Helmholtz free energy equation (adjacent) to explain Islam, work, death, desire,
love, and reincarnation scientifically.

9.

Mehdi
Bazargan
(1907-1995)
Iranian
mechanical
engineer and
thermodynami
cist

| Won 1933 Nobel Prize in physics (for his 1925
Schrodinger equation, one of the cornerstones of quantum
mechanics); his famous Feburary 1943 course of lectures
(turned-book), entitled What is Life? (1944), on the subject of the physics and chemistry of "life",
presented under the auspices of the Dublin Institute for Advanced Studies, delivered at Trinity
College, Dublin, before an audience of about 400 that did not dwindle, he set out to answer the
query:
“How can the events in space and time which take place with the spatial boundary of a living
organism be accounted for by physics and chemistry?”
he popularized the notion that "dead matter" or inert matter is defined as the state of
thermodynamic equilibrium or of "maximum entropy" in which no observable events occur; and
Erwin
1943 in this context situated the paradoxical idea that the "negative value of entropy" (-S or "negative
Schrödinger
entropy") is a measure of "order" of the body in question; and that life is something that "feeds
(1887-1961)
on negative entropy"; after which, however, he was attacked by his physicist colleagues, replying
Austrian
(in his appended "note to chapter 6") that:
physicist and
“The remarks on negative entropy have met with doubt and opposition from physicist
statistical
colleagues. Let me say that if I had been catering for them alone I should have let the discussion
thermodynami
turn on free energy instead. It is the more familiar notion in this context. But this highly technical
cist
term seemed linguistically too near to energy for making the average reader alive to the contrast
between the two things.”
He would later publish the famous 1946 Statistical Thermodynamics (based on his 1944 lectures)
on statistical thermodynamics (and or statistical mechanics).
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10.

11.

13.

Hmolpedia

Jack Kirkaldy
(1926-)
Canadian
materials
science
engineer

John Tukey
(1915-2000)
American
chemist,
mathematician
, and
statistician

Nicholas
Georgescu
(1906-1994)
Romanianborn American
mathematician

14.
Arthur Iberall
(1918-2002)
American
physicistengineer

His “Thermodynamics of the Human Brain”
outlines a free energy minimization
principle of brain operation,
consciousness, and development based on
the equation shown, where dF/dt is the rate of increase of free energy (or Gibbs free energy,
which he says equates to both information and negentropy), jF is the excess of free energy inflow
over outflow, and TdiS/dt is the
rate of dissipation of free energy
within the system, where diS is the
1965
rate of entropy production; he
even gives a figure 1 (shown) as
his thermodynamic system model
of the brain; his followup
“Thermodynamics of Terrestrial
Evolution” argues that the “causal element of biological evolution and development can be
understood in terms of a potential function which is generalized from the variational principles
of irreversible thermodynamics.”

Developed a chemical thermodynamics based model of "attitude change", based on the theory
of absolute reaction rates, wherein each state of a chemical entity is characterized by a "free
1966 energy level", and each boundary between states by a free energy level that is higher than the
levels of the state it separates; in the model, transitions occur between states. Tukey, to note,
was a close associate of John Neumann (1934), another human free energy theorist.

Published an introductory essay on the relation between entropy and economics; his highlycited 1971 book The Entropy Law and the Economic Process, situated a material entropy theory
1966 which argued that economic systems are governed by the second law, albeit he misinterpreted
bound energy and free energy, to mean that, in economic terms, available energy stored in fossil
fuels tends to be used up over time and converted into an unusable form of waste heat or
energy.

| |
Beginning with his Toward a General Science of Viable
Systems, to his 1974 Bridges in Science: from Physics to Social Science, among about a dozen
others, culminating with his 1993 Foundations for Social and Biological Evolution (co-written
with David Wilkinson and Douglas White), he utilizes a large amount of thermodynamics
1971 derivation, such as equation shown (which he incorrectly defines as the "Gibbs free energy
function"; correctly it is the Helmholtz free energy) to outlined a rather detailed, intricate (e.g.
discussing chemical potential), and interesting systems-within-systems theory of dynamical
change, defining people as “human atomisms”, using theories such as homeokinetics, field
thermodynamics, i.e. the Hamiltonian applied to sociology and biology, among others extended
into sociology and economics.
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16.

17.
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| Argued that the equilibrium constant version
of the Gibbs equation (shown) explains the paradox
1971 between "freedom" and "security" in social life, in a
Frederick
chemical thermodynamics sense; this controversial hypothesis resulted three decades later to
Rossini (1899launch the 2006 Rossini debate on whether or not this human chemical thermodynamics
1990)
framework is true, especially in a post 9/11 world.
American
chemical
thermodynam
icist

Ed Stephan
(1939-2008)
American
chemistry
major turned
political
scientist and
sociologist

Georgi
Gladyshev
(1936-)
Russian
physical
chemist

Interjected into a talk on human population distributions with
physicist Louis Barrett on questions such as whether “humans
are fermions or boson”; in 1980, began to discuss with chemist George Gerhold the subject of
how the a Gibbs fundamental equation (version shown) applies to sociological systems of
people; questions they speculated on included: “What is the total time in a social system? At the
level of particles, temperature is just velocity of movement. I sense an analogy between
temperature in physical systems and the technology of transportation and communication in
social systems. Modern societies are 'hotter'. Big cities (high interactance centers) are 'hot':
People, commodities and ideas move around faster. 'Hot' regions subdivide territory more
1977
thoroughly than 'cool' ones. And what is entropy — unpredictability? is that what we call
freedom? What is the social equivalent of the product entropy-times-temperature? Freedom of
movement? What do pressure and volume suggest, if anything? Could the raw product kNT be
given some sociological meaning? Do humans have something like chemical potential, some sort
of (bonding) potential? Maybe the last two terms in could be combined into something with a
meaning specific to sociology. Combining them into -N(1 + α), with N as a population — what
would be the sociological significance of the factor -(1 + α)/β? Could the value for β computed
above in the case of urban population distributions (β = 2v/xμ) have any application?”; published
some of his finalized ideas in the 1995 online book The Division of Territory in Society.

| |
| In
reaction-opposition to Ilya
Prigogine's 1937 far-fromequilibrium, dissipative
1978 structure thermodynamics model of life and evolution, he developed a systems-within-systems
"hierarchical thermodynamics" type of quasi-equilibrium model using his law of temporal
hierarchies, principle of substance stability, liquid chromatography models, to make a Gibbs free
energy volumentric-style equation (above) to explain the evolution of living beings and society;
in the 1990s, began developing thermodynamic anti-aging theories of foodstuffs; his 1997 book
Thermodynamic Theory of the Evolution of Living Beings, captures the gist of his theory.

(reaction against
Prigogine)

Robert

18.

Ulanowicz
(1943-)
American
chemical
engineer and
theoretical
ecologist

| | |
|
| | Conceived (in 1979) of an information theory
based version of free energy applied to ecosystems, termed “ascendency”, which he considered
as a pseudo-thermodynamic function (first outlined in his 1980 article “An Hypothesis on the
Development of Natural Communities”); his 1986 book Growth and Development extends on this
1979 using Helmholtz free energy (equation shown); his 2009 A Third Window: Natural Life Beyond
Newton and Darwin, seems to argue for the existence of God in the context of an emergent (or
process biology) thermodynamic depiction of evolution (or ascendency), supposedly, under the
guise of the “ontic openness of nature”; is presently of the view that “entropy or entropy-related
measures (such as free energy) should *not* be invoked for living systems!” (email communicate
to Libb Thims, 2011), which he says he first argued on page 21 of his 1986 book.
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19.
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Daniel Hershey
(c.1931-)
American
chemical
engineer

Starting with his 1980 The New Age-Scale for Humans, followed by
about a dozen various publications, he builds significantly on the work
of Ilya Prigogine to outline a thermodynamic theory of aging; in his
2009 Entropy Theory of Aging Systems: Humans, Corporations, and the Universe, in summarizing
the free energy ideas of Prigogine, he states:
“Thermodynamic equilibrium may be characterized by the minimum of the Helmholtz free
energy, F = E – TS, where E is the internal energy, T is the absolute temperature, and S is
entropy. Positive time, the direction of time’s arrow, is associated with increase in entropy.
Isolated or closed systems evolve to an equilibrium state characterized by the existence of a
thermodynamic potential such as the Helmholtz or Gibbs free energy. These thermodynamic
potentials and also entropy are, according to Prigogine, Lyapounov functions, which means they
1980 drive the system toward equilibrium in the face of small disturbances.”
Likewise, he in regards to free energy and aging he argues that:
“Old age or senescence may be the decline in our ability to produce free energy. Less free energy
means diminished cell function. Vitality might be defined as our biological and thermodynamic
strength, the ability to expend energy to restore ourselves to near original conditions.”
He goes on to apply this basis to what he calls the "entropic analysis of a human living system",
wherein he argues that “the living system is essentially and open system because it maintains
itself by the exchange of matter and energy with the environment and by the continuous
building up and breaking down of its internal components” and on this logic goes on to argue
that Prigogine entropy (equation shown) applies to these so-called living systems, to
corporations, etc.

(stimulated by
Prigogine)

20.

Mirza Beg
(1932-)
Indian-born
Pakistani
organometallic
chemist

21.
Adriaan de
Lange (1945-)
South African
chemical
physicist

22.

Laurence Foss
(c.1940-)
American
philosopher

1981

Published “Human Behaviour in Scientific Terminology: Affinity, Free Energy Changes, Equilibria,
and Human Behaviour” in the Pakistan Management Review.

|
|
| | Well-read physical sciences based thinker (above the
500+ book level in studying how thermodynamics applies to the
humanities) who in 1982 began to view the idea that entropy production must apply to the
spiritual world (see: living force); then, in 1986, while teaching physical chemistry class, grasped
1982 the idea that “the intricate calculations concerning free energy in chemical reactions” must apply
to the process of knowing and learning, on the extrapolation that student's learning behaviors
must follow or map to the behaviors of molecules moving through the chromatograph column;
in 1987, completed a yet unpublished manuscript Entropy, Creativity, and Learning; in the late
1990s, began posting and discussing his theories at the Learning-org.com forums; and in 2009
published an online book Irreversible Self-Organization (in Afrikaans).
His The Second Medical Revolution, co-written with Kenneth
Rothenberg suggests a new approach to medicine based on quantum
mechanics, irreversible thermodynamics, and information theory; his follow-up 2002 book The
End of Modern Medicine has a section on what he calls the “second law of
psychothermodynamics” (equation shown), wherein, building on Michael Guillen’s idea that
1987
human existence is an unnatural anomaly in the framework of a universe governed by the
second law, he slants the second law into a contrived anthropomorphism to argue, in his own
words, for a vitalistic (vitalism), mentalistic (mentalism), and spiritualistic (autopoietic) universal
view, unlike the mechanistic (mechanism), physicalistic (physicalism), and materialistic
(materialism) prevailing scientific world view.
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23.

|
| |
|
|
Since 1992, at the University
of Paderborn, has been involved in the development of physical chemistry of social systems and
economic systems, with articles such as “Binary Alloys as a Model for the Multicultural Society”
(1995), “Society as a Many Particle System” (1997); he helped in getting the ‘physics of socioeconomic systems’ recognized as a new scientific field by the German Physical Society (2001);
has produced at least two graduate students by 2002 (Christian Thought and Thorsten Frund); in
Jurgen Mimkes 1992 his 2007 chapter “A Thermodynamic Formulation of Social Science” he argues that the "Lagrange
principle" (of pre-thermodynamics days), the “free energy principle” (of physics), and the
(1939-)
“principle of maximum happiness” (of sociology) are all equivalent, and on this premise derives a
German solid
Lagrange function (equation shown) of a social system of N interacting people, where (-L) is the
state
"free energy" or common happiness of the agents, E the energy or collective laws of society, ln P
thermodynami
the combinatorial probability distribution of the elements or individual social behavior (in which
cist and sociothe social system is posited to be stable at maximum mutual happiness); as of 2010, was working
economic
on finishing a manuscript entitled the Chemistry of Social Bonds.
physicist

24.

In her Interpretation of the Flesh, explains that “the solution to the riddle of femininity depends
on unraveling Freud’s neglected if confused theories on psychical energy, while discarding the
assumption that the subject is energetically and emotionally self-contained”; she discusses social
energy, emphasizing the notion of conflicting forces complemented by bound energy and free
energy; in her 1997 article “Social Pressure”, she argues that social pressure operates as physical
1992
energy, arguing that social pressures are pressures to conform but also those exerted on the
psyche in the same way that physical pressures are exerted on the body; her 2004 The
Transmission of Affect, presents the idea that one can soak up someone else’s depression or
anxiety or sense the tension in a room, arguing that the emotions and energies of one person or
group can be absorbed by or can enter directly into another.

Teresa
Brennan
(1952-2003)
Australianborn feminist
philosopher
and socialpolitical
theorist
(culled from Freud)

25.

26.

John Christie
(1947-)
Australian
physical
chemist and
chemical
thermodynami
cist

Libb Thims
(c.1975-)
American
chemical
engineer,
electrical
engineer, and

His “A Survey of Thermodynamical Ideas”, builds on John Neumann’s 1932
economic thermodynamics article, to outline an “island model” of 6
inhabitants, wherein he discusses Gibbs free energy, in definitional terms, and alludes to the
1994 premise that when an inhabitant enters or leaves the island—if the island were an open
system—the “component will move into or out of the system to minimize its chemical potential
(see: social chemical potential), i.e. it will tend to flow from regions of higher to lower chemical
potential.”

1995

|
|
| |
| | |
|
| | | | |
| |
Began to speculate as to how the spontaneity criterion (adjacent equation) applies to mate
selection, with enthalpy change ΔH and entropy change ΔS specifically quantified ("ΔH – TΔS") in
terms of standard evolutionary psychology variables, mapped to second-by-second changing
measures of individual differential human molecular Gibbs free energy variations dG, as shown
below (see: HMO theory):
This formulation is exemplified well by the following rule from Canadian-American biophysical
chemist Julie Forman-Kay’s 1999 article “The Dynamics in the Thermodynamics of Binding”
where she states:
“Whether two molecules will bind is determined by the free energy change of the interaction,
composed of both enthalpic and entropic terms.”
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thermodynami
cist

27.

Sture
Nordholm
(1944-)
Swedish
physical
chemist
Wayne
Saslow

28.
(c.1941-)
American
physicist

the "molecules" in this case being individual people (human molecules); such as if one was to
predict which of two mates would be more favored to bind "stably" into a standard 18-year
human chemical reaction; a number of precipitates have followed from this endeavor: one of
the first calculations of the human molecular formula (2002); first formulations of the physics
model of the human chemical bond A≡B (2005); launched Journal of Human Thermodynamics
(2005); authored first human chemistry textbook (2007); launched Hmolpedia (2008), and as of
2012 has authored over 2,400+ online articles connected to and surrounding these topics, i.e.
human physics, human chemistry, human thermodynamics, and hmol science.

| | In his article “In Defense of Thermodynamics: an
Animate Analogy”, coins the subject name "animate thermodynamics" as the thermodynamics
of human behavior, and argues that thermodynamic formulation can be applied to explain
human behavior, on the logic that the basic elements of the description of atoms, molecules,
1997 and matter can be "scaled up" to the realm of living organisms without changes other than in
complexity of the systems and their behavior, and using equation shown equates energy to
wealth, kinetic energy to cash, potential energy to property, and entropy to freedom; states that
nature's goal is to minimize the free energy of the subsystem; and ends with the assignment of
eight example homework problems (with clues).

His “An Economic Analogy to
Thermodynamics”, goes through a considerable, albeit mostly empty, derivation, wherein starts
off with a 1980 study on the experimental findings of rat economic behaviors, then goes on to
1999 equates wealth W to negative Helmholtz free energy (-F), utility U to negative energy (-E),
surplus Ψ to entropic energy (TS), price p to chemical potential, and number of goods n to
number of chemical species crossing the boundary N; gives a thermodynamic-to-economic
variables table, similar to James Reiss (1994).
In his “Approach to a Quantitative Description of Social
Systems Based on Thermodynamic Formalism”, outlines a toy
model of social systems in thermodynamic terms (equation

29.

30.

Josip Stepanic
(1970-)
Croatian
physicist and
mechanical
engineer

Jing Chen
(c.1965-)
Chinese-born,
Canadian
mathematical
economist
(culled from Thims)

2000

shown), where is the internal energy, the Gibbs potential, the temperature, the
entropy, where the tilde (~) means the quantities are social “analogous quantities” to actual
thermodynamic potentials, and where the denote external factors (influencing the people of
the system), which influence some of the social system characteristics , upon which the
internal energy depends; founded the journal Interdisciplinary Description of Complex Systems
(2003); followup articles include: “Social Equivalent of Free Energy” (2004), “Social Free Energy
of a Pareto-Like Resource Distribution” (2007), among others.

|
|
| | | |
In his 2000 “Economic and Biological
Evolution”, argued that economic systems are as open dissipative systems, which need to extract
negative entropy from the environment to compensate for continuous dissipation; in his
“Universal Natural Law and Universal Human Behavior” (2002), he argued that just as are the
"lower" needs of humans, such as eating, thermodynamic processes, so too are the "higher"
needs, such as literature, good poems, and distinct paintings, which are rare events,
2000 characterized by high information content, which can be represented as a low entropy level and
act as methods of attracting members of the opposite sex in the competition for reproduction;
thus, the display of low entropy evolved as the universal signal of attractiveness in sexual and
social communication; thus, he argues, from poem writing to money making, the pursuit of low
entropy is the main drive of human behavior; followed this up with “An Entropy Theory of
Psychology and its Implications to Behavioral Finance” (2003), The Physical Foundations of
Economics (2005), and “Understanding Social Systems: A Free Energy Perspective” (2008), in the
latter of which he uses the Helmholtz free energy (equation shown), among others.
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31.
Christopher
Hirata (1983-)
American
physicist
(

|
|
In his "physics of
c.20 relationships" he outlined a chemical thermodynamic model, using a variation of the Gibbs
00 equation (equation shown) of how single and paired students form in a typical college student
body during a single school year, showing how the equilibrium constant could change per
various conditions; discussed concepts such as the gay molecule or polygamy molecule, etc.

=225)

32.
David Hwang
(c.1980-)
American
computational
chemist

33.
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Gavin Ritz
(1959-)
New Zealand
civil engineer
and business
school
professor

|
|
His article "The Thermodynamics of Love" explains how one
2001 can determine whether or not any given male-female reaction is "favored" in terms of specific
Gibbs free energy (equation shown), in which he makes one of the first reaction coordinates for
a human chemical reaction.

In circa 1992 began theorizing on how to employ thermodynamic
logic in business and social concerns; his 2001 conference presentation
“Motivational Modelling” began to mention thermodynamical ideas, e.g. Ilya Prigogine, Stuart
2001 Kaufman, Nicholas Georgescu, etc., in his motivation work theory; his 2009 “The Fundamental
Formula as Energy and Work” employed the relatively unknown human free energy theories of
African chemist and physicist Adriaan de Lange to argue that a version of the Gibbs equation
(shown), where F is Gibbs free energy, W is work, Wo is organical work done by living organisms
(the product of J, mental exertion, and T, target time).

(culled from de Lange)

34.

His “Social Entropy: A Paradigmatic Approach of the Second Law of
Thermodynamics to an Unusual Domain” uses advanced intelligence perspective to argue that
2001
the
Gibbs free energy of a social system is the total energy in the system less the energy that is
Alfredo Infante
unavailable and that this difference represents the ‘state’ of the system.
(c.1960-)
Peruvian
chemical
engineer

In his The Emergence of Everything, speculated on a Gibbs free energy interpretation of the work
2002 of Pierre Teilhard on the emergence of mind from matter in terms of enthalpy (H) and bound
energy or transformation content energy (–TS).

35.
Harold
Morowitz
(1927-)
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American
biophysicist

36.

Evguenii
Kozliak
(c.1961-)
Russian-born
American
physical
chemist

|
| | | His JCE article “Energy and Money, Chemical
Bonding as Business, and Negative ΔH and ΔG as Investment”, outlines a type of human
2002 thermodynamics education style of teaching, defining people as human atoms or human
molecules and applies chemical thermodynamics, namely the Gibbs equation, to business (see:
business thermodynamics), specifically as a way to facilitate the teaching of physical chemistry;
possibly also outlining a human chemical bond theory.

(inspired by Wynn)

37.

38.

39.

|
In his 2002 “Socio-thermodynamics: Integration and
Segregation in a Population”, explains behaviors of a metaphorical
population of hawks and doves using an extrapolation of logic
from the thermodynamics of binary mixtures whose components mix at high temperature, but
separate at low temperature exhibiting miscibility gaps; included an expanded chapter on this in
2002 his 2005 Energy and Entropy, in which he derives a first law, second law, and combined Gibbs
Ingo Muller
equation (shown) of socio-thermodynamics, where S is the entropy, U the shortfall, V the
(1937-)
volume (or habitat), p the "population pressure", and τ the homogeneous temperature inside
German
the population; his 2007 A History of Thermodynamics, includes a section on “sociometallurgical
thermodynamics”, in which he states that this "subject belongs more to the future of
physicist and
thermodynamics than to its history", and at present is struggling to be taken seriously.
thermodynami
cist
|
|
| | His Information Theory and
Evolution, attempts to explain the phenomenon of life,
including its origin, evolution, and human cultural
evolution, in terms of thermodynamics, statistical mechanics, and information theory; arguing
that the paradox between the disorder view of the second law and highly ordered complex living
systems, has its resolution in the Gibbs free energy that enters the biosphere from outside
2003
John Avery
sources; built on Erwin Schrodinger's infamous "turn the discussion toward free energy"
(1933-)
addendum, by adding to it Gilbert Lewis' 1923 Gibbs free energy of formation model, Fritz
Lebanese-born
Lipmann’s 1941 free energy coupling theory and John Neumann's circa 1945 free energy
Danish
automaton theory; was one of the reviewers for Libb Thims’ Human Chemistry (2007) offering
physicist and
the intuitive suggestion that human molecules move along paths of minimum Gibbs free energy.
theoretical
Co-winner of the 1995 Nobel Peace Prize.
chemist
Gabriel
Lozada
In his article “Entropy, Free Energy, Work, and other Thermodynamic Variables in Economics”,
(1959-) 2005 he takes aim at Stephen Gillett's 2002 theory of economic free energy, and attempts to prove,
via haphazard derivation, that "free energy is not related to economic value".
American
economicst

40.

|
In his essay “Human Values and the Second Law of
Thermodynamics”, he argues that human purposeful action can be quantified formulaically,
using the Gibbs function (as shown), arguing that energy and entropy are the two opposing
2005 forces involved in nature’s tendency to organize itself through the production of work and the
associated acts that are responsible for the flow of energy in social systems, of which economic
activity is central aspect and in which intellectual actions, such as speech, scientific productions,
poetry, and literary, etc., translate into “value flows” in the social systems, reflecting the
Dimitris
tendency of systems toward equilibrium, through the dispersal of wealth, income redistribution,
Keranis (1948-)
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Greek lawyer
and socialeconomist

41.

Mark Janes
(1973-)
English
chemical
engineering
student turned
biotechnologis
t

42.

Bertrand
Roehner
(1946-)
French
physicist

43.

44.

Thomas
Wallace
(c.1937-)
American
physical
chemist
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and decentralization of power, etc.; of which he argues, the flow of economic acts and value acts
are captured in Xenophon Zolotas’ 1981 economic and social welfare growth function.

|
| | |
| | His carbon entromorphology
theory is a human atom based scheme, which considers the human being to be a ‘type of
2006 gigantic carbon atom’ (Mr. Carbon Atom), and uses aspects of thermodynamics, particle physics,
and the atomic model logic (molecular orbital theory) to explain facets of humanity; an example
being his “soulatrophic” model of morality, in which state of humanity is positied to be evolving
to a future iron-like orbital structure of stability (similar to Pierre Teilhard’s omega point theory).

2007

His Driving Forces in Physical, Biological and Socio-Economic Phenomena (pgs. 74-75) touches on
the premise that Gibbs energy might quantify “metastable states” socially, e.g. Tsarist Russia.

| |
|
|
|
His book Wealth, Energy, and
Human Values, applies the basics of physical chemistry and chemical thermodynamics, in
particular the Gibbs equation (adjacent), to the modeling of the rise and fall of civilizations, in
2009 what he considers a ‘mechanistic-thermodynamic paradigm’; contains a good appendix on "The
Fundamentals of Thermodynamics Applied to Socioeconomics", which outlines a decent reaction
coordinate depicted initial state / final state view of mechanism-based society reaction
processes.

During the Moriarty-Thims debate (part one, comment #61), on the question of whether or not
an arrangement of students in a field has a "thermodynamic entropy", gave the following
satirical and pejorative summary of the thesis of American electrochemical engineer Libb Thims
Philip
(1995) in regards to the Gibbs free energy of human molecules (people):
"To suggest that your thesis is that the laws of thermodynamics "govern human existence" is a
grossly misleading understatement. Your thesis (such as it is) is that there are quantum
Moriarty
mechanical, chemical bonds between humans which can give rise to "human reactions" and that
2009
(c.1965-)
there are enthalpic/entropic contributions to a "human" free energy function. I was going to
Irish thermal
walk away from this - and leave you to your delusions - until your deeply unfair attack on Frank
and
Lambert. To attempt to belittle someone in a very public forum as you did is both despicable and
nanomolecular
unforgivable."
physicist
In short, according to Moriarty, a thermal physics professor of six years, to conceive that there is
such a thing as a "human free energy function", such as theorized formulaically by the
individuals in this table, is a "delusional" point of view?
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45.
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Surya Pati
(1983-)
Indian chemist
and business
management
theorist

|
|
Explain how single people with higher Gibbs free energy
2009 (adjacent equation) are “more restless” and thus resultantly tend to form a bond with another
person to “stabilize” themselves; also speculates on how activation energy, entropy, and
enthalpy apply to human relationships.

(add overview)

Recent attempts
In 2011 article “Noisy Naming Games, Partial Synchronization, and Coarse-graining in Social Networks”, American
mathematicians C.C. Lim and Weituo Zhang, attempt to incorporate entropic effects in their model, and in doing so
come to define Gibbs free energy as follows: [2]
“Gibbs free energy is taken here to represent a good measure of overall social tension, arising from the ways in which
different possibly overlapping subgroups choose and maintain differing opinions.”
A more detailed look into the paper will be
needed to better discern the validity of
this approach. In the 2012 article
“Scientific Elan Vital: Entropy Deficit or
Inhomogeneity as a Unified Concept of
Driving Forces of Life in Hierarchical
Biosphere Driven by Photosynthesis”,
Japanese genomics of photosynthetic
organisms researcher Naoki Sato
positioned to introduce the concept of
“entropy deficit” (a type of entropy
antonym) to be the new unified driving
force of the biosphere, arguing that:
“Although free energy is evidently the
driving force in biochemical reactions,
there is no established relationship
between metabolic energy and
spatiotemporal organization of living
organisms, or between metabolic energy
and genetic information.”

Background

Count

Physical chemist/Chemical physicist

7

Chemical engineer

6

Thermodynamicist (Chemical/Statistical/Mechanical)

5

Chemist

4

Sociologist/Economist/Mathematician

4

Physicist

4

Physicist-Engineer

2

Physical biologist/Physiologist

2

Engineer (Materials science/Civil)

2

Philosopher

2

Psychologist

1

A work-in-progress count of the academic backgrounds of human free
energy theorists (at the 39 person level).

A number of issues exist, however, in Sato's article (as discussed in his Hmolpedia biography), the foremost of which
is that he seems to be unaware of the historical thinkers in the above table and moreover unaware of Gilbert Lewis'
definition (above) of the "driving force" for isothermal-isobaric reaction conditions, a definition which is not confined
to cellular reactions (reactions inside cells), but is a "universal rule" governing all freely-running reactions on the
surface of the earth (those we see around us), which includes cellular, social, population dynamics, and evolution
described systems. [3]

See also
● Human free energy tables
● Hwang free energy principle
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Networks” (abs), Network Science Workshop, June, pgs. 25-29.
3. Sato, Naoki. (2012). “Scientific Elan Vital: Entropy Deficit or Inhomogeneity as a Unified Concept of Driving Forces
of Life in Hierarchical Biosphere Driven by Photosynthesis” (abs), Entropy, 14(2): 233-51.
4. Schroeder, Daniel V. (2000). An Introduction to Thermal Physics (pg. 150). Addison Wesley Longman.

Further reading
● Jantsch, Erich. (1975). Design for Evolution: self-organization and planning in the life of human systems (human free
energy, pg. 103). G. Braziller.

External links
● Free energy and economic resources (2011) – AndrewGelman.com.
● Economic free energy (2011) – Entsophy.net.

Human free energy of
formation
In human thermodynamics, human free energy of formation or free
energy of formation of a human at standard state is the standard Gibbs
free energy of formation of a given individual human molecule (person)
or human molecular configuration, such as a society (bound state of
humans), or couple (dihumanide molecule), etc., in a given state of
existence (time), or newly formed adult, such as during the point of
detachment synthesis (birth), as would be listed on a standard free
energy table (or human free energy table); in short, it is a summation of
the past energies and entropies that went into the formation or synthesis
of a given human in a given state of existence.
An artistic rendition of relationship between
Gibbs free energy G and the formation,
History
“creation”, or synthesis of a human (human
German polymath Johann Goethe seems to have been the first to outline molecule) from standard state atoms and
the complexities behind the notion of attempts at calculating a "human
molecules of the periodic table and earlier
free energy of formation", although discussed in the language of
earth conditions; from American physicist
"chemical affinities" A, which relates to free energy G, via the GoetheDaniel Schroeder’s 2000 Thermal Physics
Helmholtz equation. Specifically, in a discussion letter to his friend,
textbook, who comments: [2]
“To create a [human] out of nothing and
German composer Carl Zelter, Goethe stated: [1]
place it on the table, the magician need not
“What man, what society dare express such sentiments? seeing that we summon up the entire enthalpy, H = U + PV.
cannot easily known anyone from his youth up, nor criticize the rise of his Some energy, equal to TS, can flow in
spontaneously as heat; the magician must
activity. How else does character finally prove itself, if it is not formed by provide only the difference, G = H – TS, as
the activity of the day, by reflective agencies which counteract each
work.”
other? Who would venture to determine the value of contingencies,
The original text and depiction, to note,
impulses, after-effects? Who dare to estimate the influence of elective
showed a "rabbit", but, nevertheless, the
affinities? At all events, he who would presume to estimate what man is, same principles apply.

must take into consideration what he was, and how he became so. But
such barefaced pretension are common, and we have often enough met with them; indeed they are always recurring,
and they must be tolerated.”
In other words, the energies and entropies of events, reactions, activities, etc., that precede a person need to be
accounted for in the "estimation" of the free energy of formation of a given person in a given state.
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American physical chemist Martin Goldstein, in his 1993
section "Entropy of a Mouse", argues that to determine the
free energy of formation of a mouse, we need to ask: [3]
“What net energy and entropy changes would have been if
simple chemical substances, present when the earth was
young, were converted into [the mouse]. To answer this
question, we must determine the energies and entropies of
everything in the initial state and final state.”

In 1993, American physical chemist Martin Goldstein
penned a chapter section entitled the “Entropy of a
Mouse”, wherein he outlined the idea of what is
means for a animate chemical species or for that
matter a so-called animate entity, such as a mouse (or
a human) to have a free energy value in a given state:
[3]

“To apply thermodynamics to the problem of how life
got started, we must ask what net energy and entropy
changes would have been if simple chemical
substances, present when the earth was young, were
converted into living matter [as in the formation of a mouse] … to answer this question [for each process], we must
determine the energies and entropies of everything in the initial state and final state.”
This very same logic, by extrapolation, can be applied to
humans, in the calculation of the standard human free energy
of formation.

In other words, the as seen on the affinity table page, showing the Gibbs free energies of formation for different
biochemical species, such as Fructose (218 kgcal), molecular formula C6H12O6, gives way to the idea that this logic can
be extrapolated upward to calculate the standard Gibbs free energy of formation for different types of proto-life
entities, chemicals, or molecules, such as a mouse.
The above logic, as outlined by Goethe and Goldstein, that one can calculate the elective affinities or, the
modern equivalent, the energies and entropies of the reaction mechanism steps involved in the formation or
synthesis of an animated entity such as a mouse, gives way to the view that each person can be viewed, likewise, as a
"molecule" (human molecule) or chemical species (human chemical species) with a measurable human molecular
formula, as has been recently calculated (Sterner and Elser, 2000; Thims, 2002, New Scientist, 2005). The basic idea
that each person was formed during a great process, involving a large number of mechanistic steps, was first outlined
in 1789 by French philosopher Jean Sales, with his statement:
“We conclude that there exists a principle of the human body which comes from the ‘great process’ in which so many
millions of atoms of the earth become many millions of human molecules.”
This premise constitutes what is called the "human molecular hypothesis" (akin to the atomic hypothesis). The basics
of the idea of the "human free energy tables" was first outlined in American chemical engineer Libb Thims' 2007
Human Chemistry textbook, as a subject to be worked out in the future; the first stepping stone of which is to study
the approaches (and pitfalls) of the 500+ thinkers on the HT pioneers timeline-table, so to get basic framework as to
how people historically have attempted to calculate the energies, entropies, internal energies, enthalpies,
temperatures, pressures, volumes, and free energies of humans.

Issues
A number of salient issues arise in this framework, one being the notion of standard state, namely that if the reaction
is traced back through evolutionary time, starting say at about the moment of the nebular hypothesis, pressures and
temperatures would not have been at standard state.
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1. Goethe, Johann and Zelter, Carl F. (1892). Goethe’s Letters to Zelter: with Extracts from those of Zelter to Goethe
(elective affinities, 457). G. Bell and Sons.
2. Schroeder, Daniel V. (2000). An Introduction to Thermal Physics (pg. 150). Addison Wesley Longman.
3. Goldstein, Martin and Goldstein, Inge F. (1993). The Refrigerator and the Universe: Understanding the Laws of
Energy (section: Entropy of a mouse, pgs. 297-99). Harvard University Press.

Human free energy table
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In hmolscience, human free energy table, or
“human thermodynamic data table”, is a
thermodynamic data table that lists the
enthalpy of formation, Gibbs energy of
formation (see: human free energy of
formation), and entropy of each person in a
given formation state of existence, of a given
social system of people, country, and and or the
global population. [1]

Overview
In 1946, Percy Bridgman, amid the Harvard
"what is life debate?", stated his so-called
Bridgman paradox, i.e. that one theoretically
cannot calculate thermodynamic data variables
for animals or humans, because to do so, one
would have to "destroy" the organism;
Bridgman's statement on this as as follows: [2]

Above is a mock “human free energy table” showing the thermodynamic
data quantities for a selection of 13 hypothetical people, wherein the
names of the “organic substances” from Raymond Chang’s 1998
thermodynamic data table (Ѻ) have been replaced with a random
selection of popular 2015 baby names (Ѻ), shown with the symbol male
(m), female (f), or other (o). As of 2000, human molecular formulas have
been calculated; and attempts, historically, a smattering of attempts have
been made at gauging the other variables: ΔH°f (human enthalpy), ΔG°f
(human free energy), and S° (human entropy), albeit not in “mol” units,
as “hmol” is a near-virgin theoretical concept.

“How can we compute or even evaluate the
entropy of a living being? In order to compute
the entropy of a system, it is necessary to be
able to create or to destroy it in a reversible
way. We can think of no reversible process by
which a living organism can be created or killed: both birth and death are irreversible processes. There is absolutely
no way to define the change of entropy that takes place in an organism at the moment of death.”

In 1957, English electrical engineer and physicist Keith Burton made the first thermodynamic table for so-called
"biochemical species", showing the free energy of formation for about 100 biochemical species. [4] In 1993, Martin
Goldstein discussed the difficulties involved in calculating the entropy of a mouse, via the standard procedures used
to calculate the entropies of simple molecules; the following is a condensed excerpt his discussion: [1]
“To apply thermodynamics to the problem of how life got started, we must ask what net energy and entropy changes
would have been if simple chemical substances, present when the earth was young, were converted into living
matter [as in the formation of a mouse] … to answer this question [for each process], we must determine the
energies and entropies of everything in the initial state and final state.”
In circa 1995, American electrochemical engineer Libb Thims, as a student in his chemical thermodynamics
engineering class, conceived of the idea of people reacting together would fit on a standard thermodynamic data
table; the notion was largely a curious puzzle at this point (see: Thims thought experiment), and for some years; the
following is a mock rendition of this conceptual thought experiment:
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(add discussion)
In 2000, Daniel Schroeder, in his An Introduction
to Thermal Physics, included a diagram, a
human-modified version shown adjacent, that
explains the “creation” of a rabbit (or human) in
chemical thermodynamic terms, namely that: [3]
“To create a rabbit [or human] out of nothing
and place it on the table, the magician need not
summon up the entire enthalpy, H = U + PV.
Some energy, equal to TS, can flow in
spontaneously as heat; the magician must
provide only the difference, G = H – TS, as work.”
An artistic rendition of Daniel Schroeder's 2000 diagram showing that
synthesis a human, all one needs is to is to add a certain amount of
In 2007, Libb Thims, in his Human Chemistry,
"energy, equal to TS, [which] can flow in spontaneously as heat" into the
following dialogue on the near trivial simplicity
system, thereby allowing for a negative free energy of formation. [3]
of Helen Fisher and her four personality type
pair matching scheme at Chemistry.com dating site, outlined the future idea of a human free energy table; as follows:
[1]

“In human chemical terms, however, the only true way to find the absolute most reactive pure match is by
constructing a free energy table of the world’s population. This would be analogous to Goethe’s affinity table of 1809.
Moreover, through the use of chemical kinetics, one can also pre-determine how fast reactions will go, when certain
love reactions will end, which pairs will debond, etc.
In the future, science will be able to tell a young child, for example, that he or she, based on their human molecular
data sets, will be predisposed with the tendency to have three to five main love reactions in the course of their life or
conversely that he or she will be predisposed with the tendency towards having one main love reaction lasting
through their life course. These reaction predictions, of course, will depend on the human molecules involved.”
Then, following digression on how affinity tables (Geoffroy, 1718) turned into free energy tables (Lewis, 1923), Thims
stated:
“In the coming millennium, we propose that someone will construct a digitized, complete, and exacting world
encompassing, human affinity table, updated on the microsecond, able to categorize the rapports of billions of
human molecules. That is, it will be possible for a willing and interested person to consult human affinity tables, or
technically ‘human thermodynamic tables’, to see the energetic rankings of those human molecules with which he or
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she will be most apt to bond to or react with, as well as those human molecules for which chemical reactions would
be extremely disfavored. The time, frustration, and mental repercussions of having gone through malformed, nonfavored, or troubled reactions will be spared.
Once the inquisitive user puts themselves in the physical proximity of the other, the reaction would be
irresistible. For the most intimate of personal reactions, one will be able to select the most chemically and
thermodynamically matched person on the face of the earth to react with, such that no other human molecule would
have the power or affinity to displace the one most potent, at least within the equilibrium confines the reaction
window.”
Thims, to note, at this point, above, however, was not exactly clear that reactions are both thermodynamically
controlled AND kinetically controlled, i.e. the timing and trajectories have to be "right" as well has being
thermodynamically favored.

Human affinity table
See main: Human affinity table

In 1796 to 1808, German polyintellect Goethe made a conceptual "affinity table" of reacting people for his Bergmanbased novella Elective Affinities (1809), aka the Goethe affinity table, which is shown below, itself built from the
physical chemistry principles of the Bergman affinity table (1775), which is based on and derived from logic and
principles of the Geoffroy affinity table (1718), which in turn derive from the principles and logic Newton's last and
final "Query 31":

Goethe, in short, suppositioned that every person on the planet can be ordered on an affinity table, each person's
reaction tendencies ordered with respect to everyone else on the planet, in decreasing order, one has to thereby
have an deep understanding the 1876 chemical thermodynamics work of Willard Gibbs, being that Gibbs energy is
the modern way of measuring elective affinities, i.e. the micro attractions and repulsions between people (or
chemicals), as proved by Helmholtz in his 1882 "On the Thermodynamics of Chemical Processes"; which is about what
Libb Thims did as explained previously.
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Human
intermaxillary bone
In science, the human intermaxillary bone refers
to the premaxilla bone anterior to the maxilla
bone found in the upper jaw of amphibians,
reptiles, and mammals. [1]

Etymology
The term “intermaxillary bone” was introduced by
German physician Johann Blumenbach (17521840). [1] Synonyms include: premaxillary bone,
os incisivum, os intermaxillare (Os intermaxillary),
premaxilla, and Goethei. [8] The discovery of the
bone in humans is generally credited to German
polyintellect Johann Goethe (1784); although, to
note, recent research has shown that Frenchman
naturalist Pierre Broussonet (1779) and physician
Vicq d'Azyr (1780) also, independently, using
different methods, identified the intermaxillary
bone. [8]

Evolution
In the mid-18th century, Dutch physician Petrus
Camper (1722-1789) proposed the Biblicallyfriendly theory, which quickly became dogma,
that the anatomical difference between man and
animal was the missing intermaxillary bone in
man, this being the distinguishing feature
between man and monkey. [2] Against the
prevailing Camper theory, German polyintellect
Johann Goethe, found, by "reflection and
coincidence", the intermaxillary bone in the
human skull, thus giving anatomical evidence of
an evolutionary connection between man and
animals. Goethe pronounced his discovery in a
missive to his associate Johann Herder from Jena,
27 March 1784, at night:

Four images showing a tree-dimensional view of the intermaxillary
bone of the human skull. Other figures from Goethe’s collection shown
the same arrangement in the skull of an ape and in a variety of
domesticated and wild animals. [5]

“I have found neither gold nor silver, but something that unspeakably delights me—the human Os intermaxillary! I
was comparing human and animal skulls with Loder, hit up the right track, and behold—Eureka! Only, I beg of you,
not a word—for this must be a great secret for the present. You ought to be very much delighted too, for it is like the
keystone to anthropology—and it’s there, no mistake! But how?”
This certified in Goethe the belief that there is no fundamental difference whatsoever between man and apes a
theory that Herder would expound upon in his Ideas for the Philosophy of History of Humanity (1784–91). [9] The
premaxillae show an increasing tendency in the primate line of evolution to fuse with the maxillae and at the same
time to become relatively reduced in size. In humans they can be recognized in the embryo, but in the normal adult
skull they tend to have lost their separate identity.
To present his anatomical discovery to Camper, Goethe choose to use as an intermediary his good friend German
author Johann Merck (1741-1791) who was in contact with Camper. [4] But Merck delayed the requested forwarding
of the manuscript, belittled Goethe and the significance of his treatise considerably in an accompanying letter, did
not forward Camper's replies, and in the meantime even took advantage of Goethe's treatise for his own
publications. It was only late that Goethe became aware of the scheming and mean behavior of his "good friend",
and he felt disappointed and betrayed by Merck.
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Author S. Hellmich (1982) argues that this evil doing of Merck, in part,
went into the character of Mephistopheles—the spirit who always plans
evil and always denies—of Goethe’s Faust. [2] Goethe held back the
publication of his studies On the Premaxilla of Humans and Animals (Über
den Zwischenkiefer des Menschen und der Tiere) for decades; publishing
his results in 1820 as part of his fourteen volume collected scientific
papers. [3] Three sketches of the human intermaxillary bone were
published by Goethe in 1831 (volume 15, part 1, Nova Acta Leopoldina).
[1] According to Carl Becker, as discussed in his 2003 book A Modern
Theory of Evolution, Goethe had “discovered the evolution of the human
being from the ape”, a concept that prior to him had only existed as a
metaphor in occult tradition: the ape representing man untransformed
by alchemy. [6]

Other
In 1965, German evolutionary biologist (powered chnopsologist)
Wolfgang Schad (Ѻ), in his “Damming in the Human Skeleton”, expanded
on Goethe's intermaxillary bone work, via comparison with embryology
and sheep skulls.
A 1920 rendition of Goethe searching for an
discovering the human intermaxillary bone,
by Russian artist Dmitrievich Ezuchevsky
(1880-1928). [7]
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In science, human machine, which is nearly synonymous with the "human
motor", refers to the consideration or modelling of a human as a machine,
views about which vary per century, from the pressure-driven automatons of
ancient Greece, to comparisons humans to neurological-like watermills in the
18th century, to the late 19th century views of treating works as machines
and attempting to get optimal efficiency out of them, to the computerized
terminator premises of the modern day. [1]

Overview
In 1637, French natural philosopher Rene Descartes introduced the dominant
version of the animal machine hypothesis. Descartes, in his Meditations
(1641), gave his view as follows: [6]
“The bird or dog which we imagine as it flies or runs, that its act is conducted
by thinking, willing and so on, is not so actuated. Its movements are in truth
just the running of a wound-up clock. So likewise with many of our motions,
yours and mine. And as a clock composed of wheels and weights observes
not less exactly all the laws of nature when it is ill-made and does not tell the
house as well as when it is entirely to the wish of the workman, so in like
manner I regard the human body as a machine so built and put together of
bone, nerve, muscle, vein, blood and skin, that still, although it had no mind,
it would not fail to move in all the same ways as at present, since it does not
move by the direction of its will, nor consequently by means of the mind, but
only by the arrangement of its organs.”
In his post-humorous Of Men (De Homine), Descartes gives his final views on
the matter: [6]
“I repeat I want you to regard these functions as taking place naturally in this
machine because of the very arrangements of its parts, neither more nor less
than do the movements of a clock or other automaton from the weights and
wheels, so that there is no need on their account to suppose in it any soul
vegetative or sensitive or any principle of life than its blood.”
French inventor Jacques Vaucanson famously made a 1737 flute player
automaton and in 1738 a tambourine player and digesting duck automaton.
In 1747, French physician-philosopher Julien la Mettrie, inspired by
Vaucanson's automaton's wrote, in his The Human Machine, the following:
[2]

A human automaton, with gears
exposed, a human machine example. [4]

“It thus appears that there is but one type in the universe, and that man is the most perfect example. He is to the
ape, and to the most intelligent animals, as the planetary pendulum of Huygens is to a watch of Julien Leroy. More
instruments, more wheels, and more springs were necessary.”
In the 1850s, German physicist Gustave Hirn conducted experiments where he treated or modeled the human as a
machine and attempted calculation of the mechanical equivalent of heat of humans. In 1950, American
mathematician Norbert Wiener commented the following:
“Certain analogies of behavior are observed between the machine and the living organism, the problem as to
whether the machine is alive or not is, for our purposes, semantic … if we use the word ‘life’ to cover all phenomena
which locally swim upstream against the current of entropy, we are at liberty to do so; however, we shall then
include many astronomical phenomena … it is my opinion, therefore, best to avoid all question-begging epithets such
as ‘life’, ‘soul’, ‘vitalism’, and the like, and say merely that machines [and] human beings [are] pockets of decreasing
entropy in a framework in which the large entropy tends to increase.”
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Here one can begin to see a glimpse of the
thermodynamics-based human molecule point of view,
aka human chemical thermodynamics, which would
eventually supplant the human machine model, namely
that once one, in the post-1990s years, during which time
human mass composition data sets and tables began to
become readily available, begins to dig into the query of
applying entropy, enthalpy, and free energy analysis to
human movement, the model of a human as a reactive
chemical structure comes quickly to the fore.

Psychology
In 1897, Russian physiologist Ivan Pavlov published his
The Work of the Digestive Glands, and soon thereafter,
circa 1901, developed his “conditional reflex” stimulus
A diagram of French natural philosopher Rene Descartes'
response bell-ringing / salivating theory of digestive
machine view of the human.
behavior in dogs. In 1913, building on Pavlov’s model,
American psychologist John Watson founded the so-called behaviorism school with the publication of his “Psychology
as the Behaviorist Views It”, wherein he argued that there is no dividing line between man and brute, that behaviorist
psychology can be viewed as an objective experimental branch of natural science wherein structure is explained in
physico-chemical terms, whereby the theoretical goal is prediction and control of behavior, and in which generally he
outlined a outlined a machine-like reflex-arc model of behavior:
“That the organism is a machine is taken for granted in our work. The only point we insist upon is that the machine
be made not too simple to perform the multitudinous demands which the behaviorist must take upon it. There has
been a strong tendency on the part of the biologists to assume that the mechanisms are exceedingly simple.”
This is what is sometimes called machine-like deterministic behavior, according to which the human is viewed as a
machine, albeit one not too simple, wherein, in Watson's view, the "findings of psychology become functional
correlates of structure and lend themselves to explanation in physicochemical terms." [5]
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In science, human mathematics is the study or use of pure mathematics
or mathematical theory applied to humans, human behavior, or
problems, phenomena, or subjects in the humanities.

History
In circa 1845, Scottish mathematical physicist and engineer William
Rankine penned "The Mathematician in Love". In 1854, English
mathematical philosopher George Boole (1815-1864) published his An
Investigation of the Laws of Thought on Which are Founded the
Mathematical Theories of Logic and Probabilities, in which he utilized
Boolean logic to example human thought processing operations. In
1881, Irish mathematical economist Francis Edgeworth published his
Mathematical Psychics: An Essay on the Application of Mathematics to
the Moral Sciences, the beginning of his long career in the subject, is said
to be book was notoriously difficult to read, outlines a “tentative study”
of the creative applications of mathematics to economic or moral issues.
Edgeworth aruges that mathematical psychics, or rather ‘psychological
mathematics’ (or mathematical psychology) in a modern sense, can be
divided into pure and applied, wherein he attempts formulation on
concepts such as a quantity of pleasure, principles of maximum energy,
and a calculus of feeling, among others. In circa 1972, American
mathematical psychologist John Gottman applied mathematics to the
study of marriage dynamics.

An equation overlay artisitic depiction of
human mathematics: the application of
mathematics to questions of human concern,
such as how the mind operates, love,
economics, morality, etc.

Strogatz
In 1986, American applied mathematician Steven Strogatz completed his PhD at Harvard in with a dissertation on the
“The Mathematical Structure of the Human Sleep-wake Cycle”. [1] Strogatz followed this up with the 1988 article
“Love Affairs and Differential Equations”, wherein he does some of the first differential equation formulation for the
equation of love and in which he explains how he teaches students about ordinary coupled differential equations
using examples of variations of levels or ratios of love and hate, similar to the Gottman stability ratio, in Shakespearestyle Romeo and Juliet type relationships. [2] Much of Strogatz’ applied human mathematics logic is presented in his
2003 book Sync: the Emerging Science of Spontaneous Order, in which he attempts to explain things such as
“synchronal or simultaneous flashing of fireflies”, why women roommates often find their menstrual cycles to sync,
the triggering of riots, fads, and mass hysteria, to the synchronicity of the solar system in possible relation to dinosaur
extinction, among other subjects. [3]
In 2009, Strogatz published “Energy Landscape of Social Balance”, in which he
and his colleagues, Seth Marvel and Jon Kleinberg, to take a stab at deriving a
mathematical version of a "social energy landscape", the synopsis of which is:
“the shifting of alliances and rivalries in a social group can be viewed as arising
from an energy minimization process.” [4]

Other
In 2010, Spanish mathematical economist Jose-Manuel Rey published his “A
Mathematical Model of Sentimental Dynamics Accounting for Marital
Dissolution”, which builds on the work of John Gottman, to attempt to
formulaically and graphically explain marital dissolution using a metaphorical
version of the second law to indicate that “indicate that the feeling of
attachment in a relationship ‘cools down’ (thermal word) as time evolves—
unless energy in form of effort is supplied to keep things alive.”

See also
● HM pioneers
● The Mathematician in Love
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Human mole
In science, a human mole is one molar unit of humans or human molecules. The actual agreed upon number for the
number of one human mole is not yet solidified, but it is assumed to be above that of the Dunbar number.
See also
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● Hmol
● Hmol science
● Human molar
● Human molecular science
● Human molecular
● Hmolpedia
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Human molecular
In science, human molecular, a conjunction of ‘human molecule’, the atomic definition of a person, and ‘-ar’,
meaning ‘of or relating to’, refers to terms and topics related to the subject of the human molecule. The two main
human molecular subjects being human chemistry, defined in 1875 by American scientist Henry Adams as ‘the study
of the attraction and repulsion of equivalent human molecules’, and human thermodynamics, defined in 1952 by
English physicist C.G. Darwin as ‘the study of systems of human molecules’.

See also
● Molecular evolution table
● Human molecular orbital
● Human molecular formula
● Human molecular spin
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In engineering, human molecular engineering is
study and application of the hmolsciences, namely
human thermodynamics, human chemistry,
human physics, and human mathematics, to the
engineered design of human affairs and
arrangements, with the implicit assumption that
humans are "molecules", which can, in theory, be
successfully engineered, or social engineered,
similar to that which has been done successfully in
molecular engineering at the nanoscale. The
following 1921 view by English radiochemist
Frederick Soddy, from the opening of his lecture
on Cartesian economics, gives a cogent angle into
A depiction of human molecular engineering: the application of the
the ideal nature of human molecular engineering: principles of engineering, in particular chemical engineering (right), to
[1]
design and study of human molecules (left), a CPK human molecule
shown, and their social combinations; a subject that tending towards

“It is just because the application of the every-day the use of the extrapolate up approach.
principles of engineering to the animate engine
[humans] offers such a powerful corrective to the make-believes of the economic systems of society that I have
ventured to address you on the subject.”

namely the application of engineering principles—chemical engineering principles in particular—to humans,
economically and socially, which he now define as "animate molecules" or human molecules, as opposed to the older
animate engine classification scheme, which as of 2011 is now the standard engineering thermodynamics textbook
definition of human. [15]

Early views
In human molecular engineering, people are explicitly defined as “molecules” or specifically 26-element, human
molecular formula based, reactive-animate "human molecules". Human molecular engineering, as compared to
“molecular engineering”, which is the design and manufacture of molecules at the nanoscale, can be qualified as
molecular engineering at the human molecular scale. [5] The following 1922 comment by self-defined “human
chemist” American editor Thomas Dreier might well capture some of the theme of human molecular engineering,
though in rather simple terms: [6]
“It flashed into my mind the other night that an executive is like a chemist. He has a laboratory stocked with seventyeight elementary chemicals. With that stock he can make absolutely every substance needed in his daily life if he
possesses the necessary knowledge to combine the elements.”
Drier here conceiving of people as different types of reactive "chemicals" or “human chemicals” analogous elements
of the periodic table; he would later go onto consult with Harvard chemist Gustavus Esselen (We Human Chemicals,
1948) on these theories. This was a common mindset in the early 20th century. The same usage can be found in
English-born American chemical engineer and industrial executive William Fairburn, who in his 1910 booklet Human
Chemistry, in indoctrinated the science of "human chemistry", which he defined as the analysis and synthesis of the
reactions resulting from combinations of human chemical elements (workers), according to which the foreman or
manager of a factory is the "chemistry" or human chemist, who must thus study the principles of chemistry, e.g.
entropy of people, to intelligently facilitate the reactions of his employees and work groups, according to which he
developed the general chemical philosophy outlook:
“No human chemical can ever be truly happy in his work unless he is fitted by nature for the work he is performing.”
In 1919, however, about 81 elements were known, and it was in this year that American physician George Carey, in
his Chemistry of Human Life, famous stated, in a rather prophetic manner, that: [2]
“Man's body is a chemical formula in operation.”
Carey, here, is giving deep insight into what would become in the 21st century the subject of human chemical
thermodynamics, namely that no longer are humans simply defined as a type of reactive "chemical element", but
rather the elements that comprise a person can be written as a formula—a “human chemical formula” to be specific,
first calculated in 2002 by American limnologists Robert Sterner and James Elser—but more to the point that a
human is molecular formula "in operation" as he says, which a loaded term for the chemical, physical, and
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thermodynamical "operation" of the dynamics, interactions, and reactions of people defined as human molecules.
This is a huge jump in the insight of human thinking, nearly a
century ahead of its time.

Pritchett experiment | Human chemical
engineering
In 1906, American astronomer and MIT president Henry
Pritchett, in his “Large vs. Small Colleges” talk, during the
21st annual meeting of the New England Association of
Colleges and Preparatory Schools, called for or rather
alluded to the desire to have a science able to predict or
speculate on the nature of human chemical reactions (see:
Pritchett
son A
son B
theory) so as to facilitate the counceled guidance and or
(small college)
(large college)
(1857-1939)
placement of students, according to his or her own unique
nature, in college, particularly in regards to going to a large or small college, and comments rather tellingly that,
because this type of applied engineered science was not yet available to him, he was thus forced to play the role of
unguided experimenter and thus conducted an experiment along these lines with his own sons, sending one to a
small college, the other to a large college, during the course of which, into the middle of the reaction, he quantified
his experiment, by querying each son as to social network count. The full statement of which, after introduction by
association president William DeWitt Hyde, is as follows: [1]
The President [William DeWitt Hyde]:
“President Pritchett has assumed a fatherly relation over all institutions, large and small, and from his point of
observation we shall be glad to have some contribution to this discussion.”
President Henry S. Pritchett, of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology:
“Mr. President, I had meant to be only a listener here, and I have been much interested in the discussion of this
matter which has been had so far. My own correspondence with educational institutions for the last six months has
led me to understand that each American college is a peculiar institution. The president of each one of these
institutions has carefully explained to me by letter that this was true. As long as this is true, it naturally follows that
wherever a man may go he will find a certain environment which has its peculiar advantages and its peculiar
opportunities. In the Institute of Technology the matter of numbers does not enter in the same way in which it enters
in the ordinary large college. Although it has some 1,500 students, what is called the entering class is thrown much
together. After the men begin to differentiate, they separate into 13 courses, so that the men who may take, let us
say, marine engineering, are thrown naturally together. In this case we have here a natural grouping of students.
Since you have been so good, however, as to refer to my fatherly relation, I may say that I have as a father tried
two practical experiments in this way, which is one of the attractions of being a father. I sent one boy to a small
college, one of the old colleges, Hamilton, which I think might well be selected as a type of a small college. I sent a
second boy, who was preparing to be an engineer, to take his college course at Harvard.”
In modern human chemical reaction theory formulation, the following might well depict the mechanism of these two
separate reaction experiments:
Experiment A

Experiment B

where SA and SB are sons A and B, CS and CL are the small college (Hamilton) and large college (Harvard), SA≡CS and
SB≡CL are the encounter complexes (see: collision theory), one might say, and SAm and SBm are the modified "adult"
sons after finishing college, respectively. Pritchett continues:
“I was somewhat interested to see how this matter of social relation worked itself out. The result of this practical
experiment was this: The boy who went to a small college joined a fraternity, in which he found 12 or 15 men who
became his close intimates, and with whom almost all his friendships were contracted. He knew the 100 other men in
the college, or the 125 other men, but apparently knew them only as a man knows another student passing him day
by day. I had the other boy sit down a few evenings ago, and, taking the Harvard catalogue, make out a statement of
the number of men whom he knew intimately, the number of men whom he knew fairly well, and the number of men
with whom he had a speaking acquaintance. He made out that he knew 115 men well, that he knew 225 men fairly
well, that he had a speaking acquaintance with 300.
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The fact is, where you discuss this problem of the relative advantages of a small and a large college, you are
making use of that interesting intellectual process which is known in algebra as the solving of indeterminate forms.
This does not mean equations that cannot be determined, but equations that have an infinite number of solutions. In
a word, you are discussing a question to which there is no definite answer.

There are men who would be better off in a small village than in a large town, if you had some
sort of human chemical reaction to determine in advance which man's nature was suited to the
smaller place and which to the larger.
There are boys, undoubtedly, who would do better in a small group of men than in the larger college world of a
great university or a large college. But there is no human way of finding out that fact, and in the long run the great
rewards and the larger opportunities, it seems to me, are very apt to lie just as they lie in the comparison between a
small city and a large one. There is added security perhaps, greater safety, greater conservatism in the smaller place.
There is a larger opportunity in the larger place, with a larger population. So long as those two conditions hold it will
always be impossible to tell whether the boy will do the better in the one place or in the other.
Three claims have been introduced as making strong reasons for choosing smaller colleges. One of these is the
argument that the small college is the safer place, because it is usually in a small and isolated community. I do not
think there is anything in that argument, because I have always noticed that wherever you locate a college in a small
town, in order to free a student from temptation, there is always some wicked place about ten or twenty miles away
to which these fellows are very apt to go. In the second place, the argument which is made for a more intimate
relation between student and student is one which again, I think, has little significance. A boy in a large college will
have also his intimates, and so far as my boy's experience goes, will have more. The third argument which is made is
the closer contact between teacher and student. There, I think, is a real point— a real advantage in favor certainly of
smaller colleges as against some larger colleges; but that again is a point which is purely a matter of organization. It is
just as possible to bring 2,000 students in contact with professors who shall be strong, who shall be influential, who
shall be inspiring, as it is to bring 300 students into contact; but in order to do it you must have more professors, you
must have a larger faculty, you must have better facilities; and these are not always provided. And so it seems to me
that when a small college provides really fine men in a large proportion to its student body, it does offer in that
respect certain real advantages. On the other hand, if you contribute a proportionately large number of men to a
large student body, you have offered practically the same advantage. And so you find yourself once again, it seems to
me, face to face with a problem which is practically insoluble in any particular case.”
In sum, Pritchett, if he were able to come forward in time a century, might well be apt to use or consult a "human
molecular engineer", who in turn would use chemical engineering thermodynamics principles, to facilitate or
"determine in advance", using chemical reaction prediction methods, the choice or direction as to Pritchett giving
counseled engineered guidance as to the question of which college, large or small, to send each of his two sons to,
and experiment that he was forced to "conduct" on his own, as he says, because the subject of "human chemical
reaction theory" was not yet a central science in his day. Said another way, just as German polyintellect consulted the
"affinity tables" to engineer the reactions of the chapters of his novella, via use of human affinity table methods, so
to would the modern thinker turn to human free energy theory, and hence free energy tables for human chemical
reaction calculations, to engineer reactions of one's children.

Social engineering | Leaders
A number of civil leaders, prime
ministers, presidents and or
legislators have can loosely be
classified as physical science based
social engineers or human
molecular engineers, depending.
The foremost of these include
John
Woodrow
Thomas
Iranian mechanical engineer and
James Madison
Mehdi Bazargan
Witherspoon
Wilson (1856Wallace
thermodynamicist Mehdi Bazargan
(1751-1836)
(1907-1995)
(1723-1794)
1924)
(c.1937-)
who became the 75 prime minister
of Iran and who in his political reforming efforts and leadership conceived of a society run by thermodynamic
principles, such as outlined in his 1956 Thermodynamics of Humans. The following, to exemplify, is a view expressed
in his circa 1980 article the 'Cause of Movement and Life': [16]
“In general, an object in a given force field will, of necessity, behave in a calculable and predictable way. For any
object, whether a stone, a plant, or a human society, force means movement.”
In modern terms, this "force field", in societal terms, is what American engineer Willard Gibbs classified in the 1870s
as the isothermal-isobaric "force function", in other words Gibbs free energy differentials (see: human free energy).
In 1769, American political theorist James Madison (1751-1836), the so-called “father of the constitution” and
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America’s fourth president, according to John Q. Stewart, was said to be studying a primitive form of social physics a
Princeton. [17] Madison, as Stewart points out, was a student of Scottish-born American John Witherspoon (17231794) a signatory of the Declaration of Independence and 6th president of Princeton University, who in turn was a
noted interpreter of the political philosophy of French theorist Charles Montesquieu, notable for his “hot climates” /
“cold climates” theory of human behavior, who in turn had been deeply influenced by the celestial mechanics work of
Isaac Newton. Stewart comments on this: [18]
“There can be no question of the fact that, in early Princeton, physics cooperated with politics in a sort of analogical
double play, Newton to Witherspoon to Madison.”
Stewart supports this argument with the following quote from Witherspoon:
“The noble and eminent improvements in the natural philosophy, which have been made since the end of the last
century, have been far from hurting the interests of religion; on the contrary, they have promoted it. Why should it
not be the same with moral philosophy, which is indeed nothing else but the knowledge of human nature? … perhaps
a time may come when men, treating moral philosophy as Newton and his successors have done natural, may arrive
at greater precision.”
This quote, of course, brings to mind the 1808 "moral symbols" theory work of German polymath Johann Goethe,
and also the 1789 "moral movement" theories of British philosopher John Stewart (no relation to John Q. Stewart).
Stewart also credits Woodrow Wilson (1856-1924), another Princetonian, America’s 28th president, as being an early
pioneering thinker in social physics/social mechanics, citing the following quote by Wilson in his writings on the
Constitution: [17]
“[The checks and balances between Congress, the President, and the Supreme Court are] a sort of unconscious copy
of the Newtonian theory of the universe [in which] every free body in the space of the heavens … is kept in its place …
by the attraction of bodies that swing with equal order and precision about it.”
A more recent example includes American college president: Thomas Wallace and his 2009 appendix section “The
Fundamentals of Thermodynamics Applied to Socioeconomics”.

Social engineering
In 1894, Dutch industrialist Jacques van Marken (1845-1906), in one of
his essays, introduced the term "social engineers" (sociale ingenieurs),
based on the idea that modern employers needed the assistance of
specialists — "social engineers" — in handling the human problems of
the planet, just as they needed technical expertise (ordinary
engineers) to deal with the problems of dead matter (materials,
machines, processes). [7] An 1897 summary of this call, by English
economist Henry Wolff, is as follows: [8]
Dutch industrialist Jacques Marken (1845-1906)

“M. van Marken perceived that there was much amiss in the social
coined of the term "social engineering" and
world, which called for amendment. And he became the first avowed "social engineer" in the 1890s, a calling aimed at
"Christian socialist" of his country. The harvest was, however, too
improving what is amiss in the social world.
great for one husbandman. So he pleaded for a new calling to be taken
up by public-spirited men, a calling which ho christened "social engineering." There are some "social engineers" at
work now, and they are reaping results.”
There does not, to note, seem to be any sort of physical science theory basis to this term, at this point in history. One
of the first hmolscience-based uses of the term comes from American physicist and engineer Arthur Iberall who, in
his 1974 book Bridges in Science: from Physics to Social Science, states the following: [3]
“It is the possible development of theory (e.g., kinetic theory or sociophysics) and practice (e.g., social engineering)
that may be useful for men.”

Econo-engineering
In 2008, Romanians econphysicist Gheorghe Savoiu and sociophysicist Ion Siman commented the following about a
newly emerging field of what they refer to as econo-engineering: [4]
“After 2000, econophysics has matured enough to allow generalized applications, their field being called sometimes
econo-engineering.”
This seems similar, in a subdivision sense, i.e. in the sense of Dutch-born American mathematician, theoretical
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physicist, economist Tjalling Koopmans 1947 definition of an economic agent as a human molecule.

Recent
The following passage from the 2006 edition of Turkish mechanical engineer Yunus Cengel and American mechanical
engineer Michael Boles' Thermodynamics: an Engineering Approach (see: Cengel-Boles human thermodynamics):
“The arguments presented here are exploratory in nature, and they are hoped to initiate some interesting discussion
and research that may lead into better understanding of performance in various aspects of daily life. The second law
may eventually be used to determine quantitatively the most effective way to improve the quality of life and
performance in daily life, as it is presently used to improve the performance of engineering systems.”
motivated a third-year Turkish undergraduate mechanical engineer, specifically Hmolpedia member: Turnkey13, into
a desire to come to America to complete a master’s degree in on a topic related to thermodynamics of human
existence and experience, namely in the field of human thermodynamics.

Dark social engineering
The late 19th century Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels theory based
communism model, based loosely on a mixture of simple thermodynamics
ideas and evolution models, tested in Russia, which in some version
employed human atom models, is one example of social engineering gone
awry. This is sometimes classified as "communist social engineering".
Canadian foreign affairs scholar Kathleen Csaba, in her 1996 chapter “Pavlik
Morozov: A Soviet Case Study of ‘Dark’ Social Engineering”, classifies the
engineered solution to the problem of educating and bringing up a new
generation of citizens, loyal to the communist party, in the post 1917
revolution years, as an example of “dark social engineering”. [10]

Social engineering | Failures

A "men in bread line" statue, a classic icon
of social engineering gone wrong, as
typified in the so-called "dark social
engineering" that occurred in the post
1917 revolution years in Russia.

The early 20th century theories of American engineer Howard Scott and his
Technocracy group, based loosely on some of the work of American
engineer Willard Gibbs, advocated currently by a small following in
America, is another example of a type of social engineering that ended in
failure. The general issue with Scott's attempt to engineer bureaucracy
based on technology, is that he really didn't have a deep understanding of
the thermodynamics, having only a superficial understanding of Willard
Gibbs' chemical thermodynamics, but nevertheless was overzealous in his
attempts to implement his theories, such as his idea of "energy currency".

Etymology
In 2013, the term “human molecular engineering” began to be used in the University of California, Berkeley article
and in the two cultures department article.

Fiction
Russian writer Yevgeny Zamyatin’s utopian society OneState, a futurism-type engineered society, based partially on
notions of entropy and evolution, is classified by Bruce Clarke as a type of social engineering scenario. [14]
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Social engineering |
Information fishing
The term "social engineering", in
information technology and security,
has come to mean, in certain circles,
the art of manipulating people into
performing actions or divulging
confidential information. [12] This
usage, however, seems to be the
reverse of the original Marken
definition sense of the term.
American IT security theorist
Christopher Hadnagy’s 2010 Social
Engineering: the Art of Human
The recent books: Social Engineering (1996), Social Engineering: Can Society be
Hacking, gives an overview of
Engineered in the Twenty-First Century? (2008), and Social Engineering: the Art of
elicitation, pretexting, influence and
Human Hacking (2010) give a few examples of usage of the term "social
manipulation all aspects of social
engineering", albeit the latter used in a different context, in the "malicious" or
engineering in regards to the hacking deceptive sense of the term. [9]
of information from people using
ploys and the study of common reaction patterns; Hadnagy defines social engineering as the “art or science of
skillfully maneuvering human beings to take action in some aspect of their lives.” [13]

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“Early views of [Bertalanffy] systems approaches saw them as prologue to social engineering where individual choice
is abstracted and human beings are relegated to the role of molecules bouncing around in a social petri dish.”
— Debra Straussfogel (2000), “World-Systems Theory in the Context of Systems Theory: An Overview” [11]

See also
● Human engineering thermodynamics
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In human chemistry, the human molecular formula is
the chemical formula for one human, showing the total
number of elements that comprise the typical 150pound person, in which view the person is defined
"human molecule" or "human chemical", among other
names, such as human chemical element, human
chemical species, human particle, etc. There are two
types of formulas, one the "empirical molecular
formula", showing the ratios of elements in proportion
to the smallest element, according to percent mass
composition, second the "molecular formula", showing
numbers of all the elements present in the molecule.

Earliest views
The earliest views of what humans were comprised
of—stemming largely from the ancient Egypt, namely
the circa 3100 Heliopolis creation myth (see: Nun
Top: a physicochemical view of the synthesis of a human, each
cosmology)—held that humans were made of clay
person having a Gibbs free energy of formation (see: human free
energy of formation), according to the views of, e.g. Norman
(see: clay creation theory) and given the breath or
Dolloff (1975), Martin Goldstein (1993), Daniel Schroeder (2000),
spirit of life (see: creation by breath) to become
and Libb Thims (2010). Bottom: a depiction of the new 21st
animated (alive). A depiction of this logic is shown
century human molecular formula based view of humans as
below left, in which the god Khnum (seated right) is
reactive "molecules" with a measured 22- or 26-element,
shown forming the first two humans from clay on his
depending, molecular formula, as found in the following three
potter's wheel after which they are given the breath of textbooks: Ecological Stoichiometry (2002), by American
life by having the goddess Isis point the ankh or "key of limnologists Robert Sterner and James Elser, Human Chemistry
life" at their mouth, which thus gives them the power (2007), by American electrochemical engineer Libb Thims, and
of animation.
Advanced Engineering Thermodynamics (2011), by Indian-born
American mechanical engineer Kalyan Annamalai and American
Seventy-five percent of the modern world can
mechanical engineer Carlos Silva, the latter citing Thims’ human
trace their belief that they are alive to this potter's
molecular formula definition, all tracing their origin to French
wheel theory (see: comparative mythology and
philosopher Jean Sales 1789 "human molecular hypothesis" in his
religion). Though belief in the Egyptian gods and
goddesses has long been forgotten, the belief in life or The Philosophy of Nature: Treatise on Human Moral Nature. [25]
the theory of life (and in many cases afterlife) has strongly been retained in the modern person's belief system, the
repercussion of which is that nearly all people, religious and non-religious, still presently believe they are "alive" in
spite of the fact that this concept does not corroborate with modern chemistry and physics. As English physiologist
Charles Sherrington put it frankly in 1938: "chemistry does not know the word life." [24] The reconciliation or rather
solution of this seeming paradox, sometimes called the great problem of natural philosophy, is what is referred to as
the defunct theory of life perspective (2009) with its repercussion life terminology upgrades (2012).
In circa 500 BC, Greek philosopher Xenophanes (c.570-c.475BC) held that "all creatures that come into being are
earth and water." [21]
In circa 450 BC, Greek philosopher Empedocles originating the first standard model of physics, according to which the
universe was comprised of four elements: fire ( ), earth ( ), air ( ), water ( ), meaning that humans are
entities made of four elements, whose interactions were governed by two forces: philia (●→|←●), i.e. attraction (or
love) and neikos (←●|●→), i.e. repulsion (or hate). The various tissues of the body, according to Empedocles, were
comprised of various proportions of these elements: blood contained equal amounts of all four; bone is four parts
fire to two parts of water and earth, and so on. [21] This can loosely be said to be the first groping at the idea a
human molecular formula. In circa 375 BC, Greek philosopher Plato held that humans were made by gods "out of
earth and fire". [21]

Early chemical views
In circa 1790s, French chemist Antoine Lavoisier, supposedly, hypothesized, determined, or experimentally measured
that humans are comprised of primarily three elements carbon, hydrogen (inflammable air), and oxygen: [20]

Human = f{C, H, O,}
In 1899, English physiologist John Thornton stated that there were 72 elements known in chemistry and that 14 of
these enter into the composition of the human body: oxygen, carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen, sulphur, phosphorus,
chlorine, sodium, potassium, calcium, magnesium, iron, fluorine, and silicon; and noted that other elements, such as
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manganese and lead, have sometimes been found in small quantities. [11] In formulaic terms, at the turn of the 20th
century it was known that a human had the following generalized 14-element molecular formula:

Human = f{O, C, H, N, S, P, Cl, Na, K, Ca, Mg, Fe,
Fl, S}

26-elements

Chemical
formula

C:N:P ratio

Henry Osborn
(1857-1935)

George Carey
(1845-1924)

Alfred Redfield
(1890-1983)

In 1916, American sociologist Carl Kelsey, in his The Physical
Basis of Society, stated the that the human body is composed
of ten elements with the following percentages: [35]
“The human body contains carbon, 13.5 percent; hydrogen, 9.1
percent; oxygen, 72 percent; nitrogen, 2.5 percent;
phosphorus, 1.15 percent; sodium, 0.1 percent; calcium, 1.3
percent; magnesium, 0.001 percent; iron, 0.01 percent and
traces of silicon and fluorine.”

In 1916, American anatomist, zoologist, and paleontologist
Henry Osborn, in his The Origin of Life: On the Theory of Action, Reaction and Interaction of Energy, stated that there
were 26-elements that entered into the structure of what he called "elementary living phases" as follows:
“The earliest fitness we discover in the bacteria or monad is the fitness of grouping and organizing different kinds of
energy—the energy of molecules, of atoms, of electrons as displayed in the twenty-six or more chemical elements
which enter into life.”
In 1919, about 81 elements were known, and it was in this year that American physician George Carey, shown
adjacent, in his Chemistry of Human Life, famous stated, in a rather prophetic manner, that: [2]
“Man's body is a chemical formula in operation.”
Carey, here, was the first to state that not only that the elements that comprise a human can be written as a formula
but more to the point that a human is molecular formula "in operation" as he says. This is a huge jump in the insight
of human thinking. In 1925, American chemist Edwin Slosson, in his section on the chemistry of creation and atomic
turnover, stated that: “We care nothing, really, for the particular atoms of carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, and nitrogen
that make up what we mistakenly call ourselves.” [9] Thus, according to Slosson, a human would be characterized by
the following generalized 4-element molecular formula:

Human = f{C, H, O, N}
In 1934, American oceanographer Alfred Redfield (1890-1983), shown adjacent, published his “On the Proportions of
Organic Derivations in Sea Water and their Relation to the Composition of Plankton”, in which he found that the
atomic ratio of carbon, nitrogen, and phosphorus found in ocean plankton is: [14]

C:N:P = 106:16:1
This has since come to be known as the “Redfield ratio”. [15] The extrapolation of this methodology up to humans
would be the publication of an article along the lines of “On the Proportions of Organic Derivations in North America
and South America and their Relation to the Composition of Americans and Brazilians”. In any event, Redfield
followed his C:N:P ratio work up with his 1958 American Scientist article “The Biological Control of Chemical Factors
in the Environment”, which, according to American ecologist Peter Vitousek (2002), is the pioneering article
ecological stoichiometric analysis. [16] It was this element ratio work of Redfield that led to the first calculation of the
molecular formula for a human by American limnologists Robert Sterner and James Elser in 2000 (see below). In
1970, South African scientist Samuel Gorvy, in his The Living Entity, may have given some type of formula of an
organism, or man as “chemical molecule” or human molecule (check). [34] In 1972, American scientist Earl Frieden
published his “The Chemical Elements of Life” article in Scientific American, in which he supposedly gave a table in
which a human is comprised of 16 elements: [12]

Human = F{O, C, H, N, Ca, P, K, S, Na, Cl, Mg, Fe, Cu, Mo, Zn, I}
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Towards the late 20th century, scientists
began to categorize these dozen-and-ahalf or so listing of elements that comprise
a human into the format division of "main
elements" and "trace elements".
In 2001, to exemplify, Portuguese
chemists J.J. da Silva and English chemist
Robert Williams made what they termed a
"biological elements period table", as
shown adjacent, captioned as the
“distribution of elements essential for life A 2001 periodic table listing of elements found to
have function or possibly have function in
in the periodic table”, which lists thirty
total elements, 11 bulk elements, 14 trace animate organisms. [13]
elements, and 7 possibly essential trace:
[13]
● Bulk elements: H, C, N, O, Na, Mg, P, S, Cl, K, Ca
● Trace elements: B, F, Si, V, Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, Cu, Zn, Se, Mo, I
● Possibly essen al: As, Br, Sr, Cd, Sn, Ba, W
found in animated organisms. The labeling of "elements essential for life", to note, is an anthropocentric-religiousmythology slant to the picture; whereas, correctly, the table should be labeled as "elements found to have function in
animate organism", being that there is no such thing as a "living" atom, molecule, chemical, or atomic geometry (see:
defunct theory of life). A recent 2012 blog post by a chemistry teacher called Gibby, comments the following: “You
are what you eat. But do you recall munching some molybdenum or snacking on selenium? Some 60 chemical
elements are found in the body, but what all of them are doing there is still unknown.” [17] This unsourced
statement, however, seems to be on the high end; the general rule is that an element has to be found to have a
specific active function in the human body if it is to be included in the molecular formula for that body.

Sterner-Elser empirical molecular formula | 2000
See main: Sterner-Elser human molecular formula

On 18 Apr 2000, or circa thereabouts, inspired by the earlier 1934-1958 C:N:P ratio plankton composition work of
American oceanographer Alfred Redfield, the first calculation of the empirical molecular formula for an average
human was done by American limnologists Robert Sterner and James Elser who determined the following 22-element
human empirical molecular formula for an average human: [2]

(Sterner-Elser)
[empirical]

H375,000,000O132,000,000C85,700,000N6,430,000Ca1,500,000P1,020,000S206,00
0Na183,000K177,000
= Cl127,000Mg40,000Si38,600Fe2,680Zn2,110Cu76I14Mn13F13Cr7Se4
Mo3Co1
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In 2002, Sterner and Elser officially published this "formula" or
"chemical formula in operation", as Carey (1919) called it, in the
opening pages to their Ecological Stoichiometry textbook, shown
adjacent. This new "textbook" definition of a person, defines a
human as a 22-element molecule. Sterner and Elser give the
following synopsis of what this “formula” means in regards to the
"new view" of what exactly a human is: [3]
Robert Sterner

“This formula combines all compounds in a human into single
abstract ‘molecule’. The stoichiometric approach considers whole
organisms as if they were single abstract molecules. Organisms
can be thought of as complex evolved chemical substances that
interact with each other and the abiotic world in a way that
resembles a complex, composite, chemical reaction. This formula
for the ‘human molecule’ [allows one] to think about how every
human represents the coming together of atoms in proportions
that are, if not constant, at least bounded and obeying some
rules.”

Ecological Stoichiometry (2002)

James Elser

This "every human represents the coming together of atoms" seems to bring to mind French philosopher Jean Sales'
prophetic 1789 statement:
“We conclude that there exists a principle of the human body which comes from the great process in which so many
millions of atoms of the earth become many millions of human molecules.”
from his The Philosophy of Nature: Treatise on Human Moral Nature, which, of course, initiated the human molecular
hypothesis. In 2008, Sterner commented the following, to American electrochemical engineer Libb Thims, about their
calculation: [5]
“I have attached the spreadsheet used to construct that formula for a human molecule in our book. My copy of the
spreadsheet is dated April 18, 2000. I cannot say exactly when we made the calculations. That date might have to do
with some modification of the figure or some other edit. At any rate, it gives an indication.”
The date of 18 Apr 2000 thus marks a paradigm shift in human thought: the first day, in the history of the universe, as
is known, that a molecule calculates its own molecular formula. The ramifications of this calculation are
unprecedented and will result in the coming millennium to bring about the follow-through of the Goethean
revolution, to say the least. On 26 Feb 2008, American electrochemical engineer Libb Thims emailed Sterner (and
Elser) about their ambiguous "while this is not strictly true" side comment:
"I want to ask you a question to clarify your point of view. My question is that on page two you state: 'the
stoichiometric approach considers whole organisms as if they were single abstract molecules' (this is good); but then
you state: 'while this is, of course, not strictly true ...' Could you please clarify you mindset, on the 'not strictly true'
part, so that I can present you view correctly in my [upcoming] book [The Human Molecule]."
Sterner's response is as follows: [18]
"Dr. Elser and I were trying to get across that by considering all elements to be part of one single, abstract molecule,
one loses all the information inherent in the actual distribution of elements within actual biomolecules."
Some, such as American civil-ecological engineer Jeff Tuhtan (2012), have taken the sentence addition fragment
"while this is not strictly true" to mean that Sterner and Elser "do not view a human as an abstract molecule", which
of course contradicts their explicit statement of "the stoichiometric approach considers whole organisms as if they
were single abstract molecules." [19] Whatever the case, Sterner and Elser seem to be the first to ever calculate the
molecular formula of a human.
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What exactly is a human?

Thims human molecular
formula

→
The second-known
calculation of both the
empirical human
Top: a circa 2002 off-the-cuff quickly-made
molecular formula
scratch-paper attempt of the calculation of
(formula showing the
the human molecular formula for a typical
smallest ratio of atoms)
human, i.e. a crude-version molecular
and the human molecular formula for a human, by American
formula (formula showing electrochemical engineer Libb Thims, using
all of the atoms present in a percentage ratio method; arrived at
during the writing of a three-volume
the molecule) was done,
unpublished manuscript, entitled Human
independently, by
Thermodynamics (see: publications,
American electrochemical unpublished section), following about
engineer Libb Thims in
seven years worth of thought on how to
2002, specifically in a
model human reproduction as a chemical
manuscript chapter to a
reaction (no analogy), of the form A + B →
C (where A is a man, B a woman, and C a
three-volume textbook
Human Thermodynamics, newly conceived child), in terms of the
spontaneity criterion. [10] Right: one of
in a chapter entitled
"Where Does One Go after Libb Thims’ early spread sheets (Ѻ), saved
as “human formula”, for the calculation of
Death?" on the question
the average human molecular formula,
of what happens when
shown online in 2005.
you die, in the context of
the conservation of energy and thermodynamics. To give a bit of preliminary, from 1995 to 2001, Thims had been
working on the famous elective affinities problem, in the form of how to predict the reaction feasibility of birth or
synthesis of a human using the Gibbs function reaction spontaneity criterion applied to the following human
reproduction reaction model:
A+B→C
where, during these years, Thims conceived of A as a male, B a female, and C a newly-synthesized detaching-fromthe-parential-structure child at about the age of fifteen. During these years, Thims gave little thought to atomicthinking, and generally considered A, B, and C to be humans, as one sees them and views them commonly and
colloquially, as biological organisms, so to speak. When, however, Thims began to pry deeper into the subject,
specifically by applying the first law of thermodynamics to the second one "dies" and no longer exists and began to
ask what exactly constitutes a person at the moment of death: the molecular view of the human emerged along with
a the view that a certain amount of the composition of a person is embodied, not solely in the physical body of the
person, but also in, obviously, material possessions, property, land ownership, etc., but more elusively in the form of
bond energy, in the thermodynamic sense, as Fritz Haber originally introduced the notion of bond energy in the guise
of Lewis thermodynamics and the ATP-powering reaction view or model. This query thus eventually led to the
development of theory of the human chemical bond and of human molecular orbital theory. In any event, during this
period of focusing on the query of what happens to a person at the point of death according to thermodynamics, a
subject generally known as cessation thermodynamics, Thims began ruminate on how to go about calculating the
molecular formula for an individual human, during which time, following several months of research, investigation,
and searching for mass composition tables of humans, Thims eventually produced, similar to Sterner and Elser, a
meta-analysis 26-element empirical human molecular formula as shown below: [4]

(Thims)
[empirical]

=

H2.5E9O9.7E8C4.9E8N4.7E7P9.0E6Ca8.9E6K2.0E6Na1.9E6S1.6E6Cl1.3E6
Mg3.0E5Fe5.5E4
F5.4E4Zn1.2E4Si9.1E3Cu1.2E3B7.1E2Cr98Mn93Ni87Se65Sn64I60Mo
19Co17V

Thims also calculated a human molecular formula, based on the empirical molecular formula, for an average 70-kg
(154-lb) human, the 2008 version of which is shown below: [1]
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(Thims)
[molecular]

CE27HE27OE27NE26PE25SE24CaE25KE24ClE24NaE24MgE24Fe
E23FE23
= ZnE22SiE22CuE21BE21IE20SnE20MnE20SeE20CrE20NiE20MoE
19CoE19VE18

Thims commented on this "formula", in
the 2002 manuscript:
"By describing the existence of a human in
this form we are by no means making
attempts to degrade our existence, we are
only trying to help elucidate our
understanding of this existence.”
In short, it became imperative in Thims'
mind to determine what exactly was the
fundamental particle definition of one
human at the moment of death, knowing
that both the laws of matter and energy
Libb Thims
The Human Molecule
Human Chemistry (2007)
conservation will hold; several months
(2008)
were spent doing research on how to go
about calculating the molecular formula for a human. Thims went on, from 2002 to 2007 to recalculate this formula
several times, as more accurate mass composition tables became available. [4] He would eventually define this
atomic view as bound state existence, on the physics model of the bound state.
In terms of publication, the 2002 manuscript chapter was only disseminated to a handful of people; in 2004 to
2005, a hundred copies of a 120-page manuscript entitled Cessation Thermodynamics, which contained the human
molecular formula, were given to a hundred people exactly who read the book and gave Thims feedback on the
model; in 2005, with the launching of HumanThermodynamics.com, the Thims calculations of the human molecular
formula were online; the first published book to included the formula was Thims' 2007 Human Chemistry, shown
adjacent, wherein chapter two entitled "The Human Molecule" contained the formula with discussion.
In 2008, after discovering that American historian Henry Adams used the human molecule viewpoint
significantly, such as in his 1910 A Letter to American Teachers of History, Thims began to do a more thorough
investigation into the history of this person = human molecule point of view. On 17 Feb 2008, after doing a Google
Book search on keywords "human molecule thermodynamics", Thims discovered the 2002 Sterner-Elser calculation;
Thims then emailed Sterner within the hour, who in turn attached to Thims his 2000 spread sheet date, as discussed
previously. [5] This finding, along with other findings, such as C.G. Darwin and Pierre Teilhard's human molecule
views, among others, resulted in the publication of the 2008 booklet The Human Molecule, a history of the subject of
the person defined as a molecule.

New Scientist | 2005
In 2005, in a New Scientist article entitled “That’s Life”, they give a publication for what they call a person's "chemical
formula", albeit an empirical one. The following is the 12-element empirical formula given in the New Scientist article
for a human: [7]

(New Scientist)
[empirical]

H15,750N31006,500C2,250Ca63P48K15S15Na10Cl6
= Mg3Fe1

____
_
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The 03 Dec 2005 New Scientist issue containing the article "That's Life", opening section shown
above, which gives a 12-element empirical molecular formula for a human. [7]

which they define as one's "chemical formula". The opening section to the article is as follows: [7]
"What chemical formula would accurately describe an adult human being, in terms of the relative distribution of
elements (including pollutants)? And what might be the formula for the first alien life form we encounter? One's
"chemical formula" depends on a number of factors, most notably whether we're talking about a he or a she. Male
bodies contain more water than female bodies, which have extra lipids. By weight, oxygen amounts to about twothirds of the body, followed by carbon at 20 per cent, hydrogen at 10 per cent and nitrogen at 3 per cent. Elements
originating from pollutants would only be present in trace amounts. If a human body were broken into single atoms,
we would arrive at an empirical formula H15750 N310 O6500 C2250 Ca63 P48 K15 S15 Na10 Cl6 Mg3 Fe1. The relative numbers of
atoms in this differ from the composition by weight because atoms have ..."
What is lacking in this calculation are some 10 to 14 elements shown to have active role in the internal functioning of
a person, such as are found in the Thims formula and the Sterner-Elser formula. This formula made it into the Q&A
physics forum. [8]

Ecology
In 2007, Americans ecologist
William H. Karasov and zoologist
and physiologist Carlos del Rio, in
their Physiological Ecology: How
Animals Process Energy, Nutrients,
and Toxins, utilize the Sterner-Elser
human molecular formula, and
discuss it, as shown below (left),
about which the summarize: [29]

(2007)

(2008)

(2010)

(2012)

In ecology, the three books to the left employ the Sterner-Elser human molecular

“The practitioners of biological
formula employing books, the book to the right, an ecological thermodynamics PhD
stoichiometry do not question the dissertation by Jeff Tuhtan, to the right employs the Thims human molecular formula, in
particular the concept of the fish molecule.
importance of physiology and
biochemistry, rather they attempt
to use the metaphor of living systems as molecules in an attempt to construct a minimal, but more complete,
ecological theory than one based on a single currency (energy, or carbon, or nitrogen).”
In 2008, the Sterner-Elser human molecular formula made it into an entry on the "biology of the elements", shown
below (right), in the five volume Encyclopedia of Ecology, albeit in an entry on ecological stoichiometry written
Robert Sterner and James Elser. [26] Sterner and Elser reproduce the same "Biology of the Elements" ecological
stoichiometry subsection in the 2010 collaborative book Global Ecology, edited by Danish ecologist and chemical
engineer Sven Jorgensen. [27]
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William Karasov and Carlos del Rio
Physiological Ecology
(2007)

_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_

Robert Sterner and
James Elser
Encyclopedia of Ecology
(2008)

American limnologists Robert Sterner and James Elser's 2008 and 2010 "biology of the elements" entry on their 22element molecular formula a human, which is re-worded slightly from their original 2002 entropy, e.g. they say "living
human" (2010) instead of "living human being" (2002); the distance themselves from the previous use of the term
"human molecule" (2002) and add in the term "analogy" (2010), which was not used in the original presentation. No
doubt these changes have something to do with the Hmolpedia entry on their work, previous discussion on the
implications of this formula with Thims in 2008, who does not consider this to be “analogy” but reality.
In 2012, American civil ecological engineer Jeff Tuhtan, in his thermodynamics of fish systems PhD dissertation,
inspired by American electrochemical engineer Libb Thims’ concept of the human molecule and fish molecule, citing
Thims' 2008 The Human Molecule, employs general thermodynamics of human molecule theory to aquatic
ecosystems, about which he comments in general: [30]
“The human species is but one of many. Viewed from a sort of universal microscope, we appear as but a vast
collection of molecules in motion. In our current state we are firmly attached to an Earthly substrate, feeding off the
energy gradient of the Sun. The fate of our chemical species is undeniably tied to the affinities and energies of
interaction required to maintain our evolving earth ecosystem. We live in a closed system. In order to understand the
nature of things, we must learn
more about both our reactions
and our products.”

Annamalai | Advanced
Engineering
Thermodynamics | 2011
In 2011, Indian-born American
mechanical engineer Kalyan
Annamalai, in his Advanced

The new 2011 thermodynamics textbook definition of a human,
based on American electrochemical engineer Libb Thims' 2002
calculation of the 26-element human molecular formula, in Indianborn American mechanical engineers Kalyan Annamalai, Ishwar Puri,
and Milind Jog’s Advanced Engineering Thermodynamics. [2]
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Thermodynamics Engineering, co-written with Ishwar Puri and Milind Jog, employed American electrochemical
engineer Libb Thims' 26-element molecular formula became the standard thermodynamics textbook definition of a
human, as follows:
“Humans may be called a 26-element energy/heat driven dynamic atomic structure.”
detailed in their section 14.4.1: Human body | Formulae. [22]

2013 | Forward
In 2013, American evolutionary paleontologist Neil Shubin, noted for his 2006 discovery of Tiktaalik, the so-called
missing link amphibian fish, citing the 2002 Sterner-Elser human molecular formula, published his The Universe
Within: the Deep History of the Human Body, in chapter two of which he opens to the following big bang to human
molecule 13.7 billion-year scenario:

Commenting about this, in end note commentary:
[33]

2013

2013

“This is of course not a true chemical formula, as
the ratios of elements in us [see: hmolscience
periodic table] compose not a single unique
molecule, like a crystal of salt, but a body
consisting of numerous different kinds of them.”
In 2013, Belgian psychologist David Bossens
published his Debates of the Hmolpedians, which
includes Thims human molecular formula. [31]

Religion
In 2013, the online Spanish chemistry news and
education outlet Triple≡Bond Chemistry
(triplenlace.com) published the article “Chemical Left a God vs Thims (compare: God vs Gibbs) labeled image from the
2013 Triple≡Bond Chemistry (triplenlace.com) article “Chemical
Formula of a Human”, citing the Sterner-Elser
Formula of a Human”, showing the religious implications of human
human molecular formula (2000) and the Thims
molecular formula work. Right: the 2013 Debates of the Hmolpedians
human molecular formula (2002), illustrated with by David Bossens, on the philosophical implications of human
the following "hand of god" stylized painting—a
molecular formula theory.
protein molecule play on Michelangelo’s circa
1512 fresco "The Creation of Adam"—alluding to the inherent religion-overthrowing implications in such a view. [36]
Namely, is it free energy differentials, defined by chemical thermodynamics, or the hand of God, defined by the Bible,
that created or rather synthesized humans?

Harkup
In 2013, English chemist Kathryn Harkup (Ѻ), using the incorrect “59-elements in humans” basis, from John Emsley’s
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The Elements (1989), commented: “I'm sure you have all wondered what the empirical formula would be for a
human. Well, wonder no more. With invaluable help from John Emsley's book "The Elements" and a calculator I have
spent a sunny afternoon working it out”, then gives the following 59-element empirical formula for a human, using
Hill order (which is a non-functionable ordering system at this size): [37]

Harkup then comments, hastily, the time-honored regurgitation statement: “Of the 59 elements detected only 23 are
essential for life (although the role of some such as Si is still debated)”; as to passingly imply that 36 of the above
elements, e.g. arsenic (As) "a poison", rubidium (Rb) a "muscle toxin", tungsten (W) a toxin found near waste sites,
which causes "respiratory" problems in animals, lead (Pb) a "poison" common to children, aluminum (Al) a "toxin",
etc., were somehow organism-functional working elements in humans; which is not the case. Maybe she should have
spent more time then a "sunny afternoon" working on her formula calculation?

BioNumbers | Harvard
In 2015, BioNumbers, Harvard Medical School's database of "useful biological numbers", began listing both the
molecular formula and empirical molecular formula for a human, per citation of Thims (2002):

The 2015 entries for “molecular” [left] (Ѻ) and “empirical” [right] (Ѻ) molecular formulas for an average human, in Harvard’s
Medical School’ BioNumbers, per citation of American electrochemical engineer Libb Thims 26-element “human molecular
formula” (see: Thims human molecular formula (2002); compare: Sterner-Elser human molecular formula (2000), a 22element formula).

(add discussion)

Hanson’s | Human formula | For dummies
On 6 Apr 2015, American biologist science writer Joe Hanson (Ѻ), of the PBS digital studios “It’s OK to be Smart”
YouTube Channel, who defines himself as a “curious group of atoms” (Ѻ), used the 2013 NPR.org citation (Ѻ), of Neil
Shubin’s 2013 book citation [The Universe Within: Discovering the Common History of Rocks, Planets, and People], of
the Sterner-Elser human molecular formula (a 22-element empirical human molecular formula), to make a 7-min
“The Recipe For Life …” (Ѻ), in which he cobbles together a smattering of internet sources, e.g. Ed Uthman’s 2000
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“Elemental Composition of the Human Body”, listing 59 elements comprising one human (itself crudely based on John
Emsley’s The Elements), to firstly state that we can put a human in a blender:

From which the following 32-element human periodic table, according to Hanson's oversimplified (incorrect) analysis,
results:

Incorrect | 32-elements

Correct | 26-elements

Hanson's periodic table is incorrect, in that there are six elements listed, namely: Sr, Ba, W, Cd, As, Br, not a
functional part of the molecular formula of a existive human. On 7 Apr, Hanson’s video got picked up by Richard Gray,
of DailyMail.co.uk, which became the headline story “Recipe for a HUMAN revealed: Biologist calculates the chemical
formula for a person” (Ѻ), resulting in near tabloid reporting of facts.

See also
● Evolution timeline
● Great chain of being
● Human molecule
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● Molecular evolution table
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Human molecular
hypothesis

Human molecular hypothesis

In chemistry, human molecular
(1789)
hypothesis, a precursor to human
molecular theory, is the hypothesis that a “We conclude that there exists a principle of the
human body which comes from the great process in
human is a type of large "molecule",
which so many millions of atoms of the earth become
termed a "human molecule", or "atoms
many millions of human molecules.”
fitted together", in the original 1649
coining of the term molecule by 1649 by
French thinker Pierre Gassendi, which has
been synthesized, over time, from a great French polymath Jean Sales who in 1789 introduced the basics of human
process. Dutch-born American
molecular hypothesis, in his conclusion that the "human molecule", or
mathematician, theoretical physicist, and "molécule humaine" in the original french, came about form a "great process"
in which the atoms of the earth combined to form the human molecule. [1]
economist Tjalling Koopmans, in 1947,
seems to have been the first, in the 20th
century, to state something along the lines of a human molecular hypothesis: [3]
“While it was long possible and sometimes tempting for physicists to deny the usefulness of the molecular
hypothesis, we economists have the good luck of being some of the ‘molecules’ of economic life ourselves, and of
having the possibility through human contacts to study the behavior of other ‘molecules’.”
The actual term "molecular hypothesis", to note, is a mid 18th century term, generally tracing to the work of Italian
chemist Amedeo Avogadro’s and his 1811 “Essay on a Manner of Determining the Relative Masses of the Elementary
Molecules of Bodies and the Proportions According to Which they Enter Into These Combinations”.

18th century
The history of the so-called "human molecular theory", the postulate that a human is a molecule, originated in the
works of French philosopher Jean Sales who in 1779 published the first volume of his multi-volume opus The
Philosophy of Nature: Treatise on Human Moral Nature, which over the years grew and expanded, supposedly going
through seven editions, increasing in size to include up to a dozen volumes. In the 1789 edition, Sales outlined the
basics of human molecular theory, with his statement:
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“We conclude that there exists a principle of the human body which comes from the ‘great process’ in which so many
millions of atoms of the earth become many millions of human molecules.”
In summarized form, the conclusion posits, based on Sales natural philosophy theory, that:
(a) a human is molecule.
(b) the name of this type of molecule is ‘human molecule’.
(c) this human molecule was formed through a ‘great process’ over time.
(d) the precursors or reactants to this great process were the atoms of the earth.
This is very advanced even form modern times, many modern-day scientists considering this view to be
pseudoscience and crackpottery. The next big thinker was German polymath Johann Goethe who in 1799,
independent of Sales (1789), gleamed the view humans are large types of reactive chemicals whose interpersonal
reactions are governed by the laws of affinity reaction, as detailed in Swedish chemist Torbern Bergman's 1775
physical chemistry textbook A Dissertation on Elective Attractions. Goethe published the finalized version of his
human molecular theory in his 1809 scientific novella Elective Affinities. [2]

19th century
Thinkers into the nineteenth century to have employed human molecular theory include: Alphonse Esquiros (1840),
Hector Berlioz (1854), Hippolyte Taine (1869), Alphonse Esquiros (1840), Henry Adams (1885), and Max Leclere
(1894), Vilfredo Pareto (1896), to name a few.

20th century
Thinkers into the nineteenth century to have employed human molecular theory include: Yves Guyot (1903), Thomas
Dreier (1910), George Perris (1911), George Carey (1919), Tjalling Koopmans (1947), mentioned above, Gustavus
Esselen (1948), C.G. Darwin, (1952), Robert Nisbet (1970), to name a few.

21st century
Thinkers of the twenty-first were the first to expand on human molecular theory by calculating the human molecular
formula for the average human, such as: Robert Sterner (2000), James Elser (2000), and Libb Thims (2002), among at
least one other.

See also
● HMS pioneers (timeline of the 100+ human molecular theorists)
● Atomic theory
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Human molecular orbital
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In human chemistry, a human molecular
orbital is the time-accelerated movement
pattern a human, viewed as a human
particle, defined by the 90 percent
probability region, over the surface of the
earth, of finding the nuclei-electron
components of particle. [1] The logic of
using the human molecular orbital concept
in theorizing about human bonding is
called human molecular orbital theory.
This point of view is one facilitated by
utilizing the advanced intelligence
perspective, referring to the study of
human interactions from an observational
vantage point in space somewhere, the
way humans study reactions in a a reaction
vessel in which the atoms and molecules
are moving at speeds many times greater
in magnitude that the observer.
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Depiction of a human molecular orbital showing of the 90 percent probability
region of a person's location over the surface of the earth, the person
considered as a human particle, shown inside of American anthropologist
Edward Hall's 1966 conception of 'reaction bubbles' (a type of personal space),
according to which the probability region boundary is defined as one's
thermodynamic boundary. [1]

History
Form 1995-2001, American chemical engineer Libb Thims had been studying the free energy aspects of the basic
human combination reaction (man A meets woman B, they bond in a relationship, and conceive of a child C):

A+B→C
Thims focus concerned the initial state of the reactants (A + B) as compared to the end state of the product (C).
During these years he particularly neglected the relationship couple AB formed during the reaction:

A + B → AB + C
assuming it to be a negligible intermediate in the mechanism. Sometime in late 2002 or early 2003, however, it
became clear that this component AB, the attachment of the two human molecules, in the form a dihumanide
molecule, needed a theory of pure chemical bonding to explain the attachment (husband-wife bond). Using standard
molecular orbital theory as a basis, Thims began to develop the logic that a chemical bond would begin to form
between two human molecules when an instance of orbital overlap would begin to reoccur, such as in if two people
worked at the same job and in that orbital began to develop a connection.

Transition state theory
The application of human molecular orbitals to the transition state theory, i.e. that any given reaction follows a
specific number of mechanism steps on going from reactants to products, crossing the activation energy barrier, a
point of over-stretched bonds, i.e. a heightened energy state, leads to an intuitive means for understanding human
molecular transition states. A typical diagrammatic representation of a human combination reaction is shown below,
using this methodology, in which two people meet in their school orbital, begin to interact or hangout at joint friend
orbitals, to eventually combine their once previous home nuclei into one fused nucleus (move in together):

Day one: Two people, i.e. human
molecules, Mx and Fy, meet in their
school orbitals, and begin to associate.

Other models

Day 90: The two human molecules
develop more orbital overlap (stability)
by hanging out at the houses of mutual
friends.

Day 365: The two human molecules fuse,
by combining their previous separate
nuclei into one (they move in together).
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The human molecular orbital model of bonding was followed by the ‘field particle exchange theory’ (2004), the
‘human chemical bond’ (2005), and the ‘dodecabond model’ of human chemical bonding.

See also
● History of chemical bonding theory
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Human molecular orbital
theory
In human chemistry, human molecular orbital theory is the
extrapolation of basic molecular orbital theory to the timeaccelerated description of human molecular structure, bonding,
and transition states, to develop the logic of the human molecular
orbital. [1]

Proxemics
The following 1966 quote by proxemics founder Edward Hall
alludes to the conception of how human molecules behave orbitally
or rather spatially similar to smaller molecules: [2]
“As more and more is learned about both men and animals, it
becomes clear that the skin itself is a very unsatisfactory boundary
or measuring point for crowding … like molecules that make up all
matter, living things move and therefore require more or less fixed
amounts of space.”

Diagram of the basic 'orbital structure' of a human
molecule, when the weekly, monthly, or yearly
This logic, representative of orbital theory, is captured in the earlier movement of a typical person, over the surface of
ideas of personal space and reaction bubbles.
the earth, is viewed at a sped-up pace.

History
Building on some of the proxemics work of Edward Hall and other recent personal space measurements, the first
version of human molecular orbital theory was worked out by American electrochemical engineer Libb Thims in 2003
(see: history). A few comparative models might be those of Mark Janes and his 2009 carbon atom model of his body
parts or possibly Jacob Moreno's 1949 social atom scheme.

Overview
The extrapolation of molecular orbital theory to the study of the structure, formation, and dissolution of chemical
bonds between human molecules is called human molecular orbital theory. When human movement, over the
surface of the earth, is viewed at a time-accelerated pace, such as viewing the total weekly, monthly, or yearly
movements of one person, via for example GPS tracking, in a sped-up five minute video clip, one begins to see an
orbital picture of human movement.
A molecular orbital, by definition, is the a solution of the Schrödinger equation that describes the ninety percent
probable location of an electron relative to the nuclei in a molecule and so indicates the nature of any bond in which
the electron is involved. In simple terms, it is understood that electrons (and molecules) act as both waves and
particles, tending to have orbital motions in their trajectories.
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A thermodynamic system / molecular bubbles depiction of a human
molecular orbital for one human molecule, or rather one person's
average daily trajectories and movements, viewed at a sped-up rate
of viewing. [1]
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Starting with the conservation of energy, which
assumes that the total energy of a system is equal to
the sum of its potential energy and kinetic energy, a
descriptive time-dependent 'wave equation' can be
derived which describes the movement or behavior,
and thus the structure, of the nuclei and electrons
that comprise an atom or molecule. This description
is particularly intuitive when electrons are shared
between two different atoms or molecules, creating
a chemical bond, which actuates as through the
means of an orbital overlap effect. The translation
of this logic to the bonding transition states of
human interpersonal interactions provides for a
robust means of understanding human chemical
bonding.
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Human molecular science
In science, human molecular science, or 'hmol science' in short, truncated to "hmolscience" (c.2013), is the study of
humans from the external atomic perspective.

Overview
The essential component of human molecular science is the view that a human being is purely an atomic structure or
technically a "molecule" (structure of two or more atoms). Subsequently, the human, viewed purely as a molecule (or
atomic particle) can be studied as a physical entity, no different than any other molecular (or atomic) entity in
science. Human molecular science, in concise form, is the scientific study of human molecules (or its derivative terms:
human particle, human chemical, social molecule, economic molecule, human atom, etc. The chronological listing of
the 75+ pioneers of this subject on the HMS pioneers page, gives a gist overview of the various issues encountered in
this subject of study. The following three captions summarize the differing viewpoints of HMS:

Cartoon
science?

(43% believe they
are not a molecule)

Hard science?

(57% believe they are a molecule)

(Sterner-Elser 2002 calculation for the empirical formula for one human molecule)

(NY Times cartoonish
depiction of a human
molecule)

(modern Thims-Hirata-Hwang human chemical reaction analysis)
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Some maintain,
strictly speaking, that
a human is not a
molecule, and
consider modeling of
humans as molecules
to be either
pseudoscience or
humorous fun.

Some maintain, strictly speaking, that a human is a molecule, and consider the modeling and
use of established scientific principles of molecular behavior, e.g. the laws of thermodynamics,
to be a wealth of future scientific advancement.

Branches
There are three main branches of human molecular science: human chemistry, the chemistry of human molecules,
human physics, the physics of human particles, and human thermodynamics, the thermodynamics of systems of
human molecules or human particles.

Perspectives
There are generally three points of view in regards to the perspective of human molecular science:
View

The subject is a contrived anathema that does not apply
(a) to humans; there is an ‘unbridgeable gap’ of separation
between the chemical world and the human world.
(b)

The subject is useful for teaching, but a human is not,
strictly speaking, a molecule.

(c) The subject is correct view of what a human is.

Representatives

(Wieland, 1810; Heilbroner, 1953; Fuller, 2005;
Wojcik, 2006)
(Muller, 2006)
(Goethe, 1809; Thims, 2002)

The following 2006 interview quote by Venezuelan chemical engineer and chemical thermodynamics professor Erich
Muller: [1]
“Obviously people are much more complicated than molecules—cartoon science is just a way to help someone
understand something. One molecule may form strong bonds to another of that some type but I would hope that
your decision to marry would be a little more complex than that!”
Muller's referral to human molecular science as a "cartoon science" highlights the ambivalence, or possibly fear (of
academic disgrace or loosing tenure), common to many human molecular theorists, which explains why the subject is
often perused after retirement (Adams, 1910; Darwin, 1952; etc.). What Muller calls a cartoon science, in interview,
differs greatly from the hard science he uses, in practice, in in his 1998 Chemical Engineering Integration and
segregation thermodynamics article "Human Societies: A Curious Application of Thermodynamics".

References
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February.

Human molecular spin
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In human chemistry, human molecular spin is the
intrinsic angular momentum of a human
molecule, i.e. a person, which continues to exist
even when the molecule comes to rest. [1] The
generalized noticeable effect of the spin of
humans is the daily rotation patterns that occur in
one’s human molecular orbitals. In simple terms,
if a person is blindfolded and put on a vast flat
surface, such as a salt flat, and told to move
continuously in a straight line, either by walking
forward or driving forward, while blinded, it is
found that the resulting path will be curled and
not straight.
In short, for human molecules moving about
on the surface of the earth, in their respective
daily orbitals or activity spheres, north of the
equator, the earth’s magnetic field lines go into
Generalized model of human molecular spin or the spin of a human
the ground, thus according to the right hand rule, molecule (person): (a) top left: a blindfolded swimmer going in circles,
movement will tend to be directed or "curled" in a (b) bottom left: a blindfolded driver going in circles, (c) right: a person
moving their average daily activity orbitals, school S, work W, friend's
clockwise direction (hence people tend to drive
houses F1 and F2, grocery store G, mall M, each connected to the
on the right hand side of the road); for human
nucleus of the home H, within each of which movement tends to be
molecules moving about on the surface of the
circular, contained by visual wave guides, e.g. walls, roads, sidewalks,
earth, in their respective daily orbitals or activity etc., operating clockwise or counter-clockwise, depending on whether
spheres, south of the equator, the earth’s
one is north or south of the equator, respectively, a process dictated by
magnetic field lines come out of the ground, thus field particle exchange or a combination of the electromagnetic force
according to the right and rule, movement will
and the gravitational force. [1]
tend to be directed in a counter-clockwise
direction (hence people tend to drive on the left hand side of the road). Thus, if movement patterns are tracked, say
at the workplace, over the course of a day, it is found that people tend to ‘feel’ comfortable moving clockwise, if they
work north of the equator, and counter-clockwise, if they work south of the equator.

History
The phenomenon of human curling motion was first documented by Austrian physicist Ernst Mach with his circa 1885
drawings of the “turning tendencies” of troop movements when lost in a snow storm at night without visual
direction. The theory that people or human molecules in their daily movement have a type of spin originating from
field particle exchange between humans and their environment, humans and the earth, which is in some way coupled
to the spin of the sun, which is in turn coupled to the spin of the milky way, which is in some way connected to the
trajectory of the local group towards the great attractor, was first outlined in manuscript form in circa 2004 by
American chemical-electrical engineer Libb Thims and published as three-page subsection in 2007. [1] A similar
theory of cosmically coupled spins is found in the circa 2003 work of Swiss-born American theoretical physicist
Nassim Haramein and his torus universe model. [2]

Human chemical bonding
In chemical bondings between people, in human molecular orbital theory, it is hypothesized that stabilizing bonds
result when paired spins are congruent in some way, and extended version of the Pauli exclusion principle for two
human molecules in the formation of a paired dihumanide molecule.

References
1. (a) Thims, Libb. (2007). Human Chemistry (Volume One) (human molecular spin, pg. 196, section: Human molecular
spin, 209-11). Morrisville, NC: LuLu.
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External links
● Spin (physics) – Wikipedia.
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Human molecular
theory
In science, human molecular theory refers to
the theory that a human is a molecule—a
structure comprised of two or more atoms.

History
See main: HMS pioneers

The term “human molecular theory” seems to
have been an Hmolpedia-coined term, first
used on 07 Jul 2010 on the atomic theory page
(see: version 10) to describe American
limnologist Robert Sterner and James Elser’s
2002 publication of the human molecular
formula. [1] In this context, French philosopher
Jean Sales’ 1789 coining of the term “human
molecule”, and his supposition that human
molecules arose through a “great process”
from the atoms of the earth, might well be
classified as the “human molecular
The premise or theory that a human is a "molecule" or "abstract
hypothesis”. [2]
molecule", with a measurable molecular formula, no different, advanced
animate and turnover rate properties aside, from any other molecule, e.g.
water, hemoglobin, etc., or more particularly animate molecule, e.g.
retinal, DTA, etc., is what is called human molecular theory.

Overview

A subset of atomic theory logic is 'human
molecular theory', the premise that humans
are made of atoms, ordered in specific arrangement, in the form of a dynamic molecule. The immensity of this simple
doctrine cannot be overestimated in terms of its far-reaching implications. To illuminate, as commented by American
physicist Richard Feynman in his famous time capsule wisdom:
“If all scientific knowledge were lost in a cataclysm, the single statement that I would propose to best pass on our
understanding of the world, so to preserve the most information for the next generations of creatures, would be: ‘all
things are made of atoms’.”
The extrapolation of this, up to the human scale, namely that:
“All humans are made of atoms.”
is the more far-reaching statement with which to pass on to subsequent generations. That humans are little particles
(made of atoms), which go by various names: human molecules, human atoms, human atomisms, human particles,
human chemicals, or human elements, etc., that move around, attracting each other when in near vicinity, but
repelling upon being squeezed together in too close a manner. In this one sentence, one sees that there is an
enormous amount of information about the human world, if just a little imagination and thinking are applied. In this
perspective, the following table gives a gist outline of human molecular theory:
Modern Human Molecular Theory

1919

George Carey
(1845-1924)
American
physician

Definitively stated that: "man's body is a chemical formula in operation."

2000

Robert Sterner
(c.1958-)
American
limnologist

In their ecological stoichiometric studies of elemental composition variations in
related species of small fresh water organisms, Sterner and Elser initiated modern
"human molecular theory" by calculating the following 22-element empirical
molecular formula for one person:
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James Elser
(1959-)
American
limnologist

Libb Thims
(c.1975-)
American

2002

electrochemical
engineers

2005

Author (dates)
New Scientist
writer
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H375,000,000 O132,000,000 C85,700,000 N6,430,000 Ca1,500,000 P1,020,000 S206,000 Na183,000 K177,000
Cl127,000 Mg40,000 Si38,600 Fe2,680 Zn2,110 Cu76 I14 Mn13 F13 Cr7 Se4 Mo3 Co1
which they specifically defined as the chemical formula for one 'human molecule',
thus giving, for the first time, experimentally measured proof or derivation that a
human is a 'molecule' comprised of a specific number of operational atoms.
In his human thermodynamic studies, particularly surrounding efforts to
understand how the spontaneity criterion applies to human relationships, in 2002
calculated the following 26-element empirical molecular formula:
H2.5E9 O9.7E8 C4.9E8 N4.7E7 P9.0E6 Ca8.9E6 K2.0E6 Na1.9E6 S1.6E6 Cl1.3E6 Mg3.0E5 Fe5.5E4
F5.4E4 Zn1.2E4 Si9.1E3 Cu1.2E3 B7.1E2 Cr98 Mn93 Ni87 Se65 Sn64 I60 Mo19 Co17 V
and in 2007 wrote the first textbook on the behavior and reactions of human
molecules; and in 2008, after becoming aware of the earlier work of Sterner and
Elser, wrote the first booklet on history of the concept of the human molecule.
In 2005, an anon author of a New Scientist article entitled “That’s Life”, gave the
following 12-element empirical formula:
H15,750 N310 06,500 C2,250 Ca63 P48 K15 S15 Na10 Cl6 Mg3 Fe
This attempt at what the author calls "one's chemical formula", however, is lacking
in 14 elements shown to have active role in the internal functioning of a person.

The three subjects concerning the study of human molecules include: human chemistry, human physics, and human
thermodynamics—that can be grouped under the umbrella subject term "hmolscience".

Objectors
See main: Human molecular theory objectors

The following is a listing of thinkers known to take a stance publicly on objection or opposition commentary to the
position of defining a human as a molecule:

Person ≠ Molecule
as defined in the context of modern human molecular theory, the human molecular hypothesis, and or the 2002
Sterner-Elser publication of the human molecular formula:
Date

1928

1953

Person

View

Pitirim Sorokin (18891968)
Russian-born American
sociologist
Robert Heilbroner
(1919-2005)
American economist

1964

Theodosius Dobzhansky
(1900-1975)
“Man is not a molecule, and though he is an animal he is a very special kind
Russian-born American of animal.” [5]
zoologist

2005

Steve Fuller (1959-)
American philosopher
and sociologist

“I am not a molecule.” (New Scientist article )
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2007

Omar Lizardo (c.1975-)
American sociologist

“A human is not a molecule is not a power plant is not a neuron is not a
city. Repeat after me…” [4]

2009

Bruce Bathurst (c.1940)
“I'm not a molecule.” (Hmolpedia thread)
American geological
thermodynamicist

2009

Philip Moriarty (c.1968- “[The view that] a human is made of lots of atoms. Therefore a human is
just a big molecule. Big molecules will behave just like small molecules.
)
Therefore I can apply all thermodynamic principles to human 'molecules' [is
Irish physicist
a] laughable central premise.” (Moriarty-Thims debate: #66)

2010

2010

Lubos Motl (1973-)
Czech-American
theoretical physicist

“Human beings are not molecules, they are composed of molecules, but we
aren't giant molecules.”(YouTube forum post)

Marcin Borkowski
(1963-) Polish
analytical chemist

“Humans are not molecules, they are complex objects composed of many
molecules.”(ChemistryForums.com post )

Cladwell and Fuller are unique among this group in going out of their way to actually publish thought out articles and
or chapters to refute the “human molecule” position.

Ambivalent objectors | Retractors
The following is a listing of known thinkers to object to the position of defining a human as a molecule, recant their
position, and or give ambivalent commentary on the matter:
Date

Person

View

May Brodbeck
(1917-1983)
American chemist
and philosopher

“People are not like molecules in a gas. Some are different from others and
some have more effect upon society than others.” [6]

1992

Bruce Caldwell
(1952-)
American
economics
historian

Wrote a commentary article on Alan Nelson's essay "Human Molecules", in the
opening paragraph of which he states: “attempts at reductionism within the
physical sciences founder because of a failure to satisfy the translatability
condition.”
Update (2012): in retrospect analysis of his article and the previous statement,
Caldwell clarifies: "The sentence quoted by you from my article was a
restatement by me of Nelson's position. It was not my position. So it is wrong to
characterize me as a 'human molecular theory objector'." [3]

2011

Jeff Tuhtan (1979)
American civilecological
engineer

"Stating that the human is a macromolecule in the same way as some lipid or
protein seems to be more of an analogy to me." (Hmolpedia thread: #7)
Update (2012): "’When an honest man discovers he is mistaken, he will either
cease being mistaken, or cease being honest." (Anonymous).’ If you strictly
define a molecule as a structure of 2 or more atoms, then yes, I undoubtedly
must be a molecule. However, between gentlemen, I would prefer to be called a
system.” (Hmolpedia thread: #1)

1957

Cladwell and Fuller are unique among this group in going out of their way to actually publish thought out articles and
or chapters to refute the “human molecule” position.

See also
● Molecular theory
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Human molecule
See also: Human molecule (Wikipedia); Human molecule (banned)

In human chemistry, the human molecule is the atomic
definition of a person. [1] The following 26-element formula is
the latest calculation (2007) of the molecular formula for a
typical 70kg (154lb) person: [2]
CE27HE27OE27NE26PE25SE24CaE25KE24ClE24NaE24MgE24FeE23FE23
ZnE22SiE22CuE21BE21IE20SnE20MnE20SeE20CrE20NiE20MoE19CoE19VE18
where EN, e.g. E22, means exponent to the power of ten. A 22element empirical formula for a human was first calculated in
2000 by American limnologists Robert Sterner and James Elser.
[11] A molecule, according to the 1649 coining of the term by
French thinker Pierre Gassendi, is structure of two or more
connected atoms, and a person, according to functional mass
composition data, is comprised of twenty-six types of elements
(atoms); subsequently the term 'human molecule', or its
synonyms: molecular person (George Scott, 1985), human
chemical (Thomas Dreier, 1910), etc., is the scientific name for
the chemical definition of one human. In this sense, from the
perspective of chemical reactions between people, as captured
in the motto "love the chemical reaction", such as in a couple
forming reaction:

Example of an early 20th-century style human
molecule themed article, entitled "Human Molecules"
(1910), by American philosopher Mary Mesny, in which
she defines a person as an atom or molecule and
outlines a simple human chemical bonding theory
modeled on affinity bonding (valences) of atoms. [69]

A + B → AB (combination reaction)
the reactants (A + B) and product (AB) in the human chemical reaction are technically "molecules" no different than
any other molecule in the universe. The union of two molecules, AB, in this example, would be termed a dihumanide
molecule, i.e. two human molecules chemically bonded. There do exist, to note, many characteristic differences
between complex, multi-element human molecules, and other simpler molecules, such as H20, one prominent
difference being that there exists a metabolic effect or atomic turnover rate in the body of the human molecules.
Synonyms to the term 'human molecule' include: chemical species, human particles, human element, social atoms,
human atomism, etc., depending on the framework of study. The human structure is no exemption.
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Elements: 26

body

Functional elements (highlighted), from hydrogen (smallest) to
iodine (largest), in the human molecule, according to 2002-2007
research of engineer Libb Thims, as shown (hyperlinked) on the
hmolscience periodic table. [1]

atoms in the human

There are 92 types of atoms, naturally occurring, in the
volumetric region of the earth. Each type of atom is
characterized by the number of protons in its nucleus,
the number being representative of the name of the
element the atom is, a number which varies from one
to one-hundred-and-eighteen. Hydrogen, symbol H,
containing one proton, is the smallest type of atom.
Helium, symbol He, containing two protons, is the next
largest type of atom. A bound state structure of atoms
is what is called a molecule. The human being is one
such bound state structure. The number of elements
said to be actively-functional in the composition of the
human varies from 22 to 28 depending, on source.

Etymology | 1789
The English "human molecule" originated in the French version of the term molécule humaine. The earliest
documented use of the term ‘molécules humaines’, discovered thus far, is found in the 1789 edition of the multivolume treatise Philosophy of Nature by French philosopher Jean Sales who uses the term 'human molecule',
functionally, by stating: [46]
“We conclude that [there exists] a principle of the human body [which] comes from the great [process] [in which] so
many millions of atoms of the earth become many millions of human
molecules.”
This French origin has to do with the fact that the term ‘molécule’
itself originated in France, supposedly first used in either the circa
1620 works of French philosopher Rene Descartes, who is said to have
used the term to mean a small mass, or the 1649 work of French
thinker Pierre Gassendi, who used the term molecule in the sense of
the attachment of two or more atoms. The first English usage of the
term ‘human molecule’ seems to come from the the 1855 English
In 1798, French polymath Jean Sales coined the
translation of French composer Hector Berloiz 1854 book Evenings
term 'molécule humaine' or human molecule
with the Orchestra, in the original French version of which Berloiz used (English).
the term ‘molécule humaine’ referring to children in choir. Prior to
(and after) this usage by Berloiz, however, there seems to exist a large, yet undocumented, usage of the term
molécule humaine in French publications, e.g. Alphonse Esquiros (1840), Yves Guyot (1903), etc.
The first use of the term human molecule, used in a semimodern scientific sense, is the 1869 "psychology of the
human molecule" usage by French historian Hippolyte Taine,
a usage later adopted by those including: German physician
Ernst Gryzanowski (1875), American historian Henry Adams
(1885), and French education theorist Max Leclere (1894).
The usage by Adams would carry through to influence others,
such as American sociologist Robert Nisbet; Nisbet, for
instance, employed the term 'social molecule', to refer to the
attachment of two or more 'human particles', as he called
them, affixed together by a 'social bond', a subject about
which he wrote a book (1970).
1999 artistic rendition of the human particle (human atom
or human atomism) view of people conceived as Daniel
Bernoulli-style kinetic theory gas particles . [67]

Sciences:

physics, chemistry,
thermodynamics

The sciences that study the human molecule can be divided
into three general groups: human physics, human chemistry, and human thermodynamics. Human physics tends to
concern itself with the forces that act on human molecules, often times modeling the human molecule as a particle,
i.e. a human atom, social atom, or human particle. Human chemistry tends to concern the application of the
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principles of chemistry, particularly chemical bonding, collision theory, activation energy, molecular orbital theory,
etc., to interactions of human molecules and the structures they form. Human thermodynamics tends to study
boundaried sets or "systems" of interactive human molecules, which constitute thermodynamic systems, i.e. working
bodies, according to the laws and principles of thermodynamics.

Short history
The earliest views of what the "human being" is include French
philosopher Rene Decartes' 1637 animal machine hypothesis
(see: human machine), the human motor view in the 18th
century, German polymath Johann von Goethe's view (see:
Goethe's human chemistry) of people as a type of reactive
chemical species, and English chemist Humphry Davy's 1813 point
atom view of man. [6] To complicate matter, in 1869 Russian
chemist Dmitri Mendeleyev had famously arranged the total 66known elements at the time into a periodic table, listed in order
of atomic weights, in such a manner that their properties
repeated in a series of periodic intervals. [3] Following this point Human molecular formula diagram from chapter "The
in history, it was beginning to become apparent that the human Human Molecule" in Human Chemistry (2007) by Libb
being may be a type of molecule. It soon became apparent that a Thims.
human being may have a molecular formula in relation to these
elements. The first to state this explicitly was American physician George Carey, who in his 1919 book Chemistry of
Human Life, stated that "man's body is a chemical formula in operation." [5]
The first calculations for the empirical molecular formula for the human were made independently in 2000 by
American limnologists Robert Sterner and James Elser (22-element formula), in 2002 by American chemical engineer
Libb Thims (26-element formula), and in 2005 by New Scientist magazine (12-element formula). [12] In modern
atomic detail, according to the most up-do-date mass composition estimates, the human being is a twenty-six
element molecule, as shown pictured.

Free will
In discussions on the idea of the person as
a "molecule" the topic of free will, i.e. the
conception that a person exercises control
over the choices made in life, often comes
to the fore. Russian bioelectrochemist
Octavian Ksenzhek tells us in 2007 that
"people are the molecules of which an
economy consists", but also clarifies, in the
context of water molecules forming frost
on glass, that: [31]
“Molecules have neither free will nor any
will at all.”

Which molecule has free will, is alive, is moral, has a brain?
(an animate molecule)

(an animate molecule)

Retinal Molecule
C20H28O
The "forced" input of a single photon
(a force carrier) causes the threeelement retinal molecule to "move"
into a straightened position; when the
light is no longer present, the retinal
molecule reverts back to the bent
position.

The "forced" input of a billions of
photons (force carriers) causes the
twenty-six-element human molecule
to "move" into a straightened upright
position; when the light is no longer
present (e.g. nighttime), the human
molecule reverts back to its bent
position (e.g. curled in sleep).

Ksenzhek goes on to state that “all a
molecule can do is repel elastically from
other chaotically moving molecules and
sometimes, very seldom, lose some of its
degrees of freedom and freeze in a lager
collective.” Certainly there is a difference
between water molecules and human
molecules, but, nevertheless, the concept of 'free will' becomes defunct, each is considered as a molecule, pure and
simple. Many, however, will not admit to this. In 1952, English physicist C.G. Darwin argued that humans are
molecules governed by the laws of thermodynamics, but also conjectured that 'human molecules' have free will
owing to their 'unpredictability'. [4] This, of course, is incorrect. Nobody in the history of science has every found a
molecule in possession of a free will. [26]
To clarify, in modern human chemistry and human thermodynamics, a human being is defined as a molecule, i.e.
a "human molecule", and systems of humans are defined as thermodynamics systems, governed by the laws of
chemistry and physics. In this view, the conception of a molecule, human or otherwise, with a free will, becomes an
absurdity. The modern view, conversely, shows the concept of free will to be a defunct scientific theory, replaced by
more updated views, such as induced movement, or more generally the view of human chemical reactions governed
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by the spontaneity criterion, activation energy, collision theory, free energy coupling between human chemical
bonds, among other basic concepts of chemistry applied to human movements.

Walking molecules
See main: walking molecule, molecular carrier, molecular spider, and molecular car

It is often a neglected fact that humans are molecules that walk, run, and
sometimes fly, on or above a 'surface', which from a chemical-definitions
sense can be defined as either substrate or catalyst, depending on the
context of discussion, which varies depending on subject mode: surface
chemistry, surface physics, or surface thermodynamics. In this perspective,
an intuitive way to better come to understand human behavior (movement
and reactions) is to use the conception or reality that humans are 'walking
molecules' on a surface and, using this perspective, study the behaviors and
operation of smaller nano-size 'walking molecules'. The first operational
Humorous depiction of a human-like
walking molecules were developed in 2005 by German-born American
'walking molecule' from the 2009 NY Times physical chemist Ludwig Bartels at the University of California Riverside
article "Experiments Show That Molecules designed a molecule, called 9,10-dithioanthracene (DTA), that can walk in a
Can Walk" by Henry Fountain. [54]
straight line on a flat surface, like a little person.
Recent years have seen spin-off varieties, such as: molecular cars (2005), molecular carriers (2007), and DNAbased, four-legged molecular spiders (2010), as well as among others. One interesting recent design (2009) a 21atom, 2-legged, track-affixed walker, that moves down the track, step-by-step, when its environment oscillates
between basic and acidic. [55] Here we can extrapolate to understand how humans move differently depending on
how their environment oscillates, factors including: temperature and pressure, as well as more abstract oscillations,
such as terrorism, war, or famine, etc. Findings of these various walkers include the fact that more fuel (or energy) is
needed when walkers carry a load, that most molecular walkers need some help, in the form of chemicals to keep
them going, and that they tend to wander.
When confronted with the question of what is
the difference between a walking 'human molecule'
(person) and a nanosized 'walking molecule' (such
as DTA), the person new to this mode of logic (even
hardened non-religious scientists) will bring up
antiquated objections, such as: a human is different
because he or she has a brain, has consciousness,
has free will, can choose there actions, is alive,
among others nonsensical objections. The religious- A two-legged 21-atom walking molecule (red) on a track, on which it
type person will quickly bring up the 7,000-year-old walks when its environment oscillates between basic to acidic. [55]
theory that 'a human being as a soul' (or spirit),
which is beyond the definitions of science of atoms. These few examples highlight the precipice of the revolution in
human thinking that must take place, in the years to follow, in order to bring universal acceptance to the logic that
humans are molecules that chemically react together on a surface driven by solar heat, a view which defines the
science of human chemistry.

1854: Berloiz
On the heels of the earlier 1798 usage of the 'human molecule' conception by French philosopher Jean Sales, in 1854
French composer Hector Berlioz used the term “molécules humaines”, which was translated the following year (in
English) as ‘human molecules’, albeit in a rather poetic or artistic way. Berloiz used the term rather superficially,
referred to filling up of the boys and girls in the multi-leveled amphitheater of St. Paul’s Cathedral as being similar to
the phenomenon of crystallization, a phenomenon which he had viewed microscopically previously. He states: [38]
“The points of this crystal of human molecules, constantly directed from the circumference towards the center, was
bi-colored—the dark blue of the little boys’ coats on the upper stages, and the white of the little girls’ frocks and caps
occupying the lower ranks. Besides this, as the boys wore either a polished brass badge or silver medal, their
movements caused the light reflected by these metal ornaments to flash and produce the effect of a thousand sparks
kindling and dying out every minute upon the somber background of the picture.”
In other words, Berloiz seems to view movement of the choir as a larger shimmering crystal of human molecules.
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1869: Taine
French historian Hippolyte Taine, independent and contrary to
prior metaphorical use of the term human molecules by
Berloiz, was the first to use the term in a scientific sense and to
build argument on this concept, and to have others adopt his
usage. In 1869, in the preface to the book On Intelligence,
Taine stated ‘it is now admitted that the laws which rule
formation, nutrition, locomotion, for bird or reptile, are but
one example and application of more general laws which rule
the formation, nutrition, locomotion, of every animal.’ He
continues ‘in the same way we begin to admit that the laws
which rule the development of religious conceptions, literary
creations, scientific discoveries, in a nation, are only an
application and example of laws that rule this same
development at every moment and with all men.’ In other
terms, Taine states, ‘the historian studies psychology in its
application, and the psychologist studies history in its general
forms.’ On this logic, Taine reasons: [16]

Left: Timeline video themed on the human molecule,
themed on the 2008 song “Human” by The Killers (March
2009). Right: 2006 photo by American photographer
Pierre Rousseau entitled “The Constant Flow of Human
Molecules”, with the subtitle: “in blind service to Kant's
Categorical Imperative. The newest psycho-babble craze
is to get happy by preservation of "good" behaviors in
acceptance of and slavery to the machine.” [59]

“He first notes and follows the general transformations
presented by a certain human molecule, or a certain peculiar group of human molecules; and, to explain these
transformations, he writes the psychology of the molecule or its group.”
In sum to the preface of his book, he states that ‘for the last fifteen years I have contributed to these special
psychologies’. Moreover, ‘I now attempt a general psychology.’ He notes, however, that ‘to embrace this subject
completely, this theory of the Intelligence (faculty of knowing) needs a theory of the will added to it. Taine's human
molecular philosophy had a significant influence on American historian Henry Adams, who became acquainted with
Taine's philosophy as early as 1873. Adams' associate German physician Ernst Gryzanowski also seems to have
adopted Taine's human molecule conception, using it in
his 1875 article "Comtism", discussed below.

Walras|Pareto|Winiarski
1870-1903: Laussane school

In 1870, French economist Léon Walras became professor
of political economics (and later chair) at the University of
Lausanne and together with his protégé French-Italian
mathematical engineer Vilfredo Pareto and their
followers, most notably Polish economist Leon Winiarski,
this school of thought came to be known as the
‘Lausanne school’. [52] Walras considered people to be
people as "economic molecules" and aimed to formulate
a economic equilibrium theory based on mathematics
and science. On this logic, in the years to follow, Pareto
began to define a person explicitly as a ‘human molecule’
and to further outline a sociological theory based on
human molecular interactions. In his in his 1896 Course
on Political Economics, Pareto specifically defines a social
system as follows:

Leon Walras

Vilfredo Pareto

In circa 1872, in efforts to make a science out of economics,
French economist Léon Walras began to develop a theory of
economic equilibrium in which he consider people to be
"economic molecules"; students of this school of thought
include French-Italian mathematical engineer Vilfredo Pareto
and Polish sociologist Léon Winiarski who each developed
human molecular theories of their own, the latter using Rudolf
Clausius as a basis.

“Society is a system of human molecules in a complex
mutual relationship.”
In the context of the economic satisfaction, Pareto posits that human molecule only acts in response to the force of
ophelimity:
“First we separate the study of ophelimity (economic satisfaction) from the diverse forms of utility, then we direct
our attention to man himself; stripping him of a large number of his attributes, leaving out the passions, good or bad,
reducing him to a kind of molecule that only acts in response to the forces of ophelimity.”
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This was outlined further in his 1916 Treatise on General Sociology, wherein his goal, as it has been argued, was to
construct a system of sociology analogous in its essential features to the generalized chemical thermodynamics
system as outlined in American mathematical physicist Willard Gibbs’ 1876 On the Equilibrium of Heterogeneous
Substance. A residual protege of this school of logic was Polish sociologist Léon Winiarski who formulated the subject
of "social mechanics", a course taught at the University of Geneva (1894-1900), based on the dynamics of Italian
mathematician Joseph Lagrange and the thermodynamics of German physicist Rudolf Clausius. To cite an excerpt of
Winiarski's 1898 book Essay on Social Mechanics: [51]
“It is axiomatic to say that the fundamental forces soliciting the individual in society are egoism and altruism. If we
consider the individual as a molecule of the social aggregate, these two forces can be regarded as playing the same
role that attraction and repulsion play in any material system of the universe.”
In another instance, Winiarski states:
“The society is therefore considered as an aggregate of individual molecules, each depending on the forces of desire,
which together through their interaction tend the society towards maximum satisfaction.”
Winiarski was the leading thinker of the Lausanne school, particularly for
his use of thermodynamic formulation.

1874: Henry Carey
In 1874, by American economist Henry Carey outlined the subject of
'social science' as such: “Man, the molecule of society, is the subject of
social science.” [61] Here, Carey alludes to the concept of the person as
human molecule and in his volumes of work in sociology he eventually
gained the label as being referred to has the ‘Newton of social science’ for
his law of social gravitation, drawing extended commentary on the physics
and chemistry of human molecules, from those as Austrian social
economist Werner Stark. In introducing the topic of social heat between
reactive human molecules in society, according to 1962 commentary by
Stark, Carey states: [62]

American economist Henry Carey, described
as the 'Newton of social science' for his use
of physics and chemistry in explaining the
social phenomenon of reactions between
people, the 'molecules of society'.

“In the inorganic world, every act of combination is an act of motion. So it is in the social one. If it is true that there is
but one system of laws for the government of all matter, then those which govern the movements of the various
inorganic bodies should be the same with those by which is regulated the motion of society; and that such is the case
can readily be shown.”
The terms 'organic world' (carbon-based) verses 'inorganic world' (non-carbon based), to note are a antiquated
synonyms for the life (animate) verse non-life (inanimate) dichotomy; a play on the theory that living things are made
of carbon. Next, in what seems to be a citation of Berthelot-Thomsen principle, that the heat of a reaction was the
true measure of affinity, Carey states: “to motion there must be heat, and the greater the latter, the more rapid will
be the former.” This quotation, according to Stark, means that:
“In the physical universe, heat is engendered by friction. Consequently the case must be the same in the social world.
The ‘particles’ must rub together here, as they do there. The rubbing of the human molecules, which produces
warmth, light and forward movement, is the interchange of goods, services, and ideas.”
All-in-all, this is a very cogent and modern presentation of explaining chemical affinity, reactions, between human
molecules, heat, and work, in the context of the economics and sociology of the exchange of goods and services;
albeit without he modern conceptions of entropy, activation energy, free energy coupling, etc.

1875: Gryzanowski
In his 1875 article "Comtism", German physician Ernst Gryzanowski argues: [33]
“Civil law, commerce, political economy, and international ethics are all based on the assumption that the social body
consists of such human molecules, and there is no reason why the methods of physical science should not be applied
to the statics and dynamics of that society, the passions and rights of the individual man corresponding exactly to the
chemical and physical forces inherent in the material molecule.”
This quote captures Gryzannnowski's opinion of how the social physics of French sociologist Auguste Comte would
ferret out in a modern sense. Gryzanowski seems to have adopted the Taine's 1869 'human molecule philosophy',
likely by coming across it through his association with the North American Review (wherein an article on Taine's
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human molecule philosophy was published two years prior) and through discussion with his friend Henry Adams, who
also had adopted Taine's philosophy as his own.

1885: Adams' human

molecules

As early as 1873, American historian Henry Adams had come
across Taine's 1869 'human molecule philosophy', when as
the editor of The North American Review he accepted the
article “Taine’s Philosophy”, by James Bixby, for publication,
wherein Taine’s philosophy of history is presented as applied
psychology of human molecules. American biographer Ernest
Samuels argues that Adams was significantly influenced by
Taine’s suggestion that the object of the historian is to study
and follow the transformations of human molecules and to
write history as the psychology of human molecules and that
Adams later adopted this view as his own. [27] To exemplify
the influence of Taine on Adams, on 12 April 1885, while at
extended stay at work in Washington, Adams wrote to his
wife: [28]

American historian Henry Adams adopted Taine's 1869
'human molecular' philosophy; defining human chemistry
as the study of the 'mutual attraction of equivalent human
molecules' (1885) and also wrote two books using the
human molecule perspective: one on Willard Gibbs' phase
rule applied to the phases of humanity (1909) and another
on the application of William Thomson's degradation
version of the second law applied to collective sets of
evolving human molecules, viewed historically (1910).

“I am not prepared to deny or assert any proposition which concerns myself; but certainly this solitary struggle with
platitudinous atoms, called men and women by courtesy, leads me to wish for my wife again. How did I ever hit on
the only women in the world who fits my cravings and never sounds hollow anywhere? Social chemistry—the mutual
attraction of equivalent human molecules—is a science yet to be created, for the fact is my daily study and only
satisfaction in life.”
This logic is clearly seen in Adams’ 1910 A Letter to American Teachers of History, wherein Adams argues that the
history must be viewed as transformations of groups of human molecules subject to the second law of
thermodynamics. The book presents an bivalent discussion on paradoxical relationship between Lord Kelvin's 1852
take on the second law as a universal tendency towards the dissipation of energy and Charles Darwin's 1859 take on
evolution as a universal tendency towards the elevation of mental energy. Specifically, Adams reasoned that "the
laws of thermodynamics must embrace human history in its past as well as in its early phase" and that from the point
of view of a physicist, to explain the fall of potential, as embodied in the first and second law of thermodynamics, in
relation to "Darwin's law of elevation", he must:
“The historian will begin with his favorite figure of gaseous nebula, and may offer to treat primitive humanity as a
volume of human molecules of unequal intensities, tending to dissipate energy, and to correct the loss by
concentrating mankind into a single, dense like sun.”
History, then, according to Adams, "would then become a record of successive phases of contraction, divided by
periods of explosion, tending always towards an ultimate equilibrium in the form of a volume of human molecules of
equal intensity, without coordination." In human chemistry terms, Adams was attempting to reconcile the second
law, i.e. that all natural systems are irreversible and tend to dissipate energy in their work cycles, by postulating that
human systems compensate or create new energy by the act of contraction of people in the formation of cities and
and world powers, similar to how the sun continuously releases energy by the gravitational contraction of mass. In
modern terms, Adams' human molecule social contraction theory can be interpreted through the release of energy in
the formation of new human chemical bonds in coupled
coordination with the dissolution of bonds old.

1894: Leclere
In 1894, French education theorist Max Leclerc was
commenting on Taine’s 1875 text Growing Disagreement
of School and Life (La Disconvenance Croissante de l’ecole
et de la Vie), according to one review, that “in our Lycees
there is the same military discipline (as under Napoleon),
the same aggregation of numbered human molecules,
which the huge wheel, turned throughout France by the
Minister’s pedal, grinds and reduces to human powder.”
[35] This view comes from Leclerc’s 1894 book Education
1988 acrylic on canvas (27.5”x51.5”) painting, entitled “Human
in the Middle Classes in England, where in he discusses
Molecule”, by Canadian aboriginal artist Norval Morrisseau,
the views of Taine, and comments that: [36]
which seems to give the impression, possibly evolutionarily,
that a human is a molecule, being part fish, part bird. [58]
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“France has repeatedly changed its political constitution in this century but, through all vicissitudes, under many
different governments, the regime founded by Napoleon Bonaparte persisted as the mode of education has
remained the same. Twenty years ago, France sought to establish freedom with the Republic, she believes she has
succeeded, and freedom, she says possesses ". How does it prepare new generations to use and Others How those
born since in 1870 they are learning about freedom? If the parliamentary monarchy of July had not had the courage,
if the Republic of 1848 has not had time, if the Second Empire could not have the will repudiate the dangerous legacy
of Napoleon, the Third Republic, who has time and should have the courage and determination, she undertook what
no one has been able, willing or dared to do before it? Did she understand how risk it runs, raising his free citizens by
whatever means were combined to perpetuate the reign of the despotic one? Prefects and principals of the Republic
today have no other conception of their role than once under the sword of Napoleon. In our schools, even military
discipline, even numbered piles of human molecules that huge wheel turning in all of France under the pedal stroke
of the Minister, crushed and pulped to humanity ' .”

1898: Ramsay
In 1898, Scottish chemist William Ramsay used the ‘human molecule’ analogy in his discussion of German physicist
Rudolf Clausius’ 1856 kinetic theory of gases, wherein he compared the body of gases to a football team of human
molecules: [29]
“I find, in my own case, that it helps greatly to a clear understanding of a concept if a mental picture can be called up
which will illustrate the concept, if even imperfectly. Some such picture may be formed by thinking of the motions of
the players in a game of football. At some critical point in the game, the players are running, some this way, some
that; one has picked up the ball and is running with it, followed by two or three others; while players from the
opposite side are slanting towards him, intent upon a collision. The backs are at rest, perhaps; but, on the approach
of the ball to the goal, they quicken into activity, and the throng of human molecules is turned and pursues an
opposite course. The failure of this analogy to represent what is believed to occur in a gas is that the players’ motion
is directed and has purpose; that they do not move in straight lines, but in any curves which may suit their purpose;
and that they do not, as two billiard-balls do, communicate their rates of motion to the other by collision. But, making
such reservations, some idea may be gained of the encounters of molecules by
the encounters in a football-field.”

1910: Deier’s human

chemicals

With the construction of the periodic table in 1869, by Russian chemist Dmitri
Mendeleyev, in which the then 66 known (and hypothesized) elements were
listed in by their atomic weights, in rows such that their properties repeated in
a series of periodic intervals, some began to think of a human, invariably
composed of these elements, by the name ‘human element’, ‘human chemical’,
or ‘human chemical element’. One such person was American writer Thomas
Dreier who in 1910 published a 27-page pamphlet entitled “Human Chemicals”,
extolling on the view that each person is a ‘human chemical’, and that one
might better come to understand human interactions if this view is used when
considering the variants of human behavior, such as explosive behavior [48] The
following is an aggregate quote summarizing Dreier’s view on the matter from
his 1948 book We Human Chemicals, an expanded version of his earlier article,
written with consultation from Harvard chemist Gustavus Esselen: [49]
“In the world of science, the chemist works with 96 elements, 92 of the period
table, plus four recently discovered. These elements can be combined to make
anything and everything of a material nature. So it is with people. All of us are
human chemicals. Some of human chemicals can be mixed only with great
difficulty; some explode if brought together; some excite each other
beneficially; others are inert; others mix to form potent combinations; still
others act as potent chemical catalysts, bringing about desirable changes in
others when mixed with them, without themselves being changed.”
The cover of the 1948 book is pictured adjacent, where each ‘human chemical’
is shown on a sort of mock human periodic table; which, to note, is similar to
Goethe’s human affinity table (1808), although the latter is more accurate in a
chemical thermodynamic sense.

1911: Perris

American writer Thomas Dreier's 1948
book We Human Chemicals: the Knack
of Getting Along with Everybody,
written with consultation from
Harvard chemist Gustavus Esselen, in
which principles of chemistry are
applied to facets of human
interactions on the view that each
person is a 'human chemical'
constructed from elements of the
periodic table. [49]
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In the 1911 book A Short History of War and Peace, English journalist George Perris, according to a 1913 review by
American writer Alpheus Snow, argues that: [39]
“War to bring about peace seems paradoxical. Yet it seems undoubtedly to be true, as the Perris says, that war is
often a process of evolution—an explosive process which occurs when the progressive movement of human
molecules towards a reorganization making for equality of opportunity and a betterment of the law, is unduly held
back by the forces of standpatism and vested interests.”
This, however, seems to be an interpretation of Perris’ opening chapter ‘The Human Swarm’ wherein he states that:
“modern thought points to nothing so certainly as the universality of change. We stand on a whirling ball, every atom
and molecule of which is in perpetual movement. Individually, we are aware of being different men and women
every day of our lives; the life of the world has undergone such a transformation even during our own generation
that an unmoved character-basis of society is incomprehensible, a miracle in a realm of law—and what an evil
miracle.”

1914: Fairburn
In 1914, American navel engineer and industrial chemistry executive William Fairburn wrote Human Chemistry, the
first attempt at a book on the subject of human chemistry, with aims to help the foreman and executive better
understand his or her job, being that of facilitating the various reactions between people, considered as human
chemical elements, in their daily work in the factory. The following is an aggregate opening quote summarizing the
view followed by Fairburn in his booklet:
“All men are like chemical elements in a well-stocked laboratory, and the manager, foreman, or handler of men, in his
daily work, may be considered as the chemist [whose] primary requirement [or] principle work is the analysis and
synthesis of the reactions resulting from combinations of individuals.”
Fairburn goes on to state that there were 81 known chemical elements, each possessing different characteristics, and
that similarly so to is each human chemical element different from his fellows in temperament and qualifications.
Fairburn, to note, uses the terms ‘human chemical’ and human chemical element’ interchangeably in his book,
speculating on topics such as how entropy
applies to reactive human chemicals.

1916: Teilhard
One who wrote extensively, in a very
dense conceptual style, of considering
people as molecules having evolved over
time from atoms, was French philosopher
Pierre Teilhard. He began working on his
theory, through various unpublished
essays, in 1916, until is death in 1955, after
which his voluminous works were
published post-humorously. The following
is a representative quote from 1947,
alluding to his concept of the noosphere or
global sphere of connected minds: “The
scope of each human molecule, in terms
of movement, information, and influence,
is becoming rapidly coextensive with the
whole surface of the earth.” The following
quote gives a precursory outline of the
very dense subject of the human chemical
bond: [3]

Left: English-born American navel engineer William Fairburn not only viewed
people as 'human chemicals' but also wrote the first book on human chemistry
(1914). Center: French philosopher Pierre Teilhard wrote extensively on the use
of atomic reductionism, defining people as human molecules, in attempts to
reinterpret religion, evolution, and spirituality in modern scientific language,
with focus on the evolution of the mind and the social collective in view of the
future as described in his omega point theory. Right: American physician
George Carey, first to state that a human being is actually a chemical formula
(1919).

“If the power of attraction between simple atoms is so great, what may we expect if similar bonds are contracted
between human molecules?”
I sum, during the years 1916 to 1955, Teilhard outlines a theory of evolution from atom to man, the latter of which he
considers as a complex molecule or "human molecule" a term that he uses throughout his writings. In his articles on
Human Energy, a collection of essays on morality and love, written between 1931 and 1939, for instance, he
conceives of man as a “human molecule” (1936). Similarly, in his follow-up essay "Activation Energy", he theorizes
that the concept of human reaction activation energy, i.e. the barrier to transition, applies to human interactions.
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In his 1947 essay “The Formation of the Noosphere”, he outlines the global view that due to the growing
interconnectiveness of human molecules, they are forming a layer of the mind "noo-" over the biosphere. In
particular, he states “no one can deny that a network (a world network) of economic and psychic affiliations is being
woven at ever increasing speed which envelops and constantly penetrates more deeply within each one of us. With
every day that passes it becomes a little more impossible for us to act or think other wise than collectively.” In other
words, according to Teilhard, human molecules are forming a connective sheath or skin around the globe of the
earth.

1919: Patten
In his 1919 address “The Message of the Biologist”, American zoologist William Patten attempted to outline how the
modern person might go about deriving a science-based system of morality and future governing constitution for a
‘molecular society’, of people considered as ‘human social atoms’ (social atoms) or ‘human molecules’, based on the
pure science teachings of chemistry, physics, and astronomy. [30]

1919: George Carey | chemical

formula in operation

A significant turning-point thinker in the history of the human molecule concept was American physician George
Carey who, in his 1919 book The Chemistry of Human Life, made an attempt to integrate biochemistry with chemical
affinity logic along with knowledge of active elements into a synthesis of a chemistry of the human being. Although
his work is detracted a bit by religious and other mineral elixir types of healing remedies, he does outline a few gems.
In a truncated opening quote, for instance, Carey points to the idea that: [5]
“The human organism is an intelligent entity that works under the guidance which man has designated as chemical
affinity.”
Technically, to note, the full quote of what Carey said is that it is the 'mineral salts' of the human organism are
'intelligent entities' that work 'under divine guidance', which man has designated as chemical affinity. The above
reworded quote, however, is the correct modern statement. Carey then goes on to state that the human body is a
storage battery that must be supplied with the proper elements (chemicals) to set up motion at a rate that will
produce what we please to call a live body. In commentary on how the laws of chemistry apply universally, he states:
“there can be but one law of chemical operation in vegetable or animal organisms. When man understands and
cooperates with that life chemistry, he will have solved the problem of physical existence.” The most interesting
point in his book is his statement that:
“Man’s body is a chemical formula in operation”
It would be eighty-one years before Sterner and Elser would actually make an attempt at calculating this formula.
And the addendum ‘in operation’ is a huge topic not yet even begun to be simplified, e.g. as exemplified the fact that
human molecules have 46 percent annual atomic turnover rate, whereas other molecules, such as H20, do not seem
to have such a turnover rate.

1942: Schumpeter
In 1942, Austrian economist Joseph Schumpeter
speculated on how certain human molecule move up
and down in social class over time: [34]
“It can be shown that in all cases, that human
molecules rise and fall within the class into which they
are born, in a manner which fits the hypothesis that
they do so because of their relative aptitudes; and it
can also be shown, second, that they rise and fall
across the boundary lines of their class in the same
2008 poll "Are You a Giant Molecule" conducted online by English manner. This rise and fall into higher and lower classes
as a rule takes more than one generation. These
physicist Jim Eadon (graph from Thims' 2008 The Human
Molecule), which shows that about 57% of Internet users think
molecules are therefore families rather than
they are a molecule. [17]
individuals. And this explains why observers who focus
attention on individuals so frequently fail to find any
relation between ability and class position.”
In this quote, Schumpeter seems to be digging around in a number of issues: one that human molecules are coupled
to each other, especially in family lineages; to that a group of human molecules can also be termed or considered a
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new type of larger aggregate human molecule, e.g. such as the trihumanide molecule (three human molecules
bonded in a unit); among other factors.

1940s: Moreno | social

atom theory (psychology)

In 1917, Romanian-born American psychologist Jacob Moreno began
to develop a modified Freudian psychology, focused on spontaneity
states in the dynamics of human movement, and by circa 1951 had
begun to quantify his theory using constructs of social entropy,
employing a sort of three dimensional social atom theory, explained
in terms of tele relationships or distal and proximal bonds to other
social atoms. The ways he uses the term social atom, along with other
varieties, such as cultural atom or acquaintance atom, etc., is a bit
ambiguous: [47]
“Social atom, operational definition: plot all the individuals a person
chooses and those who choose him or her, all the individuals a person
rejects and those who reject he or she; all the individuals who do not
reciprocate either choices or rejections. This is the ‘raw’ material of a
person’s social atom.”
An interesting facet of Moreno's approach is his attempt at applying
the Bohr model of the atom, in which quantum energy inputs to the
orbitals of atoms cause shifting of electrons, up or down, in orbital
1949 diagram of ‘the social atom’, in the Jacob
structure, to changes or shifts in human relationships, e.g. as in a
Moreno-scheme, of an interviewed female (#3)
infant child's orbit about his mother.
A 1949 attempt at an illustration of Moreno’s social atom theory by American sociologist Leslie Zeleny. [56]
was undertaking by American sociologist Leslie Zeleny, who
diagrammed the sociometric findings of the attraction-repulsion aspects of the relationships surrounding various
people. A diagram of the social atom for female number three is shown adjacent. [56] The fact that the diagram is
titled sociogram of 'the social atom of person number three', verses sociogram of a social atom', highlights that
Moreno's theory is a more exotic extrapolation of the basic atomic model applied to human relationships, not easy to
describe in a single definition. According to Zeleny, her study of the social atom of #3, shows #3 to be a much desired
associate by her classmates; but that she is very ‘choosy’ about those with whom she will ‘pal’ as shown by the
various dynamics of attraction and rejection, reciprocated or
unreciprocated.

1952: Darwin | thermodynamics

molecules

of human

The conception of a set of people as a collection of "human
molecules", who interact according to the laws of physics, particularly
statistical thermodynamics, whose history and future was determined
by the laws of thermodynamics was first stated by American physicist
Charles Galton Darwin, the great grandson of Charles Darwin, in his
1952 book The Next Million years. [4] The following is an excerpt of the
1953 review by Time magazine: [68]
English physicist C.G. Darwin (grandson of
“In Darwin's view, the human molecules have one fundamental
property that dominates all others: they tend to increase their
numbers up to the absolute limit of their food supply.”

Charles Darwin) defined the science of 'human
thermodynamics' as the study of systems of
'human molecules.' (1952)

In his opening chapter, C.G. Darwin sets out to view society on the ideal gas model:
“We may, so to speak, reasonably hope to find the Boyle’s law which controls the behavior of those very complicated
molecules, the members of the human race, and from this we should be able to predict something of man’s future.
When I compare human beings to molecules, the reader may feel that this is a bad analogy, because unlike a
molecule, a man has a free will, which makes his actions unpredictable.
This is far less important than might appear at first sight, as is witnessed by the very high degree of regularity
that is shown by such things as census returns. Thus, though the individual collisions of human molecules may be a
little less predictable than those of gas molecules, census returns show that for a larger population the results
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average out with great accuracy. The internal principle [internal energy] then of the human molecules is human
nature itself.”
In this book, Darwin goes on to define the new future science of 'human thermodynamics' as the thermodynamic
study of systems of 'human molecules', a significant turning point in human thought.
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1970: Nisbet | social

molecules

Pages three through five from the 2002 book Ecological Stoichiometry, by
American limnologists Robert Sterner and James Elser, showing the first
published calculation of the molecular formula of a human being. [11]

Influenced by the work of Henry Adams and
Brooks Adams, in his 1970 book The Social Bond, American sociologist Robert Nisbet considers people to be
‘elementary human particles’, refers to the adhesion between two human particles as a ‘social bond’, and the
attachment of two or more human particles to be a ‘social molecule’. Below is a representative quote:
“Just as modern chemistry concerns itself with what it calls the chemical bond, seeking the forces that make atoms
stick together as molecules, so does sociology investigate the forces that enable biologically derived human beings to
stick together in the ‘social molecules’ in which we actually find them from the moment, quite literally, of their
conception.”
Beyond this, Nisbet spends considerable time discussing his conception of ‘social entropy’ and how this relates to
human bonding. [45]

1998: Müller | human

molecules (lecture)

In the 1998 article "Human Societies: A Curious Application of Thermodynamics", Venezuelan chemical engineer Erich
Müller defined humans to be analogous to molecules (human molecules), then quantified inter human molecular
love and hate in terms of basic thermodynamic pair bonds, and quantified social forces as a type of van der Waals
dispersion force. [9] In 2006, Müller was interviewed by journalist Laura Gallagher, with Reporter magazine, for his
popularity for his invigorating thermodynamic lectures in which he draws analogies between molecules and people.
[10]

1998: Goleman
In 1998, American emotional intelligence theorist Daniel Goleman commented his view that: [37]
“Virtually everyone who has a superior is part of at least one vertical ‘couple’; every boss forms such a bond with
each subordinate. Such vertical couples are a basic unit of organizational life, something akin to human molecules
that interact to form the lattice work of relationship that is the organization.”
Here, Goleman seems to be making an attempt to discuss aspects of human chemical bonding.

1999: Prugh and Costanza
In 1999, American ecological economists Thomas Prugh and Robert Costanza state that: [32]
“The welfare of human society is best served by the view of people as ‘human molecules’ who, by pursuing their own
interests through the market, inevitably promote the general good.”

2000: Sterner and Elser | empirical

molecular formula

See main: Human molecular formula

American limnologists Robert Sterner and
James Elser: calculated a 22-element
molecular formula for one average human
being, based on actual mass composition
measurements, in April 2000, as found in
their 2002 textbook Ecological
Stoichiometry.

The first calculation of the empirical molecular formula for the human
being was made in April of 2000 by American limnologists Robert Sterner
and James Elser. [15] Sterner and Elser published there results in the 2002
book Ecological Stoichiometry: the Biology of Elements from Molecules to
the Biosphere. In outlining their subject, Sterner and Elser state:
“The stoichiometric approach considers whole organisms as if they were
single abstract molecules.”
They were led to this by studying differences in carbon, nitrogen, and
phosphorous levels in similar species. In their chapter one, as to the human
being, they state that “from the information on the quantities of individual
elements, we can calculate the stoichiometric formula for a living human
being to be”, taking cobalt (Co) as unity, the state that the following
"formula combines all compounds in a human being into a single abstract

‘molecule’”: [11]
H375,000,000 O132,000,000 C85,700,000 N6,430,000 Ca1,500,000 P1,020,000 S206,000 Na183,000 K177,000
Cl127,000 Mg40,000 Si38,600 Fe2,680 Zn2,110 Cu76 I14 Mn13 F13 Cr7 Se4 Mo3 Co1
This amounts to a 22-element human empirical molecular formula. They continue, “our main purpose in introducing
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this formula for the ‘human molecule’ is to stimulate you to begin to think about how every human being represents
the coming together of atoms in proportions that are, if not constant, at least bounded and obeying some rules”.

2001: Peachey |

marriage and human molecules

In the 2001 book Leaving and Clinging, American author Paul Peachey devotes his first chapter, entitled “The Marital
Bond as the Human Molecule”, to the development of the view that each person can be considered as an atom and
that attachments of human atoms, in families and marriage, constitute a human molecule. To cite one example
quote: [42]
“The question is whether the symbiosis of these polarities, i.e. the
molecular (family) versus the atomic (individual) dimension of human
existence, is a given in nature, or whether as humans we can replace
this way of creating and sustaining the basis human molecule.”
Peachey, to note, seems to cull many of his ideas on human bonding
and human molecules from the prior work of American sociologist
Robert Nisbet.

2002: Thims | molecular

formula (death)

In 1995, American chemical engineer Libb Thims began to study the
spontaneity criterion (ΔG < 0) , i.e. that a reaction (human reaction or
chemical reaction) needs to show a negative change in the Gibbs free
energy if it is to be spontaneous (energetically feasible or successful),
in relation to the basic human reproduction reaction, in which a man
M and women W conceive a new baby B:

In September 2002, American chemical engineer
Libb Thims, independently, calculated a 26element molecular formula for an average
human being, based on actual mass composition
measurements, as found in his 2007 textbook
Human Chemistry.

M+W→B
In circa 2002, Thims began to mediate on the issue of what exactly are these entities, M, W, B, from a chemical,
atomic, or fundamental particle point of view, that he had been aiming to quantify enthalpically and entropically for
the last seven years. In September of 2002, independent of Sterner and Elser, Thims calculated a 26-element
molecular formula for the average human being. [12]
Thims included his calculation results in the 2002 manuscript
Human Thermodynamics (Volume One), in the 2005 IoHT Molecular
Evolution Table (online), and in the 2007 book Human Chemistry
(Volume One). [12] Thims states, on page-190, of the 2002
manuscript, as based on a mass percent table of the 26-elements
found to have function in the human body, that at approximately
200,000 years ago, "the universe had expanded/reacted enough to
form a molecule made of these specific elements that we now
define as homo sapien" as can be represented by the following
"crude empirical formula for the molecular human", taking
vanadium (V) as unity: [13]
H2.5E9 O9.7E8 C4.9E8 N4.7E7 P9.0E6 Ca8.9E6 K2.0E6 Na1.9E6 S1.6E6 Cl1.3E6 Mg3.0E5
Fe5.5E4
F5.4E4 Zn1.2E4 Si9.1E3 Cu1.2E3 B7.1E2 Cr98 Mn93 Ni87 Se65 Sn64 I60 Mo19 Co17 V
This amounts to be a 26-element human empirical molecular
formula. Thims concludes "by describing the existence of a human
being in this form we are by no means making attempts to degrade
A molecular evolution table showing key structures
our existence, we are only trying to help elucidate our
in the synthesis of human beings (human molecules)
understanding of this existence."
over the last 13.7-billion years.
The need or drive for Thims to calculate the molecular formula originated in a short chapter in newly forming
manuscript (2001-2004) Human Thermodynamics, called "What Happens to a Person When They Die" (a precursor to
science of cessation thermodynamics), to define exactly, from a fundamental particle point of view, what exactly is a
"human being". In other words, what fundamental particles constitute the totality of a person at the moment of
death, in both bodily structure form and bond structure form, i.e. if these quantities are to be conserved according to
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the law of energy-matter conservation? Subsequently, from a chemical point of view or first law of thermodynamics
point of view, the composition of a person technically is a twenty-six-element molecule combined with its substrate
materials (personal wealth) and consortium of interpersonal human chemical bonds. In the years to follow, using
more accurate mass composition tables, refinements on this formula were made by Thims.

2002: Hodgson | Little

Fun Book of Molecules Humans (book)

In 2002, similar in theme to Greek philosopher Empedocles' human chemistry analogies of how people how like each
other mix like water and wine, American writer John Hodgson published the 102-page The Little Fun Book of
Molecules Humans, a short booklet containing ninety-eight chemistry aphorism style sayings intended to look at the
similarities existing between humans and molecules, so to, as stated in his preface, unearth clues to scientific
information that might lead to new research. The second 2010 edition of Hodgson's book, retitled as molecles
humans, seems to have taken its cover-design from American chemical engineer Libb Thims' 2008 book The Human
Molecule (a 120-page historical overview of the concept of the human molecule); which in turn took its cue from
Italian polymath Leonardo da Vinci's 1487 theory of the Vitruvian man, a geometrical model of a human, where each
person considered as a tiny micro-universe; which in turn took its cues from Roman architect Marcus Vitruvius and
his hints at correlations of the ideal human geometric proportions, found in his 25BC book On Architecture.

Left: Original circa 1487 drawing of the Vitruvian man by Italian polymath Leonardo Da Vinci (CB IQ=200), a man
depicted as a theoretical geometric figure, representative of a tiny universe, analogous to the structure of the
surrounding universe. Left (center): 2002 first edition of American writer John Hodgson's chemical aphorism
style book on the similarities between humans and molecules. [41] Right (center): 2008 depiction of Da Vinci's
Vitruvian man defined as a 26-element molecule, shown on the cover of the 122-page book The Human
Molecule by American chemical engineer Libb Thims. [2] Right: 2010 depiction of Da Vanci's Vitruvian man,
representative of a human defined similar, analogous, aphorismic to a molecule, shown on the cover of the
second edition American writer John Hodgson's book re-titled as molecules humans. [63]

Each page of Hodgson's book contains a different aphorism of which below are shown a few representative
examples: [41]
“Different molecules or humans behave differently having different reactions or behaviors to changing situations.”
“When molecules or humans mesh they have chemical or physical reaction and or reproduction.”
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“With experiment we can better understand these
molecules or humans like we never knew before.”
“Molecules and humans take in elements or food.”
“Molecules and humans engage in different behaviors
and or sex.”
“Molecules and humans make or change common
bonds.”
All-in-all, Hodgson’s book contains 98 of these sayings;
although most, to note, are rather incoherent and
negligibly connected to actual human chemistry.

Human molecular orbitals | transition

theory

state

In 1923, French physicist Louis de Broglie conceived the
wave-particle duality theory of matter, which states that Online publication (2005) of the formula for one human
all bodies in the universe have both a wave and a particle molecule (with rotating break-dancer and caffeine stick-figure
representations) by American chemical engineer Libb Thims.
nature. [64] This subject is bound up in the famous and
[66]
puzzling double slits experiment invented by Thomas
Young in 1801. Molecules as large as 60-atom Bucky Balls have been shown to exhibit wave-particle duality. It is
probable that human molecules also have not only a particle-like movement behavior, but also a wave-like behavior.
This was first noted in Ernst Mach’s 1885 conception of “turning tendencies”. A modern version this logic is human
molecular orbital theory.
The study of the extrapolation standard molecular orbital theory to the time-accelerated analysis of the dynamic
structure, formation, and dissolution of chemical bonds between human molecules, invokes theoretical conception of
'human molecular orbitals', as defined by human molecular orbital theory. When human movement, over the surface
of the earth, is viewed at a time-accelerated pace, such as viewing the total weekly, monthly, or yearly movements of
one person, via for example GPS tracking, in a sped-up five minute video clip, one begins to see an orbital picture of
human movement. Tracking of humans, considered as material points, over extended high-speed clips of spans of
months or years views, mathematically for patterns in short few-minute video segment trajectory clips, leads to a
view of human activity orbitals changing dynamically over time, as bonds are formed and broken. Shown below is a
typical generic picture of the transition state model of the male-female reaction, where two human molecules, male
Mx and female Fy, collide in time, and begin to interact in their common "school orbital" S, of their various possible
daily orbitals of work W, gym G, and so on; where after, by day 90, the two are orbiting in mutual friends houses F1
and F2; where after, by day 365, owing to the energy stabilizing effect of the ongoing reaction, the pair marry, thus
combining orbitals, into the formation of one nuclear family with a single joint home H acting as the centralized
nucleus of the dihumanide molecule. This is depicted below:

Day one: Two people, i.e. human
molecules, Mx and Fy, meet in their
school orbitals, and begin to associate.

Day 90: The two human molecules
develop more orbital overlap (stability)
by hanging out at the houses of mutual
friends.

Day 365: The two human molecules fuse,
by combining their previous separate
nuclei into one (they move in together).

A molecular orbital, by technical definition, is the a solution of the Schrödinger equation that describes the ninety
percent probable location of an electron relative to the nuclei in a molecule and so indicates the nature of any bond
in which the electron is involved. In simple terms, it is understood that electrons (and molecules) act as both waves
and particles, tending to have orbital motions in their trajectories.
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Starting with the conservation of energy, which assumes that the
total energy of a system is equal to the sum of its potential energy
and kinetic energy, a descriptive time-dependent 'wave equation'
can be derived which describes the movement or behavior, and
thus the structure, of the nuclei and electrons that comprise an
atom or molecule. This description is particularly intuitive when
electrons are shared between two different atoms or molecules,
creating a chemical bond, which actuates as through the means of
an orbital overlap effect. The translation of this logic to the bonding
transition states of human interpersonal interactions provides for a
robust means of understanding human chemical bonding.

2005: New

Scientist

In a 2005 article entitled "That's Life", New Scientist magazine gave
the following 12-element empirical molecular formula for a human:

H15,750N31006,500C2,250Ca63P48K15S15Na10Cl6Mg3Fe1
which the define as one's "chemical formula". [70]

2005: Molecular

Opening section from the 2005 New Scientist article
"That's Life", in which a 12-element empirical
formula for a human is given. [70]

evolution tables

See main: Molecular evolution table

During the writing of the manuscripts for Human Thermodynamics (Volumes 1-3), Thims began to make an evolution
table putting the hydrogen atom at the top row and the human molecule at the bottom row, filling in known
intermediates in the middle rows (monkey, shrew, fish, bacteria, etc.), and calculating approximate molecular
formulas for each intermediate structure. This was first posted online in 2005 (IoHT Molecular Evolution Table).
These tables, later published in various locations, have become a focal point of discussion and debate for many
scientists in this field. A section of the latest version is shown below:

CE27HE27OE27NE26PE25SE2
4

H

H2 O

CE10HE10OE10NE9PE8
[C10H16O13N5P2] SE8CaE8KE6ClE6NaE6
N
MgE6FeE5SiE4MnE2Co

CaE25KE24ClE24NaE24MgE
24

FeE23FE23ZnE22SiE22CuE21
BE21IE20SnE20MnE20SeE20
CrE20NiE20MoE19CoE19VE

E2

18

13.7 BYA

Seconds
after Bang

13.2 BYA

4.4
BYA

4.1 BYA

3.9 BYA

45 MYA

150,000 Year Ago

In other words, it is a matter of filling in the blanks, so to speak, to connect the mechanism of synthesis of the human
molecule, starting with hydrogen.
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Social Atom (book)

In 2007, American physicist Mark Buchanan wrote the book The Social Atom, in
which he attempts to model each human actor as an individual atom in the
crowd of the masses. In addressing the matter as to how to view people
atomically, Buchanan remains two-sided as to whether to use the particle
(atom) view or the human molecular view:
“We should think of people as if they were atoms or molecules following fairly
simple rules and try to learn the patterns to which those rules lead.”
The platform of the book is American economist Thomas Schelling’s 1971 paper
“Dynamic Models of Segregation”, the very same paper which seems to have
originated the now-famous ‘tipping point theory’, which concluded to the effect
that even if every trace of racism were to vanish tomorrow, something akin to a
law of physics might still make the races separate, much like oil and water. [44]
This view, to note, is similar to American law professor Richard Delgado’s 1990
law of racial thermodynamics. The subject is discussed further by others in
integration and segregation thermodynamics. Some of Buchanan's conclusions
however are rather incoherent, particularly in his effort to salvage the theory of
free will:

American physicist Mark Buchanan's
2007 book The Social Atom, in which
he applies physics principles to the
modeling of people in mass as
collectives of social atoms. [43]

“The laws of physics are beginning to provide a new picture of the human atom or [rather] social atom—and this is a
picture that does not conflict with the existence of individual free will. Just as atomic-level chaos gives rise to the
clockwork precision of thermodynamics, so can free individuals come together into predictable patterns.”
This is similar to English physicist C.G. Darwin's 1952 comment that human molecules have free will owing to their
unpredictability, which of course is incorrect, just as is Buchanan's view.

2008: Thims | The

Human Molecule (book)

The first book on the subject of the "human molecule", focused on its significance and history, was the 2008 booklet
The Human Molecule, 120-pages in length, by American chemical engineer Libb Thims, as previously pictured above,
which steps through the views of the three dozen or so individuals to have used this concept in discussion or
philosophy. [20] The following chemistry aphorism style quote from the 1999 novel Milton's Progress by Forbes Allan,
for instance, is the opening quote to The Human Molecule: [25]
“People are like particles, they behave in groups as if they were molecules in a test-tube.”
Thims' The Human Molecule can be read at Issuu.com (linked below).

Human chemical reactions
See also: Human chemical reaction (history)

The dynamic evolving attachment of human molecules together into structures, e.g. A≡B, such as marriage pairs,
friendships, family units, etc., actuates according to the function of human chemical bonds. The rearrangement of
bonds, the formation of new bonds, or the dissolution of old bonds, defines the process of a human chemical
reaction, such as shown below:
A + B → AB (combination reaction)
AB → A + B (dissolution reaction)

Human thermodynamics | Engineering
thermodynamics
Thinkers including Henry Adams (1890s) and C.G.
Darwin (1952) were the first to initiate the study
of humans viewed conceptually as “molecules” in
the context of thermodynamics—the latter
specifically defining the science of human
thermodynamics as the study of systems of
human molecules.

Indian-born American mechanical engineer Kalyan Annamalai and
American mechanical engineer Carlos Silva’s 2011 engineering
thermodynamics textbook definition of a human formulaically as a “26element energy/heat driven dynamic atomic structure”, based on the
work of American electrochemical engineer Libb Thims (2002). [71]
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In human thermodynamics, a set of human molecules partitioned off by an "energetic boundary", i.e. a quantitative
spatial demarcation, such as a town boarder, a social barrier, state lines, corporate boundaries, occupational orbitals,
social circles, family boundaries, etc., comprise a closed thermodynamic system of working molecules, i.e. a working
body in the words of Clausius, according to which first and second law energy balances apply in the production of
system external work W due to the action of cyclical solar heat input Qin. In 2011, Indian-born American mechanical
engineer Kalyan Annamalai and American mechanical engineer Carlos Silva, in their second edition Advanced
Thermodynamics Engineering, citing Libb Thims (2002), in their “formula” section, give the following thermodynamic
definition of a human: [71]
“Humans may be called a 26-element energy/heat driven dynamic atomic structure.”
Annamalia and Silva, of note, are the authors of the 2009 “Entropy Generation and Human Aging” on aging theory (or
anti-aging) and thermodynamics. [72]

Recent views
In 2006, after being introduced to the human molecule concept the previous year, Russian physical chemist Georgi
Gladyshev began to incorporate the human molecule perspective into his theories, and comments that “the
conclusions of hierarchical thermodynamics correspond excellently to conception of Libb Thims about the
thermodynamics of human molecules”. [57] As of 2010, Gladyshev believes that the aging process of molecules can
be explained using his theory of hierarchical thermodynamics. In 2007, as mentioned previously, Russian
bioelectrochemist Octavian Ksenzhek stated that:
“The economy of mankind is a very large and extremely complicated system [and] people are the 'molecules' of
which it consists.”
Ksenzhek goes on to use energy and entropy to study the ways in which the "various associations of people
constitute its structural components." [23] In 2010, Martin Gardiner, of the Annals of Improbable Research, the group
that administers the Ig Nobel Prizes aiming to spotlight research that makes people laugh and then think, ran a fourpart, three-day article on the work of Libb Thims, entitled “I Am Not A Molecule”, subtitled 'Inside the IoHT',
discussing topics such as Thims' 2008 book The Human Molecule, the Human Chemistry 101 video lectures on the
human molecule, the Institute of Human Thermodynamics, the Journal of Human Thermodynamics, among other
topics. Gardiner considers the subject of the chemistry and thermodynamics of human molecules to be an emergent
intellectual development. A oft-quoted popular quote for the 2010 book Employees First, Customers Second by Indian
engineer business executive Vineet Nayar, signifying the logic that the employees are the molecular components of
the mega-molecular structure of the corporation (corporate molecule), and that if each employee is instilled or given
the vision of an entrepreneurial attitude that corporation will accelerate with a higher energy quotient: [60]
“And when that happens with a critical mass of employees (usually, 5 or 10 percent is all you need) throughout the
company, it creates a kind of fusion – a coming together of the human particles in the corporate molecule that
releases a massive amount of energy.”
Nayer spends considerable time discussing ideas on how hidden or latent energy exists in the employees of
corporations.

Octillion | atoms

in one person

See main: Number of atoms in

To give an idea as to the magnitude of the number of atoms in one human molecule as compared to, for instance, the
number of atoms in one water molecule (three) or the number of atoms comprising the earth (sexdecillion), the
following table lists names to common larger numbers. [53] The third column, Exp, shows the old-fashioned
calculator shorthand symbol for large numbers, in which E is short for exponent, in the sense that, for instance, E9 is
short for 10E9 which is short for
entities.
#

Name

. Exponent shorthand is useful in writing out molecular formulas for biological
Number of Atoms

Exp

hundred

100

E2

thousand

1,000

E3

In
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million

1,000,000

E6

billion

1,000,000,000

E9

trillion

1,000,000,000,000

E12

quadrillion

1,000,000,000,000,000

E15

quintillion

1,000,000,000,000,000,000

E18

sextillion

1,000,000,000,000,000,000,000

E21 one small fish

septillion

1,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000

E24

octillion

1,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000

one person
E27 (human
molecule)

nonillion

1,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000

E30

decillion

1,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000

E33

undecillion

1,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000

E36

duodecillion

1,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000

E39

tredecillion

1,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000

E42

ten bacteria
molecules

ten pre-aquatic
worms

quattuordecilli 1,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,00
on
0

E45

quindecillion

1,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,00
0,000

E48

sexdecillion

1,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,00
0,000,000

one earth
E51 molecule (the
earth)

septendecillion

1,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,00
0,000,000,000

E54

octodecillion

1,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,00
0,000,000,000,000

one sun
E57 molecule (the
sun)

novemdecillion

1,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,00
0,000,000,000,000,000

E60

vigintillion

1,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,00
0,000,000,000,000,000,
000

E63

unvigintillion

1,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,00
0,000,000,000,000,000,
000,000

E66

duovigintillion

1,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,00
0,000,000,000,000,000,
000,000,000

E69

tresvigintillion

1,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,00
0,000,000,000,000,000,
000,000,000,000

E72

1,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,00
quattuorvigintil
0,000,000,000,000,000,
lion
000,000,000,000,000

E75

the milky way
galaxy
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1,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,00
quinquavigintill
0,000,000,000,000,000,
ion
000,000,000,000,000,000

E78

1,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,00
0,000,000,000,000,000,
000,000,000,000,000,000,000

E81

1,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,00
septemvigintilli
0,000,000,000,000,000,
on
000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000

E84

sesvigintillion

the observable
universe

Using these larger number names in context, one would say, for instance, that one human molecule is comprised of
an octillion atoms, of twenty-six types of 'active' elements.

Objections to
Since the 1809 publication of Goethe's Elective Affinities, wherein the characters are said to mirror the activities and
behaviors of the chemicals, there has been a never-ending stream of criticism regarding the chemical nature of the
human being. [21] In 1810, for instance, Goethe's fellow author and neighbor Christoph Wieland sent a letter (which
he suggested should be burned after it is read) to his close friend German philologist and archeologist Karl Böttiger
stating that: [22]
“To all rational readers, the use of the chemical theory is nonsense and childish fooling around.”
In modern terms, the debate still continues; where, according to recent Internet polls, about 57% of people agree
that they are a giant molecule. [17] Likewise, according to standard molecular evolution tables, it is visually-obvious
that humans are evolved molecules. In spite of these known perspectives, many maintain that humans are in some
way different than molecules, particularly when it comes to choice and free will. In 1996, for instance, Austrian-born
American theoretical physicist Fritjof Capra stated incorrectly that "human beings can choose whether and how to
obey a social rule; molecules cannot choose whether or not they should interact." [18] In 2005, American science
philosopher and sociologist Steve Fuller, a noted intelligent design advocate, published his New Scientist article "I Am
Not a Molecule", arguing against atomic reductionism in sociology, used in recent publications, most notably English
physical chemist Phillip Ball's 2004 book Critical Mass: How One Thing Leads to Another, American evolutionary
biologist Jared Diamond’s 2005 book Collapse: How Societies Choose to Fail or Succeed, and Canadian-born
evolutionary psychologist American Steven Pinker’s 2002 book The Blank Slate: the Modern Denial of Human Nature,
all of which, according to Fuller, are "infuriating social scientists"; presumably himself, most significantly? [24]
Likewise, in 2007 Canadian chemist Stephen Lower considered the following statement "people are viewed as
chemical species, or specifically human molecules, A or B, and processes such as marriage or divorce are viewed as
chemical reactions between individuals..." to be crackpot, meaning it is something akin to an eccentric or lunatic
notion, and listed it among a grouping of pseudoscience subjects. [19]

See also
● Human chemical
● Human chemical element
● Human element
● Human particle
● People are not molecules
● Social atom
● Joseph Dewey
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External links
● The Human Molecule - HumanMolecule.net
● Human molecules - WikiSocial, a Wikia wiki.
● The Human Molecule (discussion thread) – MyOpenForum.com.
● Human molecule – WordNik.com.

Human molecule (banned)
In science, human molecule is a topic associated with imprisonment, banning, and excommunication; where, over
the last two-centuries, it is a reoccurring phenomenon that authors who write on the subject of the “human
molecule” (people viewed as molecules), historically, have been subjected to a mixture of imprisonment, banning,
and excommunication. The following are a few historical examples:
Theorist

Lucretius (99-55BC)
Greek atomic theory
philosopher

Jean Sales (17411816)
French writer,
philosopher, and
polymath

Date

Overview

His On the Nature of Things, which amassed the sum writings on
atomic theory (of Epicurus, Democritus, and Leucippus), asserting that
humans are made of but geometries of atoms and voids, was banished
by the church, thereafter having all his copies destroyed, except one—
later discovered in 1417 in a German monastery by antiquity collector
55BC Poggio Bracciolini (1380-1459), who had 50 copies made, resulting to
mentally seed the initiation of the scientific revolution, via the work of:
Desiderius Erasmus (1500), Giordano Bruno (1584), Francis Bacon
(1601), Galileo Galilei (1623), etc. who all began to embrace “atheistic
school of Leucippus and Democritus and Epicurus", as Bacon put it,
and therein reformulate a reconciliation of their faith and science.
Imprisoned, by the Chatelet, and later sentenced to perpetual
banishment, from France, for writing, in his materialism advocating
1775 The Philosophy of Nature: a Treatise on Moral Human Nature, about
people as “human molecules” formed from the "atoms" of the earth
by a "great process". [1]

Vilfredo Pareto (1848His public lectures in a working men’s institute, between 1889 and
1923)
1893—during which time he wrote 167 articles, many of the scholarly,
French-born Italian
but the vast majority anti-government polemics—were closed by the
1893
mathematical
police; sometime therein, or at least by 1895, he began to pen out his
engineer and physical
signature theory of "man, a kind of molecule, acting only in response
socioeconomist
to the forces of ophelimity."
Pierre Teilhard (18811955)
French philosopher,
chemist, physicist,
paleontologist, and
priest

His writings on “human molecules” were perpetually banned by the
church, throughout his life, 1925 to 1955, and because of his views he
1925
was excommunicated from the church; his writings were all published
posthumously.

Mehdi Bazargan
(1907-1995)
Iranian mechanical
engineer,
thermodynamics
professor, and 75th
prime minster of Iran

Imprisoned twice for writing that people are "configurations of atoms"
that should be governed politically by regulation of the laws of
chemistry, physics, and thermodynamics; while in prison, wrote the
1956 first full book on human thermodynamics, the 216-page
Thermodynamics of Humans, wherein people, as atomic
configurations, are entities who desires and labors are governed by
chemical affinity, the laws thermodynamics, and the principles physics
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Libb Thims (c.1975-)
American chemical
engineer, electrical
engineer, and
thermodynamicist

Banned from Wikipedia (twice) for attempting to write articles on the
human molecule subjects of "human thermodynamics", using the C.G.
Darwin 1952 definition of the subject as the statistical mechanics of
human molecules, and "human chemistry", using the Henry Adams
1885 definition of the subject as the study of the attraction of
equivalent human molecules; the following 2010 article: "human
2005 thermodynamics (Wikipedia)", in particular, resulted in the subject of
the human molecule (and Thims) being permanently banned from
Wikipedia, by selective administrators, in particular biochemist Tim
Vickers (User:Tim Vickers ), computer scientist Jonathan Hochman
(User:Jehochman ), and hotel manager Kevin Williams (User:Kww ),
who found the subject very disturbing and stated that they wanted to
"kill" the article.

2010

Banned from ChemicalForums.com: A mere discussion post about
the possibility of teaching the subject of the human molecule, in the
context of human chemistry, in college, was banned (within twelve
hours) from ChemicalForums.com, by a Polish chemist Borak (who
runs the site ChemBuddy.com), who considered the subject of human
chemistry, defined as the study of the behaviors of human molecules,
to be crackpot and an abuse of the word chemistry, the reason for
banning the subject, in his own words, being that: "humans are not
molecules, they are complex objects composed of many molecules."
The ban was supported by American chemist Mitch Garcia (who
started the site in 2003), stating that “honestly, the idea seems pure
crackpottery to me. Crackpots always seem to think they are victims of
the "mainstream". They always seem to think no one is intelligent
enough to understand their points.” Garcia stated that the only place
he would allow discussion of the subject was in the "Politics,
Philosophy, and Oddities " subsection of the site, otherwise he will
ban.

Related
In 1920, American prodigy William Sidis (the character behind the film Good Will Hunting) wrote his magnum opus,
The Animate and the Inanimate, on his view of how thermodynamics explains human existence, while locked in an
asylum.

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“From the fact that action and reaction of opposing powers is always equal, the greatest efforts of the goddess of
reason against Christianity were made in France.”
— Joseph de Maistre (1797), Considerations on France [1]

References
1. Fara, Patricia. (2011). Newton: the Making of a Genius (pg. 5). Pan Macmillan.
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In hmolscience, human molecules, akin to the similar term "human
chemicals", i.e. two or more "human chemicals" (people), is the plural of
the term "human molecule" (one person); meaning more than one
human molecule; a set or collection of multiple people—each person
defined as a "molecule".

See also
● Dihumanide molecule
● Human Molecules (chapter)

Further reading

A boundaried system of seven human

molecules (people), two of which are shown
● Nelson, Alan. (1992). “Human Molecules”, in: Post-Popperian
Methodology of Economics, ch. 3, pgs. 113-33) by Neil De Marchi. Kluwer connected via a human chemical bond.
Academic Press.

Human Molecules (chapter)
In famous publications, Human Molecules is a twenty-one-page
1989 manuscript turned 1992 book chapter focused on the
postulate that “economic agents” can be modeled “human
molecules”, namely defining each person as an individual
molecule, by American philosopher Alan Nelson. [1] The chapter
originated from a 1989 manuscript “Human Molecules”, by
Nelson, that resulted to form a chapter in the 1992 book PostPopperian Methodology of Economics, along with a followup
rebuttal chapter, American economics professor Bruce Caldwell,
and response chapter, by Nelson; and has been cited by the 2009
Oxford Handbook of Philosophy of Economics, among others, as
the originator of the economic agent as human molecule model
of people, in economics. [2]

Overview
The opening 1947 quote by Dutch-born American theoretical
physicist and economist Tjalling Koopmans, noted for his efforts
to apply mechanics, physics, and thermodynamics to the study of
economics, is representative of the theme of Nelson's chapter
and overall approach:
“While it was long possible and sometimes tempting for
physicists to deny the usefulness of the molecular hypothesis, we
economists have the good luck of being some of the ‘molecules’ Opening page to American philosopher Alan Nelson's
of economic life ourselves, and of having the possibility through 1992 chapter "Human Molecules" outlining the view
that the "economic agent" model should correctly be
human contacts to study the behavior of other ‘molecules’.”
the "human molecule" model. [1]

In other words, Koopmans, a Nobel Prize winner in economics
and noted quantum chemical physicist, suggests that the time has come for scientists to stop denying the "human
molecular hypothesis", i.e. humans are molecules, and to begin working this hypothesis for its usefulness and fruit.
Nelson recalls, loosely, that he got the title of his chapter from Koopmans. Nelson, in his chapter, expands on this
premise by positing that dated idea of "economic agents" should be replaced by the postulate that people are
molecules and that we should turn to physics, thermodynamics, and statistical mechanics to explain the behavior of
people, in an economic sense, on the premise that these sciences have successfully been employed to explain the
behavior of molecules, such as in explaining the behavior of a confined system of gas molecules. Nelson uses
equations such as the Boyle-Charles's law, the standard equation for kinetic energy, and how economic agents might
conform to a one-dimensional Maxwell distribution equation, among others. The following is representative quote
from the chapter:
“A second kind of independent evidence concerning behavior of individual molecules is that the hypothesis that
temperature is proportional to E permits the derivation of a wide variety of important theoretical results that are
experimentally confirmed, as any textbook or statistical mechanics reveals. It is questionable whether economic
assumptions about individuals produce the same variety of theoretical results and whether these results have been,
or can be, experimentally tested. It is this third kind of indirect evidence that is most interesting in the present case.”
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Nelson calls his theory the "Standard Model of Reduction" (SMR), which he says loosely follows the 1961 work of
Czech-born American philosopher of science Ernest Nagel. [3]

Commentary
Nelson's chapter on human molecules was followed up by fifteen-page chapter "Commentary", by American
economics professor Bruce Caldwell, wherein Caldwell outlines the overall historical view that most attempts
towards physical science reduction methods fail and that in Nelson's case he has misunderstood the economic
enterprise in his effort to find solution in physics. [4]

Reply
The third chapter in this series, is a four-page rebuttal chapter by Nelson. [5]

References
1. Nelson, Alan. (1992). “Human Molecules”, in: Post-Popperian Methodology of Economics, ch. 3, pgs. 113-33) by
Neil De Marchi. Kluwer Academic Press.
2. (a) Nelson, Alan. (1989). “Human Molecules”, Unpublished Manuscript, Department of Philosophy, University of
California, Irving.
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California, Irving.
(c) Kincaid, Harold and Ross, Don. (2009). Oxford Handbook of Philosophy of Economics (pg. 394). Oxford University
Press.
(d) Janssen, Maarten C.W. (1993). Microfoundations: a Critical Inquiry (behavior of in ‘individual’ humans and
molecules, pg. 14; “Human Molecules” (1992), Nelson, pg. 125. Routledge.
(e) Mayer, T. and Heathfield. (1993). Truth Versus Precision in Economics (“Human Molecules” (1992), Nelson, pg. #).
Langue: Anglais.
(f) Hoover, Kevin. (2006). “Microfoundations and the Ontology of Macroeconomics” (pg. 16: “Human Molecules”,
Nelson, 1992), Presented at the conference on Issues in Philosophy of Economics, University of Alabama,
Birmingham, 19-21 May.
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3. Nagel, Ernest. (1961). The Structure of Science. Harcourt, Brace, and World.
4. Caldwell, Bruce J. (1992). “Commentary on Alan Nelson’s ‘Human Molecules’”, in N. De Marchi (ed.) PostPopperian Methodology of Economics. Recovering Practice. Boston: Kluwer Academic Publishers, pgs. 135-49.
5. Caldwell, Bruce J. (1992). “Reply to Bruce Caldwell's Commentary on ‘Human Molecules’”, in N. De Marchi (ed.)
Post-Popperian Methodology of Economics. Recovering Practice. Boston: Kluwer Academic Publishers, pgs. 135-49.

Human motion
In hmol science, human motion refers to the
action of a force giving rise to movement of a
specific human body on which it acts. [1]

Forces
In the human state of existence, according to
standard model, the two forces that mediate
human motion and daily activity are the
electromagnetic force and gravitational
force. In modern particle physics
terminology, however, what we thought of as A example depiction of human motion: a "repulsive interaction" of two
a "force", in the past, has come to be
human molecules, one male Mx one female Fy, shown moving in time on a
quantified in terms of what is called the
Feynman diagram, in which the exchange of a repulsive visual sight, a sight
"exchange of a particle" (either primary field transmitted or exchanged in the form of electromagnetic waves of light,
which itself consists of field particles called photons, defined as being "on
particles, i.e. spin 1 or spin 2 particles or
secondary field particles), which results in the mass-shell", causes the two bodies to repel away from each other. [1]
apparent existence of an "exchange force".
[2] The measurable particle called the photon, a type of spin 1 boson, is said to be the carrier of the electromagnetic
force, the hypothetical particle called the graviton is said to be the carrier of the gravitational force.
In sum, the ‘standard model’ holds that of the so-called fundamental forces of nature, weak nuclear, strong
nuclear, electromagnetic, and gravity, that human motions are under the operation of the electromagnetic force,
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predominately, an example being the force of love at first sight, a reaction process in which 20% of people will be
pulled though uncontrollably into the marriage bond, and the gravitational force, in a secondary manner of effect, an
example being the fact that a female’s state of being ‘in heat’ is governed or initiated on lunar cycles, and thus
indirectly due to the gravitational force. [1] The gravitational force, however, can be shown to be a derivative of the
electromagnetic force, by virtue of the fact that the human (human molecule), the earth (earth molecule), and the
sun (sun molecule) can each be quantified as being a different type of molecule and by standard definition the force
that creates bonds that attach molecules together is the electromagnetic force, which can be explained in terms of
exchange forces, wherein the field carrier, in fundamental unit, is the photon. The details of this derivation, however,
remain to be worked out.

Work
As soon as any human body moves under the influence of the force, according to the standard thermodynamic
definition, work is performed. [3] This work is quantified, in standard definition equation format, by the French
physicist Gustave Coriolis’ 1829 principle of the transmission of work.

Equilibrium
In certain processes, one force may be prevented from its tendency to give rise to motion of a body by other
opposing forces, such that equilibrium results, and the body remains at rest. In this case the force performs no work.
These states of tensioned equilibrium can be graphically explained in terms of what are called negative pressures,
such as may exist in solids, and in some liquids.

History
The subject of the why’s and how’s of human motion, not in terms of the so-called kinematics of human motion, but
rather in terms of what fundamental forces moves humans in the same way the fall of an apple to the ground is
defined as being due to the force of gravity, is a very nascent and controversial subject, even in modern times. The
principle that “heat can produce”, in regards to the “vast movements which take place on the earth”, considered
from the general point of view, was first outlined in the form of a universal theory applicable to any working
substance of the universe by French physicist Sadi Carnot in 1824.

Controversy
That human motion is due to forces, as is the case for any physical body of the universe, is unquestionable. Tensions,
however, arise when this notion of human motion being to external forces (electromagnetic and gravitational) comes
into conflict with age-old ideas of "free will", "choice", and so-called "self-motion", or "self-drive" and the connected
concept that one's choices between so-called good and evil determines one's moral worth in after-death weight
(soul, karma, etc.) and that this measurement determines one's state of existence in the afterlife, in whatever state of
existence one views this to be, speaking plainly, which for over 72 percent of the world is a belief derived from Ra
theology. As Indian chemical engineer DMR Sekhar stated, in his 2011 objection to the view that his actions were
governed by the control of the electromagnetic force: [6]
“The external force view of human motion contradicts common sense. If contradiction exists then there should be
experimental proof. While you are going up stair you are lifting yourself up. There is no external force that lifts you.
Hence humans are self driven and self directed. The idea that ‘human actions are controlled by external
electromagnetic forces’ is a premise that needs to be defended, in terms of explaining the difference between why a
water molecule evaporates off a hot plate and why a human molecule jumps off a hot plate.
Is it not funny to think that some external ‘electro magnetic force’ decides if we need to climb up or down or
decides what we are going to have for lunch? The external force induced human motion theory will be successful only
when it can distinguish the difference between ‘evaporating water molecules’ and ‘a man escaping the heat to self
preserve’.
Do you really think that human actions and behavior are not self controlled but are controlled by external
electromagnetic waves? I, myself, do not agree that human actions are governed by external electromagnetic forces.
Human actions are self controlled. This has nothing to do with God or any religion. I strongly believe that science
should not be laced with any kind of philosophy including materialism. The the theory of ‘external electromagnetic
control of human behavior and actions’ needs to be expanded to a full argument. In my view human beings are self
driven and we don't need science to know this. Just common sense is enough.
Time only will tell how long Thims can carry the load of thinking that human actions and behavior are governed
by external electro magnetic forces. Everyone can test by himself if he is self driven or not! I wonder who is going to
accept that he is driven by electromagnetic forces from out side of him? And that he is not alive in the same way that
a water molecule is not alive?”
In sum, Sekhar believes that is a type of animated ‘living matter’ or being made of atoms, but one that is exempt, so
to speak, from the standard laws of physics, via the view that humans choose their own actions according to their
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"will" and are “self driven”, on the logic that a human being uses his or her “internal biological energy”, which is not
the same as a “perpetual motion machine”, because as a human "chooses" to takes in food from the external
environment to accumulate and store “internal biological energy”.
This view, however, is a view of the olden days. The correct view is that all human choices and decisions originate not
from within, but rather from the forces of sensory inputs, both recent and as stored as reactive memories. This view
was stated in 1847 by Scottish physicist James Maxwell, who at the age of seventeen concluded that: [7]
“The only thing which can be directly perceived by the senses is force, to which may be reduced to light, heat,
electricity, sound and all the other things which can be perceived by the senses.”
These input forces then give rise to what is called readiness potentials, which thus gives rise to states of
consciousness and conscious choice. In the simplified words of American naturalist Diane Ackerman, "our senses
define the edge of consciousness". [8] The central problem or rather tension between the two seeming competing
views (internal choice vs external forced choice), lies not in the view that human motion is a result of external forces,
which is the standard model, but rather that the state of the world's modern 21st century educational system is still
stuck in the mire of the 1833 Whewell-Coleridge debate mindset, wherein the so-called ‘scientist’ (defined during this
debate by William Whewell in 1834), is one who studies of the ‘material world’, but explicitly not the material world
of the human mind and its so-called connected ‘moral world’, a world often considered as being incorporeal to many,
which is a territorial subject specifically left to the theologians and philosophers, and not to be tredded on by the
modern physical scientist. This unwritten rule is so instilled that in American, in particular, high school teachers fear
loosing their jobs and college professor fear loosing their grants if this subject is even mentioned or discussed in
passing overview. [9]

See also
● Library walk problem
● Turning tendencies
● Human molecular spin
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In terminology, human nature is a term referring to the "nature" or
naturalness (natural or unnatural) of human behavior—powered human
molecular behavior, correctly—or human activity.

Branches
In 1948, American self-defined 'human chemist' Thomas Dreier defined the
science of “human chemistry”, with the explicit view of people as reactive
“human chemicals”, to be one of the branches of human nature, as follows:
[1]
“Human chemistry, the study of how people ‘chemically’ react to one
another, is an important branch of the science of human nature.”
Likewise, in English thermodynamicist Alfred Ubbelohde 1946 Time and
Thermodynamics, in his opening chapter “Contributions to the
Thermodynamics of Scientific Humanism”, he comments: [3]
“Contributions to the thermodynamics of scientific humanism [concerns]
insights on the nature of time, [as in] personal or psychological time, and
refers to the unification of the specialized sciences effected by the
contributions they make to the proper study of mankind, man’s nature and
destiny.”

A 2012 "matrix style" ethics conference
symposium depiction of how human
nature will, supposedly, be engineered in
the future, humans being embedded at
birth with satellite tracking computer chips
(similar to how dogs are presently), USB
plugs, and some type of logic gate circuitry,
among other types of processors. [2]

In this classification scheme, the two dominant branches of human nature would be human thermodynamics and
human chemistry, followed in a close third by human physics, a residual, albeit closely intertwined, subject.

Engineering
Since 2010, American electrochemical engineer Libb Thims has been giving a yearly lecture to bioengineering
thermodynamics students (at a noted Chicago university) on an introduction to human chemistry and human
thermodynamics, both pure and applied. In 2012, Wake Forest University, North Carolina, hosted an “Engineering
Human Nature”, conference, with speakers including: Patricia Churchland (talk: Braintrust: How Minds Make Morals),
Paul Churchland (talk: Rule: the Basis of Morality), Kevin Jung (talk: Explaining Moral Values in a Physical World),
David Oderberg, noted “biogenesis, abiogenesis, thermodynamics” scholar (Ѻ), among others. [2] Hopefully, Jung, in
his lecture, will heed the wisdom of German polymath Johann Goethe who rightfully commented over two-hundred
years ago:
"The moral symbols of nature are the elective affinities discovered and employed by the great Bergman [and] there
is, after all, only one nature."
Likely, however, this will not be the case, by virtue of (a) the large gap in the separation between the two cultures
and most-importantly (b) Jung being a professor of Christian Ethics; Bergman being a founder of physical chemistry;
Goethe being the founder of human chemistry; the latter two [human physical chemistry], moreover, being
inherently at odds with the former [Christianity]; the only resolution of which being the scenario wherein the latter
belief system (physical science) completely overthrows the former (Ra theology); the same as in the case when any
formerly predominate scientific theory becomes a defunct scientific theory, after being shown fallacious and
inconsistent within the modern scientific framework. This overthrow, however, if it is to occur, will no doubt be many
generations, centuries, if not millennia to come, to say the least.
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External links
● Human nature – Wikipedia.

Human particle
In science, the human particle is the view
of systems of people as collections of
statistically averaged structural points or
entities (or social units), described through
the guise of various types of physical
particle models, e.g. point atom (Davy,
1813), human atoms, human atomism,
human elements, free electrons, among
others. [1] Much of this logic derives from
the development of the kinetic theory of Left: Austrian physicist Ludwig Boltzmann's 1895 drawing of gas particles in
gases and statistical thermodynamics
"rest position"; who in 1872 stated that "molecules are like to many
between 1850 and 1900 and how
individuals". [5] Center: Artistic rendition of the human particle view (or human
analogies were used in comparing
atom, human atomism, or Daniel Bernoulli "gas particle" view) of human
societies of people to systems of atoms or behavior. [6] Right: The "advanced intelligence perspective" or distant or thirdparty observer view is often employed when using human particle models.
molecules.
In the 1975 book the Macroscope: a
New Scientific System, to cite one of many examples of this type of reductionist approach, French biochemist Joel de
Rosnay states that: [2]
“In relation to society: we are the particles ... our glance must be directed towards the systems which surround the
particles in order to better understand their interactive and evolutionary dynamics.”
Likewise, in the 2004 book Critical Mass - How One Things Leads to Another, English chemist and physicist Philip Ball
argues that "to develop a physics of society" one must use the model that "particles will become people" to which he
uses the term peoploids to designate human particles in computer simulations.
In human statistical thermodynamics, in
general, one can often find analogies on the
comparison of people to gas particles. The
particle perspective has its uses, when applied
correctly. One can, for instance, derive the
"orbital perspective" of human movements via
this method. [4] Others use the human particle
perspective to explain power laws in society,
e.g. the distribution of wealth. [1]

Historical references
In 1813, English chemist Humphry Davy
Left: In social physics the human particle view is often employed, such as
described man as a point atom. [3] In 1876,
English philosopher Herbert Spencer posed the depicted above in Philip Ball's 2004 book Critical Mass, to explain mass
social phenomena, such as war, revolution, fads, etc., using theories such
query:

as critical mass or tipping points [1] Right: 2013 Break.com pic of what
seems to be a grade school or high school student giving a possible semi“Are the attributes of society, considered apart serious answer to the question of what state—assuming here the question
from its living units, in any way like those of a is referring to one of the “states” of the united states—particles, possibly
not-living body? Or are they in any way like
humans or environmental particles, e.g. air, depending, have the most and
those of a living body? or are they entirely
least movement, a question to which the student answers: California (Avg.
Lat: 37°; Avg. Temp: 59°F) and New Jersey (Latitude: 40°; Avg. Temp: 53°F),
unlike those of both?”
a guess that, based on average temperature per each state, seems to be
In 1956, German-American psychologist Erich correct, in that it adheres to the logic of Boerhaave’s law and the MaxwellBoltzmann distribution.
Fromm defined people as human atoms and

argued that the greatest need in life is the desire for interpersonal fusion. In the 1999 book Peopleware, American
software consultants Tom DeMarco and Timothy Lister likened occupational human workers with flexible and selfregulated working environments to ‘free electrons’ based on the observation that such loosely-bound employees
have a strong role in choosing their own orbits or work orbitals. In 2007, American physicist Mark Buchanan
published the book The Social Atom arguing that "we should think of people as if they were atoms or molecule" if we
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are to build a rigorous science of social physics.

See also
● Human molecule
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Human periodic
table
In human chemistry, a human periodic table is
any of a number of, typically analogy-based,
depictions of human arraigned on in rows that
repeat periodically by way of their properties,
similar to a standard periodic table of elements.

Overview
In circa 1900, English chemist Henry Roscoe
gave an analogy between the newly forming
ideas on the periodicity of the elements and the
periodicity of human lineages; the gist of which
being summarized by Henry Bray (1910) who
said that Roscoe said somewhat as follows: [4]
“Let us in our minds write on our mental
blackboard the names of the Englishman
Newlands, the Frenchman Dumas, the German
Meyer, and the Russian Mendeljeff, all written
in a horizontal line; next let us write beneath
the name of each of these men the name of his A 2015 rendition of the Roscoe periodic table, conceived by Henry Roscoe
(c.1900), based on the Henry Bray (1910) description, according to which
father, and beneath that the name of his
grandfather, and beneath that the name of his men, their fathers, and grandfathers are akin, in their physical and
chemical properties, to those of the elements arranged in a periodic table.
great-grandfather, and so on. If you now write
opposite the name of each of these individuals the number of years since his birth, you will find the numbers will
increase by a definite increment, namely the age of a generation, which will be approximately the same in all the
families. There will be certain differences in the ages of the chemists themselves, but such differences will be little
when compared to the period that will be found has elapsed since the birth of any of their ancestors. In these familytrees, each individual takes the place, as it were, of a chemical element: as each family is marked by certain
peculiarities, so each group of atoms thus arranged show marked and unmistakable signs of a common origin.”
Bray continues, either as paraphrase or direct quote, that Roscoe elaborated on this as follows:
“In such a family-tree as we have mentioned, it may frequently happen that the history of some member of the
family has been entirely lost. When such is the case it is not impossible, especially for a man like Francis Galton, to
judge from the known history of the other members what the characteristics of the missing member of the family
must have been. It is thus as to atoms. It was not long ago when Mendeljeff said that if certain vacancies in his tables
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of atoms were ever filled, they would have to be filled by elements possessing certain chemical and physical
properties which he accurately specified. Since that time these vacancies have been filled, and by atoms or elements
possessing the very properties which Mendeljeff said they would possess.
Galium was discovered by Lecoq de Boisbaudron, scandium by Nilson, germanium by Winkler; and these
discoverers agree that the atomic, chemical, and physical properties of these substances agree exactly with those
predicted by Mendeljeff. It sometimes happens that the real parentage of an element has been lost altogether, but a
careful examination frequently enables the chemist to restore it to the family to which it belongs.”
(add discussion)
In 1948, American writer Thomas Dreier, in his We Human Chemicals, gave the following "human periodic table" like
cover design:

according to which each person is conceived as a "human chemical" or "human chemical element", in short. In 2003,
Mil Millington, in his novel A Certain Chemistry, used the following cover design:

Discussion
The more correct way to arrange people chemically is using affinity, as was done by German polymath Johann
Goethe, in his 1808 human affinity table, or using the equivalent concept of human free energy tables, as outlined in
2007 by American chemical engineer Libb Thims.

Axe periodic table
In 2009 Axe body spray launched there "Axe Periodic Table" advertisement.
The ad creation was done by the Lowe/SSP3-Bogota agency,
under the direction of Jose Sokoloff, which shows the human
element, a man named ‘Homer’, which may be a play on the
2006 Dow Corning ‘human element’ ad campaign, above a
periodic table of women, wherein each element box a
woman’s name is written accompanying a picture, below
which the ad hook, depicted adjacent, reads “love is a matter
of chemistry.” [1]
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Social media elements periodic table
The following is a 2009 "periodic table of the social elements" by Internet writer Rick Liebling, which is based on the
logic that: [2]
“Social Media really is a lot like chemistry. There is a huge pool of elements you can choose from and an infinite
variety of combinations you can create. Twitter + sharing +commenting will give you a different result than blogging
+LinkedIn+ Flickr. Then of course there are the active ingredients -the people.”
Each grouping of "internet elements" is grouped by color, e.g. yellow are "Twitter people", orange are "YouTube
people", etc., such that people are grouped by their reactivity or rather properties as defined by which social site he
or she frequents:
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Human elements
The following is "human element" properties table (yellow) found on a the site GoldHunter.org (active from 20072008) shown with one of the famous 2006 Dow Corning human element (Hu) advertisements: [3]

"Human Chemistry"
(Man, Woman, Child "Element" Properties)
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In science, human physics is the study of people, viewed or
modeled as "human particles", interacting socially, using the
principles and laws of physics; in general, the use of physics
models to explain human patterns. A number of variations of
this field exists, including: social physics, sociophysics,
econophysics, among others.

Etymology
The term “human physics” was coined in 1835 by Adolphe
Quetelet. Later synonyms include: Humanized physics (Edwin
Slosson, 1910), Anthropic physics (Wilhelm Ostwald, 1912),
A jack and Jill stylized version of Newton's cradle,
among other variants on the same general subject, albeit with illustrating the conceptual model of human physics as the
different names (see: two cultures namesakes).
physics, e.g. laws of motion, applied to people.

Overview
See also: HP pioneers

The starting point for the subject of "human physics" is generally considered to be the publication of English science
philosopher and political theorist Thomas Hobbes’ 1651 book Leviathan, in which he draws analogies between laws
of mechanics and features of society. Hobbes was greatly influenced by the newly forming field of physics and even
travelled to Italy to meet the aging physicist Galileo Galilei. [5] A classic 20th century example of human physics is the
the 1970s work of Australian mechanical engineer Roy Henderson who monitored the movements of college students
on a campus and children on a playground, finding that in both cases their movements fit the Maxwell-Boltzmann
distribution, meaning that both velocities of gas particles and the speeds of students follow a Gaussian distribution.
[1]
American theoretical physicist Mendel Sachs’ 1993 book Relativity in Our Time: From Physics to Human Relations,
is a type of human physics focused on the philosophy of relativity theory and its extension from physics to the field of
human relations and relationships. [3] Some of the more recent work by social-physical science analogy theorists,
such as Malcolm Gladwell on tipping points (2000), Mark Buchanan on power laws (2000) and social atoms (2007),
Philip Ball on critical mass (2004), Len Fisher on crowd and swarm behavior (2009), among others, might be
considered as ‘human physics’. American mechanical engineer Adrian Bejan's 2007 constructal theory used to the
explain social dynamics and branching flows is often characterized loosely as human physics. [2] A recent example of
human physics is the study of the force of attachment between humans, in terms of the fundamental forces, e.g. field
particle exchange models.

Crowd dynamics
A recent popular subject in human physics is crowd
dynamics the study of "crowd behaviors" in particular
abnormal crowd behavior such as people's reactions and
movement patterns in the case of emergencies, such as
fire, wherein people as particles and crowds as fluids or
flows of particles. [7] Shown adjacent are depictions of
fluid or particle system models of crowd behavior, e.g.
exodus system, panic simulation system; some of which,
however, are nearly incoherent in their
anthropomorphism, such as those extolled by Scottish
mathematician Keith Still: [7]
"The laws of crowd dynamics have to include the fact
that people do not follow the laws of physics; they have a
choice in their direction, have no conservation of
A type of human fluid like crowd dynamics simulation model,
momentum, and can start and stop at will."
often employed in human physics, to study designs in
emergency situations, e.g. fire, bomb threat, etc.

which, of course, is completely backwards in logic:
everything in the universe follows the laws of physics except humans?

Because of the fact that improper building design has often lead to many deaths that could have been avoided,
human physics models, formulations, and computer simulations can often have a real-world impact. The following
diagrams, for example, outline some various diagrams of human flow movements, each entity modeled as a human
particle: [7]
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Quotes
The following are noted human physics related or themed quotes:
“Love is a matter of chemistry, but sex is a matter of physics.”
– anonymous (or attributed to a Dr. John Marshall) [6]

See also
● Human thermodynamics
● Human chemistry
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Human quantum chemistry
In human chemistry, quantum human chemistry or "human quantum chemistry" is the study of human chemical
bonding, bonding geometry, human dynamics, social structure, interpersonal interactions, and system evolutions of
human molecules from the point of quantum chemistry, quantum field theory, and quantum mechanics. [1]
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In hmolscience, human quantum mechanics, or "human quantum
physics", is the study of quantum mechanics applied to humans,
systems of humans, or subjects in the humanities.

History
Into the 1920s, amid and following rise of quantum mechanics
(1900-1932), thinkers began to ruminate on the implications of
this new theory with regard to humanity. In 1924, Austrian
physicist Erwin Schrodinger, during the famous BKS theory debate,
on the subject of the old quantum mechanics verses the new
quantum mechanics, made an appeal to analogy in regards to the
recent rampant German hyperinflation: [1]
“A certain stability in the world order sub specie aeternitaltis can
only exist through the interrelationship of each individual system
with the rest of the world. The disconnected individual system
would be, from the viewpoint of unity, chaos. The
interrelationship is necessary as a continuous regulative factor,
without which, with respect to energy considerations, the system
would aimlessly wander about—is it idle speculation if one is
reminded of this by a similarity in social, ethical, and cultural
phenomena?”

An artistic representation of “quantum life” (by Sean
Rodwell), depicting the recent hypothesis that birds
navigate in the earth’s magnetic field using quantum
mechanical principles, for American physicist Michael
Brooks 2011 New Scientist article “Quantum Life: the
Weirdness inside Us”. [8]

In 1933, Italian theoretical physicist Ettore Majorana, in his article “The Value of Statistical Laws in Physics and Social
Sciences”, suggested the application of quantum statistical physics to social sciences. [2] In 1971, Eugene Wigner, in
his Foundations of Quantum Mechanics, expressed his opinion that quantum mechanics is not applicable to humans,
owing to their consciousness: [11]
“The state of a ‘friend’ is a linear combination of several states, indicating different contents of his mind, seems very
unnatural. This leads me to the opinion that quantum mechanics, in its present form, is not applicable to living
systems, whose consciousness is a decisive characteristic.”
In 2007, American electrochemical engineer Libb Thims incorporated a version of human quantum chemistry into the
development of human molecular orbital theory. [3] In 2009, during the Moriarty-Thims debate, Irish physicist Philip
Moriarty objected to the premise of quantum mechanics applied to human interactions:
“[Thims has] taken the abuse of the term entropy to an entirely new level, by suggesting that it—and, unbelievably,
quantum mechanics—can be applied to 'interactions' in romantic human relationships.”
Russian mathematical physicist Victor Maslov’s 2012 article “Wiener Quantization of Economics as an Analogy of the
Quantization of Thermodynamics”, co-authored with Tanya Maslova, has the keyword topics: Godel’s theorem,
Bohr’s complementarity principle, critical point of a gas, quantization of economics), human thermodynamics,
Friedman’s rule, Irving Fisher’s law (see: Irving Fisher), debt crisis. [9]

Quantum biology | Animate systems
In his 2011 talk “On Quantum Life”, American quantum theorist Seth Lloyd discusses how in a field he calls "quantum
biology", revolving around recent symposiums he has organized at Harvard, that recent studies have shown that
quantum mechanics, e.g. quantum entanglement and quantum coherence, plays a role in areas such as making light
absorption in photosynthesis efficient, in bacteria (somehow), in how birds navigate in the earth’s magnetic field, and
hypothetically in how the smell sense operates. [7]
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New age | Fringe
At some point along the line, in circa the last several decades, the use of
quantum mechanics crossed into the writings of the new age crowd. An oftcited candidate for this movement might well be American physicist Fred Wolf's
1981 book Taking the Quantum Leap, a pre-cursor to the 2004 documentary
film What the BLEEP Do We Know? (2004). This logic is summarized well by
American physicist Victor Stenger in his 2009 book Quantum Gods, who states:
[4]
“The public understanding of modern physics is seriously out of whack, thanks
largely to pop junk like The Secret (2006) and What the BLEEP Do We Know?
(2004), [which] promote a bogus version of quantum mechanics – the belief
that 'you create your own reality' by controlling the laws of physics with your
mind.”
In this sense, quantum mechanics, serves as a type of ontic opening
springboard or platform, similar to chaos theory, or stochastic physics, to argue
American new age philosopher Fred
for historical anthropomorphized ideas, often revolving around spiritual
Wolf's 1984 Star Wave, supposedly,
arguments, the mind-body problem, free will, etc. Authors in the category
uses quantum mechanics to argue that
might include: Deepak Chopra, Jeff Love (The Quantum Gods, 2000), Brenda
electrical sparks breed life to photonAnderson (Playing the Quantum Field, 2006), Ervin Laszlo (Science and the
electron interactions, which explains
Akashic Field, 2004), among others. Among this group, Chopra seems to lead
the human mind, or something along
the pack. He has been criticized for his frequent references to the relationship these lines. [10]
of quantum mechanics to healing processes, a connection that has drawn
skepticism from some physicists who say it can be considered as contributing to the general confusion in the popular
press regarding quantum measurement, decoherence, and the Heisenberg uncertainty principle. [5] In 1998, Chopra
was awarded the satirical Ig Nobel Prize in physics for "his unique interpretation of quantum physics as it applies to
life, liberty, and the pursuit of economic happiness". [6]

See also
● Human chemical thermodynamics
● Human sta s cal mechanics
● Human statistical thermodynamics
● Human wave function
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Human reproduction
reaction
In human chemistry, a human reproduction reaction is a
specific type of human chemical reaction in which
reactants male M and female F transform through a
chemical reaction to form the product of a baby of new
genetic combination. The simplest colloquial expression
for this process is often shown as:

This depicts the "overall mechanism" of reproduction
and is often paraphrased by the expression "love the
chemical reaction".

Goethe's precipitate

A modern view, i.e. physicochemical-perspective explanation,

In 1808, German polymath Johann Goethe conceived the and colloquial view, i.e. what parents tell their children about
view that each person is a chemical entity and that
sex, comparison of the human reproduction reaction.
relationships, love, and work are chemical reactions (or
affinity reactions) and in 1809 presented his viewpoint through 36-chapters of story, in which each chapter depicts a
different human chemical reaction. In the novella, a child, named Otto, symbol O, is conceived, through a rather
convoluted mental adultery, of sorts.
In 1999, Goethean studies professor Karl Fink, in his reaction analysis and of the novella, conceptualized the child to
be viewed as a precipitate, symbol P or PPT. The reaction, according to Fink, resulting in the illicit child, created out of
the interactions of the four friends, would follow a double elective affinity reaction of the following kind:

where the molecular entities are Charlotte (A), Eduard (B), Captain (C), Ottilie (D), and the chemical “precipitate” (P),
or PPT, that becomes Otto (O). [4] Others, in recent years, particularly after reading American chemical engineer Libb
Thims’ 2007 Human Chemistry textbook, have come to view a child produced out of sexual relationship as a “possible
product or precipitate”. [5]
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Thims' 18-year mechanism
In 2003, American electrochemical engineer Libb Thims began to
work out, in step-by-step detail, the reaction mechanism to
reproduction, namely that it is a process that involves several key
energetic steps, lasting in extent of an average eighteen years.
The first step, quantified by an initial state, assumes there is an
initiation of the reaction, described by collision theory, to be the
point of love at first sight (or some variation of this), followed by
a falling in love aspect of the transition state, ending in a final
state when the child detaches from the parental structure and
goes off into the world as a newly formed human molecule. [1] In
particular, the basic reproduction reaction is better characterized Symbol table of Goethe's reactions, according to the
1999 work of Goethean studies professor Karl Fink. [4]
as a double displacement reaction:

in which one male human molecule A parts with the genetic material of his germ cell (sperm) B and female human
molecule C parts with the genetic material of her germ cell (egg) D, after which time, following the high energy
transition state, two new products are formed, one the chemically-bonded couple:

and a newly formed infant human molecule BD with slowly grows into a fully-formed human E:

Beyond this, the description becomes even more complicated, where focus on the nature of the human chemical
bond A≡C comes to the fore. The detailed mechanism of the human reproduction reaction involves a day-by-day
accounting of the germ cells, as they are exchanged between partners, and slowly form into a embryo, then into a
child, which for a dozen years or more remains attached to the parental structure, then begins to detach. Technically,
the basic reproduction reaction, in which one child is conceived and raised into adulthood, in mechanistic
terminology, is what is called a double displacement reaction, of the form shown below:

In human chemical terms, species AB, defined here as a man, symbol Mx, parts with the genetic component of his
sperm, component B, symbol Sp; a woman Fy parts with the genetic component of her egg Eg; and they both emerge
newly ‘transformed’ after the birth of their child, in the form of a new molecular structure, i.e. parents bonded into a
working chemical relationship MxFy with an attached embryo SpEg uniting them:

Soon thereafter, still being attached significantly to the parental structure MxFy, the sperm-egg molecular entity
SpEg, in the shape of what is called a morula, i.e. a globular solid mass of blastomeres formed by cleavage of a zygote,
will begin to transform or grow into the structure of a young child Bc. Given time, the child will eventually begin to
detach, in a predominate manner, from the parental structure:

In this manner, the newly created human molecule Bc will go off into the world as a newly formed individual. As we
see, human chemical reactions are quite intuitive and very easy to depict. Do note, however, although simplisticlooking, these human chemical reactions actually embody principles and theories far greater in complexity and extent
than can be detailed in this short book. It must be understood that the second-by-second mechanism underlying the
above expressions, invariably, need to be explained in terms of only two components: electrons and photons. To do
this is quite a tedious process and many new perspectives on life must be digested.
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Jorge’s reversible reaction
In 2007, Swiss thinker Don Jorge, in what seems to be an attempt at using chemistry to
explain sex humorously to his girlfriend, made a video entitled “Aufklarung: How to Learn
about Sex with Chemistry”, in which he described the process of sex using the following
reaction: [2]

♂ + ♀ ⇌ Baby
In the video, Jorge draws the diagram on paper where he draws little sperm, with a head
and a wiggle tail, moving from the male ♂ to the female ♀ and describes how “latex” can
block the progress of the reaction. In his reaction drawing, Jorge uses Van't Hoff doubleDon Jorge (1988-)
arrow reversible reaction symbol
, as introduced by Jacobus Van't Hoff in his 1884
Studies in Chemical Dynamics, to allude to the view that sex is a reversible reaction, as may be possibly captured in
the phenomenon of a one-night-stand. [3] Although this is an involved topic, the correct formulation is to use a one
way arrow, signifying that the formation of an embryo and later an infant is an irreversible process. If, however, the
couple or female decided to opt for an abortion, a completely different reaction mechanism would be used.
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Human Societies: A Curious Application of
Thermodynamics
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In famous publications, “Human Societies: a
Curious Application of Thermodynamics” is
four-page 1998 article by Venezuelan-born
English chemical engineer Erich Muller, wherein,
using chemical thermodynamics, he attempts to
show how social forces are enlarged versions of
intermolecular forces and how chemical
thermodynamics can be used to explain the
drives of social forces. [1]

Overview
In 1998, Muller, “Human Societies: a Curious
Application of Thermodynamics”, opened to the
following bold statement:
“There is a loose analogy between
intermolecular forces that govern the
observable behavior of fluid systems and the
social forces that drive human behavior. Based
on this premise, at least in principle, we can use
thermodynamics to describe social systems.”
(add discussion)
The Muller dispersion force (social analogy to
Van der Waals dispersion force) and Muller
stability ratio (social equivalent to the Gottman
stability ratio) are based on this paper. [2]

JHT
Muller's article served as the prototype article
model of the 2005-launched Journal of Human
Thermodynamic.

References

First page to Erich Muller's 1998 Chemical Engineering Education article
“Human Societies: a Curious Application of Thermodynamics”, wherein
people are likened via a "curious analogy" to molecules, according to
which social forces are described as intermolecular forces, and drives are
quantified via thermodynamic potentials. [1]

1. Müller , Erich. A. (1998). “Human Societies: a Curious Application of Thermodynamics” (pdf) (abs) (scan), Chemical
Engineering Education, Vol. 1, No. 3, Summer.
2. (a) Thims, Libb. (2005). “(Pre) Journal of Human Thermodynamics: Model Plan”, IoHT Publications.
(b) Thims, Libb. (2007). Human Chemistry (Volume Two), (preview), (Section: "Müller dispersion forces", pgs. 629638). Morrisville, NC: LuLu.
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Human spontaneity
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In science, human spontaneity refers to human interactions,
activity reactions, or interpersonal processes that happen
spontaneously.

Overview
The work of Jacob Moreno and his theory of the social atom
is largely based on his studies of the spontaneity level of
children as compared to adults. In 1995, American
electrochemical engineer Libb Thims has been working to
understand how the famous spontaneity criterion, i.e. ΔG <
0, of chemical thermodynamics applies to human
Marilyn Monroe on attractiveness, nature, and
spontaneity, particularly in the context of mate selection and spontaneity in respect to humans and sexuality.
marriage. This single thought experiment is what largely
resulted in the world's first textbook on human chemistry. [1]
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Further reading
● Barker, Wayne. (1968). Brain Storms: a Study of Human Spontaneity. Grove Press.

External links
● Natekar, Chandrakanth. (2010). “Eternal Beauty of Human Spontaneity”, AuthorsDen.com, Apr 15.

Human statistical thermodynamics
In human thermodynamics, human statistical thermodynamics, as compared to human chemical thermodynamics, is
the study of human reaction existence processes via statistical thermodynamics. A common approach in this mode of
logic is to assume the "human particle" perspective, in which people are modeled as either atoms or particles. [1]
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(c) Thims, Libb. (2007). Human Chemistry (Volume One) (§7: Bound State Interactions, §§: Human Particle Maps, pgs.
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Human system
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In human thermodynamics, a human system refers to
either a single animated human body or a boundaried
system of two or more animated human bodies as a
thermodynamics system.

Discussion
The description of boundaries of a human system, in
thermodynamic terms, in the sense of the boundary
(outside layer of a volumetrically-changing body of
water) defined originally through the heat engine model Left: Skin-boundary human system model (one human being).
[3] Center: Two human systems (shown in the personal space
introduced in the 1824 Carnot engine description, is
bubbles). Right: One boundaried human system (containing
very problematic. In 1990, American social entropy
seven people).
theorist Kenneth Bailey referred to this issue as the
"boundary problem"; discussing ideas such as boundary analysis and entropy breaks. [4]

First law
The original version of the first law, introduced by German physicist Rudolf Clausius in 1850, states that when,
according to Boerhaave’s law, a unit of heat Q is added to a body, it will cause the body to expand, where the
expansion can be quantified as the body pushing out a region of new volume V against the weight or pressure P of
the atoms and molecules of the surrounding atmosphere of the earth, and that the change in the energy of the body
dU will be an amount of heat added dQ less the work done dW:

Fanger
In 2005, referencing the 1970 work of Danish-born American environmental engineer Ole Fanger, American
Mechanical engineer Myer Kutz gave the following equation as the first law of thermodynamics for the human body:

where M is the metabolic heat production (watts per meters squared of body surface area), W is the rate of
mechanical work, and Q dot represents the heat losses. [3] What seems to be the case here is that Fanger equates
metabolism M to internal energy U and starts his derivation with the first law in this form:

To note, there are numerous issues neglected in this approximation. One, of many, being that the internal energy of a
person if a function of metabolism (of simply the digestion of food). More correctly, it is a person's drives and
aspirations, and the effect of surrounding forces and inputs on those drives, in conjunction with energy (bond energy)
released (and absorbed) in the dynamics of human chemical bonding interactions, such as in love the chemical
reaction, that better quantify the internal energy of a person. We may ask, for instance, how is the energy of the sight
(electromagnetic waves) of one’s father killing one’s mother, to a child, who views this incident, as depicted in the
2003 film The Hulk, conserved in the body, or rather mind, according to the principle of the conservation of energy, in
its quantification of the internal energy of the human body, as years progress? [5] Certainly, these were the sorts
questions that Austrian psychologist Sigmund Freud was after in his development of psychodynamics. In any event,
Kutz further equates his human body first law to:

where C is the convective heat losses, R the radiative heat losses, and E the evaporative heat losses. Kutz states that
the figure of the man with arms extended (above left) schematically represents the energy balance components for
the control volume signified by the dashed line; thus depicting the thermodynamic system of one human body. [3]
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Other
American educator Dick Hammond is strong promoter of the term “human system”, albeit used in an entropological
sense, which he culls the from Austrian biologist Ludwig Bertalanffy’s 1968 general system theory who defines living
organisms as open systems. [1] Hammond states, for instance, in very simplified terms:
“When a new human system arrives at the age of eighteen, having been reared by society, and closely monitored in
formal education for at least twelve of those years, and remains a rapid, high entropy producer, rather than helping
society keep entropy to a minimum, then society knows they have failed … the cost of coping with randomizers is
very high.”
The typical description of a human system, either as one body or a system of bodies, is that it is an open system,
maintained far-from-equilibrium, albiet a variation of local entropy decrease.
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Human thermo-dynamics
In thermodynamics, human thermo-dynamics was a term used in 1893 by English engineer Bryan Donkin, in his "The
Scientific Work of Gustav Adolph Hirn", in reference to the philosophical thermodynamics and mechanical equivalent
of heat of humans work of French physicist Gustav Hirn. [1] The phrase was a precursor to C.G. Darwin's later 1952
definition of "human thermodynamics" as the science of the study of thermodynamics of human molecules in
systems. The term thermo-dynamics, to note, was coined in 1849 and stayed in use well into the 1920s, when
thereafter the subject lost the hyphen.

See also
● Human thermodynamics (etymology)
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Human thermodynamicist
In science, a human thermodynamicist is a thermodynamicist who
studies humans, socially, economically, historically, or philosophically,
anthropologically, etc. A related term is entropologist defined as an
anthropologist who entropically studies human beings. In 2004, American
electrochemical engineer Libb Thims was self-defining himself as a
"human thermodynamicist", as shown adjacent; and in 2005 was using
the term online. [2] In 2007, Thims, in his Human Chemistry, was also
referring to the criterion of a "competent human thermodynamics" as
one who builds on Clausius, Gibbs, and Lewis, first and foremost. [1]
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Circa 2004 business card of American
chemical engineer Libb Thims.
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Human thermodynamics
In thermodynamics, human thermodynamics is the scientific study of
the energetic and entropic aspects of the processes of human activity
and movement, in the context of boundaried daily solar cycles, namely
those existent between heat, work, spontaneity, irreversibility and the
laws defining therein. [1] In categorizational terms, there are about
three dozen plus distinct branches of human thermodynamics.

Overview
The term ‘human thermodynamics’ was coined in 1893 by English
engineer Bryan Donkin, in his article on the earlier scientific work
French physicist Gustave Hirn, specifically Hirns’ 1856 experiments on
the mechanical equivalent of heat of humans in action and his 1868
book Philosophical Implications of Thermodynamics. [15] It was English
physicist C.G. Darwin (grandson of Charles Darwin), however, who in
the "Introduction" chapter to his 1952 book The Next Million Years,
gave the first succinct definition of the subject of human
thermodynamics, which he defined as the thermodynamic study of
dynamical systems of human molecules (people defined as molecules).

A central aim of human thermodynamics is to
explain the system-delineated actions revolving
existence, love, work, meaning, and purpose
thermodynamically.

“Human thermodynamics is the statistical mechanics of conservative dynamical systems of human molecules.”
This definition, to clarify, Darwin's definition falls under the classification of: statistical human thermodynamics, the
study of human movement using statistical mechanics (or statistical thermodynamics), Darwin's field of study; which
can be contrasted with the more difficult subject: chemical human thermodynamics, the study of reactive systems of
humans, people defined as powered chemicals or driven molecules, using the chemical thermodynamics.
The second modern definition of the subject human
thermodynamics comes from Iranian mechanical engineer and
thermodynamics professor Mehdi Bazargan who in his 1956 book
Thermodynamics of Humans, written curiously while in prison for his
efforts to establish democracy, defined the bracketed term 'human
thermodynamics' as:
A representative diagram of human
thermodynamics, captioned as “the study of the
relation between heat (force) and work
(movement) and other forms of energy
transformation involved in the process of human
existence”, from the abstract poster presentation
of American electrochemical engineer Libb Thims’
2011 bioengineering thermodynamics lecture
“How to Apply Thermodynamics in the Humanities:
with Engineering Focus”.

“Human thermodynamics is the application of mathematical
formula and principles of thermodynamics to the economic and
social sciences.”
Bazargan's is the first actual book entitled 'human thermodynamics';
although, to note some English translations of the original Persian
title ( )ﺍﻧﺳ ﺎﻥ ﻳ ﻙ ﺗﺭﻣﻭﺩﻳﻧ ﺎﻡor Farsi title (Termodynamik-e Ensan)
read "Man's thermodynamics" or "thermodynamics of humans",
among
other

varieties.
In Bazargan's book, a basic attempt is made to apply
the cold hard logic of thermodynamics to explain human
behavior, using not only the verbally descriptions of
concepts such as energy, entropy, internal energy, and
work applied to systems of humans in daily activity, but
A 1993 summary description of human thermodynamics by
also actual thermodynamics formulations, which is a rarity American mechanical engineer Bill Nye, better known as Bill
in works on human thermodynamics. This equation-based Nye the science guy, of how people, historically, have used the
formulation of human thermodynamics, can be compared laws of thermodynamics to explain various facets of human
to earlier 1890s teachings and publications of Polish
existence, from car wreck behaviors, to politics, to the process
economist Leon Winiarski, such as explained in his 1898
of falling in love. [36]
collected works Essay on Social Mechanics and 1890
article "The Teaching of Pure Political Economics and Social Mechanics in Switzerland." In the Winiarski scheme, to
clarifgy, he used the term "social mechanics" as a synonym for the subject of what what C.G. Darwin and Bazargan
later called 'human thermodynamics', which may be do to that fact that in France, during these years,
thermodynamics was still being referred to by some as théorie mécanique de la chaleur (mechanical theory of heat);
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Winiarski also viewed people as "human molecules", or in some cases, "economic molecules", similar to C.G. Darwin.
[27]
In 2004 summary of Bazargan's thermodynamics of humans, American cultural anthropologist Mazyar Lotfalian
defined the subject of Bazargan's human thermodynamics or the thermodynamics of human beings as: [25]
“[Bazargan's] thermodynamics [of humans] is the mathematical expression of how human activity works according
to a set of laws that are based on the relation of heat, time, and energy.”
In sum of these various early excursions on the subject of human or social thermodynamics, one discerns the
consensus view the laws of thermodynamics are the central universal laws found to have direct bearing on the
function, activities, and governance of daily human movement. [2]
In a chemical sense, human thermodynamics can be defined as the study of the
operation interacting groups of activated humans (or human molecules)
according the laws of energy and entropy. [14] In Darwin's view, as stated in his
The Next Million Years, if one can determine "some kind of laws of human
thermodynamics, we shall be more successful in doing good in the world."
Human thermodynamics, thus being the advanced application of chemical
thermodynamics and statistical thermodynamics to human society, is the study
of heat and its relation to the motion and changes in the equilibriums of human
bodies. The essential process of thermodynamics is that whereby heat cycles
through a system of chemical species, e.g. water molecules in a steam engine,
or human molecules (people) in an social system, and thereby mediates the
production of work, such as in occupation. [13] In human terms, heat, in the
form of gamma-ray photons, cycles from the sun, the systems are coupled
economies, the chemical species are people, and the work is the work of life.
Left: American artist Zack Brown’s
The four laws of thermodynamics define the boundaries of this action.
2012 “Thermodynamics of Love”

Subject difficulty

cartoon, from his Stickmen with
Martinis blogspot, which he captions
with a take on his view of a
relationship as being like a closed
thermodynamic system. [39] Right: A
21 Jun 2010 lecture by English
biotechnologist Mark Janes who
comments: “Human thermodynamics,
in the future, I believe, is on the
precipice of being the biggest overall
unified scientific concept ever.”

The use of thermodynamics, a notoriously difficult subject itself, to explain
human activity, to note, is a very difficult application. This is evidenced by the
fact that most of the people with IQ = 225+ estimates have attempted
formulation on this topic. In 1910, to cite one opinion, American historian
Henry Adams, in his famous booklet A Letter to American Teachers of History,
defined the loose subject of human thermodynamics, to be the physicalchemical explanation of sociology and history. In particular, in reference to the
development of a new science of history thermodynamics, Adams stated that
"if the physicists and physico-chemists can at last find their way to an arrangement that would satisfy the sociologists
and historians, the problem would be wholly solved." He continues: [3]
“Such a complete solution [socio-history thermodynamics] seems not impossible; but at present to call for the aid of
another Newton.”
Similarly, in 1954, English physicist Vera Daniel gave his opinion on the application of thermodynamics to society by
Polish physical economist Leon Winiarski, in the 1890s, and German physical chemist Wilhelm Ostwald, in the 1900s,
by commented that: [24]
“The thermodynamic[s] [applied to humanity] case would involve the author into calculations of fantastic difficulty, if
he were to take it seriously, and it is also a comparison of the complicated with the complicated.”
This last quote captures the essence and immense difficulty underlying the subject of human thermodynamics. In
sum, human thermodynamics is the modeling of the entire corpus of human activity from a thermodynamic system's
perspective, which equates to the use of German physicist Rudolf Clausius' 1865 ten fundamental equations, at a
minimum, American engineer Willard Gibbs' 1876 700-equations, at the introductory level, Austrian physicist Ludwig
Boltzmann's 1872 gas theory equations at the novice level, and Belgian chemist Ilya Prigogine's 1970s nonequilibrium thermodynamics dissipative structure theory at the colloquial level, in short. The adjacent video by
English biologist Mark Janes outlines some of difficulties and formulaic issues in human thermodynamics, and
discusses concepts such as how a negative Gibbs free energy change occurs in the process of spontaneous human
interactions, among others.
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Human thermodynamics | Anecdotes
See main: Thermodynamics anecdotes

In 1885, while musing upon the subject of thermodynamics one day,
Scottish physicist William Thomson suddenly realized that his wife was
discussing plans for an afternoon excursion: [37]
“At what time,” he asked, glancing up, “does the dissipation of energy
begin?”
Left: in 1885, Scottish physicist William
Thomson (1824-1907) considered an
afternoon excursion with his wife, taking
time away from his studies, to be a second
law governed instance of the "dissipation of
energy."Right: in 1909, American historian
Henry Adams (1838-1918) stated that he
would walk a several million miles to be able
to go back in time and hear Thomson's
“I have been studying science for ten years past, with keen interest, noting (adjacent) views on the thermodynamics of
society.
down my phrases of mind each year; and every new scientific method I

In other words, in this quip Thomson is applying his version of the second
law of thermodynamics, as captured in his 1852 paper "On a Universal
Tendency to the Dissipation of Mechanical Energy", to the tentative
understanding the work involved in the course of daily human-human
interactions; a prime human thermodynamics example application of the
law of dissipation of energy. In a 1909 letter to English lawyer Charles
Gaskell, Adams comments: [38]

try, shortens my view of the future. The last—thermodynamics—fetches
me out on sea-level within ten years. I’m sorry Lord Kelvin (William Thomson) is dead. I would travel a few thousandmillion miles to discuss with him the thermodynamics of socialistic society. His law is awful in its rigidity and intensity
of result.”
This comment comes a year before Adams great work A Letter to American Teachers of History, in which he attempts
to outline how thermodynamics, particularly the second law, applies to the historical subject of studying people
considered as human molecules.

What is life | An entropy struggle?
See main: What is life? (theories of existence)

One of the earliest attempts at a solution to the question of "what is life", from a thermodynamic perspective, was
made by Austrian physicist Ludwig Boltzmann who, in his 1886 discussion of philosophical problems connected to
thermodynamics, famously quipped "life is a struggle for entropy", as is explained in the following quote: [12]
“The transition of heat from sun to earth [can drive] the performance of work, like the transition of water from the
boiler to the cooling instillation [and] the struggle for existence of animate beings [is a] a struggle for entropy.”
In more direct application to human life,
building on the work of Boltzmann, the term
"human thermodynamics", defined as a
branch of science, was coined in 1952 by
English physicist Charles Galton Darwin who
argued that the logic of statistical
thermodynamics could be used to
determine the future of the human race. [4]
The rudiments of the science of
human thermodynamics, can be said to have
started with postulates of English physicist
William Thomson, i.e. Lord Kelvin, the
person who, in 1849, coined the term
Left: a Carnot cycle system view of a working body surface section of a
thermo-dynamics. In particular, in 1852
rotating earth, put in contact, alternately, with a hot body (day time) then a
Thomson supposed that "there is a universal
cold body (night time), diurnally, according to which daily "work" is done by
tendency in nature to the dissipation of
the actions of Boerhaave's law. Right: a Carnot engine diagram of a confined
mechanical energy" and discussed how this
body of working substance (molecules) in a piston-and-cylinder heat engine,
tendency relates to "vegetable life" or to the
alternately heated and cooled, in a cycle: the basic model for any working
"will of animate creatures". [5] Soon
system of humans (human molecules) confined to a surface section of the
thereafter, people began to wonder how
earth, in its diurnal solar cycle.
this universal law of physics related to or
contrasted with the universal law of biological evolution as established by English naturalist Charles Darwin in his
1859 Origin of Species. [6] Over the years, dozens of people have approached this puzzle form a number of angles, as
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are found in a number of obscure articles and books. [7]
In modern terms, as viewed through the science of human chemistry, the process of human life involves chemical
reactions or the formation, dissolution, or reconfiguration of human chemical bonds between human molecules
(people viewed as atomic structures) and the work produced therefrom. [8] The drive of this work, transmitting
through the forces of energy and entropy, originates from the heat output of the sun. The relationships between heat
and work are dictated by the laws of thermodynamics, and human society, like any machine or organism, is no
exception to this dictate. [9]

Overview
Thermodynamics, by virtue of its universality, penetrates all areas of human life studies. The branches of human
thermodynamics thus far semi-developed include: psychodynamics, thermodynamic evolution, economic
thermodynamics, sociological thermodynamics, political thermodynamics, cessation thermodynamics, history
thermodynamics, business thermodynamics, religious thermodynamics, among others, all of which abide by the same
laws.
The laws of thermodynamics, particularly the first and second law, i.e.
those dealing with energy and entropy, are the central regulators (or
driving forces) of human life. These are the laws according to which heat
flow through any system of interactive molecular species produces work
and in the process changes the state of the system irreversibly. The science
of thermodynamics, itself, was founded in 1824 by French physicist Sadi
Carnot who was the first to begin to formulate the basic energy laws of
generalized heat engines. In the years to follow, people began to apply
these universal energy laws to human life.

First law analysis overview:
See main: Human system, Human energy, Social energy, First law, etc.

The starting point for any thermodynamic analysis of human life, is the first
law energy balance in respect to earth-bound "working systems" of
chemical species subjected to daily solar cycles of heat input. In particular,
each day, due to the configuration of the solar system, biospheric portions
of the earth's surface, during its rotation, are put in contact diurnally with a
hot body (the sun) and cold body (the night sky) on an alternating basis,
according to which heat Q flows through various partitioned off human
social systems, e.g. one small city, that each function as "working bodies",
i.e. any partitioned off system through which heat may flow, of molecular
species (e.g. a set of human species). [10] In the human point of view,
during each cycle, work-output is produced cyclically through the operation
of economic, socially-mediated, substrate-attached, human molecular
interactions in the form of multiple coupled social heat engines. [1]

Second law analysis overview:
See main: Human entropy, Social entropy, Economic entropy, Second law, etc.

Captioned image from 1979 famous
article "The Social Thermodynamics of
Ilya Prigogine" by Wil Lepkowski. [23]

After analyzing any human interaction according to the first law, a next
step is to study the human process from an entropy point of view. This is one of the more difficult aspects of human
thermodynamic analysis, leading often to unfounded interpretations of "disorder", "pollution", "chaos", etc., as well
as a number of newly coined terms such as social entropy, human entropy, economic entropy, among others. The
only correct way, however, to translate the second law of thermodynamics into the study and analysis of human
actions is to build directly on German physicist Rudolf Clausius' 1865 thermodynamics textbook Mechanical Theory of
Heat, following this path through into modern chemical thermodynamics. Most, who attempt to formulate a second
law interpretation of human activity, never read Clausius, but instead crudely attempt to build formulations on
tertiary interpretations of Clausius' work, often leading to absurd conclusions, the pinnacle example being the
conclusion that "life tends towards chaos", which is obviously a backwards trend then what is observed.

Combined law analysis
See main: Combined law of thermodynamics

The first and second law of thermodynamics are often combined into one expression, called the "combined law",
particularly for the case of isothermal (constant temperature) isobaric (constant pressure) processes, as happens to
be the case for most processes occuring on the surface of the earth. This amounts to a statement of the effect that a
natural process will only occur or proceed spontaneously (according to the spontaneity criterion) if it actuates, in the
system or in the path of the process, a decrease in the Gibbs free energy G. This logic is often truncated as follows:
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an expression which is said to quantify naturally occurring (or energetically favored) processes. This simplicity,
however, becomes complicated when attempting to understand how the components of the function of free energy:

in the progression of human psychological time.

Short history
See main: History of human thermodynamics

The earliest ideas concerning human thermodynamics, i.e. how
the laws of thermodynamics relate to human life, began about
1852 when William Thomson (Lord Kelvin) published his "On a
Universal Tendency in Nature to the Dissipation of Mechanical
Energy", in which he set forth the view, for many superficial
readers, that all natural systems tend to down grade in energy
over time and that this logic defines the course of human history.
[5] In the years to follow Thomson's publication, outlining the
view that "dissipation", often seem as embodied in the second
law, applies to the entire universe, over 300+ human
thermodynamics pioneers began to profess their views in various
spheres of publication in the humanities.
The first chapter specifically devoted to the extension of the
energy principle and thermodynamics to social theory and
economics was the end-of-book chapter to German physicist
Georg Helm's 1887 The Doctrine of Energy. [34] In the 1910s,
Sigmund Freud and Carl Jung began to carry over thermodynamic Chapter 5 from English engineer Bryan Donkin's 1894
concepts, such as psychic energy and psychic entropy, into
treatise on the work of Gustave Hirn in which the
psychology, thus founding the subject of psychodynamics. In
term 'human thermodynamics' is coined. [15]
1952, the modern human statistical thermodydnamic view that
each person is a human molecule, emerged in the publication The Next Million Years by English physicist Charles
Galton Darwin, which outlined the logic that sets of reactive human molecules, constitute thermodynamic systems.
In 1977, Belgian chemist Ilya Prigogine one the Nobel prize for work in thermodynamics and soon thereafter,
through various publications, began to establish the view that human life is a far-from-equilibrium phenomenon
subject to dissipations, bifurcations, and fluctuations.
In 2007, the first chapter on human thermodynamics
was published by American chemical engineer Libb
Thims and the following year, in early 2008, the
Encyclopedia of Human Thermodynamics (draft cover
pictured) began to be written, online, wiki-style,
article-by-article, scheduled to be published as a 5volume set when near completion.

Modern perspectives

Left: 2004 cover-version to volume one (of three) unfinishedmanuscript Human Thermodynamics (started in 2002), by
American chemical engineer Libb Thims, of which about a dozen
copies were hand printed and given to reviewers.
Right: 2009 cover design for possible future hard-copy multivolume publication of the EoHT which is comprised of 1,500+
articles of webpages (each webpage containing 1-30 pages of
printed material) as of 2010.

Human thermodynamics, in modern view (as of 2010),
in a general sense, is still a relatively underground
science, for many. Some consider it a new cuttingedge difficult subject; whereas others may consider it
a crank subject or even an anathema, in spite of the
fact that well over one hundred people have written
and theorized on the subject over the last 150-years.
The basic issue is not with the correctness of the
science, but with the fact that the application of
thermodynamics cuts into the very heart of human
stability, in areas such as evolution, love,
relationships, free will, death, religion, purpose,
racism, etc., and as such the topic easily becomes
heated and emotional for many. In the 2007 book A
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History of Thermodynamics, German physicist Ingo Müller, a professor of thermodynamics for over 30-years, outlines
his opinion that the field of human thermodynamics is a science of the future. In particular, in his section on “sociothermodynamics”, he states that “on several occasions I have hinted at the usefulness of thermodynamic concepts in
remote areas, i.e. fields that have little or nothing to do with thermodynamics as first sight.”
He continues, “those hints would be wanton remarks unless I corroborated them somehow, in order to acquaint the
reader with the spirit of extrapolation away from thermodynamic proper.” To be sure, he reasons:
“Most such subjects [socio-thermodynamics] are more to the future of thermodynamics rather than to its history.”
In the current view, he points out that “they are struggling to be taken seriously, and to obtain admission into the
field.” [11]

Websites
The site HumanThermodynamics.com was launched in 2005 by American chemical engineer Libb Thims designed to
be an introduction to the subject to the layperson. The site is host to the Journal of Human Thermodynamics, a online
journal devoted to publications on the application of thermodynamics to any of various facets of human existence,
and the Institute of Human Thermodynamics, a group of related people interested in the promotion and
understanding of how thermodynamics applies to humanity. To a good approximation, the appendix of the site was a
precursor to EoHT.info. Another site is SocialThermodynamics.org launched in 2009 by Spanish entrepreneur Gregory
Botanes, which uses prediction methods of thermodynamics, particularly statistical thermodynamics, to consult
businesses in the correct direction.

Human thermodynamics education
See main: Human thermodynamics education

The teaching of human thermodynamics in college is not yet a
fully-established field. The subject has been taught in various
hues over the last century or so, beginning with Polish socialeconomist Leon Winiarski who taught a course called “Social
Mechanics”, based on the works of Rudolf Clausius and Joseph
Lagrange, at the University of Geneva over a period of six years
(1894-1900), as outlined in his 1900 article "The Teaching of Pure
Political Economics and Social Mechanics in Switzerland", a
methodology as outlined in his collected-works treatise Essay on
Social Mechanics. [33]
Others to following in this mode of teaching include:
A new 2010 test-stage online course on human
American physicist Arthur Iberall who taught a thermodynamics- thermodynamics, at UDemy.com, taught by American
based course on living systems and human systems at UC, Irvine chemical engineer Libb Thims. [32]
beginning in the 1970s, in which he considered people to be
‘human atomisms’; to Prigoginean thinker Dick Hammond who gave lectures and taught courses on a simplified type
of “entropy ethics” to elementary schools, high schools, and colleges in Texas in the 1980s; other human
thermodynamics topic teachers include: Lawrence Henderson (1930s), Robert Lindsay (1940s), Richard Piccard
(1997), Douglas White (2000), Bruce Clarke (2001), Jürgen Mimkes (2005), Christopher Edwards (2006), Richard
Hughes (2008), and most-recently American chemical engineer Libb Thims, who began lecturing to various
undergraduate engineering classes on human thermodynamics in 2010.
A free online course on human thermodynamics was initiated by Thims in June, 2010 at the University of
Democracy (UDemy.com), consisting of video lectures, discussion groups, handouts, homework, etc., as pictured
adjacent. This course, however, is still in the test stage. [32] A long-term goal of Thims is to establish a new school of
human thermodynamics, similar to the Lewis school of thermodynamics, at a yet unnamed American university, to
teach the correct application of thermodynamics in engineering, human engineering, bioengineering, sociology,
psychology, economics, anthropology, politics, with government funded project applications in human
thermodynamics applications.

Etymology | Historical
See main: Human thermodynamics quotes

The following is a chronological listing of the use of the term "human thermodynamics" since the inception of
thermodynamics (1850):
Quote

Photo
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“The creation of thermodynamics is a new era in the development of all science, and
not just that of only physical-mechanical aspects. She came to enforce laws and
defined a clear interpretation of a host of phenomena which seemed to have no other
rule than chance. To identify the various species of elements that constitute beings,
and who, by their mutual relations, give rise to phenomena, it was natural to start
from the very principles that have somehow changed our science, and linked them
into a single beam. From these principles we can draw philosophical and
implications.”
— Gustave Hirn (1868), Philosophical Implications of Thermodynamics [29]

“The basic and simple ideas, from which the laws of energy spring, as they stem from
the roots of natural science, seems a more extensive exploitation to be able to explain
things that have to do with transformations and transitions not only in science alone,
but among other things, economics.”
— Georg Helm (1887), The Doctrine of Energy [35]

“Human thermodynamics is the study of vital heat of the body; experiments on the
amount of heat developed by human beings when in action, measurement of oxygen
inhaled; respiration shown to be the principle source of heat.”
— Bryan Donkin (1893), on the work of Gustav Hirn [15]

“The energy of social transformation is submitted to the same laws as the energy of
the universe. These are the laws of thermodynamics. We can thus represent a
primitive horde, as a material system in movement, the driving forces that cause the
movement being hunger and love or attraction. Similar to how a cannonball meeting
an obstacle transforms the energy contained in its mass movement into internal heat,
energy of light, electricity, etc., so to do the members of the movement of the crude
social mass transform when meeting barriers from the natural surroundings and other
tribes, represented by economic, political, legal, moral, aesthetic, religious, and
intellectual needs. There is transformation of the energy of the mass social movement
in internal energies, psychologies, but there is no gain or loss of energy. Moreover this
transformation is continuous across social system. Just as any movement of any mass
of the universe is accompanied by production of heat, so to are the masses of biology
and society transformed into mental phenomena of different kinds. Here we can
apply the first principle of thermodynamics: that of the equivalence (the principle of
Mayer).”
— Leon Winiarski (1898), “Essay on Social Mechanics: Social Energy and its Measurements.”
[31]

“I intend to seek analogies between social and physical movements, therefore, to
compare the mechanics of social science with thermodynamics. I owe you some
explanations on this design. There is need to establish a new science if analogies and
relations that unite science are already established. In doing so, the human mind
obeys the feeling that he has the web link and continuity of natural phenomena at the
same time, if using the similarities found it is possible to determine more accurately
the specific content of the new science and to classify the essential elements, then
they serve it as it touchstone of human theories.”
— Maurice Hauriou (1899), Lessons on Social Movement [30]
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“Through determining some kind of laws of human thermodynamics, we shall be
more successful in doing good in the world. I am going to try to see what these laws
of human thermodynamics are; of course they cannot be expected to have the hard
outline of the laws of physical science, but still I think some of them can be given a
fairly definite form.”
— C.G. Darwin (1952), The Next Million Years [1]

“Human thermodynamics is the application of mathematical formula and principles

1956 of thermodynamics to the economic and social sciences.”
— Mehdi Bazargan (1956), Thermodynamics of Humans [27]

Quotes
The following are other related quotes:
“Based on identities of adhesion, individuals are seen as a mass, as numbers, independent of their molecular wealth.
The molar group organizes a kind of human thermodynamics, an exteriorized channeling of behavior and character
that squanders individual qualities.”
— Pierre Levy (1994) [16]

“Our school tragedies are an early warning of something inherent in the laws of human thermodynamics.”
— John Gatto (2000) [19]

“The conclusions of hierarchical thermodynamics correspond excellently to Libb Thims’ conception of the
thermodynamics of human molecules.”
— Georgi Gladyshev (2006) [20]

“The novel [Doctor Faustus] is in one sense a study in human thermodynamics—what it takes to make certain kinds
of total and fundamental changes. In totally starting over, as opposed to gradually starting evolution, the Nazi
experience suggests that what is necessary is a collective quantity of energy that is available only in the primitive and
unconscious human energy centers, those energy centers deposited by hundreds of thousands of years of survival
tactics—the reptile centers in our brains.”
— John Anderson (2006) [21]

“Human thermodynamics [is] the chemical thermodynamic study of human molecular reaction life.”
— Libb Thims (2007) [1]

“If we accept Thims’ logic of human thermodynamics as a viable explanatory framework, which it very well is,
romantic bonding then becomes the subject matter of quantum electrodynamics (QED), an aspect of particle physics
that traces human attachment and bonding to the interactions of photons and electrons.”
— Satch Ejike (2008) [22]
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See also
● Human thermodynamics books
● Human thermodynamics (definitions)
● Human thermodynamics (objections to)
● Human chemistry
● Human molecule
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Human thermodynamics (definitions)
In thermodynamics, human thermodynamics (definitions) refers to concise definitions of the science of human
thermodynamics, some of which are listed below, chronologically:
Definition

Author

“Human thermodynamics concerns the subjects of vital heat of the body;
experiments on the amount of heat developed by human beings when in action,
measurement of oxygen inhaled; respiration shown to be the principle source of
heat.”

Bryan Donkin [1]
(1893)

“Human thermodynamics is the statistical mechanics of conservative dynamical
systems of human molecules.”

C.G. Darwin [2]
(1952)

“Human thermodynamics is the application of mathematical formula and
principles of thermodynamics to the economic and social sciences.”

Mehdi Bazargan
[3]
(1956)

“Human thermodynamics is the chemical thermodynamic study of human
molecular reaction life.”

Libb Thims [4]
(2007)

See also
● Thermodynamics (definitions)
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Human thermodynamics (etymology)
In thermodynamics, the etymology of the term human thermodynamics traces the history of the use of the term by
those as English engineer Bryan Donkin (1893), English physicist C.G. Darin (1852), American physician Karlis Ullis
(1999), and American engineer Libb Thims (2001), each independent to each other, among others.

Overview
In 1893, English engineer Bryan Donkin was using the terms "human thermodynamics" and "human thermodynamics" in reference to the earlier work of Gustav Hirn, specifically his philosophical thermodynamics work and his
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measurements of the mechanical equivalent of heat to human beings in action. [1] In 1952, English physicist C.G.
Darwin, in his The Next Million Years, independently of Hirn, it seems, used the term "human thermodynamics" as the
science of the thermodynamics, particularly statistical thermodynamics, of systems of human molecules. [2] In 1999,
American physician Karlis Ullis, in his chapter seven is titled "The Critical Point and the Theory of Human
Thermodynamics", used the term human thermodynamics, in a rather metaphorical way, to speculation on how
entropy relates to over-training. [3]
Between 2002 and 2004, American chemical engineer Libb Thims wrote a three unpublished manuscripts each titled
Human Thermodynamics, in an effort to uniformly apply chemical thermodynamics in an explantion of human
existence. [4] In September of 2007, Thims published the first true chapter on "human thermodynamics", uniform in
basis in its outline of the statistical thermodynamic and chemical thermodynamic analysis of systems of chemically
reactive human molecules. [5] In December of 2007, the online Encyclopedia of Human Thermodynamics was started
by Thims and Russian physical chemist Georgi Gladyshev. [6]

See also
● Human thermodynamics (synonyms)
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Human thermodynamics (objections to)
In science, objections to human thermodynamics are the negative opinions or detractors, in the last two-hundred
years, that have professed strong objections to the use of thermodynamics to model or understand the dynamics,
processes, and or evolutions involved in the act of human life (human thermodynamics) or the use of terms such as
energy or entropy, etc., in human chemistry. These individuals and points of view are listed below.

Wieland
See main: Goethe's human chemistry

In 1809, German polymath Johann Goethe used Swedish chemist Torbern Bergman's 1775 chemical affinity theory,
where single displacement reactions, such as:

are characterized as affinity reactions, subject to affinity table formulation (precursor to free energy tables), the force
of which is quantified via chemical affinity or elective affinity preferences, which, in modern terms, is known as the
change in Gibbs free energy ΔG, as shown by the following expression, where A is affinity:
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to outline a theory of affinity reactions occurring between people (as if A, B, and C were humans),
in a pre-determined way, in coded form, in his novella Elective Affinities. In 1810, Goethe's fellow
author and neighbor Christoph Wieland (pictured adjacent) sent a letter (which he suggested
should be burned after it is read) to his close friend German philologist and archaeologist Karl
Böttiger stating that: [1]
“To all rational readers, the use of the chemical theory is nonsense and childish fooling around.”
Wieland, to note, objected owing to the "radicalness of his Christianity" as he commented.

Cooley and Mead
At the turn of the 20th century, supposedly, having been stimulated by the equilibrium and life
theories of English philosopher Herbert Spencer and the reserve energy theories of American
psychologist William James, American social psychologists Charles Cooley and George Mead
questioned the validity of applying theories taken from the physical sciences to the activities of
human beings. In particular, thermodynamic laws, they argued, did not appear to make sense of
psychological realities. [10]

Freud's psychodynamics
See main: Psychodynamics

Throughout his career, British developmental psychologist John Bowlby (shown adjacent) was very
outspoken against Austrian psychologist Sigmund Freud’s use and application of thermodynamics
in psychology in his development of, what Bowlby calls, Freud’s “psychical energy model”,
otherwise known as psychodynamics. In fact, Bowlby devoted the entire first chapter, titled “Point
of View”, of his monumental three-volume Attachment series treatise, towards an effort to
discredit Freud in his use of physics terms, such as energy, entropy, force, pressure, or inertia, as
in "principle of inertia", etc., in psychology. To cite one example, at the end of this first chapter, published in 1969,
Bowlby states: [2]
“Nor is it to be supposed that the principle of entropy apples to living as it does to non-living systems.”
Bowlby is thus under the view that the second law of thermodynamics does not apply to living systems, people in
particular.

Samuelson
Ironically, one of the strongest objectors to the use of thermodynamics, particularly entropy, to understand human
society and economics was American economist Paul Samuelson (shown adjacent), winner the 1970 Nobel Prize in
Economics, sole protegé of the American polymath Edwin Wilson, who had himself been the sole protegé of Yale's
great physicist Willard Gibbs, the main founder of chemical thermodynamics. Samuelson was adamantly against any
version of economic thermodynamics, in spite of the fact that he himself used Gibbs mathematics in his own work.
Most famously, in his 1970 Nobel Lecture, after digging into a discussion on his reformulation of the Le Chatelier’s
principle in economics, a principle based on Gibbsian thermodynamics, Samuelson told the audience that: [3]
“There is nothing more pathetic than to have an economist or a retired engineer try to force
analogies between concepts of physics and the concept of economics … how many dreary
papers have I had to referee in which the author is looking for something that corresponds to
entropy or to one or another form of energy.”
In another example, in 1972 he commented that: [4]
“The sign of a half-baked speculator in the social sciences is his search for something in the
social system that corresponds to the physicist's notion of entropy.”
Likewise, at the 1989 Gibbs Symposium, organized to honor the memory of Gibbs on the 150th anniversary of his
birth, Samuelson had become even more pessimistic on the use of thermodynamics in economics:
“As will become apparent, I have limited tolerance for the perpetual attempts to fabricate for economics concepts of
‘entropy’ imported from the physical sciences or constructed by analogy to Clausius-Boltzmann magnitudes”.
Moreover, at the Symposium, he continues: [5]
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“The monthly mail still brings grandiose schemes to replace the dollar as a unit of value by energy or entropy units.
Superficial knowledge of thermodynamics, brought into contact with ignorance of economics, cannot even in the
presence of the catalyst of noble intentions beget stable equilibrium of useful products. This is not a tautology,
merely a finding of fifty-five years of reading the morning mail.”
Samuelson states here then that during the years 1934 to 1989 he has been receiving article submissions, either each
morning or monthly, on the subject of thermodynamics applied in economics.

Rossini’s political thermodynamics
See main: Rossini debate; see also: Political thermodynamics

In 1971, American chemical thermodynamicist Frederick Rossini argued that governments are
regulated by the laws of chemical thermodynamics. In particular, during one part of his Priestley
Medal address, used the combined law of thermodynamics to understand the paradox between
freedom and security in social life. [6] This lecture, 35-years later, in 2006, came to spark quite a
debate between Americans chemist Harold Leonard, physical chemist John Wójcik, and chemist
Todd Silverstein. [7] To cite one opinion in this debate, voiced by Wójcik:
“Worst of all, there is some danger that chemical thermodynamics will have ascribed to it a power that it simply does
not have, namely, the power to explain the human condition.”
Of course, as discussed in his article, Wojcik, similar to Weiland, is a hardened Christian (in fact taught physical
chemistry at Catholic college), and this is where his real objection lies.

Cohen and Stewart
In the 1994 work The Collapse of Chaos, English zoologist Jack Cohen and mathematician Ian
Stewart (1945-), who seems to be the main objector, give a very derogatory and near elementary
school view of thermodynamics, in general, and in the context of the complexity of life, attempt to
argue that it is not relevant. [15] In particular, they define the second law simply as "disorder always
increases", and comment that: [16]
“Thermodynamics is a horrible trap for the unwary. It works beautifully in its original context, heat
engines. In most other areas it is usually no more than a metaphor, one that has often been
stretched far beyond its breaking point.”
Beyond this, they tout out near anti-scientific advice such as:
“If the laws of thermodynamics seem to conflict with the evidence of your senses, believe your senses and take a long
hard look at thermodynamics.”
They go on to give nonsensical statements such as “the second law applies only to closed systems in thermodynamic
equilibrium”, that the question of how the existence of life is consistent with the second law “is bogus”, that “the
entropy of the universe does not [italics theirs] increase over time.” There basic message to biologists is that “we
don’t need to grapple with thermodynamics [or] the molecular structures of chemicals” in order to understand life.
Stewart’s 2012 book In Pursuit of the Unknown: 17 Equations that Changed the World, contains a chapter on the
second law, wherein he rambles on incoherently about how thermodynamics is related to information and that it
doesn’t apply to Darwin’s theory of evolution. [18]
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Moriarty-Thims debate
See main: Moriarty-Thims debate

On 23 April 2009, Irish physicist Philip Moriarty
(shown adjacent), a professor of thermal
physics for six years, contributed to a video on
the symbol “S” on the University of
Nottingham's SixtySymbols YouTube channel.
On April 30, unaware of Moriarty's video,
American chemical engineer Libb Thims made a
similar video entitled “What is Entropy?.
Irish physicist Philip Moriarty explaining (see: Moriarty-Thims debate) in
Shortly thereafter, Thims came across
his 2009 (60 Symbols) YouTube video that ordered arrangements of
Moriarty’s video and ended up commenting on students (right) can be thought of as being in a low entropy state, and that
dispersed arrangements of students (left) can be thought of as being in a
many points in the video, e.g. Moriarty’s
high entropy state, but that he cautions that this is only a "metaphor" and
comment that “the concept [of the symbol S
(as discussed in the context of the video)] was that in reality, in his own words, “you cannot say that a particular
developed by a guy named Ludwig Boltzmann”, arrangement of students has a thermodynamic entropy.”
etc. Moriarty responded to these comments at the YouTube channel and went on to criticise strongly the applications
of chemistry, thermodynamics, and quantum mechanics to human activity (including romantic liaisons), posting up a
followup video three months later, stating the following view:
“Concepts of entropy apply [only] to gas molecules; you cannot say that a particular arrangement of students has a
thermodynamic entropy.”
Here, Moriarty is representative of someone who fundamentally misunderstands entropy, which applies to any and
all material bodes of the universe, which is why it is one of the laws of the universe. Moriarty continued on to engage
with Thims in a prolonged online debate during Sept. 2009. Moriarty's objections to Thims' human thermodynamics
"thesis" are detailed in that debate (during which Moriarty repeatedly describes human thermodynamics as
nonsensical pseudoscience). During the debate Moriarty summarised Thims' views as follows:
“Thims’ laughable central premise is as follows [in Moriarty’s view]: ‘well, a human is made of lots of atoms.
Therefore a human is just a big molecule. Big molecules will behave just like small molecules. Therefore I can apply all
thermodynamic principles to human ‘molecules’.”
This, however, is not Thims' central premise, which is namely that the Lewis inequality applies to human surface
interactions as it does to any and all isothermal-isobaric freely going chemical reactions, which is what defines what is
"natural" and "unnatural" in earthbound conditions; that a human (according to physical mass) is a 26-element
molecules, a now textbook definition (see: Ecological Stoichiometry, 2002), is an aside.

Recent views
On November 24, 2005, American chemical engineer Libb Thims added a link to the Wikipedia chemistry article on a
simplistic overview of "human chemical reactions", and within fifteen minutes the overview was skimmed and the
link was removed by a retired high school geology teacher, by the name of V. Smith, with the following reasoning:
“The presentation of love viewed as a human chemical reaction (Mx + Fy → MxFy) between two human molecules is
good for a laugh, but not much else.”
Of note, this last quote was, in large part, a turning point in the irritation level of Thims' mind,
impelling him into the irreversible task of writing up the world's first textbook on the subject of
human chemistry, a process which took 18-months and 14-days to complete (finished in
September, 2007). In 2007, Canadian chemist Stephen Lower (shown adjacent) considered the
following statement, written by American chemical engineer Libb Thims:
“Human chemistry is the study of reactions between individuals who are viewed as chemical
species and with the energy, entropy, and work that quantify these processes. In modern human
chemistry, people are viewed as chemical species, or specifically human molecules, A or B, and processes such as
marriage or divorce are viewed as chemical reactions between individuals...”
to be "crackpot", meaning it is something akin to an eccentric or lunatic notion, and listed it among a grouping of
pseudoscience subjects. In regards to conflict of interest, in the case of Lower, we note that one of his favorite
websites is the Scary Bible Quotes site, meaning that he is objecting on religious grounds. [8]
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In 2007, Russian bioelectrochemist Octavian Ksenzhek (shown adjacent) put forward the argument
that thermodynamics is applicable to economics, but that is reign in political affairs is not possible.
According to Ksenzhek, in relation to the thermodynamics of the formation of unions: [9]
“Apart from economic reasons for joining or not joining societies into huge unions, a significant
role may also be played by political considerations ... this aspect, however, is beyond the scope of a
thermodynamic approach.”
On March 16, 2008, Thims found out about the 22nd Annual Gibbs Conference on Biothermodynamics (October 4-7,
2008), at Southern Illinois University, and on a whim sent out a letter of interest to present (poster or lecture) on
human thermodynamics to site organizer American biophysicist Michael Johnson, using EoHT.info as a reference. [13]
Johnson then passed the email on to current year site organizers American biochemists Jannette Carey and John
Correia (shown adjacent). [14] On March 18, Carey emailed back to Thims that the program is
focused on molecular thermodynamics and that the "program is already set" and Correia emailed
back:
"Is this [a] joke?"
Correia, of coincidence, is a graduate of Villanova University, a Roman Catholic university (meaning
Christian-values centric), similar to same as Wojcik (who taught physical chemistry there), meaning
that four of the "objectors" on this page (Wieland, Wojcik, Lower, and Correia) are objecting
because the premise that chemical thermodynamics governs human activity conflicts with Christianity. In 2010, Ian
Forrester, in comment to English computer scientist Tim Lambert, defined American chemical engineer Libb Thims as
"more of a crank than complete whack job Nasif Nahle" as follows: [17]
“Yes Nasif Nahle is a complete whack job. I did a little bit of searching and found that he has one English paper listed
by Google Scholar. It is published in a 'journal' called Journal of Human Thermodynamics. It contains such gems as:
'On the Mechanical Equivalent of Heat and Occupation', 'Facial Vibration Imaging Technology and Quantification of
Thermodynamic States of Individuals', 'Coriolis Force and Asymmetry in Chemical-Biological Evolution', and 'Human
Thermodynamics and Business Efficiency'. The journal is run by someone called Libb Thims who is even more of a
crank than NN.”
In 2013, Polish physicist Krzysztof Kulakowski, noted for his 2008 sociophysics article “Sociophysics:
an Astriding Science”, focused on asking if the second law of thermodynamics can be useful in the
social sciences”, commented the following to American electrochemical engineer Libb Thims in
query about if he would be interested in being on the JHT review board: [19]
“I would accept it willingly, but the problem is that I deeply do not believe that thermodynamics can
be fruitful in solving social sciences, where I work.”

Related
The following is a list of people who wanted their Hmolpedia article deleted, for reasons to the effect that they
viewed their theory or point of view as not being "human thermodynamic", or something along these lines:
● Peggy La Cerra (29 Aug 2011)
● Sarah Wolf (19 Mar 2013)

See also
● Detractors
● Elective Affinities (enemies)
● Human thermodynamics (objections to)
● Human chemistry (objec ons to)
● Libb Thims (attack)
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External links
● Human thermodynamics: science or pseudoscience? - IoHT, Chicago.
● Comments on human thermodynamics – IoHT, Chicago.
● Is this website completely pseudoscientific/a pisstake? (2011) – WrongPlanet.net.

Human thermodynamics (synonyms)
In human thermodynamics, human thermodynamics synonyms page lists synonymous names or terms that refer to
the subject of thermodynamics of humans as used by authors who have published theory on this topic in the form of
an article, chapter, or book. Some of these are listed chronologically below:
Synonym

Author

Date

Ref

1893

[1]

Human thermodynamics

Bryan Donkin

Anthropic physics

Wilhelm Ostwald

c.1902

Scientific humanism

Alfred Ubbelohde

1947

[6]

Human thermodynamics

C.G. Darwin

1952

[2]

Love and Worship: Human Thermodynamics

Mehdi Bazargan

1956

[9]

Thermodynamics in Human Condition

Mehdi Bazargan

1969 [10]

Animate thermodynamics

Sture Nordholm

1997 [11]

"The Critical Point and the Theory of Human
Thermodynamics"

Karlis Ullis

1999

[8]
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"Physics of Relationships" (relationship physics)

Christopher Hirata

2000

[3]

"Relation thermodynamics"

Wayne Angel

2005

[4]

Human thermodynamics

Libb Thims

2007

[7]
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Human thermodynamics dissertations
In thermodynamics dissertations, human thermodynamics dissertations and or theses refers to the completion of a
graduate school degree (MS or PhD) in the field of human thermodynamics, human chemical thermodynamics, or
human statistical thermodynamics. The following are MS and PhD theses/dissertations in human thermodynamics:
Year

Person

Dissertation/Thesis

School

1920

The Entropological Proof of God: the Physical
Development of the Entropy Principle and its
Josef
Philosophical Meaning (PhD)
Schnippenkotter
(Der Entropologische Gottesbeweis: Die Physikalische
(1886-c.1955)
Entwicklung des Entropieprinzips, seine Philosophische
und Apologetische Bedeutung )

School?

1966

William Plank
(c.1934-)

University of
Washington-Seattle

1966

John O’Manique
(1936-2003)
Thesis: “The Theory of Orthogenesis in the Synthesis of
Canadian
Teilhard de Chardin” (PhD)
mathematical
physicist

University of
Ottawa

1972

Stephen
Measurement and Analysis of Political Systems: a
Coleman (1942- Science of Social Behavior (PhD) (on Shannon entropy /
)
thermodynamics entropy of political systems)

University of
Minnesota

Thesis: “Art and the Artist in the Cosmogenesis of
Teilhard de Chardin” (MA in French)
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Carter Finn
(1935-)

Thesis/dissertation: “Religion, Philosophy, and the
Second Law of Thermodynamics”

College of William
and Mary

1978

Dick Hammond
(c.1938-)

Thesis: Analysis of Entropy Reduction and its
Implications for Ethical Instruction in Public Education
(EdD)

University of
Arkansas and
University of Texas
Adviser: Ilya
Prigogine

1988

Seth Lloyd
(1960-)
American
physicist

Black Holes, Demons, and the Loss of Coherence: How
Complex Systems Get Information, and What They Do
With It (PhD)

Rockefeller
University
Advisor: Heinz
Pagels

1992

Matthias Ruth
(1964-)
American
natural
economist

Economic Processes and Environmental Repercussions:
Synthesizing Economics, Ecology, and Thermodynamics
(PhD)

University of Illinois,
Urbana [4]

c.1995

Kozo Mayumi
(1954-)
Japanese
applied
economist

Thesis: "Land: Ecological and Economic Achilles’ Heel"
(in economics) (MA) (working under Nicholas
Georgescu) (1988)
Studies on Georgescu-Roegen’s Bioeconomic Paradigm
(PhD)

Vanderbilt
University and
Kyoto University

1998

Satish
Boregowda
(c.1968-)
Indian-born
American
mechanical
engineer

Thermodynamic Modeling and Analysis of Stress
Responses (PhD)

Old Dominion
University, Virgina
(funded by NASA
Langley Research
Center)

1999

Sip de Vries
(c.1969-)

Thermodynamic and Economic Principles: and the
Assessment of Bioenergy (PhD)

Delft University of
Technology [1]

2003

Mircea Gligor
(1963-)
Romanian
physicist and
econophysicist

Alexandru loan
Cuza University,
“Thermodynamics and Statistical Models for Dissipative
lasi, Romania.
Socio-Economic Systems” (PhD)
Advisor: Margareta
Ignat

2008

Stefan PohlValero (c.1977-)
“The Circulation of Energy: Thermodynamics, National
Spanish
Culture, and Social Progress in Spain, 1868-1890”(PhD)
mechanical
engineer

Universitat
Autonoma de
Barcelona.
Advisor: Agusti
Nieto-Galan

Jeff Tuhtan
(1979-)
American civilecological
engineer

Institute for
Modeling Hydraulic
and Environmental
Systems at the
University of
Stuttgart, Germany.
Advisor: (add)
Consultant advisor:
Libb Thims

1974

2011

“A Modeling Approach for Alpine Rivers Impacted by
Hydropeaking Including the Second Law Inequality”
(PhD)
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In 1991, Swiss electrical engineer Francois Cellier, in his Continuous System Modeling, suggested that the
thermodynamics of macroeconomies would be a “very worthwhile topic" for a PhD dissertation. [2] In 2009,
Hmolpedia member Turnkey13, a third-year undergraduate mechanical engineer, from Turkey, expressed desire to
come to America to complete a master’s degree in on a topic related to thermodynamics of human life, having been
inspired by passages, such as shown below, in the 2006 Thermodynamics textbook by Yunus Cengel and Michael
Boyle: [3]
“The arguments presented here are exploratory in nature, and they are hoped to initiate some interesting discussion
and research that may lead into better understanding of performance in various aspects of daily life. The second law
may eventually be used to determine quantitatively the most effective way to improve the quality of life and
performance in daily life, as it is presently used to improve the performance of engineering systems.”
In 2010, Hmolpedia member DeeM1, an American business executive, with background is business, marketing,
management consulting, and leadership development, and co-owner of several companies, one of which is a postgraduate school of managerial leadership, is embarking on doctoral studies on entropy on human behaviors and
energy within organizations. [4]

Econophysics PhD programs
Of note, as of circa 2004, American physicist Joseph McCauley has been heading one of the world’s first econophysics
programs at the University of Houston, Texas; although, ironically, in spite of the fact that McCauley completed his
own PhD under Norwegian-born American thermodynamicist Lars Onsager, curator of the reciprocal relations (one of
the so-called fourth law of thermodynamics candidates), the version of economic physics taught abstains from the
use of thermodynamic, because in McCauley’s view "real financial markets cannot behave thermodynamically",
which of course is incorrect, because everything in the universe behaves thermodynamically.

Human chemistry
The following are dissertations in human chemistry:
Year

1977

Person

Jeremy Adler
(1947-)

Dissertation/Thesis

School

PhD: Goethe’s Elective Affinity and the Chemistry of its
Time
University of London
(Goethe’s 'Wahlverwandtschafte' und die Chemie seiner Advisor: Claus Bock
Zeit)

School of human thermodynamics
In 2005, American chemical engineer Libb Thims posted an online notice suggesting that in the near future graduate
students will be able to complete their PhD in human thermodynamics. [1] In 2009, Thims began expressing desire to
various heads of thermodynamics departments, at various of universities, that he was interested, in the potential
near future, in founding an entire school of teaching human thermodynamics, subject material to be required
coursework for the engineering, sciences, and humanities departments, similar in style and stature to what American
physical chemist Gilbert Lewis did in founding the now-famous Lewis school of thermodynamics at the University of
California, Berkeley. Out of these discussions, one thermodynamics professor, thus far, has taken Thims out to lunch
to suggest that Thims join their thermodynamics department.

References
1. De Vries, Sipke S. (1999). Thermodynamic and Economic Principles: and the Assessment of Bioenergy. Dissertation
(abstract). Delft University of Technology.
2. (a) Cellier, Francois. (1991). Continuous System Modeling (pg. 330). Springer.
(b) François E. Cellier – ModProd.Liu.se.
3. (a) Messaging to Libb Thims from EoHT member turnkey13 (30 Jan 2009).
(b) Cengel, Yunus A. and Boles, Michael A. (2006). Thermodynamics: an Engineering Approach (ch. 4, pg. 193, ch. 7,
pg. 349, ch. 8, pgs. 465-69). McGraw-Hill.
4. Understanding the Effect of Entropy on Human Energy (6 Sep 2010) – Thread, EoHT.com.
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Human
thermodynamics
education
In education, human thermodynamics
education refers to any course or assignment
taught in high school, college, or graduate
school that teaches subjects related to human
thermodynamics or branches of, e.g.
economic thermodynamics, or related
subjects such as human chemistry. Being that
"human thermodynamics" and its branches,
e.g. sociological thermodynamics, are
considered either a newly developing science
or a science of the future, related subjects are
often only given as assignments or found as a
part of a course.

BYU | Science Phy 453 – Sociology and
Physics

In 2011, Korea University Graduate School was offering a
three credit graduate course entitled “Seminar on Social
Thermodynamics” SOS 623 (SOS short for Sociology of
Science), as described above, a type of human
thermodynamics education course divided into two parts:
firstly, general systems theory, a discussion of its basic
outline, along with its drawbacks; and, second, with what
they referred to as the “theory of social thermodynamics and
its applications”, supposedly on some variant of social thermodynamics, at
the introductory level, and discussion of its applications, either theoretical
or possibly in the applied human thermodynamics area, an example being
the the 2009 company "Social Thermodynamics Applied Research" (or
SThAR). The program, as indicative of its two cultures approach, employs a
"two-supervisors system" : one is based on human or social science, the
other is based on natural science or engineering. [17]

In 2011, Brigham Young University, was running a winter 400-level course called “Science Phy 453: Sociology and
Physics”, taught by professor David Samuels Barnard, whose course notes contain Mieczyslaw Dobija’s 2004
“Theories of Chemistry and Physics Applied to Developing an Economic Theory of Intellectual Capital” Jing Chen’s
2008 “Understanding Social Systems: a Free Energy Perspective”, which, in turn, cities the works of John Bryant
(2007), Bikas Chakrabarti (2005), Charles Hall (1986), Paul Colinvaux, Erich Muller (1998), Jurgen Mimkes (2005), Libb
Thims (2007), and the Rossini debate works of Harold Leonard (2006) and Frederick Rossini (1971), among other
residual works, such as Edwin Jaynes. [24]

Need
See main: Two cultures (call)

The call for the development of an interdisciplinary field of mathematics, chemistry, physics, thermodynamics, and
engineering overlapping and integrated into the subjects of the humanities, in such a way to dissolve the evergrowing two cultures divide, has been wanting for nearly two-centuries. To exemplify, the following is Austrian social
economist Werner Stark's noted 1962 self-query as to why Thomas Huxley’s 1871 call for the development of the
field of social chemistry has never actuated: [19]

“Why should no social chemistry ever been developed?”
He states that “nobody would suggest that the social scientists should imitate meteorology, for this discipline does
not appear to have got very far … but what about chemistry? A sociology based on chemistry [has] in fact been called
for, but, significantly, [this call has] found no echo. It would have been easy to take up this suggestion and develop it
further. An intending social chemist would have found it one whit more difficult to manufacture a sociological parallel
to the Boyle-Charles law than Haret did to the Newtonian propositions. But the experiment appears never to have
been tried. Why?”
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In 2012, to exemplify the modern graduate student
need, Italian physicist Simone Loreti sent the following
email query to the Institute of Human Thermodynamics,
as received by American electrochemical engineer Libb
Thims: [21]
“In March 2011, I graduated with a master's degree in
theoretical physics at the University of Bologna (Italy). I
am strongly interested in sociophysics or in general in
physics applied to human behavior: in my thesis I solved
a sociological problem using statistical mechanics, and
machine learning methods. I am looking for a

PhD in socio-physics or human
thermodynamics and/or funds for it. Do you
know something about it? Any advice is welcome.”
Thims informed Loreti that he was in the process of
attempting to establish a "two cultures university"
department in America presently.

Overview

The template design for Libb Thims-conceived C.P. Snowthemed Two Cultures Department, teaching the subject matter
structured about the interdisciplinary relationship between
second law (Clausius) and the various branches of the
humanities (Shakespeare), bridging the gap between the
famously left-brain right-brain divided "two cultures"; the
synthesis of which being first captured in the mind of Goethe
(see: Goethe timeline), and tested in the coursework of Leon
Winiarski at the University of Geneva (1894-1900), in his
thermodynamics-based socio-political economics course (see:
social mechanics). [23]

The first to remotely incorporate early versions of human chemical thermodynamics in college lecture was German
polyintellect Johann Goethe who in his 1796 university lectures on anatomy discussed how affinity chemistry might
apply to the interactions between humans. The first to teach a college course utilizing thermodynamics in the
humanities was Polish economist Léon Winiarski, who beginning in 1894 was teaching a course called "Social
Mechanics" at the University of Geneva; a teaching methodology as outlined in his 1900 sociology symposium article
"The Teaching of Pure Political Economics and Social Mechanics in Switzerland". The first to promote the teaching of
thermodynamics in educational curricula was American historian Henry Adams, who in 1910, at the age of seventytwo, wrote his A Letter To American Teachers of History, suggesting that it was paramount that the implications of
the second law of thermodynamics be learned by history teachers and professors and taught as part of history class
curriculum, throughout America.
In human thermodynamics, teaching applications have generally been in the fields of history, government,
economics, psychology, sociology, and science. In human chemistry, teaching applications have, of recent begun to
center around the nature of human bonding, from the psychological and chemical perspective. To cite one example,
so strong is the belief that human bonds are inherently chemical bonds (i.e. human chemical bonds), that within the
last few years, high school chemistry teachers have begun assigning Internet-based homework assignments in which
students are told to use chemical bonding theories to explain the ebb and flow of conflict and collaboration of human
relations in terms of manifestations of chemical bonding effects. [1] Of the two, human chemistry and human
thermodynamics, the latter is the more difficult subject and is finding a slower entrance into general education. In the
2007 book A History of Thermodynamics, German physicist Ingo Müller, a professor of thermodynamics for over 30years, for instance, outlines his opinion that the field of human thermodynamics is a science of the future. In
particular, in his section on “socio-thermodynamics”, he states that “on several occasions I have hinted at the
usefulness of thermodynamic concepts in remote areas, i.e. fields that have little or nothing to do with
thermodynamics as first sight.” He continues, “those hints would be wanton remarks unless I corroborated them
somehow, in order to acquaint the reader with the spirit of extrapolation away from thermodynamic proper.” To be
sure, he reasons:
“Most such subjects [social thermodynamics] are more to the future of thermodynamics rather than to its history.”
In the current view, he points out that “they are struggling to be taken seriously, and to obtain admission into the
field.” [2]

Human thermodynamics education textbooks
Some, being new to the study of human thermodynamics, may in hasty reaction question the "merits" or praise
worthy qualities of the teaching of human thermodynamics as part of a standard engineering thermodynamics
curriculum. In regards to this query or concern, in the context of human thermodynamics education, the following is
the list of thermodynamics textbooks that include human thermodynamics material as part of its teaching
coursework:
Year

Textbook

Human thermodynamics branch
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Thermodynamics

1964

by
Ivan Bazarov (19162005)
Russian physicist

● Heat death argument for the existence of god (Friedrich
Engels)
● Heat death argument against the existence of god (Bazarov)
● Universal origins

Fundamentals of
Classical
Thermodynamics

1973

1999

2004

by
Gordon van Wylen
(1920-)
American mechanical
engineer
Richard Sonntag
(1933-2010)
American mechanical
engineer

● Philosophical thermodynamics
● Argument for/belief in the existence of God/Creationism
● Universal origins (low entropy state)/Eschatology
● Destiny of humans (second law)

● Two cultures (C.P. Snow)
● Universal origins/Eschatology/Heat death (Friedrich Engels,
Ivan Bazarov)
● Religious thermodynamics (William Inge, Pope Pius XII, Pierre
Chemical and Process
Teilhard)
Thermodynamics
● Animate thermodynamics (life, origin of life; defunct theory
of life)
by
● Social thermodynamics/Anthropological thermodynamics
Benjamin Kyle (1927-)
(Claude Levi-Strauss)
American chemical
● History thermodynamics (Henry Adams)
engineer
● Economic thermodynamics (Nicholas Georgescu-Roegen)
● Ecological economics (Herman Daly, Jeremy Rifkin)
● Literature thermodynamics (John Barth, Donald Barthelme,
Saul Bellow, Stanley Elkin, Norman Mailer, Walker Percy,
Thomas Pynchon, John Updike)
● Art thermodynamics (Rudolf Arnheim)
● Philosophical thermodynamics (Kyle)
● Psychological thermodynamics (Sigmund Freud)
Heterogeneous
Kinetics: Theory of
Ziegler-NattaKaminsky (chapter 2:
Chemical
Thermodynamics)
by
Tominaga Keii (19202009)
Japanese chemical
engineer

● Chemical Affinity in 1806
● Human chemical thermodynamics: Elective Affinities; human
elective affinity; human chemical reaction, Goethe's affinity
table, Goethe's human chemistry (Johann Goethe)
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Thermodynamics an
Engineering Approach
by
Yunus Cengel (1955-)
Turkey mechanical
engineer
Michael Boles (1943-)
American mechanical
engineer

1999
thru
2010

● Economic thermodynamics (Robert Ayres)
● Human thermodynamics (human performance/efficiency in
daily existence, learning (low-entropy learning), work place
friction, human friction, social friction (entropy generation),
etc.)
● War thermodynamics

Thermodynamics
by
Hans Kreuzer (c.1945)
Canadian atmospheric ● Economic thermodynamics (Wayne Saslow)
physicist
Isaac Tamblyn
(c.1983-)
Canadian physicist

2010

Advanced
Engineering
Thermodynamics
by
Kalyan Annamalai
(c.1943-)
Ishwar Puri
Milind Jog

2011

● Human molecular formula (Libb Thims)

Engineering
Thermodynamics and
21st Century Energy
● Entropy as a Social Construct (social thermodynamics)
Problems
● Entropy’s Philosophical Implica ons (philosophical
thermodynamics)
by
Donna Riley (c.1971-) ● Thermo to Life (defunct theory of life)
● Ethics of Energy Disasters (ethics)

2011

University courses
The following are outlines of prototype human thermodynamics courses that have been taught at various
universities:
Dates

Teacher

Course

1894-1900

Léon Winiarski

Taught a course on "social mechanics", focused on economics and
sociology, based on the thermodynamics of German physicist Rudolf
Clausius and the dynamics of Italian mathematician Joseph Lagrange.

1930s

Robert Lindsay

Taught an entropy ethics theory courses

School

University of
Geneva
Brown
University
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1980s

Dick Hammond

Promoted the teaching of "entropy ethics" and "energy education" in
various schools (elementary, high school, and college)

University of
Texas

Taught a general education course called "Entropy and Society",
associated with the physics department, intermittently, based on
American economist Jeremy Rifkin's 1989 book Entropy: Into the
Greenhouse World, called "Entropy and Society".

1997-2006

Richard Piccard

The course is for seniors, with focus on developing a general education
student's ability to interrelate, synthesize, and integrate knowledge from
different academic disciplines, and examines Rifkin’s theory that matter
and energy are conserved, but that physical processes transform both
into forms less readily useful (thereby "increasing entropy") according to
the material entropy hypothesis. They apply this concept of entropy to
human activity, critically examining works by advocates of solar and
nuclear power, from the viewpoints of, and using the patterns of inquiry
of, several disciplines (e.g., history, theology, economics, physics,
Ohio University
politics, engineering, biology, chemistry, ethics, and sociology).
Using Rifkin’s 1989 book Entropy: Into the Greenhouse World, which sets
forth the thesis that this concept of entropy has a much broader
applicability, in such fields as social science, politics, health, etc., the
course explores whether this broadening of application makes sense.
The immediate goal for students is to try to get some understanding of
what entropy means when the term is used in its home territory,
physical science and engineering. On this basis, the problem immediately
arises when applying entropy to society is that the basic definition of
entropy is mathematical. As such, the course focuses on the
philosophical aspects (i.e. philosophical thermodynamics) rather than
the practical aspects of entropy; and avoids mathematics, for the most
part.

2008

2009

c.2008

Richard Hughes

Bruce Clarke

A course on a thermodynamical interpretation of politics and world
government.

California State
University,
Sacramento

English 4342.001: a course called "Literary and Narrative Theory", where
one of the five reading material selections is American novelist Thomas
Pynchon’s thermodynamic themed novel The Crying of Lot 49, in which Texas Tech
students are assigned to critique Pynchon’s views on thermodynamic
University
entropy and information theory entropy in relation to the plot. [14]
Clarke has begun using EoHT.info as reference material for his class.

Founded the econophysics department at the University of Houston,
Joseph McCauley pictured below right, which touches on aspects of applied
thermodynamics in economics.

University of
Houston

In 2013, Harvard University Graduate School of Design offered a four credit seminar course entitled “Air in Motion /
Thermodynamic Materialism”, taught by Inaki Abalos and Matthias Schuler, in which air and or space (see: nature
abhors a vacuum) is treated and studied “thermodynamically”, rather than metaphorically, poetically, or
phenomenologically, as has been done traditionally. An excerpt from the course description is: [6]
“The revision carried out by the thermodynamics from the mid XIXth is critical when reconsidering the architectural
and landscape conception of this element, thus happened to be a real building material. This is enabled by parametric
digital media, which allows not only deciphering its changing nature over time but also conceiving artificial
environments, opening new territories at the scale of buildings, public spaces [see also: personal space] and the
landscape. Now, the air in movement demands to be studied in its different manifestations, to reveal its power
through meticulous analysis, to map them and to conceptualize what we are calling a new idea of thermodynamic
beauty [see: beauty] which completes the tectonic tradition and points new directions to architect´s work.”
The second part of the course deals with "thermodynamic materialism", in some way, in coordination with a research
project at ETH Zurich titled "Thermodynamic Materialism".
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Graduate degrees
See main: Thermodynamics dissertations

In 1969, English science historian Jeremy Adler completed his PhD
thesis, at Westfield College, London, on the underlying chemists,
affinity theory (affinity being a function of free energy), and specific
affinity reactions in Goethe’s novella Elective Affinities; work later
becoming very instrumental in American chemical engineer Libb
Thims’ 2007 textbook Human Chemistry. In 1974, American
philosopher Carter Finn completed his thesis/dissertation, in
philosophical thermodynamics and religious thermodynamics, on
“Religion, Philosophy, and the Second Law of Thermodynamics”, at
the College of William and Mary. In 1975, American political scientist
Stephen Coleman completed his PhD dissertation, at the University of
Minnesota, in political thermodynamics, on Measurement and
Analysis of Political Systems: a Science of Social Behavior, or on
entropy measurements in social systems and with focus on voting and A snapshot of the econophysics department a
elections. [10] Coleman notes, however, that the focus of his degree the University of Houston, run by Joseph
McCauley, who specializes in financial physics,
was on the purely information theory side of fence and not
but is against thermodynamics applied to
necessarily a thermodynamics related agenda. In 1978, American
economics (thermoeconomics). [18]
educator Dick Hammond did his EdD thesis, at the University of
Arkansas and University of Texas, under Belgian thermodynamicist Ilya Prigogine, on Analysis of Entropy Reduction
and its Implications for Ethical Instruction in Public Education. [11] In 1991, as described in the book Continuous
System Modeling, Swiss electrical engineer Francois Cellier suggested that the thermodynamics of macroeconomies
would be a "very worthwhile topic for a PhD dissertation". [16]
In 2005, American chemical engineer Libb Thims suggested that, in the near
future, graduate students will be able to complete their PhD in human
thermodynamics. [5] In 2009, an anonymous Turkey third-year undergraduate
mechanical engineer (Turnkey13) expressed desire to come to America to
complete a master’s degree in on a topic related to thermodynamic of human
life, having been inspired by passages (shown below) in the 2006
thermodynamics textbook by Yunus Cengel and Michael Boles who state that:
[12]

German socio-economic physicist
Jürgen Mimkes lecturing, at the 2005
2005 Navodari Econophysic
Conference, on the thermodynamic
applications in economics. [6]

“The arguments presented here are exploratory in nature, and they are hoped
to initiate some interesting discussion and research that may lead into better
understanding of performance in various aspects of daily life. The second law
may eventually be used to determine quantitatively the most effective way to
improve the quality of life and performance in daily life, as it is presently used
to improve the
performance of

engineering systems.”
His question to Thims was which books should he read
to better understand this topic with regard to entropy
and human relations, to which Thims replied that he
should start with Thims' 2007 textbook Human
Chemistry, as it contains all known publications written
on entropy and human relations. [13] In 2011,
Left: American electrochemical engineer Libb Thims lecturing in
American civil-ecological engineer Jeff Tuhtan
2010 on an introduction to human thermodynamics to
completed his PhD dissertation “A Modeling Approach bioengineering students, at a local Chicago university, standing
for Alpine Rivers Impacted by Hydropeaking Including adjacent to pictures of Clausius, Gibbs, and Lewis. Right: Thims
the Second Law Inequality”, using Hmolpedia as his
explaining how the Papin engine relates to human chemical
"strange loop", in the language of Douglas Hofstadter, affinities, Gibbs free energy, and morality (right or wrong).
research tool for gaining a handle on how to go about
applying thermodynamics correctly to model fish communities, the result of which he employed thermodynamics to
deriving a conceptual model designed for alpine river fish habitat.

High school courses
In 2002, at New Trier high school, in Illinois, assigned a project wherein students were asked to consider how
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elements and chemical species chemically bond or conflict, and to think about how these polar opposite processes of
bonding and conflicting play out in life, specifically in human relationships, in the form of human chemical bonds. [1]

The physics class at Naga City Science High School using
American electrochemical engineer Libb Thims’ 2009 “Human
Thermodynamics Pioneers” video to supplement the
thermodynamics portion of the class. [20]

In this assignment, it was argued that by studying how
elements interact and bond to each other, students might
learn about how humans interact and bond with each
other. Suggestive queries were ‘how does electrical
attraction promote bonding in certain species,’ or ‘how
do incongruent physical shapes between compounds can
promote debonding,’ and ‘why does the famed opposites
attract scenario occurs in chemistry?’, etc. One
interesting suggestion was to try to determine what kind
of hypothetical chemical bond Romeo and Juliet had in
their high-energy relationship. Interestingly, in regards to
this last question, even Shakespeare himself had ideas
about human chemical bonding. In particular,
Shakespeare assumed the existence of an external force
that induces amorous attraction. [4]

Conferences

Over the last hundred years, discussions and lectures on
the applications of thermodynamics to human life and
society, often in their philosophical implications, have occurred in various science-related conferences. Since the mid1990s, for instance, German metalurgist and solid state thermodynamicist Jürgen Mimkes has been attending various
economic conferences in Europe where he lectures on the applications of thermodynamics in economics; such as the
2005 Navodari Econophysic Conference, where he lectured on the applications of thermodynamics in economics. [6]
On March 14, 2008, American chemical engineers Ted Erikson and Libb Thims attended the annual American
Association of Physics Teachers (AAPT) meeting at Harper College (Palatine, Illinois) where Erickson discussed Thims’
human molecule theories in lecture.

Other
In an April 29, 2006, Russian-born American language studies scholar Natalia Roubanenko commented, after
reviewing Thims' unfinished 100-page manuscript Cessation Thermodynamics, that:
“One day instead of (or in addition to) regular math, chemistry, physics, etc., kids in school will be learning something
like one human molecule + another human molecule = ? ... it's just a crazy thought, but hey, we'll see or somebody
will.”
In 2007, American educator Astrida Tantillo, head of the department of Germanic studies at the University of Illinois
at Chicago and author of the 2001 book Goethe’s Elective Affinities and the Critics, noted that some of her students
had recently requested to do papers on German polymath Johann Goethe human chemistry theory, and referred to
the fact that Thims’ 2007 Human Chemistry textbook would be useful in this respect. [9] The
HumanThermodynamics.com page is used as a “related links” page for the 2009 course BI 6101 Introductory Biology,
on the study of the energy of the ecosystem, cell, and human, at Nanyang Technological University, Singapore. [15] In
2013, a seeming-to-be human thermodynamics education course in architectural thermodynamics, a graduate school
seminar course entitled "Air in Motion / Thermodynamic Materialism" taught at the Harvard University Graduate
School of Design, wherein air and or space (see: nature abhors a vacuum) is treated "thermodynamically"; the second
half of which is devoted to a study of thermodynamic materialism, taught in coordination with a research project at
ETH Zurich titled "Thermodynamic Materialism". [22]

See also
● List of thermodynamics textbooks that include human thermodynamics
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Human thermodynamics films
In films, human thermodynamic films are movies based on derivatives or variations of human thermodynamic
theory, biographies of human thermodynamic pioneers and their work, or human chemistry and its connection to
human chemical thermodynamics, etc., Some of these are listed below:
Year

Cover

Title

Description
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A semi-biographical depiction of Austrian psychologist Sigmund
Freud during his formative years 1885-1990 (age 29-34) when he
began to develop his psychodynamic concepts, later elaborated
fully in his now-famous Id, Ego, Superego on the 'mental
thermodynamics' of the ego and the forces that act on it in the
context of the subconscious. [1]
1962

Freud

The period follows the 1874 publication of Freud's first-year
adviser was German physiologist Ernst Brücke's Lectures on
Physiology, which supposed that all living organisms are energysystems governed by the first law of thermodynamics, which
states, in effect, that the total amount of energy in any given
physical system is always constant, that energy quanta can be
changed but not annihilated, and consequently that when energy
is moved from one part of the system it must reappear in
another part.

1973

The Exorcist

The inspiration behind the character of Father Merrin, in the best
seller 1971 book The Exorcist (and followup 1973 film), was
Pierre Teilhard; and parts of the plot were themed on Teilhard’s
theory of evil (or the existence of Satan) in the world possibly
being Lucifer [or matter-energy spirit] working out his [or its]
salvation through the process of physical evolution ending in
Teilhard’s omega point theory.

1996

Elective
Affinities
(Le affinità
elettive)

A French-Italian rewrite of German polymath Johann von
Goethe’s 1809 Elective Affinities.

Good Will
Hunting

Based on the life of American prodigy William Sidis and
specifically on the incident in which after he was arrested for
assaulting an officer and sentenced to year and half jail, he was
paroled on the condition that he be locked in his father's
psychiatric asylum for one year, during which time he wrote his
1920 magnum opus The Animate and the Inanimate, which
presents an entropy reversal theory of life.

1997
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Sexual
Chemistry:
Chemistry 101
Was Never Like
This?

A metaphor or analogy themed on terms such as 'sexual
chemistry' or 'sexual temperature'?

The Matrix

The three required reading books, which had to be read by the
actors before the script was opened, were: Jean Baudrillard’s
1981 book Simulacra and Simulation, Kevin Kelly’s 1994 book Out
of Control, and Dylan Evans’ 1999 Introducing Evolutionary
Psychology (evolutionary psychology).

The Celestine
Prophecy

Based on James Redfield's 1993 book by the same title; which
structured, in part, on the psychodynamic theory of Eric Berne's
1964 best-seller The Games People Play; discusses how all
relationships function as means to get energy, via
transformations, power, etc.
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In hmolscience, human thermodynamic instrument is a
thermodynamic instrument, such as a thermometer,
barometer, indicator, or reaction calorimeter, etc., built or
conceived to measure large-scale "boundaried" human
molecular quantities, as in a human system of two or more
people, or rather, in a sense, "social", pressures (social
pressure), volumes (social volume), temperatures (social
temperature), energy (social energy), or heat (social heat).

History | Overview
In 1945, Stuart Dodd, supposedly, designed some type of
barometer (or social barometer) of international tension to
detect reliably and early the tensions that lead to war. [23]
In 1947, American sociologist George Lundberg, in his
scientific method advocating Can Science Save Us? sociology
booklet, devoted several pages to a discussion of the need
for instruments to develop physical sociology; the following
being an example statement: [20]
A 2013 screenshot of a Twitter-based searchable real-time
so-called “social heat map”, a social heat gauge type of

“We need to use instruments as far as possible to sharpen
human thermodynamic instrument, found at Boston.com,
our observation, to check it, and to report it accurately.
according to which the social networks that glow red with
These instruments and skills do not exist ready-made in any activity indicate venues having the greatest activity in the
given time period. [18]
field. The have to be invented. They may be quite
elementary as yet in much social investigation, consisting of
little more than a pencil, a schedule, a standardized test, or the recording of an interview. But we also have at our
command the movie camera with sound equipment with which social behavior can be observed in its cruder aspects
with the same accuracy as any physical behavior is observed.”
The camera mention brings to the mind the work of 1970s-1990s marriage stability work of John Gottman; also the
early 1970s sidewalk study of American sociologists James Dabbs and Neil Stokes. The pencil mention brings to mind
the invention of the indicator diagram. Lundberg cites Ernest Greenberg’s 1945 Experimental Sociology as being the
go to source for an examination of the literature on the non-impossibility of experimentation in the social sciences.
[21] The topic of quantifying systems of humans using standard thermodynamic parameter is one of the most
complex areas in human thermodynamics and generally speaking a very nascent subject in infancy. As to difficulties
involved in even conceiving of any type of "indicator" to gain data on the thermodynamic state variables of human
activity, one must first note that measurements have to be obtained in SI units, just as is the case for any other
system of study in the universe.
To cite one example, temperature, by definition is the measure of the ability of a body to absorb or give up
energy, and is measured in degrees kelvin. Thus, on this definition how does one quantify the very significant aspects
of the average sexual temperature of one person? It is well-agreed that a typical supermodel (who have larger
personal space) has the ability to give off a larger amount of energy (causing volume expansion). Yet how is this
measured in degrees kelvin?

Molar units
See main: Hmolscience, Avogadro's number, mole

In 1953, during the 40 person AAAS so-called “Committee for Social Physics” meeting, headed by John Q. Stewart,
American physicist Stuart Dodd explicitly suggested that “chemical moles” be the equivalent to “number of people”
in social physics. [22]
A significant issue first encountered in attempts at deriving and measuring numerical human thermodynamics
quantity in units is the fact that standard chemical thermodynamic units are based on units per mole, e.g. energy per
unit of 10E23 particles. The question then becomes: how are units to be based in human thermodynamics? On ten
humans, on 100 humans, on the number of students in a typical school, a typical city, a typical country? Theoretical
work in addressing this question include: the ‘social Avogadro number’ introduced in 2003 by Hungarian sociologist
Babics Laszlo, the C-mol, introduced in bacterial thermodynamics in circa 2005, and the term ‘hmol’ introduced in
2007 by American chemical engineer Libb Thims.
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Pressure
See main: Social pressure

The concept of human system pressure is an elusive one. The
barometer was invented in 1643 by Italian physicist Evangelista
Torricelli who was studying the Parmenides' 485BC theory of
the nonexistence of vacuums in nature. The basic definition of
pressure is that it refers to the rate at which the particles of the
system collide on the walls of its container, as described in
Swiss physicist Daniel Bernoulli’s 1738 Hydrodynamica. This is
Swiss physicist Daniel Bernoulli’s 1738 Hydrodynamica
the basic model we have, thus far, to describe pressures in
depiction of pressure that of the rate at which
human systems, which invariably need to be quantified in units
molecules collide with the walls of the container; a
of pascal (PA) or newtons per meter squared acting on the
definition based on Italian physicist Evangelista
surface in question. The pressure in a standard barometer
Torricelli's 1643 mercury barometer experiment, the
measures the weight of the molecules in the atmosphere
world's first pressure measurement instrument.
pushing down on the molecules at the surface-level of the
earth. When the water molecules push out against the piston of a piston and cylinder heat engine, it signifies that the
pressure of the water molecule system is higher than the surrounding system of atmospheric molecules, owing to the
actions of heat transferred to the system, typically.
In extrapolation of this model to systems of humans, a human system barometer would measure the weight of
the molecules (humans) in the surroundings a given system pushing on the molecules of that system or on the
boundary of that system. Russian biogeochemist Vladimir Vernadsky, in 1926, outlined a description of the biological
pressure as a force that can be felt and the work that must be done to resist this pressure, e.g. between humans and
the ecological environment, or such as when population count rises. He states: [17]
“Living matter—organisms taken as a whole—is spread over the entire surface of the earth in a manner analogous to
a gas; it produces a specific pressure in the surrounding environment, either by avoiding obstacles on its upward
path, or overcoming them. The careful observer can witness this movement of life, and even sense its pressure. In the
impact of a forest on steppe, or in a mass of lichens moving up from the tundra to stifle a forest, we see the actual
movement of solar energy being transformed into the chemical energy of our planet. Cosmic energy determines the
pressure of life, which can be regarded as the transmission of solar energy to the earth’s surface. This pressure arises
from multiplication, and continually makes itself felt in civilized life. When man removes green vegetation from a
region of the earth, he changes the appearance of virgin nature, and must resist the pressure of life, expending
energy and performing work equivalent to this pressure.”
To extrapolate on this, using the transformation of the Roman system model, over a span of about 1,000-years, to
give an idea of human pressure, the population of the world at 1 AD has been considered to be between 200 and 300
million people. In that same period, the population of the early empire under Augustus (27 BC – 14 AD) has been
placed at about 45 million. [13] Using 300 million as the world benchmark, the population of the Empire under
Augustus would've made up about 15% of the world's population. In this case, in order for the Roman system to
expand outward to its eventual largest volume (116 AD), the pressure in the Roman system would have been greater
than that of the territory of the
neighboring surrounding world.

Volume
See also: Human molecular orbital theory

The first work on measuring and
quantifying volumes or spaces of
humans in movement and interaction
was American anthropologist Edward
Hall's 1966 work on "proxemics", which
was based on the earlier 1955
measurements of German zoologist
Heini Hediger on the distances of
reaction between animals, e.g. flight or
fight distance, social distance, etc. This
joint work was incorporated into
American chemical engineer Libb Thims'
2007 formulation of human molecular
orbital volumes. [3] Some prototype
"indicator" readings or measurements

Left: Indicator: a work measurement tool invented in 1796 James Watt and John
Southern, that tracks pressure of the steam in a cylinder against the steam's
volume, concomitantly. Right: American engineer Isaac Daniel wearing his newly
invented GPS shoes (2007), a potential future type of human molecular volume
indicator. [8]
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done on human volume changes include the 1990s findings that, when asked to approach a stranger and stop when
they no longer feel comfortable, people will tend to stop about two feet away from a tall person (22.7 inches to be
exact) but less than a foot (9.8 inches) from a short person. [9] This same effect operates in proportion to beauty.
Specifically, according to American attractiveness researcher Nancy Etcoff:
“Very attractive people of any size are given bigger personal space and territory; which they carry around with them.”
In other words, physically ‘hot’ molecules, in a sense, trigger volume increase be it a gaseous molecule or a human
molecule. [3] To give an example of the magnitudes involved, the following diagram shows the changes in the
territory (volume) of a system of about 45-million people (human molecules) (Roman empire) as it expands, doing
thermodynamic pressure volume work, against its surroundings, and then contracts (during its fall), over the course
of 929-years, as is captured in the idiom the rise and fall of Rome. Another potential way to quantify volume changes
in systems of humans is via using GPS technology. To give one example, in 2007, after reading a article on how “GPS
Shoes Make Tracking Kids, Elderly Easier”, American chemical engineer Libb Thims contacted the GPS shoe developer
American engineer Isaac Daniel on the possible idea of using his newly developed line of GPA shoes to track groups of
people, in year-long studies, so to function as a potential human molecular indicator technology, giving data as to
changes in movement orbital volumes of people over daily, weekly, monthly, or yearly averages, just as a steam
engine indicator tracks the boundary position of the water molecules as they expand outward and contract inward in
one heat cycle of the piston and cylinder. [8] This communication, however, was not returned.
In 1997, Russian physical chemist Georgi Gladyshev stated that the value of the Gibbs free energy change ΔG for
the formation of any particular human society, could be estimated by calculating the work that when into building
that society. [11] Although Gladyshev does not give any specifics as to how this might be calculated, aside from
mention that some hypothetical type of “absolute hard currency” might facilitate this measurement, one might be
able to get a reading of volume change of a given society by studying boundary of the territory expansion and
contraction, over the course of the rise and fall of a society, as diagrammed on a world atlas. The rise and fall of
Rome could be one case study, as diagrammed below: [12]
In 2005, German physicist Ingo Muller suggested that changes in the “parts of the habitat lost” involved in animal
species interactions represents a type of thermodynamic pressure-volume boundary work. [10]

Temperature
The term economic temperature dates back to 1915 in the work of Italian economist Emanuele Sella, who seems to
have described it as wealth and the capacity to absorb it; such that between different organisms a thermoeconomic
diversity (or temperature difference) exists. In 1930, French sociological philosopher Maurice Halbwachs uses the
terms social temperature and in another instance moral temperature to allude to the suggestion that the suicide rate
of a particular group of humans could be considered as a gauge of the moral temperature of the group: [1]
“The number of suicides [in a region] can be considered a sort of thermometric indicator which informs us of the
condition of the mores, of the moral temperature of a group.”
Beyond, bulk measurements of the temperature of a system of human molecules, the temperature of an individual
human is a complex topic. The term sexual temperature, is one example.
In 2009, Chinese physicist Yi-Fang Chang suggested that social temperature could be defined by the following
equation:

where
is an average value of the social kinetic energy. [4] In this sense, in theory, one could use GPS tracking
devices to measure the kinetic energy, or the sum of ½ the masses of the human particles times their respective
average velocities squared, of a system of human molecules under study and thus get a hypothetical reading of
temperature of a social system. In 2010, German Mimkes argues that GDP per capita may be representative of the
temperature of the economic system. [15]
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Heat
The development of indicators to quantify
human molecular heat is an elusive subject.
How does one, for instance, quantify sexual
heat, in units of joules? In 2007, American
chemical engineer Libb Thims gave an overview
as to how to go about constructing a human
reaction calorimeter and human molecular or
human system thermometers, so to be able to
measure quantities such as human reaction
enthalpy change. [3]

Entropy
Attempts as measurements of the entropy of
one human or a system of humans have been
amusing, to say the least, most of which have
been not even theoretically sound attempts.
The dozens of claimed attempts in information
theory, for instance, are all baseless. In 1931,
psychologists Siegfried Bernfeld and Sergei
Feitelberg , in their article “The Principle of
In a reaction calorimeter, a liquid is circulated around the vessel
Entropy and the Death Instinct”, presented the
containing the reaction medium. The temperature of the liquid in the
results of their study where they attempted to
temperature-controlled jacket is maintained at a constant value. When
measure a paradoxical pulsation of entropy
the liquid reagent is introduced into the solution, a difference of
temperature is measured by a thermocouple. A calibration probe is used within a living organism, specifically in the
nervous system of a man. [5] Specifically, by
to determine the heat of the reaction. [14]
comparing the brain temperature to the rectal
temperature of a man, they thought to acquire evidence of paradoxical variations, i.e. variations not conforming to
the principle of entropy as it functions in physics for inanimate systems. [6]
In 1993, American physical chemist Martin Goldstein, in his book The Refrigerator and the Universe:
Understanding the Laws of Energy, co-written with American epidemiologist Inge Goldstein, outlined the basic
difficulties involved in calculating the entropy of a mouse, via the standard procedures used to calculate the
entropies of simple molecules (assuming the mouse to be a larger molecule, that was synthesized). The following is a
condensed excerpt of that section: [7]
“To apply thermodynamics to the problem of how life got started, we must ask what net energy and entropy changes
would have been if simple chemical substances, present when the earth was young, were converted into living
matter [as in the formation of a mouse] … to answer this question [for each process], we must determine the
energies and entropies of everything in the initial state and final state.”
Energy determinations, they state, are rather straight forward; whereas entropy determinations are more difficult. As
stated by Canadian economist Bernard Beaudreau in 2008: [16]
“While theoretically appealing, entropy as a scientific approach to studying [economic] production processes has
been woefully inadequate, as evidenced by the lack of any empirical work. The key problem is with measurement.
How does one measure entropy? More importantly, how does one measure entropy at the firm level?”
In 2009, New Zealand business engineer Gavin Ritz claims to have been conducting research to measure and quantify
“motivation entropy production”. [2]

Enthalpy
Enthalpy is complicated calculation, involving internal energy, pressure, volume, temperature, and entropy.
(add)

Gibbs free energy
In 2007, Thims outlined a "dodecabond model" in which Gibbs free energy could be quantified by measurements of
various physical and evolutionary psychology aspects involved in human movement, human work and of human
bonding. [3] In 2009, Ritz also claims to be able to measure and quantify Gibbs free energy in business systems and
organizations. Both the contentions by Ritz, to note, are mostly hollow claims; his understanding of thermodynamics
is very elementary, and it is likely that his claims are purely superficial, or very simplified models, at best. [2]
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Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“It is unlikely that the generating substance hypothesis – energy or entropy discoverable in human social relations
and groupings – will achieve any great precision in its application to psychological or social and political affairs in its
entropist formulation. This has to do with the shortcomings of the terms and categories of entropism as they are
applied in these realms: the term ‘entropy’ is used metaphorically when it is applied to any form of energy that
cannot be denominated in calories, and there are insurmountable difficulties involved in discovering a quantifiable,
determinate, caloric content for such terms as ‘psychic energy’, ‘cultural energy’ or the energy of a community, an
institution, or an idea.”
— Eric Zencey (1983), “Entropy as Root Metaphor” [19]

“Adapting thermodynamic ideas to the study of culture is limited by a very simple fact: nobody has yet figured out
what might be the cultural equivalent of heat or energy … nobody has yet found the ‘heat’ or the ‘energy’ in cultural
matters … the concepts of ‘cultural temperature’ to refine our understanding of ‘cultural heat’ have not yet
appeared. This is one of the most pressing problems for the next generation of anthropologists, and the difficulties
are profound.”
— Paul Bohannan (1995), How Culture Works

See also
● James Reiss
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Human thermodynamics quotes
In quotes, human thermodynamics quotes are those passages, quotations, and definitions, tabulated below, using
the specific term "human thermodynamics" and or thermodynamics of humans or people:
“Contributions to the thermodynamics of scientific humanism [concerns] insights on the nature of time, [as in]
personal or psychological time, and refers to the unification of the specialized sciences effected by the contributions
they make to the proper study of mankind, man’s nature and destiny.”
— Alfred Ubbelohde (1947), Time and Thermodynamics [2]

“Human thermodynamics [concerns] vital heat of the body; experiments on the amount of heat developed by human
beings when in action, measurement of oxygen inhaled; respiration shown to be the principle source of heat.”
— Bryan Donkin (1893), commentary on the work of Gustave Hirn [1]

“Through determining some kind of laws of human thermodynamics, we shall be more successful in doing good in
the world. I am going to try to see what these laws of human thermodynamics are; of course they cannot be
expected to have the hard outline of the laws of physical science, but still I think some of them can be given a fairly
definite form.”
— C.G. Darwin (1952), The Next Million Years [3]

“There are no known laws of human thermodynamics.”
— Howard Green (1954), review of C.G. Darwin’s The Next Million Years [4]

“Because of such imponderables and the uncertainties of human thermodynamics, I left the hired man on my
suspect-list. I rated him ‘maximum opportunity, minimum motive’.”
— Theodore Roscoe (1959), Only in New England [5]

“Sometimes I think there’s a law of absolute conservation of misery in our lives. Some unchangeable first law of
human thermodynamics. The amount of unhappiness you’re going to experience is fixed.”
— William Manville (1977), Goodbye [6]

“Based on identities of adhesion, individuals are seen as a mass, as numbers, independent of their molecular wealth.
The molar group organizes a kind of human thermodynamics, an exteriorized channeling of behavior and character
that squanders individual qualities.”
— Pierre Levy (1994), Collective Intelligence [7]

“It's just human thermodynamics, my friend,” John said stiffly, “you're inside the jaws of laws beyond your ken.”
— Forbes Allan (1999), Milton's Progress

“Our school tragedies are an early warning of something inherent in the laws of human thermodynamics.”
— John Gatto (2000), The Underground History of American Education [9]

“The novel [Doctor Faustus] is in one sense a study in human thermodynamics—what it takes to make certain kinds
of total and fundamental changes. In totally starting over, as opposed to gradually starting evolution, the Nazi
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experience suggests that what is necessary is a collective quantity of energy that is available only in the primitive and
unconscious human energy centers, those energy centers deposited by hundreds of thousands of years of survival
tactics—the reptile centers in our brains.”
— John Anderson (2006), Mann’s Doctor Faustus [10]

See also
● Entropy quotes
● Thermodynamics quotes
● Human thermodynamics (definitions)
● Human chemistry quotes
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Human
thermodynamics
variables table
In human thermodynamics, a human
thermodynamics variables table that shows a
tabulated listing of thermodynamic variables
American economist Irving Fisher's famous 1892 mechanics-toeconomics variables table, wherein, being supervised directly by
(extensive or intensive) and their tentative,
approximated, or extrapolated correlative measure in the great engineer Willard Gibbs and economist William Sumner at
Yale, he specifically defines a person as a particle (see: human
human interaction field of study (sociological,
economic, evolutionary psychology, etc.) terms along particle). [9]
with the author's physical science definition of an individual human (e.g. human molecule, human particle, human
chemical, human fluid, etc.).

Overview | Proper translation
In 1997, Swedish physical chemist Sture Nordholm, in his famous 1997 Journal of Chemical Education article “In
Defense of Thermodynamics: an Animate Analogy”, wherein an outline of the subject he termed "animate
thermodynamics", or thermodynamics applied to the study of human behavior, was given, the first formulation step
of which, in the scale up or extrapolate up process, according to Nordholm, proper translation of terms and concepts
is requisite:
“Thermodynamics great generality and power remains hidden by layers of abstraction and axiomatic rigor. Must this
be so? Could we not gain much by loosening the strictures and bringing the main point home by more qualitative
applications of thermodynamics to the widest range of everyday experiences? An attempt, at the same time loose
and seriously meant, follows. I will argue that given the proper translation of terms and concepts from the inanimate
to the animate world the laws of thermodynamics can be seen at work in our everyday lives. No proofs will be
offered.”
The variety of ways, historically, in human thermodynamics, this "translation" process has accrued in a number of
parallel ways, in 2011, prompted American electrochemical engineer Libb Thims to begin requiring that all submitting
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JHT authors provide "human thermodynamics variable tables", themed in outline to American economist Irving
Fisher's 1892 mechanics-to-economics variables table, shown in part above (in full below).

Stewart | 1883
In 1883, Scottish physicist Balfour Stewart, noted for his 1868 "social cannon ball" theory, coauthored with English astronomer Norman Lockyer, noted founding editor of Nature, although he
did not make a table, gave the following equivalences: [8]

Fisher | 1892
In 1892, American economist Irving Fisher completed his PhD in economics, entitled Mathematical
Investigations into the Theory of Value and Prices, described by Paul Samuelson as "the best of all
doctoral dissertations in economics", the content of which was heavily influenced by the physics,
chemical thermodynamics, and vector analysis teachings of his advisor, American engineer Willard
Gibbs. [9] The original variable "table" made by Fisher is found in his chapter three "Mechanical
Analogies" (below left); another version of Fisher's physics-to-economics variables "translations"
can be found in American physical economics historian Philip Mirowski's 1989 book More Heat that
Light (below right): [10]
Original version (1892)

Fisher's translations (Mirowski's 1989 version)

What is curious in Fisher’s table, as shown in the first row, is that he defines a person as a particle, in other words he
uses the “human particle” model; as can be compared with the other workable models: human molecule (model),
human fluid (model), human electron (model), human atomism (model), human orbital (model), among others. He
then says that one can use the laws of composition and resolution of forces, acting on the particle, to determine
things such as the mechanical equilibrium of the particle (human particle), in terms of things such as utility vectors
and disutility vectors. Very interesting approach indeed.
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Pareto | 1897
In circa 1893, Pareto began teaching a course in political economics, on economics and sociology, at
the University of Lausanne, Switzerland (see: Lausanne school), a large part of which was based on a
direct extrapolation of elasticity theory and vibration theory of equilibrium of the atoms and
molecules in solid bodies to develop a theory of equilibrium of moving humans in socioeconomic
systems. The content of this course, finished in draft notes form in 1895, was published in two
volumes, in 1896 and 1897, respectively, entitled Course of Political Economics. The first volume, a
little over 70 pages, explains his principles of political economy and provides a first-approximation
treatment of the economic phenomena that allows for the setting forth of the general conditions of
economic equilibrium. The second volume, of about 800 pages, covers applied economics, wherein a large amount of
statistical and factual material is used and analyzed, and in which his famous law of income distribution (Pareto
principle) is formulated. [8] In these works, Pareto outlines a rather intricate theory of humans defined as types of
molecules acted on by forces and wherein a certain type of elastic equilibrium exists. The following, below right, from
the second volume (pgs. 12-13), is a 1971 English translation, by translator Ann S. Schwier, of Pareto's famous 1897
mechanical-to-sociology comparison table, below left hyperlinked text version: [12]
Mechanical phenomenon

Social phenomenon

Given a certain number of
solids, we study their
relations of equilibrium
and movement abstracted
from the other properties.
We obtain thus a study of
mechanics.

Given a society, we study the
relations of production and
wealth between men, abstracted
from other circumstances. We
obtain thus the study of political
economy.

The science of mechanics
is divided into two others.
If we consider inextensibly
connected material points
we obtain a pure science,
rational mechanics, which
studies in an abstract way
the forces of equilibrium
and movement. The
easiest part of science is
equilibrium. D’Alembert’s
principle, considering the
forces of inertia, enables
the reduction of the
dynamic problem to a
static one.

The science of political economy
is divided into two others. If we
consider the homo economicus
who acts only as a result of
economic forces, we obtain
political economy, which studies
in abstract terms ophelimity. The
only part of this which is well
known is static equilibrium.
There may be a principle for
economic systems analogous to
D’Alembert’s, but at present our
knowledge is very poor. The
theory of economic crisis offers
an example of dynamic study.

From rational mechanics
comes applied mechanics,
which is a little closer to
reality, considering
elasticity, friction, etc.

From pure political economy
comes applied political
economy, which does not
consider solely homo
economicus, but also other
models of humankind closer to
reality.

Real solids not only have
mechanical properties of
the phenomena caused by
light, electricity and heat.
Chemistry studies other
properties.
Thermodynamics, like
other sciences, studies
some of these properties
in detail. All these sciences
constitute the physicalchemical sciences.

Men and women have other
characteristics which are studies
by other particular sciences,
such as law, religion, aesthetics,
the organization of society, and
so on. Some of these have quite
a high level of development,
others on the contrary, have not.
As a whole they constitute the
social sciences.
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If we wish to consider a concrete fact, all these sciences must
be taken into account because they have been separated
through a process of abstraction.
In reality, solids with only
mechanical properties do
not exist. It is a mistake to
assume the existence of
concrete phenomena
subject only to mechanical
forces, abstracted form
chemical ones, as it is to
assume that concrete
phenomena may be
subtracted from the laws
of rational mechanics.

In reality, persons who are
subject only to economic stimuli
do not exist. It is a mistake to
assume the existence of the
concrete phenomenon subject
only to economic motivations,
abstracted from other
considerations, just as it is to
assume that a concrete
phenomenon may be subtracted
from the laws of pure
economics.

The practice differs from the theory precisely because
practice must take into account a quantity of secondary
characters which are not studied in the theory. The relative
importance of primary and secondary characters is not the
same from the general point of view of science and from the
particular point of view of a practical operation. Syntheses
have sometimes been attempted. An attempt has been made
to find the cause of all phenomena in:
The attraction of atoms.
An attempt has been
made to reduce to all
physical and chemical
forces from a fundamental
unity.

Utility, of which ophelimity is
simply a type. An attempt has
been made to explain all
phenomena in terms of
biological evolution.

These are all interesting studies. But we must not resist these
hypotheses and not go far from the solid basis of experience.
The above table, to note, seems to have been modeled on Fisher's earlier table, being that Pareto seems to have
been well-aware of Fisher's PhD dissertation. In 1902, in his Socialist Systems, Pareto, for example, commented the
following: [13]
“Progress in the purely scientific sense of political economy are considerable. Books such as Mathematical Psychics, F.
L. Edgeworth, Principii di economia pura [Pure Economics], Maffeo Pantaleoni, Mathematical Investigations in the
Theory of Value and Prices, Irving Fisher, etc., are written in a purely scientific point of view. A similar attempt is one
of my courses, in the first volume, published in 1896, I said: "In all treatises on political economy, the main part is
formed by the science of ophélimité and utility.”
Namely that on the Edgeworth, Pantaleoni, Fisher pioneering platform, that he had made a "similar attempt" in his
1897 Course on Political Economics.

Neumann | 1934
In 1934, American chemical engineer and mathematician John Neumann (IQ=190) was sent a copy
of French physicist and economist Georges Guillaume's 1932 PhD dissertation (turned book) On the
Fundamentals of the Economy with Rational Forecasting Techniques, wherein he utilizes
thermodynamics models. In his review of Guillaume's book, Neumann commented that: [1]
"It seems to me, that if this [economic-thermodynamic] analogy can be worked out at all, the
analogon of ‘entropy’ must be sought in the direction of ‘liquidity’. To be more specific: if the
analogon of ‘energy’ is ‘value’ of the estate of an economical subject, then analogon of its
thermodynamic ‘free energy’ should be its ‘cash value’."
To summarize, although he does not make a table, Neumann gives the following equivalences:
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Neumann seems to have been spurred on by what he saw were deficiencies in Guillaume's paper to write his his
highly cited 1938 article “A Model of General Economic Equilibrium”, in which derives a function φ (X, Y) related to
the production of goods, based on the model of thermodynamic potentials. [2]

Galtung | 1967
The following is Norwegian sociologist Johan Galtung’s table 5.6.1 captioned as a survey of push
and pull forces, in systems of low entropy and high entropy, at the personal and social levels: [16]

Lukacs comparisons | 1989
In 1989, Hungarian physicist Bela Lukacs—noted for lectures such as his “On Economics and Other
Utilities” (1994), wherein he attempts to show that an economy in itself can never satisfy the GibbsDuhem relations, subsequently an economy in itself can never have a thermodynamic formalism,
but rather only the set economy + ecology, may possibly have such a formalism—in his article “Once
More about Economic Entropy”, is said to have given some type of economic-to-thermodynamic
comparisons (table or not?), comparison which later influenced the later construction of Australian
organic chemist and commerce theorist James Reiss's 1994 chemical thermodynamics to economics
variables table (below). [3]

Hoede | 1990
In 1990, Dutch mathematician Cornelis Hoede published some type of physics-to-social variables table, the following
being a snippet, wherein he seems to be defining people as molecules, and theorizing about social volume: [18]

Reiss's table | 1994
In 1994, Australian organic chemist and commerce theorist James Reiss, in his chapter "Comparative
Thermodynamics in Chemistry and Economics", cites Lukas, but then goes on to use physical
chemistry and drug receptor thermodynamics models to explain economic systems, e.g. postulating
how tools, like hammers, act as catalysts to lower the activation energy barrier; how the “chemical
interaction” factors of electronic attractions and repulsions and stereochemical shape and fitting of
molecules will play a roll, economic temperature effects, etc.; during which, in his chapter sub-section
2.1: The Value-Dynamic Model, he gives the following variables table: [4]
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This equivalence table, technically, seems to be one of the first printed "human thermodynamics variables tables"
known. While some of these "assumed equivalences" may be correct, e.g. process energy barrier equated with
activation energy (if the human chemical reaction view is assumed), technology equated with catalysis, etc., many of
these speculative assignments, however, seem to be incorrect, such as enthalpy being equated to work, or entropy
equaling negentropy, etc. One assignment here that may have merit to it could possibly be Gibbs free energy change
ΔG being equated to "value", being that what is favored evolutionary wise, tends to be something that has a future to
it, and Gibbs free energy change is what predicts the future or favorability of chemical reactions or processes.
In his table, Reiss equates raw materials to chemicals (correctly: raw materials are catalysts and substrate
factors, whereas people are the reactive chemicals); value to Gibbs free energy change ΔG (correctly: this should be
the functional work output of the factory); work and labor energy to enthalpy change ΔH (correctly: enthalpy is the
raw heat released or absorbed from the activation of the human chemical bonds plus the work related to pressurevolume work changes inside the economy, although there is some connection between work and enthalpy); order or
negentropy to entropy (correctly: the magnitude of entropy |S| is a measure of disorder, although there is more to
the issue); temperature to temperature (correctly: there are other issues, e.g. economic temperature, sexual
temperature, physical attractiveness temperatures, intellectual temperatures, etc.); process energy barriers to
activation energy Ea (correctly: the activation energy most germane to an economic system is the barrier to
successful sexual reproduction, faced by each individual); concentration of industry to free energy coupling of
reactions and cells (correctly: sector formations is a result of like-attracts-like industry chemical bonding energy
lowering effects); technology to catalysis (correctly: Reiss may be correct in this assignment, in that he defines tools,
such as hammers, screwdrivers, and wrenches to be ‘catalysts’ designed to increase the efficiency of human
processes); and money to stored energy as in fuel (correctly: money can act in the form of stored chemical potential,
but more accurately money is defined as a secondary field particle acting to transmit the force of human chemical
reaction).

Nordholm | 1997
The following, from the noted 1997 Journal of Chemical Education article “In Defense of
Thermodynamics: an Animate Analogy”, are Swedish physical chemist Sture Nordholm's first draft
attempt at "proper translation" of terms and concepts, one of the more difficult aspects of human
thermodynamics, as he refers to the scale up process: [14]

This step, again, being a more tricky aspect of thermodynamics applied to human behavior.

Saslow's table | 1999
In 1999, American physicist Wayne Saslow, in his article “An Economic Analogy to
Thermodynamics”, in which he goes through a considerable, albeit mostly empty, derivation,
wherein starts off with a 1980 study on the experimental findings of rat economic behaviors, and
goes on to argue that the state of an economic system, being a physical system, must be quantified
by a temperature and conjugate variable pair entropy. He also formulates an analogy version of
free energy, Maxwell relations, and a Gibbs-Duhem relationship. The following is Saslow's analogy
between thermodynamic and economic systems variable table, from this article: [4]
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In this table, he equates wealth W to negative Helmholtz free energy (-F), utility U to negative energy (-E), surplus Ψ
to entropic energy (TS), price p to chemical potential, and number of goods n to number of chemical species crossing
the boundary N.

Thims' table | 2007
In terms of a general theory of human thermodynamics, applicable to all varieties of human activity
in entirety, in the 2007 textbook Human Chemistry, American electrochemical engineer Libb Thims
cites the work of James Reiss, among others, and in his chapter on human molecular orbitals gives
the following variables table for a tentative assignment of enthalpy and entropy components for
individual reactive human molecules involved in mate selection: [6]

where the instantaneous enthalpy of a given person (human molecule) in a given state of existence is:

where HAVG is the enthalpy (heat content) associated with the physical attractive trait "averageness" (the most
averaged person tends to be the most physically attractive), HAGE with the physical attractive trait age (age 22 for
females is the most physically attractive age), HS with the physical attractiveness trait "symmetry" (the most
physically symmetric persons tend to be seen as the most attractive), HX with the physical attractiveness associated
with the testosterone to estrogen ratio of a given individual (high estrogen women tend to pair with high
testosterone men), HL the physical attractiveness associated with one ethnicity, i.e. latitude of development (people
tend to be most physically attracted to individuals differing in ethnicity to their own by 15 degrees ± in latitude, as
determined experimentally via the Sweaty T-shirt study, i.e. MHC-compatibility complex matching, and in person
surveys), HF the physical attractiveness associated with "fitness" (fit people are seen as being more physically
attractive than less fit people), and HC the physical attractiveness associated with "complexion" (people with better
complex are seen as being more physically attractive). Likewise, the instantaneous entropy of a given person (human
molecule) in a given state of existence is:

where SP is the entropy associated with organizational attractiveness of a person's "personality", social graces,
character, and dependability, SO is the entropy associated with the organizational attractiveness of a person's
"occupation", possessions, and or money, SI is the entropy associated with the organizational attractive of a person's
"information", intelligence, or education (see for example: Stephen Hawking's 1996 human entropy diagram), SS the
entropy associated with the organizational attractiveness of a person's "status" or prestige (representative of a
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person's position in the hierarchy of the social structure), and SN the the entropy associated with the organizational
attractiveness of a person's inner "nature", values, and ambition. Within this framework, the instantaneous free
energy of a given human molecule of the reactive social system can thus be quantified according to the standard
chemical thermodynamic definition of Gibbs free energy:

and likewise for the situation when one is attempting to calculate the Gibbs free energy change:
for a given human chemical reaction, such as two human molecules, A and B, paring into a relationship, AB, over the
course of several years on going from an initial state Ginitial to a final state Gfinal:

where:

The essence of the justification of these variable assignments, and accompanying logic, is exemplified well by the
following definitive statement on the thermodynamic nature of the bonding between molecules (human or
otherwise), as stated by American-born Canadian biochemist Julie Forman-Kay, in her 1999 article "The Dynamics in
the Thermodynamics of Binding": [7]
“Whether two molecules will bind is determined by the free energy change of the interaction, composed of both
enthalpic and entropic terms.”
In plain speak, the bulk of human existence can quite readily be boiled down a discussion of sexual competition
among reacting human molecules confined to various substrate defined social systems all of which is centered on the
desire to bond perfectly, as colloquially captured in the ancient term “true love” to another human molecule, and
therefore the factors of this quest is entirely determined by enthalpy and entropy quantifications, which must be
mapped over into understood human interaction variables, of which the above twelve are the most agreed-upon
powerful variables involved the process of mate selection and reproduction, according to evolutionary psychology.

Ferrara-Udriste
In 2008, Ferrara, in his “Advances on Thermoeconomics: a Model for the Equilibrium of European Union’s Economy
(Geobiodynamics and Roegen Type Economy)”, in association with Constantin Udriste, noted for his
“Thermodynamics versus Economics” (2007), et al, attempt to platform off Nicholas Georgescu-Roegen (1971), to do
the following, rather bold, on the surface, sounding jump:
“The fundamental Gibbs-Pfaﬀ equa on of thermodynamics dU − TdS + PdV + ∑µkdNk = 0 is changed into fundamental
Gibbs-Pfaﬀ equa on of economics dG − IdE + PdQ + ∑νkdNk = 0.”
Here we recall Edwin Wilson’s 1938 suggestion to Paul Samuelson to use Gibbs’ equation 133 for formulate a theory
of economic equilibrium. When, however, we view their human thermodynamics variables table, as shown below, we
see them using the letter rhyming derivation method, e.g. P of economic pressure equates to P of price (level of
inflation), among other issues: [19]
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Another salient issue is their symbol usage, namely: they translated internal energy U, i.e. the internal energy of an
economic system, into "growth potential", symbol G, which only sets up the remainder of their derivation, into
confusion that economic potential is measured by Gibbs energy, symbol G.

Mohsen-Nia | 2011
In 2011, following discovery of Irving Fisher's elucidating physical economics variable table, as
discussed above, JHT founding editor Libb Thims has begun to request that all submission articles to
the Journal of Human Thermodynamics include a "human thermodynamics variable" table, in which,
similar to Fisher, in the first row, the author's specifically state their model of the human (particle,
molecule, fluid, etc.), and also describe, in understandable lay or human terms, each of the
variables used in their article. The first of these requested tables was made by Iranian-American
chemical engineer Mohsen Mohsen-Nia, as shown below, which can be found in his 2011 article “A
Thermodynamic Methodology for Evaluating Friendship Relations Stability”, co-authored with
Iranians human scientist F. Arfaei, thermodynamicist H. Amiri, and computer engineer A. Mohsen Nia. [11]

Newer tables can be found in individual JHT articles, 2012 to present.
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Chisleag | 2012
The following is Romanian physicist Radu Chisleag's 2012 physics-to-economics "correspondence"
table as he calls it: [15]

Chisleag goes on to apply the Schrodinger equation of and the de Broglie waves of French physicist Louis de Broglie to
the situation where "some individuals, even having been granted the right to act, are rejected at the step".

Donohue and Kilburg | 2014
In 2014, Americans chemical engineer Marc Donohue and leadership psychologist Richard Kilburg, in their
“Leadership and Organization Behavior: a Thermodynamic Inquiry”, employ not only the standard human molecule,
human gas (or gas particle), but also "human liquid" (first done by Lawrence Henderson, 1935) and "human plasma"
analogy models. The following is their human analogy table: [17]
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(add discussion)
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Human thermometer
In hmolscience, human thermometer is a human that, via
criticism, pointing things out, or whining, etc., acts as a
"thermometer" of an organization or tribe, thereby indicating its
temperature or organizational temperature, hot or cold.

Overview
In 2008, American business philosopher Seth Godin, in his Tribes:
We Need You to Lead Us, an annotated visual of which shown
adjacent, described human thermometers and human
thermostats as follows:
“A thermostat is far more valuable than a thermometer. The
thermometer reveals that something is broken. The thermometer
is an indicator, our canary in the coal mine. Thermometers tell us
when we’re spending too much or gaining market share or not
answer the phone quickly enough. Organizations are filled with
human thermometers. They can criticize or point out or just
whine. The thermostat, on the other hand, manages to change
the [organizational] environment in sync with the outside world.
Every organization needs at least one thermostat. These are
leaders who can create change in response to the outside world,
and do it consistently over time.”
(add discussion)

American business philosopher Seth Godin's 2008
conception of how "human thermometers" exist in all
organizations, in the form of people who can sense
when things are getting too cold or too hot in the
system; and how at least one working "human
thermostat" is needed in successful organizations, so
to adjust the system temperature to the changing
temperature of the surroundings. [1]

See also
● Economic thermometer
● Sexual thermometer
● Social thermometer
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In human quantum mechanics, human wave function,
symbol ψ(x, y, z), is the solution to a wave equation
that describes the movement of a single human
molecule (or human particle) in trajectory, when a
human is viewed as a wave (or viewed as in possession
of wave behavior), according to the principle of waveparticle duality. [1]

Overview
A loose outline of human particle/human wave
behavior was first documented in circa 1885 by
Austrian physicist Ernst Mach and his noting of what he
called "turning tendencies" in troops lost in a snow
storm. [2] In 1923, French physicist Louis de Broglie
derived a proof that all bodies of the universe have a
wave-like nature and thus a wavelength associated with
Austrian physicist Ernst Mach's circa 1885 turning tendencies, the
them. In the 1992 book Creation Revisited, English
first visual depictions of what might be considered as graphical
physical chemist Peter Atkins attempted to outline a
depictions of types of human wave functions. [6]
view of humans as evolved purposeless molecules that
behave according to the standard principles of physics. On the question of wave particle duality, Atkins comments:
[3]
“The reason why particles like pigs and people do not normally seem to be waves is simply that their wavelengths are
normally so short as to be undetectable. Nevertheless, distribution as waves they are, and that attribute provides
explanations which are totally beyond the reach of classical physics.”
In 1999, Viennese researchers, supposedly led by physicist Anton Zeilinger, reported interference in in the movement
of Buckyball molecules, a 60 atom molecule, through the double slits, the largest objects to-date ever to show
quantum phenomena. [4] In short, by passing Buckyball molecules, one at a time, through a double slit experimental
apparatus, Zeilinger showed that single molecules possess wave particle duality. [5] The implications of the finding
that large molecules, such C60, possess wave particle duality, are that single human molecules also possess wave
particle duality. In 2001, American physicist Aman Ahuja gave the following response to a query as to whether or not
humans have a wavelength: [7]
“What about humans? Well, theoretically, since all matter possess wave-like properties, so do humans, and cats, and
whatever you please. We could hypothetically demonstrate this fact by performing the double slit experiment with
these "particles". So here we go, firing cats haphazardly at two slits, trying to get cats to interfere with each other.
Will it work? Well. . . kinda. There are a lot of little technicalities, so you'll have to be careful not to aim at the slits
(i.e., you must fire randomly to create a incoherent cat-beam), and you'll have to space out the firings. You fire one
cat, you wait for a while, then you fire the other cat. Eventually, you'll form the familiar interference pattern on the
other side of the slits. Unfortunately, that waiting period between firings is about the age of the universe when
you're using cats. Finally! What is the wavelength of a human being? Assuming he/she weighs 70 kg, and is being
fired at 25 m/s, it's about 3.79 x 10E-37 meters.”
In human quantum chemistry, a modern approach to the issue of wave particle duality behavior is the concept of the
human molecular orbital, as explained in human molecular orbital theory, as introduced by American electrochemical
engineer Libb Thims in 2007, in which a person as a bound state point-like molecule (or human particle) moves daily
in probabilistic activity orbitals. [6] In the 2009 Moriarty-Thims debate, Irish physics professor Philip Moriarty
commented on Thims premise that quantum mechanics apply to the study of the nature of people viewed as
individual molecules with the comment:
“Libb's response beggars belief: ‘It is only a matter of extrapolation to apply this logic to systems of human
molecules...’ No, it is not a matter of extrapolation, Libb. Just as it is not a matter of extrapolation to take
fundamental quantum mechanics and apply it to "human molecules". What physical evidence do you have, Libb, for a
"human wavefunction"? Have you somehow carried out the equivalent of the double slit experiment for humans?!
Do you understand what is meant by decoherence or complementarity in the context of QM? I shudder to think that
students are going to be exposed to this pseudoscientific nonsense next semester.”
Thims referred Moriarty to the Zeilinger's 1999 Buckyball experiment, to show that there is experimental evidence to
premise that humans have a wavefunction.
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External links
● Wave function (quantum mechanics) – Wikipedia.

HumanThermodynamics.com
In websites, HumanThermodynamics.com is an educational site launched
on April 27, 2005 by American chemical engineer Libb Thims. [1] The site is
host to the Journal of Human Thermodynamics. [2] The theme of the site,
geared towards the layperson, is a simplistic introduction to the study of
the application of thermodynamics to human existence.

Origin
See main: Libb Thims (history), Human Chemistry (textbook) (origin)

In 1995, completely as a hobby, engineering student Thims began working
on the puzzle of how the spontaneity criterion (or prediction) of chemical
thermodynamics applies to the successfulness of mate selection in the
process of love the chemical reaction. On November 15, 2001, at 3:00 AM,
Screenshot of
Thims had a partial break through on the puzzle in beginning to see
HumanThermodynamics.com in September
connections between entropy, intelligence, and order; enthalpy, physical
2009.
attractiveness, and heat; and Gibbs free energy, occupation, and stability.
At this point, he decided a short article or possible booklet would be a favorable two-month project, for the
betterment of humankind. In the following four years, four manuscripts were written. On April 27, 2005, Thims began
to go public with some of his research and work with the launching of the HumanThermodynamics.com website,
albeit having the goal of the site to be a place to link up others around the world who might be researching the same
topic. The partial construction of various pages and links the HT Glossary (and the limitations discovered by this
method) was a seed behind the December 24, 2007 launch of the EoHT.info wiki. [3]

References
1. HumanThermodynamics.com – homepage.
2. Journal of Human Thermodynamics – IoHT Chicago.
3. HT Glossary - IoHT Chicago.

External links
● Alexa rank: 2,100,000 (Jun 09) - HumanThermodynamics.com.
● Quantcast demographics - of human thermodynamics readers.

Human-as-molecule
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In models, human-as-molecule refers to the
conceptual model of an individual human as an
individual molecule, the idea of a human as a
molecule deriving originally from French
philosopher Jean Sales' 1789 human molecular
hypothesis and the coining of the term ‘human
molecule’, or molécules humaines in the original
French, referring to a person atomically. The
term is a 2012 Hmolpedia-introduced variant of
English-born Canadian physical chemist Lionel
Harrison’s 1993 cell-as-molecule conception. [1]

References

The human-as-molecule conception shown comparatively to Greek

1. Harrison, Lionel G. (2011). The Shaping of Life: philosopher Leucippus's 450BC atomic theory definition of the atom,
the Generation of Biological Pattern (cell-asFrench philosopher Pierre Gassendi's 1649 introduction of the term
"molecule", based on his commentary of the circa 300 BC atomic theory
molecule, 4+ pgs; image, pg. 145).

Human-human
reaction

of Epicurus, compared to English-born Canadian physical chemist Lionel
Harrison’s 1993 cell-as-molecule model, shown next to French
philosopher Jean Sales' 1789 human molecular hypothesis and the
coining of the term ‘human molecule’, referring to a person atomically,
defined as an CHNOPS-based animate geometry of atoms.

In reactions, a human-human reaction is a chemical reaction between two or more human molecules. There are
many different types and categories of human-human reactions, all being generalized as human chemical reactions, a
dominate one being the male-female reaction, a heightened example of this being those male-female reactions (or
male-male reactions, in the homosexual scenario) that enter into the famed "love the chemical reaction". German
polymath Johann Goethe, for instance, is said to have outlined 36 types of human-human reactions in his 1809
Elective Affinities, some of which have already been deciphered by those including: Jeremy Adler, Karl Fink, and Libb
Thims.

Equivalent human molecules
In 1885, American physical science historian Henry Adams defined social chemistry as the “study of the mutual
attraction of equivalent human molecules”. [1]

References
1. (a) Samuels, Ernest. (1989). Henry Adams (human molecule, pg. 115). Harvard University Press.
(b) Gooch, George P. (1913). History and Historians in the Nineteenth Century (human molecule, pg. 240). Longmans,
Green, and Co.

Humanities
In education, humanities is a collective term referring to the subjects of: economics, sociology, history, philosophy,
psychology, government, anthropology, politics, literature, business, law, finance, architecture, etc., among other
cross-over interdisciplinary subjects such as political economy or ecological economics.

History
In the 14th century, in Italy, a “humanism” or humanities movement—or quest to find, study, and assimilate the
great humanities works of the classics, e.g. Cicero, Virgil, Homer, etc.—began to gain traction, generally through the
lead of Italian scholar Petrarch (1304-1374), and his close friends and disciples, preeminently: Giovanni Boccaccio
(1313-1374) and Coluccio Salutati (1331-1406), who were under a conviction that a concentrated force existed in the
classical works of buried past. In the late 1390s, Italian notary and book copier Poggio Bracciolini (1380-1459),
student of Giovanni Malpaghino—former amanuensis to Petrarch—entered the scene, and adopted the general
outlook of the humanism movement, which by that time had shifted to the goal of finding and collecting of the lost
humanities books of antiquity, so to form a type of public library. The most-famous of these ancient book discoveries,
made by Bracciolini, was the 1417 discovery of Lucretius’ 55BC atomic theory based On the Nature of Things, which
would go on to greatly influence a number of humanities scholars, one of the earliest being French realism writer
Montaigne. [3]

Physical humanities
The teaching of humanities, based on physical science is termed "physical humanities", physicochemical humanities
(e.g. physicochemical sociology), or physical science based humanities. On early example of "physical humanities", so
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to say, is French scholar Michel Montaigne's self-education of the atomic theory in Lucretius' On the Nature of Things,
with which he used as the basis of his 1580 Essays on existence—a work that would
become one of William Shakespeare's favorite books.

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“I can calculate the movements of stars, but not the madness of men.”
— Isaac Newton (c.1690), after losing his hat in a market collapse [4]

“What is man the wiser or the happier for knowing how the air-plants feed, or how my
centuries the flint-stone was in forming, unless the knowledge of them can be linked on to humanity, and elucidate
for us some of our hard moral mysteries?”
— James Froude (1849), The Nemesis of Faith, first English translator (1854) of Elective Affinities [1]

“If the humanities are dying, I am not convinced that it is a case of murder or that the administrators are the most
likely suspects. It seems to me that in a good many departments, in a good many universities, it is a case, rather of
attempted and as yet not entirely successful suicide. Now, it seems to me that one of the troubles with the
humanities is that they are trying very hard to be something that they cannot be. They are trying to be scientific. And
they turn with a vengeance to history and develop all sorts of unimportant facts about unimportant poets, or they
develop pseudo-scientific criticism, and I have wondered whether this wasn’t an effort to get the prestige that goes
along with science and also the protection that goes along with developing an independent discipline, which nobody
else understands, and thus nobody else can criticize. The humanities no longer teach the classics as they once did.
They are no longer willing to go through the routine problems of improving style; even the language professors are
not willing to teach language, but reserve their best efforts for minute points of textual criticism, and the like. So it
seems to be, the humanities shouldn’t be what they can’t be. They don’t have to be exact, they just have to be
interesting and colorful and delightful. They can be speculative, concerned with values, and thus they can really be
useful and of service to everybody … the sin of the humanities is that they are now trying to become women of
virtue, correct and proper and highly isolated, and they would make a greater contribution if they would return to
their earlier and more alluring ways.”
— Clark Kerr (1955) [5]

See also
● Social science
● Humanities citation ranking
● Humanities thermodynamics
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External links
● Humanities – Wikipedia.

Humanities citation ranking
In rankings, humanities citation ranking refers to the ranking of humanities, social sciences, and arts scholars.

Reuters ranking | 2009
The following is a 2009 compiled "current trends" Thomson Reuters ranking of humanities and social science authors,
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based on authors whose books—not journals, as in the arts, humanities, and social sciences the “book” holds a more
important position and is the primary vehicle of research and information conveyance—collectively, were cited 500
or more times in 2007: [1]
#

Author

Fields

Citations

HCR

1.

Michel Foucault (1926-1984)

Philosophy, sociology, criticism

2,521

3

2.

Pierre Bourdieu (1930-2002)

Philosophy

1,874

6

3.

Jacques Derrida (1930-2004)

Philosophy

1,874

2

4.

Albert Bandura (1925-)

Psychology

1,536

5.

Anthony Giddens (1938-)

Sociology

1,303

6.

Erving Goffman (1922-1982)

Sociology

1,066

7.

Jurgen Habermas (1929-)

Philosophy, sociology

1,049

8.

Max Weber (1864-1920)

Sociology

971

9.

Judith Butler (1956-)

Philosophy

960

10. Bruno Latour (1947-)

Sociology, anthropology

944

2

11. Sigmund Freud (1856-1939)

Psychoanalysis

903

150

12. Gilles Deleuze (1925-1995) (Ѻ)

Philosophy

897

3

13. Immanuel Kant (1724-1804)

Philosophy

882

66

14. Martin Heidegger (1889-1976)

Philosophy

874

6

15. Noam Chomsky (1928-)

Linguistics, philosophy

812

3

16. Ulrich Beck (1944-)

Sociology

733

17. Jean Piaget (1896-1980)

Philosophy

725

18. David Harvey (1935-)

Geography

723

19. John Rawls (1921-2002)

Philosophy

708

20. Geert Hofstede (1928-)

Cultural studies

700

21. Edward Said (1935-2003)

Criticism

694

22. Emile Durkheim (1858-1917)

Sociology

662

23. Roland Barthes (1915-1980)

Criticism, philosophy

631

24. Clifford Geertz (1926-2006)

Anthropology

596

25. Hannah Arendt (1906-1975)

Political theory

593

26. Walter Benjamin (1892-1940)

Criticism, philosophy

583

27. Henri Tajfel (1919-1982)

Social psychology

583

28. Ludwig Wittgenstein (1889-1951)

Philosophy

583

29. Barney Glaser (1930-)

Sociology

577

30. George Lakoff (1941-)

Linguistics

577

31. John Dewey (1859-1952)

Philosophy, psychology, education

575

32. Benedict Anderson (1936-)

International studies

573

33 Emmanuel Levinas (1906-1995)

Philosophy

566

34 Jacques Lacan (1901-1981)

Psychoanalysis, philosophy, criticism

526

12

35 Thomas Kuhn (1922-1996)

History and philosophy of science

519

17

3
32

12

28
14

3
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36. Karl Marx (1818-1883)

Political theory, economics, sociology

501

49

37. Friedrich Nietzsche (1844-1900)

Philosophy

501

68
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See also
● Hmolscience citation ranking
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Humanities thermodynamics
In education, humanities thermodynamics, a generalized synonym of human thermodynamics, refers to the teaching
of humanities subjects using a thermodynamics basis of understanding.

Overview
This grouping would include: art thermodynamics, economic thermodynamics, sociological thermodynamics,
philosophical thermodynamics, music thermodynamics, history thermodynamics, anthropology thermodynamics,
literature thermodynamics, political thermodynamics, religious thermodynamics, among others.

See also
● Human thermodynamics education

Further reading
● Shaw, Debora and Davis, Charles H. (1983). “The Concept of Entropy in the Arts and Humanities”, Book, pgs. 13548.
● Connor, Steve and Leslie, Esther. (2009). Course: “Coldness: Toward a Political Thermodynamics of Culture.” The
London Consortium: Masters and Doctoral Programme in Humanities and Cultural Studies.

External links
● Humanities – Wikipedia.
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In famous publications, “Humans, All Too Chemical”, or
“Menschliches, allzu Chemisches” (German), is a 2001 April fool’s
day article, published in Chemistry News, by German organic
chemist Kaspar Bott, wherein he makes the decisive Gibbs and
Goethe connection, albeit in a loose fun half-jokingly assertion
manner. [1]

Overview
(add discussion)

Article
The following is the article in German and English:
German

English

Menschliches, allzu Chemisches

Human, All Too Chemical

Warum machen wir nicht endlich Ernst mit der
Umwertung unserer Werte

Why do not we get serious with the revaluation of our
values

Bei der Lektüre von Goethes Faust können wir mit
Vergnügen lernen, daß die Verse: „(Mephisto ist...) ein
Teil von jener Kraft, die stets das Böse will und stets das
Gute schafft", noch wirklichkeitsnäher erscheinen, wenn
man die Worte Gute und Böse gegen einander
austauscht. Eine solche - 100 Jahre später von Friedrich
Nietzsche geforderte - Umwertung der Werte könnte
den Chemikern vor allem beim sprachlichen Umgang mit
ihrer Wissenschaft eine ungeahnte
Publikumswirksamkeit bescheren, wie sich später noch
zeigen wird. Dem Poeten Goethe verdan-ken wir auch
einen amourösen Roman mit dem Titel
„Wahlverwandtschaften", den man als vortrefflich
gelungenes und gesellschaftsbezogenes Gleichnis für
einen in der Chemie weit verbreiteten Vorgang
bezeichnen darf. In diesem Werk möchte uns der Dichter
vor Augen führen, daß zwei gutgefügte Paarungen durch
einen Liebhaberaustausch zu noch festeren
Bindungsverhältnissen führen können. Doch der
Romantitel selbst stellt eine ins Deutsche übertragene
Wortschöpfung des schwedischen Chemikers T. O.
Bergman dar, der auf diese Weise mehr Humanität und
Charme in die Sprache der Naturwissenschaften
einbringen wollte. Der Reaktionstyp, um den es hier
geht, ist heute nur mehr unter dem gefühlsarmen und

In reading of Goethe's Faust we can learn with pleasure
that the verses: "(Mephisto is ...) a part of that force
which always wants the bad and always creates the
good", appear even more realistic when the words good
and evil against each other exchanges Such -. 100 years
later demanded by Friedrich Nietzsche - revaluation of
values could especially bring the chemists at linguistic
handling of their science an unexpected audience
appeal, as will be shown later the poet Goethe verdanken. we also have a amorous novel entitled Elective
Affinities, which one may describe as excellent and
successful society-related parable of a chemical in the
widespread process. In this work, the poet wants us keep
in mind that two gutgefügte pairings can lead by a lover
to exchange even firmer bond conditions. But the Roman
title itself represents a transmitted into German
neologism of the Swedish chemist TO Bergman, who
wanted to bring more humanity and charm in the
language of science in this way. The type of reaction, at
issue here is, today only under the unemotional and
colorless name "double conversion" known. This already
suggests that the science of chemistry has turned-hit in
the aftermath of Goethe the way of linguistic confusions
and aberrations . It is therefore worthwhile to take such
a faux pas based Remarkable examples targeted.
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farblosen Namen „Doppelte Umsetzung" bekannt. Dies
deutet schon darauf hin, daß die Chemische
Wissenschaft in der Zeit nach Goethe den Weg
sprachlicher Wirrnisse und Verirrungen einge-schlagen
hat. Es lohnt sich deshalb, solche faux pas anhand
markanter Beispiele ins Visier zu nehmen.
Ein Leben wie die Götter

A life like the gods

Es ist nicht nur ein Zeichen von Weltfremdheit, sondern
auch von Lieblosigkeit, wenn Naturwissenschaftler sich
anmaßen, die stoffliche Welt in eine belebte und eine
unbelebte einzuteilen. So können die als typisch
anorganisch bezeichneten Stickstoff- oder
Sauerstoffmoleküle schon unterhalb von Temperaturen,
die für die menschliche Fortpflanzung als optimal gelten,
derart in Rage geraten, daß sie mit ihren diversen
Freiheitsgraden der Bewegung und den daraus
resultierenden Rotations- und Stoßmöglichkeiten jeden
lebenslustigen Erdenbürger vor Neid erblassen lassen.
Sie strafen dazu jeden Puritaner Lügen, der mal y pense,
daß es sich hierbei um einen Zustand der Verwahrlosung
handeln würde. In Wirklichkeit läuft alles, wie es uns L.
Boltzmann so einleuchtend erklärt hat, nach
gottgewollten Gesetzmäßigkeiten ab. Die betreffenden
Moleküle unterliegen beim Ausschöpfen ihrer Vitalität
weder einem Rhythmus zwischen Tag und Nacht, noch
kann ihnen die unabwendbare Erschlaffung einer
Replikationsfähigkeit von DNS-Doppelhelices ein
Lebensende bereiten. Sie gleiten vielmehr - wie in einem
Gedicht von F. Hölderlin beschrieben - den Göttern
gleich als schwerelose und zeitlose Wesen dahin.

It is not only a sign of naivety, but also of heartlessness if
scientists presume to classify the material world in a
lively and inanimate. Thus, the nitrogen or oxygen
molecules called typical inorganic can already below
temperatures that apply to human reproduction as
optimal, got into such a rage that she before with their
various degrees of freedom of movement and the
resulting rotational and shock opportunities every funloving Earthlings green with envy. You punish every
Puritans to lies, the times y pense that these would be
be a state of neglect. In reality, everything is going as
Boltzmann declared so obvious to us, after god-given
laws from. The molecules in question are subject to the
exploitation of their vitality neither a rhythm between
day and night, still can give you the inevitable slackening
of replicability of DNA duplexes put an end of life. They
glide rather - as described in a poem by F. Hölderlin equal to the gods as a weightless and timeless beings
there.

Arthur Schopenhauer und seine Epigonen

Arthur Schopenhauer and his epigones

Nicht nur die Gedanken großer Philosophen, sondern
auch die bahnbrechenden Vorstellungungen berühmter
Physiko-Chemiker nehmen bisweilen sonderbare Formen
an. Zunächst waren es die Ideen von Schopenhauer, die
der Menschheit durch Verneinung - entsprechend einer
Reduzierung auf den Nullwert - aller Leidenschaften die
Erlösung bringen sollten. Noch einen Schritt weiter in die
eingeschlagene Richtung ging der Naturforscher Josiah
Willard Gibbs. Gemäß der von ihm entwickelten
Gleichung muß die als „Freie Energie" bezeichnete
Triebkraft chemischer Reaktionen erst einmal auf
negative Werte absinken, damit diese Vorgänge freiwillig
ablaufen können. Für die meisten Menschen sind aber
Wörter wie Triebkraft oder freiwillig eine Chiffre für all
das, was man mit Lust, Liebe und Leidenschaft verbindet.
Müßte man Herrn Gibbs nicht folgerichtig als einen
Misanthropen in unserer Spaßgesellschaft bezeichnen?

Not only the thoughts of great philosophers, but also the
groundbreaking Vorstellungungen famous physical
chemist sometimes adopt strange forms. First there
were the ideas of Schopenhauer, the humanity through
negation - the redemption should bring all passions - in
accordance with a reduction to the zero value. Going a
step further in the direction taken was the naturalist
Josiah Willard Gibbs. According to the developed by him
equation as "free energy" designated driving force of
chemical reactions must first drop to negative values, so
that these processes can occur voluntarily. But words are
as motive power or for most people voluntarily a code
word for all that you connects with lust, love and
passion. Should you Mr. Gibbs inconsequential as a
misanthrope call in our fun society?

Damit sind wir aber noch nicht am Ende der
Fahnenstange angelangt, was die Misanthropie angeht.
Es sollte nämlich prominenten Vertretern der
Organischen Chemie vorbehalten bleiben, den vielen
1,3-dipolaren Cycloadditionen auch noch eine „negative"
Aktivierungsentropie als besonderes Markenzeichen
anzuheften. Mit allgemein verständlichen Worten
gesprochen geht es dabei um eine schon früher

We have not yet reached the end of the flagpole, it
comes to misanthropy. It should namely remain
prominent representatives of the organic chemistry
subject, attach also a "negative" of activation as a special
trademark of the many 1,3-dipolar cycloaddition. Using
common words spoken, it covers an earlier gained
knowledge of sex researcher Alfred Kinsey, that one can
be successful only if one adopts a certain position in
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gewonnene Erkenntnis des Sexualforschers Alfred
Kinsey, daß man nur erfolgreich sein kann, wenn man in
entscheidenden Situationen auch eine bestimmte Lage
einnimmt. Mit zu viel Negativem vermochte auch die
Schwedische Akademie der Wissen-schaften nicht viel
anzufangen, sonst hätte sie den Protagonisten des
genannten Reaktionstyps mit seinem großen
Synthesepotential schon längst den begehrten Preis
verliehen.

crucial situations. With too much negativity, the Swedish
Academy of Sciences-ties could begin not much,
otherwise they would have the protagonists of that type
of reaction with its large synthetic potential already the
awarded coveted prize.

Wie oben bereits angedeutet, sind die drei großen L die
spirituellen Wirkstoffe „an sich", die den ganzen Charme
der diesseitigen Welt ausmachen. Sie stehen auch am
Anfang jeder erfolgreichen Suche nach neuen
biologischen Wirkstoffen. Deshalb sollte es
Forschungsmanagern aus der Industrie die Überlegung
wert sein, ob sie nicht endlich im Zuge eines
Paradigmenwechsels von den abgegriffenen drei großen
I oder K ablassen, um einer reine Lebensfreude
atmenden L-World die ihr gebührende Priorität
einzuräumen.

As already indicated above, the three large L are the
spiritual agents "per se", which make all the charm of
this world. They also are at the beginning of any
successful search for new biological agents. Therefore, it
should research managers from industry worth
consideration be if they do not finally drain in the course
of a paradigm shift from the tapped three major I or K to
a pure zest for life breathing L-World grant her due
priority.

Herr Platon und seine Körper

Mr. Plato and his body

Die heidnische Philosophie der Griechen hat bekanntlich
den Kirchenlehrer Thomas von Aquin bei der
Konzipierung seiner summa theologiae in besonderer
Weise beflügelt. Noch merkwürdiger mutet allerdings
das Faible einiger Chemiker des postmodernen Zeitalters
an, die nach Platon benannten hochsymmetrischen
Gebilde mit dem Synthesewerkzeug der modernen
Organischen Chemie nachzuempfinden. Lernt nicht jeder
aufgeschlossene Mensch schon in der Jugend, daß
platonische Liebe nichts anderes als Liebe ohne
Knalleffekt bedeutet. Warum sollte sich auch jemand
beim Anblick platonischer Körper von deren regelmäßig
angeordneten Ecken in Begeisterung versetzen lassen,
wenn er schon als Jüngling mit dem Sprichwort vertraut
gemacht wird: „ An jeder Ecke kommst Du vorbei, bloß
an keiner Rundung, so bloß sie auch sei".

The pagan philosophy of the Greeks is known to have
inspired the church teacher Thomas Aquinas in the
design of his Summa Theologiae in a special way. Even
more strange seems to the penchant of some chemist of
the postmodern era, recreate the named after Plato
highly symmetric structure with the synthesis tool of
modern organic chemistry. Does not learn any openminded person in youth that platonic love means
nothing else than love without bang. Why should also let
someone put at the sight platonic body of its regularly
arranged corners in enthusiasm when it is already made
as a young man with the familiar adage: "On every
corner you come around, just any rounding, it is so only
as".

An dem Reizvollen der „runden Sachen" kamen
offensichtlich auch jene Forscher nicht vorbei, die sich
die Fußball-Moleküle - auch Buckminster-Fullerene
genannt - auf ihre Fahnen geschrieben haben. Man mag
es nachträglich als einen Wink mit dem Zaunpfahl
interpretieren, wenn der Schweiß dieser Edlen ohne
längere Wartezeit mit der Nobel-Medaille belohnt
wurde.

At the charming of the "round things" came apparent
even those researchers not over, the football molecules have written on their banners One may subsequently be
interpreted as a hint, hint, when the welding - also called
Buckminster fullerenes. this Noble was rewarded with no
long waiting time with the Nobel medal.

Traum und Wirklichkeit

Dream and Reality

Ein populär gewordenes Lied des Barden Reinhard Mey
hat offensichtlich einige Professoren zu der
wunschtraumhaften Textänderung inspiriert: „Über den
Molekülen muß die Chemie wohl grenzenlos sein". Mit
dem hierzu erfundenen Zauberwort „Supramolekulare
Chemie" glaubten diese Träumer, eine wissenschaftliche
Reformation einläuten zu können. Schon die Vorstellung,
daß über den Molekülen noch eine Chemie möglich sein
soll, muß allen Forschern abstrus vorkommen, die sich

A popular become song of the bard Reinhard Mey has
apparently inspired some professors to the desire
dreamy amendment: "About the molecules, the
chemical must be boundless" By this invented magic
word "supramolecular chemistry" believed these
dreamers to usher in a scientific reformation.. Even the
idea that even a chemical should be possible via the
molecules must happen all researchers abstruse that
seriously dealt with reaction mechanisms or their hearts
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ernsthaft mit Reaktionsmechanismen
auseinandergesetzt oder ihr Herzblut faszinierenden
Naturstoffsynthesen geopfert haben. Selbst wenn man
das Wortgebilde Supramolekulare Chemie als WerbeGag für eine gebeutelte Wissenschaft verstanden wissen
wollte, wäre es immer noch werbewirksamer, von
Chemie ohne Grenzen zu sprechen.

have sacrificed fascinating natural product syntheses.
Even if one wanted to know chemistry understood as an
advertising gimmick for a battered science, the word
structure Supramolecular, it would still be effective
advertising to speak of chemistry without limits.

Als besonders witzig wollte sich vor mehr als dreißig
Jahren eine Arbeitsgruppe ausnehmen, weil sie glaubte,
mit der Einführung von nacktem Nickel als Katalysator
ihren metallorganischen Synthesen so etwas wie sex
appeal [s. nachfolgenden Beitrag] verleihen zu können.
Nun weiß jeder Mensch, der sich mit der Schönheit
griechischer Skulpturen angefreundet hat, daß etwas
erotisch Prickelndes erst mit der Verschleierung anfängt
aufzuleben. Man darf es als Ironie des Schicksals
betrachten, daß die besondere Wirkung der entkleideten
Katalysatoren in Wirklichkeit von einem verschleierten
Nickel ausgeht, was erst bei näherem Hinsehen offenbar
wird.

Particularly funny was intended to exclude a group,
more than thirty years ago, because she believed that
with the introduction of bare nickel as a catalyst to their
organometallic syntheses such a thing as sex appeal [s.
to give subsequent post]. Now everybody knows who
has befriended with the beauty of Greek sculpture that
revive something erotic Prickelndes only with
obfuscation begins. One must consider that the special
effect of the divested catalysts in reality a veiled nickel
emanates what is revealed only on closer inspection it as
ironic.

Ein Epilog

An epilogue

Wenn der Autor beim Lesen seines Beitrags in die Rolle
eines unbefangenen Betrachters schlüpfen könnte,
würde ihm zunächst ein Goethe-Zitat einfallen: „Ach,
daß die Einfalt, daß die Unschuld nie sich selbst und
ihren heil’gen Wert erkennt". Deshalb möchte ich allen
Chemikern ans Herz legen, das Erotische in ihrer
Wissenschaft offenzulegen. Vielleicht finden dann viel
mehr Menschen Spaß an der Chemie.

If the author could slip while reading his contribution in
the role of an impartial observer, it is a quotation from
Goethe would first come: "Ah, that simplicity, that
innocence never recognize themselves and their sacred
value" So I want. all chemists put your heart to reveal
the erotic in their science. Perhaps then find a lot more
people enjoy chemistry.

Ein molekularer
Hermaphrodit

A molecular hermaphrodite

In der Technik werden
Bauteile oft als „weiblich“
(Öse, Mutter) und als
„männlich“ (Stab, Schraube)
bezeichnet. In Analogie kann
man auch bei Molekülen mit
derartigen
Strukturelementen von
„männlich“ und „weiblich“
sprechen. Moleküle, die
sowohl ein „männliches“ als
auch ein „weibliches“ Ende
besitzen, werden folglich
Hermaphroditen oder
Zwitter genannt“.

In the technology
components are often
referred to as "female" (eye,
mother) and as a "male"
(rod, screw). Analogously
one can even in molecules
with such structural
elements of "male" and
"female" talking. Molecules
that possess both a "male"
and a "female" end position,
are called hermaphrodites or
hermaphrodite ".

"Such a hybrid molecule is
constructed of a kind of
eyelet, and a rod-shaped
„Ein derartiges Zwittermolekül ist aus einer Art Öse und part, and two of these molecules dimerize by mutually
einem stabförmigen Teil aufgebaut, und je zwei dieser
the rod-shaped part is threaded into the eyelet of the
Moleküle dimerisieren, indem wechselseitig der
partner molecule. Pairings of such hybrid molecules had
stabförmige Teil in die Öse des Partnermoleküls gefädelt yet to stabilize in solution. "
wird. Paarungen von derartigen Zwittermolekülen waren
bislang in Lösung nicht zu stabilisieren.“
chlüssel-SchlüssellochVerhältnis, kupferinduziert.

EY-keyhole
Ratio, copper-induced.
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Dem Verbindungstypus prophezeien die Entdecker
wichtige Anwendungen: „Unser neues Dimer könnte ein
wichtiger Bestandteil von eindimensionalen Strukturen
werden, die in der Lage sind, sich als Antwort auf ein
externes Signal zu strecken und zu kontrahieren“.
„Angewandte Chemie“, gekürzte Presseinformation;
Cartoon: Constanze Heller

The connection type prophesy the discoverers important
applications: "Our new dimer could be an important part
of one-dimensional structures that are able to stretch in
response to an external signal and to contract".
"Angewandte Chemie", abbreviated news release;
Cartoon: Constanze Heller

(add summary)
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Hume, David
In science, David Hume (1711-1776) (IQ:180|#105) (CR:65) was a Scottish
philosopher, an oft-referred to “Newton of moral sciences” (see: social Newton), a
semi-ranked greatest philosopher ever, who noted for his 1740 A Treatise of Human
Nature and for his 1783 essay “On the Immortality of the Soul”, which argued that “it
appears difficult by the mere light of reason to prove the immortality of the soul”;
Immanuel Kant ’s 1788 Critique of Practical Reason and his categorical imperative,
according to Miguel Unamuno, are both criticism launching points off the two latter
works of Hume.

Education
Hume, whose father died (dereacted) when he was two, falls into the early parental
death and genius category. In this categorical sense, we note that in 1763 to 1765 he
met, quarreled with, and later fell out with Jean-Jacques Rousseau, whose mother
dereacted at age 9. At age 12, Hume entered the University of Edinburg, at an
intellectually precocious two years, at a time when age 14 was normal. At some
point, therein, circa age 14, Hume, supposedly, made some type of philosophical discovery that opened up to him
"...a new scene of thought," which inspired him "to throw up every other pleasure or business to apply entirely to it";
thought he did not recount what this "scene" was, he thereafter set out to spend a minimum of ten years devoted to
reading and writing.
“There is nothing to be learned from a professor, which is not to be met with in the books.”
— David Hume (1735), “Letter to Jemmy Birch” [2]

Hume stated, at an early age, that "he had an an insurmountable aversion to everything but the pursuits of
philosophy and general learning".

Atheism | Causality
Hume, in the history of atheism, is said to represent the supreme position of 18th century skepticism, his views being
something to the effect that no “religious hypothesis” can be deployed with any cognitive certainty. His objections, as
summarized by Michael Palmer, first appear in his Treatise of Human Understanding (11740), and then in his Enquiry
Concerning Human Understanding (1748), receiving their fullest expression in his Dialogues Concerning Natural
Religion (1779), his main stopping ground being an attack on the claim, enshrined in Thomas Aquinas’ Summa
Theologica, that an infinite regression of causes and their effects, with each cause in turn being the effect of another
cause, offers no satisfactory explanation of why things exist. [1] The gist of Hume’s argument, supposedly, is some
type of a priori vs a posteriori statement argument, a type of verbal solipsism; which seems to lack in punch.

Quotes
The following are noted Hume quotes:
“A wise man proportions his belief to the evidence.”
— David Hume (c.1760)
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“Students of philosophy ought to learn logics, then ethics, next physics, last of all, of the nature of the gods.”
— David Hume (1776), Dialogues Concerning Natural Theology [3]
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Hunter, John
In hmolscience, John Hunter (1728-1793) (IQ:160±|#302) was a Scottish physiologist,
comparative anatomist—much of his time was devoted to building and stocking a
rather large anatomy museum—surgeon, and scientist philosopher noted for his, 1755
to reaction end, rather peculiar experiments, on animals, insects, and plants, and
correlative theories, aimed at ferreting out some type of life principle or
experimentally based physical science "theory of life", as his student John Abernethy
(1817) summarizes.

Overview
Hunter, as summarized by Britannica (1911), pursued the following areas: [1]
“The scope of Hunter's labors may be defined as the explication of the various phases
of life exhibited in organized structures, both animal and vegetable, from the simplest
to the most highly differentiated. By him, therefore, comparative anatomy was
employed, not in subservience to the classification of living forms, as by Cuvier, but as a
means of gaining insight into the principle animating and producing these forms, by
virtue of which he perceived that, however different in form and faculty, they were all allied to himself. ‘In what does
life consist?’ is a question which in his writings he frequently considers, and which seems to have been ever present.”
Hunter, in one experiment, froze fish and snakes to see if they would remain alive after being frozen, as “had been
confidently asserted” by earlier natural philosophers. [2] Many of his "theory of life" philosophical ideas are
summarized in his posthumously-published 1794 so-called “masterpiece” Treatise on the Blood, written
predominantly in 1792-93.

Life | Great chemist
Hunter’s investigative inquiry into the vital phenomena, as his student John Abernethy, summarizes, began in 1755
with his observations of the incubated egg. [4] The following is the 1911 Britannica summary of Hunter’s theory of
life: [1]
“Life, he taught, was a principle independent of structure, [3] most tenaciously held by the least highly organized
beings, but capable of readier destruction as a whole, as, e.g., by deprivation of heat or by pain, in young than in old
animals. In life he beheld an agency working under the control of law, and exercising its functions in various modes
and degrees. He perceived it, as Abernethy observes, to be ‘a great chemist’, a power capable of manufacturing a
variety of substances into one kind of generally distributed nutriment, and of furnishing from this a still greater
variety of dissimilar substances.”
This “great chemist” comment was mentally recorded by English surgeon John Abernethy (1764-1831), an attendee
of Hunter’s lectures. Abernethy, in his his 1817 Physiological Lectures: Exhibiting a General View of Mr. Hunter’s
Physiology and of His Researches in Comparative Anatomy, delivered before the Royal College of Surgeons, London,
opens to the following: [5]
“I have praised Mr. Hunter for his ‘theory of life’, because it is a probable one, cautiously and philosophically
deduced, and adequate to explain the phenomena. Therefore am I directed by the precepts of philosophy, and also
induced by other reasons, which I have partly explained in my first Lectures, to uphold it as a good theory, till a more
satisfactory one be discovered.”
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Abernethy goes on in his lecture to state the following: [5]
“As Sir H. Davy's experiments fully prove that electricity may be superadded to, and that it enters into the
composition of all those substances we call matter; I felt satisfied with this establishment of the philosophy of Mr.
Hunter's views, nor thought it necessary to proceed further, but merely added, "It is not meant to be affirmed that
electricity is life. I only mean to argue in favor of Mr. Hunter's theory, by showing that a subtle substance of a quickly
and powerfully mobile nature, seems to pervade everything, and appears to be the life of the world, and that
therefore it is probable a similar substance pervades organized bodies, and is the life of these bodies." I am
concerned, yet obliged to detain you by this recapitulation, because my meaning has been either misunderstood or
misrepresented.
Mr. Hunter was the first physiologist who placed in clear array the various vital functions before our view, so as
to enable us to judge of their nature and probable cause. He told us that "life was a great chemist", and even in a
seemingly quiescent state, had the power of resisting the operation of external chemical agency, and thereby
preventing the decomposition of those bodies in which it resided. Thus seeds may lie buried far beneath the surface
of the earth for a great length of time without decaying, but being thrown up, they vegetate. Mr. Hunter showed us
that this chemist, life, had the power of regulating the temperature of the substances in which it resides. Seeds
possessing the principle of life being placed within the influence of the atmosphere, and in contact with moisture,
produce heat, form sugar to edulcorate the first nutriment of the young plant, and in short, bring about all those
phenomena which characterize incipient vegetation. He further showed us, that life, by its chemical processes, could
convert a great variety of dissimilar substances, into one kind of generally distributed nutriment, and could also
prepare from it a still greater variety of dissimilar substances. Mr. Hunter showed us that Life was also an architect,
that it built up a great variety of curious structures or edifices, in which it continued to reside and execute its future
functions. No unprejudiced person can, I think, possibly doubt that it is by the active power of Life such effects are
produced.”
The following are further Britannica (1911) summaries of Hunter and his life theories: [1]
“Like Harver, who terms it the anima vegetiva, he regarded it as a principle of self-preservation, which keeps the body
from dissolution. Life is shown, said he, in renovation and action; but, although facilitated in its working by
mechanical causes, it can exist without action, as in an egg new-laid or undergoing incubation. It is not simply a
regulator of temperature; it is a principle which resists cold, conferring on the structures which it endows the capacity
of passing some degrees below the freezing-point of ordinary inanimate matter without suffering congelation. Hunter
found, in short, that there exists in animals a latent heat of life, set free in the process of death (see: Treatise on the
Blood, p. 80). Thus he observed that sap if removed from trees froze at 32° F., but within them might be fluid even at
15°; that a living snail placed in a freezing mixture acquired first a temperature of 28°, and afterwards of 32° ere it
froze; and that, whereas a dead egg congealed immediately at 32°, a living egg did so only when its temperature had
risen to that point after a previous fall to 294°.
The idea that the fluid and semifluid as well as the solid constituents of the body contain the vital principle
diffused through them he formed in 1755-1756, when, in making drawings illustrative of the changes that take place
in the incubated egg, he noted specially that neither the white nor the yolk undergoes putrefaction. The blood he,
with Harvey, considered to possess a vitality of its own, more or less independent of that of the animal in which it
circulates. Life, he held, is preserved by the compound of the living body and the source of its solid constituents, the
living blood. It is to the susceptibility of the latter to be converted into living organized tissue that the union of
severed structures by the first intention is due.
He even inclined to the belief that the chyle has life, and he considered that food becomes "animalized" in
digestion. Coagulation of the blood he compared to the contraction of muscles, and believed to be an operation of
life distinct from chemical coagulation, adducing in support of his opinion the fact that, in animals killed by lightning,
by violent blows on the stomach, or by the exhaustion of hunting, it does not take place. "Breathing," said Hunter,
"seems to render life to the blood, and the blood continues it in every part of the body." (Treatise on the Blood, pg.
63).
Life, he held, could be regarded as a fire, or something similar, and might for distinction's sake be called "animal
fire". Of this the process of respiration might afford a constant supply, the fixed life supplied to the body in the food
being set free and rendered active in the lungs, whilst the air carried off that principle which encloses and retains the
animal fire. (Essays and Observations, i. 113).
The living principle, said Hunter, is coeval with the existence of animal or vegetable matter itself, and may long
exist without sensation. The principle upon which depends the power of sensation regulates all our external actions,
as the principle of life does our internal, and the two act mutually on each other in consequence of changes produced
in the brain. Something (the " materia vitae diffusa ") similar to the components of the brain (the " materia vitae
coacervata ") may be supposed to be diffused through the body and even contained in the blood; between these a
communication is kept up by the nerves (the " chordae internunciae"). (Treatise on the Blood, pg. 89).
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Neither a material nor a chemical theory of life, however, formed a part of Hunter's creed. " Mere composition of
matter," he remarked, " does not give life; for the dead body has all the composition it ever had; life is a property we
do not understand; we can only see the necessary leading steps towards it." (Treatise on the Blood, pg. 90).
As from life only, said he in one of his lectures, we can gain an idea of death, so from death only we gain an idea
of life. Life, being an agency leading to, but not consisting of, any modification of matter, " either is something
superadded to matter, or else consists in a peculiar arrangement of certain fine particles of matter, which being thus
disposed acquire the properties of life." As a bar of iron may gain magnetic virtue by being placed for a time in a
special position, so perhaps the particles of matter arranged and long continued in a certain posture eventually gain
the power of life.”
American science historian Everett Mendelsohn, in his Heat and Life: the Development of the Theory of Animal Heat
(1964), quotes from Hunter’s “Experiments on Animals and Vegetables, with Respect to the Power of Producing
Heat” (1775) and his “Of the Heat, &c of Animals and Vegetables” (1778), crediting him as being one of the earlier
“animal heat” theorists. [6]

Quotes
The following are noted quotes:
“We find it a common principle in the animal machine, that every part increases in some degree according to the
action required. Thus we find vessels become larger in proportion to the necessity of supply, as for instance, in the
gravid uterus; the external carotids in the stag, also, when his horns are growing, are much larger than at any other
time.”
— John Hunter (1793), Treatise on the Blood (pg. 288)

“Experiments should not be often repeated which tend merely to establish a principle already known and admitted,
but that the next step should be the application of that principle to useful purposes.”
— John Hunter (Ѻ), Anim. Oecon., Works, iv. 86

Images
The following are images of Hunter and his self-built anatomy museum, which at his surmise, totaled some 500
exhibits, now part of the Hunterian Museum in London, which has collections of human anatomies and pathology as
well as animals and art work:
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Hutzler, Stefan
In hmolscience, Stefan Hutzler (1965-) is a German-born Irish physicist noted for his
2005 to present work in econophysics and for his co-authorship of the 2013
Econophysics and Physical Economics, together with German physicist Jurgen Mimkes
and English-born Irish physicist Peter Richmond. [1] In 2005, Hutzler co-authored an
article on “Dynamics of Money and Income Distributions”, together with Richmond and
Przemyslaw Repetowicz, on what seems to be a standard Boltzmann-like extension of
the theories of wealth of Vilfredo Pareto, using the Arnab Chatterjee (2003) economic
agent model [2]

Education
Hutzler completed his BS in physics in at Regensburg University, Germany, and his PhD
in physics at Trinity College Dublin, where he is now an associate physics professor.
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Huxley, Aldous
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In literature thermodynamics, Aldous Huxley (1894-1963) was an English writer noted
for his use of the concept of entropy in his literary theme. Aldous is the grandson of the
famous English biologist Thomas Huxley, commonly known as “Darwin’s bulldog”,
coiner of the term social chemistry, and his older brother was the evolutionary
biologist Julian Huxley, promoter of the view that evolution is anti-entropic. This may
explain from where Aldous became acquainted with entropy.

Meaninglessness philosophy
Huxley is frequently quoted for his 1937 so-called meaninglessness philosophy:
“I had motive for not wanting the world to have a meaning; consequently assumed
that it had none, and was able without any difficulty to find satisfying reasons for this
assumption. The philosopher who finds no meaning in the world is not concerned
exclusively with a problem in pure metaphysics, he is also concerned to prove that
there is no valid reason why he personally should not do as he wants to do, or why his friends should not seize
political power and govern in the way that they find most advantageous to themselves. … For myself, the philosophy
of meaninglessness was essentially an instrument of liberation, sexual and political.”
— Aldous Huxley (1937), Ends and Means: an Inquiry into the Nature of Ideals [7]

This quote frequently is cited by theists in religions vs. science debates (Ѻ) (vid | 3:41). In his first mention of the term
“meaninglessness”, Huxley cites the following closing passage of David Hume’s 1748 Enquiry: [8]
“If we take in our hand any volume; of divinity or school metaphysics, for instance; let us ask: does it contain any
abstract reasoning concerning quantity or number” No. Does it contain any experimental reasoning concerning
matter of fact or evidence? No. Commit it then to the flames; for it can contain nothing but sophistry and illusion.”
(add discussion)

Entropy | Energy
In his 1937 book Ends and Means, Huxley began to make use of the term “human entropy”. [5] A glimpse of this view
is discussed in the following passage, from Ends and Means, in which he discusses how the energy created by sexual
restraint is “expansive”: [1]
“When the rigorous tradition (of sexual restraint) is inherited by a number of generations, the energy becomes
productive. Productive energy does not spend itself exclusively in expansion; it also goes into science, speculation,
art, social reform. Where productive energy persists for some time, a factor which Dr. Unwin calls ‘human entropy’
comes into play.”
This passage is very interesting, in that it is very aligned with modern human chemistry and human thermodynamics,
as compared to most other writers on entropy, who fumble around with disorder, degradation, and chaos, etc. In this
same period, he also discussed entropy and time’s arrow. [4] In his 1962 book Island, Huxley comments in several
places on entropy and the second law. In his aunt’s loss of her breasts, via cancer, as being a product of the second
law, as follows: [2]
“A few months later the other breast had to be cut off. After that there were the X rays, the radiation sickness and
then, little by little, the degradation … If it weren’t so unspeakably hideous, it would be really funny. What a
masterpiece of irony! Here was a soul that radiated goodness and love and heroic charity. Then, for no known reason,
something went wrong. Instead of flouting it, a little piece of her body started to obey the second law of
thermodynamics. And as the body broke down, the soul began to lose its virtue, its very identity. The heroism went
out of here, the love and the goodness evaporated. For the last months of her life she was no more the Aunt Mary I
had loved and admired; she was somebody else, somebody almost indistinguishable from the worst and weakest of
the old people she had once befriended and been a tower of strength to. She had to be humiliated and degraded;
and when the degradation was complete, she was slowly, and with a great deal of pain, put to death in solitude.”
The degradation view of the second law, here, would seem to come from American Historian Henry Adams’ view of
the second law in his 1920 Degradation of the Democratic Dogma. [3] In another section he comments on entropy,
Buddhism, and the soul:
“One thinks one’s self something unique and wonderful at the center of the universe. But in fact one’s merely a slight
delay in the ongoing march of entropy. And that precisely is the first half of Buddha’s message. Transience, no
permanent soul, inevitable sorrow. But he didn’t stop there, the message had a second half. This temporary slowdown of entropy is also pure undiluted Suchness. This absence of a permanent soul is also the Buddha Nature.”
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This seems to be entering on religious thermodynamics topics.

Quotes
The following are noted quotes:
“Real orgies are never so exciting as pornographic books. In a volume by Pierre Louys all the girls are young and their
figures perfect; there's no hiccoughing or bad breath, no fatigue or boredom, no sudden recollections of unpaid bills
or business letters unanswered, to interrupt the raptures. Art gives you the sensation, the thought, the feeling quite
pure—chemically pure, I mean, [with a laugh] not morally.”
— Aldous Huxley (1928), Point Counter Point [9]
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Huxley, Julian
In hmolscience, Julian Huxley (1887-1975) was an English evolutionary biologist noted
for his supposed view that the second law is inoperable in the case of evolution and for
his 1940 discussion of the so-called experimental bias problem of the physical
sociologist.

Huxley family
See main: Huxley genealogy

Julian Huxley's grandfather was Thomas Huxley, coiner of the term social chemistry,
and his brother was Aldous Huxley, noted for his use of entropy in literature.

Overview
Huxley, supposedly, has the view that the attainment of greater complexity in the
forms of life denies the second law of thermodynamics and the actions of entropy, in
that: [1]
“While the universe of physics is running down; the universe of evolution is winding up … on this planet the second
law of thermodynamics is now not working, and of course [this] opens up the possibility that there may be agencies
operating in the universe supplying energy which would enable the whole cosmos to behave in an anti-entropic
manner.”
Huxley was in correspondence with American prodigy William Sidis on the topic of the second law in relation to
animate matter at least as early as 1916. Huxley began publishing views on the second law and evolution in his 1931
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Science and Religion: a Symposium, views which he seems to cull from Arthur Eddington and William Thomson. [2]
Huxley elaborated on his anti-entropy views in his 1953 Evolution in Action. [3] In 1959, Huxley was professing the
view that evolution is an antientropic process running counter to the second law of thermodynamics. [4] In his 1964
Essays of a Humanist he explains that: [5]
“The second law of thermodynamics is entropic, tending towards a decrease in organization and to ultimate frozen
immobility.”
In 1964, Huxley was commented on French philosopher Pierre Teilhard’s anti-entropy type theory of noosphere. [5]
Likewise, previously, in an unpublished manuscript dated November 19, 1951 (dedicated to Julian Huxley), in a
section titled "The Transformation, starting with Man, of the Process of Evolution", Teilhard defined anti-entropy as
"an effect of changes that are seized, draws a portion of matter in the direction of continually higher forms of
structurization and centration." [6] Huxley also had commentary on French philosopher Henri Bergson’s élan vital
evolution theory.

Physical sociology | Experimental bias
problem
In 1940, Huxley, in his “Science, Natural and Social”,
stated the following: [7]
“… experiment for one fundamental reason—namely,
that in the one case the investigator is outside his
material, in the other he is not. Man cannot
investigate man by the same methods he investigates
external nature. He can use the methods of natural
science to investigate certain aspects of man—the
structure and …”
In 1942, Ruth Anshen, in her compendium Science and
Man, wherein Huxley’s article is reprinted, penned a
chapter entitled “Man as an Element of Every
Experiment” seemingly on Huxley’s issue. [8] In 1947,
George Lundberg quoted Huxley as follows in this
matter: [9]

A retort (or social retort) depiction of Huxley’s 1940 so-called
social retort problem, namely his assertion that “man cannot
investigate man” by the methods of physical science because he is
one of the elements of the physical system and therein inherently
biasing his results.

“One distinguished scientist [Julian Huxley] has urged
that a basic difference between the physical and the social sciences is that in the latter ‘the investigator is inside
instead of outside his material.’ This is supposed to be self-evident and require no analysis.”
This seeming issue, Huxley raises, in the Morris Zucker on John Dewey sense of the matter, seems to be wellsummarized as the problem of a chemical (or human chemical) in a retort (or social retort) trying to study its own
reactions, to other chemicals, via the methods of physical science, e.g. hypothesis, testing, experimentation,
measurement, theory, etc., while trying to maintain objective neutrality on its subject matter: which, paradoxically, is
a system wherein its self is an admixture, of the social matter, so to say, he is trying to study; as depicted adjacent.
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Huxley, Thomas
In human chemistry, Thomas Huxley (1825-1895) (IQ:170±|#207) (RGM#362|971) (Ѻ),
was an English natural philosopher, nicknamed “Darwin’s bulldog”, noted for his
argumentative advocacy of English naturalist Charles Darwin’s theory of evolution;
social chemistry philosophy; atheism discussion; materialism logic; coining of the term
"agnostic" (1869); among other erudition.

Laws of nature
In 1868, Huxley penned his “A Liberal Education and Where to Find It” essay, wherein
he gave a few well-apt quotes on the laws of nature and that if anything is to be called
"education" this must be its focus: [10]
“Education is the instruction of the intellect in the laws of nature, under which name I
include not merely things and their forces, but men and their ways; and the fashioning
of the affections and of the will into an earnest and loving desire to move in harmony
with those laws. For me, education means neither more nor less than this. Anything which professes to call itself
education must be tried by this standard, and if it fails to stand the test, I will not call it education, whatever may be
the force of authority, or of numbers, upon the other side.”
“It is a very plain and elementary truth, that the life, the fortune, and the happiness of every one of us, and, more or
less, of those who are connected with us, do depend upon our knowing something of the rules of a game infinitely
more difficult and complicated than chess. It is a game which has been played for untold ages, every man and woman
of us being one of the two players in a game of his or her own. The chessboard is the world, the pieces are the
phenomena of the universe, the rules of the game are what we call the laws of nature.”
(add discussion)

Social chemistry
In 1871, Huxley coined the both the terms "social chemistry" and "social molecule", as follows: [1]
“Every society, great or small, resembles ... a complex molecule, in which the atoms are represented by men,
possessed of all those multifarious attractions and repulsions which are manifested in their desires and volitions, the
unlimited power of satisfying which we call freedom ... the social molecule exists in virtue of the renunciation of more
or less of this freedom by every individual. It is decomposed, when the attraction of desire leads to the resumption of
that freedom the expression of which is essential to the existence of the social molecule. The great problem of social
chemistry we call politics, is to discover what desires of mankind may be gratified, and what must be suppressed, if
the highly complex compound, society, is to avoid decomposition.”
In 1962, in commentary on Huxley's call for the development of social chemistry, Austrian sociologist Werner Stark
commented: [8]
“Why should no social chemistry ever been developed?” He states that “nobody would suggest that the social
scientists should imitate meteorology, for this discipline does not appear to have got very far … but what about
chemistry? A sociology based on chemistry [has] in fact been called for, but, significantly, [this call has] found no
echo. It would have been easy to take up this suggestion and develop it further. An intending social chemist would
have found it one whit more difficult to manufacture a sociological parallel to the Boyle-Charles law than Haret did to
the Newtonian propositions. But the experiment appears never to have been tried. Why?”
(add discussion)

Non-living world | Defunct theory of life
See main: Life terminology upgrades

Huxley is often cited as having the mindset that he expected the gap between the non-living and living things to be
bridged. (Ѻ) The following are example quotes:
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“The elements of living matter are identical with those of mineral bodies; and the fundamental laws of matter and
motion apply as much to living matter as to mineral matter; but every living body is, as it were, a complicated piece of
mechanism which ‘goes’, or lives only under certain conditions.”
— Thomas Huxley (1880) [7]

“In the living world facts of this kind are now understood to mean evolution from a common prototype. It is difficult
to imagine that in the non-living world they are devoid of significance. It is probable that they mean that evolution of
our elements from a primary undifferentiated form of matter.”
— Thomas Huxley (c.1885) [13]

(add discussion)

Consciousness | Movement
In 1901, Huxley stated the following so-called "zombie argument", as it is called in modern consciousness debates:
“The argument which applies to brutes [zombies] holds equally good of men … It seems to me that in men, as in
brutes, there is no proof that any state of consciousness is the cause of change in motion of the matter of the
organism.”
Meaning that, according to Huxley, consciousness is NOT the cause of change in motion of human (see: Library walk
problem).

Huxley's demon
See main: Scientific demons

Huxley stated an evolution version of Laplace’s demon as such: [4]
“If the fundamental proposition is true, that the entire world, living and not living, is the result of the mutual
interaction, according to a set of definite laws, of the forces possessed by the molecules of which the primitive
nebulosity of the universe was composed, it is not less certain that the existing world law, potentially, in the cosmic
vapor, and that a sufficient intellect could, from a knowledge of the properties of the molecules of that vapor, have
predicted, say the state of the Fauna of Great Britain in 1869, with as much certainty as one can say what will happen
to the vapor of the breath in a cold winter’s day.”
This “sufficient intellect” might be categorized as Huxley’s demon.

Evolution
Huxley seems to have been the inspiration for the now-famous evolution timeline drawings, supposedly as found in
(or derived from) his book 1863 Man’s Place in Nature:
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Family
Noted grandchildren of Thomas Huxley include: writer and
human entropy theorist Aldous Huxley, who wrote about
entropy, second law, and the soul in many of his works, and
chnopsologist (biologist) Julian Huxley, who had views on
anti-entropy and evolution. In a curious anecdote, Julian, at
age four, after reading Charles Kingsley's The Water Babies,
and finding his grandfather mentioned, wrote to him:
"Dear Grandpater have you seen a Water-baby? Did you put
it in a bottle? Did you wonder if it could get out? Can I see it
some day? Your loving Julian."
To which Thomas replied: "I never could make sure about
that Water Baby. I have seen Babies in water and Babies in
bottles" but the baby in water was not in a bottle and the
Baby in the bottle was not in water." [5]

Students
A noted student of Huxley was Lloyd Morgan who's 1929
work Mind at the Crossways expanded on his mentor's use of
the "animalcule" concept.

Quotes | On
The following are Huxley-related quotes:

Left: drawing by Benjamin Hawkins attributed to (in some
way) Huxley's 1863 Man’s Place in Nature [2] Right:
Display: "The Evolution of the Ape to Human" at the
Peabody Museum, Yale University. [3]

“Huxley, in his Place of Man in Nature (1863), very ably
discussed this most important consequence of evolution, according to which, with the aid of comparative anatomy
and ontogeny, and the support of the facts of palaeontology, he proved that the ‘descent of man from the ape’ is a
necessary consequence of Darwinism, and that no other scientific explanation of the origin of the human race is
possible.”
— Ernst Haeckel (1899), The Riddle of the Universe (pg. 82)

Quotes
The following are noted quotes:
“Mind [or consciousness] is a function of matter, when that matter has attained a certain degree of organization.”
— Thomas Huxley (1871), “Mr. Darwin’s Critics”; paraphrase version cited by Lee Strobel [2]

“Religions rise because they satisfy the many and fall because they cease to satisfy the few.”
— Thomas Huxley (c.1870), Undated note (Ѻ)

“It may be asked if even-handed justice has eve yet been dealt out to the sages of antiquity, who for eight centuries,
from the time of Thales to that of Galen, toiled at the foundations of physical science.”
— Thomas Huxley (1877), “Science” (pg. 323) [11]

“Boyle did a great service to science by his Skeptical Chemist, I am inclined to think that, at the present day, a
Skeptical Biologist might exert a equally beneficent influence.”
— Thomas Huxley (1877), “Science” (pg. 380) [11]

“All physical science starts from certain postulates. One of them is the objective existence of a real world.”
— Thomas Huxley (1887), cited by Mellor (1922), in: chapter twelve “Thermodynamics and Thermochemistry” [12]

“Few literary dishes are less appetizing than cold controversy.”
— Thomas Huxley (1892), Prologue to Controverted Questions (Ѻ)(Ѻ)
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Huygens, Christiaan
In science, Christian Huygens (1629-1695) (IQ:190|#30) (CR:53) was a Dutch physicist
noted for his 1669 determination that the quantity of the mass of an object multiplied
by its velocity squared mv² remains constant during perfectly elastic collisions, such as
between steel balls, and for his 1674 work with French physicist Denis Papin on
vacuum pumps. Huygens’ quantity was later called vis viva by German mathematician
Gottfried Leibniz in 1886. [1]

Wave theory of light
Huygens lens grinding work led him into an investigation as to how lens work, research
that resulted in several published papers on light. In 1677, he observed how Iceland
spar spit light into two parts, rotated through different degrees. In 1678 paper
communicated to France's Royal Academy of Sciences, in which he suggested that light
is a series of shock waves, spreading in wave fronts generated by impacting light
particles and making waves among the tiny particles of the ether, the invisible
substance permeating the universe. [4] This is now known as the wave theory of light.
In his 1690 Treatise on Light, he summarized: [3]
“I have thus shown in what manner one can imagine that light propagates successively by spherical waves.”
The later theory of light by Isaac Newton in his Opticks (1704) proposed a different explanation for reflection,
refraction, and interference of light assuming the existence of light particles. The double slit interference experiments
of Thomas Young vindicated Huygens' wave theory in 1801, as the results could no longer be explained with light
particles; these two views, following the invention of the light quanta (photon), resulted to yield the wave-particle
duality model.
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Vacuum pump
In circa 1645, German engineer Otto Guericke invented a vacuum pump to disprove Greek philosopher Parmenides'
circa 485 BC hypothesis that “nature abhorred a vacuum”. The invention was described in the 1657 book Mechanical
Hydraulic Pneumatics by German scientist Gaspar Schott, a correspondent of Guericke. [2] Among those to have read
the book were Huygens and his associate Irish physicist Robert Boyle, who each built or acquired pumps of their own.
Some time prior to 1674, French physicist Denis Papin moved to Paris and assisted Huygens in his experiments with
the air-pump and gunpowder piston and cylinder engines, the results of which Experiences of the Void (Experiences
du Vuide) were published at Paris in that year, and also in the form of five papers by Huygens and Papin jointly, in the
Philosophical Transactions for 1675. This association was a precursor to Papin’s later invention of the first steam
engine in 1690.

Education
Huygens was the well-traveled son of a rich and prominent Dutch family, that had entertained Rene Descartes.
Huygens studied mathematics and law at the University of Leiden, spent time at Paris and London, where he met
Isaac Newton, among other important people, and thereafter soon became an avid experimenter. In 1655, prior to
developing skills as a lens-grinder, he and his brother built a telescope and discovered Titan and the rings of Saturn.
[4]

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“In all of [Descartes'] physics, I find almost nothing to which I can subscribe as being correct.”
— Christiaan Huygens (c.1660) (Ѻ)
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Hwang, David
In human thermodynamics, David Y. Hwang (c.1979-) is an American chemist,
neuroscientist, and physician noted for his 2001 article “The Thermodynamics of Love”,
written while a senior at Emory University, in which he outlined, in a somewhat
jokingly, albeit semi-accurate manner, some of the basic rules and principles in the
thermodynamics of human chemical reactions; the following being Hwang's abstract:
[1]
“Two people who fall in love with one another are often described as having a certain
personal ‘chemistry.’ Although most people would probably be quite content with
accepting this convention at face value, the truth is that the correlation between
romance and everyone's favorite branch of the natural sciences runs quite deep. In
fact, while the terminology of thermodynamics explains the spontaneity of chemical
reactions very well, it also applies directly to various factors determining the success of
human relationships.”
(add discussion)

Human chemical thermodynamics
Only five people, independently, have written theory on human chemical thermodynamics—employing the explicit
view or mindset that humans are reactive bonding-debonding molecules governed by affinity, enthalpy, entropy, and
or free energy, i.e. chemical thermodynamics, depending:
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● Johann Goethe (IQ=230): 1796 theory | Elective Affinities (1809)
● Libb Thims (IQ=140-225±): 1995 theory | Human Chemistry (2007)
● Christopher Hirata (IQ=190, 225): c.2000 theory | “The Physics of Relationships”
● David Hwang (Harvard Medical School): 2001 theory | “The Thermodynamics of Love”
● Surya Pati: 2009 theory | “The Thermodynamics of the Human Bond!”
Also, among HCR theorists, Hwang was also one of the first, aside from Johann Goethe (1809), Jeremy Adler (1987),
Libb Thims (1995), and Chanel Wood (2007), among a few others, to write out human reaction formulas, i.e. chemical
equations, using symbols and reaction arrows, such as shown below, using Hwang notation:

M + F → M-F
which equates to the following, using Bergman-Goethe reaction notation:

to describe basic human relationship transforming reactions, such as bond
formation or bond dissolution. [2]

Education
Hwang, in 2000, was a visiting biochemistry student at Oxford University, St.
Edmund Hall, in 2001, he competed his BS in chemist at Emory College, in 2006
he completed his MD at Harvard Medical School, in 2010 became board
certified in neurology, and currently is an assistant professor of neurology and
staff neurointensivist at Yale Medical School. [3]

See also
● Christopher Hirata
● Human chemical reaction (history)
● Hwang free energy princple
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Hwang free energy principle
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In human chemistry, the Hwang free energy principle
states that a typical mate selection human
combination reaction, such as in the process of two
people falling in love or the process of a full human
reproduction reaction, that: [1]
“If the male-female reaction has a negative free
energy, then it is expected that the system will spend
most of its time together as a strong couple.”
The principle is an extension of spontaneity criterion
applied to human chemical reactions stated by
American computational chemist David Hwang in
2001. [2]
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Reaction coordinate showing two possible directions of
spontaneous reactions; the region in red depicting an exergonic
reaction, quantified by a negative change (ΔG < 0) in the value of
the Gibbs free energy of the reaction of products on going to
reactants. [1]

Hydraism
In terminology, hydraism, or "idiot savant" thinking syndrome, refers to
dangers, symptoms, tensions, and repercussions associated with growing
knowledge fragmentation, i.e. "specialization", lack or decline thereof of
interdisciplinarity-based universal education, resulting in universal genius
decline and or potential extinction, and the subsequent helplessness of the
individual in respect to the big questions of existence.

Overview
The term "hydraism" derives from the 1995 statement, shown below, by
German scholar Hans-Wolff Graf, from his discussion of how “We Need a
New World View”, in respect to the dangers associated with knowledge
growth and over specialization. Graf, an economic, financial, business
consultant turned sociology, education, and psychology global political
theory and child welfare scholar and advocate, in short, argues that a new
universal education system is needed so to rehumanize society.

Etymology
The Graf quote was found in 2012, via search for “universal geniuses”,
thereafter finding its way into four Hmolpedia pages, and into the position
of the opening quote (page one) of the drafting state Chemical
Thermodynamics: with Applications in the Humanities, universal education
textbook, as a lead into how the last universal genius is now an extinct or
potentially extent breed—the 1920 reaction end of so-called “last universal
genius of social science” Max Weber, the 1954 reaction end of so-called
“last universal physicist” Enrico Fermi, and the 1956 reaction end of last
person chronologically known to be called a “universal genius” John
Neumann being the cusp of the lineage. [2]
On 13 Apr 2013, on the universal genius page, a section devoted to the
phenomena was added, referring to the phenomena as “idiot savant
syndrome”. On 11 Dec 2013, the term “hydraism” to the above essential
phenomena, was employed as a needed term in the scientific humanism
article, in reference to American philosopher Oliver Reiser’s discussions of
the difficulties associated with the hypothetical establishment of global
“Institute of Scientific Humanism”, that would “function as kind of global
brain for our developing [country-connective] social organism.”

A depiction of German polymath and last
universal genius Gottfried Leibniz, during
his last stay in Vienna (1712-14), battling
the forces of knowledge: physics,
chemistry, medicine, and the salient but
deadly ‘biology’, sneaking in from below,
prior to his 1716 reaction end, working on
his monad theory, in aims to solve the
difficult ‘mind body problem’, i.e. how to
situate mind and morality in a materialist
universe; a hydraism reconceptualization
of the famous Hercules versus the
Lernaean Hydra statue (Ѻ) in Vienna,
Austria. [5]
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Discussion
Nearly everyone suffers from some form of hydraism; the closer, however, one is to being a "one nature" thinker,
scholar, philosopher, polymath, polyintellect, genius, universal genius, or last universal genius, in contrast to a "two
natures" thinker, the closer one is to ridding the mind of hydraism and mental incongruity. Some of the quotes below
give evidence to this logic.

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“In all our academies we attempt far too much. ... In earlier times lectures were delivered upon chemistry and botany
as branches of medicine, and the medical student learned enough of them. Now, however, chemistry and botany are
become sciences of themselves, incapable of comprehension by a hasty survey, and each demanding the study of a
whole life, yet we expect the medical student to understand them. He who is prudent, accordingly declines all
distracting claims upon his time, and limits himself to a single branch and becomes expert in one thing.”
— Johann Goethe (c.1820) [3]

“In this age of specialization men who thoroughly know one field are often incompetent to discuss another. The great
problems of the relations between one and another aspect of human activity have for this reason been discussed less
and less in public. When we look at the past great debates on these subjects we feel jealous of those times, for we
should have liked the excitement of such argument. The old problems, such as the relation of science and religion,
are still with us, and I believe present as difficult dilemmas as ever, but they are not often publicly discussed because
of the limitations of specialization.”
— Richard Feynman (1956), “The Relation of Science and Religion” [6]

“In these days of specialization there are too few people who have such a deep understanding of two departments of
our knowledge that they do not make fools of themselves in one or the other.”
— Richard Feynman (1963), on religion, politics, and religion; in: The Meaning of it All: a Scientist Looks as Society [7]

“Since my name is not Socrates or Einstein and I hold only one of the seven or eight PhD degrees [organic chemistry]
this problem requires, readers are quite justified in questioning my qualifications to testify as such a multidisciplinary
expert.”
— George Scott (1985), on the ethics and physical chemistry of will [4]

“The trend towards the already mentioned diversified society of ‘specialists’ and the related danger of narrower way
of thinking (idiot savant) necessarily leads to a growing helplessness of the individual. Related to this is a growing
blind belief in science. Since Leibniz, probably the last universal genius, we know more and more about a shrinking
area of knowledge. Biology and physics, chemistry and medicine are divided already today into dozens of individual
disciplines, which like a ‘hydra’, keep dividing into other individual disciplines.”
— Hans-Wolff Graf (1995), “We Need a New World View” [1]
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Hydrodynamica
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In famous publications, Hydrodynamica is a 1738 book by Dutchborn Swiss physicist Daniel Bernoulli in which, in large part, the
definition of pressure was introduced along with the basics of the
ideal gas law and the kinetic theory. [1]
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Hydrogen
In chemistry, hydrogen, symbol H, atomic number 1, is a
nonmetallic element, row one of the periodic table, the third
the most abundant element in the person, comprising 10
percent by mass of the average human molecule.
Hydrogen is the smallest element, is an atom comprised of
one proton bound, via the electromagnetic force, via the
exchange force of photons, to one electron.

Rank

CPK
%
Symbol
(jmol)
Mass

3

H

Picture

10

All elements are built from the components of the hydrogen
atom. [1]
Hydrogen is the third most abundant element in the human molecule, comprising 10% of the mass of the human.
Hydrogen accounts for 88% of the atoms in the universe.

Orbital
The following is the orbital structure of hydrogen:

Z

1
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Hydrogen molecule vs. human
molecule
The comparison of the hydrogen molecule H2
(a two-atom structure) to the human
molecule Mx of Fy (a 10E27 atom structure) is
a frequently-made comparison in
hmolscience debates and discussions.
In 1988, Canadian zoologist Daniel Brooks
and American systems theorist Edward Wiley,
in their chapter subsection on “metaphysics
of individuality”, give the following blurring
statement in comparing the human or rather
human molecule as contrasted with the
hydrogen molecule: [2]
“A hydrogen molecule is the thing which
reacts. Homo sapiens and other particular
species are the things which evolve. Such
individuals differ from classes by having
particular origins in time and space. They may
disappear or change into other things.”

The hmolscience view of the chemical synthesis of humans from hydrogen
atom precursors, according to which—in the defunct theory of life view of
things—humans are 26-element molecules that have been synthesized or
metamorphosized over time, in a transformation process that began,
according to big bang theory, 13.7 billion years ago, and, once the the sun
ignited, some 4.5 billion years ago (see: elective affinities problem).

This, however, is an artificial divide. The resolution of the divide requires a reinterpretation or rather reformulation of
evolution theory in chemical thermodynamic terms, which is a nearly virgin subject.

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“Why should a group of simple, stable compounds of carbon (C), hydrogen (H), oxygen (O), and nitrogen (N),
'struggle' for billions of years to organize themselves into a professor of chemistry? What's the motive?”
– Robert Pirsig, Lila: an Inquiry into Morals (1991)

References
1. Emsley, John. (2001). Nature’s Building Blocks: an A-Z Guide to the Elements (hydrogen, pgs. 183-91). Oxford
University Press.
2. Brooks, Daniel R. and Wilson, E.O. (1988). Evolution as Entropy: Toward a Unified theory of Biology (pg. 85-87).
University of Chicago Press.
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In hmolscience, hydrogen to human, similar to
molecules to man, molecules-to-man evolution
(Kent Hovind, 2006), or the phrase molecules in
motion (apologetics), refers to the shorthand
statement that humans, who came into existence
about 200,000 years ago, and human behavior
derive from hydrogen atoms that came into
existence 13.8 billion years ago.

Overview
Historically, precursors to the "hydrogen to
human" conceptualization include the various the
circa 330BC to late 19th century great chain of
being depictions and renditions. In the late 20th
A snapshot of the "hydrogen to human" model, namely the reduction
century, the "molecules to man", or "molecules-to- and explanation of all of human behavior in terms of the behaviors of
hydrogen atoms coming into existence 13.8 billion years ago; at
man evolution", as Ken Ham likes to paraphrase
center: David Buss' 1994 The Evolution of Desire, which gives clues to
things, began to be catch phrase topics of
the reduction of human desires, through evolution, down to proton,
discussion. In 2005, American electrochemical
engineer Libb Thims began to outline the adjacent electron, photon interactions.
visualized hydrogen-to-human jump include: the molecular evolution table (2005), and evolution timeline (2009)
(also available in: video). The following, e.g., is a 2012 hydrogen-to-human diagram, made by Thims, to employed to
illustrate the elective affinities problem:

In 2012, English-born Taiwanese science teacher Peter Cook, who has a Arthur Young sort of feel to his views, did a
eight-part “Hydrogen to Human” lecture starting with the big bang and standard model then going to the formation
of the solar system (parts 1-2), via some type of self-organization paradigm; then gets into “life”, with discussion of
viruses (part 3); then in parts 4-6 he claims to give a “standard model for life that explains all of human behaviour,
from wars to serial killers; enabling one to tackle: stock markets, to breaking addiction and bringing up children.” (Ѻ)
The following is Cook, in part 3 (3:57), state his belief that at about 3 billion years ago hydrogen atoms came "alive",
which is the weak link in his entire presentation thus far, after which he goes on to say, "but first, I need to decide
what 'life' really is? It's very difficult!? It's not an atom."
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Then he goes onto say that gravity is not responsible for life, because it's too large, therefore it must be the
electromagnetic force that formed life; very humorous indeed. Then discusses "properties" of atoms, e.g. magnets,
then uses what seems to be a Van de Graaf generator, invented in 1929 by Roberg van de Graff, but originated in
prototype of Otto Guericke (1620s), to explain that “imbalances” in the plus and minus aspects of the
electromagnetic force is what produces change, and brings about the spontaneous self-assembly of life, or as he says,
when the imbalances accrue, “then things start to move and change”; or, as he demonstrates, via turning on the
generator, “it attracts and repels at the same time”. He goes through four demonstration experiments, in part 3
(3:57-11:30), shown above, each fairly cogent, in attempts to explain life, via
photons, electrons, and atoms.
In part 4 (5:14-),he starts talking about Benoit Mandelbrot and how his
iterations made the famous fractal edge Mandelbrot sets (Ѻ). At part 4
(32:57-), he mentions American evolutionary paleontologist Neil Shubin,
noted for his 2006 discovery of Tiktaalik (walking fish). In part 5 (28:5434:38), he tries to reconcile “evil”, with focus on Darwin’s wasp-caterpillar
paradox, about which he says a few years back he was sitting around with
his nephew in a pub discussing, but couldn’t figure out, via a conformity
argument; then cites the inquisitions, Nazis, Catholic foundations, etc., as
examples of good people doing bad things.
In part six (3:33-), Cook gets to entropy, which he says is a scientific
principle, meaning “things tend to disorder”, at which point he jumps to the
hidden agenda that what he has been trying to do in the last five lectures,
was to turn that principle upside down, and say that things don’t tend
towards disorder, but rather the “things tend to order” which he calls
evolution. In part six (3:33-), he gets to entropy, which he says is a scientific
principle, meaning “things tend to disorder”, at which point he jumps to the
The Prezi cover slide for Peter Cook’s
hidden agenda that what he has been trying to do in the last five lectures,
H2HProject.com website, which amounts
was to turn that principle upside down, and say that things don’t tend
to about a handful of slides. [2]
towards disorder, but rather the “tend to order” which he calls evolution.
The rest is just an amateurish syllogism of a mixture of superficial evolutionary psychology, complexity theory,
Schrodinger’s cat, sociobiology, Hamilton kin selection, etc., at the end of which he concludes: “forget entropy think
self-assembly up an ever diversifying complexity gradient, every time you want to take another step you just need
another pair of opposing partners to drive you up the gradient.”

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“The story of where we [humans] come from—unless you [prefer to] imagine that a big hand came down from the
sky and put us on the earth—must be a story of the spontaneous self-assembly of hydrogen, and nothing else.”
— Peter Cook (2012), “Hydrogen to Human” (P1|0-0:18; P3|0:11-0:22), Jul 27, Aug 1

References
1. Cook, Peter. (2012). “Hydrogen to Human: the Incredible Story of the Self Assembly of the Natural World” (Parts: 1
[38-min], 2 [46-min], 3 [48-min], 4 [43-min], 5 [43-min], 6 [54-min], 7 [12-min], and 8 [26-min]). Peter Cook, Jul 27Sep 13.
2. Hydrogen-to-Human Project – H2HProject.com.
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Hydrothermal vent
origin of life theory
In origin of life theories, the hydrothermal vent origin of
life theory posits that amino acids and other organic
compounds are produced during the passage through the
temperature gradient of 350° C at the vent surface to 0 °C
at sea-level, and that somehow the first life was created or
emerged from this heat-driven chemical synthesis process.
[1]

References
1. Brack, Andre. (1998). The Molecular Origins of Life:
Assembling Pieces of the Puzzle (pg. 77). Cambridge
University Press.
2. Holden, Jack. (c.2000). “Smokers on the sea floor have
been proposed for the origin of life on Earth.” Unpublished
cartoon.
A circa 2000 hydrothermal vent origin of life cartoon by Jack

External links

Holden. [2]

● Hydrothermal origin of life (section) – Wikipedia.

Hypatia
In philosophy, Hypatia (350-415) was a Greco-Roman Alexandrian philosopher,
mathematician, physicist, and astronomer, the only known female universal genius, a
high ranked smartest women ever (#2), daughter of mathematical astronomer Theon,
the last head of the Library of Alexander, noted for being one of the last apex intellects
before humanity went into the dark ages.

Science vs religion
Hypatia was one of the first to take a stand against religion and to side with science.
She made public statements against organized religion, such as: [1]
“All formal religions are delusive and must never be accepted by self-respecting
persons as final.”
Other noted anti-religion quotes:
“Fables should be taught as fables, myths as myths, and miracles as poetic fancies. To
teach superstitions as truth is a most terrible thing. The child mind accepts and believes them, and only through great
pain and perhaps tragedy can he or she be in after years relieved of them. The reason for this is that a superstition is
so intangible a thing that you cannot get at it to refute it.”
— Hypatia (c.400)

Hypatia, owing to her controversial anti-Christian views, was infamously stripped naked, beating with clam shells,
stoned, dismembered, and burned alive (existive) by a mob, led by Peter the Lector, as depicted below: (Ѻ)
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Quotes
The following are noted quotes:
“Life is an unfoldment, and the further we travel
the more truth we can comprehend. To understand
the things that are at our door is the best
preparation for understanding those that lie
beyond.”
— Hypatia (c.400)

“Reserve your right to think, for even to think
wrongly is better than not to think at all.”
— Hypatia (c.400)

A depiction of Hyptia being stoned and dragged through the streets to
her death (reaction end).

References
1. Donovan, Sand. (2008). Hypatia: Mathematician, Inventor, and Philosopher (pg. 48). Capstone.

External links
● Hypatia – Wikipedia.

Hypothesis
In terminology, hypothesis (TR:424) is []

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“All science starts with hypothesis.”
— George Millin (1896), title page quote to Evil and
Evolution; a supposed truncation of Roger Bacon’s
Aristotelian-framed scientific method (1265) [1]

See also
● Nebular hypothesis
● God hypothesis
● Human molecular hypothesis
● Molecular hypothesis
● Cessation conservation hypothesis
● Rossini hypothesis
● Heat hypothesis
● Thermodynamic hypothesis
● Extinction periodicity hypothesis
● Purposeless universe hypothesis

A Google-generated definition of hypothesis, as a proposed
suppositional explanation, based on limited evidence as a starting
point.

References
1. Millin, George. (1896). Evil and Evolution: an Attempt to Turn the Light of Modern Science on to the Ancient
Mystery of Evil (quote, pg. iii). MacMillan and Co.

External links
● Hypothesis – Wikipedia.
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In hmolscience, James Hyslop (1854-1920) was an American abnormal psychologist
noted, in cessation thermodynamics, for his 1918 discussions about energy and
afterlife.

Overview
In 1918, Hyslop, in his Life After Death: Problems of the Future and its Nature,
discussed the conservation of energy in the context of death and afterlife; the
following being a representative example: [1]
“The consequence of [conservation of energy] is that survival after death would be
absolutely assured on any such view as is usually held of conservation and the only
escape from it would be to question the truth of conservation of energy or to deny the
causal relation between physical and mental phenomena.”
(add discussion)

References
1. Hyslop, James H. (1918). Life After Death: Problems of the Future and its Nature (conservation of energy, pgs. 34,
171-74). E.P. Dutton & Co.

External links
● James H. Hyslop – Wikipedia.
● James Hyslop – The Red Pill wiki.

I
In symbols, I is the symbol for

Iberall, Arthur
In human thermodynamics, Arthur S. Iberall (1918-2002) was an American physicistengineer noted for a number of publications on defining social systems and the origins
of civilizations from the point of view of physics, thermodynamics, and chemical
engineering, a subject which he called "homeokinetics". [1] The following quote, from
his 1985 article on social physics, gives an idea of his mindset:
“The potentials that drive the fluxes of the human social system, the most evident
being the external and internal physical-chemical potentials, include a sheaf of
potential-like components that represent the command-control system emergent as
politics. On the whole, culture represents the social equivalent with the main processes
of economics and politics being driven by a social pressure.”
His most popular book is the 1971 Towards a General Science of Viable Systems. Others
include the 1974 Bridges in Science: from Physics to Social Science, the 1976 Nature,
Life, Mind, and Society, the 1977 Physical Foundations for Socio-Economic Modeling for
Transport Planning, and the 1993 Foundations for Social and Biological Evolution: Progress toward a Physical Theory
of Civilization and of Speciation. Iberall’s work has been cited by American social thermodynamicist Douglas White.
In 1981, Iberall was invited to the Crump Institute for Medical Engineering of UCLA, where he further refined the
key concepts of homeokinesis, developing a physical scientific foundation for complex systems' systems of nature,
life, man, mind, and society. As an invited visiting scholar at UCLA, Dr. Iberall became involved in defining the physics
and nonlinear mathematics of complex physical systems such as living and social systems, in showing how
information flow occurs in complex systems.

Free energy
In his 1971 Toward a General Science of Viable Systems and his 1974 Bridges in Science: from Physics to Social Science,
Iberall discusses Gibbs’ ensemble theory and thermodynamics functions of free energy, in the social science
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framework. [8]

Field thermodynamics of biological systems
In his three-part 1977-78 article series on “A Field and Circuit Thermodynamics for Integrative Physiology”, Iberall
uses concepts from statistical mechanics to develop what he calls the subject of “field thermodynamics”, arguing that
the Hamiltonian field concept unites the way change is viewed in both biology and physics. [4] In the second paper to
this series he attempts to show how biological phenomena can be reduced to physical theory at any level of
organization; the physical theory in question being comprised of thermostatics, thermodynamics of irreversible
processes, statistical mechanics, and nonlinear mechanics. [5] In third part, he applies the model of the
thermodynamics of Brownian motion to interactions in biological systems. [6]

Human thermodynamics education
In human thermodynamics education, Iberall taught courses on the thermodynamics of living systems for chemical
engineering students in their thermodynamic study, including a two year seminar on the general physical science
underlying all complex systems in nature for graduate students, faculty, and non academic well educated
professionals, a physical foundation for comparative political systems, and physical foundations for social systems. [2]
He sponsored by the Marshak colloquium which commonly gives its honors course as mathematics adaptable to the
social sciences.

Education
Iberall completed his BS in physics in 1940 and completed some mechanical engineering work in 1941, both at the
City College of New York; from 1942 to 1945, he completed some graduate studies in physics, under George Gamow
(his advisor) and Edward Teller, at George Washington University. In 1976, Iberall received an honorary Doctor of
Science from Ohio State University for his achievements in interdisciplinary scientific research. [7]
In 1978, Iberall was a professor of physics at the City College of the City University of New York. He was a researcher
at the University of California, Irvine, a fellow of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers, a distinguished
annual lecturer at the Biomedical Engineering Society, and for ten years he was chief physicist at the Rand
Development Corporation, focused on applied physical sciences for government and industry. He did biophysical
research for the NASA exobiology program on the dynamic of mammalian physiological processes. His applied
research has ranged broadly in measurement, mechanical instrumentation, high altitude research, hydrodynamic
studies of flow fields, nonlinear fluid dynamics, arterial blood flow, the physics of turbulence, high speed electric
power switching, and low loss cryogenics. [2]
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Ice rubbing experiment
In experiments, ice rubbing experiment was famous 1799
experiment conducted by English chemical physicist
Humphry Davy, in which he rubbed two pieces of ice (inside
of parallelepiped), stated by some to have occured in a
vacuum, located inside of a room colder than the freezing
point of water, together, vigorously, to see if he could
generate heat by friction, an idea contrary to the thenprevalent “caloric theory” of French chemist Antoine
Lavoisier, which supposed that the ice would only melt if put
in contact with a hotter body, thereby releasing the flow of
caloric particles into the ice, causing it to melt.
The experiment was done while Davy was working as
Superintendent of a Pneumatic Institution in Bristol, whose
function was to establish the beneficial effects of inhaling
gases, and the results were published in 1799 when Davy was
20. The significance of Davy’s ice-rubbing experiment helped
to prove that heat was a mode of motion. [1] The experiment
was nearly the same in purpose as American-born English
physicist Benjamin Thompson's 1798 "cannon boring
experiment", in which used the heat from the boring of a
cannon to make water boil, to show that caloric was seeming
and endlessly coming from no where.

In a vacuum?
There are a number of publications in which Davy's ice
rubbing experiment are said to have occurred in a vacuum,
and others reporting that he never performed the
experiment at all, among other variants. As early as 1875, for Summary of Davy's 1799 ice-rubbing experiment. [1]
instance, Davy's experimental results were being summarized
by Scottish physicists Balfour Stewart and Peter Tait as having occurred via come type of clockwork mechanism "in a
vacuum" as follows: [2]
“Rumford's boiling of water by the heat generated in the boring of a cannon, and Davy's melting of ice by friction in
vacuo, were each conclusively demonstrative alike of the non-materiality of heat and of the ultimate fate of work
spent in friction. The exact and formal enunciation of the equivalence of heat and work required to fill the lacuna in
Newton's statement was first given by Davy in 1812.”
In 1922, Arthur Taber Jones, of Smith College, published a correspondence in Science entitled “Did Humphry Davy
Melt Ice by Rubbing Two Pieces Together Under the Receiver of an Air Pump?”, in which he states: [3]
“In books which I happen to have at hand I find twelve different authors stating that Davy melted two pieces of ice by
rubbing them together in a vacuum, and four of them stating in addition that the two pieces of ice were rubbed
together by clockwork.”
In a review of the corpus of Davy’s collected works, Jones speculates that the “vacuum” assertion was mis-read
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conglomeration of two different experiments. Likewise, German-born Israeli geophysicist and mathematician Ari BenMenahem, in his 2009 Historical Encyclopedia of Natural and Mathematical Sciences, comments that: [4]
“Although this work has been accepted for many years, it seems very doubtful that Davy, then 19 years of age, could
have carried out such a [clockwork mechanism in a vacuum] experiment, which would tax the ingenuity of any
trained engineer.”
There may be some truth to this "no vacuum" argument, as it is very hard to make a true vacuum, as is evidenced by
the famous "sealing problem" encountered by Otto Guericke in his beer keg vacuum attempts.
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Ideal gas
In thermodynamics, an ideal gas refers to a body of particles (atoms or molecules) in a state of gas particles, which
are said to abide by the Boltzmann chaos assumption, i.e. have non-correlations of velocities, and to obey the ideal
gas law:

where P is the pressure, V the volume, n the number of particles , R the gas constant, and T the temperature of the
body of gas. [1] Deviations in the behavior of gases, from the ideal gas law, occur at extreme pressures and
temperatures, at which point the gas no longer is considered "ideal".

Etymology
The prefix term "ideal" is a modern etymological evolution stemming from the phrase "perfect gas" in the context of
making a "perfect" vacuum via explosion in early vacuum engine prototypes, such as is found in the works of Denis
Papin and Christiaan Huygens.
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In gas laws, the ideal gas law is an equation of state
describing the behavior of a body of ideal or perfect
gas, defined by the expression:

where P is the pressure of the body of gas, V the
volume, n as the number of mols, R the gas constant,
and T the temperature.

History

Zazzle.com ideal gas law print for T-shirts and mugs. [4]
The first verbalized statement of the ideal gas law
seems to have been made in parts in 1738 by Dutchborn Swiss mathematician Daniel Bernoulli. In 1834, French engineer Emile Clapyron was defining the gas law as
such:

which he says is Mariotte’s law (PV = k, at constant temperature) combined with that of Gay-Lussac's law (P = kT, at
constant volume). [5] In 1850, German physicist Rudolf Clausius, in his "On the Moving Force of Heat", was defining
the gas law as such:

which he says is "the combined laws of Mariotte and Gay-Lussac" and in which he derives a value for the constant a
of:

with t the temperature in degrees centigrade. In reference to this gas law, Clausius introduces the notion of
dependent variables and independent variables, to the effect that in a three variable equation, i.e. p, v, and t, one can
treat any one of these three magnitudes, which then is called the "dependent variable", as a function of the other
two, which are then called the "independent variables".

Classical version | Molar version | Avogadro's law
The first statement of the modern version of the gas law, with the particle count measure 'n' in the formula, seems to
have been done in the 1893 Theoretical Chemistry from the Standpoint of Avogadro’s Rule and Thermodynamics by
German chemist Walther Nernst, in which he integrated of Avogadro's rule (1811) into modern chemical
thermodynamics, to the result that he states that if n g-mol of different gases are under the pressure P, filling a
volume V, at an absolute temperature T, then in the sense of Dalton's law: [1][8]

In 1897, German physicist Max Planck was also using the same modern-version formula in his chapter on "Molecular
Weight". [2] This expression became commonplace with its use in the classic 1923 textbook Thermodynamics and the
Free Energy of Chemical Substances by American physical chemists Gilbert Lewis and Merle Randall. [3]

Statistical version | Molecular version | Boltzmann's constant
If n, the number of g-moles, gram moles, or moles, of gas, is set equal to: [9]

where N is the actual number of molecules and NA is Avogadro's number, and one defines the commonly used ratio
of the gas constant R to Avogadro's number to be equal to a new so-called constant of nature:
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where the subscript "B" is in honor of Austrian physicist Ludwig Boltzmann, via substitution, the classical "molarbased" ideal gas law can also be written in the alternative so-called "molecular" or statistical mechanical form:

Or

with the subscript "B" (for Boltzmann) assumed, where kB is called the Boltzmann constant, a constant that was first
calculated in the 1900 work of German physicist Max Planck.

Other
In 1936, Italian-born American physicist Enrico Fermi was defining what he called the "equation of state for the ideal
gas or perfect gas" as follows: [6]

where m is grams of a gas, and M is molecular weight, and expression which Fermi says includes Boyle's law, GayLussac's law, and Avogadro's law. [7] If, according to Fermi, the number of grams of the gas equals the molecular
weight of the gas, then:

which he says is the condition for what is called the "gram-molecule" amount of a gas. Hence, the gram molecule
ideal gas law becomes:

Of note, the inconsistency with which authors upper or lower case letters for pressure volume and temperature is a
bit puzzling, as there seems to be some type of unwritten rule practiced, albeit inconsistently.

See also
● Social ideal gas law
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In hmolscience, Margareta Ignat (c.1941-) (CR=5) is a Romanian physicist noted for her
circa 2000 to present work in the field of econophysics and sociophysics in Romania,
one of the first in the Romanian socioeconomic physics school; of interest is her
emphasis on the application of thermodynamics to economics.

Socioeconomic physics
In 2001, Ignat penned the article “Econophysics: a New Field for Statistical Physics”, coauthored with Mircea Gligor; in 2003, Ignat was the doctorial advisor for Gligor’s 2003
PhD dissertation “Thermodynamics and Statistical Models for Dissipative SocioEconomic Systems”. [1]

Education
Ignat completed her PhD in 1968 with a dissertation on “Contributions to the theory of
magnetohydrodynamic wave propagation and solving basic equations of
magnetohydrodynamics linearized” under Mircea Draganu at "Babes-Bolyai" University of Cluj-Napoca. In 1975, Ignat
published Questions and Problems of Thermodynamics and Statistical Physics. Ignat presently is associated with
Alexandru Ioan Cuza University, Romania.
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In categorizations, ignorance, or
someone who is "ignorant", refers to a
lack of basic or essential knowledge in
general or on specific topics. The gist of
the term ignorance is captured well in
the following famous words of German
polymath Goethe, possessor of a 5,000book library:
“If one does not know what went on for
the last three thousand years, he or she
remains ignorant, merely surviving
from day-to-day.”
“The first and last thing which is
required of genius is the love of truth.”
The ignorant person, in short, eschews
the truth, existing in indifferent
ambivalence to reality and extant
knowledge of the universe.

Religious ignorance

The distributions of modern belief systems in terms of religious ignorance level;

About 72 percent of the world, as
France being the least ignorant country, religiously-speaking.
documented in terms of belief per
country adjacent, are "ignorant" about the fact that their religion, be it Christianity, Islam, or Hinduism, has the same
parentage of Egyptian mythology, namely Anunian theology, all centered around the cyclical life-death-rebirth theory
of the sun Ra, and the resurrection or reincarnation morality theory derived therefrom, and that as such the God
does not exist, but is in fact a defunct theory of olden days. This type of ignorance is deeply ingrained.

Learned ignorance
The highest level of ignorance is what can be defined learned ignorance or “ivory tower” ignorance, namely
ignorance possessed those in the highest university towers of intellectual development, with tenure (job and
retirement security), with an anchor of peer-reviewed journal publications, YouTube video celebrity science channel
of scientific celebrity, in certain circles, etc., but yet not humble to the edge of knowledge, as Scottish physicianchemist William Cullen was in his 1748 chemistry Glasgow University lectures, wherein he introduced a number of
pioneering concepts, such as the “chemical equation”, to his students, e.g. Joseph Black, during the entire course of
which he maintained a humble reserve for knowledge (and to the vastness of the land of the two cultures and to the
now near-unattainableness of universal genius mindset, which is said to have peaked in the Goethe-Helmholtz
mindset, the last universal geniuses on record), using phrases such as “as far as I know”, this is the way science sees
things, etc.,—the pinnacle example of ivory tower ignorance being Irish physicist Philip Moriarty, who, being overly
pompous in his YouTube Channel 60 Symbols and tenured position at Nottingham University, in the 2009 summary
words of Steven Pierce, defending his position that an arrangement of students in a field “does not have a
thermodynamic entropy” (which is incorrect), can aptly be describe as an “uptight academic community with neither
the depth nor will to understand your unique work, defending their own turf like dogs”, completely ignorant that
German polymath Johann Goethe proved this, thermodynamically, over 200-years ago (see: Goethe timeline)—and
when attacked in the street about his theory, calmly explained that “I’m sorry you feel that way, but the principles
contained in the novella are true” (a proposition validated in 1882 by German physician-physicist Hermann
Helmholtz).
Other ivory tower ignoramuses include: Paul Samuelson (1972; economics), Stephen Lower (2007; physical
chemistry), Philip Moriarty (2009; physics), Mitch Garcia (2010; nuclear chemistry), Marcin Borkowski (2010;
analytical chemistry), overly pompous in their deflated view of reality (see: crackpot), who each view Goethe, the
smartest person ever (see: Genius IQs) (last universal genius), and his 1796 human chemical thermodynamics
morality theory as “crackpot”, whereas in the correct sense, as Goethe viewed things (and as modern human
chemical thermodynamics views things), his theory is true—thus, two centuries have passed and we are still in the
ridicule stage of scientific truth, with many, such as Samuelson, Lower, Moriarty, Garcia, Borkowski, and a large
percentage of the modern scientific body, existing in complete and blind ignorance of reality—and not just day-today ignorance, but two-century long delayed and regressed ignorance—a pitiful situation, to say the least—a state of
affairs possibly akin to something like Hypatia must have experienced for promotion of heliocentrism, and being
stoned-to-termination for this (415AD), some 1,128-years before it was even tentatively accepted as truth
(Copernicus, On the Revolutions of the Heavenly Orbs, 1543), or some 1,218-years before it would be possible to give
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published public support for it as truth without being tried for “suspicion of heresy” and put under house arrest
(Galileo, religion vs science legal cases, 1633); and some 2,420-years before one could get fired from their job for
teaching it (religion vs science legal cases, 2005). Newcomers to this subject would be wise to heed the following
words of French physicist Sadi Carnot, from his "rules of conduct" personal notes: [1]
“Say little about what you know and nothing at all about what you don’t know. When a discussion degenerates into a
dispute, keep silent. Do not do anything which the whole world cannot know about.”

Hmoscience
To be a leading openly atheist scientist, but yet be hmolscience-ignorant is a very difficult to explain, understand, and
discern type of ignorance, let alone address, but a type of "learned ignorance" that can only be grasped in heated
debates, such as the Rossini debate (2007), Moriarty-Thims debate (2009), etc., very difficult to put into words. The
following quote by American philosopher Ralph Emerson (1803-1882) captures a gist of this type of learned
ignorance:
“All before Goethe are ancients, and all who have read him are modern.”
which in a modern sense, in respect to scientific ignorance, should correctly read:
“All before Goethe are ancients, and all who have read and understood his Elective Affinities are modern.”
To exemplify, American electrochemical engineer Libb Thims was "completely" ignorant of Goethe and his grand
1796 human chemistry theory until 2006 when he discovered him via footnote 2.5 of the 1984 Order Out of Chaos by
Belgian chemist Ilya Prigogine, and this was after searching for this theory for eleven years. Goethe stated, in 1809,
that his theory is "true" and according to modern chemical thermodynamics, the science that governs the actions of
the known universe, it is true—the repercussions of which are wide and far reaching—yet conclusions nearly foreign
in concept and mindset to the modern scientist (e.g. Lubos Motl, Mitch Garcia, Marcin Borkowski, Philip Moriarty,
Stephen Lower, John Wojcik, Edward Sanville, Steve Fuller, Tominaga Keii, Pitirim Sorokin, to name a few) who is
completely ignorant and repellant to the viewpoint of humans (a) being animated molecules or chemicals, (b) moving
about on a surface governed by the laws of energy and entropy, according to which (c) that human free energies
determine what is moral and amoral in the human affairs and actions.

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“Let no one enter here who is ignorant of mathematics.”
— Plato (360BC), plaque over door to his academy, a motto supposedly learned from his studies in Egypt [2]
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In hmolscience, V.N. Ilyin (1952(?)-), Валерий Николаевич Ильин (Russian), B.H.
Ильин, or Viktor N. Il'in (?), is a Russian scientist noted for []

Overview
In 2005, Ilyin, in his Thermodynamics and Sociology: Physical Basis of Social Processes
and Phenomena, attempted to outline some type of thermodynamics based sociology;
the abstract of which is as follows: [1]
“The book presents the foundations of a new branch of theoretical sociology—social
thermodynamics. Consider the global sense of social processes from the standpoint of
the fundamental laws of nature—the laws of thermodynamics. First formulated [are
the] social counterparts gas laws and the first law of thermodynamics. A concept of the
organization and the differences as the basis of thermodynamic worldview defines the
principles of conduct in view of the differences ranging forms of energy according to
their values. Given the social interpretation of the second law and on its basis the
analysis of the behavior of modern open and closed social systems, including the positions of globalization.
Scientifically, in terms of the thermodynamics of open systems, grounded destructiveness of globalization in today's
conditions for Russia. The principle of least samozatrat (?) [самозатрат] energy as the basis of microevolution
behavior of physical and social systems, describes its manifestations in various areas of public consciousness. Much
attention is paid to understanding the concept of information and its relationship with the organization, entropy and
energy. The book should contribute to the development of sociology as a rigorous theoretical science, based on the
general laws of nature and able to give an objective physical explanation of social phenomena. For a wide range of
readers interested in the unity of nature and society. The book can also be used by students, graduate students and
faculty as a teaching tool in the social sciences: sociology, political science, philosophy, etc.”
(add discussion)
In 2010, Ilyin, in his second edition, stated the following in regards to free
energy:
“I consider it necessary to make a reservation on the understanding of the
book used the term "free energy". As is known, in classical thermodynamics
they represent one of the thermodynamic potentials - free energy Boltzmann
or Gibbs. In order to simplify the presentation, I thought it possible to depart
from this strict definition, bringing with it the need for a large number of
additional explanations and restrictions. The text of the book, the term "free
energy" does not refer to Boltzmann, Gibbs and neither represents the energy
that is capable of conversion into other forms of energy, as opposed to the
concept of energy associated to such a transformation of disability. Perhaps
more properly be called the free energy of unbound. I hope that experts in
thermodynamics will understand me and forgive this liberty, like other
permissive, caused solely by a desire to make the presentation understandable
to a wider audience.”
Without a look at the equations, it is difficult to glean what Ilyin means by this
note? To exemplify, it is difficult to see what he is referring to here in regards
to "Boltzmann free energy"?

Other
Ilyin’s 2009 Manifesto of the Russian Civilization contains a chapter on the
thermodynamics of social systems. [3]

Education

Cover of Ilyin's 2005 Thermodynamics
and Sociology, which seems to depict a
gas particle (human particle) view of
people, shown sad in the pressurized
(left) compartment and happy in the
depressurized (right) compartment.

Ilyin has a PhD in the technical sciences, is a professor, and head of the Moscow State Aviation University (MAI),
academician of the International Academy of Information Technology and the Academy of New Information
Technologies, a specialist in the field of design automation and artificial intelligence, the author of over 200
publications, including 16 books and manuals, published in our Russia and abroad. [2]
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(Termodinamika i sotsiologiya Fizicheskie osnovy sotsialnykh protsessov i yavleniy) (Термодинамика и социология:
физические основы социальных процессов и явлений) (304-pages) (abs). KomKniga; URSS, 2009.
2. Ilyin, V.N. (2010). Thermodynamics and Sociology: Physical Basis of Social Processes and Phenomena (Table of
contents; about the author). URSS.ru.
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Imhotep
In science, Imhotep (c.2650–2600BC) (IQ:185|#82) was an Egyptian polymath, first
architect, engineer, and physician in early history, who served under third dynasty king
Djoser (Zoser) as chancellor to the pharaoh and high priest of the sun god Ra at
Heliopolis, architect of the world’s first pyramid, the Step Pyramid at Saqqara, who may
be the possible main theorist behind the current world dominating Anunian theologies,
namely" Ab-ra-ham-ic theologies (Christianity, Islam, etc.) + B-ra-hma-ic theologies
(Hinduism, Buddhism, etc.) and in turn the clay creation myth model of a human and in
turn the modern colloquial theory of life conception. Imhotep has been characterized
as a “Da Vinci, Michelangelo, Galileo, and Newton all rolled into one” (Ѻ)

Khnum
The Heliopolis creation myth holds that the sun (Ra) was born of the Nile soil (Nun); a
latter variant of this held humans were formed in a similar manner, a conception which
transformed into the model that that ram-headed god Khnum made people from clay,
on his potter’s wheel, in the waters of the Nile. Since the annual flooding of the Nile brought with it silt and clay, and
its water brought life, shown via "green" color, below, signifying vegetable life, to its surroundings, Khnum was
thought to be the creator of the bodies of human children, which he made at a potter's wheel, from clay, and placed
in their mothers' wombs. [2] One of the earliest mentions of Khnum associates him with the Nile flood: namely a
third dynasty (2686-2613BC) inscription by King Zoser (Djoser) on the rocks at Sehel Island, near Elephantine (his
main cult center), records a seven-year famine and states that Khnum would let the Nile flood once again if his
temple was renovated.
Djoser was buried in
his famous step pyramid at
Saqqara. This pyramid was
originally built as a nearly
quadratic mastaba, but
then five further mastabas
were literally piled upon
the first, each new mastaba
smaller than the
predecessing ones, until
the monument became
Egypt's first step pyramid.
Supervisor of the building
constructions was Egyptian
polymath and high lector
The Step Pyramid at Saqqara was built by Imhotep, engineer and high priest of Heliopolis, the
priest Imhotep—who
home of Ra theology, the design of which was connected theoretically with the clay creation
served under the Third
myth god Khnum.
Dynasty king Djoser as
chancellor to the pharaoh and high priest of the sun god Ra (or Re) at Heliopolis, who is considered to be the first
architect and engineer and physician in early history. Khnum’s height of power came in the years 332BC-395AD,
during the Greek and Roman periods, centered at Elephantine Island ,where rams sacred to Khnum were mummified,
elaborately wrapped, decorated with gilded masks, and placed in stone sarcophagi. [1]

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“Imhotep was the most famous of all the non royals that ever lived in ancient Egypt. He was the world's first named
architect who built Egypt's first pyramid, is often recognized as the world's first doctor, a priest, scribe, sage, poet,
astrologer, and a vizier and chief minister, though this role is unclear, to Djoser (reigned 2630–2611 BC), the second
king of Egypt's third dynasty. While there doesn't seem to be enough written about him to estimate his I.Q., I will go
out on a limb and say it must have been 170 – 200.”
— Ken (2003), “Geniuses” [3]
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Immoral
In hmolscience, immoral (TR:44), as contrasted with
“moral” (TR:627), refers to an act, action, or
behavior said to, etymologically speaking, quicken
the arrival of Mor, the Greco-Roman goddess of
death; something deemed "wrong" or ethically
"incorrect" in semi-modern terms.

Chemical morality
In 1809, German child prodigy turned IQ:225+ cited
genius Johann Goethe, devoted his entire Elective
Affinities novella to addressing the question of
Christian morality vs chemical morality, people
defined as single chemicals, e.g. A or B, or couples,
e.g. BC, with specific focus on the irreconcilabilities
of the two in regards to the sixth commandment (of
the Ten Commandments of the Bible); some of
which was later expanded on by Arthur
Schopenhauer (1817/1844) and Otto Weininger
A comparison of seeming morality and or “immorality” of similar
(1903).
molecules, namely the so-called homosexual molecules of oxygen
In 2001, American child prodigy turned IQ:225+ (O2) and gays (M2 or F2) as compared to the so-called heterosexual
molecules of carbon dioxide (CO) and straights (MF); a subject first
cited genius Christopher Hirata, in his “The Physics
broached by Goethe in 1809 in his third chapter (P1:C3) of Elective
of Relationships”, addressed the subject of human
Affinities, wherein the Captain C displaces Eduard B from his
chemical reaction theory, explained via chemical
relationship bond AB with Charlotte A, to form a new friendship
thermodynamics, wherein he touched on the
union BC with him; some of which was touched on by Susan
possibilities of “rare and non-traditional” products
Gustafson in her Men Desiring Men: the Poetry of Same-Sex Identity
or compounds, i.e. human molecules, dihumanide
and Desire in German Classicism. [8]
molecules, or trihumanide molecules, etc., that may
form, such as “the gay molecule Y2, the lesbian molecule X2, and the middle-Eastern polygamous molecule X4Y.” In
respect to the lesbian or gay molecule morality issues, Hirata's human chemical thermodynamics arguments amount
to the logic as shown adjacent. In respect to the polygamous molecule morality issues, where polyandry is legal (e.g.
Tibet and Nepal), Hirata's human chemical thermodynamics arguments amount to the following type of question:
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In 2007, American electrochemical engineer Libb Thims, in
his Human Chemistry, devoted a chapter section to queer
chemistry and homosexual chemistry is; discussing how
chemistry involved in qay relationships will differ than as
compared to typical homosexual relationships. In a typical
gay relationship, such as, for instance, in the human
chemical bonding of two homosexual men: [5]

M1 + M2 → M1≡M2
the neurochemical and hormonal changes will, invariably, be
different than as compared to straight heterosexual
bondings A≡B. As such, it is likely that factors, such as energy
and entropy changes, will be different to describe,
thermodynamically, than as compared to straight dynamics.
Homosexual relationships, for instance, tend to be shorter- The moral vs immoral gray area conceptually conflicting
lived than homosexual relationships, hence reaction rates
issues at hand in Mala Radhakrishnan’s 2011 “The Flirt and
and chemical bonding dynamics will differ.
the Inert” poem. [6]
In 2011, American physical chemistry poet Mala
Radhakrishnan, in her “The Flirt and the Inert” poem, described the krypton difluoride molecule KF2 as being a “happy
atomic threesome”, neither moral nor immoral according to physical chemistry; which contrasts with how the
polygamous trihumanide molecule MF2 (technically MxFy2) is an “immoral” union, e.g. in eyes of some legal systems,
such as the Christian-centric United States legal system, whereas it is “moral” in the eyes of other legal systems, such
as the Islamic-centric countries of India and Sri Lanka (Ѻ), among 48 other countries. [6]
In 2014, American atheist electrochemical engineer Libb Thims, amid the two-month long Beg-Thims dialogue,
got into a tensioned debate with Pakistani Islamic organometallic chemist Mirza Beg about whether or the formation
of the dihydrogen molecule H2 is moral or not say as compared to a male-male dihumanide molecule M2, being that
the Quran explicitly states that homosexuality is immoral, and Beg thinks the will of Allah is behind his Islamic-based
version of physicochemical sociology, according to which whatever new insights about morality we may glean from
physical chemistry, we must always side with the divined proscriptions of the Quran. Here, the keen words of Barack
Obama (2006) come to mind, in respect to dispute resolution: [7]
“Democracy demands that the religiously motivated translate their concerns into ‘universal’, rather than religionspecific, values. It requires that their proposals be subject to argument, and amenable to reason. I may be opposed to
abortion for religious reasons, but if I seek to pass a law banning the practice, I cannot simply point to the teachings
of my church or evoke God’s will. I have to explain why abortion violates some principle that is accessible to people of
all faiths, including those with no faith at all.”
(add discussion)

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“A women friend of mine said to Goethe at that time: ‘I cannot
approve of Elective Affinities, Herr von Goethe; it really is an immoral
book!’ According to her report Goethe was silent for a while and had A “subjective morality” vs “objective morality”
then said with great earnestness: ‘I’m sorry you feel that way. It is my query (Ѻ); which seems amenable to chemical
best book, and don’t think that this is the mere whim of an aging
morality solution.
man. I grant you that one loves most deeply the child of one’s last
marriage, the product of one’s late power of generation. But you wrong me and the book. The principle illustrated in
the book is true and not immoral. But you must regard it from a broader point of view and understand that the
conventional moral norms can turn into sheer immorality when applied to situations of this character.”
— Heinrich Laube (1809), report on Goethe best book incident, late Dec [1]

“Whenever morality is based on theology, whenever the right is made dependent on divine authority, the most
immoral, unjust, infamous things can be justified and established. Morality is then surrendered to the groundless
arbitrariness of religion.”
— Ludwig Feuerbach (c.1860) (Ѻ)
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“The trouble is that too many people get chemical reactions all mixed up with morals. They call immoral what is only
a normal chemical reaction.”
— Thomas Dreier (1948), We Human Chemicals [2]

“Thermodynamics provides the physical possibilities for the actions that we consider both virtuous and immoral.”
— Robert Russell (2008), “The Groaning of Creation” [2]
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Immortality
In terminology, immortality, from in- (not) + -mortal (death) + -ity (quality;
state; degree), refers to the study of someone or something being exempt from
the arrival of Mor, the Greco-Roman goddess of death (reaction end); in a
modern sense, the study of the premise that the forces (or bosons) that move a
person, or the energy or matter (or fermions) that embodies the summation of
the states of existences of a person, are indestructible, conserved, and or
eternal, according to the conservation laws of science, in respect to the
movement, dynamics, operation, and or workings of the universe, in some
systematic, non-chaotic or non-random way.

Overview
The theory of "eternal-life" (or afterlife), in defunct colloquial speak (see:
defunct theory of life; life does not exist), or continued perpetual existence, is
an often-discussed and sometimes heated topic over the nature of morality,
death, and human existence; generally centered around the nature of the
existence or not of the soul, as originated in Ra theology, or moral weight of an
individual, in the context of the conservation of energy or force. In 1843,
Ludwig Colding derived a conservation of energy theory on the logic of the
immortaility of the soul. The 1874-1878 Tyndall-Stewart-Tait debate on the
relationship between religion and science is centered to a large part on the
issue of death, the soul, and immortality. In 1876, artist William Harnett
painting the following work titled "Mortality and Immortality":

An image of “immortality” depicted as
a Mobius strip, from Adam Gollner's
2013 The Book of Immortality, which
discusses, among other things, how
belief in immortality is widespread, as
evidenced by polls showing, as Gollner
notes (Ѻ), that 80 percent of
Americans believe in life after death,
while 70 percent of Canadians and 60
percent in the UK do, and that 27
million Americans believe they can
communicate with the dead. [2]

In 1900, American paleontologist Nathanial Shaler notably discussed immortality and the conservation of energy. In
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1906, German physical chemist Wilhelm Ostwald famously gave his Ingersoll lecture on “Individuality and
Immortality”. [1] In 1994, American physicist Frank Tipler proposed his second law themed omega point theory of
immortality. In 2013, writer Adam Gollner, in his The Book of Immortality, discusses how in his reading of the
Immortality Institute’s collection of essays, he learned that many so-called immortalists align themselves with a
movement called extropianism, meaning without entropy, based on their guru Max More. [2]

See also
● Cessation thermodynamics
● What happens when you die?
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Impelling power
In thermodynamics, impelling power is synonym for the term motive power, used in 1824 by French engineer Sadi
Carnot, which can be understood in modern terms as work or the resultant effect of a weight being lifted through a
height. [1]

Etymology
The term “impelling power” dates back to at least the 16th century, as it is found in the works of English scientist
Francis Bacon. In one instance Bacon states: “the effects produced by gunpowder, are occasioned by the impelling
power being quicker than the power of resistance.” [2] According to a more recent 1914 definition, which seems
fairly straight forward, impelling power is a force that pushes or impels per unit time. [3]
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Implicit atheism
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In atheism types, implicit atheism, as
compared to “explicit atheism”, can be
defined as either absence of theistic belief
without a conscious rejection of it (George
Smith, 1979) and or conscious rejection of
theistic belief “implied” in the work or views,
i.e. to involve or indicate by inference, or
necessary consequence rather than by direct
statement. [1]

Thimsian atheism
An example of "implicit atheism" turned
Two examples of implicit atheism, left: French physicist Pierre Laplace
"explicit atheism" can be found in the growth telling Napoleon Bonaparte, verbally in conversation, that he had no need
of the work of American electrochemical
of the hypothesis of god in his 4-volume Celestial Mechanics, i.e. the word
“god” was not employed throughout the text, which is why Napoleon
engineer Libb Thims, who in his 2007 twoqueried him; right: German chemist Johannes Wislicenus telling his
volume Human Chemistry textbook
completely avoided the use of the word "god" orientation tour guide, of his new chemistry professor teaching post at
Leipzig University, that the former professor’s (Hermann Kolbe) biblical
and god-related terms, e.g. soul, spirit, etc.,
quote above the classroom periodic table “must go”; in other words, that
except for the last 7-page volume two end
physics, for readers of Laplace’s treatise, and chemistry, for students in
section on cessation thermodynamics, a short Wislicenus’ class, is god-free, is an “implicit” assumed assumption, from
introduction to what, historically,
therein out, in the mind of Laplace and Wislicenus, not “explicitly” stated,
thermodynamics, and human
unless via indirect dialogue or query.
thermodynamicists have had to saw about the
laws of thermodynamics and question of the essence of being or state of mind of a person at the point of dereaction
(death), wherein the subject matter invariably treads into domain traditionally reserved for religion. [2] In 2010,
Thims, while adhering to an “implicit atheism” style of presentation, using the standard 19th century established
Laplace-Wislicenus “assumed atheism” modus operandi, such as depicted (above, right), Thims gave his first public
lecture on human thermodynamics, to the University of Illinois, Chicago bioengineering students, of Ali Mansoori.
What was discovered, however, was that without “explicitly” and openly digressing on the fact that thermodynamics
is, by definition, based on godless and religion-free principles, students kept their objections and points of concern to
themselves. This was evidenced when Mansoori instructed students as part of their homework to write short
commentaries on Thims’ presentation, scans of which are listed here (Ѻ); one of which is shown below:

Here, we see that without being explicit and open about that fact that thermodynamics, physics, and chemistry are
god-free subjects, an unaddressed tension remains. This was one of the turning points that worked to move Thims, in
circa 2014, into becoming an explicit atheist; see, e.g., the tabulated listing of "atheism types (by denial)" wherein
each denial (disbelief) and belief (creed) of each type of atheism, with respect to each type of scientist, is "explicitly"
stated.
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Impulse
In science, impulse (TR=64), symbol J, which can be compared to power, or force per unit distance, is the product of a
force F and the time t for which it acts:

An impulse, in other words, is force acting over period of time. An impulse causes a momentum change. Not only
does the impulse cause a momentum change, it is also, according to the billiard ball model, equal to the momentum
change.

Discussion
In circa 1914, American thinker Thomas Dreier was asked, in respect to his we human chemicals motto, “what gave
you the impulse to the kind of writing you are doing?”, to which he replied: [1]
“It came to me years ago, when I was loafing in my canoe out in Wisconsin, and found a verse that appealed to me. I
wished then that lots of people could read it too, and then it came to me that there was a place for a magazine that
would hand on bits of inspiration to people whose lives were too full for them to do much straight reading along
those lines. The whole idea of the Thomas Dreier Service grew from that. Of course, a lot that I have done was
influenced by Elbert Hubbard, and I am very willing to acknowledge what a power he has been in the formation of my
style.”
In 2001, American philosopher James Morgia, in his Life Long Human Values—although Bible soaked—outlined a
human molecule description of people and chemical analogy model of human micro interactions to theorize about
what he calls “micro abuses”, e.g. verbal child abuse, intonational emotional abuse, etc., to outline a chemical
reaction based type of moral fabric model, based on the logic that negative impulses can be stopped similar to an
antioxidant neutralizing an oxidant.

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“What man, what society dare express such sentiments? Seeing that we cannot easily known anyone from his youth
up, nor criticize the rise of his activity. How else does character finally prove itself, if it is not formed by the activity of
the day, by reflective agencies which counteract each other? Who would venture to determine the value of
contingencies, impulses, after-effects? Who dare to estimate the influence of elective affinities? At all events, he who
would presume to estimate what man is, must take into consideration what he was, and how he became so. But such
barefaced pretension are common, and we have often enough met with them; indeed they are always recurring, and
they must be tolerated.”
— Johann Goethe (1831), Letter to Carl Zelter (28 Jun) [4]

“Man is a compound being, composed of two principles—one active, the other passive. The active principle is what is
called the mind, the soul; the passive principle is the body. The latter is the material instrument of the former, the
means by which it inhabits the planet, acts upon matter, and arrives at a state of positive and practical existence. The
soul, or active principle in man, is a whole, composed of a certain number of forces or motors, which we shall call the
passions; by the metaphysicians, these forces are variously termed—sentiments, affections, feelings, faculties,
impulses, instincts. The passions are spontaneously active and self-determining forces; they are the thinking, feeling,
creating principle in man — the source of his acts and works in all spheres, material and spiritual. They are the agents
of supreme wisdom, the motors implanted in him by that wisdom to impel him to fulfill his destiny on earth. The
human passions were not created at random, were not called into existence without functions and employments
having been assigned to them; on the contrary, their functions and uses have been calculated with mathematical
precision.”
— Charles Brisbane (1857), Treatise on the Functions of the Human Passions and an Outline of Fourier’s System of Social Science [2]

“In 1809, Goethe printed the most exceptionable of his novels, the Wahlverwandschaften (Elective Affinities), in
which the charms and graces of this style are employed in the description of the impulses which spring from the
collision of passion and duty in the relations of marriage. By the title of the book, and in the whole spirit of it, he
would represent that sexual affinities follow the same inevitable law as chemical affinities, and that humanity
struggles impotently against the dictates of nature. Like all his productions, this was suggested by circumstances in
his own experience. The work shocked the moral world, in spite of the beauty with which it was written, and to this
day tasks the ingenuity of those of his admirers who seek to defend it from attack.”
— George Ripley and Charles Dans (1859), New American Cyclopedia [3]
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“Without the adoption of an 'atomic soul' the most common and general phenomena of chemistry are inexplicable.
Pleasure and pain, desire and aversion, attraction and repulsion must be all atomic-masses together, the movements
of the atoms, which must take place in formation and release of each chemical compound, are only explicable only if
we instill in them sensation and volition. What else is due to basically the generally accepted chemical study of the
elective affinity of the body than on the unconscious assumption that in fact the attracting and repelling atoms are
inspired by certain tendencies, and that they, these feelings or impulses, following too have the will and the ability to
move towards each other and away from each other? What Goethe transmits in his 'Elective Affinities' on the highest
composite soul life of man, which has full truth.”
— Ernst Haeckel (1875), “On the Procreation of Life-Particles or Perigenesis of Plastidule”

“To foresee or to guide the affinities of each several molecule would be for the physicist as great a step in advance as
it would be for the registrar-general could he foresee or guide every impulse to wedlock in the United Kingdom.”
— Frederic Myers (1901), Human Personality and its Survival of Bodily Death

“To deny our own impulses is to deny the very thing that makes us human.”
— Larry (Lana) Wachowski and Andrew Wachowski (1999), The Matrix (character: Mouse)

See also
● Impelling power
● Impulse theory of happiness
● Trigger action
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Impulse theory of happiness
In hmolscience, impulse theory of happiness, or "Porteus theory of happiness", is a line of reasoning which posits
that that following one’s impulses—particularly when it comes to the integration of things—will thermodynamically
be in accordance with the second law, and therefore lead to happiness.

Overview
In the 1930s, American writer and philosopher Elizabeth Porteus began to develop a theory reasoning that that since
the second law is seen, in some forms, as a “law of disintegration”, meaning that “complicated arrangements always
break down into less complicated ones”, a state of happiness in life will ensue when one follows the "impulse of
integration". [1] By “creative”, Porteus refers to not only what is commonly considered creative such as “painting
pictures, making music, writing books, making pottery or making art of any kind,” but also to “any impulse to create a
new integrated arrangement of the elements of reality”, such as “making new arrangements of words, colors, musical
notes, or ideas”, “joining together small things, or big things, or “joining together inanimate elements, or it might be
joining together living ones.” In relation to people, Porteus states that creation may refer to “joining together people
into new groups or in organizing groups into bigger groups, or in organizing better the groups that already exist, or as
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in trying to work out better laws. Likewise, it might be “in joining ourselves to what is in the world by learning about
it”, “joining with other people in sex, friendship, or love”, or something as simple as “cleaning out a drawer or
mopping the floor”. [2]
In her 1987 My Twentieth Century Philosophy, Porteus outlines the view that since, according to generalized
colloquial point of view, the second law of thermodynamics is a “law of disintegration”, meaning that "complicated
arrangements always break down into less complicated ones", a state of life happiness would occur when one aligns
themselves with the force or “impulse of integration” in unison with the current of creation or growth of structure
and form as seen in evolution.
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In Defense of Thermodynamics: an Animate
Analogy
In famous publications, “In Defense of
Thermodynamics: an Animate Analogy” is a
1997 three-page Journal of Chemical
Education article by Swedish physical
chemist Sture Nordholm, wherein he
outlines the subject, which he calls “animate
thermodynamics”, of thermodynamics
applied to human behavior, the abstract of
which is as follows: [1]
“In order to illustrate the deepest roots of
thermodynamics and its great power and
generality, it is applied by way of analogy to
human behavior from an economic point of
view.”

Scale up | Extrapolate up
The following is Nordholm's statement
about how thermodynamics "scales up" or
extrapolates up to the human level:
“The purity and precision of
thermodynamics has been maintained on
the strength of its validity only as a
collection of limiting laws for infinitely large
systems undergoing infinitely slow changes.
However, the interest in thermodynamics
has always been based on the great
relevance for finite real systems undergoing
changes that are fast on our everyday time
scale and slow only on the microscopic time
scale of atomic motion. Thus we are merely
extending the beam of insight from the
lifeless behaviors of inanimate matter to the
vivid complexities of human behavior. In the
final analysis this far-reaching analogy rests First page of Swedish physical chemist Sture Nordholm's 1997 “In Defense of
Thermodynamics: an Animate Analogy”, wherein he outlines, without
on the fact that the basic elements of the
proofs, as he says, thermodynamics applied to human behavior, a subject he
description of atoms, molecules, and matter calls "animate thermodynamics. [1]
can be scaled up to the realm of living
organisms without changes other than in the complexity of the systems and their behavior.”
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This is a ripe statement.

No proofs offered
The following is Nordholm’s synopsis or aim of his article:
“Thermodynamics great generality and power remains hidden by layers of abstraction and axiomatic rigor. Must this
be so? Could we not gain much by loosening the strictures and bringing the main point home by more qualitative
applications of thermodynamics to the widest range of everyday experiences? An attempt, at the same time loose
and seriously meant, follows. I will argue that given the proper translation of terms and concepts from the inanimate
to the animate world the laws of thermodynamics can be seen at work in our everyday lives. No proofs will be
offered.”
This "no proofs will be offered" statement here is a ripe one as well. American electrochemical engineer Libb Thims,
who cites Nordholm and his In Defense article in his lectures to engineering students, will often hear this comment, or
something along the lines of "has this been proved anywhere", asked at the end of lectures, in many cases by
thermodynamics professors themselves. It would seem that a full "chemical thermodynamics" textbook, replete with
extensive top to bottom derived proofs, would be requisite here. Such a textbook, however, is presently lacking —
though something not far out of sight. [2]

Proper translation
In reference to Nordholm's discussion of "proper translation" of terms and concepts:
“An attempt, at the same time loose and seriously meant, follows. I will argue that given the proper translation of
terms and concepts from the inanimate to the animate world the laws of thermodynamics can be seen at work in our
everyday lives.”
which is one of the more difficult aspects of human thermodynamics, the following are Nordholm's first draft attempt
at translated variables:

This step is a notoriously difficult one, dating back to Irving Fisher (1892) / Vilfredo Pareto (1896) mechanical-toeconomic behavior comparison tables.

Economics
The following is a noted opening quote in respect to thermodynamics application to economics:
“Many economists and marketing executives would like to know what drives human behavior in the so-called
marketplace. Thermodynamics explains what ‘drives’ inanimate behavior, that is, which processes will spontaneously
occur and towards what equilibrium conditions they strive. Thus we might apply this theory also to economic
behavior of humans. In thermodynamics the two quantities of greatest interest are the energy and the entropy.”

Homework problems
Nordholm's article notably concludes with eight hmolscience-style homework problems, which in circa 2011, in
American electrochemical engineer Libb Thims engineering thermodynamics lectures began to be assigned to
students as homework assignments. In 2013, Thims began to require that all submitting JHT authors provide two
Nordholm-style homework problems per each submitted article.

Heresy to some
The following is a noted quote from the article:
“The thought that the dry and forbidding discipline of thermodynamics could be applied to that most theory-defying
of all applications, human behavior, may be staggering, and perhaps heresy to some.”
This subtle "heresy to some" comment is bubbling with great and hidden truth, examples of which can be found on
the following pages: detractors, Libb Thims (attack), crackpot, Elective Affinities (enemies), Human Thermodynamics
(objection to), Human Molecule (banned), to name a few.
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in heat
In science, in heat is a thermal word that refers to a CHNOPS+
organism in a state of sexual arousal, desirous, or in need of sexual
release. [1] In this sense, an entity being "in heat", referring to heat
as in sexual drive, models a reactive human molecule on the
analogy of a hot gas-phase particle in energetic movement in need
sexual chemical reaction (atomic exchange). [2]

Income
A recent 2007 study, led by American evolutionary psychologist
Geoffrey Miller, of the income of eighteen strippers who worked
296 shifts, representing about 5,300 lap dances, over the course of
60-days (two-cycles) showed that normal cycling participants
earned about $335 per shift while in heat or in estrus, compared to
$260 in luteal phase and $185 in menstrual phase, in a typical fivehour shift; the results of which are as follows: [3]
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Inanimate
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In science, inanimate, as contrasted with animate, refers to matter
or molecular structure that is considered not to be "alive", in
defunct colloquial speak, or a body that does not move, or bend.
[1]

Overview
In the 1925 book The Animate and the Inanimate, American
mathematician William Sidis makes an attempt to differentiate
between the two according to what he calls “reversals of the
second law”. [3] In 1954, English thermodynamicist Alfred
Ubbelohde gave the example of a body of steam as an example of
inanimate matter when he says the laws of thermodynamics are
founded on innumerable measurements of inanimate matter.
Moreover, in his view: [2]
“The science of thermodynamics may have something useful about
what differentiates living organisms from inanimate matter.”
In 1970, American chemist Linus Pauling asked:
“What is it that distinguishes a living organism, such as a man or
some other animal or a plant, from an inanimate object, such as a
piece of granite?”
To which he answers, in a somewhat ambivalent manner, that it
must have internal metabolic reactions and the capacity for
reproduction. [4] The following quote by American novelist John
Updike gives an intuitive view on the relationship between what is
inanimate and heat: [5]

Depictions of the famous “inanimate carbon rod”
(Ѻ), first seen 1990 “Opening Sequence” episode of
the Simpsons, which is a “Worker of the Week
Award” like trophy given to every employee at the
Springfield Nuclear Power Plant, except Homer
Simpson, who is thereby confirmed as less valuable
to the plant then an “inanimate” object, equating to
the logic: “human person (animate) ≤ carbon rod
(inanimate)” in perceived company value.

“The cold has philosophical value of reminding men that the
universe does not love us. Cold as absolute as black tomb rules space; sunshine is a local condition, and the moon
hangs in the sky to illustrate that matter is usually inanimate.”

In 1990, the Simpsons aired an episode, shown adjacent, wherein Homer is compared to an "inanimate" rod of
carbon, thereby situating the view that he is less valuable to his company, as a worker, then the inanimate rod; which
is a seeming play on the classic "rock vs. human" comparison.
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Indeterminism
In terminology, indeterminism, as compared to
determinism, refers to things or events said to be
not determined a priory.

Overview
In 1927, Werner Heisenberg published his
uncertainty principle, which, in the view of some,
claimed to overthrow: the principle of causality
(Heisenberg, 1930), thereby seemingly inserting
A Google-generated definition of indeterminism, referring to the
"indeterminism" into science; the idea that natural doctrine that not all events are wholly determined by antecedent
causes; the state of being uncertain or undecided.
phenomena obey exact laws (Heisenberg, 1930);
and Laplacian determinism (Compton, 1935). In
1927, Canadian-born American physiologist Ralph Lillie published his “Physical Indeterminism and Vital Action”,
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wherein he used the uncertainty relation to argue for a neurological based free will, namely that deliberate actions of
the organism, in particular humans, are non-deterministic at the neurological level and hence subsequently at the
psychic-choice level. [6]
In 1977, Ilya Prigogine, in his Self-Organization in Non-Equilibrium Systems: from Dissipative Structures to Order
through Fluctuations, argued that that animate nature was a heat-fluxed system, similar to Bernard cells, and that
order structures, e.g. humans, formed according to the logic that up to the bifurcation point, things were
deterministic, but at the bifurcation point, things became indeterministic. This theory allowed for a semblance of
belief in free will, choice, and thereby a form of physics based creative evolution. In 1977, Werner Ehrenberg, in his
Dice of the Gods: Causality, Necessity and Chance, discusses how Aristotle compared atoms to the letters of the
alphabet”, and discusses the pros and cons of the indeterminism argument, statement such as: [2]
“… proof of indeterminism. It has been argued that strict causality is not incompatible with moral judgment and true
statements. Other others have considered free will and truth utterly problematic.”
This last publication may have been some type of ontic opening stylized attempt to stylize “soul” in scientific terms. In
1992, Rush Dozier, in his Codes of Evolution, argued that the randomness of uranium 238 decay yields indeterminism
allowing for free will, following collapse of the wavefunction of the universe, or something along these lines. [3]
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Indian school of
econophysics
In schools, Indian school of econophysics, or
“Kolkata school” (Victor Yakovenko, 2009), refers
to the 1995 to present work, conferences, and
publications on econophysics, financial physics
(statistical finance), and or physical economics at
the Saha Institute of Nuclear Physics, Kolkata,
India, a project led generally by Indian physicist
Bikas Chakrabarti and his students and associates.
[1]

History
In 1931, Indian astrophysicist Meghnad Saha
(1893-1956), an atheist, in his Treatise on Heat
(see also: thermodynamics textbooks that include
human thermodynamics), co-authored with B.N.
Srivastava, explained the Maxwell-Boltzmann
distribution of molecular velocities according to
kinetic theory in terms of the wealth distributions
in society: [2]

A depiction the two main founders and current head of the Indian
school of econophysics, namely Indians astrophysicist Meghnad Saha
and physicist Prasanta Mahalanobis, who initiated the Indian
econophysics movement, in the 1930s, and physicistBikas Chakrabart,
who in the mid 1990s initiated the Kolkata Econophysics conferences,
the banner showing the 2012 7th Kolkata Econophysics Conference,
this event specifically themed on the econophysics of agent-based
models, e.g. Vilfredo Pareto's 1896 homo economicus. [3]
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In 1931, Indian physicist Prasanta Mahalanobis (1893-1972), interested in Karl Pearson stylized biometrics, founded
the Indian Statistical Institute (Ѻ) for developing physical and statistical models for social dynamics. [6] In 1938, Saha
began to form the Saha Institute of Nuclear Physics in Kolkata, India. In 1994, the first econophysics conference—
though it did not at this point go by this name—was held in Kolkata, which was initiated (revived) by Indian physicist
Bikas Chakrabarti, along with his students, with a National Grant for Econophysics Research. Chakrabarti explains this
more fully, in his 2005 chapter “Econophys-Kolkata: a Short Story”:
“Following the early studies of the Traveling Salesman and other multivariate optimization problems, employing
classical statistical and quantum mechanical tricks, during 1985–1990, the Kolkata group made some of the earliest
modelling investigations regarding the nature of wealth and income distribution in societies and its comparison with
the energy distribution in some (quantum) gases. In the 1994 Kolkata Conference, many Indian economists (mainly
from Indian Statistical Institute campuses) and physicists discussed about the possible formulations of some of the
economic problems and their solutions using tricks from physics. In fact, in one of these papers in the proceedings,
possibly the first published joint paper involving both physicist and economist (Sugata Marjit) Indian co-authors, the
possibility of ideal-gas like model of trading market was discussed. Among other things, it tried to identify, from the
known effects of various fiscal policies, the equivalence of the kinetic energy of the gas molecules with the money of
the agents in the market and of temperature with the average money in the market. Such a ‘finite temperature’ gas
model of the market was first noted by Dietrich Stauffer (Cologne). With the possibility of putting more than one
agent in the same microstate, identified by the price or money income of the agent in the market, the likely
distribution was concluded there to be Bose-Einstein like, rather than Gibbs like.”
Individuals now associated with the Kolkata school include: Anirban Chakraborti, Arnab Chatterjee, Sitabra Sinha, and
Kishore Dash, Subhrangshu Manna, and Parongama Sen, among others.

Physicist + Economist | First joint paper
Chakrabarti, above, asserts that 1994 Kolkata conference yielded, possibly, the first joint publication between a
physicist and an economist. The assertion seems to be the product of a lack of historical understanding of the field of
"physics based economics"; specifically, the first joint papers involving both a physicist and economist certainly did
not occur these Kolkata proceedings, the subject as a long two cultures synergy history, going back through the
Princeton department of social physics (1945-1955), and before that the Lausanne school of physical economics
(1890-1923), to name two examples, among other associations of human physicist pioneers. Italian theoretical
physicist Ettore Majorana, though he did not jointly publish, in his circa 1933 article “The Value of Statistical Laws in
Physics and Social Sciences”, in fact, was the first to suggest the application of quantum statistical physics to social
sciences (see: human quantum mechanics).

Financial physics or physics based economics
There is a certain amount of blurriness surrounding the use of the term "econophysics" in respect to the influence of
the Eugene Stanley centric American school of econophysics in the formation of the Indian school of econophysics, in
respect to if the subject is the study of the physics of humans from an economic point of view or if the subject is the
use of physics equations employed to study financial markets (e.g. stock prices), the latter of which is not necessarily
a branch of physics, the former of which is. During this first Kolkata conference, American physicist Eugene Stanley
assigned the name “econophysics” to the general subject, described above, of "physics tricks", as Chakrabarti calls
them, employed in the study of finance. There have been at least two more Kolkata econophysics conferences since
and citations of this 1994 Stanley so-called neologism portmanteau “coining” are frequently regurgitated by rote in
nearly every so-called “econophysics” paper since, as though a new subject had been born in 1994.
This, however, is hardly the case, as the following two cultures namesakes evidence, to name a few:
Social mechanics (Francis Edgeworth, 1881)
Mathematical psychics (Francis Edgeworth, 1881)
Mathematical economics (Vilfredo Pareto, c.1892)
Pure political economics and social mechanics (Leon Winiarski, 1894)
Economic dynamics (Maffeo Pantaleoni, c.1908)
Human energetics (Wilhelm Ostwald, 1909)
Cartesian economics (Frederick Soddy, 1921)
Biophysical economics (Alfred Lotka, 1924)
Socio-economic thermodynamics (Person, 1962 (link))
Economic thermodynamics (Person, 1962 (link))
Some of this Stanley-themed association of the term "econophysics" as the use of physics "tricks" to study financial
markets has resulted an an almost abuse of the word "physics", in the same way that American electrical engineer
Claude Shannon's 1948 borrowing use of the probability logarithm of the the Boltzmann entropy for use in the
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analysis and modeling of the transmission of information in binary form has misled many information theorists to
falsely believe that what they are doing is "thermodynamical", which is not the case. The same is the case here for
many, who, such as American physicist Joseph McCauley, head of the University of Houston so-called "econophysics"
department, falsely believe that use of physics equations and models to study and analyze financial patters is actually
"physical", which is not the case. Romanian econophysicist Gheorghe Savoiu and American atmospheric physicist
Constantin Andronache clarify that: [3]
“The field of research known as econophysics has alternative names such as financial physics and statistical finance.”
In this light, many who presently call themselves "econophysicists" are but using the term "physics" under false
pretenses, the subject of many of these papers in no way at all related to Greek philosopher Aristotle's original
Physics: Book One, definition of a physicist as one, such as Empedocles, who studies the principles behind the motion
of bodies, which in this case would be the movements of the physical bodies of humans and the movements of the
physical bodies comprising their transactions, described according to the standard model of physics. [4] Someone,
such as English physicist and chemist Frederick Soddy and his 1921 Cartesian economics lectures, who applies actual
physical laws to people in economic terms, is what would be called a "real" econophysicist or physical economist
depending on usage.

See also
● American school of econophysics
● Chinese social physics school
● Harvard Pareto circle
● Lausanne school of physical economics
● Mechanistic school | Mechanistic school of social thermodynamics | Pitirim Sorokin (1928)
● Princeton school of social physics
● Roegen-Daly school
● Romanian school of physical socioeconomics
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Indicator
In engineering, an indicator is an instrument for obtaining a
diagram, often called an “indicatory diagram”, of the pressurevolume changes in a running positive displacement heat engine,
compressor, or pump cylinder during the working cycle. [1] Said
another way, an indicator is the instrument which produces a
graphic record of the pressure (vertical axis) of the fluid in a cylinder
for every position of the piston, a position that can be formulated as
volume (horizontal axis), as it reciprocates. [2]

Thermodynamics
The functionality of the indicator diagram was later incorporated
into a graphical analysis, shown below (right), by French engineer
Émile Clapeyron in 1834 to determine the work done by the steam,
as signified by the area found within the region abcd, using calculus:
[3]

Diagram of the indicator (vertical part), which gives
a reading of pressure, invented by James Watt and
Matthew Boulton in 1790, and the sliding board
(horizontal part) and pencil tracer (attached to the
indicator), invented by John Southern in 1796,
which makes an 'indicator diagram', the pressurevolume graph (drawn on the sheet).

This amount of graphical area soon came to be known as "pressure-volume work" and this graph became a central
fixture in the science of thermodynamics, especially through the detailed work of German physicist Rudolf Clausius.
[5]

Overview
In 1796, Scottish engineer James Watt and his employee John Southern developed a work measurement tool called
an "indicator diagram", one variation shown adjacent and below, used to exactly quantify the work produced by a
steam engine, which made a chart of the pressure of the steam in a cylinder plotted out against the steam's volume,
as shown adjacent. In particular, it was Southern that developed the simple, but critical, technique to generate the
diagram by fixing a board so as to move with the piston, thereby tracing the "volume" axis, while a pencil, attached to
a pressure gauge, moved at right angles to the piston, tracing "pressure". The gauge enabled Watt to calculate the
work done by the steam while ensuring that its pressure had dropped to zero by the end of the stroke, thereby
ensuring that all useful working potential had been extracted.
The detailed operation of the indicator, however, becomes a bit more complicated. In the following Watt
indicator, as found in a 1857 textbook Mechanica, the indicator consists of a small hollow cylinder A that is screwed
on the cover of the steam cylinder. [4] Steam can enter through **** G. Inside the cylinder A is a piston connected to
rod B. The incoming steam pushes the piston upward. Fitted to rod B, outside the cylinder, is pencil D. D touches a
strip of paper tightened around a second cylinder E. When the piston travels up and down, E revolves, alternately
clockwise and counterclockwise. Steam pressure in the cylinder varies, and higher and lower pressure differences
cause D to move more or less, which makes D draw a curve. From this curve the change in pressure during a specific
stroke of the cylinder can be calculated.
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The plot (above right), from the same textbook, shows a curve (diagram) that was taken with the indicator of Watt.
Part ABCD was drawn on the strip of paper during the down going stroke and DEF during the up going stroke of the
steam cylinder.
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Indicator diagram
In thermodynamics, an indicator diagram is a line
tracing on a sheet of paper made with an indicator
that yields a pressure (x) volume (y) plot of the work
of a steam engine.

History
The indicator was invented by James watt in 1790
and the indicator diagram was invented by John
Southern in 1796. In 1803, the following indicator
diagrams were on ‘Mr. Houldsworth’s Engine’ in
Manchester: [2]

An example indicator diagram, taken with the indicator of Watt,
where part ABCD was drawn on the strip of paper during the down
going stroke and DEF during the up going stroke of the steam
cylinder. [1]
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These 'indicator diagrams', though the 1834 work of French physicist Emile Clapeyron, became know as pressure
volume diagrams (PV diagrams), graphs, or plots to later engineers and thermodynamicists, representative of the
Carnot cycle. [3]
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Individualism
In hmolscience, individualism, aka the "individuality
problem", is the view or question of the recognition of
the role of the individual in the bigger picture.

Overview
In individualism, according to English sociologist Paul
Ransome, thinkers adherent to this doctrine often are of
the view that: [1]
“Individuals are not just particles of matter in the great
social chemistry experiment they are the bearers of a
range of political rights and moral entitlements that
require adequate means of expression in society.”
There are, however, a multitude of errors in this view.
The discrepancies in this statement are captured well in
the famous opening lyrics to the 1991 single “The
Unforgiven” by American heavy metal band Metallica:
[2]

A rendition of the individualism problem, namely the question
of the nature of the individual person (or human) in the bigger
scheme of a society, a country, or the universe; which comes in
various favors, e.g. if we're all just "molecules", with a human
molecular formula, how is my formula or me a as a molecule
different from the the rest; a question that teeters on the
nature of internal force vs external force issue of movement.

“New blood joins this earth
And quickly he’s subdued
Through constant pain disgraced
The young boy learns the rules.”
The difference between the two views, i.e. individualism and realism, is that in the first, the so-called “individualist”
aims to be an idealist, assuming for example that each "theoretical person" is entitled to certain political and moral
rights, which must be allowed to be expressed in society; whereas, in the second, the "actual person" is born into a
world with rules, established by the way the universe actually operates, e.g. sodium Na will react strongly and
violently with water whereas sodium chloride NaCl won't, and is confronted with reality and is hence a realist and
must learn the rules, as the universe actually makes them. The first of these rules, as modern hard science actually
sees things, are as follows:
(a) A person is a particle of matter, termed a human particle or human molecule.
(b) Human particles are governed by the laws of chemistry and physics, just as are every other particle in the
universe.
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Science has found no exceptions to either of these rules. These two starting point rules lead to the conclusion that
morality is governed by the Lewis inequality for natural processes, as was postulated over a hundred years ago with
German polymath Johann Goethe’s 1808 axiom that the moral symbols of the natural sciences are the symbols of the
elective affinities, which equates in modern terms to the symbols of chemical reactions governed by free energy
changes.
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Induced movement
In science, an induced movement is one or more dynamic changes
in position of an animate structure. The set of combined "induced
movements", over a given time-frame, of a person, animal, or
molecule, other animate structure, constitute what is perceptually
considered as "free will" or choice. The sets of induced movements
are the result of drives or motivations of the individual, induced by
the force of sensory perception. [1] Said another way, in the words
of James Maxwell, stated in 1847 at the age of sixteen: "the only
thing which can be directly perceived by the senses is a force".
Diagram of induced movement (photon-mediated)
The literal meaning of motivation or drive, according to American
gifted-children psychologist Florence Goodenough, is "the process dynamics (conformational change) of the retinal
of induced movement." [2] The description of "induced movement", molecule C20H280 located in the retina of the eye.
in small molecules, such as the famous "walking molecules" of American physical chemist Ludwig Bartels, is relatively
simple to explain. The description of induced movement for "human molecules", however, is a more difficult
description. The basic model, in both cases, can be understood by the description of photon-induced movement in 3element retinal molecule. [3]

Retinal molecule
The basic model for induced movement or "molecular life", is the movement dynamics involved in the life of the 3element retinal molecule C20H28O, a light sensitive molecule found in the retina of the eye. If the energy contained
in a single photon is of the correct wavelength, between 400 and 700 nm, it will function to break what are called pibonds found between the eleventh and twelfth carbon atoms near the kink in the structure of the retinal molecule.
When these pi-bonds break, this ‘forces’ the retinal molecule to rearrange into a straightened configuration:
This basic model, in which a molecule is forced to react, i.e. moves dynamically, to a photon or field particle
stimulus, is the basic model (poster child) for human molecular life, i.e. for all human behavior. The human molecule,
a 26-element molecule, is no different than the retinal molecule, a 3-element molecule; a fact which can be deduced
through study of a molecular evolution table. Human chemical reactions will always be exact and repetitive, similar to
the bending and straightening actions of the simple retinal molecule. More to the point, the central nervous system
of the retinal molecule is no different, complexity aside, than the central nervous system of the human molecule:
each CNS is comprised, at its core, of valence shell electron-photon interactions.
This photon induced retinal-bending mechanism, to note, was discovered in 1958 by the American biochemist George
Wald and his co-workers; work for which Wald won a share of the 1967 Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine with
Haldan Keffer Hartline and Ragnar Granit. [4]
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Inequality
In mathematics, an inequality refers to a
comparison of two variables or formulas that are
not are not equal in a numerical sense.

Overview
The six main inequalities used in
thermodynamics are as follows:
a < b | a is less than b.
a ≤ b | a is less than or equal to b.
a ≪ b | a is much less than b.
a > b | a is greater than b.
a ≥ b | a is greater than or equal to b.
a ≫ b | a is much greater than or equal to b.

History

Top (left): a 2009 time derivative dt version of the second law showing
that positive values of entropy change dS will accrue in all natural
cyclical processes (dS > 0) at temperatures above absolute zero (at which
point dS=0) quantified by the inequality notation that the time
derivative of entropy change is greater than or equal to (≥) zero; as
tattooed on the upper back of a high school physics teacher named
Alison. [6] Right: The precursor formulation of the Clausius inequality
(1856), which states that for all natural processes the value of N will be
greater than zero (N > 0) meaning that uncompensated transformations
will accrue in the system at the end of one heat cycle, on the arm of a
newly minted 2010 philosophy graduate student. [15] Bottom (left): the
circle integral version of the Clausius inequality between a new and
“The mark of the majority (signum majoritatis) as burnt match, indicative of the meaning that entropy is the arrow of time.

The inequality was first expressed verbally: such
as aequales, aequantur, esgale, faciunt, ghelijck,
or gleich, and sometimes by the abbreviated
form aeq. [1] The mathematical symbols < and >
were first employed by English astronomermathematician Thomas Harriot in his
posthumous 1631 The Analytical Arts Applied to
Solving Algebraic Equations, in which he stated:
[2]

a > b, signifies a greater than b and the mark of
the minority (signum minoritatis) to a < b signifies a lesser than b.”

The double bar style of the less than or equal to and greater than or equal to signs were first employed by French
mathematician and geophysicist Pierre Bouger in 1734. [3] In 1670, a similar reduced single bar notation scheme was
employed by English mathematician John Wallis who used single horizontal bar above rather than below the
inequality signs and . [4]

Clausius inequality
The famed "inequality" of the Clausius inequality, the core of the second law of thermodynamics, was introduced at
first only verbally in 1856 by German physicist Rudolf Clausius who derived the following equality based (=) equation
to hold good in every cyclical process: [5]

with the verbal addendum that:
“In non reversible processes, those in which uncompensated transformations necessarily arise, the magnitude of N
has consequently a determinable and necessarily positive value.”
where N is the sum of the equivalence-values involved in the cyclical process. Thus, in mathematical notation,
although Clausius, in this year, did not use the inequality (something he began doing in 1862), this would be:

and we would have the following version of the Clausius inequality (the version defined by Clausius in 1865):
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In any event, this seemingly innocuous mention that "the magnitude of N has a positive value" introduced the notion
of irreversibility into Newtonian mechanics and the arrow of time into cosmology, thus bring about the
thermodynamic revolution and thus the quantum revolution, the latter being a precipitate of the former, and likely

several revolutions yet to come.

Gibbs inequalities
In 1873, American engineer Willard Gibbs began to apply Clausius' inequality methods to the graphical
thermodynamic analysis of the behavior of fluids and began to formulate new thermodynamic "force functions" by
taking the slopes of various thermodynamic curves, similar to how Isaac Newton calculated the "force" acting on a
moving body as the product of the mass of the body by the time derivative (or slope) of velocity change:

In 1876, Gibbs then parlayed this graphical basis into what he called the "general theory of thermodynamic
equilibrium" and in doing so formulated five new versions of partial derivative inequalities, in which certain variables
are held constant and thus extended the Clausius inequality to more general varieties of systems, such as chemical
systems, open systems, electrical systems, etc. The five central Gibbs inequalities are as follows:
Inequality
(1876 notation)

Inequality
(modern notation)

Description

For the equilibrium of any isolated system it is necessary and sufficient that in
all possible variations δ of the state of the system which do not alter its energy
ε, the variation of its entropy η shall either vanish or be negative.
For the equilibrium of any isolated system it is necessary and sufficient that in
all possible variations δ of the state of the system which do not alter its
entropy η, the variation of its energy ε shall either vanish or be positive.

where
(

)

Where by letting psi ψ represent the available energy [free energy] of the
system, expressed by the formula ψ = ε – tη, it is found that for the
equilibrium of any isolated system it is necessary and sufficient that in all
possible variations δ of the state of the system which do not alter its
temperature t, the variation of its available energy ψ shall either vanish or be
positive.
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The difference in the two values of available energy ψ for two different states
of the system which have the same temperature represents the work which
would have to be expended in bringing the system from one state to another
by a reversible process and without change of temperature.
The reduced form of the second of equilibrium criterion for systems incapable
of thermal changes, whereby we may regard the entropy as having the
constant value of zero.
The reduced form of the third equilibrium criterion for systems incapable of
thermal changes, whereby we may regard the entropy as having the constant
value of zero.
Gibbs goes on to state that the "suffix letter" (subscript) in each case indicates that the quantity which it represents
remains constant. Lastly, and most importantly, Gibbs outlines the basics of the so-called thermodynamic "driving
forces" of chemical processes:
“The quantities ‘–ε’ (negative energy) and ‘–ψ’ (negative available energy), related to a system without sensible
motion, may be regarded as a kind of force-function for the system.”
The first of these ‘–ε’, Gibbs says, is the force-function for constant entropy, i.e. when the states of the systems under
consideration have constant entropy. The second of these ‘–ψ’, he says, is the force-function for constant
temperature, i.e. when the states of the system under consideration have constant temperature. The etymology of
this term "force function" was addressed by Clausius in his 1875 discussion of the symbol U, which seems to have
originated in the 1835 work of Irish mathematician William Hamilton; itself tracing to French mathematician Joseph
Lagrange’s 1788 ‘central function’, from his Analytical Mechanics.

Lewis inequality
See main: Lewis inequality

In 1923, American physical chemist Gilbert Lewis, in coordination with his protege Merle Randall, starting with the
foundation of Gibbs inequalities, which says are applicable to "chemical processes which are in some way harnessed
for the production of useful work", introduced a new inequality as follows:
Inequality (1923 notation)

where
(

)

(

Inequality (modern notation)

Description

where

Whereby "no actual isothermal process is possible
unless it meets this condition", which applies to
"the far more common case of a reaction which
runs freely, like the combustion of a fuel, or the
action of an acid upon a metal; or, in other words, a
system which is subject to no external forces,
except a constant pressure exerted by the
environment."

)

In modern format, assuming that from hence forth we use the term "process" to mean all natural isothermal-isobaric
processes that occur on the surface of the earth, such as human chemical reactions occurring between people, what
Lewis states here is that:
“No actual natural process is possible unless it meets this inequality ΔG < 0 criterion.”
This is huge statement. Getting directly to the point: any hypothetical relationships will only be possible if the free
energy change for the process is less than zero. Next, Lewis goes on to state, similar to Gibbs' description of the two
force-functions, that:
“We may think of the quantity ‘– ΔF ’ as the driving force of a reaction; where, in a thermodynamic sense, a system is
stable when no process can occur with a diminution in free energy.”
This, again, is a huge statement. Lewis introduce here not only the notion that free energy change is the driving force
of earth-bound natural processes, as was described in 1718 by Isaac Newton in terms of respective values of the
force of chemical affinity A as being the driving force behind reactions:
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Newton notation
(1718)

Lewis notation
(1923)

Partington
notation (1924)

Modern notation
(1933)

but also introduces the notion of "stability", i.e. that when the variation of
free energy for the process or reaction reaches its lowest value, or, as Lewis
puts it, when "no further process can occur with a diminution in free
energy", the system will be said to be stable, as would be indicated
graphically by the lowest point of free energy on the reaction coordinate,
as depicted adjacent. In 1933, English physical chemist Edward
Guggenheim, elaborated on this logic as well, and was the one who
assigned the symbol G and the name Gibbs free energy, to the isothermalisobaric inequality for natural processes with occur freely on the surface of
the earth, after which it is said that modern chemical thermodynamics was
born.
The position of G1 is such that, in the words
of Gilbert Lewis (1923), "no further process
In 1941, in his studies of the energetics of frog leg muscle contractions,
can occur with a diminution in free
energy", and is thus representative of a
German-born American biochemist Fritz Lipmann introduced the concept
of “coupling” into the inequality, in the sense that weakly non-spontaneous state of maximal stability; whereas the
position of G1 could decrease further in
reactions (ΔG > 0) can be coupled energetically to strongly spontaneous
reactions (ΔG << 0), in such a manner that the latter can drive the former. free energy, to the position of state one,
and is thus not maximally stable.

Lipmann inequality

In short, using the rule that the various free energy changes for the
reactions in a given system can be summed to yield the total system free energy change:

Lipmann postulated that as long the magnitude of the free energy changes for the exergonic reactions is greater than
that of the sum of the free energy changes for the endergonic reactions, that free energy released from the more
powerful reactions will drive the weaker free energy absorbing reactions. Thus, for example, if one spontaneous
reaction (A → B)SR is mixed with a non-spontaneous reaction (C → D)NR, such as shown below,

then the total system process will proceed, the spontaneous reaction driving the non-spontaneous reaction, as long
as: |ΔGAB| > |ΔGCD|, or in general terms as long as:

In the decades to following, this "coupling" theory has found nearly universal acceptance and application in the
explanation of internal biochemical processes. The extrapolation as to how this applied to coupling in social terms is a
nascent subject in infancy, in attempting to explain prevalent seemingly detrimental phenomenon such as nepotism
as well as the phenomena of the "multigenerational push", as evidenced in the seven-generation Ivy league
pressurized creation of American engineer Willard Gibbs' 1876 Equilibrium, written quickly in a period of three years,
during which time, as he says, “I had no sense of the value of time, of my own or others, when I wrote it”, and as
exemplified by American economist Paul Samuelson’s famed 1947 Nobel Prize winning PhD dissertation-turned-book
Foundations of Economic Analysis that he wrote quickly in the pace of one year, because, as he says, “I was a young
man in a hurry, because I felt the limited lifetime of may male ancestors tolled the knell for me.” [13]

Gibbs-Bogolyubov inequality
The term Gibbs-Bogolyubov inequality refers to the work of Russian mathematical physicist Nikolay Bogolyubov who
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sometime towards the mid 20th century introduced a quantum mechanical version of one of Gibbs inequalities. The
Gibbs-Bogolyubov inequality, supposedly, takes something of the form of: [12]

which relates the Helmholtz free energies F of two systems that share a common phase space and are at the same
temperature T, but whose Hamiltonians differ by U2 – U1; the angle
brackets

signifying "average value".

Chemical reactions
At this point, we interject to answer the age old question: why do
some reactions take place on their own accord while others do not?
The inequality sign is the physical chemistry answer to this question.
The answer is that reactions that take place on their own have a free
energy change (ΔG or ΔF) that is less than ‘<’ zero, a principle that was
established, based on the Gibbs inequality (1876), which itself was
based the Clausius inequality (1856) in the 1882 paper "On the
Thermodynamics of Chemical Processes" by German physicist
Hermann Helmholtz.

Spontaneity criterion
See main: Spontaneity criterion

The much greater than (a ≪ b) or much less than (a ≪ b) notations
are sometimes used to depict levels of spontaneity in the
quantification of chemical reactions, according to the following rule:
● The nota on ΔG ≪ 0 (as compared to ΔG < 0) means that the free
energy change for the process is much less than zero and will thus be
greatly spontaneous.
● The nota on ΔG ≫ 0 (as compared to ΔG > 0) means that the free
energy change for the process is much greater than zero and will thus
be greatly non-spontaneous.

A tabulated view of the nature of the greater
than > or less than < zero inequality aspects of
the standard Gibbs free energy change ΔG° and
equilibrium constant Keq quantification methods
of reactions, expressed by the van’t Hoff
equation, ΔG° = – RT ln Keq, for a generic
reversible reaction, e.g. A + B ⇌ C + D, where a
large positive equilibrium constant (ΔG ≪ 0)
signifies a reaction that goes strongly,
completely, and spontaneously in the forward
direction towards the formation of products. [7]

This much greater than and much less than notation is thus greatly
relevant to the processes involved in actions of human existence, such as in falling in love or spontaneously
completing a masterpiece, both of which being processes quantified by ΔG ≪ 0, which contrasts to relationship states
or destruction or weakly happening processes that may be near the break-up point ΔG < 0, at the breakup point ΔG =
0, past the break up point ΔG > 0, or much past the break up point ΔG ≫ 0.
This can be expressed in terms of an equilibrium constant, or the ratio of the concentrations of products to reactants.
In a reactive system of 100 single men A and a 100 single women B, each sex assumed to be the same generic type of
molecule, for instance, the pairing reaction would have the form:

A + B ⇌ AB
and the equilibrium constant for this reaction would be:

Hence, if the value of ΔG° is negative (Keq positive), termed an exergonic reaction, then the reaction will proceed from
left to right, and the more negative the value of ΔG°, the further towards the right will the reaction proceed. If the
value of ΔG° is positive (Keq negative), termed an endergonic reaction, the reaction proceeds in the reverse direction
as written or from right to left.
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Sodium spontaneity
A classic example to help visualize the nature of the inequality
differences between the two types of free energy changes, i.e. those
greater than zero as compared to those less than zero, is the difference
between the reactions that occur when (a) sodium chloride NaCl,
otherwise known as table salt, is put in contact with water H2O as
compared to (b) when sodium Na is put in contact with water H2O.
In the first scenario, a lightly energetic dissolution reaction will
occur owing to the fact that the ionic bonds that hold Na to Cl are weak
and will easily break when NaCl is put in contact with water. The
reaction is not favored enthalpically (ΔH=4kJ/mol), but is favored
entropically, i.e. favored not in a heat sense, but yest in an ordering
sense.
Sodium chloride NaCl put in contact with water
To explain this, the solvation process will be thermodynamically
H20 after which a solvation-type dissolution
favored only if the overall Gibbs energy of the solution is decreased
reaction occurs.
(ΔG < 0), compared to the Gibbs energy of the separated solvent and
solid (or gas or liquid). This means that the change in enthalpy minus
the change in entropy (multiplied by the absolute temperature) is a negative value, or that the Gibbs free energy of
the system decreases. Enthalpy of solvation can help explain why solvation occurs with some ionic lattices but not
with others. The difference in energy between that which is necessary to release an ion from its lattice and the
energy given off when it combines with a solvent molecule is called the enthalpy change of solution. A negative value
for the enthalpy change of solution corresponds to an ion that is likely to dissolve, whereas a high positive value
means that solvation will not occur. It is possible, however, that an ion will dissolve even if it has a positive enthalpy
value (ΔH=3.88 kJ/mol, for sodium chloride solvation), whereby the extra energy required comes from the increase in
entropy that results when the ion dissolves (ΔS > 0). [11]
In the second scenario, a powerful volume-expanding explosive reaction will occur in which a mixture of solid
and liquid is transformed into a mixture of liquid and gas, during which process strong covalent bonds are broken in
the water molecule by the strong affinity of sodium for oxygen, as a result of some of the hydrogen atoms are
displaced from their former attachment to the oxygen to form hydrogen gas H2(g).
→
2NaOH(aq)
+
H2(g)
2Na(s) +
2H20 (l)
0

-237 kJ/mol

-418k kJ/mol

0

By looking up the standard free energies of formation for each of these entities, in this case Helmholtz free energies
of formation are listed (bottom row), we can then calculate the free energy change for this reaction to determine its
predetermined level of energetic spontaneity, which is calculated to be -359 kJ/mol, and thus we say that the
reaction is high spontaneous (ΔF ≪ 0).
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Inexact differential
In thermodynamics, an inexact differential is defined such that the integration of an inexact differential depends on
the path between end points. [1] Differentials that do not fit this criteria are called exact diffferentials. Synonyms of
inexact differential include “imperfect differential”, or “incomplete differential”, among others.

History
The subject of the exact and inexact differentials seems to be unique to the science of thermodynamics; introduced
in the 1858 article “On the Treatment of Differential Equations which are not Directly Integrable” by German physicist
Rudolf Clausius, later used an introductory section to the first (1865) and second (1875) editions of his
thermodynamics textbook The Mechanical Theory of Heat. [2] The symbol đ (d-crossbar), or δ (in the modern sense),
originated from the work of German mathematician Carl Neumann, specifically in his 1875 Lectures on the
Mechanical Theory of Heat, indicating, as Clausius did, that δQ and δW are path dependent (inexact differentials),
whereas internal energy dU is not (exact differential). [3]
German physicist Georg Helm seems to have been the first to point this origin out, specifically in his 1898 History
of Energetics, wherein he comments Neumann was the one that suggested that the special differential sign
(d
hat Q) should be used as a way of always keeping in mind the differentials, such as heat, that do not fit the condition
for an exact differential. [4] Note: the original German text needs to be checked to see if it is (d-hat) or đ (dcrossbar), although the Helm references seems to indicated the former was used.
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Infante, Alfredo
In hmolscience, Alfredo Palomino Infante (c.1960-) is a Peruvian chemical engineer noted, in
sociological thermodynamics, for []

Overview
In 2001, Infante, in his “Social Entropy”, argued that social entropy is the quantity that measures
the effects of the second law of thermodynamics in human social behavior and that the "state" of
a human society as a “system” is described by the degree of dissatisfaction or satisfaction with the
social, political, and economic rules. [1] Infante, to begin with, after introducing some basic
isothermal-isobaric chemical thermodynamics functions and definitions, namely: closed system,
energy, heat, work, internal energy, enthalpy, entropy, Gibbs free energy, chemical potential (see:
social chemical potential), first law, second law, Clausius entropy, Boltzmann entropy, and third law to begin with,
employs the advanced perspective or “unsuspected visitor” model, as he calls it, wherein an invisible alien scientist
visitor comes to earth to study humans: [2]
“Let’s postulate the following ideal scenario for our analysis. There is an extraterrestrial observer whose spacecraft is
outside of our atmosphere and by the way, he is never visible to us. However, in spite of the distance, he is still able
to distinguish the movement of individual human beings. Certainly, it would not take too long for him, to realize that
the movements of human beings obey chaotic rules. This ideal scenario would not matter too much to him, unless he
ignores the second law of thermodynamics, but indeed he does not ignore this law. Thus, such observer would
conclude quickly that human beings express many forms of unusual, seemingly irrational, behavior. For example, he
will be surprised looking at riots, political meetings, religious behavior, wars, etc. As a result of these observations, he
would ask himself, what in hell motivates such uncommon behavior of the human beings? Suppose now that this
alien visitor gets closer to the earth (remember, he is invisible to human beings) and manages to learn the reason
why the human beings behave that way. Soon he would be able to understand that such apparently unusual behavior
is consistently motivated by a lack of some degree of freedom; which may be summed up as a state of satisfaction or
dissatisfaction. Viewed in this way, our social system may be approached through the second law of
thermodynamics.”
(add discussion)
Infante defines "social entropy" as a "function of social state, an expression of the degree of satisfaction or
dissatisfaction of human beings; this state has to deal with the social, political, cultural and economic situation." He
then partitions entropy of the social system into two parts, as follows:

where Sb is the entropy of the individual human "being", Sg is the entropy of the group, and Ss is the entropy of the
system. Infante, in this scenario, stated that in social systems, the Gibbs free energy is the total energy in the system
less the energy that is unavailable and that this difference represents the ‘state’ of the social system.

Education
In 2001, Infante was a professor at the School of Chemistry and Chemical Engineering, National University of San
Marcos. In 2012, Infante gave a talk on “Modelling the Dynamics of Pulsed Isolation of Essential Oil” at the 9th
Americas Conference on Differential Equations, Trujillo, Peru. (Ѻ)
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Infodynamics
In science, infodynamics, a portmanteau of information theory (or information) + thermodynamics, which refers to,
as summarized by Peter Corning, efforts to incorporate information theory into the thermodynamics paradigm. [1]

Overview
The term “infodynamics” is a coining that originated in the 1993 work of American zoologist Stanley Salthe. [8] Salthe,
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to notes, seems to employ a large number of information/thermodynamics blended terms in his writings. [4] In his
2001 symposium article “What is Infodynamics?”, Salthe states: [2]
“My definition of infodynamics (meaning ‘information dynamics’) is the study of the accumulation of information
constraints, as degrees of freedom, during the development of dissipative structures.”
In 2003, Salthe defined infodynamics as such: [7]
“Infodynamics is a developmental perspective that animates information theory by way of thermodynamics. The
isomorphism between Boltzmann's statistical interpretation of physical entropy as disorder and Shannon's
formulation of variety as informational entropy signals a deep connection between information and entropy
production.”
American socioeconomic ecologist Peter Corning describes Salthe as a leader of the ‘infodynamics school’ (see:
schools of thermodynamics). [1]
In 2012, Ray Mansuri, published Infodynamic Psychology, wherein he uses Norbert Wiener’s cybernetics logic to
argue that memes and computer viruses are similar in analogy, being that they are both driven by the same forces in
nature, according to which a psychology can be developed wherein feedback of information can result in mental
healing. [9]

Discussion
Salthe seems to be someone who has been taken for a ride on the Shannon bandwagon. [3] He seems to get some of
his wagon fuel from John Collier. [5] Salthe, being a zoologist, was also inspired by the 1982 Brooks-Wiley Theory, and
the controversial hoopla and backlash that followed, which largely took place in Systematic Zoology. Salthe's circa
2002 article “The Natural Philosophy of Evolution”, for example, employs the Brooks-Wiley ad nauseam version of
the Frautschi-Layzer entropy gap diagram.
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In science, information is a fact, unit of data,
sensory input, or collection of knowledge that
can be transmitted, processed, or stored. [1] In
human chemistry, information can be
understood as a component of the driving force.
[2]

Overview | Terminology misuse

American electronics researcher Ralph Hartley's 1928 paper
"Transmission of Information", in which he explained how the
"logarithm", in the form of x = y log z, specifically of the "number of
possible symbol sequences" is the best "practical measure of
information", specifically in regard to a telegraph operator sending 1s
(HIs) and 0s (LOs) in a telegraph transmission; a model later used by
American electrical engineer Claude Shannon in 1948 to found the
science of information theory. [8]

In 1939-1940, newly-minted electrical engineer
and mathematician Claude Shannon, while
completing a post-doctoral fellowship at
Princeton’s Institute for Advanced Study, was
vacillating on what new scientific coining to give
to his newly formulated logarithmic statistical
equation quantification of data involved in signal
transmission by the name of ‘information’ or ‘uncertainty’, to which query Hungarian-born American chemical
engineer and mathematician John Neumann suggested that Shannon use neither names, but rather use the name
‘entropy’ of thermodynamics, because: (a) the statistical mechanics version of the entropy equations have the same
mathematical isomorphism and (b) nobody really knows what entropy really is so he will have the advantage in
winning any arguments that might erupt. [14] Shannon, unfortunately took this jocular advice to heart, and in his
famous to some infamous to others 1948 “A Mathematical Theory of Communication” article, building on the 1928
"Transmission of Information" article of American electronics researcher Ralph Hartley, which defined the “practical
measure of information [as] the logarithm of the number of possible symbol sequences”, employed the namesake
ENTROPY, coined originally by German physicist Rudolf Clausius in 1865 as the differential formulation of heat
quantities going into our out of a body, as the logarithmic binary digit representation of information measurement in
signal transmission, and comments specifically that this new information formulation “will be recognized as that of
entropy as defined in certain formulations of statistical mechanics”, referring specifically to Austrian physicist Ludwig
Boltzmann’s so-called ‘minimum theorem’ (or H-theorem as it latter came to be called), as introduced in famous 1872
paper “Further Studies on the Thermal Equilibrium of Gas Molecules”, which derived a kinetic theory expression for
the entropy of an ideal gas. The long and the short of this near-inane situation, in the 1990 retrospect views of
English science historians Peter Coveney and Roger Highfield, is that: [15]
“The two—information theoretic ideas and thermodynamic entropy—have been repeatedly confused since the time
of von Neumann.”
The misuse of conceptual misunderstanding of information is also summarized well by American philosopher
Christian de Quincey, who in 2002 stated: [11]
“When physicists, chemists, biologists, neuroscientists, and psychologists adopt ‘information’ as an explanatory term,
they often do so based on a confusion of categories, and a misunderstanding of its function in communications
theory.”
In other words, information has a very specific meaning in (a) transmission of signals, i.e. hi or low voltage pulses,
representative by 1s and 0s, (b) storage, defined in semiconductor structure, and (c) processing or programming,
represented the flow of current through AND, OR, or NOT gates, defined by Boolean logic, but a meaning that has
absolutely nothing to do with thermodynamics. [16]

Boltzmann | 1894 ?
In 1949, American civil engineer and mathematician Warren Weaver (1894-1987), in the footnote one, to his opening
chapter "Recent Contributions to the Mathematical Theory of Communication", of the book The Mathematical
Theory of Communication (the second chapter authored by American electrical engineer Claude Shannon), states the
following rather attack-buffering historical platform, in which makes the rather dubious assertion that in 1894
Austrian physicist Ludwig Boltzmann remarked or was thinking about entropy as being related to or as missing
information:
“Shannon’s work roots back, as von Neumann has pointed out, to Boltzmann’s observations, in some of his work on
statistical physics (1894), that entropy is related to ‘missing information’, inasmuch as it is related to the number of
alternatives which remain possible to a physical system after all the macroscopically observable information
concerning it has been recorded. Leo Szilard (Zeitschrift fur Physik, Vol. 53, 1925) extended this idea to a general
discussion of information in physics, and von Neumann (Mathematical Foundation of Quantum Mechanics, Berlin,
1932, Chap V) treated information in quantum mechanics and particle physics. Shannon’s work connects more
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directly with certain ideas developed some twenty years ago by Harry Nyquist and Ralph Hartley, both of Bell
Laboratories; and Shannon has himself emphasized that communication theory owes a great debt to Norbert Wiener
for much of its basic philosophy [cybernetics]. Wiener, on the other hand, points out that Shannon’s early work on
switching and mathematical logic antedated his own interest in this field; and generously adds that Shannon certainly
deserves credit for independent development of such fundamental aspects of the theory as the introduction of
entropic ideas. Shannon has naturally been specially concerned to push the applications to engineering
communication, while Wiener has been more concerned with biological applications (central nervous system
phenomena, etc.).”
The "1925" Zeitschrift fur Physik Volume 53 Szilard “Article” referred to here, to note, seems to be a mis-citation, as
Szilard’s famous Volume 53 article is his "1929" article “On the Decrease in Entropy in a Thermodynamic System by
the Intervention of Intelligent Beings”, in which the citation to his early "1925" article “On the Extension of
Phenomenological Thermodynamics to Fluctuation Phenomena”, in Volume 32 of Zeitschrift fur Physik, is found. In
any event, this so-called 1894 "missing information" published statement by Boltzmann, remains to be tracked
down? This assertion that Boltzmann was thinking about "entropy" and "information" in 1894, or in any year for that
matter, seems dubious, a case of mis-attribution, started by Weaver's above 1949 footnote. [7] The Szilard miscitation, by Weaver, only further compounds the dubiousness of issue.
Historical mis-attributions in information theory publications, to note, are common, especially in over-zealous agenda
writings. In the 2011 book Free Will: the Scandal in Philosophy, by American self-defined "information philosopher"
Robert Doyle, we find the statement: "Kelvin's claim that information must be destroyed when entropy increases
would be correct if the universe were a closed system." In review of his book, in 2012 email discussions, American
electrochemical engineer Libb Thims queried Doyle about this, as follows: “Kelvin never ‘claimed that information
must be destroyed when entropy increases’; neither is ‘information mathematically the opposite of entropy’; you
seem to have the casual habit of bending and twisting things around to suit your agenda, each of which in the long
run is eroding away your credibility.” To which Doyle replied: “You are quite right that Kelvin did not use the term
‘information’. I used it (anachronistically, to be sure) in my introduction chapter. Kelvin was a follow-on to Laplace's
Demon, which I graphed as the conservation of information: i.e., the perfect knowledge of a god or demon who knew
all the positions, momenta, and force laws. I guess we all twist things sometimes. Thanks for the critical reading.” [20]
The same scenario could be the case with Shannon and Weaver. In any event, in the years to follow, the Boltzmann
information assertion quickly became scientific folklore. In 1951, to exemplify, American physicist Jerome Rothstein
restated the matter as follows: [18]
“Boltzmann himself saw later that statistical entropy could be interpreted as a measure of missing information.”
English-born American investigative journalist Jeremy Campbell (1982, 1990) would later go on to popularize this
notion as well.

Information transmission | Logarithms
In 1928, American electronics researcher Ralph Hartley published the paper "Transmission of Information", in which
he used the word information as a measurable quantity, reflecting the receiver's ability to distinguish that one
sequence of symbols (high or low voltages) from any other, in a telegraph transmission, thus quantifying information
as:

H = n log S
where S was the number of possible symbols, and n the number of symbols in a transmission. Hartley then concludes
with: [8]
“What we have done is to take as our practical measure of information the logarithm of the number of possible
symbol sequences.”

Maxwell's demon & information
In the years 1929-1930, Hungarian-born American physicist Leo Szilard and American physical chemist Gilbert Lewis
gave nearly identical, albeit independent (it seems?), Maxwell demon type derivations in which they connected
entropy to the term “information”, albeit not in the telegraphy information transmission sense of the term, but
rather in the sense of the informational knowledge about the location of molecules in a two-compartment gas
container arrangement.

Szilard
In 1929, Hungarian-born American physicist Leo Szilard argued that the logarithmic interpretation of entropy could
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be used to determine the entropy produced during the ‘measurement’ of information when "memory-type"
Maxwell’s demon (Szilard demon) discerns the speeds and positions of the particles in his two compartments. As a
starting point, Szilard stated that the entropy produced by any random information measurement of the demon
could be approximated by: [9]

S = k log 2
where k is the Boltzmann constant and log is the natural logarithm, i.e. base e; which, to note, is often confused, in
modern times, with the common logarithm (base 10). Szilard aim here was to show that "measurements themselves
are accompanied by a production of entropy". Szilard, in turn, was a personal friend of Hungarian-born American
chemical engineer John Neumann; in 1930, for example, they taught a theoretical physics seminar together with
Erwin Schrodinger; and would seem that it was Szilard's influence through Neumann that reached Claude Shannon
convincing him to call information by the name entropy. [2] Russian-born American mathematical Anatol Rapoport, in
his 1986 General Systems Theory, comments on this 1929 Szilard paper that: [21]
“This was the point of departure chosen by Szilard (1929), who laid the groundwork for establishing a conversion
factor between physical entropy and information.”
This, however, is a misattribution. Szilard never uses the term “information” in his article, but rather is concerned
with the nature of “thermal fluctuations” (Brownian motion) in relation to the second law and the Maxwell’s demon
argument, such as previously touched on in the work of Marian Smoluchowski, to show that the energy associated
with the "action" of measurement a system parameter, say a coordinate mapping the fluctuation parameter of the
system, by a Maxwell’s demon type intelligent being would, in the sensory-neurological system, involve a degradation
or dissipation of energy, in the motor nervous system, whereby the quantitative entropy production measure,
associated with this degradation/dissipation, involved in this neurological “act”, is, according to his estimates, k log 2
units of entropy. The term “information” nor “information theory” never enters into the discussion here. The
connection between Szilard and information seems to be but a later adumbration by other writers set on situating
agenda-based historical context.

Lewis
On 6 Jun 1930, independent, it seems (check?), from Szilard's publication (which was in German), American physical
chemist Gilbert Lewis published his article “The Symmetry of Time in Physics”, wherein he employs a Maxwell’s
demon argument, with a "cylinder closed at each end, and with a middle wall provided with a shutter", in which
derives the result that in the simplest case, if we have one molecule which must be in one of the two flasks, the
entropy becomes less by: [12]

S = k ln 2
if we know which is the flask in which the molecule is trapped; after which he concludes, in what has become requoted frequently, that: [17]
“Gain in entropy always means the loss of information, and nothing more.”
The 1930 Lewis article doesn’t cite Szilard, although the argument and derivations are oddly similar? American
physicist Walter Grandy, in his 2008 historical outline of the development of the entropy concept, comments, in
regards to Lewis’ 1930 article, that he was “apparently unaware of Szilard’s work”. [13] In comment on his article
conclusions, in a 5 Aug 1930 letter to Irving Langmuir, Lewis stated that: [3]
“It was not easy for a person brought up in the ways of classical thermodynamics to come around to the idea that
gain of entropy eventually is nothing more nor less than loss of information.”
It is blurry as to what he means by this?

Newmann-Shannon anecdote
See main: Neumann-Shannon anecdote

In 1939-1940 Hungarian chemical engineer John Neumann suggested to American engineer Claude Shannon that he
should called information by the name ‘entropy’ as the reasoning that the equations are similar (they both are in
logarithmic form) and that nobody knows what entropy really is, so in a debate you will always have the advantage.
In 1948, Shannon took Neumann’s advice and in his famous paper "A Mathematical Theory of Communication",
would credit this derivation by Hartley as being the point at which the logarithmic function became the natural choice
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for information and in the same paper, to the ire of many thermodynamicists, equate Hartley's 1928 telegraph
"system" model with that of Clausius' 1865 heat engine "system" model. In short, Shannon, using a similar
formulation to that above, declared that H, being a measure of information, choice, and uncertainty, is the same H as
used in statistical mechanics, specifically the H in Boltzmann's famous H theorem, concluding with: [10]
“We shall call H the entropy of the set of probabilities.”
Forever after, countless numbers of information theory scientists have since taken any and all types of information,
"which is a very elastic term, ... whether being conducted by wire, direct speech, writing, or any other method", in
the Hartley's words, as being a direct equivalent to thermodynamic entropy, as derived from the study of the steam
engine. In his paper, Shannon would go on to define the entropy H of the source in units of “bits per symbol”, in
which in the Hartley derivation s = 2, corresponding to a source that can only send two voltage or current levels, high
or low; hence Shannon’s entropy being measured in binary digits per symbol.
This variation of information entropy or “Shannon entropy” has permeated science to the affect that, for some,
information is seen as the mediator or key aspect of life and evolution. [5] In 1972, American biophysicist Lila Gatlin
stated the following view on entropy and information: [6]
“Stored information varies inversely with entropy; lowered entropy means a higher capacity to store information.”
If this statement were taken literally, this would indicate the following relation:

It is difficult, however, to track down the origin of this derivation?

Other | Sense perception
In 1847, Scottish physicist James Maxwell stated that the only thing that can be directly perceived by the senses is
force, information can also be defined as a force. In this framework, as studied in human chemistry, "information" or
more correctly information reception, received by the body and transmitted to the mind, is understood in terms of
field particle exchanges, such as is found in the exchange force that holds human molecules (people) together in
human chemical bonds.

See also
● Entropy (information)
● Information entropy
● Shannon entropy
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Information entropy
In information theory, entropy, symbol H, or
information entropy or Shannon entropy, is an
approximate measure of choice or information,
measured in units of bits, in an electrical signal or
message.

Overview
In 1948, American electrical engineer Claude Shannon
proposed the following formula, modeled on Hartley
information, as the measure of binary digit based
information:

where K is a positive constant and pi are a set of
probabilities. [1] This troublesome terminology, i.e.
The view of Shannon-Wiener entropy according to Norman Dolloff
(1975), who sees information entropy as an "open sesame" to the
equating entropy with information, was borrowed
sciences of man, thereby connecting information measures of
from statistical thermodynamics, through the
things such as DNA to thermodynamics. [7]
suggestion of American chemical engineer John von
Neumann and introduced in 1948 by Shannon, but
without explicit conditional warnings as to its realm of applicability. [2] Because of its mathematical simplicity,
namely that it refers, supposedly, to the thermodynamic concept of "entropy", but is cut off atomic and molecular
reality (difficulties), it soon, within a period of eight years, according to Shannon, "ballooned to an importance
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beyond its actual accomplishments (a technical tool for communication engineers)" into fields such as the
thermodynamic modeling of life, evolution, cybernetics, biology, psychology, linguistics, fundamental physics,
economics, the theory of organization, Maxwell's demon, and many others. [3]
For thermodynamicists, the 1948 use of the term "entropy" to model information in signals has been, in a
general sense, an irritation. [5] The model employed by Shannon suggests to many individuals that anything which
fits into the form of a logarithm has something to do with the second law of thermodynamics, which is not the case.
There are some, for instance, who believe that “information” will soon replace the Clausius version of “entropy”.
Israeli physical chemist Arieh Ben-Naim, in his 2008 book A Farewell to Entropy, argues that “thermodynamics and
statistical mechanics will benefit from replacing the unfortunate, misleading and mysterious term entropy with a
more familiar, meaningful and appropriate term such as information, missing information or uncertainty. This
replacement would facilitate the interpretation of the driving force of many processes in terms of informational
changes and dispel the mystery that has always enshrouded entropy.” The essential mistake in this statement is that
the "driving force" of natural processes is free energy or affinity, which are functions of enthalpy and entropy, not
informational changes.
In any event, Ben-Naim advocates replacing entropy by information, a term that has become widely used in
many branches of science. [4] This type of logic, however, is highly illogical: information is not a fundamental
quantity, whereas "energy", or its derivatives, "heat", "temperature", or "work", are. The idea of reducing
thermodynamics down to information, to note, is similar to Greek mathematician Constantin Carathéodory’s 1909
efforts, in his Axiomatic Formulation of Thermodynamics, to reduce the second law down to a purely mathematical
basis using a geometrical approach. [6]
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Information
entropy (quotes)
In quotes, information entropy quotes are
quotes about Claude Shannon's 1948 H
formula namesake of "entropy" as the
measure of the choice between two
alternatives (0 or 1) in a signal.

“The entropy introduced in information theory is
NOT a thermodynamical quantity.”
— Dirk ter Haar (1954), Elements of Statistical
Mechanics

Thermodynamics | Confusion

Anglo-Dutch physicist Dirk ter Haar and his 1954 Statistical Mechanics textbook
The following are a set of collective
quote on the fact that Shannon entropy is not a thermodynamical quantity,
statements, in chronological order, on the contrary to modern popular opinion (for many) [3]
position that Shannon entropy
(information entropy) has absolutely nothing to do with the entropy of thermodynamics—an apocryphal connection
that is one of the greatest ongoing confusions in the history of science, the result of the fact that the situation is a
buried Sokal affair of sorts: [1]

“The entropy introduced in information theory is not a thermodynamical quantity.”
— Dirk ter Haar (1954), Anglo-Dutch physicist

“Everyone knows that Shannon’s derivation is in error.”
— Benoit Mandelbrot (1961), audience comment to Myron Tribus on Claude Shannon’s 1948 information entropy derivation [6]

“The similarity of the formal expressions in the two cases has misled many authors to identify entropy of information
with negative physical entropy.”
— Josef Jauch and Julius Baron (1972), Swiss theoretical physicist and American mathematician
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“The bare truth is that one does not meet the concept of physical entropy in communication theory.”
— Nicholas Georgescu-Roegen (1977), Romanian-born American mathematician

“Although information theory is more comprehensive than is statistical mechanics, this very comprehensiveness gives
rise to objectionable consequences when it is applied in physics and chemistry. It remains true, nevertheless, that
information theory can be of value in a heuristic sense. Notions about ‘loss of information’ can sometimes be
intuitively useful. But they can also, like the comparable concept of ‘disorder’, give rise to mistakes. It needs to be
kept in mind that thermodynamic entropy is fully objective and the same must apply to any other ‘entropy’ which is
used as surrogate.”
— Kenneth Denbigh and John Denbigh (1985), Entropy in Relation to Incomplete Knowledge [5]

“It is a mistaken belief that Shannon’s function—called ‘entropy’ by namesake misadoption in information theory
(Shannon and Weaver 1949)—has resulted in a true generalization of the Carnot-Clausius state function [dQ/T]
treatment and the Boltzmann-Gibbs statistical [H function] treatment of the original [thermodynamic] entropy
formulation of heat [Q], thus, in a sense, freeing it from disciplinary framework of thermodynamics for use in
probability distributions in general—which is a major impediment to productive communication [in science].”
— Jeffrey Wicken (1987), American evolutionary biochemist

“The two—information theoretic ideas and thermodynamic entropy—have been repeatedly confused since the time
of von Neumann.”
— Peter Coveney and Roger Highfield (1990), English science historians

“[The] ‘entropies’ in contexts where temperature T is absent have NOTHING to do with entropy of thermodynamics
and NOTHING to do with the second law of thermodynamics.”
— Harold Morowitz (1991), American biological thermodynamicist

“Information ‘entropy’ in all of its myriad nonphysicochemical forms as a measure of information or abstract
communication has no relevance to the evaluation of thermodynamic entropy change.”
— Frank Lambert (1999), American inorganic chemist

“Shannon entropy and Boltzmann entropy are completely unrelated”
— Stephen Kline (1999), American thermodynamicist

“Neumann’s proposal to call Shannon’s function defining information by the name ‘entropy’ opened a Pandora’s box
of intellectual confusion.”
— Antoine Danchin (2001), French geneticist

“Having now followed the three principle scholars’ work, regarded as responsible for the alleged equivalence
between information and negative entropy, it is now clear that this alleged equivalence is physically baseless.”
— Kozo Mayumi (2001), Japanese ecological thermodynamics economist

“The use of the term ‘Shannon entropy’, although Shannon himself did this, is a mistake because it leads to thinking
that thermodynamic entropy is the same as the Shannon entropy. Shannon entropy, however, is NOT identical to
‘entropy’ because they have different units: bits per symbol and joules per kelvin, respective.”
— Thomas Schneider (2002), American biomolecular chemist

“Shannon’s theory of information has set in motion one of the most farcical trains of misconceptions and
misunderstandings in the modern history of the sciences, namely, that ‘information’ is a palpable thing with sufficient
integrity to be measured and parceled out like so many dollops of butterscotch.”
— Philip Mirowski (2002), American physical economist

“This [calling Shannon’s H function by the name ‘entropy’] created a situation of enormous confusion lasting up to
date in many areas [and] led to an immediate and unjustified identification with thermodynamic entropy.”
— Alberto Solana-Ortega (2002), Spanish mathematician

“Thermodynamic entropy and Shannon’s entropy are two different things.”
— Erico Guizzo (2003), Brazilian electrical engineer

“Shannon entropy should not be confused with the term entropy as it is used in chemistry and physics. Shannon
entropy does not depend on temperature. Therefore, it is not the same as thermodynamic entropy.”
— Stuart Pullen (2005), American biochemist
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“Von Neumann’s argument [basis of Shannon entropy] does not establish the desired conceptual linkage between Tr
ρ log ρ and thermodynamic entropy.”
— Meir Hemmo and Orly Shenker (2006), Israeli science philosophers

“For level-headed physicists, entropy—or order and disorder—is nothing by itself. It has to be seen and discussed in
conjunction with temperature and heat, and energy and work. And, if there is to be an extrapolation of entropy to a
foreign field, it must be accompanied by the appropriate extrapolations of temperature, heat, and work.”
— Ingo Muller (2007), German thermodynamicist

“The analogy [of Shannon entropy] to thermodynamic entropy breaks down because Shannon’s concept is a logical
(or structural) property, not a dynamical property. Shannon entropy, for example, does not generally increase
spontaneously in most communication systems, so there is no equivalent to the second law of thermodynamics when
it comes to the entropy of information. The arrangement of units in a message doesn’t spontaneously ‘tend’ to
change toward equiprobablity.”
— Terrence Deacon (2011), American neurological anthropologist

“Information defined by Shannon and thermodynamic entropy are not quantitatively related. I recommend [that we]
restrict the meaning of ‘entropy’ to its thermodynamic one as originally intended by Clausius and Boltzmann and
remove the term ‘entropy’ from all discussions on information as defined by Shannon.”
— Sungchul Ji (2012), American cellular pathologist

“Do not confuse [entropy] with entropy in information theory (Shannon, 1948). This name is only the result of a joke
by von Neumann and Shannon; thermodynamic entropy has nothing to do with so-called information entropy
(Muller, 2007).”
— Ichiro Aoki (2012), Japanese systems engineer [2]

“I agree that thermodynamic entropy (thermal energy displacement, J/K) is not the same as other "extrapolations"
based on very limited, statistical and stochastic modeling similarity, like mislabeled information entropy. Natural
phenomena are not governed nor caused by simulation tools, like mathematical analysis, the latter being simplified
description of unique natural phenomena, but not more than that.”
— Milivoje Kostic (2013), Serbian-born American mechanical engineer and thermodynamicist [4]

Related
The following are related quotes:
“Information is information, not matter or energy.”
— Norbert Wiener (1948), Cybernetics [1]

“From a physical point of view, information theory has nothing to do with physics.”
— Daniel Ueltschi (c.2011), ‘Shannon Entropy’ [1]

See also
● 2.332746 bits/elements distinguishability constant (19 Jan 2013) – Hmolpedia threads.
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Information theory
In science, information theory, or unambiguously the
"theory of the transmission of information", as
defined Italian-born American electrical engineer
Robert Fano, who taught one of the first courses on
information theory, at MIT, is a mode of logic that
attempts to analyze and mathematically quantify the
transmittal of data, typically through wire or radio
wave. [19] Information theory, according to the
Oxford Dictionary of Science, is the branch of
mathematics that analyses information
mathematically. [1]

Naming confusions
See main: Information entropy (quotes); Shannon
bandwagon

In 1948, American electrical engineer Claude Shannon
adopted the physics term "entropy" as the new name
for his logarithm of a probability formulation of data
transmission, telegraphy in particular, alluding to the
premise that the his formula and the formula for
entropy in statistical mechanics has the same "form",
A 1993 chronology of the development of information theory,
after which people began to continuously assume a
which starts with the work of Harry Nyquist (1924), Ralph Hartley
connection to the two fields. To exemplify this
(1928), and Claude Shannon (1948). [19]
confusion, the 2005 Oxford Dictionary of Science,
gives a the following addendum to the definition of information theory: [1]
"Several branches of physics have been related to information theory. For example an increase in entropy has been
expressed as a decrease in information. It has been suggested that it may be possible to express the basic laws of
physics using information theory. See also: Landauer's priniciple; Zeilinger's principle."
Here we see the recursive confusion that results from Shannon's misfortune naming choice of the formula for the
mathematical quantification of the "measure of information, choice, and uncertainty" in a signal transmission by the
name entropy; meaning that, the above science dictionary definition, in the Shannon-namesake sense of the matter,
reduces to the following nonsensical statement, as the unacquainted reader would see things: "an increase in
entropy has been expressed as a decrease in entropy."
In short, beginning in the last half of the 20th century, there has been a push to blend information theory concepts
together with the laws of thermodynamics, e.g. by suggesting that an increase in entropy can be expressed as in
decrease in information, to yield new laws, e.g. the law of conservation of information, or branches of sciences, such
as information theory and evolution, chaos theory, or complexity theory. [10] Thermodynamicists, however, view the
connection between entropy and information to be only superficial, very illogical, and not justified. [11] To cite one
example, in 1950 American electrical engineer Claude Shannon estimated the "entropy" of written language to be 0.6
to 1.3 bits per character; and in modern times, through many convoluted probability arguments, one can find dozens
of researchers arguing that this is the same as German physicist Rudolf Clausius' 1865 definition of "entropy" in
thermodynamics, which has units of joules per kelvin per mole (J/K·mol). [15]
American molecular machines theorist Thomas Schneider, since 1991, has devoted a number of articles on online
pages, e.g. “Information is Not Entropy, Information is Not Uncertainty!” (1997), “Shannon entropy is a misnomer”
(2002), etc., to a discussion of the terminology confusion resulting from the overlap of information theory and
thermodynamics in his field of research: ‘molecular information theory’, which he defines as the application of
Shannon’s information theory to molecular patterns and states. [20]

Overview
In the 1940s, while American electrical engineer Claude Shannon was developing the basic mathematics of
information theory of telephone signals, an associate, American chemical engineer John von Neumann, suggested
that Shannon call the informational uncertainty associated with a random variable "entropy" because his basic
formula was similar to the statistical formula for the entropy of an ideal gas as developed by Ludwig von Boltzmann in
1872. Every since, many individuals, especially outside the field of thermodynamics, such as mathematicians, have
inadvertently assumed a physical existence between thermodynamic "irreversibility" in heat engine cycles and
"information uncertainty" in communication lines. This has led to a great confusion. The three main researchers
regarded as being responsible for the alleged equivalence between information and negative entropy are French
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physicist Leon Brillouin (1950), American physicist Edwin Jaynes (1957), and Hungarian-American physicist Leo Szilard
(1964). [14]
In more detail, information theory was founded by Shannon
with the publication of his 1948 article "A Mathematical Theory of
Communication." [4] The central paradigm of classical information
theory is the engineering problem of the transmission of information
over a noisy channel. The most fundamental results of this theory are
Shannon's source coding theorem, which establishes that, on average,
the number of bits needed to represent the result of an uncertain
event is given by the “uncertainty associated with a random variable”
(called “entropy” by Shannon); and Shannon's noisy-channel coding
theorem, which states that reliable communication is possible over
noisy channels provided that the rate of communication is below a
certain threshold called the channel capacity.
Claude Shannon - American electrical engineer
who founded information theory with his 1948
paper "A Mathematical Theory of
Communication"; in which he argued that
entropy is a measure of information, thus
initiating the questionable field of information
theory thermodynamics.

Origin of assumed thermodynamic connection

In 1872, Austrian physicist Ludwig Boltzmann formulated the H
theorem, a statistical interpretation of Rudolf Clausius’ entropy, or
“transformation content” of a working body, for an ideal gas system of
particles with no appreciable interaction, thus finding a proof for the
phenomenon of atomic and molecular irreversibility in steam engine
cycles. [3] The H theorem was defined by Boltzmann as: [9]

where f(p,q,t) is a distribution function, or probability of finding, at a given time t a particle with a position q and
momentum p, in which the distribution is assumed to evolve with time, owing to the proper motion of the molecules
and their collisions. [9] The H theorem of Boltzmann states that this function decreases with time and tends towards
a minimum which corresponds to the Maxwell distribution: If the distribution of the velocities is Maxwellian, the H
function remains constant during time. For a system of N statistically independent particles, H is related to the
thermodynamic entropy S through:

S = -NkH
In 1901, German physicist Max Planck put Boltzmann’s statistical formula
in the form shown below, and also carved on his tombstone (adjacent):

S = k log W
where k is the Boltzmann constant equal to equal to 1.38062 x 10E-23
joule/kelvin and W is the number of “states” the particles of the system
can be found in according to the various energies with which they may
each be assigned.

Bell telephone labs
In a completely different field of study, in 1924, while working at Bell
telephone labs, American electrical engineer Harry Nyquist published a
paper called “Certain Factors Affecting Telegraph Speed”, containing a
theoretical section quantifying "intelligence" and the "line speed" at which
it can be transmitted by a communication system, giving the relation:

W = K log m
The Boltzmann tombstone showing the S =
where W is the speed of transmission of intelligence, m is the number of
k log W entropy formula, which many
different voltage levels to choose from at each time step, and K is a
constant. In 1928, American electronics researcher Ralph Hartley published people mistakenly assume, can be used to
quantify "bits" in data storage and
the paper “Transmission of Information”, in which he used the word
transmission.
information as a measurable quantity, reflecting the receiver's ability to
distinguish that one sequence of symbols from any other, thus quantifying information as:
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H = n log S
where S was the number of possible symbols, and n the number of symbols in a transmission. [2] Pulling this all
together, so to say, in 1944, while working at Bell telephone labs, Claude Shannon sought to solve the basic problem
in communication, namely: "that of reproducing at one point, either exactly or approximately, a message selected at
another point." In this direction, Shannon developed a number of fundamental theorems, such as defining the “bit”
as the basic unit of information.

A Mathematical Theory of Communication
In 1948 Shannon published his famous paper “A Mathematical Theory of Communication”, in which he devoted a
section to what he calls Choice, Uncertainty, and Entropy. In this section, Shannon introduces an “H function” of the
following form:

where K is a positive constant. Shannon then states that “any quantity of this form, where K merely amounts to a
choice of a unit of measurement, plays a central role in information theory as measures of information, choice, and
uncertainty.” Then, as an example of how this expression applies in a number of different fields, he references R.C.
Tolman’s 1938 Principles of Statistical Mechanics, stating that “the form of H will be recognized as that of entropy as
defined in certain formulations of statistical mechanics where pi is the probability of a system being in cell i of its
phase space… H is then, for example, the H in Boltzmann’s famous H theorem.” The following excerpt is the key
section in which Shannon defined his new
variable, with implied thermodynamic
connotations:
Shannon then gives what he calls "the
entropy H in the case of two possibilities
with probabilities p and q = 1- p" and then
goes on to declare:
“The quantity of H [entropy] has a number
of interesting properties which further
substantiate it as a reasonable measure of
choice or information.”
and from hereafter, German physicist
Excerpt (page 11) of Claude Shannon's 1948 "A Mathematical Theory of
Rudolf Clausius' 1865 thermodynamic
Communication" in which he connects information to entropy; where the
quantity entropy S has since been
reference 8 is (See, for example, R. C. Tolman, Principles of Statistical
assumed, by millions of people, to be a
Mechanics, Oxford, Clarendon, 1938).
measure of information. In the modern
age, one can even find books that not only equate entropy to information but actually suggest that information
replace not just entropy but the entire science of thermodynamics. An example is the 2008 book A Farewell to
Entropy: Statistical Thermodynamics Based on Information by Israeli physical chemist Arieh Ben-Naim who argues
that “thermodynamics and statistical mechanics will benefit from replacing the unfortunate, misleading and
mysterious term entropy with a more familiar, meaningful and appropriate term such as information, missing
information or uncertainty.” [17]

Brillouin's conceptions of information
By 1956, owing to the work of Shannon and Schrödinger, French physicist Leon Brillouin, in his book Science and
Information Theory, had stated that “a new scientific theory has been born during the last few years, the theory of
information.” [14] The basics of this theory, according to Brillouin, revolve around the question of how one is able to
define the quantity of information communicated by a system of telegraph signals, signals which themselves consist
of either electromagnetic or current transmissions. In this theory, the basic definition of information in a given
operation, a quantity that Brillouin supposedly proves is “very closely related to the physical entropy of
thermodynamics”, is defined by him as:

I = K ln P
where I denotes information, K is a constant, and P is the probability of the outcome. Brillouin reasons that with
these types of probability arguments, “it enables one to solve the problem of Maxwell’s demon and to show a very
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direct connection between information and entropy” and that “the thermodynamic entropy measures the lack of
information about a physical system.” Moreover, according to Brillouin, “whenever an experiment is performed in
the laboratory, it is paid for by an increase in entropy, and a generalized Carnot principle states that the price paid in
increase of entropy must always be larger than the amount of information gained.” Information, according to
Brillouin, corresponds to “negative entropy” or negentropy, a term he coined. In sum, Brillouin unjustifiably declares
that the “generalized Carnot principle (the second law of thermodynamics) may also be called the negentropy
principle of information”.

Neumann's famous suggestion?
See main: Neumann-Shannon anecdote

In 1940s, after Shannon had been working on his equations for some time, he happened to visit the mathematician
and chemical engineer John von Neumann. During their discussions, regarding what Shannon should call the
“measure of uncertainty” or attenuation in phone-line signals with reference to his new information theory, Shannon
stated the following (a conversation that varies depending on the source): In short, Neumann told Shannon:
“You should call [your measure of choice or information] entropy, because nobody knows what entropy really is, so
in a debate you will always have the advantage.”
This is a famous comment classifies as both a famous entropy quotation and as a classic entropy misintrepretation.
One must always remember that any thermodynamic connotations made in information theory are always traced
back to this ridiculous suggestion. To note, Neumann could have just as easily told Shannon to call is new quantity
“information sensation” based on similarity to German physiologist Justav Fechner’s 1860 statistical logarithmic
psychological sensation formula:

S = K log I
or

S = c log R
where S stands for sensation, c or K represent a constant that must be determined by experiment in each particular
order of sensation, and R or I represent the stimulus numerically estimated. [16] This would have saves the
thermodynamics community decades of wasted energy. In any event, over the last sixty years, ever since this
terminology overlap or assumed equivalence between entropy and information was made, people have been
overlapping the two concepts or even stating that they are exactly the same, e.g. citing conservation of information
laws modeled on the law of conservation of energy, namely that the Clausius’ entropy, defined by S = dQ/T, as
derived from the phenomenon of irreversibility in heat engine cycles as defined by the second law of
thermodynamics:

is the same as Shannon’s entropy, from the phenomenon of information loss in communication as defined in
Shannon’s “Mathematical Theory of Communication” paper:

Entropy = Information | Objections
Every since 1948, with the publication of Shannon's paper, there has been a growth in the assumed equivalence of
heat engine entropy and the entropy of a message, as well as growth in the objections to this point of view. In the
1999, to cite one example, American chemistry professor Frank Lambert, who for many years taught a course for
non-science majors called "Enfolding Entropy" at Occidental College in Los Angeles, stated that another major source
of confusion about entropy change as the result of simply rearranging macro objects comes from information theory
"entropy" of Claude Shannon. [12] In Shannon’s 1948 paper, as discussed, the word "entropy” was adopted by the
suggestion von Neumann. This step, according to Lambert, was “Wryly funny for that moment,” but “Shannon's
unwise acquiescence has produced enormous scientific confusion due to the increasingly widespread usefulness of
his equation and its fertile mathematical variations in many fields other than communications". [13]
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According to Lambert, “certainly most non-experts hearing of the widely touted information entropy would
assume its overlap with thermodynamic entropy. However, the great success of information "entropy" has been in
areas totally divorced from experimental chemistry, whose objective macro results are dependent on the behavior of
energetic microparticles. Nevertheless, many instructors in chemistry have the impression that information "entropy"
is not only relevant to the calculations and conclusions of thermodynamic entropy but may change them. This logic,
according to Lambert, is not true. [12] In sum, according to Lambert, information "entropy" in all of its myriad
nonphysicochemical forms as a measure of information or abstract communication has no relevance to the evaluation
of thermodynamic entropy change in the movement of macro objects because such information "entropy" does not
deal with microparticles whose perturbations are related to temperature. Even those who are very competent
chemists and physicists have become confused when they have melded or mixed information "entropy" in their
consideration of physical thermodynamic entropy. This is shown by the results in textbooks and by the lectures of
professors found on the Internet.
In the 2007 book A History of Thermodynamics, for instance, German physicist Ingo Müller summarizes his
opinion on the matter of von Neumann’s naming suggestion:
“No doubt Shannon and von Neumann thought that this was a funny joke, but it is not, it merely exposes Shannon
and von Neumann as intellectual snobs. Indeed, it may sound philistine, but a scientist must be clear, as clear as he
can be, and avoid wanton obfuscation at all cost. And if von Neumann had a problem with entropy, he had no right to
compound that problem for others, students and teachers alike, by suggesting that entropy had anything to do with
information.”
Müller clarifies the matter, by stating that: “for level-headed physicists, entropy (or order and disorder) is nothing by
itself. It has to be seen and discussed in conjunction with temperature and heat, and energy and work. And, if there is
to be an extrapolation of entropy to a foreign field, it must be accompanied by the appropriate extrapolations of
temperature, heat, and work.” [11]

See also
● Computer science thermodynamics
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Information theory thermodynamics
In science, information theory thermodynamics, or “information thermodynamics”, in short, refers to studies on the
asserted mathematical isomorphism relationship between information theory (or information) and thermodynamics,
particularly statistical mechanics. A semi-synonymous term is “physical information theory”, a term used by John
Collier, but not a complete synonym, as physical information theory, is also used in other non-thermodynamics type
contexts.

External links
● Entropy in thermodynamics and information theory – Wikipedia.

Information thermodynamics
In thermodynamics, information thermodynamics or "information theory thermodynamics" is a umbrella term
distinguishing a set of related fields on the subject of "thermodynamics of information processes" that attempt to
interpret information, such as is found in communication signals or transmission lines, thermodynamically, e.g.
information entropy or conservation of information, such as in information theory (1948), cybernetics (1948), general
systems theory (1968), chaos theory (1970s), black hole thermodynamics (1975), e.g. the study of "information" lost
in black holes as entropy, and other marginally connected subjects such as emergence or complexity theory, etc. [1]
The term “information thermodynamics” came in use as early as 1979. [2]

History
In 1929, Hungarian-American physicist Leó Szilárd devoted his thesis “On the Increase of Entropy in a
Thermodynamical System by the Action of Intelligent Beings” to Maxwell’s demon, noting that the demon would
require the use of information. [3] The 1948 paper “A Mathematical Theory of Communication” attempted to make a
mathematical connection between statistical thermodynamics (gas phase systems) and information in telephone
lines (current or voltage signals), thus initiating the science of information theory. [4]
The 1956 book Science and Information Theory by French-born American physicist Léon Brillouin attempted to
blend thermodynamics, such as Maxwell’s demon, with communications and computing. [5] The famous cited 1957
paper “Information Theory and Statistical Thermodynamics” by American physicist Edwin Jaynes attempted to
connect equilibrium thermodynamics, with the statistical mechanics of American engineer Willard Gibbs, with
information interpretations, and in doing so initiated what has come to be known as the maximum entropy (MaxEnt
school) school of thermodynamics. [6] The 1961 textbook Thermostatics and Thermodynamics: an Introduction to
Energy, Information and States of Matter, by American engineer Myron Tribus, was one of the first publications to
attempt to base the laws of thermodynamics on information theory rather than on the classical arguments. [7]
In 1969, American mechanical engineer Robert Evans put forward an essergy theory, in which he attempted to
reformulate chemical thermodynamics in terms of information. In his own words: [11]
“A possible consequence of the proof may be a more general formulation for the concept of information based on
Brillouin's principle of the equivalence of thermodynamic information and potential work. The proof indicates that
negentropy is not as general a measure of potential work as is the quantity, essergy. This result could imply that
essergy is a more general measure of thermodynamic information than negentropy, an implication that might lead to
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a broader formulation about information and, thus, new insight into the foundations of information theory.” In the
1987 book Evolution, Thermodynamics, and Information: Extending the Darwinian Program, American biochemist
Jeffrey Wicken adopts Shannon’s view of information as a model of entropy (information), but proceeds to deploy
the concept of information as a causal agency in biological evolution and defines organisms as “informed
thermodynamic systems”. [8]
The 2007 book a Farewell to Entropy: Statistical Thermodynamics Based on Information, by Israeli physical
chemist Arieh Ben-Naim, argues that thermodynamics and statistical mechanics will benefit from replacing the
Clausius term "entropy" with a more familiar, meaningful and appropriate term such as information, missing
information or uncertainty. This replacement, as Ben-Naim argues, would facilitate the interpretation of the "driving
force" of many processes in term of informational changes. [9]

Criticisms
The general science of information thermodynamics, if it is indeed to be considered as a science, from a rigorous
physics perspective, is more often than not seen as a contrived sort of mathematical extrapolation from true
thermodynamics, which is based on the heat and work interactions in the steam engine. Indeed, the suggested name
of “information”, i.e. to be called entropy, on the statistical thermodynamic sense, was done as a sort of
mathematical joke between Neumann and Shannon. To exemplify this, Wicken, for instance, called Shannon’s
terminological choice of borrowing the word entropy from statistical thermodynamics: [10]
“Loose language [that served] the dark god of obfuscation.”
The general poor state of the subject, in modern terms, could possibly been attributed to the association and
origination of the subject at Bell Labs, by a number of its founders, such as John Neumann, Claude Shannon, Léon
Brillouin, etc., who may have been driven beyond the limit of academic credibility-justification by the lucrative state
of the fervent financial flow at AT&T during these years?
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Informed energy
In human thermodynamics, informed energy is a hypothetical type of energy that is supposed to account for free
will, the will of animate atomic structures, such as cells, and the beginning of life. The term "informed energy" was
conceived in 2000 by Russian-born American physicist Valery Chalidze, in his book Entropy Demystified, where he
argues that what separates supposed non-life atomic structures, such as crystals and polymers, from life-like atomic
structures, such as a cell, is the "ability of a group of particles to separate itself from entropy waste". Chalidze defines
the term as follows:
“Ordering work requires energy channeled for performing certain tasks according to certain rules … in other words, it
calls for informed energy, and this is, I dare say, the best description of manifested human will.”
To achieve such separation, according to Chalidze, energy must be directed in such a way as to extract heat and
disorderly matter from the area in which order had been achieved. He states that “it must be energy that knows what
to do, namely, get rid of entropic waste … in other words, it must be informed energy—will.” Once this was achieved
in the evolution process, Chalidze states, it was the beginning of life and the beginning of the will of life.
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Inge, William
In hmolscience, William Inge (1860-1954), or "Dean Inge" or "Gloomy Dean" (Ѻ), as he
was commonly known, being Dean of St Paul's Cathedral, was English writer and priest
noted, in religious thermodynamics, for his 1931-33 lectures on the heat death as a
evidence for divine eschatology.

Overview
In 1931, Inge, in his Warburton lectures at Aberystwyth University, Wales, explored the
“religious and philosophical implications of the law of entropy”. [1] Inge’s views were
summarized in an April article in Philosophy, which resulted in a response letter by
Canadian philosopher W.E.M. Mitchell on the subject of animate thermodynamics, in
which Mitchell points out seeming inconstancy between Inge’s article, which argues
that thermodynamics applies to animate nature as well as inanimate nature, and James
Johnstone’s July article, which concludes (incorrectly) that entropy is the inorganic
world (non-carbon based) and decreasing in the organic world (carbon-based); which
leaves the reader with the incorrigible view that time’s arrow (1928) points in both directions (↔). [2] In 1934, Inge,
in his God and the Astronomers, used thermodynamics to argue for the existence of God. [3] In this treatise,
according to American chemical thermodynamicist Benjamin Kyle, Inge eagerly accepted the law of entropy as proof
of a creator, and argued that the god of Christianity was unique, compared to pantheistic gods of the natural
religions, because gods of the latter type would be subject to the thermal death of the universe, but is not the fate of
the Christian god. [4]

Quotes
The following are representative quotes:
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“Modernist philosophy is wrecked on the second law of thermodynamics.”
— William Inge (1933) (Ѻ) (Ѻ)
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Ingersoll, Robert
In existographies, Robert Ingersoll (1833-1899) (HD:34) was an American colonel
turned orator, a top 100 famous atheist, nicknamed the “great agnostic”, albeit, by
1888, known as a “great American atheist” (Ѻ); his Some Mistakes of Moses (1880), one
of the books cited in the Redford deconversion model, one of the most-prolific atheism
quotesmiths, who is one of the dangerous rocks to avoid in the Christian captain
parable.

Quotes
The following are noted quotes:
“It has always been a mystery to me how Adam, Eve, and the serpent were taught the
same language. Where did they get it? We know now, that it requires a great number
of years to form a language; that it is of exceedingly slow growth. We also know that by
language, man conveys to his fellows the impressions made upon him by what he sees,
hears, smells and touches. We know that the language of the savage consists of a few
sounds, capable of expressing only a few ideas or states of the mind, such as love, desire, fear, hatred, aversion and
contempt. Many centuries are required to produce a language capable of expressing complex ideas. It does not seem
to me that ideas can be manufactured by a deity and put in the brain of man. These ideas must be the result of
observation and experience.”
— Robert Ingersoll (1879), on Adam and Eve; in Some Mistakes of Moses (Ѻ)

“Life is a narrow vale between the cold and barren peaks of two eternities. We strive in vain to look beyond the
height. We cry aloud, and the only answer is the echo of our wailing cry. From the voiceless lips of the unreplying
dead there comes no word.”
— Robert Ingersoll (1879), said at the grave of his brother [1]

“In the republic of mediocrity, genius is dangerous.”
— Robert Ingersoll (1880), “Liberty in Literature”

“Some Christian lawyers—some eminent and stupid judges—have said and still say, that the Ten Commandments are
the foundation of all law. Nothing could be more absurd.”
— Robert Ingersoll (1894), About the Holy Bible
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Iniguez, Cruz
In hmolscience, Jose Cruz Iniguez Romero (1948-), who also publishes as “Cruz Iniguez”
or “Jose C. Iniguez”, is a Mexican-born American chemical engineer and physical
chemist noted for his 1993 "negentropic thermodynamics" theory, wherein he tries to
"debunk" Clausius so to explain life and evolution, the result of which is his 2007
booklet Negative Entropy: a Brief Incursion into the Uncharted Universe of Decreasing
Entropy. [1]

Overview
In 1993, Cruz penned an unpublished manuscript on the subject he refers to as
“negentropic thermodynamics”, according to which, in his view, spontaneous processes
take place with a “negative universal entropy change”, an self-conceptualized
overthrow of thermodynamics, in short—not just a violations of thermodynamics
polemic, but a seeming overthrow of the whole subject; the aim of which, it seems, is
to develop a “rational approach to self-organizing phenomena, including the most
puzzling phenomenon of all: life and its evolution”. [1] In 1999, Cruz, in volume one of newly-launched Entropy
journal, published a version of his manuscript in the form of a four-part (Ѻ) article series entitled “A Revision of
Clausius Work on the Second Law”; part one of which being subtitled “On the Lack of Inner Consistency of Clausius
Analysis Leading to the Law of Increasing Entropy”, wherein he aims to “expose Clausius” in the name of life, or
something along these lines. (Ѻ) Cruz reported further work on his Clausius debunking theory, in shortly-existed ejournal Acta Negentropica, created by himself, in 2000.

Education
Iniguez, at one point, was a chemical thermodynamics and chemical kinetics instructor and head the chemical
engineering department of the Universidad de Sonora, México. He is now retired. [4]

Quotes | Cited
The following are some of the quotes employed by Iniguez:
“To fully embrace the evolving economy of the universe (including life), there should be added a third principle, that
of the reflexion of energy, to those already admitted, namely the conservation and degradation of energy.”
— Pierre Teilhard (c.1940), The Activation of Energy [1]

“Entropy as a prevalent force makes itself felt whenever violence triumphs over peace, hate over love, foolishness
over reason, disease overhealthiness, misery over abundance, death over life, ignorance over knowledge, stupidity
over wiseness, and falsity over truth.”
— Eduardo Cesarman (1997), Entropy and Man [2]

“Magic and myth take over when reason gives up.”
— Eduardo Cesarman (1997), Order and Chaos [3]
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Initial state
In thermodynamics, an initial state, compared
to a final state, refers, generally, to the
measurement of the free energy or the
reactants, graphically shown on the reaction
coordinate, at the start or initial second at the
beginning of the reaction sequence.

Overview
In 1993, American chemist Martin Goldstein
gave the following example of what is meant
by initial versus final in the context of "states",
specifically in regards to how one would go
about calculating the Gibbs free energy of
formation of a mouse (or by extrapolation a
human): [2]

Generic depiction of an "initial state" of a reaction system, at a specific
value of energy, which may proceed through any of various reaction
pathways, in its course of action towards a "final state", signified by a
specific value of energy, at a later point in time (or concentration) on the
reaction coordinate. [1]

“To apply thermodynamics to the problem of how life got started, we must ask what net energy and entropy changes
would have been is simple chemical substances, present when the earth was young, were converted into living
matter [as in the formation of a mouse] … to answer this question [for each process], we must determine the
energies and entropies of everything in the initial state and final state.”
In other words, the initial state is one point in time in the course of the reaction, typically the beginning, or point at
which reactant collision occurs, millisecond in which the reaction becomes activated, or time at which the reactants
are introduced into the reacting system. The final state is some amount of time (seconds, minutes, days, or years,
etc.) following the start of the reaction. The two different states, are often explained in terms of differences in the
bonding geometries, bonding changes, and bond energies of the products as compared to the reactants.

Human initial states
The reaction coordinate, above left, outlines the basics of the initial states of the standard human reaction coordinate
of the male-female reaction, in which is child is conceived over a number of years. In this model the "initial state" will
refers to the Gibbs free energy determinants of the bonding configurations of the two unattached single human
molecules at the second of collision; whereas the final state will refer to the bonding configurations a set number of
months or years into the relationship, typified by an increased stability in the chemical bonding arrangements, in
spontaneous reactions.
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Inorganic
In science, inorganic (TR=112), as compared to organic
(TR=983), is an obsolete 18th century historical
categorizational term, generally introduced by Jacob
Berzelius (c.1826), albeit still in semi-active vague
colloquial usage, meant to distinguish or characterize
matter associated with minerals or the mineral kingdom,
i.e. the so-called "non-living" classification, in the 1735
Linnaean three kingdom classification scheme, as
compared to those chemicals and compounds associated
with animals and plants, i.e. the animal kingdom or plant
kingdom, grouped together in the so-called "living"
classification.

Etymology

A Google-generated definition of inorganic as something not
derived or consisting of living matter—a false dichotomy (as
“living matter” is a vacuous concept, i.e. life does not exist)—
or compounds not containing carbon.
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In 1735, Swedish polymath Carl Linnaeus published his System of Nature: Through the Three Kingdoms of Nature, in
which he systematized nature into three divisions or kingdoms: mineral, plant, and animal, aka Linnaean
classification. [8] In the 18th century, several thinkers, amid the French enlightenment, including Pierre Maupertuis
(1698-1759) and Denis Diderot (1713-1784), promoted a non-supernatural duality theory, according to which two
types of matter existed: organic and inorganic, though it remains to be discerned what terms (in what language) they
used in particular. [1] The term “inorganic”, meaning “without organized structure”, supposedly, was in use in 1794.
[4]
In 1808, Swiss chemist Jacob Berzelius had coined the term “organic chemistry”. [5] In circa 1826, or before,
Berzelius seems also to have coined—or at least popularized or introduced—the term “inorganic”, in the context of
organic chemistry, being that in the English translation (1833) of his The Analysis of Inorganic Bodies, he was defining
things as follows: [6]
“In the class of inorganic bodies, I arrange air those that are not formed by animals and vegetables, and that do not
result from their destruction by fire, putrefaction, or the action of acids, alkalies, etc., I comprehend under the term,
the fossils, properly so called, the mineral waters, and the artificial products of bodies whose origin is not organic.”
In this period, as outlined by Berzelius here, inorganic was being used as a synonym from those compounds obtained
from the so-called “mineral kingdom”, as contrasted with organic or compounds obtained from the plant kingdom or
animal kingdom, per the three-divisional kingdom ideologies of the early 19th century. [5]
In 1842, German physician Robert Mayer published “Remarks on the Forces of Inorganic Nature”, wherein he
gave one of the first published values for the mechanical equivalent of heat—namely that “the warming of a given
weight of water from 0˚C to 1˚C corresponds to the fall of an equal weight from the height of about 365 meters”,
meaning that the fall of a weight, e.g. a volume of water, falling through a distance, via the force of gravity, and
transforming into heat or an increase in molecular collisions, frictions, and or agitations, e.g. water at the bottom of a
waterfall or water in a tub being turned by a paddle wheel, as evidenced by a rise in temperature of the water, the
electromagnetic force being under discussion in the latter case—the title of which evidences the apparent or seeming
duality thought to exist between the forces of inorganic nature as compared to organic nature. [2] In 1862, inorganic
was being employed to mean “not arrived at by natural growth”. [4] In the early 21st century, the division of
compounds into organic and inorganic was considered somewhat arbitrary, e.g. a compound that contains both
carbon and a metal, such as chlorophyll or hemoglobin, may be considered either organic or inorganic, depending on
the interests of the person who is studying it. [5]

Inorganic life | Organic life
In 1995, as shown adjacent, silicon was being
referred to as an example of "inorganic life", just
as carbon, historically, has been associated with
"organic life", the argument being that we,
supposedly, do not recognize silicon-based
animate forms as being "alive" being that
carbon-based animation reactions, e.g. in
reaction with oxygen, have a greater "variety
and speed of biochemical reactions". [7]

Quotes

A discussion of so-called "inorganic life" as being silicon-based. [7]

The following are related quotes:
“I am sure you will forgive me my fault,” [Charlotte] said, “when I tell you what it was this moment which came over
me. I heard you reading something about affinities, and I thought directly of some relations of mine, two of whom are
just now occupying me a great deal. Then my attention went back to the book. I found it was not about living things
at all, and I looked over to get the thread of it right again.” “It was the comparison which led you wrong and confused
you,” said Edward. “The subject is nothing but earths and minerals. But man is a true Narcissus (see: ECHO); he
delights to see his own image everywhere; and he spreads himself underneath the universe, like the amalgam behind
the glass.” “Quite true,” continued the Captain. “That is the way in which he treats everything external to himself. His
wisdom and his folly, his will and his caprice, he attributes alike to the animal, the plant, the elements, and the gods.”
— Johann Goethe (1809), Elective Affinities (P1:C4)

“Vitalists resist on principle the pretensions of those scientists who foresee the ultimate prospect of a capacity to
break down the boundary between organic and inorganic matter, and who disregard the plausibility of supramaterial factors in the existence of life. As a result, concepts like ‘life force’ or ‘immanent energy’ are presented by
vitalists not only to fill in the areas of mystery left by the incomplete advances of biology, but also to explain why
biology’s advances will always be incomplete.”
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— Michael Foley (1990), Laws, Men and Machines [3]
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Institute of Human
Thermodynamics
In institutes, Institute of Human Thermodynamics, acronym IoHT,
is a leading international professional body and learned society
with over 75 members, which promotes the advancement and
dissemination of a knowledge of and education in the science of
human thermodynamics, pure and applied. The IoHT is a nonprofit, educationally-mined organization established in 2002 by
American chemical engineer Libb Thims. [1] The Journal of Human
Thermodynamics (JHT), started in 2005, is maintained by the IoHT.
[2] The symbol for the IoHT is "θΔics".

How to join

Research area in one of the IoHT Labs (c.2005)
The IoHT is open to all individuals interested in furthering the
understanding of the thermodynamical explanation of human
existence. There is no cost to join. A token of commitment to the effort is the submission of a short article on a
connected topic to the Journal of Human Thermodynamics. [6]

Clausius Medal
See main: Thermodynamics Medal (proposal)

The IoHT is currently considering being the presenting host and curator for a semi-annual "Clausius Medal", named in
honor of thermodynamics founder Rudolf Clausius, given out, along with a small monetary sum, for excellent
contributions to the subject of human thermodynamics.

IoHT | Founding members
The following individuals are IoHT members who are also EoHT members, which gives the indication that the subject
of human thermodynamics is a subject unique or rather keen to chemical engineers (and to a good extent physical
chemists), in particular:

Libb Thims

Georgi
Gladyshev

Ted Erikson

Lynn Liss

Jing Chen

Viktor
Minkin

Gerry
Nahum
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Location
The central hub of the IoHT is located in Chicago, Illinois:
Institute of Human Thermodynamics
4126 N. Keystone
Chicago, IL 60641
The bulk of the structure of the Institute, however, is virtual being connected via emails, websites, mail, phone calls,
and occasional meetings. [3]

Press releases
The press releases for the IoHT, concerning
publications, works, and studies of members of the
IoHT, IoHT-related events and notices, are hosted
and distributed by PR.com. [5]

Meetings
Founding members of the IoHT: Libb Thims, Lynn
Liss, and Ira Liss, meet annually on the 4th of July
weekend at a different waterpark each year and
discuss progress of the development of human
chemistry and human thermodynamics. Many of
the early meetings with other members, in 2004
and 2005, were not recorded. Recent meetings
An example 2010 IoHT press release (PR.com): reporting the results
have been impromptu and random as listed below: of a 2005 study on the thermodynamic nature of cold sex, hot sex,
and ambient sex, base on a detailed survey of thirty people; data from

2006
which a 'sexual thermometer' was developed in units of 'degrees sex'
● (Winter) Thims met with Ted Erikson in Chicago
˚S. [7]
to discuss Human Chemistry manuscript.
● (Summer) Thims met with Georgi Gladyshev at the 14th annual International Anti-Aging Congress and Exposition in
Chicago at the Rosemont Convention center, who was one of the key speakers and discussed Thims’ human
thermodynamics in lecture.
2007
● (12/16) – Thims met with Georgi Gladyshev in Chicago (magnificent mile) to discuss human thermodynamics and
hierarchical thermodynamics. Gladyshev believes that Thims' work can be send to the Nobel Prize committee for
nomination.
2008
● (03/14) - Thims met with Ted Erickson at the annual American
Association of Physics teachers (AAPT) meeting at Harper College
(Palatine, Illinois) where Erickson discussed Thims’ human
molecule theories in lecture.
● (03/19) - Thims met with Monzershaher Ettawil and Andrew
Maxwell in Chicago to thank them for reading portions of the
manuscript Human Chemistry and to give them finished copies; as
The HumanThermodynamics.com URL located on the
well as to show them the finished copy of The Human Molecule.
back window of IoHT founder Libb Thims' car (circa

Symposiums

2005).

● Both Georgi Gladyshev and Libb Thims were invited to a end, and to submit presenta on proposals, the 2007
Meeting the Entropy Challenge – an International Thermodynamics Symposium in Honor and Memory of Professor
Joseph Henry Keenan at MIT. [4] Unfortunately, Gladyshev and Thims were unable to attend do to scheduling
difficulties.

Other
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● Thims was invited to a end the July 19-20 PodCamp3 Boston at the Joseph Martin Conference Center at Harvard
Medical School.
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Integration and
segregation
thermodynamics
In human thermodynamics, integration and
segregation thermodynamics refers to the
thermodynamic study of the mixing and separations
of cultural groups in a community or population. A
related term, for instance, is entropy of mixing, which
A 2004 oil and water cartoon, alluding to Empedocles premise that
applies to mixing of human molecules.

Chemistry

people who hate each other cannot mix, similar to how oil and
water cannot mix. [8]

In circa 450BC, Greek philosopher Empedocles famously stated, among his many chemical aphorisms, that:
“People who love each other mix like water and wine; people who hate each other segregate like water and oil.”
In 1908, Goethe, in his Elective Affinities, referred to oil and water, and used the character Mittler the “mediator” as a
type of human catalyst able to bring about mixing and or reaction between to people. In 1914, English-born
American engineer William Fairburn, in his Human Chemistry, argued that certain human chemicals (people) can at as
human emulsifiers acting to bring about mixture of unmixing types; for example: [6]
“Many human chemists waste their own time and strength and annoyingly harass their workers by endeavoring to
compel non-mixing types to produce the best results when placed in direct personal contact. Efficient team work is
impossible if non-mixing human chemicals are brought together. Oil and water may be put into the same bottle, but
no chemist can make them of themselves permanently mix. They instinctively draw apart and no matter how much
the chemist sputters, scolds, and shakes up the bottle the two fluids separate as soon as he leaves them alone, the oil
rising to the upper part of the bottle as the water sinks to the lower part.”
Fairburn continues, in what eludes to the idea of the human emulsifier (similar to Goethe’s character Mittler, “the
mediator” or human catalyst):
“A trained chemist would not attempt to mix oil and water, but employers, managers and foremen of labor are
constantly endeavoring to bring about a corresponding physical impossibility. If, however, the chemist adds a third
substance—soda or gum arabic—the oil and water will blend; even petroleum can be emulsified. The human chemist
with his tact and good judgment, can often introduce among his non-mixing men, a natural harmonizer, a man who
promotes good fellowship and teamwork.”
Likewise, in his 1948 book We Human Chemicals, American human chemist Thomas Dreier had one section entitled
“Oil and Water Can be Made to Mix”, in which he explains that some “human chemicals” do not mix because their
ideas are naturally antipathetic. [7]

Thermodynamics
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In 1936, Pierre Teilhard, via his omega point theory, seemed to think that the future will bring an end to racism and
that everyone in the world will live harmoniously together. In 1990, American law professor Richard Delgado, in what
has been called his law of racial thermodynamics, stated that: [9]
“There is change from one era to another, but the net quantum of racism remains exactly the same. Racism is neither
created nor destroyed.”
In 1994, German thermodynamicist Jurgen Mimkes, began using phase diagram models of integrations and
segregations of cultures in society; via the analogy of segregation in populations to the miscibility gap in solutions and
alloys. He studied, for instance, the integration and segregation of protestants and catholics in Northern Ireland and
come to various conclusions about mixed marriages. Mimkes, in his "Binary Alloys as a Model for a Multicultural
Society" (1995), published in the Journal of Thermal Analysis, elaborated on these view. [4]
In 1998, Venezuelan chemical engineer Erich Muller, a noted expert on the aggregations and separations of
fluids, wrote out a short article on the thermodynamics of social aggregations, such as races, social classes, ghettos,
Marxist societies, etc., postulating that a force similar to the van der Waals force or London dispersion force acts in
societies to group and segregate individuals according to stability requirements. He defined segregation in systems of
molecules, for instance, as intermolecular racism. [2] In 2005, German physicist Ingo Müller, in his Entropy and
Energy: A Universal Competition, citing Mimkes, devoted an entire chapter to the subject of socio-thermodynamics,
wherein he goes through an example of a metaphorical system of hawks and doves competing for the same limited
resource, comparing the segregation and mixing of the two populations to that of physico-chemical systems
separations defined by phase diagrams. [2] In 2010, Johann Raatz, in his “Multicultural Thermodynamics” video,
discussed his view that multiculturalism is directly analogous to entropy in thermodynamics. [5]
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Integrating denominator
In mathematical thermodynamics, an integrating denominator is the denominator of an integrating factor, the
denominator being the part of the fraction below the line signifying division that functions as the divisor of the
numerator, part above the line, and in fractions with 1 as the numerator indicates into how many parts the unit is
divided.
Integrating denominators are very important in thermodynamics, although the underlying historical origin, proof, and
justification for these various numerators is a bit elusive. The exact pre-Clapeyron era mathematics (1675-1834) to
this proof remain to be tracked down.

Clapeyron
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The idea of an integrating denominator seems to have been first introduced in the 1834 "Memoir on the Motive
Power of Heat" by French physicist Emile Clapeyron, although this is not at all stated directly. Clapeyron speaks of
"latent caloric" and "absolute quantities of heat" dQ. [1]The modern-day perspective of Clapeyron-mathematics,
although he does not seem to directly give this derivation, is that the variable of pressure P of the body is the
integrating denominator of the integrating factor:

such that when this integrating factor is multiplied into inexact differential of a quantity of work δW of the body the
resulting function:

is said to be an exact differential.

Clausius
In German physicist Rudolf Clausius' 1854 theorem of the equivalence of transformations, as found in his "On a
Modified Form of the Second Fundamental Theorem in the Mechanical Theory of Heat", an "unknown function" of
the temperature, symbol T, is introduced as follows:

Through argument, Clausius then goes on to conclude that this "unknown function" of temperature must be the
absolute temperature of William Thomson's temperature scale. He then concludes that when this function, or
integrating factor as it seems to be called in modern parlance, is multiplied into an inexact differential quantity of
heat Q, the resulting function:

which Clausius calls the "equivalence value" is an exact differential. In modern parlance, when Clausius' "unknown
function" of the inverse if the absolute temperature:

or integrating factor as it is called in modern terms, is multiplied into inexact differential of a quantity of heat δQ of
the body the resulting function:

is said to be an exact differential. In 1865, Clausius gave this so-called exact differential the symbol "dS" defined as
follows, in modern symbol notation:

along with now-famous name entropy or transformational content.

Caratheodory
In 1908, Greek mathematician Constantin Caratheodory published "Studies in the Foundation of Thermodynamics" in
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which he introduced what has come to be known as theorem of Caratheodory. [3] In modern parlance, the so-called
Caratheodory theorem says some to the effect of the following conclusion: [4]
“If a Pfaffian expression has the property that, in every neighborhood of a point P, there are points which cannot be
connected to P along curves which satisfy the Pfaffian equation, dQ = 0, then the Pfaffian expression must admit an
integrating denominator.”
This seems to be the first usage of the term "integrating denominator" in thermodynamics. In the decades to follow,
this version of thermodynamics began to creep into the various thermodynamics books and textbooks.
American chemist Howard Reiss, in his "Mathematical Apparatus" chapter gives a fairly decent overview of the socalled relation between the exact or complete differential, the Pfaff differential expression, and the integrating
denominator, all of which he indicates as italicized terms, and devotes a five-page section to attempt to answer the
question: "when does a Pfaff differential expression possess an integrating denominator?" Reiss then gives an
overview of the theorem of Caratheodory to answer this question. [5]
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Integrating
factor
In mathematics, an
integrating factor is a
1/P is the integrating factor for the inexact
1/T is the integrating factor for the inexact
function, μ(x,y), that, in
differential δW.
differential δQ.
some cases, can be
(formulated by Emile Clapeyron in 1834)
(formulated by Rudolf Clausius in 1865)
multiplied into an inexact
differential equation, converting it into an exact equation or complete differential. [1] The resulting exact equation,
such as:

μM(x, y) dx + μN(x, y) dy = 0
however, may not be equivalent to the original equation in the sense that a solution of one is also a solution of the
other. It is possible, for instance, for a solution to be lost or gained as a result of the multiplication.

Example
The following inexact equation: [1]

(x + y) dx + x ln x dy = 0
Can be made exact using the integra ng factor μ(x,y) = 1/x, on (0, ∞). We ﬁrst conﬁrm that the equa on is indeed
inexact using the condition for an exact differential, whereby we note that M(x, y) = x + y and N(x, y) = x ln x so that
∂M/∂y = 1 and ∂N/∂x = 1 + ln x, whence ∂M/∂y ≠ ∂N/∂x. If, however, we multiply the equation by μ(x,y) = 1/x, we
obtain:

(1 + y/x) dx + ln x dy = 0
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whereby:

M(x, y) = 1 + y/x, N(x,y) = ln x, ∂M/∂y = 1/x = ∂M/∂y
Pressure volume work

The logic of the integrating factor can be applied to the inexact differentials đQ (or δQ) and đW (or δW). [3] In ideal
gas systems, for instance, the following is the expression for pressure volume work in a steam engine, as was
introduced by Emile Clapeyron in 1834:

δW = PdV
therefore 1/P is the integrating factor for đW. Thus, by rearrangement, the expression:

is an exact differential and V is a state variable. [3]

Entropy
This same logic was followed, beginning in 1850, by German physicist Rudolf Clausius in the transformation of inexact
differential đQ (or δQ) into the exact differential dS. In short, in formulating the expression for entropy, over a period
of fifteen years (1850-1865), Clausius famously used the inverse of absolute temperature (1/T) of the body as the
“integrating” factor to convert the nonexact differential of heat dQ into an exact differential or, in other words, a
caloric particle into a state function dS. [2] In this case, T is called the being the "integrating denominator". In
particular, into the 1840s it was becoming known that the integral of a differential unit of heat dQ:

involved in any reversible change in a given substance or system is not independent of the path followed, or in other
words of the intermediate conditions passed through. It follows that dQ is not a complete differential and that the
integral of dQ cannot be expressed as a function of the initial and terminal conditions:

It is well known, however, that it is possible by means of an integrating factor to reduce dQ to a complete differential,
and hence to express its integral thus transformed, as a new function of the initial and end conditions. In other
words, a differential dQ that is not exact is said to be integrable when there is a function 1/τ such that the new
differential dQ/τ is exact. The function 1/τ is called the integrating factor, τ being the integrating denominator. The
factor that Clausius used for this purpose is the reciprocal of the absolute temperature T, such that a new function of
heat can be said to exist:

in which dS is a complete differential. This expression, in effect, replaced the caloric theory. The integral of dS is then
termed the entropy, symbol S, and convenient set of initial conditions being taken from which to measure its value.
[2]
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Intelligence
In terminology, intelligence (TR:481) or “intellect”, from Latin intelligere, from inter- “between” + legere “choose,
pick out, read”, is [add]. [1]

Geniuses
See main: Genius studies; Genius rankings

In 1926, American psychologist Catherine Cox, in her Early Mental Traits of Three Hundred Geniuses, using the Cattell
1000 (1894), the top one thousand eminent creators and leaders of western civilization, ranked the top 301 greatest
geniuses, existive between 1450 and 1850, by intellect. In 1994, Tony Buzan and Raymond Keene, in their Book of
Genius, presented a ranking of the top 100 geniuses of all time. In 2014, American electrochemical engineer Libb
Thims initiated a work-in-progress up-to-date ranking of the top 500 geniuses of all time by IQ (real IQ).

Beauty
In 2002, Libb Thims conducted a study (see: Beckhap’s law proof) of the physical attractiveness of graduation photos
of college graduates vs the intellectual difficulty of degrees obtained, finding in inverse relationship between beauty
and intelligence, thus corroborating Beckhap’s law, aka the beauty-brains paradox, namely adage that “beauty varies
inversely with intelligence”, i.e. that beauty and brains, at combined intensified levels, are rarely found in the same
package.

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“Many much-learned men have no intelligence; said another way, there are many who know many things, yet are
lacking in wisdom.”
— Democritus (c.380BC) (Ѻ)

See also
● Advanced perspective | Advanced intelligence perspective
● Intelligent design
● Physical intelligence
● Religion and intelligence
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Videos
● Anon. (2013). “Can Chocolate Make You Smarter?” (Ѻ), BrainCraft, Dec 5.
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● Intelligence – Wikipedia.

Intelligent design
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In religion, intelligent design, or ID, a post-1987 synonym for
creationism or "creation science", refers to the model that
humans were designed by god and not be evolution; a post2005 synonym is "sudden emergence", terminology change
arising owing to US court rulings on violations of the
establishment clause of the first constitution in public schools.

Etymology
The term ‘intelligent design’ came into prominent usage
following the ruling of the 1987 case Edwards v. Aguillard, in
which the term “creation science” was deemed illegal and
banned from public schools, after which the term creationism
was replaced, specifically in the third edition (1987) of the book
Creation Biology, with ‘intelligent design’. The following is
A see no evil, hear no evil cartoon (Ѻ) rendition of
evidence from the 2005 Kitzmiller v. Dover trail, showing how
“intelligent design” as scientists, Darwinists, or or
the word "intelligent design" came into the American
evolutionists tend to marginalize the subject.
vernacular: [2]

This book was renamed as Of Pandas and People in the 1989 edition, later famously becoming the focus of the 2005
Kitzmiller v. Dover, over a Dover, Pennsylvania, school board ruling to begin teaching intelligent design (Biblical
creation theory) to 9th grade high school biology students as an alternative to evolution. [1] American
mathematician-theologian William Dembski has defined “intelligent design” as the Logos theology of John’s Gospel
restated in the idiom of information theory. [4]

Thermodynamics
In post 1990s publications, one will occasionally see terms such as ID or intelligent design mixed up in discussions
with thermodynamics, such as in the origin of life, the second law, order vs disorder. [3]

Intelligent design | → Emergence
Religion, in its efforts to get its foot in the door of science, seems to be the classic example of a terminological
shapeshifter. Humorously, just as McLean vs Arkansas (1982) worked to label the term “creation science”, or
scientific creationism (or simply creationism), of the Henry Morris and John Whitcomb The Genesis Flood (1961)
variety, unconstitutional, for use in public school curriculum; a subject matter, which, following the Edwards vs
Aguillard (1987) decision, became reclothed, in Of Pandas and People (the first edition of which (Ѻ) entitled Creation
Biology, 1983), via the label “intelligent design”; so to has the Kitzmiller vs Dover (2005) decision worked to bring
about a new for god-based science, namely: “emergence”, which journalist Lauri Lebo (2008) reports as follows: [5]
“A draft of Pandas and People’s sequel, The Design of Life, had been previewed during Dover’s trial (2005). Just as
Foundation for Thought and Ethics substituted the word ‘creationism’ with ‘intelligent design’—following Edwards vs
Aguillard (1987) —throughout versions of Pandas, this edition substituted ‘sudden emergence’ for ‘intelligent design’.
This prompted Rothschild to ask Michael Behe during cross-examination, ‘will we be back in a couple of years for the
‘sudden emergence’ trail.”
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(add discussion)
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Intensive
In thermodynamics, intensive, as contrasted
with "extensive", is a quantity, variable,
property, or parameter, sometimes referred
to as intensity, defined as a partial derivative
of an extensive function with respect to an
extensive state variable. [1] Intensities are
defined at one point of the space, and of
degree zero with respect to amount of
substance. Examples of intensive variables
A simplified video (Ѻ) definition of extensive, as something that changes with
include: temperature, pressure, magnetic
amount (e.g. length, surface, V, S, U, H, F, G, momentum, or kinetic energy),
field, chemical potential [2]; as well as
vs intensive, as something that doesn’t change with amount (e.g. T, P, B, or
density and velocity [3]. When the extensive μ).
function is internal energy, the
corresponding intensive quantities are called "tensions". [1] A tension takes the same value on both sides of a
boundary separating two systems at equilibrium, a character not shared by any other intensive quantity. An intensive
variable or property, defined another way, is one that does not depend on the mass of the system, and are the same
for the entire system or for parts of the system. If two systems are brought together, intensive properties are not
summed. [3]
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In science, an interaction is a microsecond exchange
involved between two or more bound state entities or
in a general sense an exchange of a gauge boson
between two fermions, after which the bound entities
or fermions are said to be "changed".

History

Three types of humans (modeled as human particles) interacting:
left: a human moved into a spin or curled trajectory by a gravity
interaction; middle: a human in trajectory repelled away from a
stationary human, via a repulsive exchange interaction; right two
initially stationary humans, after which following an interaction,
one is repelled way. [1]

In 1916, in the context of the origin and evolution of
life, American zoologist Henry Osborn introduced his
so-called "theory of reaction and interaction of
energy". [4] In 1926, physical chemist Alfred Lotka
introduced his trigger action model of predator-prey
interaction. The 1960s decoding of the honeybee waggle dance (or wiggle dance), a type of interaction movement
that provides nectar, pollen, water, or hive location information to fellow bees, by Karl Frisch is one of the first
detailed studies of animal interaction. [5] In the 1970s, American mathematical psychologist John Gottman became
the first to video record and study time-slowed interactions between humans in a quantitative manner. In laboratory
setting, over several years, Gottmann studied and measured the interactions of several hundred married couples
interacting in a controlled environment.
Gottman found, when analyzing the video data at a slow microsecond speed, that exchange data such as the
emotional content of person’s words, facial expressions, gestures, or body movements, unconscious intonations, etc.,
can be divided into three groups: positive, neutral, or negative. These can range from disgust, contempt, belligerence,
validation, affection, or joy, which can each be digitally coded at each moment of the interaction. In other words, all
of the many hundreds of sensor inputs, such as the visual sight of a sour facial expression, of any human conversation
create a reactionary state of either attractionor repulsionin the recipient. Attraction tends to create cohesive
dynamic movements and behaviors, whereas repulsion tends to create receding dynamic movements and behaviors.
Gottman's findings culminated in the finding of what is called the Gottman stability ratio, namely that stable human
marriages are quantified by a 5-to-1 ratio of attractive-to-repulsive types of interactions. [3]
In the 2000s, American wearable computer technologist Alex Pentland has been running a research group on the
study of human dynamics at the MIT that has built a computer system that measures a set of non-linguistic social
signals, such as engagement, mirroring, activity, and stress, by analyzing "tone of voice" over one-minute periods,
and supposedly have theoretically applied the model to predictions of dating decisions, salary negotiations, social
network position movements, hiring preferences, measurements of empathy or interest, etc. In Pentland's own
summary words: [6]
“In examining some of the most important interactions a human can have: finding a mate, getting a job, negotiating a
salary, finding one’s place in one’s social network, etc., activities for which we prepare intellectually and strategically,
sometimes for decades, it is largely unconscious social signally, in contrast to actual linguist exchange, occurring at
the start of the interaction that appears to be most predictive of the outcome.”
In 2007, American electrochemical engineer Libb Thims introduced the standard human physics model of interaction
between human particles or human molecules, such
as diagrammed below. [1]

Standard model
In the conceptual model of fundamental
interactions, matter consists of fermions, which
carry properties called charges and spin ±1⁄2
(intrinsic angular momentum ±ħ/2, where ħ is the
reduced Planck constant). They attract or repel each
other by exchanging bosons. The interaction of any
pair of fermions in perturbation theory can then be In terms of time and movement, human interactions, each of which
modeled thus:
result in increases or decreases in reactive attraction (distance
Two fermions go in → interaction by boson
exchange → Two changed fermions go out

toward) or repulsion (distance away) can be quantified on Feynman
diagrams (above left showing an electron-photon interaction; above
right showing a male human molecule Mx and female human
molecule Fy interacting via a single photon exchange. [1]

The exchange of bosons always carries energy and
momentum between the fermions, thereby changing their speed and direction. The exchange may also transport a
charge between the fermions, changing the charges of the fermions in the process (e.g. turn them from one type of
fermion to another). Since bosons carry one unit of angular momentum, the fermion's spin direction will flip from
+1⁄2 to −1⁄2 (or vice versa) during such an exchange (in units of the reduced Planck's constant). Because an
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interaction results in fermions attracting and repelling each other, an older term for "interaction" is force.

Human interactions
The extension of the standard model to human interactions, in the corpus of human physics, is the view that humans
are types of fermionic matter, termed by definition human molecules, comprised of 26 elements, structured into a
human particle like reactive bound state of existence, whereby the simplest of interactions can be modeled as:
Two human molecules go in → interaction by boson exchange → Two changed human molecules go out.
The simplest type of boson exchange, in human interactions is visual inflection, which can be studied at the
microsecond level, in which case the boson involved is the photon, which is said to constitute 37 percent of sensor
input (input interactions which actuate induced movement). These types of interactions are what are termed primary
field particle interactions, being that the field particle involved in the interaction is one of the primary or elementary
field particles, which are said to come in three varieties: photons, gluons, and what are called W and Z bosons.
In more advanced interactions, namely those in which the field particle involved in the interaction is large than a
single boson or several bosons, the interaction is described as occurring through the what is called secondary field
particle exchange, the simplest type of field particle being monetary entity of value such as money, e.g. a one dollar
paper bill. In these types of interactions, one uses the following model: [1]
Two human molecules go in → interaction by secondary field particle exchange → Two changed human molecules go
out

Interaction rate
For all types of human-human interactions, the rate at which human molecules absorb, process, and emit field
particles, whether primary or secondary, otherwise known as emotional current, is 15-cycles per second. [2] In more
detail, studies have shown that if any multi-second video segment of interaction between two people in conversation
is analyzed, by slowing the video down to micro-frames of 1/45th of a second, one will see, by watching the sloweddown version, frame by frame, what is called interaction synchrony, in which the conversation takes on a rhythmical
structure. One will see, for instance, each person, within the space of one, two, or three 1/45th-of-a-second frames,
move a shoulder or cheek or an eyebrow or a hand, sustain that movement, stop it, change direction, and start again.
In other words, the timing of the stops and starts of each person’s micromovements, i.e. the jumps and shifts of body
and face, with respect to his or her bonded companion’s response, are found to be in perfect harmony, having a
frequency rate of 15-cycles per second.
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In science, interdisciplinarity refers to the crossbridging of two or more academic disciplines into one
activity, project, school, or new science. The
"enemy", so to say, of interdisciplinarity, aka "antiinterdisciplinarity", is the phenomenon of hydraism.

Overview
In 1979, on the so-called two cultures
interdisciplinarity fragmentation issue, American
biophysicist Harold Morowitz had the following ripe
words to say: [2]

A 2009 “dividing wall” of the minds dilemma depiction, artistic
sketch by Albanian artist Medi Belortaja (Ѻ), showing that amid the
divisional groupings of the humanities (sociology-centric) and the
physical sciences (physics, chemistry, astronomy) and natural
sciences (evolution-centric), that not everyone is on the “same
page” in regards to uniform belief ideas about the human nature,
according to which the, in the university and intellectual
community, as pointed out by Harold Morowitz (1979) the
“splitters (anti-interdisciplinaritists), i.e. those not engaged in
integrative thought, are in command and the lumpers
(disciplinaritists), i.e. engaged in integrative thought, are in serious
disarray, unable to keep up with the output of printouts that are
generated in such a variety of ways”. [2]

“The terms ‘splitters’ and ‘lumpers’ come from
taxonomy, where the classifiers were separated into
those who liked to create new taxa because of small
differences and those who preferred to coalesce
categories because of similarities. The concept has
found wider applicability as knowledge in all fields
expands. Specialists are confined to ever-narrowing
domains while generalists survey the immensity of
information in an effort, one hopes, to find higher
orders of structure. It is clear that in the university and intellectual community ... the splitters are in command and
the lumpers are in serious disarray, unable to keep up with the output of printouts that are generated in such a
variety of ways. It is saddening to witness the loss of status of those engaged in integrative thought, for one sees in it
the fragmentation of scientific and humanistic disciplines.”
The following are a few other representative quotes, in respect to physical humanities interdisciplinarity needs and
issues:
“Surrounding us on all sides are the physicists, chemists, geologists, and astronomers, with whom we must reckon,
for their domains and their subject matter overlap ours in countless ways.”
— William Patten (1920), Social Philosophy of a Biologist

“Since my name is not Socrates or Einstein and I hold only one of the seven or eight PhD degrees [organic chemistry]
this problem requires, readers are quite justified in questioning my qualifications to testify as such a multidisciplinary
expert.”
— George Scott (1985), on the ethics and physical chemistry of will

“The grandiose building of modern human knowledge, growing before our eyes with impressive acceleration, shows
now some features that resemble the story of the construction of the Babylon Tower. As time goes on, the
specialization of science becomes deeper and deeper, so that the ‘builders’ of its different domains lose the ability to
understand each other. It is happening because the division of science into different branches is artificial and reflects
its preceding path of development rather than the natural interlinks or similarities between the phenomena that they
deal with. Economics and thermodynamics represent just one example of this kind. They are located far enough from
each other on the tree of science that their branches do not intersect. Students of both disciplines are mostly
ignorant of ideas and methods of the other side. Specialists in both sciences publish their works in different journals
and do not assemble together at common conferences.”
— Octavian Ksenzhek (2007), Money: Virtual Energy: Economy through the Prism of Thermodynamics

(add discussion)
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Discussion
Hmolscience, by its very nature, being a two cultures subject, is an
interdisciplinary subject, whether it be bridging chemistry and sociology
(sociochemistry), physics and economics (econophysics), or thermodynamics
and history (historio-thermodynamics or “history thermodynamics”), and so
on, per joining. In some cases, however, subjects such as human chemical
thermodynamics, cover all disciplines, and hence are very or extensively
interdisciplinary. One noted example is American economist Paul Samuelson,
who cross-bridged economics, physical chemistry, and thermodynamics, is
often cited as having been a successful interdisciplinarian; the following, to
exemplify, is a snippet from his collected works abstract (Ѻ):
A depiction of interdisciplinarity
“One of Samuelson's many novel contributions was that he generalized and
applied mathematical methods developed for the study of thermodynamics involving a discussion of the overlap of
to the field of economics. His inspiration for doing so came, in part, from his mathematics and genetics, creating new
hybrid type of mathematical genetics
mentor, polymath Edwin Wilson who was a former Yale student of the
founder of chemical thermodynamics, Willard Gibbs. Samuelson, therefore, is subject.
a successful example of interdisciplinarity, and he combined these ideas in his magnum opus Foundations of
Economic Analysis (1947).”

Another example of an interdisciplinarian is American business theorist Bruce Gunn was very interdisciplinary,
specifically in peer review, specifically, in his 1968 article “The Dynamic Synthesis Theory of Motivation”, wherein he
employs Le Chatelier’s principle together with the transformation of energy, to theorize about employee motivation,
he cites reviewers for this paper being: Ronald E. Jones (chemical engineering), Lee V. Mclean (electrical engineering),
Leon C. Megginson (management), Stanley Preston (finance), Samuel H. Roy (statistics), and Roger A. Richardson
(psychology). Croatian physicist Josip Stepanić, in his JHT review board profile, lists one of his interests as
“interdisciplinarity”, along with thermodynamics and statistical physics of complex systems, social systems theory,
social free energy theory, among others. Nearly all of the two cultures synergy departments are interdisciplinary in
structure.

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“Immaturity, lack of imagination, 'doctrinaire departmentalism', and [in particular] overspecialization is choking
modern scholarship and limiting man’s communication with his fellows.”
— John Q. Stewart (1955), commentary on efforts to initiate an interdisciplinary social physics department at Princeton [1]
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External links
● Interdisciplinarity – Wikipedia.

Interfacial thermodynamics
In thermodynamics, interfacial thermodynamics is the study of the application of thermodynamics to interfacial
phenomena, addressing topics including interfacial energies, interfacial tension, adhesion, adsorption, and particleparticle interaction and about relations between them. [1] The 1991 work of Dutch physical chemist Johannes
Lyklema is said to give a good introduction to the thermodynamics of interfaces. [2]
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1. Lyklema, Johannes. (2000). “Interfacial Thermodynamics: with Special Reference to Biological Systems”, in: Physical
Chemistry of Biological Interfaces (ch. 1, pgs. 1-48), by Adam Baszkin and Willem Norde. CRC Press.
2. Lyklema, Johannes. (1991). Fundamentals of Interface and Colloid Science I: Fundamentals (ch. 2: Thermodynamic
Foundations of Interface and Colloid Science). Academic Press.

Further reading
● Bu , Hans-Jurgen, Graf, Karlheinz, and Kappl, Michael. (2006). Physics and Chemistry of Interfaces (ch. 3:
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Thermodynamics of Interfaces, pgs. 26-41; 4.4: Gibbs free energy of the electric double layer, pg. 54; 8.4:
Thermodynamics of solid surfaces, pgs. 153-58; 12.2.3: Thermodynamics of micellization, pg. 253). Wiley-VCH.

External links
● Interfacial thermodynamics (by W. Craig Carter, 2002) – Pruffle.MIT.edu.
● Interfacial thermodynamics – Eng.Yale.edu.

Internal energy
In thermodynamics, internal energy, symbol U, or energy, symbol E, as is synonymously used, of a body, is a state
variable that expresses the sum of the increment of the heat actually existing in a body in the form of kinetic energy
(vis viva or molecular motion) and of the heat consumed in internal work, when the body changes, from a given initial
state reference point, due to the addition of an amount of heat Q imparted to the body, quantified by the formula:
[1]

where H is the “quantity of heat” actually existing in a body, i.e. the vis viva of its molecular motions, and J is the
ergal or heat consumed in doing internal work, the work which the internal forces performed, while the body was
passing from any given initial condition, taken as a starting point, to its condition at the moment under consideration.
The internal energy is path independent, that is it depends only on the condition of the body at the moment, and not
on the way in which it arrived at that condition. [2]

History
The expression for internal energy was defined in 1850 by German physicist Rudolf Clausius. In 1875, Clausius
compared his U function to similar variations given by other authors on the subject of heat: Scottish physicist William
Thomson (1851) calls it the “mechanical energy of a body in a given state”, German physicist Gustav Kirchhoff calls it
“function of activity” (wirkungsfunction), and German physicist Gustav Zeuner calls it “interior heat” (1860) of the
body as well as “internal work” (1866) of the body. [2]
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Internal entropy
In thermodynamics, internal entropy diS is the entropy variation inside (i) a system, referring to irreversible
processes, defined as:

where deS is the entropy exchanged (e) with the surroundings. This distinction between two types of entropy was
formulated by Belgian chemist Ilya Prigogine in 1945. [1]

Aging theories
According to the use of this type of summational entropy logic, supposedly, according to the second law it is argued
that the total internal entropy change brought about by the metabolism of a mature organism is always positive. [2]
To compensate this decrease, it is reasoned that because the body is open that local decreases in entropy are
naturally coupled processes, according to which the forms they create can act as constraints on subsequent
dynamics, giving new shape to old processes or to new processes.

Business thermodynamics
See main: Business thermodynamics

In revenue management, according to American revenue optimization theorist Robert Cross, it is argued that internal
entropy, characterized by the expenditure of unproductive energy within an organization, is one of the two types of
entropies affecting business, the other being external entropy, being associated with disorder and chaos in the
market place. [3] Specifically, according to Cross:
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“Internal entropy is created by people within an organization who are focused on the wrong issues; this in turn
renders that energy unavailable (see: available energy) for useful work. External entropy is the disorder caused by
outside forces that affect companies but cannot be directly controlled, such as consumer attitudes, new competition,
competitive actions, technological advances, geopolitical factors, economic gyrations, and cataclysmic events.”
These extrapolations, to note, are very rudimentary compared to the original definition by German physicist Rudolf
Clausius, based on the mechanical equivalent of heat effects of molecules moving and doing work on each other
internal to a body of steam, and to the later interpretations by Prigogine, but are nevertheless interesting first
approximations.
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Further reading
● Rolinek, L. and Doktorova, M. (2002). “External and Internal Entropy Assessment on Farms in Relation to their
Competitiveness.” Agric. Econ., 48 (2): 61-64.
● Li, Jiangnan. (2009). “On the Extreme of Internal Entropy Produc on” (abstract), J. Phys. A: Math. Theor. 42. 15pgs.

Internal force
In chnopsology, internal force, as contrasted
with external force, refers to a force “inside”
of a given body that acts to impel motion.

Discussion
The notion of an “internal force” is a bit of a
blurry conception, one not necessarily
known or germane to modern science. This
is a consequence of the fact that modern
science is framed around the principle of
inertia, having historical roots in the impetus
theory of motion of Aristotle (Physics,
c.350BC); which was updated into the proto
inertia model of Leonardo da Vinci (Codex
Atlanticus, c.1500) and the later laws of
The "internal force" depiction or model of human movement; as can be
motion as formulated by Isaac Newton
contrasted, related, or connected to the "external force" depiction or model
(Principia, 1687), all anchored in the model of human movement.
of external forces or outside forces acting on
bodies, the inside nature of the “body” not necessarily of importance.
This outside force based laws of motion model, intern, became integrated into the foundation of
thermodynamics works of Rudolf Clausius (The Mechanical Theory of Heat, 1865); which, in guise of modern chemical
thermodynamics of Gilbert Lewis (Thermodynamics and the Free Energy of Chemical Substances), have since come to
be handed down to us as the “system-based” model of quantitative free energy measured "driving forces" of
reactions, processes, and transformations; Gibbs free energy, in particular, being the drive of natural earth-bound
freely-running processes and reactions. Hence, the notion of “internal forces”, psychodynamic model aside, are a bit
of a foreign subject to modern hard physical science.
In any event, German polymath Johann Goethe’s human chemistry protégé Arthur Schopenhauer was the first to
notice a possible inconsistency between the newly proposed external factors randomness-framed evolution model of
Charles Darwin (1859) and the older plant and animal metamorphosis change model (1786) and human chemical
theory model (1796) of Goethe, along with his own will to power model (1818-1844) of human movement. As
summarized by Miguel de Unamuno: [1]
“Judging Darwin’s theory solely by an extensive extract in The Times, [Schopenhauer] described it, in a letter to Adam
Louis von Doss (March 1, 1860), as ‘downright empiricism’ (platter Empirismus). In fact, for a voluntarist like
Schopenhauer, a theory so sanely and cautiously empirical and rational as that of Darwin left out of account the
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inward force, the essential motive, of evolution. For what is, in effect, the hidden force, the ultimate agent, which
impels organisms to perpetuate themselves and to fight for their persistence and propagation? Selection, adaptation,
heredity, these are only external conditions. This inner, essential force has been called will on the supposition that
there exists also in other beings that which we feel in ourselves as a feeling of will, the impulse to be everything, to
be others as well as ourselves yet without ceasing to be what we are.”
Here we well see the collision of a number of conflicting theories and points of view: namely, Goethe's theory of
change and choice being dictated by the force of chemical affinity, atoms up to humans, and the reinterpretation of
this model in regards to the "will to power" theory of Schopenhauer, both colliding with Darwin's theory of natural
selection, adaptation, and heredity—all rooted historically in the dominate Aristotle-Galileo-Newton model of
external forces moving bodies—all heaped percariously on the four letter word "will", which as Goethe famously
stated is not free (as the world-dominating Anunian religion model has led us to believe), but rather derives from
previous sensory impact, interaction, or exchange forces, as can be quantified temporally, such as via the readiness
potential, among other possibilities—a complex issue to say the least.
Austrian psychologist Sigmund Freud, in all clearness, is probably the only one to have made significant advance
in the inner force subject, with is bound energy/free energy view of the id-ego-superego model of repression and
conserved forces of the mind.

Tropism
In 1918, German-born American biological physiologist Jacques Loeb opened his Forced Movements, Tropisms, and
Animal Conduct the following position: [2]
“The analysis of the mechanism of voluntary and instinctive actions of animals is based on the assumption that all
these motions are determined by internal and external forces.”
On this basis, Loeb went on to outline a pure materialism view of chnopsological (biological) movement.
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Internal work
In thermodynamics, internal work, symbol J, or “interior work”, refers to the movement of the constituent atoms and
molecules of a body, under the influence of a force, specifically the force which the molecules of a body exert among
themselves, dependent on the nature of the body. [1] In short, internal work is the work the molecules of a body do
on each other. It is a energy quantification internal to the system.
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Interpersonal chemistry
In human chemistry, interpersonal chemistry is a term used, in a colloquial sense, to define a type of felt or
experienced “chemistry” between people in friendships, associations, or relationships. [1] The term is an etymological
evolution of the conception of “chemistry” between people or older versions of “alchemy” between people. In
modern terms, the use of the phrase interpersonal chemistry is common. In a 2007 interview of the science-based
matching cite eHarmony.com’s current CEO Greg Waldorf, self-taught computer programmer and Harvard business
school graduate, he stated:
“I love the challenge, that people think: how could you possibly measure interpersonal chemistry?”
He continues, "I like the idea of research and measurement around these things that seem so impossible to quantify."
[2] In 2008, the new “eHarmony Labs”, whose motto is: dedicated to the study of human relationships, furnished
complete with couches, chairs, tables, and video equipment, which looks like sets of miniature living rooms,
supposedly is setting out to measure and quantify “interpersonal chemistry” between people. [3] The idea of the
existence of “chemistry” between people that a number of definitions exist:
Interpersonal chemistry – the way two individuals relate to each other (WordNet Princeton University, 2003).
Chemistry – a reaction between two people or the spontaneous reaction of two people to each other, especially a
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mutual sense of attraction or understanding (Encarta, 2006)
Chemistry – the interaction of one personality with another or sympathetic understanding (Random House
Unabridged Dictionary, 2006). Chemistry – a strong mutual attraction, attachment, or sympathy (Merriam Webster,
2002)
Chemistry – the elements of a complex entity and their dynamic interrelation; mutual attraction or sympathy
(American Heritage Dictionary of the English Language, 2000).
Chemistry – any complex, especially emotional, change or process; a person’s personality or temperament (Oxford
Illustrated American Dictionary, 1998)
Chemistry – instinctual attraction or affinity (from the alchemical sense) (Online Etymology Dictionary, c. 1600).
Chemistry – an instinctual, apparently unanalysable, attraction or affinity between people or groups of people; the
combination of personal characteristics that create this (Oxford English Dictionary, c. 1600).
(add discussion)
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Interpolate
In science, interpolate or “interpolation”,
as compared to extrapolate, or
“extrapolation”, refers to the method of
finding the value of a function,
measurement, or function of a
phenomenon that lies within two known
values, measurements, or functions; to
insert or calculate between other things,
functions, or parts. [1]

Social | Relationship force
To go through one example, of
interpolation, the adjacent diagram shows
how the "force" operating between people
should be a type of blend of the
electromagnetic force and gravitational
force. To get an estimate of this force,
according to the principle of the
transmission of work:

which translates as:

An “interpolation” analysis method of attempt at formulating a “force”
operating between humans (e.g. relationship force, social force, economic
force, political force), according to which the assumed force, compositionally,
would seeming or propositionally be something operational in form between
that of the known electrostatic (Coulomb's law) or electromagnetic forces
(Maxwell equations), on one hand, the smaller scale, and the gravitational
forces (law of gravitation or relativity), on the other hand, the larger scale; hues
of which are seen in the affinity laws (e.g. opposites attract, likes repel), social
orbital theory (gravity aspects) and exchange force theory of social interaction
(e.g. Muller dispersion force or Gottman stability ratio), bonding (human
chemical bond theory), and or movement (e.g. turning tendencies), such as the
isothermal-isobaric force function (i.e. Gibbs energy).

the "force" in question, in respect to
freely-running earth surface reactions,
according to Lewis (1923), is the
isothermal-isobaric "force function", in
Gibbsian language, which is Gibbs energy
G, which, with substitution, gives us the approximate interpolated equation for relationship-social force:
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This approximation is evidenced, in a colloquial sense, by the so-called "area code rule" (Ѻ) of relationships:
“The area code rule states that if you have a girl in one area code, the minute you enter a different area code you in
effect become single.”
That is, once two people, of a same area code relationship, separate in distance d into two different area codes, the
so-called "rules" of the relationship change, and promiscuity tends to increase, in respect to the so-called sexual
forces in operation. If we employ interpolation to this, we might surmise that the "force" inversely varies as distance
squared:

or that the relationship force is inversely proportional via a relationship constant kr as follows:

albeit this would be but interpolative guesstimate; though such estimates have been made, historically, in the various
social gravity models.

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“The consideration [of] the nature of the forces involved in [human] relationships is not an easy subject. There are
numerous pitfalls in applying what we know about ordinary human behavior to love, or even to sexual desires; and so
to reinforce this fact I provide you with the following to consider: these processes occur on human time [human time]
and length scales which are well known to us, and yet extrapolating (or interpolating?) from the known into the
unknown may be dangerous. So one asks, what is the nature of sex and love and so on, and their relation to the other
everyday experiences around us? And the answer, of course, follows only from an observation of this world and the
processes that occur in it. It must be noted, if it is not obvious, that I have never experienced any sort of romance. It
is also true that I [likely] never will, and yet my curiosity drives me to inquire as to the nature of the experience. And
it is true that physical theory is the only way in which to answer this question, other than direct experience. While
direct experience is undeniably a more reliable way to answer such questions, a few major problems with direct
experience must be addressed: first, that it is [probably] not going to happen; and second, that various other people
whom I know have been involved in romances, and in some cases they have been involved in many consecutive
romances, but have failed to take data during those treasured minutes of sex. Love lasts longer but they don't want
to analyze their relationships for fear of destroying them. More seriously, they do not take time to step back and
make objective and scientific observations. Thus, for all practical purposes, the mysteries of sex and love can for the
time being only be revealed by theory.”
— Christopher Hirata (2000), “The Physics of Relationships” (§4:Neutron Scattering: a Cautionary Tale) [2]
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In famous publications, Introduction is the 16-page
opening chapter (reprinted as shown below) to
English physicist C.G. Darwin's 1952 book The Next
Million Years, in which he gives a preliminary
overview sketch of the subject he calls “human
thermodynamics”, loosely the modeling and study
of the course of human history over evolutionarySnippit Google books view of the header title to chapter one,
timescales using the methodology of statistical
Introduction (pgs. 13-28), of C.G. Darwin's 1952 book The Next
mechanics applied to the study of societies viewed Million Years, in which he outlines the subject of "human
thermodynamics" as the "statistical mechanics" study of
as “conservative dynamical systems” of “human
molecules”, analogues to the molecules of the ideal "conservative dynamical systems" of "human molecules" over
gas system, whose behaviors are governed like the "average history" spans of millions of years.
particles of the gas system. C.G. Darwin outlines this
approach using Boyle’s law, namely that pressure times volume, of an ideal gas system, at constant temperature and
particle count, equals a constant:

as a working prototype model, starter point equation to lead into his outline of the science of human
thermodynamics.

Chapter One
INTRODUCTION
Anyone who attempts to predict the history of the next ten years is a rash man, and if he attempts to make his
forecast for a century he is very properly regarded as so foolhardy as not to be worth listening to at all. Nevertheless,
I am proposing here to do what may appear at first sight a very much wilder thing still. I maintain that with our
present knowledge of the world and of the things in it, though we cannot at all see the detail, we can foresee the
general course its history is almost certain to take over a long period. It is certainly not possible to predict anything
like a detailed history of the world, but nevertheless it is now possible to foresee a good deal of what I may call its
average history. I do not know whether the true historian will admit that this has any claim to the title of history;
certainly it could make no claim whatever to be a narrative of events. Its aim is far more modest; it is to describe
roughly the kind of things that will be going on most of the time in most places.
In one respect it might appear that the prophet of the next million years had a very easy task. With the great
differences of conditions over the different regions of the earth, it is almost inevitable that there must be a great deal
of variety in modes of life. In the vast period of a million years, and over the great expanse of the earth, there must
be an enormous variety in the happenings, and it may well be so great that, no matter what the prophet foretells, his
prophecy will be verified at some place and time. To succeed in prediction in this sort of way would not content me;
it would be no better than the prophecies of the fortune-teller, who makes a long list of mutually contradictory
statements in the confidence that some at least of them are bound to be verified. My aim on the other hand is to
form an estimate of the normal and not the exceptional course of the life of mankind on earth; to describe what will
be happening most of the time. It is definitely concerned with the less exciting parts of history, the parts over which
the historian's narrative often passes most lightly, because these parts include none of the stirring events which make
up the great crises of history.
I need not say that I recognize that this is an exceedingly ambitious program; probably most readers will start by
regarding it as so over-ambitious that it is doomed to failure. My justification for attempting it is that it does appear
to me that in the course of the past century, and in particular of quite recent years, there have been such enormous
accretions to almost every branch of knowledge, that now as never before an essay like this has become possible.
There have been very great historians in past eras, perhaps greater than any we have now, but they simply did not
possess the material to accomplish anything of the kind. I have of course no claim whatever to pose as a historian,
and it is through my other studies that I have been drawn to this attempt at a synthesis of the various branches of
accumulating knowledge in the form of a forecast of future history. I have always had a great interest in history and
in the biological sciences, but the final stimulus came from my studies in the physical sciences. It is these that provide
the real reason for expecting that something like the present essay may be worth attempting. It may well be that
some of my deductions will be corrected by those who have a deeper knowledge of the various subjects than any I
can claim. I shall naturally be disappointed if my conclusions have to be corrected or amended in whole or in part, but
even if it should be so, I hope I shall have persuaded some readers that the method itself is right; that is to say that it
is possible now, with existing knowledge, to make a good forecast of the future fate of the human race.
To justify the principle that we can know what I have called the average history of humanity, I must make a short
incursion into physical science. Perhaps I had better begin by reassuring the reader that I shall only need to explain a
few generalities, and that no one need fear that there will be much further reference to the subject after the next
three or four paragraphs. There are two quite different ways in which inferences, and in particular predictions, are
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made in physics, and the contrast between them must be made clear.
The older method is the ordinary process of cause and effect. As an example, Newton enunciated the law of universal
gravitation, in obedience to which not only the apple falls to earth, but also the moon goes round the earth, and the
earth round the sun. This principle enables the astronomer to predict exactly where any planet will appear in the sky
at any given future date. Or again take the design of a complicated instrument, such as a television set. The designer
arranges his electric circuits and his electronic valves in such a way that, if a specified electro-magnetic signal reaches
the antenna, then calculable currents will flow in all the circuits, and these will give rise to calculable streams of
electrons in the television tube, which in turn will give a calculable visual image. In this general type of case a definite
cause produces a definite effect, and if the effect is not always exactly predictable, that is only because the
calculations may be so intricate that the evaluation of the results is not practicable. By those who have not followed
recent developments in science, this relation of cause and effect is regarded as the only way by which things can be
predicted. For them scientific progress means the discovery of yet more exact effects produced by exact causes, and
they conceive that the cause-and-effect relation is the sole idea in what is popularly, if vaguely, called the scientific
method.
This would indeed have been broadly true of all the earlier stages of scientific progress and of all the earlier
scientific laws that were discovered, but a very different new type of procedure began to emerge some eighty years
ago, which has assumed almost dominating importance in recent times. This newer type of reasoning is connected
with the principle of probability, and it is unfortunately true that there are a great many people to whom it has not
yet become familiar. They find it surprising that the result of a great number of chances may be far more certain than
the result of a few. Of course absolute certainty, of the kind given by the cause-and-effect relation, is never attained
in this manner, but something effectively just as good does come out of it. As the number of chances becomes larger
and larger, the effects of each single event become less and less important, and they tend to cancel out; the
probability that they will all go one way becomes quite negligible, so that something approximating with great
accuracy towards the average is the final, practically inevitable, consequence.
The classical instance is given by the molecules of a gas. We know a certain amount about the nature of these
molecules, and indeed it might be possible at any rate in some of the simpler cases, to work out in detail what
happens when two of them collide together, though I cannot call to mind any case where this has actually been done.
To do it would be in accordance with the old cause-and-effect physics, but in fact it would not be very useful. This is
because the number of molecules is so vast, and their collisions so frequent, that the effect of a single collision is of
no interest, but only the average effect of all the collisions. It proves possible to know this average by a very general
method, and the average can be found without even invoking many of the properties of the individual molecules,
even when these properties are well known. The most general deductions are the gas laws, which describe how the
pressure of the gas depends on the volume of the containing vessel and the temperature; the most famous is Boyle's
law, which relates pressure to volume. Boyle's law is verified with the greatest precision and the most absolute
regularity whenever it is tested, and yet it is the consequence of the wildly varying and extremely violent collisions
between the molecules of the gas. As I have said, in deducing the law it is not even necessary to use all the known
properties of the molecules; for example we know with some accuracy the distance between the two atoms of an
oxygen molecule, but in fact this distance plays no part whatever in the result. In order to derive Boyle's law all that is
required is the knowledge that the molecules constitute what are technically known as conservative dynamical
systems.
For the rest of the gas laws it is true that a little more detail is needed; for example there are differences
according to how many atoms there are in each molecule, but a very great deal can be known about the behavior of
the gas with only the sketchiest consideration of the details of the individual molecules. Indeed when a student first
encounters the theory leading to the gas laws—it is usually called the theory of statistical mechanics—he is always
surprised at the very little foundation that is required in order to establish, quite fully and logically, such an enormous
superstructure. Of course it can never be possible to get something out of nothing; there must be a basic principle,
and this, as I have said, is the condition that the molecules are conservative dynamical systems. This name is derived
from the fact that the total energy of two colliding molecules is conserved, so that it stays constant during the
collision, but the term itself has a far deeper significance than this, though it is one which can only be described in
technical language. It would involve going rather deeply into the subject to explain it here; and I shall not attempt to
do so, since I am only citing it as an analogy, but I must make the point that in this technical language the whole
property of conservative dynamical systems can be described in a single sentence. The outcome is that in statistical
mechanics, unlike the older cause-and-effect mechanics, the most enormous superstructure can be built, with
confidence and certainty, out of a foundation which might appear to be narrow, in the sense that it can be expressed
in very few words.
The analogy I have cited of the gas laws is the simplest example that is furnished by statistical mechanics, and it
is only fair to mention that, when the subject is pursued further, it does get a good deal more complicated. Thus
much greater difficulties arise in considering how the gas can condense into a liquid or solid, but it would not be
profitable to follow the analogy into these intricacies. Even in such cases however, though the structure of the
molecules must be specified a good deal more fully, the specification still remains fairly simple, and yet it can lead to
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the most elaborate consequences. The general principle stands, that in statistical theories quite complicated results
can be deduced from simple principles.
The internal condition of the gas depends, as I have said, on the molecules being conservative dynamical
systems, but there are also external conditions. Boyle's law relates together the pressure and volume of the gas, so
that the measurement of both these quantities must come into the picture somewhere. This they do through
consideration of the containing vessel, for its size determines the volume of the gas, and the pressure is measured
through the force exerted on the vessel's walls. If, then, predictions are to be made, of the kind yielded by the
methods of statistical mechanics, it is necessary to consider both the internal and the external conditions.
When I claim that we ought to be able to foresee the general character of the future history of mankind, I am
thinking of this analogy. The operation of the laws of probability should tend to produce something like certainty. We
may, so to speak, reasonably hope to find the Boyle's law which controls the behavior of those very complicated
molecules, the members of the human race, and from this we should be able to predict something of man's future. It
is not possible to get something out of nothing here any more than it is in the case of the gas; so the possibility
depends on finding out whether there are for humanity any similar internal conditions, which would be analogous to
the condition of being a conservative dynamical system, and external conditions analogous to the containing vessel. If
both these demands can be satisfied, then there is the prospect that a great deal can be foretold of the future of the
human race, and this without any very close detail in the basic principles from which it is derived.
Most of the present essay is devoted to discussing the various principles needed in order to make these
predictions, but I will here very briefly anticipate the fuller discussions that are to follow. In the gas, the external
conditions were given by the containing vessel, and the analogy here is obviously the earth itself. From geology, we
know a great deal about this; for example we know that it has had roughly the same climate for hundreds of millions
of years, so that it is nearly certain that the climate will stay the same for one more million years.
The internal principle, which is to be analogous to the property of being conservative dynamical systems, of
course lies deeper. It must depend on the laws governing the nature and behavior of the human molecules. When I
compare human beings to molecules, the reader may feel that this is a bad analogy, because unlike a molecule, a
man has free will, which makes his actions unpredictable. This is far less important than might appear at first sight, as
is witnessed by the very high degree of regularity that is shown by such things as the census returns. When averaged
over a whole population these reveal a remarkable degree of regularity in most of the happenings of life; this applies
not only to basic things like births and deaths, and uncontrollable things like the incidence of sickness, but also to
things in which man does regard himself as an entirely free agent. To take a quite trivial example, there is
considerable uniformity in the names given to new-born infants, in the sense that it can be foretold with some
accuracy what fraction of them next year will receive each of the more fashionable names. Thus though the individual
collisions of the human molecules may be a little less predictable than those of gas molecules—which, as I have said,
do not have to be considered in detail either—the census returns show that for a large population the results average
out with great accuracy. The internal principle then of the human molecules is human nature itself.
Here once again geology provides help. A study of fossils has shown that it takes roughly a million years of
evolution to make a new species of animal; during that time the animal is, it is true, slowly changing, but the
cumulative changes are so slow that it is only at the end of that period that the animal can be regarded as sufficiendy
altered to be dignified by a new name. This principle may be applied to man. For the next million years we shall be
concerned with a history governed by the same human nature as we know now, with all its virtues and all its faults.
There will, it is true, be small slow changes in human nature as time goes on, but it is only at the end of a million years
that it may be expected to have so changed that further prediction about it would become impossible. That is the
reason why I have referred to a million years in the title of my essay.
It is worth noting that it is only in very recent times indeed that the present line of argument could possibly have
been developed. This is true of every part of the argument. In the first place it is less than a century since anyone
realized the compulsive force of the laws of probability, so that before that no one could have conceived that so
much could be derived from such a simple foundation. Then again the actual surface of the earth was very
incompletely explored until even more recent times, so that something quite unforeseeable might have come out of
its unknown regions; the position of the walls of the vessel could not be regarded as fully known. As to the internal
condition, human nature, the same is even more true. It is only in the last fifty years that much has been known
about the physiology and psychology of the human animal. In particular it is only since then that the principles
controlling heredity in animals have begun to be understood, and it is obvious that those principles must govern the
characteristics of the human race beyond all else. So until recently there was knowledge neither of the principles, nor
of the data, which I am going to attempt to use in the ensuing chapters. If there were no prospect of deriving
anything beyond a sort of flat average of the future of human history, it would be a dull business, but my analogy
suggests that it should be possible to carry the matter a good deal further. The physicist can not only give the average
state of his gas, but he can also say something about its fluctuations, that is to say the manner and the frequency
with which it is likely to depart from the average. To explain this, suppose that a sample of the molecules is
periodically taken out of one corner of the vessel, say by trapping some of them in a little box. The number of
molecules in the box should be in a fixed proportion of the total number in the vessel, and it will never be far from it,
but sometimes the sample will have rather too many, and at other times rather too few. Furthermore the sample
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may vary in other ways; for example it may sometimes be hotter or colder than the gas in the main vessel. These
variabilities are what constitute the fluctuations of the gas, and they can actually be observed by suitably designed
experiments. They can also be calculated, again without knowing much about the individual molecules, so that it is
possible to say what variations will occur, and how often they are likely to recur, though it is not at all possible to
predict when they will occur. In the same way it should be possible to get some idea of the fluctuations of human
history, which will lend a variety to the dead level of the average. Indeed these fluctuations will be far more
prominent in human history than are those which are observed in a gas, for the reason that, proportionately
speaking, fluctuations decrease as the total number of molecules increases. Now in the course of a million years
there will have been a very great number of human beings, but even so it is incomparably fewer than the number of
molecules in even quite a small vessel. So the fluctuations in human history will be far more prominent than the
fluctuations in a gas.
Much of what will happen in the future can be read from consideration of the past, but there has on the whole been
a tendency for historians, apart from their primary function of recording the past, to be interested not so much in
resemblances as in differences. They have tended to emphasize the difference of structure of the civilizations of
Egypt and Babylon, rather than to point out how much more alike they were, than was eidier to the contemporary
barbarism of Europe. A distinguished exception to this has been the great work of Arnold Toynbee, who has studied
what might be called the Natural History of Civilizations. This is an incomparably finer project than any I am
competent to attempt, but it does adopt a similar line of thought, that of determining whether laws can be laid down
from which the march of humanity can be foreseen.
The plan of the present work follows in a general way the course suggested by the analogy I have been drawing
from physics, though there will be no further reference to this source. In the next chapter the subject is population.
This is the most fundamental question of all, for if there were no human beings there could be no human history.
Then there are two chapters dealing with what I have called the external conditions. One of these briefly reviews past
history; its aim is to mention only the fundamentally important things, those that one might imagine would be
noticed by an historian of a million years hence. The other deals with the physical conditions that may be expected to
prevail in the world. Then there are three chapters dealing with what in my analogy I have called the internal
conditions. These contain a discussion of what appear to be the chief qualities of the human animal, in so far as those
qualities are likely to help his survival in the struggle for life. In the first of them he is regarded as a wild animal just
like any other animal, and I consider the qualities which will help him from that point of view. The next chapter is
concerned with the influence of his social qualities, in which he is so different from other animals. The third is
devoted to settling the balance between the influences discussed in the previous two chapters, and in particular to
the consideration of whether man is a wild or a tame animal. After this there are two chapters dealing with matters
of a slightly less fundamental character, though they are much too important to be omitted. The first examines the
effect of the limitation of populations, such as that which is being experienced at the present time in many of the
countries of Western Europe. The second considers the interesting, if less important, question whether man, in his
perpetual striving after happiness, is at all likely to achieve it. In the final chapter I attempt a synthesis of all these
things in the form of a forecast of the history of the future. It is divided into several sub-sections, each of which deals
with one of the main aspects of human life.
I have attempted to arrange the whole essay on the plan that all the earlier chapters should lay down principles,
and that the final chapter should contain their applications to the actual history. In laying the principles down
however, it has been necessary to present a good deal of detail in order to explain and to illustrate them, so that in
fact a good many of the applications will be found in the earlier chapters. I fear that this may be inconvenient in some
cases, because such illustrations often have implications over a wider field than the principle immediately concerned,
and thus the reader may be left with the feeling that the discussion is sometimes incomplete. In the final chapter
therefore I have attempted to gather these threads together, as well as to fulfill my main aim of making the forecast
of the general history of the future.
Before developing my arguments, it may be well to warn the reader that the consequences I am forced to
deduce will be found exceedingly depressing by all the political and social standards that are now current. It will not
perhaps be quite true that history will be "nothing but a record of the crimes and follies of humanity", but it will be
much more like that than like the Utopias—for the most part, be it confessed, the lather depressing Utopias—which
have been expounded by all the idealists. If the world is inevitably to be so much more dreadful a place than current
thought expects, would it not perhaps be better to forget the fact and simply go on hoping? I do not think so; if we
are living in a fool's paradise, it is surely better to know the fact. But the matter goes further than this; tor we
certainly can do something to control the world around us, and if we can appreciate the limits of what is possible, we
may have some hope of achieving our aims, whereas if our aims are outside possibility, then we are doomed to
failure. Therefore it is a practically important thing to see clearly any laws which must set absolute limits to what it is
possible to do.
A parallel will make this clearer. In the eighteenth century the state of knowledge of mechanics was very
imperfect and many inventors devoted their time to trying to invent ways of making engines, so as to provide power
for machinery. There was no known limit to what could be attained. Even though it had already been adumbrated
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that the perpetuum mobile was not possible, the principle was not understood at all exactly, and an inventor might
not unreasonably at that time have felt that there was no limit at all to what he might hope to achieve in the way of
inventing an engine. Almost exactly a hundred years ago the situation changed completely when the laws of
thermodynamics were formulated; these laws set very precise and absolute limits on what is attainable in an engine.
At that stage the optimistic inventor, untrained in scientific principles, may have felt that the world had collapsed;
what was the use of his going on in a world lost to all ideals, a world which insisted on a dreary uniformity with no
hope that mankind would rise superior to the deadening requirements of the laws of mechanics? For him it must
have been a bad world. Not so for the true engineer. He now could know just what was physically possible, and could
set himself a target that was actually attainable with the sure knowledge that he might achieve something towards it.
Through the recognition of these absolute limitations on what he can do the engineer now has a better, not a worse,
prospect of doing good.
Can we not draw from this parallel the conclusion that if we know the limit of what is possible for humanity,
through determining some kind of laws of human thermodynamics, we shall be more successful in doing good in the
world, than if we recognize no limitations, and so are perpetually struggling to achieve what is in fact quite
impossible? I am going to try to see what some of these laws of human thermodynamics are; of course they cannot
be expected to have the hard outline of the laws of physical science, but still I think some of them can be given a
fairly definite form. It will be for others more skilled in biology than I can claim to be, to perfect, or perhaps to
correct, these attempts that I shall be making.

See also
● Mathematical Introduction
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Inverse entropy
In human thermodynamics, inverse entropy refers to activities, such as the male praying mantis willing allowing his
mate to eat him during copulation or insects that mimic braches, or the cleric’s act of self-abnegation, that produce
the effect of negative entropy. [1] In pure formulation this would be:

although, it is difficult to say if this makes any formulaic sense. In 1973, French sociological anthropologist Roger
Caillois, in his The Dissymmetry, supposedly, introduced the term "inverse entropy" as a theoretical concept. [2]
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Involution
In evolution thermodynamics, involution means the opposite of evolution, but in a way that is synonymous or related
somehow with entropy. The term supposedly traces to the work of French philosopher Andre Lalande, who began
using the term significantly in theory sometime between 1899 and 1930. According to one summary of Lalande: [1]
“According to Lalande, two laws rule over the world. The one, evolution, is dominant in biology, the other, involution,
a term nearly identical with entropy, in the physico-chemical world.”
According to a second source, however, Swiss psychologist Carl Jung has, supposedly, used the term, attributing it to
French thermodynamic philosopher Pierre Teilhard, in commenting that “involution (folding inward) is a somewhat
original term that Teilhard devised and set in contrast to evolution (folding outward). [2]
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IoHT
The acronym IoHT is short for the Institute of Human Thermodynamics, a non-profit, educationally-minded group of
human thermodynamicists. [1]
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Iron
In chemistry, iron, symbol Fe, atomic number 26, is metallic
element.
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Human molecule
Iron is the 12th most abundant element in the human
molecule, comprising 0.012 percent of its mass. The major
function of iron is to combine with protein and copper in
making hemoglobin. Iron builds up the quality of the blood
and increases resistance to stress, the immune system,
energy production, growth in children, and resistance to
disease.
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Human molecular formula
The position of the element calcium in the average human molecular formula is as follows:
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(add discussion)

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“Is it not for want of an attractive virtue [chemical affinity], between the parts of each, that quick-silver (☿)(Hg) will
NOT mix with: antimony (♁)(Sb), lead (♄)(Pb), or iron (♂)(Fe); and by a weak attraction, that quick-silver (☿)(Hg) and
copper (♀)(Cu) WILL mix, with difficult; and from a strong attraction, that quicksilver (☿)(Hg) WILL mix readily with tin
( ♃)(Sn)?”
— Isaac Newton (1718), “Query 31”

“The will of the copper, claimed and preoccupied by the electrical opposition to the iron, leaves unused the
opportunity that presents itself for its chemical affinity for oxygen and carbonic acid, behaves exactly as the will does
in a person who abstains from an action to which he would otherwise feel moved, in order to perform another to
which he is urged by a stronger motive.”
— Arthur Schopenhauer (1844), The World as Will and Representation
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“If iron sulphate and caustic potash are brought together, the SO4 ions leave the iron to unite with the potassium.
When in nature an adjustment of such differences of potential is about to take place, he who would approve or
disapprove of the process form the moral point of view would appear to most to play a ridiculous part.”
— Otto Weininger (1903), Eros and Psyche

“Men believe that death is stronger than life, and therefore dead things must be stronger than living things; whether
those dead things are gold and iron and machinery or rocks and rivers and forces of nature. It may sound fanciful to
say that men we meet at tea tables or talk to at garden-parties are secretly worshippers of Baal or Moloch. But this
sort of commercial mind has its own cosmic vision and it is the vision of Carthage. It has in it the brutal blunder that
was the ruin of Carthage. The Punic power fell, because there is in this materialism a mad indifference to real
thought. By disbelieving in the soul, it comes to disbelieving in the mind.”
— Gilbert Chesterton (1925), The Everlasting Man [2]

See also
● Earth molecule
● Haber process
● Mark Janes (and his iron-like stability arrow of time theory)
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Irreversibility
In thermodynamics, irreversibility or "irreversible" is the term used by German physicist Rudolf Clausius in 1854 to
describe a cyclic thermodynamic process, particularly the Carnot cycle, in which following a series of heat interactions
whereby the working body yields work output and then returns to its original state, there occurs an quantifiable
energy loss due to intermolecular work interactions of the atoms and molecules of the working body upon each
other. [1]

Carnot | Caloric re-establishment
The following illustration shows a general outline of the jump from the 1780-1820s Lavoisier-Carnot caloric
conservation model of heat and cyclical operations to the 1854 Clausius-Rankine caloric transformation equivalencevalue model of heat and cyclical operations of bodies:
(Marcet, 1805)
(Carnot, 1823)
(Clausius, 1854-56)

Left: a depiction of English science writer Jane Marcet's 1805 sand-marble illustrative model of capacity of a body for
caloric (see: heat capacity), in which the sand represents the "caloric" and the ping pong balls represent the atoms,
according to which a given body will have so much capacity for caloric, i.e. heat as it was viewed in that period.
[5]Middle: French physicist Sadi Carnot's 1824 so-called re-establishment of equilibrium in the caloric, namely his
model of a body being able to "reestablish" its equilibrium amount of caloric, a then considered a conserved particle,
following expansion to one volume and state, followed by contraction to its original volume and state. Right: German
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physicist Rudolf Clausius' 1854-56 caloric conservation upgrade concept of equivalence-value of all uncompensated
transformations model of irreversibility.

(add overview)

Overview
All natural processes are irreversible. The phenomenon of irreversibility results from the fact that if a thermodynamic
system of interacting molecules is brought from one thermodynamic state to another, the configuration or
arrangement of the atoms and molecules in the system will change as a result. A certain amount of "transformation
energy" will be used as the molecules of the "working body" do work on each other when they change from one state
to another. During this transformation, there will be a certain amount of heat energy loss or dissipation due to
intermolecular friction and collisions; energy that will not be recoverable if the process is reversed. The essence of
the description and understanding of irreversibility, as defined by Clausius, is the difference between Carnot’s
understanding of the production of work in a steam engine according to French chemist Antoine Lavoisier’s 1787
caloric theory and how the working body or fluid changes during each engine cycle as this contrasts with the post
1850s view of the production of work in a steam engine according to the newer kinetic theory of heat. In short,
Carnot assumed that when work was produced in a steam engine, “caloric particles” would pass from a hot body (a
furnace) through the steam (the “working body”) to the cold body (a river) and that following the expansion and
contraction of the steam during the production of work in an engine cycle, the working body of water molecule
returned, un-altered, to its original state. Clausius, however, viewed this picture differently. From this is where the
concept of entropy stems.
In his 1854 memoir “On a Modified Form of the Second Fundamental Theorem in the Mechanical Theory of
Heat”, in relation to the Carnot cycle, Clausius states that “it may, moreover, happen that instead of a descending
transmission of heat accompanying, in the one and the same process, the ascending transmission, another
permanent change may occur which has the peculiarity of not being reversible without either becoming replaced by a
new permanent change of a similar kind, or producing a descending transmission of heat.” The application and
understanding of Clausius' conception of irreversibility in the sphere of daily work cycles of human life is a very
advanced topic in human thermodynamics, and very difficult one to pin down. [2]

Planck
In 1897, German physicist Max Planck, in his Treatise on Thermodynamics, gave the following definition of
irreversibility: [4]
“That a process may be irreversible, it is not sufficient that it cannot be directly reversed. This is the case with many
mechanical processes which are not irreversible. The full requirement is, that it be impossible, even with the
assistance of all agents in nature, to restore everywhere the exact initial state when the process has once taken
place.”
Planck, in his posthumous autobiography, summarized the term as follows: [3]
“A process which in no manner can be completely reversed I call a ‘natural’ one. The term for it in universal use
today, is ‘irreversible’.”
(add discussion)
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● Teilhard, Pierre. (1923). “The Law of Irreversibility in Evolution” (not: “On the Law …”) in The Vision of the
Past. (Oeuvres, III). March 21.
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Irreversible
In thermodynamics, irreversible means that that there was a transformation content increase in the system in one
heat cycle. Irreversible processes and reactions are quantified by the Clausius inequality. All natural processes are
irreversible.

Overview
In circa 1850, German physicist Arnold Sommerfeld defined irreversible as follows: [1]
“Reversible processes are not, in fact, processes at all, they are sequences of states of equilibrium. The processes
which we encounter in real life are always irreversible.”
(add summary)

See also
● Irreversible process
● Irreversible reac on
● Irreversibility
● Irreversible thermodynamics
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Irreversible thermodynamics
In thermodynamics, irreversible thermodynamics is the energetic and entropic study of transport processes or, in
general, of non-Carnot cycle type systems, those which are never said to approach the equilibrium state. [1] The
Brussels school is sometimes referred to as the “Brussels school of irreversible thermodynamics.” The subject of
irreversible thermodynamics seems to trace to the work of Belgian chemist Ilya Prigogine (1945) and Sybren de Groot
(1951). [2] The term “irreversible thermodynamics”, is rather self-contradictory, as thermodynamics itself derived out
the concept of irreversibility when German physicist Rudolf Clausius introduced the concept of “non-compensated
heat” (entropy change) as the measure of irreversibility. [3]
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Irvine, William
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In thermochemistry, William Irvine (1743-1787) was an Scottish chemist and physician noted for
having done research in the 1770s on specific heat, furthering the earlier 1760 ideas of his mentor
Joseph Black on this same topic, to outline a concept of “absolute heat”, differing from Black’s
ideas to some extent. Some references attribute the following definition to Irving: [1]
Capacity for heat of a body is the number of units of heat required to raise one pound weight of
the body one degree in temperature.

Education
Irvine entered the University of Glasgow in 1756 where he studied medicine and chemistry under
Joseph Black, whom he assisted in his first experiments on the latent heat of steam. [2] In 1766, at
Glasgow, Irvine became lecturer of medicine and in 1770 the chair of chemistry. Irvine’s doctrine of the varying
capacities of different bodies for heat was defended and his method of experiment was explained in various papers
by his son William Irvine (1776-1811), in the Journal of Natural Philosophy, among other collected works.
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Transition note
This completes volume four of the ten-volume print set of Hmolpedia: an A-Z Encyclopedia of Human
Thermodynamics, Human Chemistry, and Human Physics, written online at EoHT.info, and transitions into volume
five:
Hmolpedia, Volume 4 (Gof-Ir)
Hmolpedia, Volume 5 (Is-Mr)
The key point to remember from volume four is the integrating factor 1/T being that this is one of the precarious
linchpins of the core derivation steping stones of thermodynamics.

